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As we announced this course is a seminar course. It is not a

lecture course. It is a seminarj. We want to have a discussion. We want

to get into some interesting problems and find some results, some of wnicu
explored

have not yet been properly ./. as yet at all. The subject that we are taking

is Fulfilled Prediction, and the impulse toward this came from Mr. Eckelmann

who is working extensively with scientists of Cornell University and endeavoring

to win them to tie Lord. He nas remarkable degree of success with it. And

he finds most of them are thoroughly z.qed±R steeped in evolution and

thoroughly steeped in anti-theistic theory of one sort or another which are

hard to come back, but his experience that the fulfilled prophecy is a new

factor, a factor with which they are not familiar, factor which has no

satisfactory explanation auut in their view of Lhe universe, and if he can show

them that the Bible actually predicts the future,axk that seems to make

impact on them more than anything else. He feels that a good book on this
a thing

subject 1s- up-to-date would be/cnost useful/in reachthg scientists and highly

dQc trained people. That is his opinion. Now, whether someone else'

use would be nearly anywhere effective as he ( feels ... I do not know.

He has used some books written good many years ago which are antiquated in

style and which have some good material in it, and he has got very good results

from them, but he feels that something up to date would be more satisfactory and

he has asked me to endeavor to write such a g book. But I feel that the subject
very

needs a good deal more/careful investigation before txxx the sort of a book

could be properly used with highly trained people. I could write a book

W__- right now for the rank and file of pepple. I do not know I could expess



the way to help them most, but as far as arguments are concerned, I would

feel quite ready. I would have them back of my head certain problems which
a

would make it difficult in dealing with educated people, and I feel that/very careful

investigation of the whole subject 1bc would be tremendously useful. So, I

plan this x course as a JD= full year course which can be $ taken I

either semester or both semesters. So, the first semester should not be necessary

for the second semester. I think that either one can be taken by itself. But
in

a course/investigating this matter of fulfilled predictions in the Bible... This

matter of course is vital to us from two different aspects. One aspect is one

in which Mr. Eckelmann is particularly interested is the aspect of apologetics,

and true Christian history has been xgua4kqettxxxx a very great

apologetic, and it has been the fulfilled predictions. In the early fathers

we find it extensively used. There are not very many books written on it, but
all though

it has been used in the course of time a great deal/ExChristlan history, and

even in the New Testament it is from the apologetic viewpoint very important

argument. Jesus Christ is the One whom God has promised because He fulfilled
these
thnci predictions. We can believe in the Old Testament, it does predict

an
what Jesus Christ did. That is the-argument which the apostles used and which

the writers of the gospel used extensively. The Gospel of Matthew twelve
that

times says, These things were writtery'it might be fulfilled which was spoken

by the prophet. These things were done that it might be fulfiled which was

spoken by the prophet. He definitely uses it as an apologetic . It is one of

the great Nx ac JwzxEc proofs that Jesus is what He claims to be. The

great truths of the biblical truths is the matter of fulfilled predictions so that

with
from the apologetic viewpoint it is a real fact, one/which we need to deal definitely.







It of course is

of great importance to us from the viewpoint of exegesis, because there are many,

many places in the Bible where predictions enters in, and there are mahy statements

which are predictions, but which cannot be properly understood, unless we under
properly

stan4/the nature of the predictions and relation to other gpredictlons. One

interesting instance here is Matt. where Matt. 2:13 where it says that this was
that

done/it might be fulfilled that was spoken by the prophet saying, Out of Egypt

have I called my son. Toy here in his book, the Quotations k±kx in the New

Testament says/ that the evangelist, he says, the reference in Hosea is purely

an international history, and there is no indication of ueuxxt allusion to the

future, no trace of Messianic meaning. The evangelist mmHg connects with it

the return of infant Jesus from Egypt in which he sees the fulfillment of the
urn

propiiet's word. There is no doubt a general parallel/between the two events.

Some of the details of the parallelism
' ceases zxDth as Egypt was Israel's land

For
of oppresslon./,'tnfant Jesus it was the land of safety. Israel and Jesus are

both Sons of God, and both were in the strange land, and called out of the land

by the mercy of God. Latr instances may be called the second illustration of

that providential guidance of God , cç,qnoodx which appears early. But

there is no evidence that the prophets had in mind the prophetic passage was

in any way intended c to refer to this event in the gospel history.

Such a reference the evangelist doubtless found. He would naturally look to the

Old Testqr'ament for some predictions and some important I tzac incidences

in the life of the Messiah, and would be struck by the close applicab]llllty of these

words in Hosea to the event which he was describing. There is no ground to

suppose that he regarded Israel to be a type of $tjxx the Mssiah in the sense



that whatever happened to the one must happen to the other also. The /rinciples

of Scriptural application of xmxK1d1aec day allow him to take the words out

of the xx their connection and use them as seemed to him best. Now,

of course, (7.75) Is nor a norm for our interpretation,

but this is certainly one of the most difficult of the fulfilled predictions. Just how

these are going to be interpreted, Matt. says that this was done that it might be

fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet ,a.lrkd Out of Egypt have I called my
stands

son, as you read it in Hosea, as our book of Hosea,'e today, I do not think

anybody will find any more reason to think that predicting the Messiah than

any one of the many other cases. Is there a principle there? W bc xttbcx a vital

principle which may fit definitely tefer to the Messiah in such a way that a

person should be able tac in reading Hosea to recognize that fact? Is there half

a textual error there? jpwk S hould it be somewhat different there? What is

the situation? Well, %f a man were well trained in biblical obcpi( studies and

thoroughly agnostic, you approach him with this argument of fulfilled xkxx

predictbn%', I think that he would have a mighty good answer. Right in this

case, in Matt. here, Matt. 2:13, so I feel that it is something that we need to

deal with and so how we will kx handle. I certainly do not expect to deal

with it this x month or that month. It is or of the mott difficult... I am

merely saying that if we cx understand the subject properly we ought to be

sufficient familiar with the principles that ... able to see at least the

true line., no longer is the wc answer. Until we are able to do

so, we are not in a position to use this argument properly with highly educated

people as an apologetic, nor are we to use ±kx it properly from the viewpoint

of exegesis. It just seems to be a superficial argument you can think off han4L

'l



to excuse to give/ her something and I do not suggest that sort of a thing being

done. But for our purposes for this class, I would like to hold in 1 back of our

mind as one cf the things that we hope to find an answer that we will think that

will entirely satisfactory and entirely in line with the way other predictions

are dealt with in the Scripture. Now, another difficult case where , the reference
should have

that I/looked up/// here. Miss Chung asked me if I would like to have Young's

Concordance here, but I told her that I did not think I would need it today. I did
Jesus

no-- not look up this reference. It is the case where viA says that the Messiah

cannot come because Elijah must first come, Matt. xx 10:11. This again I
our

am not giving for a starting point fo/discussion. Matt. 17: What is the reference

in chapter 17? Yes, Mat. 17:10, and the dlscples asked him, saying, Why then say the

scribes that Elias must first come? And Jesus answered and said unto them,

Elias truly shall first come, and restore all things. But I say unto you, That

Elijâs is come already, and they knew him not, but have done unto him whatsoever

they listed. Likewise shall also the Son of man suffer of them.Then the discples

understood that he spake unto them of John the ." A man with whom I

was discussing premillennialism made a statement about a great Christian leader in

whose judgement I have tremendous confidence %, but with whom I have not

discussed it. I said, that, this man said that this passage gives the warning ?

for the spiritualization of the Old Testament. Now, does it? Does It? My

understanding of the Old Testament... Does/ it? My understanding of the

spiritualization of the very unspiritual things reminds of the periodical that I read
or so here

by a very nice fellow in the magazine which was published within a m1l/dstanee

from hcrc--qMxh- which is some years ago, though it was not published then,
Ezek.

but he had series of particles on 38:39, on Gog and Magog, and he said,
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%ome people say, this means Russia, this means Germany, this means

France. Some say this is misery, misery, and misery. Some

people say this means. And he went through quoting a lot of interpretations,

showing how ... what was his conclusion? His conclusion was that Gog and

Magog does not stand for any particulark nation, but it is merely *2xshows

the fact that the church has a very great end.., a very great opposition, but we

should not feel too badly about it, because God ... man-made e church.

Now, that is a great truth. God' people are going to have a great opposition.

Our God is greater than any opposition. And our God is greater than any oppoition.

But that he wrote that ".. Ezekiel the quite detailed chapters in

Ezekiel 38:39, simply in order to give a general truth that can be stated in two

sentences. It does not impress me as in'jin line with a proper interpretation

of predictions. Now, we can show that God does that many times in the kdxxx

Scripture we have been warned against. To me that is one of the most

extreme presentations of the general a-millennial type of approach to the Scripture,

t he so called spiritualization. I do not ( think that spiritualization is a proper

term. I would call it taking things figuratively to the extreme. There is a commentary

on the book of Revelation by Milligan. Millian, I believe, was a very earnest

$' Scotch theologian, a man, if I remember correctly, who wrote an excellent

book on the Bodily Resurrection, I think h was a sound Christian man. But in

his interpretation of Revelation he laid down a principle that every thing in the

book is symbolic, and therefore nothing in it can be taken literally,and we if we

find that it speaks about time, it cannot be time, because everything is

symbolic. Well, if you take that everything is symbolic, you have nothing.

You absolutely have nothing. It can be anything whatever. And so, ±k really
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the matter of spiritualization is the matter of literal and figurative. To how great

an extent are we justified in taking predictions literally and to how great an extent

are we justified in cJxxc considering that they have figurative

elements.

F2




14 minutes of silence due to an unintentional accident.
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Sometime ago I looked into the canon, the canon... x

It was a most interesting account. He said, You can prove what verse the

textual criticism about it. Because there is a, there is a mathematical structure

in the text. He would take up a paragraph and he would count the number of

words and look at them and there are seven words in this paragraph. See, it

has number seven, and then you take the next paragraph you find the numbers

not Y ... yes, he says, but that has seven different vocabulary words. That is

some of these words are repeated. It has the number of vocabulary words by

seven. You take another paragraph which does not have either one of these,
yes

and4ie says, but it has seven verbs. Another one has seven letters.

cz4xxx

MeahazKl

He always has got to have seven numbers, but I do nbt know how
not

he can take any paragraph any more .. /to find seven. According to the method

of th approach that he uses, there is a consistent principle. He should have

some evidence that there is such a principle as numerical structure. I have

de-ne- never seen any evidence of it. And some of these poor fellows would

eepth- spend years of time counting, how many letters and how many words.
In

I got a letter from a man who said, Don't you know that tkJtx the New Testament

every paragraph of the New Testament has a number of words by seven, has
a

a number of vocabulary words by seven, and has/number of letters by seven?

' And so, I opened the Greek New Testament at random, and the first three

paragraphs I ... no one of these paragraphs fiX fit with what this mØan

says, although this mans says that this applies to all paragraphs of

the New Testament. Now, Hanon (?) wuld not say something idc like this...
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He has been studying very carefully in Greek, but he has always found
seven

some way to get xx1x*r' therein each one. And the trouble with that kind of

principle that he uses is that you can prove anything, anything in the world.

If you say everything that Lhe Bible says about Israel applies to Christ,

becauseX34txxx Israel cx was God's son, and therefore, anything in

the Old Testament about Israel that is going to be true about txdxx the Messiah.

You will immecdiately introduce the principle of nonsense. Because we find

just too many things which just have no a$pplicability to Christ at all. We

must find reasonable system of priciples that apply throughout .ckktdx One
k
other case to mention now, now somewhat a difficult case is,tk of course, the

book of Jonah. Yet, forty days Nineveh shall be destroyed. Yet, fort(y days

Nineveh shall be destroyed. He says that so definitely, and then the

people of Nineveh repented and God had compassion on them, and the city

was not destroyed, but gw grew strong and powerful, and eventually destroydd

Samaria. Was Jonah trying to just frighten the people? Was God just trying to

frighten the people? He did not mean it at all? I would think that if the Lord

unless cøcxxxyou repent. Jesus said, except ye reprent, ye shall all likewise

perish. There is a conditional ' prophecy. But yet forty days Nineveh shall

be destroyed, does not xx sound right as a conditional prophecy. My own

inclination is kx to think that it is an unconditonal prophecy, that it is

God's determination to destroy Nineveh that on account of Nlnveh's sin it is
it was

going to be destroyed, and terribly destroyed, and ±idi bocdestroyed. It was

a terrible destruction any city in ( the history of the world/--Mef- and never was
some

it rebuilt. For,/thousand years people did not even know where lace

had been which was one of the greatest cities in the t "-t world,, It was destroyed.
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(6.50) God's prophecy, God's prediction was literally fulfilled. But the time

element contains aconditlonal element and God postponed the time element/ on

izzgk account of the repentance of the peopi e. Now, if that is a valid principle

in that case, it certainly would receive a certain backing from the fact that the

same thing wo uld apply in the case of Ahab where in the place where a dog licked

Naboth's blood, they 6hall.. Xgx Then God says to Elijah, Because

Ahab humbled himself I will not )" bring evil in his day. When he says that it

S eems to me that we have to say that it was fulfilled in some way. As originally

given you would not recognize it, whether it is conditional or unconditional/ rather

than factual. Well, after the present point, I am merely raising problems to

simply bring clear the matter of fulfilled prediction% is not a simple matter. I

believe that when you get o far enough into it, you will find that the principles

are as they are in most elements.. . I w had

somew fiends who visited pbservatory in Caiffornia where
that haxs

they have the largest observatory in the world/200 inchcxc telescope. And
5

w hen they planned the telescope, they gave the ordeVt to build this great
they

telescope, and/immediately set to work to make a place in which the telescope
a

would be housed, and they planned4nacninery to control the ' motion of the x telescope,

so that it would keep in line with the xtxvthcc revolution of the earth, so

that you can point at certain stars three hours straight and have the point rights

at that section of the heaven swau
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because the point of the telescope is not magnifying...
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If you do not have sufficient light, (3.70)

But in order to do this, it took quite a mechanism and they have several big tables

there, mechanisms were all planned which were ... these big tables shall- would

control the motion of the telescope. And then it was a very long job preparing

that telescope and m&tng the mirroW'r and getting it absolutely perfect and

everything was transported to Mt. -_Palomer , and by that time cengineering

progress has moved forward ix to such an extent that when it was put up, they

left three fourths of these shelves absolutely empty and just on this table there

there they have a little small. apparatus that controls the motion of it which when
complicated mechanism.

they began to make the telescope... all that / s they learned more, they became

simpler. And I believe that often the most complex problem, when we really get
them

into a-and really trying to find the principles involved, we find that it is the

simple things that fit together, 4i-the -right we when you get the right key
in

to fitting things together, but it is absolutely a hodge-podge,/a hopeless mess, when

you get the correct answer, it appears simpler. And God has made this tremendously
Until

complex world embodying great many rather simple principles. x'ou know
the

what they are, t.tix it seems terribly confusing. Like iax man who came
Sears'

here in the afternoon with ks- truck, and he asked me... I saw him and asked him,

Are you looking for somebody? He said/ he was looking for Mr. Vannoy. He had

a file cabinet to deliver, and I said, well, I think probably he Ia in the building.

I had better check it, and so I came in and ...
(/ rU
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To me it is utterly simple. But when you try to explain it to him, absolutely not.

How xx complex and confusing it is to extiix some of you, if you are not familiar

with the arrangement. But if you are, I am sure it is very, very simple.
often

Principles are often very simple. But it/takes tremendous complicated study to

find the simple xx problems. Now, I would like to, then, 4 after having these

problems in mind, bring them as they occur to you, and the solutions to them...

But I am not so interested in happening to think clever means of getting around

things as I am/in finding illustrations that work together, finding instances where

the principles apply and it seems to me that in the course of time we ought to be
particularly

able to make the treatment of the survey of the/fulfilled jxBE iixc prophecies.

F4

We ought to be able to look at the different, at great many passages. Many of

them we do not have to do more than to look at them. If we look at them with

problems in mind, we will see the solution to answer, and x we will also

see that that is a new problem we might have not thought about. This course is

a graduate course. It could be taken as an undergraduate course, but i3cx it is

given1? only as a graduate course and it is taken ... Of course a vcgrad.a te

course requires three hours a uwkc pe'tinit hor. That means six hours a week

is required for the course. This week we are meeting only one hour, and next

week I will not be here at all. From then, however, I hope to continue
average for each week

But we like to have eight hours of work done1 and try

to do that much research and still if you would each take , each one is taking

the class, please take one of these papers now, and ..

If you would take those and everybody would put ta this, so that the red line

is at the left. Each one who is taking the course for credit. Have you all got
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one? Put the red line at the left, and then if would write at the top of it to the

left of the red line the word Red, for reference, and then next fdx between the
would

red line/ and the first black line if yowrite prediction, and then in the next

line, put the capital C and then q"apital U. Here I have here the general pattern.

C followed by U. And then next one F followed by M, followed by L. F, M. L,

and then the next % one B. All in xç capital B please. Capital B, Øapitcal 46 H,

capital G. B, H, G. The next one capital L, B, and D. And then the next one
at

capital E, R, F, F, 0. And then en/the top of the last page, the word Problem
a the

I had/studBnta couple of years ago, and 4 faculty became very indignant because
good bad

f Wanted the student to go through and mark the bad-qualities and j-e~qualities

of administratExxtors and also spiritual K1dtia3xi±k qualities of tne popes.

He said, tais idea of . . is

(11.00)
very

So, this would be,4ielpful , if we can do exactly in the same

form. You had better note down what I mean on another page, of course, kx

Let me explain what I like under 4 these. I would like each of you to go

L~hrough sections and I would like you first to ... if you find something, as soon
a nytning

as you find eometh±g-/ tat is ap' prediction of the future, well, you mignt say,

wilen Dm God says, let tere be light. I do not know wether cgxthcx you should

bother wita tnat. .. Certainly there was an element of predition in it, hut- though

--sotkd-ae-14-a-agi- the sounds may have a magic. effect, God

He did ... and we are told tdeix1dbcKxc His command which is His prediction that

this will happen. It was predicted and it happened. But if you would take that, for

instance, you put Genesis and references besides it. In the first column. Then
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prediction. You would say, to become light. Just a brief summary that wculd remind

you of the nature. Then the next one. Conditional or Unconditional. Is it clearly

conditional? There are great many that are. If ye do not repent, ye will likewise

perish. Nobody will have a right to say, Look at these people. There is no hope

for them. There are all going to perish. Nothing they can do. Because it says,

except that they repent, they will perish. It is a conditional prediction. It is not
in

unconditional. Now, there are oterhs/Nhlch you can be absolutely sure that tc they are
absolutely to that
/unconditional. Certainly the predictions/of-Elijah t-o-Hazael was going to be the

king of Damascus was unconditional. No matter what a'ex then Benhadad did,
if

Hazael was to be the king of Damascus. That was an unconditional prediction. /You

think that there is an element of prediction7, please leave it a blank, but please

put,apital C under conditional and U under unconditional, so that when 1 you

glance the page and pick up the conditional ones immediately. .. Because it is
if you have

so much easier,t-o-/.. capital C and capital U, or just leave it blank and have it

filled in letter or put a question mark. Then I have three EtaxJdDr categories here.

Figurative, mixed, or literal. Figurative, mixed, or literal. If you are absolutely
under 1.

ttie-of-- literal, please put kitgdxx If highly figurative, put under f. If it is

partly figurative, partly bMgxxithøecx literal, put under m. Then the next deals with

f ulfilment. If we read that it was going to take place, and then we find , we are

told in the Bible that this was fulfilled, then put capital B. It means that he Bible

gives us evidence that the prediction had been fulfilled. And in such a case, you

could mention the reference from the Bible. Put the f reference to the fulfilment

somewhere. H. H is history. If you know of evidence from history, that is, that was

fulfilled, then put under H. If you know the eiridence from geography, ckxzcx

such as you kruw of the present situation/ in the world is exactly fulfilled as
that it has been fulfilled.

predicted, that is evidence from geography, then put under... if you do not know

whether the predictibn has been fulfilled or not, why of course then you do not have
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to ... This direct deals with

'
time/el.eReftt- I put L for life-time. If it is

somethigg that is going to be fulfilled in that generation, that is quite cccx

evident.., put capital L. If is rather difficult, then put under D. If it looks way

off future, put G, but if you do not know you just pit a blank. We are looking for

evidences and not finding out conclusions. Then your next, the last is , your ic

next section is a little more specific. It is the prediction of the exile. It is the

petefl--pteek prediction of the exile. It is the prediction of the exile.

It is the prediction of the return fx from exile. R. is the prediction which is

fulfilled e1-- in connection withthe first coming of Christ. And F is a prediction

et-- which is quite clearly referring to the first and secondii'- coming of Christ.

And 0. XX±cvc S, it is a prediction which is quite clearly the

first and second coming of Christ, not the first. 0. I know specifically what

it refers to. It is not something other than

In the right hand column, there is for prophets. Now, this week the- of the

eight hours we will, unfortunately we are not meeting... maybe next week

we could gather three hours. I would like e to have you put in the time in going
and

the sections Y. Mr. Gable/Mr. Taylor., please start with the beginning of the

Bible. From Genesis one or a littler' later . ... Let us start with Genesis and

let us go as far as we can/ get within the time )dx you can give to it, filling out

preferably line ... the simjlest thing to do is toeepc4c get a lined paper like

this, and then you can easily start with the ,paper I gave ycuØ and you can j draw

lines from the top to the bottom, and it will take very little time to do that , and then

it would be easier for you to pick put from what;you I ye gone through these prob$lems

about literal or figurative or problems about conditional or unconditional, and also

problems about the time of fulfillment. Then if you two could start with
9enesis

and
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how about Mr. Dunzweiler and Mr. Buraga starting with Joshua. Let us put in

everything that looks like a prediction. And I feel that you will have ... come

across quite a few things .with these problems in mind that I have mentioned today.

We will either suggest the answers or the problems, and then we can discuss the

together
matter,/and see what light the Lord will give us on the whole matter concerning

the fulfilled prophecy. Well, I fear I may not be able to begin until thocxc a week

from Monday. But that should leave you with quite abundant material ready by

that time.

F-FL

I think as we start today we might give just alittle bit of thought to the

matter of the purposes of the fulfilled prophecy, and the purposes of it fa1 under
the

two heads, and of these two head/one which led Mr. Eckelmann to have a

great interest in it and push us into this direction is important, but it is in a way

less important than the other, that is to say, that the two reasons for studying
for

the fulfilled prophecies are of course/apologetics, and for exegesis. Exegesis is

much more important than apologetics. Knowing what God's truth is, the most

important thing that can possibi,ty be, and receiving God's truth for our lives is

the most important thing that can possil(ly be. But apologetics is of course

also of very groat importance as m a means of reaching others, and bringing

Rte-,-m them, and making them ready to be willing to listen to the claims of

Christ, and to investigate what God has for them. And so, we are interested in
ly

both aspects and it seems to me that both aspects are f' rather interesting/combined

in I Kings 13:, I am sure that you are quite well familiar with. I doubt if thirty
wouki have known

years ago there were average seminary students whoArxew much about this
the first time I

chapter, but,/dggA,cktxxt gave my Prophets' course, I spent two or three days on
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I Kings 13 and I did all through the years ... and everybody who had it

from me and probably everybody who had from one who ever had it from me was

rather familiar with I Kings 13. So, we do not need to spend too much time on

it, but on this aspect it brings out so interestingly that I think that it should be

good to remind you all of it a little. This is a chapter in which a number of

points the fulfilled prophecies are quite important, the fulfilled predictions are

quite important. But we notice particularly here at the beginning that in verse 2,

we have a man from Judah who cried against the altar there in Israel, and said,

behold, a child shall be born unto the house of David, Josiah by name, and

upon thee shall he offer the priests of the high places that burn incense upon thee,

and men's bones shall be burnt upon thee." Now, ,the primary purpose of this of course

is for exegesis / rather than for apologetics. That is to say that the purpose of

giving this message was to warn the people of Israel/ of the fact that God was
have flung

not going to simply sit back and let them/pluck His word and turn against His

truth without doing something about it. It was to give a warning to them that God

is on His throne and He was kicdEgx going to bring to pass His purposes and put

an end to this wickedness, and then it had equally purposes to encourage the people

of God therein Israel, to assure them that the terrible, wicked thing that was being

done by king Jeroboam was not something that was going to last permanently but

that ibd3ccx in His adxx own time God was øx going to bring it to an end. And
an ement

so, this is the two-fold purposes of rebuke x for the wicked andxx encouragg-
for
of- God's people were the primary purpose of this prediction, and of course it involves

the fact that Jeroboam turned against the house of David and had gone against God's

promise that David was to be , ,ihis line to rule, and here these people who are
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feeling badly about this are assured in the end that the house of David is gx going

to prevail. So, there is a perfect encouragement, and there is also a definite

further understanding of=000a God's purpose for the house of David. But then

w e have the second prediction given. The second prediction has streictly an apologetic

purpose. Its purpose is not exegesis but apologetics. We find in verse three:

"And he gave a sign the same day, saying, This is the sign which the Lord hath

spoken; Behold, the sltar shall be rent, and the ashes tIDt are upon it shall be
was

poured out." This is strictly apologetic. Because there/i-s-nothing particular

gain with knowing that this was goirx, to happen except for the fact that they

did see that ' it did happna3,and it does give a proof that God was powerful

and God was speaking that through this prophet. And therefore it gave the people

the assurance that they could put confidence in the other predictions which would

be fulfilled for three hundred years. So, this predictior which was made here
to see

is one which was susceptible to investigatiory'whether it would be fulfilled or
if

not. Now, ,'he said," Behold, the altar shaill be rent, and the ashes t1 t are upon it

shall be poured out, "and Zhis happened one hundred years later, this would not
for

be particularly helpful/it-apologetics. Any stone that has fire on it will go to pieces

eventually, and I do not think that we have to think that God performdd the wonderful

creative act in causing the altar to be born by some Divine supernatural process here,

He may have done that, but it is equally possible that at this point the stone

had reached the situation the precise degree of hear or wear which would

cause it to break and ashes to go out. I have seen that happen when I tried to cook

a meal/ in a wood. There was a nice fire going on, and then all of a sudden, it

sounded like an explosion and the rock just broke into pF-'-1_pieces, ymxx the food
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pouring into the fire and then you have to start all over again. It does not fe-

happen often, but I have seen occasionally it happen.. It happens often enough te
but

that there is no great evidence of supernatural power involved in it, /there is
S

supernatural kno1vledge in it. The klng$' certainly would not put the stone/there,

and he expected that this was going x to happen in a near future. And the best

thing that .. . but here very soon after he spoke... and so on verse five.

The altar also was rent, and the ashes poured out from the altar.., within the

next few minutes artd- that the altar was rent and the ashes poured out ... and

the king Jeroboam's attitude was to pray for him,

and asked him to come home with him and that he would give him a reward. So,
prediction

we have the first pet4tl-ei here which has its purpose of exegesis. Its purpose
rebuke.

is to comfort and -review. The second one, the purpose is strictly and exclusively

apologetic. Then, of course, the second being fulfilled, gives the assurance

that the first is going to be fulfilled, and then three hundred years later, the first

is fulfilled, and thc when it was fulfilled, hei it then can become a matter of
from

apologetic value also, because/then on people can point and say, this was

predicted three hundred years in advance, and thaaxø$e- that is a greater

of the Divine knowledge than the predictiDn... when the altar was torn, and

so that is a tremendous apologetic thing after fulfilled, but it has no apologetic

\elue until it is fulfilled. Then of course, over in II Kings how Josiah came up

here and how performed these acts, and we read it and of course Josiah would have

been familiar with these predictions and so there are those who say, tf~ what is

the apologetic value in it? Because after all Josiah knew that the prophet said

that Josiah was going to do this and thethçx& then Josiah simply carried it out?
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So, what is the apologetic value of this? f course, even so, there is the apologetic

elue of a number of different angles, because the northern kingdom by that time

has had four main dynasties and a number of kings had separate small dynasties,

and the house of Dvaid still continued for years, and then the house of David, the

southern kingdom has had a na-- king named Josiah right at that particular time when

it was possible to carry this out, when the Assyrians had the power to destroy the power of
the
/northern kingdom. The fact that they kl could do it in the time of Jeroboam, no

matter how godly the Øman like ... of the southern kingdom, he could not come
today

up there and do that any more than I can go over and tear down the Berlin walY. I

m ight want to, but that would not mean that I would be able to. And the fact

that Josiah would be the man who when he came wanted to fulfill the prophecy
dis

rather than do what the Julian the Aspostate wanted to/prove the prophecies...

and that of course is a matter of Divine knowledge. So, there are many different
that make it

aspects of it,/and for those who were there at that time a tremendous apologetic,

For us today we have only the Word of God -gve*- that was given, only the

book of Kings that was given, the book of the Kings that was fulfilled. You cannot
the other

prove for anybody today that this was written three hundred years before -it-had---

happened. Though the other happened three hundred years after this, it is tremendously

helpful to us as apologetics today, but at the time of Josiah it would have been a

tremendous apologetic and to us it certainly can be a sample as to how God's

can be used apologetically. It has tremendous value as apologetic ... Some of

t he liberal writers Iegdxx rather ?(laugh...
a prophet

Remember how Gx1-/predicted that a dog would eat his blood out of his

Here it is, let us throw that in there. They say that is bringing to pass the

prophecy intentionally. Well, the fact that somebody would be in a position where
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you could not bring it to pass, and the fact that they would come by that particular
not

spot. It sounds as if it were an off-hand thought on their part, and mew,¬s if

they had gone purposefully toward that direction. But they came to that spot.

They remembered the prediction. They were in a position t-h-- where they

were able to fulfill it, and so that these are simply brushing it aside, and
we

that is the way ... when/examine it closely, we usually find that there are
super

elements that &e- requires /iatural knowledge. I read a book called Fulfilled
,4prophecie s

Prophecy in which a man set to work to show how extremely wonderful the pxtotc

are kxc±iaEx and showing how multiplying, mathemati caly probability, and

I thought he might have gone too far ... because he did not really think thet-

of the questions, What are the possibilities? Here is the prediction that a city
for the

is going to be destroyed, and is going to be a place/of/growing waRdx of wheat.

Now, he says, what are the chances of the city being destroyed? Well, actually,

you take most any city in the world history, and if you do not have the time

there is no great wonderful knowledge to say that someday it is going to be destroyed.
history

'Iost of the cities have at some time... and at least in the past. /. everybody hopes

different futures, but in the past... practically all overcome by enemies

at some time. So, that that is not a great evidence of knowledge that a city is
the city is

e---ge going to be destroyed. Then, well, he says, et4e-r-e going to be

destroyed and it is going to become a place for the x growing the wheat and this
They might grow wheat,

said, well, now, they grow wheat there now. /hey might grow corn, they might

grow barley, They might grow flax. Fifteen different things could grow there, but

chance
the thing is that he predicted wheat. So, what change-wt of fifteen woul/

this Si&&x prediction fulfill? Probably the areas , the wheat çor growing area
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There is no particular knowledge that there is going to grow wheat there. You do

not say that there is going to be cotton there. They do not grow cotton under that

particular climate. It is like when you say that a city wbUobcx is going to be

a place for spreading of the nets. Well, that is ... seashore. it is a rather

natural thing/thxx to spread nets there. But in that case, the city is going to

become a place where people spread their nets. How remarkable that is% Zhat

a populated place like thabc xe--tn- and the wonderful situation is not going to

be rebuilt. That is an unusual thing. That is the meaning.
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Wx So, we cannot be satisfied with the ludicrous, superficial interpretation.

We have to look into it and see .. everyoii-- once in a while it drudges me when

somebody says to me, now, tell us about the faculty. How many hours does each

one teach? Let us just get the sdxoc situacion. How many hours does each fellow

teach? I say, you cannot do that. If I give series of lectures on a difficult

subject , it might take me hours and hours of preparation. If I give , If I teach
it

the beginning Hebrew, when I taught/eight or ten h times already, it will not

take me as much work x Ic ,ex-for to prepare for five or six of them, as it

will for one hour of a difficult lecture, and in addition to that, anything a person

has given two or three times before does take nearkooxaix the time a new

course e=- would require. There are such variations that you cannot put in

a simple mathematical term. It is like ... or driving a tractor. There

are considerable variations. If we are going to truly understand the prophecies,

I think we have to get ±øtho underneath and see what the Intp really important
you say are

and vital elements are and what are the elements that/might /more or less incidental.
for us

I think that this distinction between exegesis and k apologetics is vltalAo k,epc have

in mind. Apologetics is very important for exegesis of the Christian ... and we

want of course to get both of them. I wish I had not said to you, Start with Genesis

1 and 2, if you feel like it, because I think of it later ... leave it until important

predictions are Ø flrstdealt with/ in Genesis one. There are not so many of them
the twp

there. So, it does not matter. How about ehe-pt-ei' who handle Genesis one?

Who had Genesis 1? Who had Genesis ? Mr. Gable and Mr. Taylor, I believe,

had Genesis. And, did you start with one orøw'& two? Did you start with one

or two? Where did you start? Then we won't look at Genesis one now, but I do

think that we should look at it eventually. Because it seems to me that God made
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a statement, and the statement was fulfilled. They are predictions. And eventually
vital

we should look at them and see if we learn anything About the interpretation
sheets

of the tgde predictions. Did you make some of those t-h4/that Ic could have?

Well, thank you. Now, the first one tI t you looked at ox was 2:17? Both of them?

Mr. Taylor speaking: I have just a couple... I have the others downstairs... Well,

Thank you. NW, the first one that you looked at was Genesis 2:17? Both of them?

Mr. Taylor speaking: One thing I noticed is that I have not listed the emphatic

commands where it says, You will do this right now. These I have not listed under

preeictions. I have not listed simple narratives like Genesis 24: where he is

xcExcx praying, I mentioned them in a narrative sense. I have not px listed

prayers under predictions 'vi e-ther where it says, Lord, let it be this way, please.

I have not listed those under predictions. So, those qualifying things in mind,

the first one I noticed as a prediction is Genesis &xx 2:16, and I did on the basis
the

of Hebrew textØ and text. g Of every tree of the garden thou

sl'ta- mayest freely eat: that is a prediction or not/ o r

whether it is a command, that, I felt that there was enough predicated quality

there that I just listed it. Yes, that was the first one I listed, -b-u-t-. . . But

there would not be much to say... Yes, that is right(Taylor). In fact the majority

of predictions in Genesis are in a very, very general ca .... Well, then we can

go / over them very quickly. Mr. Gable, you had verse 1 17, you said? Yes.

Now, we would agree that 2:17 is definitely a prediction,-we dococt2x definitely,

would we not? And what is the prediction there? "for in the day that thou eatest thereof

thou shalt surely die." If you eat of it, you will be dead. Death is predicted.

Now, is it conditional or unconditional? Conditional. What are the next thx2 three?

Yes, what did you do under that? I thought that was a literal prediction. Or did he

die, in the day that he ate? I have listed this as a problem there IrJj
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That you take as literal. That is, it means physical death. Literal means

physical death. I see a probelm there. The principle of death reigns in

your kx body. But if you do that, it is not, quite literal. Then I guess we have

to regard this as a figure of speech. I would think perhaps it makes it figurative.

It certainly is not using death as a figure of the end of a nation or something

like that. But it is death, which comes to human beings which is here predicted.
that

But does he mean that in that day thou shalt surely die, does it not mean /he complete

physical death comes then? Or the principle of death begins to work then?

Death then beins to take over. Or does he mean that spiritual death is to come,

or does he mean that there is going to be a break in fellowship with God? Or that

spiritual death comes eI- immediately and sdxx physical death eventually

comes? There are various interpretations which have been suggested. You take
in the
iVmost literal tdaax sense, in the day that thou eatest, thou shalt surely die.

In the mcst literal and strict sense, the moment they ate, they should have ddcthx

bdy fallen over death. They eventually died. They did not fall over death.

They eventually died. But they did not fall over death. And I think that

there are a good many interpreters who take it meaning that immediately e- on their

eating there is break in their fellowship with God, the spiritual death/ came upon

the human race immediately at that time, and therefore in that sense, it was

immediately literally fulfilled. Immediately the prediction of death was fulfilled.

And the CameAnd the

principle of death came ... upon the body eventually at the enq. What do you

think about it? Mr. Taylor? I personally felt that it was mixed ... I think

that is unconditional, ixickodxdx in the day you eat of it, the predicted

aspect of it, it i-s- had conditional and unconditional flavor to it, but I take it as
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has conditional aspects in eat(Ing of it, but the act of penalty is not

conditional. It is rather complicated. (MacRae)Ya, in other words, ... Is it

conditional or unconditional is not a simple concept as it might appear just at

first sight. It requires lnvesigatlon. I noticed that the whole group of this

in Genesis, I am sure that Mr. Gables noted it too, have the interesting problem

of what role of being have to do with conditional and unconditional aspects...

many times conditional expresses ... but ixdx a lot of times later it becomes

under the convenient concept, and then reflecting it ... So, the question of whether

it is conditional or unconditional needs always to be asked not simply to be

assumed in the case of any prediction, to ask and tox4±Dec reach conclusive

answers. We need to have the principles of other cases in mind, so as to have

a full understanding of what the true situation is. But as between this case

thinking of the time element as being altered, and being literal exx death,

or Mthbcx thinking of it as actually beginning then, and thinking of spiritual death

being involved in physical death, as an important part. I am inclined to think the

matter of these two possibilities, but what do the rest of the class think? I would

say that the principle of death aax became operative, and that they died spiritually,

and in this case is meant the eternal death, almost as ... subject to eternal

death, and the principle of death being operative and being subject to physical
there was that

death. TherVthe beginning of -the-process of decaying in the body. Yet it did not

reach its fruition yet. So, we would have a real problem , if it were not for this element of

spiritual death. Well, then Mr. Gable, what is the next As to figurative

or literal, the next was what? Listed 2:24.. kWe have a prediction given and

fulfillment of it is described which is a good evidence for us to use
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a sermon xe that God fulfills what what He says, that vddx sin will find

you out, but it is not particularly kpx helpful apologetically. But it is recorded

in the Bible, not in history or geography. Then the next was, is it within the life

time? He said, it is within the life time. And then it did refer to the exile or

eeae+-¬w- restoration or the first coming or second coming of Christ.

What is your next one, Mr. Gable?

I have 2:18, where it says, I will make him an helpmeet for him."...

As I mentioned, I had a bad experience when I wasx a student at the

Seminary, and so everytime I see a future, I listed as a predictionY,. wnich..

qualifications that I have made. kxbc ctk±iw God declares that He is

going to do something and then He proceeds and does it. But there is a little
then

difference. Let there be light, and/light came. He predicts that something is

going to happen, and when that kixx happens... or He predicts that I am going
there is a difference between them, and

to do it, and of course, He does that to anyone, but in a way ./. so there might

be c31±= a question or two, and

then there is something ... There was a period of time involved

in the doing of it. XXX First, Adz= He convinced Adam of the necessity, and

then He proceeds to perform the miracle. So, there might be a question or kx two.
11aybr

What do you( have ... Mr. hk I listed 23 although I should have included

" although there you have .. . Mr. Gable 24. In 23 he xdxkRK gives her

name"she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out of Man."

fully understand, it seems to me that he tried to designate her name, which

never satisfied him. The only reason for listing it as prediction is

This is not the same type of prediction like the verse 17. Let us think for a Ex

minute here about 23 here. Are verses 23 and 24 all spoken by Adam?
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Or is part of it the wril±Ker speaking? I think that 24 is spoken by Adam. I

mean 23, excuse me. 24 is probably Jehovah x or the observation of the

writer. Yes. I think that there is 0' reference to that in the later Scripture that
for

help us to get that concept. cx Of course, Adam spoke to-God there. It
would-occurs
seem-to me that certainty verse 25 is like somebody else.

XXRX

F-7

Yes, that is very good. The man says, What would he know about mother and

father yet? He has no experience. And we have no evidence of revelation about

that... 0' TzE no reason to think that Adam xnec did not die. There is
was not existent

no reason to insist that the principle of death thãtt both for and upon Adam.

aimdASm Adam could have been easily translated. That concept could certainly
that

be ... But the thing ,i4'death did not begin until thenxxKis something k we are

reading into the Scripture. Death did not come to the human beings, did not

begin to operate among the human beings / at that time. Yes, a lot of people

read that into it. In Genesis one if the tree is going to produce . .. out of

during, I mean have their cycle, the death of the sea, you know, the death

of the sea, the decomposition of former life. The

A fellow pointed out to me a t a conference that maybe the reason why the Lord

started these animals is because He see death outside. That is

natural. Now, the things in the garden are beautiful and serene. Death is now

only a kind of memory in the garden. This may be a fanciful thing. That is an

interesting observation. Very interesting. So, it would be , thoxc there is

at least a strong possibility of background whereby Adam could know what it
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apprehension of it
meant, when God said, Thou shalt die, not fully, but some a eeft¬lef1ˆ'-at the

least. But they have not much apprehension of what father and mother were
it would seem

when he first came. It would seem rather unlikely -hat-,/quite unlikely that

that 24 is Adam speaking, much more likely that 24 is God speaking, is the Divine

declaration. And makes, of course, Adam says, this is now bone of my bones,
is

and flesh of my flesh:" That es Adam's statement about her. Now, Is "she shall

be called Woman, because she was taken out cf Man " Adam giving her name? or

Adam had given her name at the end? So it would be in line with what was previosly

done, that Ø'he should give her name. But on the other hand, she shall be called

could be just as well translated as the frequentative, therefore she is called

for me, because she was taken out of Man. That is how the name originated.

It could Mx be the statement of the writer starting there. It could be that,
for rather strongly

and if it were not/Adam giving names to animals before, I would be inclined/to
informant

think that this is the observation of the writer. The befitness of the name is formal

rather than a de'claration of Adam. Since he had given names to the animals,

I certainly ... If you take it not as a frequentative, but as a future, it would
of

be a prediction, but it could be also a prediction of Adam, not necessarily/God.

I would rather question whether verse 23 would belong here.




the events
predictions determine its relationship to God ic or is it foretelling of-a-tr-u.h--by

vcxx virtue of a direction communication with God? Or are we including

predictions which human beings make which are not necessarily from God?

I would say that when we speak about the fulfilled predictions, we certainly

have in mind God's prediction of the future, but we cannot simply rule out everything
definite instances

that is not clearly of God, because we have iRax txx where the New

Testament says, this was done that it might ftthikx be fulfilled, where you
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would perhaps realize that this was a prediction, when you read it. So, I
on

think it is good to look at anything/which there is a question, but I would be

inclined to think that if it is definitely a human prediction, that does not prove

anything *4x about God. Nor does it prove anything ... Tie ii no question

that this is merely a txx human statement/ of intention, or human guesses

as to what is going to boc happen. But this will not really fall within the

category of the Divine predictions. But, when in doubt, put it in and look at

it. But 24, you say, is definitely a prediction. Is 24 a prediction or command?

Is it stated in the imperfect? x Imperfect is always connected with

Thou shalt not steal. That is not podg a prediction. No, but, that uses LO,

which has that force. Yes, the fact that it is imperfect does not &oc take it out

from command class, but if it were imperative, it would certainly be a command,
you have the if the

whereas when it is imperfect, ,'t-hefe is--a-choice. I myself,/I am not ng kxshow,
it would be better

I myself feel that DdXXR interpreted as command. It is a command.

I felt a command ought to be listed as prediction. Normally, I felt
them

personally, I listed it as a command, but I did not treat ){ as a predictions.

Here I wonder what it should be. But you say, it is definitely a command. I

feel inclined to interpret that way. This is the Divine will for man/ to leave

his father arid mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh.

That is His intention. It is His command for man to do. Well, this is a prediction

that some men will oy. Some will obey Lhis command, and some will break
ô- crc 'C4j

this command. ,.Or does this, "they shall be one flesh" involve a statement of

something which is more than simply the carrying out of the command, that is

DDOME
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the Divine ... He is promising. Is e promising that God is going to produce

a relationship here. Man tries to obey. Is He going to produce a relationship

that man would not necessarily expect. I remember when I was ki college once

speaking to other fellows about it. Four of them rooming together for a long

time. Now they got angry toward one another, and they quarrelled, and I said,

you siis did get so tired of him after two years living together, how about

this girl you are engaged to? You think you will spend your whole life with her?

He said, well, it is altogether different. This is a different sort of relationship.

God predicted that there is a possibility in the married situation of it, the
there that

relationships, other factors.. / you would not necessarily know about it.

People set out to obey this law. I am of the ... the two categories, the last

half, the last statement being the flat predictive element. They shall be one

flesh . ... That is a prediction that thewill be one flesh. The first going

imperative type of prediction is that they shall leave their parents and shall cleave...

ue-- the two going together. cxzkgxEix Shall leave and shall cleave,
being they in

and the predictive element/ that th-efe will be one flesh,/the second clause.

I wrote a lot more explanatory notes here and I have a chart up here. What

does it mean, therefore shall a man loom leave his father and his mother? Is this

a prediction that everyone will get married and leave their parents? Or is

it a command that the marriage relationship is so important that it will take
leaving

precedence over ? Certain/4t does not mean ft-4eave-physically, or

spatially. Not necessarily. This is a sort of
'
principle that a man and woman

should leave their parents.., which is not necessarily always lxxx followed,

but as a general thing held true. That is an xx establishment of a new
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unit. Yes. The word study of ±xx shows that it is used several

times that way, to leave the previously appointed power for somet4Hhing new, not

to leave xpgid± spatially, necessarily, but KzRd leave by the word of

authority. It is not the majority of the usage of the word, but it is commonly

used that way. Yes, very good. It is mainly a command rather than a prediction,

except for the last part of the ... that predicts the formulation of a new unit.

I have been much impressed during the last year or two, particularly, I used to be,

two years ago, I had met someone who had the same last name that I had. I said,

Oh, my, probably he must be related to me, and you feel as if the name of
of

of a person, but as you think/iow if you go back to five or six ,Y generatrns,
sixty-four

go back six generations, " you have got different names,

and one of the sixty-four has the last name that you have now. So, out of your

constitution the different elements that go to make what you arelj heriditarily
only

you can go back to six generations and by,6ne sixty--fourth of it had the particular

name that you have now. So, you have the ... tkx constantly changing, and

actually in your make-up, why, those other names are just as important as the

one you have. xx As a matter of fact, in most cases, mothers influence

their children more than their fathers. So, probably, actually to know what

influences there are in your life, I t1ilnk that in most cases is by 60% from yojr

your mother. I do not mean the heridity, but the influence,Df the effect on the

person. So, if you want to know what influence comes iá and vital incx your

life, you & take your mother, her mother, and her mother, and you have many,

many elements that enter in. Mr. Smith has both mother and decx father by

the name Smith. and two famili/es turn out to be Smiths. This is one of those
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facts of life. Isn't that interesting. Mrs. MacRae, in Scotland, she told me

that she wa Miss MacRae before she was married, and as a matter of fact, in

this village there were three hundred people called MacRae, so both of them

were MacRaes. That mould be true of Smiths over a wider area than MacRaes.

There is a village in and there were a handful of people whqere

named, I think, Robertson. That is a common name. Robertson is a much more common

Welsh name than Taylor. Is that so? That is right. My grandfather deserted

the British Island, and he changed the family name. Oh, really? That is

interesting. Well, what is your next prediction? You mean after verse 24? Then

you come down to the section where the su tie creature talks to the woman,

and the woman repeates regardinig the command... I am interested in the next

prediction, the false prediction of the serpent in verse 4. I labelled the false
Then the verse five.

prediction, and labelled unfulfilled, so that you Ca a see the contrast. /They are
real

not Divine predictions. No, they are not. I hought that the next/prediction was
deals with

x&xxt.x 3:14. Yes, yes, where the Lord /.. Yes, that is Wi a Divine

predicticn. verse 14. It is not an extremely easy prediction. That is an interesting

prediction.

F-8




S
That is an interesting prediction/ that establ1she a situa Lion. Does it not?

That establishes a situation which continues thcc "Because thou hast done this,

Lhou art cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field; upon thy

belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life." This is

conditional. He has done things and therefore the result comes, but the

condition, having already beei fulfilled, miac± made it unconditional. It
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is unconditional. hxixx A conditional prediction becomes an unconditional,

its condition' having been met. This would not have been this given verse 2 /

would have been a conditional prediction, if you do this, then you would be cursed

above all cattles. Now, xx because you have done it, the condition is fulfilled,

and so it is now an unconditional prediction. And we cannot say whether the
had

serpent kx not previously gone upon the belly, or whether he had gone previously

differently that some people think, but we certainly do not have any evidence

for one way or the other. Is this literal or figurative? laxUbts Or mixed?

I think it is figurative. I thought myself it is best mixed. Certainly not literal.

Dust shalt thou eat. The serpent still eats dust? Laughs. Dust thou art, to dust
The word dust

thou shalt return. I do not know much about the serpent. /-R is not easy to define.

According to this the head of the serpent would be cthw there probably upon the

dust. It makes the passage a mixed expressioza. It is not a chemical prediction

as to the kind of food the serpent will have. It is the prediction of the humiliation

of the serpent, suffering from being down on the dust all the time, so that

the eating of the dust is like when ... they say to lick the dust? No, ?

Is-4- It is a rather figurative for death. ikk

be-ck-opped--- His head dropped into the dust. This is a very common old Indian

source, and in this case, it is an idiom. Certainly it should not be taken strictly

literal. Those people who say that everything in Lhe Bible should be taken strictly
much of

literally. I think that they just never read/the Bible. Could they? If you take

most of it literally, you do not take all of them literally. It would be an utter

nonsense. But it has ( figurative Riax elements. Then, as to the .. . let us see

what would be H G and E ? History and geography. How do we know whether this

was fulfilled or not? Does the Bible ytlat it was fulfilled? Or does it not?
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So, we do not have evidence from the Bible. How about geography? Well,

I was trying to... I was not really positive there. Certainly it would not be

history, would it be? Well, I am not sure, and in fact I left that category a

blanke4x. That was a palatable thing to do, and I did not see how anyone of

those shows the fulfillment, and yet I thought the fulfillment was shown,
S for

and maybe we should have added/sociology. This is the observation of

the nature. That would certainly be geography and very broad.
are several

What is this, Mr. Gable? There ism referencto the serpen. One in Jeremiah

and one in Micah. Micah 7:17. They shall lick the dust like the dust like a serpent,

they shall move out of their holes like worms of the earth: they shall be afraid of

the Lord our God, and shall fear because of thee." Doesn't the New Testament

say that dust shall be the serpent's meat? That is a predictirrn/

xxxtkmx of the future. That would be a rather ... Yes, that is very interesting.

I think that we could put it in both biblical and 9e6= geographic in a kvaodc broad

sense. The observation of the nature. The serpent is that way now. Of course,

the rimodernists would say that Genesis is just people's guesses as to how tex

cx things got the way they are now. TFlittle fables to xo account for the
you see/

conditions of the history/in the world. Any way this condition we can see.

And this was predicted about the serpent. What is your next after verse 14?

( 15? And maybe, 15 could be divided into a couple of them. There are three

or four things to do. The first is the enmity between the serpent and the woman.
from

And you know that from the Bible and geography and/history. By geography

we mean observations. The great bulk of women by no means all. There is

very definite fear of the serpent. That is also true of men. In fact, they are

usually bigger babies than women, certain in America. I do not know in other
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countries, I do not know. Is that so? All you have to do

I have been out in Ø mixed groups. I know women are much 46 braver than

men, and men are braver in certain ways. So, that there is enmity between the

woman and the serpent, you do not see fulfilled. I personally do not. I would

not be really dogmatic there. If there is any fulfillment in it, it would certainly

be highly conditional, figurative, I mean, highly conditional, because eome of

the most prominent reptiles ... in the world are .... So it woii d not be a

general statement, between the serpent and the women in

general there is enmity, you do not see any evidence of fulfillment that way.

Therefore, exegetically we question whehter that is what it meant. Does this

mean this particular woman? Does this mean that this particular woman was Eve
is

who xoc allowed the serpent to mislead her gaxg -was going to have a great

deaf-s-t±ffiei-eftt deal of ... Well, maybe in some other part of

it, but it would not be in this part. The enmity between thee and the woman.

Mr. Taylor says that he has not seen any enmity between the women and the

serpent. . We are not yet far that part of the verb. We are not on the enmity

between thee and the woman. But verse one describes somewhat most subtle...

we almost always k wxtha4x note that ...

apparently she enjoys the companionship of the serpent, whatever the situation of

he garden of Eden. I always thought that the first cause that came to belong to

her personally, and him personally, and of course, anything that might be behind

him may also be ... Bu4'ou would take it as the first clause, ax between

thee and the woman/ as meanings imply this particular serpent and this particular

woman. You would not take it to mean as Satan, but you would take it as meaning

the serpent. I would take it meaning as the serpent. And notice the Lord is

directing some power behind.the serpent. Now, you can divide between the two
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IT IS quite an ethical question to raise. On this particular clause. I think

he addresses to the serpent. This particular clause would seem to address to

the serpent., and would seem to refer to this particular woman that this fellowship

which this particular serpent had with this woman which he uld influence

her or lead her is to be broken. She was so disgusted with the serpent that

she would have nothing to do with him. Not a general statement about the women

disliking the serpents. She would have no use for him. Not a general statement
e of

about women disllk serpents xx xedx necessarily. Does this have
the next clause,

Now you have now/ between thy seed and the seed of the woman. There is

enmity between thy seed and the seed of the woman. Truly that means all
ass' well as

the descendants of the woman, does it not? That includes merVaRd-women

And that points to a general situation of the enmity between human beings and
a general situation, geography,

serpent -genefa. I think that you can see that in,4t a general situation,

not a universal situation/ by any means. You can see that in geography, can't

you? A general situaLion, not a uniersal situation by any means, but a
not /can say

general situation, the bulk of people are repelled by thoserpents. I am,éurewhether you

that there is enmity between men and serpents. I never had any feeling that

Serpents..., sometimes people tell me that, why, the snakes are so considerate.

They won't strike, unless they rattle first and half the time they do not rattle,

and they just crawl away everywhere they can. They do not seem to show any

desire to interfere with you. I have had much experiences, but I had some, and

I had never had the feeling of that onewas trying to get it, I never had that

feeling. The only feeling was to get away they could, they did not want çí to
had

be bothered L?k5cR¬ with you. Did the enmity have cx posssibly any relationship

w3h-yeu-- to the wild and domesticated ones? That is an interesting
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In general they would not be domesticated. That is a very interesting

question. In sociological studies in which the children would ... snakes and

they would fear.., then later they do show ... In other words after certain age

they do not show any fear, but then after, after a certain period, they do begin

to show certain kinds of fear. Apparently, without .. . it is hard to tell
condition

how much ./. Is involved, and it is very difficult to say

touching that child. It is very hard. It is very th&x difficult. Someone told

me in California.

F-9

Someone was telling me in California how her daugher .. . and she and a couple

of other people were walking along down the Canyon and her little child was ahead

of them, and the little child s Lopped, and her father says, Go ahead, go ahead.

The child stopped, Go ahead and go ahead. The child stopped. So, her father

said, What is the matter with you? She does not even go. She stepped up,

and she saw right ahead of her child who just stood there a big rattle X= snake

all coiled up. Boy, she said, she was just filled with terror. Oh, she just
the

-fi- felt like having cchild and hugging her and said, Oh, this poor child. This

is terrible. And then she thought what a terrible thing to do. How the condiiton
that

of the child// she was afraid of the Canyon throughout her life time. -j-ti She just
back

held her kmk and the very fact that you are very sensitive ... you could not003
danger.

understand her thoughts. It was xodx It was the right thing (14.00)
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But it is very hard as you say to know how much .... entered in. But

they think they have. Then think they have, the evidence for it. Where did

you find that? I have to check ... Ja, if you can get the precise reference,

that would be interesting. It is kKxk hard to prove with certainty, and yet
enough

if a person is enough interested,you could geVevidence to ... something out of it, and
that would be very interesting, if

ould it just be the Rxmmx enmity between , as he suggested, ..? Now

when we get to the next part, when you get to the next part for ... in this

part the enmity between thee and the woman, I do not think Satan is involved

at all. When you get to the next part, lam inclined to think that he looks
at

away from the serpent and looks e the Satan, and then he only speaks to

Satan, and he is not speaking now to the serpent at all. He is speaking to

Satan. He is saying that the seed of the woman is going to bruise thy head,

and thou shalt bruise his heel. It is predicting what Christ is going to do

on the cross. For the seed of the woman is Christ, because he is descendant

of Eve, but he is the seed of the woman in the sense that no other man ever

had her. .. so it would be a clear prediction of the first coming Christ. It

certainly suggests the incarnation of Christ. Yes, Mr. Buraga. ... the

physical serpent and ... human beings ... How would you explain

the enmity which existed between the human beings and the ... scorpion.

No, this does not say there is or there is not. I am inclined to ... until this

moment I had never thought about it before, but this moment I am inclined toward
Mr. Dunzweiler that

the suggestion of XIxx. . ./ this is simply saying that the serpent ±xedzpd whibh

family is going to be something we have considered a little while

then. He would be in the class that people in general regarded something that
rather

they do not have much to do with ltxx1oxx xtxthan . -
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You find many occasions. where you find serpents all over the house and make

Most people do not like them around the house and they like to get rid of them..
of

I think that there is a general ... toward the serpents, /the enmity

that they do not have ... at night. They have ... More intensely
a

toward the spiders. You see a person .find/spider and trample on it. You have

really seen something., Out when there is a serpent around, he would not

trample down on it. Is that so? I am not sure whether that is- proves anything

specially. I would disagree with Mr. Dunzweiler'.s suggestion. I think
for

it my very w11 b the case that . . ) is pretty strong though//,j4,/enmity.

It is the idea of just general feeling like I do not like you. It is a rather

strong expression. This may be real dislike or ... something like that.

But don't you d±I think though in general there is dislike. Stise--
or even-mofe -t4ka-f- -

just-a-s--miieh-a-s7-- Suppose if not just as much as spider,even more

then spiders. That would not affect the fact of .. but there is in

general more toward serpents than toward spiders on the part of most
the bulk of people.

people. There is repulsion on the part of/both--. /. I think we would be greatly
former

helped if we knew the original character of the/serpent. I know that is

a problem here. We do not, and probably we never will. But if he were

an illustrious creature walking upc upright, then I think that we can under=

stand that enmity a little better., even postulate that as a speculated area

where you just ... We cannot assume that it was not so, because

we do not have no evidence. Upon thy belly shalt thou $ go... This is

one those things concerning which we should not be dogmatic. How many

more do you have in Genesis? How far have you got? How fid you

~ prC(wvk

go? Yet, it enters into the matter of the whole interpretation and so I think
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was thinking
that it is rather vital. Vi-nk-we could work on Genesis today, and Joshua

tomorrow and ... maybe we had better spend another day on Genesis.

±gk Quite a few we have in Genesis. We do. Well, of course, there is

this... Let us meet on Wednesday night and Thursday morning this week.

We have to continue this work. Will you be working between now and Wednesday?

You will? Let us continue on this till Wednesday any way. And we will see
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We are- still looking, I believe, at Genesis 3, and there we have some
here

interesting problems/ I do not think that we can spend too much on that now,

but to become aware of them, and probably we could come back later in t
them

light of further evidence later, but I would like to note k very definitely,.

Aj and become aware of all the problems as much as we can, but also
'id be used to

to gather the material that will/solve the problems that we strive after later.

The last thing that we were looking at was Isaiah , Genesis 3:15 and we

noticed three different predictins there, and the first two seem to be ,'G general

in nature, don't they? They would continue.., now the first one is the only

this particular woman, and this particular serpent, Well it would be fulfilled

in the lifetime, but all serpents and all women,.. I do not )'( think it should

be... because the next goes on to the seed of the serpent, etc. So, this

would probably be just the particular life time and then the next one continues

on between thy seed and her seed, and so thxD they say that the double
that

fulfillment was fulfilled in the case of two different individuals.../would be

fulfilled /f In ... Individuals, great many, but that is not the double

fulfillment of prophecy, but it is a prophecy that covers a lot of different

siut situations and events. And then the last one, it is a specific thing.

But it is a specific event which is predicted,a4 specific event which will

means the end of the serpent's power, but that does not mean that this

specific event may not have more than one stage. It was certainly on the

cross that Christ really bruised the serpent's head. It was there that He

destroyed the power of Satan, and yet $ I believe it is in Romans that we

read that
God will bruise Satan under your fee t shortly, Romans 16:30.
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I think k&c that it is clear that in principle He bruised the serpent on the
to be

cross. There He won the (ft victory. But the victory was/carried out
to

iry'completion at a later time. So, we have more than one stage here

involved in this one definite prediction. Do you have a Scriptural passage

to identify the bruising of the head of the serpent with the cross? It is a

very good question. Yes, does anybody have in mind? Col. 2

(a_75) But it does not definitely tie it up with

the ... Heb. 2:14: "Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of

flesh and blood, he also himself likewise took part of the same; that through

death he might destroy him that had the power of death, that is, the devil;"

We need the Greek on that word devil. Certainly at the cross the Devil is

not destroyed/ yet. We need Greeker on that. Yes, isn't that , that is
incarnate

why he was punished, he was xI he was incarnate ed in order

that through death he might destroy the devil. ThaL would seem to show the

incarnation looking forward to as being fulfilled in death. It is

perfectly incarnation. But when it says tl t through death he might destroy

him, that surely tcq ethkbcxx refers to the crucifigion. I dannot think

of any other possible interpretation. Through death he might destroy the

Devil. Yes, but does it usually say? Yes, yes, I would say that it is

describing the incarnation, -, but it is saying that the

incarnation is for the purpose of making the atonement possible. That is

He could not represent us without partaking our flesh and blood. It is thereby

and neither could die unless he partook our body, so that He Himself took
came

part in the human flesh and blood, He/(vas incarnate for the purpose. And

this does not say that the purpose iecx has been fulfilled. This incarnation
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is in order that this purpose might be fulfilled through death, and I cannot

see what that could refer to xx except to the crucifixion. Can you

Lhink of anything else? No, I do not follow you there, Dr. MacRae.

F-b




was saying that
./ through death He would be enabled to destroy the devil, too, not that

in death Satan was then destroyed. Yes that is right Yes. In order tInt

through death He might destroy the Satan. I do not think that that tells us

when he was destroyed, but it tells us thodx the means by which he was destroyed.

That is right. That is the incarnation was in order that the crucifixion should

be possible, siould be effective, but as to when the crucifixion has

its full effect, it might be immediately or it might be at a later time. Yes.

Yes. That is why when I was thinking in terms of fulfillment I did not put

that under that particular verse. (Q) Yes, that is a very interesting

question. The word you would translate destroyed.

That could be simply "surrender power." The same word is used in Romans 6:18:

The same word, yes. Well, let us look it up/ and bring in further infromation

about it later/ after we do. Look it up in ddxtEãs dionaries or concordances

or other usages, but for the moment, be simply beware of the possibility.

As far as the fulfillment is concerned, Heb. 2:14 here, would seem to be
a

either,'iblical statexment that Genesis 3:15 has been fulfilled or a

Biblical statement that that has been done which will make it possible

immediately , in either case, we have a Biblical evidence of its fulfillment
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whether it is completed or it is yet to be fulfilled fr1fbtc in future. Or we have

the Biblical evidences of its fulfillment. Yes, yes. That is a very good

point, it is an excellent polnt.you brought up there. I am glad that these

verses have been brought to light. Now, at this point, I would like to look

into them, but not at present, and then perhaps later we could. Now, that

finishes 15. Now, 16. Mr. Gable, do you have 16 listed? Yes, there in

the wilderness. .. Here we have a prediction to the woman that her sorrow
her

and ,éonception would be multiplied, y and in sorrow she would bring forth

children. Now, of course, that has z oeedccIIpc caused

I think that we can get a little bit underneath it the full meaning of it.

I do not think that He is saying that the woman He is not going to punish

her by making her suffer from child birth, but I think that idxic He is saying

that the sin which was introduced into the world is g Ing to have effects

which will include suffering of child birth, that is, it is unnatural. Child

birth is a natural activity. ( There is no more reason that Ø child birth
cause more

should b.i-ng-suffering than eating a meal should cause suffering. There is

n o more reason to that. It is a perfectly natural phenomenon. I heard

that a horseg would be plowing in the field, and would come up to a furrow,

and stop there and bear a child and then go ix down to the next furrow.

I do xx not know whether that is always true. But at least the 1eixgx pain

of child birth of human beings is as far in excess of what is ordinary among

the animals. There is no reason why a perfectly natural and normal process

should be accompanied with pain, but the result of sin is to bring tension into

the world thadxx to make that confused and unsteady which should be normal,

and one of c the effects that a woman will feel particularly feel, she being
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one who is particularly concerned, is that this nomral function is going to

become ... danger and pain. That of course is not particularly important

as far as our understanding of the fulfilled prophecy is concerned, but I

think that it avoids misunderstanding. Some people have said, Well, this
her
in/punishment, and therefore it is wrong to try to relieve her from it. Since

she God said, she has got to favER suffer, now she has got to suffer. Now,

certainly, that is an incorrect interpretation of the Scripture. That is not

what God is saying, God is not saying, You hum have got to suffer this

now. You go through it., and you suffer it. He is saying that this normal

natural world is becoming akxmm abnormal and ne4xiik unnatural and is full

of tension and misery and this is one of the ways that is going to show.

Any way we can release tension... *8.90) right down the line. Certain it

is His desire particularly for His children. Mr. Gable, What? In corroboration

of that, ... there are animals which have a great deal of trouble' sometimes.

And Pearl Buck's Good xx Earth ... there occasionally human beings

barely have any trouble at all. But in general ....
concerning should not be

In relation to your remarks ,hether or not ... child birth .. ./alleviated
a

as-fat'-e&the-ehr-s- because it is/part of the curse placed upon woman.
By extension of

fe44er-t-e that argument any pain experienced as a result of sin should

therefore not be alleviated, andk*x all sickness, pains, misery, disease,

pains.., the curse of God, they should not be alleviated by any means.

I think that argument can be extended to this. But usually it is not carried

that far. There was a doctor in England who did much to relieve child birth,

and he said, he got tremendously lot of criticism from people ... that wnat

he was doing was wicked. I went to a dentist who told me that he just ±c
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had a spiritualist girl and he said he was delighted to be with her, because

he said that he could... quite sharp as ... she jumped and gx she said,

Oh, Excuse me, Don't /you worry, 'f Don't you worry. It is not yourIk fault.

That is not your fault. She said, Excuse me. Don't you worry. Don't you

worry. You will probably order

static.

This is a general prediction then. This does not apply to Eve. It applies

to all women in general. And then in sorrow thou shalt bring forth thy children

is hardly an additional prediction. say, it is a prediction,

simply repeated ... then we have a better prediction. Thy desire shall be

to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee. Man is rewarddd here for

having listened to his wife, and having partaken... this is " woman

having brought sin sin results in her physical inferiority.
Was this

It would not necessarily be the case had there not been sin. (Q) ./. &31X not

true already, if she is subject to her husband? If she is to be ruled by him?

4- If she is subject to his iex3c rule? What evidence is there?
Marriage and ... No, that is ackx2cr&xxxx

Ephesians ... 5 Ø Both of these passages state that the husband is

the head of the house, and it would seem to me that

-- iOCK1nknwVhm9A&&ti So, this, then is certainly not saying

that now J¬ is going to become her head, but he is saying that there is

going ge- to be a relationship-- -w--- between a man and a woman as a result
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of sin. A certain amount of misery, a certain amount of pain is connected

with this normal relationship. The normal relationship ordinarily would be one

of eleadershlp, one of cooperation, odaedacE is going as a result of

sin. -Gfteee---.--.-.- often leads to a situation of misery. ThØ'y desire

shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee. This was a punishment.

He is not slnply saying, He will be the head and you will be happily following

as in a normal relationship, but often she will be compelled to submit to

that which is wrong, which is something xiix that under proper conditions

w4d-et- she would not have to do, but as a result of her sin, she has to

How else would you explain? I was just wondering about the idea of... $1

n see the fact that she has to obey, but it is involved, and she is not

always going to like it. I would think that this is not simply stating,...

true acx in every case. I think that this is just like.., there is a general

situation here which through ages women have suffered tremendously,

have =d= there will be x degree's of pain, but this is disagreeable...

Do you think there was no pain before the fall there?
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No, there is no evidence that there was any ... we are not told,

so we do not know/ what God might have done...

It would be reasonable .. When offenses set in in xx other ways, and when

the offenses setin in other ways... It would seem unlikely that there ix was

no sin.., at all. I am wondering whether we are taking that idea as a

general principle Y. that people are not going to be likely to do

or how? No, I was Ø taking it as meaning that there is anxx going to be a

re-- degree of subjection which goes beyond what they would like.., which

goes beyond what is normal, goes beyond what is really normal and natural.

It will go just beyond a normal situation, it is not a punishment. But

I would say that it %' is saying that the normal situation is going to be

iit-ene-by--r- imposed upon ... take the situation in, Greece, for instance,

where women were mostly shut away, Re with no chance for education, no

development of any kind., simply as instruments for gratification of her
s had

husband and husband' ba-s-other women who were highly educated , who were

immoral ones. 1n7' Japan they had what they call Geisha... It certainly

is abnormal situation. I do not think that God Is...

Well, this is then a type of prediction then. These are both genal

statements. They apply to the women... all through the ... they-are--not-

j-±st- curse... it is not just one individual. This will repeatedly fulfilled?
any yet

over a long period of time. We have not yet struck #(double fulfllimenK. Have

we? We have not gotten that yet. Predictions which represen/c




I
many events. And the general nature which struck...

upwhieh-; thes.s.d-of te wçma tbruise head Jn4ˆrineile
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one which may have two phases, he shall bruise thy head. First, in principle...

but to have two unrelated things predicting one prediction and some people

ee4y call that ... certainly we do not see anything of that type )cgkx as yet.

Now, what is your next prediction? Mr. Taylor? Verse 17. I take the last

phrase as the ... "of which I commanded thee, saying, Thou shalt not eat

of it: cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the

days of thy life;" This is a prediction. .. And of course, it couples

with verse 18 "Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee; and thou

shalt eat the herb of the field;" ... according to the prediction his life is

not going to be easy, and so '( for bare xx existence he will have to work

for the sweat of his brow to till the ground, and whereas in Eden he could

eat freely all the trees of the garden... It seems to me that here too is

generalY zkEx the concept of these ... the concepti/ would be general,

and that is- y( in that capacity they should be unconditional, and it covers

his life time on ... according to human history. It is not just one individual.

It represents all mankind. Right. (Q) Should it not be interpreted , Cursed

is the ground for thy sake, since the garden of Eden, and dadi the rest of

it is on earth. The rest of the eath having been cursed/ for his sake, now

he is out of the garden and now he is in the world which has been cursed...

does not necessarily tie with the time of the curse... incidentally. Yes.

n--or- in other words it does not tell us ... but as to whether

God made all the world free ... uem yes. In other words, the questions -s-

we had is whether x zk animals died before thaiiàç Adam's fall.

It w uld have beened cursed before this time. I sent out into it.

Of course, the first curse is ... as we understand the word curse... we mean...
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the phrase, cursed is the ground..
Of course, .. the-werd-etuse--.. we cannot take it strictly literally.OO

As we understand the word cxxx cursed, when we say cursed, it is

w+eeas-here-4t-mea-n-s ... punishment, whereas here it means to put it

nto a situation which will have certain results, and ... our English word

cursed is ... The language of the prophecy would say clearly

next, not fully figurative, not wholly liteally, but it is a fair*mixture of the

b-eh-- two. Yes, it is literal in the sense of speaking cf the nature, but

the nature is being spoken of a sort of semi-personificaiton. Cursed is the

ground. You are going to find yourself in such a misery, but not a condition

which would be a normal thing... the curse is really on Adam, not on the

ground? It does not mean that the ground itself was cursed...

You have already said that, J' I guess, ... but he is going to get this
leaving

nature -IFv4ng-from the ground at the cost of effort and misery. ."for cbcx

thcxzx out of it(dust) wast hou taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou

return." Did you k put that a s a separate odócIcai prediction?

No, which one,sir? I have 17 as a separate prediction, and then I have 18

as a separate one yet as an integral part of 17. Yes. I did not think that

they in themselves... I listed them as predictions, but I did not

I think also that 19 is a part of that also, except that there is ... prediction

death, but there is an implied prediction of death in verse 17, too.

There is an emphatic prediction of it in 19. unto dust shalt thou return.

Yes. Or you will return. There is a specific pxm prediction of the

breaking up of his physical body. Dust thou art, and unto dust kiic shalt

thou return. Is that a denial or *6.00
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It is carried over to the Ecciesiastes that the body returns to the dust, the

spirit God gave .. . That is a vital truth, but it is not taught here.

Unto the dust shalt thou return. %Absoiutely none of us returns to the dust.
lent us

We give back to the dust the chemical elements that have been ./. for a

while. One might think though even just in this context he might say to

themselves what would happen to the animated spirit that was given to Adam?

that was given gm to Adam in Chapter two? The animated ... the breath

of life? Eecause that was come not from the dust, but that was from God.

And we might further say, What would happen to that animated soul? That is

a question. What is your next one, Mr. Gabel? Very interesting.

4:7. No more in chapter 3? No. Xl' f tIdoe-we14--sha-u.n.ot-be-aeeepte-

And unto thee shall be his desire, and thou shalt rul over him."

I take that as unto thee shall shall be his desire, and and thou shouidst rule
come

over him." You are going to be/substituted through the result of sin which

you should. x x ... ask instead of submitting to him.

That is taken in the subjenctive sense/ rather than as a predlctkii as such.

It does not seem to be a prediction. But surely it seems to refer to what he

ought to be... What do you think the King James translators had in mind when

they translated, thou **x shalt rule over him? Of course, the question

is what is the antecedent of the whole" over him r-evei----? Some have

suggested that the King James translators ... this way that if you" are

doing well, that is good. You will be accepted, but if you are not doing well,

then you will not . .. then they take the concept of ecx (CHATTAH)

for sin. They sometimes suggest that as si.-offering here. Then they

go ahead and say, and his desire S*DUC shall be to you and you too will
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If you do well, it is good, but
they say that/if you do not do well, the in-offering will take

hold of the advantage of rule over sin.., that is what some of ... say.

If you do not do well, then there is sin-offering at the door, and you should

make the sinoffering., x then you will be ... In other words you will

not have trouble with .. . whatever that is, but .. will still have trouble
like

with sacrifices... I personally pfef-ef the alternative interpretation better
that

than that. That would seem to be an alternative, a prediction 4nder one

condition, one results, and under the ohter, the ohterxx4 results.

It 1oes not say that you 4tY/ shall be accepted, but it is asked as a question.

If you are doing as you should, you wculd not
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That is a rhetorical question rather than an interrogative one. Next, Mr.

Gable? Verse 12, When thou tillest the ground, it shall not henceforth

yield unto thee her strength; a fugitive and a dec vagabond shalt thou be in

[he earth. Do you think that is literal or figurative? I took that, the phrase

vagabond literal. How about the first one? In a figurative sense. In

other words . But edcthodx you said that ... lack of success might
to

nave come from Inability to pick the right places a-nd--plant or from -- Ing

the grounds before things grow. There might be any kind of reason. .

Verse 14. Anybody has found any otc more ...? After all these people

lived pretty long these days. 180 years?

There Is a Jewish source about someone... How long did you say? g

A good many hundred years. There is a Jeiwish story about , was it eleventh

going out, and thinking tiat he saw an animal

Was It Middle Ages? Or you do not know ? Long, long ago. But certainly

Cain speaks in verse 14, and it would suggest that he felt that they were

of the people.., and that would suggest that this was sometime

after the fall. Of course, you take verse one and two. How much time is
V.

there between $ verse one andwo? In chapter 4? Yes, in chapter 4.
Did happen

Say, between verse one and verse three. Do/they have/the next day? Between

these? Verse 25 says. .. It would seem to me that after the death of Abel
birth

But the kink -b1 of Abel may fairly comparatively soon. It is entirely possible

that they were in the same age brackets. They might have been ... theoc

sme- same years old . seems to be the third one in mind i3cYc Evidently
r'41.

there was no one else at that time/ except these two boys their aMerr i
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How do you know that? Well, because it says, afterwards he ... and so

o n he begat sons and daughters. It appears to be the third time. He says

that everyone ... itxx is a sort of jumpng, is it not? )dacx We are

looking over nwcc row at chapter 5, And Adam lived an hundred and thirty years,

and begat a son in his own likeness, after his image; and called his name
he lives

Seth:: And ther/8 hundred years after that. But that he bega't sons and

daughters, does this necessarily mean that he 44// begat sons and daughters

after Seth? Or it may be ... ? Yes, but the only point
with regard to

is that where you read in verse 25-feadHg Seth ... would not say much

a bout daughters, in other words, in verse 25 with regard to Seth ... seems/

pretty .... You mean she could not have talked that way if there

OOfis-?--- Were any other sons? That would seem strange, it would seem

strange if you would have to say other sons without looking at this chapter/

It is not obvious, it certainly is the way we all naturally assume is that

Adam and Eve had two sons, and then one died and then they had another

son. We would naturally assume that, of course, we ask where did Cain

get his wife? If he had three sons and noboy else ac how could there

be any children from them? Here it says he begat sons and daughters... at

least possible that some of Lhese daughers were born before this time. It is

altogether possible that they had two sons and nine dxie daughters.

They kxmx had more sons. Inxztx he says, he begat sons and daughters.

Yet, in geneology we have the geneology of Seth and the geneology of Cain,

and we J xzukx have not any others. People are all either descendants of

I Cain or of Seth. But it says he begat sons and daughters.
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Have you noticdd the comparison of the names of Cain's family with those

of Seth's family? Some point out that Cain's family... rather late in
implying/

there--connectionwith Seth's family. . / that/is- a big application that there is a
the

considerable gap of time between4 time Cain leaves and the time he has

a wife mxflIegan to beget his sons and daughters? The comparison of
list

the gxx name, is rather interesting, and of course I would attempt to prove

anything by it, but a suggestion is made that between the time he leaves

and the time he marries there was considerable period of time past. It is
this, but not hard to see girls

hard for me to see the sons have been born before Øie-de-u-gters- have been

born... I would not say that it is impossible at all. And so, Cain would

say,.-anybody findsmemaybe Abel had a husky son. I mean

anything could Set's lineage .h seems egx. Jo2 xxjthcezxx be given

that name specifically because he was firm

and ... He thought tka t Cain was the kxxoxfcx promised
they

seed. Now, Cain is proved to i' be axix murder. Well, -A mighL be

the children of Abel. That could be a possibility. We have to ran ember, I

t hink that perhaps this concept might have been around ... c accurate
as ours might be
at--the t4me ef-.-. ./ today, --He-s speaking of ... man. He is th4ki'

thinking in most general terms. Who knows what is ...? Maye

it includes some spiritual, supernatural ... He was a frightened man I thihk.

Anyone might find it an animal. It might beg' an animal.. It might even be

an animal. It might be a sister or anything. Yes, it could be a

sister. It could be any one. It is nn incongrous xdx that it was

stated this way. There are plenty possibilities. It is counted for his
thinkin4'
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THAT there may be people and he was going to be a fugitive and a vagabond

tccxXx .. he was a bright man, I am sure. It does not necessarily

He would hardly even frightened at something that is utterly without y

foundation. He would have some foundation. It would seem likely that at

least other ... made the children ... other wax sons who for some

reasonV or others.., who are not considered as a possilibity of the promised

seed. Certain we aoo cannot assume the word.., there is no evidence.

And it is not necessary... Well, then the predictions were given that

thou tillest the ax ground, it shall not henceforth yadx,l yield unto thee

where do you find the evidence that the fulfillment of this prediction

took place? You do not, do you? We have no evidence of its fulfillment.

The Lord made the predictions, and it was reasonable to think

that it was fulfilled. There is no much help apologetically, There is $

not much help apologetically. The Lord made the predictions though it is

reasonable to think that it was fulfilled. But there is no such proof. There

is no much help apologetically. Nor the other.o courseothe because the

statement of its fulfillment is so far. .. no body proves.., but the statement

that is used.., a vagabond shalt thou be, that we do have evidence of that.

"And Cain went out from the presence of the Lord, and dwelt in the land

ofXyx Nod, on the east of Eden." Does it not say that he rk could

not... / wandering... (2.75)

the same word is used for wandering. Perhaps the name of the place...

Think of that.., the land of ... Well, what is your next prediction?

The next prediction is verse 15, Where the Lord cx says, the verse 14
es

is simply Cain's guess/about the future. that ... but 15 is :"And the Lord
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said unto him, Therefore whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on him

sevenfold. And the Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest any finding him should kill

him." Ther is a definite prediction which again .- have no evidence of

fulfillment, but it is limited to life... Is it cqax.x conditional? Is is not

something that Cain has choice. It just happened as a result of ... I think

that a conditional prediction in our ir( understanding means that if you are

given the choice... I do not think that kdx this is unconditional.

This is like ... If I should say to somebody now, given training and
This is

if anybody attacks you you would be able to destroy .i1. /how the conditional

prediction is. Then if you have the relation to .. . you have the power to

If you ... you will get saved.., that is conditional.., but the gkx other
merely

one is/stating that under certain circumstances.. . but I think that they

shall.. you are given he condition which you may or you may not fulfill.

But the other is merely stating that under certain circumstacnes around...

I think that the conditional Is... the ooax1dEdx conditional is where you

which the man can fulfill orxxx not.
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WILL BE our criteria. Well, 24 is not a Divine prediction. It is a

forceful declaration of Lamech's advanced technology. Now, you do nbt

have to depend on the Lord. Well, I got my own weapons and they protect

me a lot. , better than God oould ever protect 744/ Cain. And is his boasting,
a

and it is hardly a prediction., I mean, hardly/Divine/ prediction. No, ?'cerinly

not a Divine prediction. No, it is boasting of having power. It is a blasphemy.

And what is the next one, pleae? The next one after that is hardly a

XtxxK Divine prediction, although it has arguments for those .... I thought

that it 'as in 5:29. Yes, 5:29< Should you take 29 either? Well, that

is a good question. "And he called his name Noah, saying, TMs same shall

comfort us concerning our work and toll of our hands, because of the ground which

the Lord hath cursed." The question is is there any way of thinking that

he is thinking of his namØIng the child.., comparatively. Now, that is

I put it down a question mark, whether it is a wishful optimism or it is really

something. Now, if it is true that a father who rejoics in the deeds of a
haN46een rejoicing

good son, then I suppose that Lamech shouli,&j-e4ee-for comforting him,

although i- ti-- It does not
'
tell us a great deal about it. I would think

that it would go beyond that, -a-ltlxtg I would think that you have the ungodly

Lamech and godly Lamech contrasted. The unodly Lamech who is rejoicing in
his
the--great technological advance. He does not need God, and the godly Lamech

w ho is looking to the promises of God and say, Would it not be wonderful

if this boy is the promised seed? Either he is saying , Let us hope that this

is the one. Don't let others say that this boy is going to be the president

of the United States. This is a wishful thinking on his part? Don't you think so?
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But it shows the character of Lamech who is looking to the promises of God, and
boastful, sti-Il

new- hoping that now 14c±iix is the time of fulfillment. In regard to . his being /

Scofleld has a margin-ftenal note here and it helps us see his reasons for

other t±iixx than boasts. He says, "I have slain a young mancxiedx

to my wounding, and a young man to my hurt.," saying that what

it means is that he has slalned a young man so that he may hurt him,

Oh, yes, definitely. In other words it is a matter of not kiln him ... but
if

a matter of self-defence. It says -that-)Cod will protect Cain, a guilty man,

surely He will kill the man that resents that.., shows a technique which

in other words ... here he was god. I do not think that is correct. I think

that he is saying that here is this fellow who rushed against me made?( little

cut into my finger, and I killed him for it. If God is Eqx going to protect Cain,

I do not think that God's protection is atz igctxxxx ... I got only these

references... wonderful iron and pcocppc cooper weapon... ot my

fathers.. . my fathers worked out here ... my sons worked out

m-- your sons and my sons worked out from ... I do not need ... others are very

interesting ... God will protect the building here. How much more protection wil

he need? God will protect the building here. How much c more protection

will he need? It is a very interesting idea. But I do xxx not think

I wonderfr' who changed all these? I do not know. I certainly considered
discussing the matter o.ver and over again,

this. That was back in 1957. We spent three days. . ./and those days...

As far as I know/ I hope that we may
day?

u a-e-- have to make the same note of the second sength, although I have not
heatedly

argued/for There you have to have the concept of he is

really would/fouh?S I think that we should take that as a.c suggestion to that.
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What? The working by turning over the hands, because the ground the Lord

cused? Isn't that a double reference that ggg occurred? The reference

is to the curse? But you mean that he is merely saying that now we have

got a son, and we like to ... ? Is true that these statements looking for the

promised seed are none of them zic absolutely occur, but there are

a number of them. There are these things that came to the ... Seth is

and maybe that is not the thcXxx correct interpretation here. But there

is a strong possibility, and then here I think that there is a strong possibility

that reasons for pushing... and thus it seems to me too ha-t- as if the

reason for putting .. . there would be a great deal of ... this is a little

incidental thing... but having been ... this is a ldiecx little incidental

t-ng-- thing. But having gone through, it seems to me that it goes

It is striking here then tncd±ggx Noah' ministry is . . as a preacher of righteousnes:
had Of course his father died.., five years

/very little acceptance. Of course, it is further guided by ... It is ticx

striking/ that with all the rest of .. . this man is ... But it is striking

that all the rest of the world with Noah's one hundred year ministry of preaching

righteousness.., accepted so little acceptance. Because actually

N0ah becomes the lot ... of the messengers that are blessed ... became

the messenger of justice, and then he ... all his brothers and sisters and
with Noah's hundred years ministry of preaching righteousness...

all the rest of his relatives/.. Is thcx rather strange. How many children

did Lamech have? It says he begat sons and daughters. He lived 595 years.

Well, we just do not know how ... but it is x ckc possible that

they all... W The situation of Genesis

6 admits of righteousness, although it may have . . five

years at a time. ?(The situadon of Genesis, I am just drawing a

con4ectural
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aspect, I think, is ... wickedness.. this statement was given how many
6

years ago? X hundred years ago? The wickedness go on. It is amazing

to people that we would know 40 years ago, it would seem so godly.., you

mean 30 years later... it is slipped along ... disappointments, particularly

in a world in which in turning against the gospel... the disappointments

that you have, particularly in a world in which in turning against the gospel

where they are now, and there is so much brainwashing in it, and the

the wickedness, wages of sin.., the

tremendous power 7~ of (6.00)

There are definite predictions in the Old Testament, that are absolutely

certain, and there are . -rnf&r-mt-±ei-was-.-.-.-- intimations that are,

the intimations which it wuld be extremely dangerous ... Thrs -predict-ion-was

gicren- -h-ow -mny - xx-yeers- -?--&e -years -egü? - it Those five hundred

years ago. Those five ixxx hundred years... that may have been...

I certainly agree, and it just makes me wonder.., yes, in chapter

there are definite predictions in the Old Testament, and they are absolutely

and there are certain t-i- intimations which it is very dangerous to

build upon... and there are intimations which it is very dangerous to build

upon if you do not have a definite prediction that they may ... the

would be given ... it does not seem to prove. .. the faculty through

which it is given that the godly ... it does not seem to prove that

you mean whether this means I do not know I do not think
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(L75) She said, The Lord x ... For God... hath appointed me

another seed instead of Abel, whom Cain slew. I think that .,. I have

gotten the seed. I think that it was the seed . . the name of the .. . I think

it was... I have gotten the seed... I think it was the

I do not think ... She says, the Lord appointed meecd another seed

instead of Abel, whom Cain slew. The seed, therefore, replaced Abel.

In other words, she does not seem to... pay a lot of attetnion...

Well, not necessarily. God appointed me another seed instead of Abel, whom Cain

slew. Cain became the murderer and so he cannot be the one. . He killed

Abel, and so he cannot be the seed. But it would seem that you would

say, God appointed me another seed instead of the man whom x He first

appointed D(Iaxxx . I mean that would seem natural. Maybe like mothers
h ope

who would-leek-e{-te'every child to be . ... but %'he because... Well,

the king a- cannot be the ... c±iocx Cain cannot be the seed... Cain cannot

be ... neither can Cain be ... if you make a *ta,A4XX situation.., If you

make a situation out of it... People all down the line , they deny ..

There are people who ... that line. Judas, for instance. 1... and others

who fail the meFe-- Lord . .. that Cain was the murderer, in other words

would this necessarily ioodxixx seclude him from being the man whom God

had appointed. In other words would this necessarily mean. .. Probably

he was exhausted tesT I remember when my father died, and the first

thing I ...
V~f-0)
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There my father was dying. .. I wrote about it and I phoned her, and

I tried to comfort her, but I always ... I found that

You might check with twenty people who ... different reactopms
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I believe we decided with the Fulfilled Prophecies a little bit further

today/ before we turn to one of the other books. I have origim ily expected

to be able to deal with Genesis/ the 1st day, and the Joshua the second day/r,

and the third, but there we have had many interesting things in Genesis,

a nd I am not sure how cddx directly mos t of them deal with the problem

of the fulfilled prophecy. We may as well take it just as later I believe.

What was the next one? We looked last at chapter 4. We were on chapter
we

4, won't we? All right, chapter 5:29. Yes, you mean cz have finished

on that one? Have we? Yes, I think so. This was after a lot of Divine

predictions. This was Lamech's statement and of course, the cuestion

is that-why is this in the Scripture? Is it Kkxx simply to show how

happy Lamech was to lex have a child? Is it in the Scripture simply to

tell us how God has named? Is it in the Scripture to show how Lamech

had a Divine power to predict the future? Is it in the future, to indicate

that Lamech still had the knowledge of the wonderful promise of ix the

smiting of the serpent? and the ending of the curse? and he is hoping
have

that ... was coming? Or is it that somebody has additinnal possibility

as to why it is in the Scripture? In addition to these, if anybody has

any additional possibilities, please explain them. If not, do you have any

additional possibilities? ... Oh, what is the next prediction, Mr. Gable?

6:3. Yes. That is ... you meant that 2 or what? The second is dubious

there. Yet, "yet his days shall be an hundred and twenty years." I would

call that a.simple statement of the way .. that is the way things are, or

whether it is a prediction of àc what man's existence shall be. I have got
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down to that much. You think that it may mean something different? Well,

they seem to have lived quite a bit more time than that. How would you

take Mr. Harding? You did not have this section. Well, those de who do

not have those sections do hace an idea as to ... please speak boa= up,

otherwise, then I should call on you. There is a sugges ion. Mr. Dunzweiler.

His days shall be one x hundred and twenty years. That is the

describing the struggle between he- --.-.--&n4 t-efma-n-- the spirit and
flesh

man, before he cuts off man, cuts off the--1.. I often thought that is what

is meant. Mr. GablesKg 9C suggestion is certainly wrthy of consideration/

that it means tie cutting down of Øi4' man's life then through tiat. Tea= But

I do not recall the evidences in the Scripture that would fit in with it. If we

would take it as saying that My spirit shall not always strive with man, I will

continue, however, for one hundred and twenty years, At it is taken that way,

is this conditional or oxx unconditional? If you were to take it tzt that way,

as if these two were one prediction, now the other way might make it like 4

two -pfethet4esr-- predictions. Is this conditional or unconditional? If

you take it that way,. xx1dxx as if ocv the two were onacx

xxocxxx one prediction, are they not? Now, the other way might make it two

predictions, do they not? Well, there would be a second problem. Rkam That

is gx whether it is general or specific in character, and I thought that

it would be better to treat them as two predictions. There would

not be any harm to take that way. No, I thought it would be

better to take it as two, and .tkw&dxx to treat the first one, My spirit as

unconditional and treat the second one as xxithtx conditional, he says, his

days shall be one hundred and twenty years. And yet, men like Lamech did not
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al
have many days. If you take it in a general sense, it wuld be unconditiorV but

if you try to particularize them, then you have make it some conditional aspects of

it and you will have one hundred and twenty years (10.25)

I would be ( inclined to think that you would have to take the word man in

verse 3 .. . either one of these two sentences, either tktd as a specific

man or as man in general. I would rather doubt that you can take it to mean

as individual men, the many individual men. I would be inclined to think
if meant

that gith,x one or the other, -e4.41ey'the particular man then it would mean

that this particular man would have one hundred and twenty years , but

xec if it means mankind in general, then it would rather be assumed that

there was a new man coming on and in other words, they were *xxx to
for fifty year/ within 60 Or the presumption

9" born . ./ and die/_Y_ years. ,e-fe l-t-wo44--be that there would be some

w4-w&u-1d-like -Neai-- whose days are like Noah much longer, wnose days are

actually much longer. That is what I think in terms of the whole conditional
That is my concept of conditional there, and it just struck me that if you take

process. /1-do. -not -re y-w&t- J:s--reaIl-y- mean-t-thefe7 --Ii-you-try--to.make I'e e7-

e'ou-have-t-o-have-eo-itioa4- it in general sense, man or mankind, then

you can say, then you can say it is unconditional. If you try to make it

emphatic, then you have to have the conditional aspect... th-- there are two

possibilities. I would be inclined toward the first. Man, the human race

is , Yes, Mr. Dunzweiler? 1xx Dr. g extensively yes Lerday I worked

en- someeft-- somewhat on the xpcbocx question of conditional or unconditioni.

TeFe- because it is so bacic, to see if .. it is so basic to our study, the

question of conditional and unconditional and how you determine clearly some

principles which is which . You mentioned the element of human choice.

\
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S o, I have quickIoã ly noted somethings down and made out some

statements that I hope will clarify my own thdxDk±x mind, ... if you are given

a choice, the conditional- is related to you, then t may be coalled conditional.
pend if

But if certain circumstance/ape- in one way or the other then/you havr no choice

as to the outcome, it is unconditional. That is it is based on human choice.

Se,-- So that if certain circumstances attend, then certain outcome will

come about. If certain other circumstances are obtained, another outcome.

That is still unconditional, but if xzeadz certain circumstances are attained,

e- the person involved makes the decision in one way then the certain outcome

that would be conditional, or if certain circumstances are attained and either

does not make that decision or makes it another way, then another outcome is

obtained. Is that the concept between the conditional and unconditional?

I have not really though tint through, but now I am inclined to think that that

is i&&x correct. Then, I made further statements to amplify it. Unconditional

thus means, unconditinned by man's choice or action, and c conditional means

conditined by man's choice or action. That is the reference point is man., human
An

choice. So finally I arrived at these statements. ,4lnconditbnal prediction

is one unconditioned as to its fulfillment by human choice or action. A xxxidtExtx

conditional prediction is one conditioned as to its fulfillment by human choice

or action. Except that I think that human choice, better be the choice of the

human beingi who are then, if ... by ... as I think of it now, if we say

if you get your lessons for tomorrow, we will dismiss s class earlier. XcX

That is conditional. That is given you ftehoice. ±kx If you come unprepared,

'e have to have an extra class. That is given you the choice. That is conditional,

b Ut if I say, if it does not rain tomorrow, we will meet out on the lawn.
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444 starting
)Mm= I am notsure it'4 altogether wise last time kxxoUut ';vith

Genesis, because we are largely dealing with an area which is before we
much

have/other history to compare with, and consequently we have very interesting

problems which perhaps need to be settled in the light of the Khx Bible

4
rather than

havingas te.foundationAwhich
to solve...te-et.problems,

but we have opened up a number of interesting phases that are very much

worthwhile.

uti-thik_pIapJbk might start with 4" first
~ngs,

which Mr. No=

Harding has. Mr. Taylor and Mr. Dunzweiler have rlTh Second Chronicles

which sectiofi quite a few parallels. It J Chronicles

also parallels the second Samuel, I think 'fv1r. Buraga has done that.

\( So, we might start with that part of the second Chronicles which parallels
PriT!iy,yes.

the I Kings, .--doez-triu.t altugUrr / e Chronicles present5the history

4 v.
of the kings of Judah, whereas theKings present the history of the king.

the
Im4- And therefore 4R Chronicles in some places does not parallel at all,

but in other places it does. 7-t.h.ccond Curonicles start with
I

t-h.e- Solomon, the son of David, and that is just about where the/kings

start, too. So, that would be a parallel start. Now, starting there then,

let see what the first prediction of4-KOX I Kings.

I Kings 2:4. The last part of it. "... there shall not fail thee(said he) a man on

the throne of Israel." thi L r&ia.&.-LT

I guess then we can look at the verse. I Kings 2:4. What did you say about

that? Well, it is conditioaial. Is this conditional ? Yes, it is. Ti4o-

JDavid This is to Solomon and to Solomon's children. Yes, this is David

speaking to Solomon, and David said/ that the Lord gave David a conditwnal
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promise. This is given here very explicitly. "If thy children take heed to

their way, to walk before me in lxMx truth acic with all their heart and

with all their soul, there shall not fail othckx thee a man on the throne of

Israel." You can almost make that promise to anybody. .. hinges on their

obedience. hinges entirely on their obedience. There is nothing unconditional

fro
at all practically. Yes this isØ definitely conditional, lr# is strictly

literal, is it not? I took it as mixed, because wellY there shall not fail

thee, in a sense that is a figure, so I took it as mixed, of course,

throne and Israel would be literal, but fail would have a figurative element

n it. You would think so. I would think so, wouldn't you? Mostly it is

literal. OL-cme)
TB

t word would suggest a figurative language to me.

The only problem would, be,t4t what figure would we call it? There is/

It could be in regard to the word fail, but even if you would substitute with

another word, it may just as well present either meanings... the Heb. word

a man on the throne of Israel. Well the only probeim I would

see is that failing would picture something like ...

Cut off. So, that would certainly be figurative, to cutVoft, woulnd't you think?

jff
cut off the dynasty? autff-he dynasty? Picture of cutting off, wouldn't

you think? Cut off something. A picture of s&erminating it. Certainly,

then it pictures , it conveys a picture pecof cutting off something. There

is a problem/ of whether it is figurative o literal, but it would seem to me

that that one word is figurative, to cut off)n all languages most of the

abstract words are derived from concrete words, like you say, a man enters
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upon his administration. Now, is that figurative? or literal? A man

says, a president says in his inauguration, twill not this time

against my opponent. That would be figurative to me. do nxxx not think

so. You see that a lot of words would seem to be figurative in cxxixcx

etymology, but in their present usage, are not figurative. Vr',%1ou could
figurer

say-t-ha-t4hee4s- tracd back and say there is aftx a

behincbd±x it, but you are not using it figuratively in that present usage.

There are a lot of wods that are like that. Just about every abstract wx

ˆ4a
word a concrete word has been applied to an

the
abstract situation"hen if when you use it you are thinking of Ø concrete

idea to make .. but the word has betome, and entered into that area, and so that

jCuJCW
now specifically definiteteef abstract ideaf, then it is no longer figurative,

but it is a literal idea derived from figurative,.




0
~therwise all abstract words would be figurative. Yes, that would mean

that the great bulk of the lari uage is figurative. .eT'es. I see your

point there, but that is the reason why I took these words mixed. .. they

44
would paxxx suggest a picture like that. There is afIgdocx figure. You might

say to is one type of figure. This is one type of figure. It is one

1n type of figure, but whether it is necessary which will make clearer our

J
study, to put that ... but I think that the idea is there. And also.øw to

identify the speech figure, I wonder what/ identification would get into

it. Cutting off. How would you identify it. Well, they shall not xidxx be cut

0 7'
off. It is a distant kind of metaphor, isn't it not? It is very different from

a metaphor. I always felt tha. this figurative language, you cannot identify

your speech figure'pretty concretely, .. then it is a good idea to feel
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that the language has passed into a cunderstanding in its abstract

see
j4jLi!

sense.' Yes, but the only trouble I sde that figures are a sort of developed
The

here. No, they are not /Iigures are... I mean the names of them, the

names of then, the function is there .t±a4y. Mr.\arding. The function is

what you describe, not the names. What I have in mind is taa
Yyou

have

your expressions of your figures, then we have given the names to them

as we categorize them and so the names actually come later, But theexx names

nil, _come later. But the names describe the function. You rn±ht call this a

figure, caleqit a use of a concrete language which is derived from abstract

ideas, I you do, put it in a very definite category itself. I mean, if you say

he is a lion in fight his is a different thing altogether. That is a

figure of speech where ordinary language is used to convey an idea that I

normally would not be used for, but to make an end to a dynasty, quite

__ 4çu2j-
reqilarly spoken of a cutting off. 'It is h concrete word which has

c6me fxxx to be used very commonly in the $ abstract 01 , and so it is

a different kind of figure. I would be inclined to think that if you pu under

figur'd'u might put a small c to indicate that it is simply ueãx a use of

a1
,concrete language/ in a regular way/ rather than usual way.t

y.
XZsj

I do not think of any example off

hand, butt would be a very unusualy' way of indicating the end of a d-yiasty

dynasty. Then it would be more normal. Certainly the bulk of it would be

I think literal. Yet, it is quite clear -that- as to what if meant. Is it fair

to ask another question on this particular passage? That is, how is this
either

prediction/conditioned or interpreted in the light of II Samuel 8:7 where the

Lord speaks to David, and promises him a seed that will not fail without
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any apparent condition____bstrdcl Let us see, I must get the

exact verse where, II Samuel 7:12:"...

Does not God say there, because you have done so and so, therefore I will

do ... . Is there not a conditionØ which has airedy been fulfilled? Upon

which God has given tromise? It seems to me that there is. 11

o(ittJ
I think that it tells that David says in a very great way. After verse 12

(j\
fhat

is one of the problems that occur/to me in the study/ how following

prophecies .a4 the same themes are altered çcx or affected by the previous
is

prophecies which seem to be very &et in scope. David has given a promise

here that God is going to y5 establish his throne forever. He is given a

promise, but when David passes on the promise hsf, 4e says, if tle eldi'

11
C

children follow the Lord, &~jzl'not fail a man from the throne of Israel.

God has promised David that they will follow. That is, enough of than

will follow/ &carry on the line, but he tells the individual children that

as far as the re1ation*±p of anyone of them to .. was concerned, there

conditional element, but no one of them, $ no matter how wicked

he is, can eThd the line of David. God has promised that the line would go

____ ..gcdor1fr,eer. I do not think that is a contradictio 's As -

merely an exhortation the sons not that they can sinply get1 p

on their father's o-e-- but they should rememberth- that they should

1. ('4pltklIQ
'

carry it out. Of course, the grammar that treats this as a conditionO taki/ing

fulfillment1 may be instructed in üu-tlino too. Yes. I was glancing through

some of the suggestions -t -that line would




-14

continual, but c1c genera tior enjoyment of blessing~ things
,d6, f

like that would -aL1 depend"on their condition, rather on their obedience.
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But the trouble is t&t-c.cily what it says here. Ye I realize that. He said,
- -

here shal not fail thee a mani&-e. So, s--ven--te-Dav4d7 it is given

by David to his sons, and it is dependent yipabcx upon his children's obedience.
been - said dis

David has previously/given t promise. When he says, if the children ,6bey,

I will but my promise will not depart. But David in pasing1onT
their responsibility.

the promise to his sons, stresses oss414y-of/... you might say

that it is1ke- like the promise tha$we are saved by Christ, and,4q and if M'

-WON i4a99
follow on aft& the/ Lord, -t:UJ_tttte-4 eternity. He that had begun a

good worç& in us will continue it. He will continue it. Yet, F tells us

that we must follow Him. It is our responsibi]lty, but it is God's promise

that even if we may fail Him, He will not fail us. He will not let óx Did's

line fail, though it is individuals' responsibility and though individuals'-,
'C,' fi'zatS/9f

neçxx rc-opcncib±1-±ty'might fail. It is interesting how these two4seem to

contradict. So, rwe have1explainit/
in seeing how there is an

unconditional promise V but there is an exhortation to take a wor

T not 1(RAW yo~kww'
the line. I wa/thinking of4in the contradictory sense, but I was trying to

think of the force of David's question, David's -

based on dacx what previous had gone before, and wondering if David

in the conditional relationship Ps sayin1lhat way, because he felt ooc
10

IV
certain that it could not be exx otherwise. Yes, yes. I think so.

Now, you zceoc turn to the ... pupils who get me. I guess it does.




/
7~,

That was popping on your remarks. I looked at ita t is the next one,
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'
,qI4r. Iading(1' The next one relates to the same subject. It is I Kings 6:12.

*n, Io, none is so clear, even
close?

considered. I Kings 6:12. ,I made
one one

6:12/and 6:13 another', because I ±x felt that kxx a new element

seemed added in 6:13. But I Kings 6:12. You did not take 6: as a prediction.
4

No. No. Yes. No, I did not consider that a" prediction. Yes. But 6:12.

would that be conditional? Yes, conditional. The last clause of dcverse 12.

Then would I perform "then will I perform my word .IWPh thee, which I spake unto

David thy father:" Then verse 13 looks like a new element: "And I will

dwell among the children of Israel, and will Rk not forsake my people Israel."

Verse 13:' 'lou do not think that verse 13 is explaining what the word is. Well,

you have this idea of forsaking, and the idea of God's dwelling mong the children

of Israel, and this seems to be in a condition, the last 40 part seems to be
1.

similar to which yu have in the preceding prediction. I hate, e144 I sound

quarrelsome today? Ii hate to sound quarrelsome, but wouldn't you think that
1

I Kings... this is the same territory with the Chronicles over4ap. Wouldn't
3 1-17

you think that I Kings %:14 is a prediction? 3:14? It connects very closely
H T

with II Chronicles 1. Yes. Yes. I had a bad day with Hebrew today. >a,

I guess. Hyes, then I will lengthen your days, Yes, I have missed that one.

That is a very good conditional pre4iction. That is ar excellent condition

that was fulfilled during vric the lifetime. All the others we have looked

/7 at run on to various but you would call that definitely literal, wouldn't yo PS

You call this definitely literal. Now, did you have the same thing in
40 thing

Chronicles? Almost. Not quite the me! but
follows j2_

a parallel passage that ./-9-after-the II }tExx Chronicles. It is rather different,

k14-
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but it still is a predictive aspect, and I thought they-J)1 two make up the harmony,

Orr- 1:12. Always 1:12... makes a onfut±tn. Yes, it makes a harmory
V4

with 00 I Kings 3:. Let us look at the last part of 12. Yes .,, You mtghtü 6
is granted unto thee

say, Wisdom and knowledge It is a prediction

,> the-it what kind of life Solomon was to have... But when you come

the last part of the prediction, that is definitely a prediction, II Chronicles

-I2--1: 12 where F says that"neither shall there any after thee hake the like."

Ihat is a tremendous statement. That is one of the statements, Dr. we u3ecx

y.discuss *w41re Ecciesiastes, where the king says, I have more than

k0idi
all twrtbefore me in Jerusalem and so forth. Yes. Nub* Nobody snra1:y

more than Solomon. No body should have more than Solomon according

to this one." Nobody after Solomon, jJ.cLo-.-er--say that. Well, now what s

your next one from the I Chronicles or from Kings? Mr. Dunzweiler,

j7144V
you have Chronicle don't you? Yes, i)OO0( Chronciles

j
or Kings or both? The next one I have is 6:9 in Chronicles how

5.1f1.4g.IQg.4,,J
etiy- about 2:9?A Maybe I am wrong, maybe I am f¬e1lj in

No, you are not. I would certainly think that is a prediction. 4is oot the

Lord speaking is It? No, you wanted the 1 predictions of the Divine
Lam&e

character. IL.m4t-be-c. case of Nam where God stood behind, the

Divire character and had been nitinntd and he said, I am about to do it.

it has been commissioned, and I am about to do it. He has not

done it yet, It may not be worthy of notice, but I thought

w~rrlleft i~toooo~~. Now, what is the next one after 2:9? Is it 6:9?

6:9 is a refernce jack to a prediction. Is it not? Now it is fulfilled.
I
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IKxt±c 9 is a refernece,.4to a prediction. rrhe Biblical f!en,-ri of

its fulfillment is in verse 10. Gi The Lord has perform d Us word.

9 is cx what the word was, and 10 is the fUlfillmenp 6:9. Yes.

6:9 is the prediction of what was fulfilled in verse 10. The Lor,' predicted
C? -t :1r

that-Vi wa44e.w rIcJO 1prfTT&tt. ( That is after

tWi/b /)
very nea ms Wh 1.5 year VIMVVM~ts?

-L!,vv thJe- These happened righix
life time

after/say, shortly after the person diet How shall we classify

21
that? ... by life time I do not mean necessarily the time when this /

m was living, you might mean sometime right near. By life time is meant

within the life time. Or immediately after life-time. life of

1+
the peop1ethen living. Within that generation. /tow long is tie generation?

W11




t something is going to

happen, while people right here woi be able to see it. Perhaps we should

call this a generation/ a life-time. I have to adjust this 'n y nd. I did
exactly er

not know just/how to put them/ In. It is hard Ly.,res. I knew. IT Lit

wh ILITh buy x am

dif eit.- Probab a young fellow who was twenty,

w-h-o was- when/.'as given to might not have been more
PS

than thirty orfcx forty. That life-times pr.k ia very good term,
Mr44*4j AW V, C c -r-between those that are fairly
-gai.J.Lo',-e precis, but it is a general podicxkixxi.near and those who ar

In such a division is nearare a ea.

y near . And- teters
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TV~O" 2

Aewohetic analysis of Genesis 15, the generation
equated.-

xbactapa&wa~s7--bhe

p

there hundred years, ironically enough. Genesis 15:

A''
They were living three or four hundred years... x ô.riit irv.rr red

It is
ineresting1any

way. r In0 s.11y

Is 56 a prediction? 1-&iØ,5 ii-

at sounds like the same kind of prediction I was meçitioning in II Chconic*s
says he 7 i't - frf

2:9. This is... verse 54s about to build the house. I Kings 35?

In substance it is same with 6:9. n-i:,i it is a prealcLlulL 1ike-Ue

41 A
.After 6:13, what abai t the next one, Mr. Harding? Well, the next

would be you
one would be

4, which/along the same dxDgx theme. In fact w have

elwrefl- covered 8 chapters. I do not find much of prediction in chapter

3 8:25 is a repetition again of that promise
given.,1,

there shall not fail

a man from the throne of Is1e1. It is again used, but this time it is given

as conditional4 Ars it not? Yes, I have listed it as conditional. Yes.
'I

tV
The promise was iven unconditiona11before to David,and then 1ter

aS1 may have .Q (It
&4

H- it was given/conditional., But God ,romised that,the condition be fulfilled.

/
.




In that sense it is uncondi/tional. But hr is the cuestion c-f oryr Th-

7
'1

Is the question of prayer, again Dr. Mac. SoloøD on is
he is

praying here, and/tepeating what ... 1-Tj--'--- .utLn- God's promise. So,

,i c
it is a repetition back to e...,prediction But it i a reference to it. And

what is the next, Mr. Harding? The next one I have is chapter 9:4 and 5.

And this is a similar subject. Again it is oondition, and it is the promise
do I

that David repeated. And what/you have after that? nnecWxiwgbx 9:6-9.

one of
There it is.the prediction sthx this c±pcx chapter. 9:6-9 I put them together.

4oc
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Y'Andt"And then I put the Vensooc verses together. And they were both fulfilled, were

they not? 5 Is fulfilled and 6 and 9 were fulfilled.. Both were fulfilled.
they seem to be either or

Yes. At first sight they seem to contradict each other,/but actually both

I




were fulit4.led. 6 through 9, and then what is the next one after that The

________next one is 11 through 13.




Yltb $l through 13; -eue me 131l thmu--
:11

chcp 1ra-, 1lhrough 13. Yes.

11:11-13. I thtrt-k that uncondiUonal, 1cause it is the result of the condition

w hich was already fulfilled. So, then, it is God's determination, Yes. It is

God's 'etermination. Unconditional. He says, He is going to rend the

kingdom from him. But He won't do it in i'1s days. So, that is an I

'di " - d14k4'
interesting case. )C Ahabbe her% .pdAhe iB rig I-ri r,ar

this spot. Yes, but it won't happen in his time. wt1t-hpp?rt-ie,t-4ime.
vp?g ,v4

That is 4i,I had reference to, Yes. It is very interesting. The kingdom is

going to be rent out of Solomon's hands. Yes. Because of Solomon's apostasy,
444 t4Or

b ut it won't happen in his time, but it will happen tthc rsit time. It is a

very interesting parallel. What is the next in the Chronicles after 6:9?

Irve hve to go Pack to 6:16, That h alrçady been dealt with in Kings.
pLie / '

4)(
No, not necessarily.,,, Let us turn to that in the Kings. Eh, I do not have

the ... There shall no fail thee a man from the throne of Israel. What is the

next one in context? After that I went all the way through chapter 7, to the

Solomonic prayer and God's pcczncizEc response t1o and His promises

and bk1 qcx,1the 9-s-4 4nt' I do not know whether Mr. Dunzwéi1er

But I went over to 7: 13 and pAx 14. That is right. And that again...?

No, that is new. Is that parallel? No, that is new. While this is the
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same subject, this is a new prediction). -bJii--i not in the Kings. And
It is lipral, isn't it?

it is conditional. Isn't it?
fl'iie

ironic thing is that this is the people that
postulated
pepulat+ei-ed the condition/ in the preicus section, I mean, the people

I
_____ __I _______-W prayeregi it would strike ea?of me hey give a long

- QJA
prayer, and say if do this and this, do thus and so. He would be

prayer sessi n. You have to do this and that, and then I will do so and

(\ .44
so. heal the land. That y" call literal? that is a EOxkxX concrete expression.

It is a figu con t expression In a sense, it is not thought of
t' 0

as a picture, but as a definite expression it ¬ used in that day

literally, a4 then -it-ig call&d literal. I would think so, too. Then what

is the next one it? lxxx whole list ofem? 15, llxx 16, 18,

Jf(n;)
20, 21 &i anything rticularly outstanding in those? There is a parallel

in the Kings about the hpuse.gf-the tJ temple and also the 1± land, the
-f.1-"' pe'abe t.

land and the temple .,1fre
is one idea of ... if you can get the idea of

7:.2.0, one time man ... either the house or in the house, This a reference

like tIt is just a parallel. You do not finq 1dxixxx in it a new idea? No,

Then,"qou1d nth1s be a a figure of rending the ki'rigdom3" Because the

*that part , 13:11, Dr. MacRae, I took that part as figurative.

I will rend the kingdom from thee. I left asLI. Yes. That would be

a concrete language for an abstract Yes. It would not the type of
44u4"1 gfr(

thing that %'-ou would say ... I e4 It 1tlbd perhaps that would be

a concrete language for an abstract idea. V%.-,.'ending the kingdom from

thine hand would be a xpzc. sncd,cI. Tiat is he has the sceptre
XW/yy

in his handa'., a symbol for the kingdom. Y that tlme-%d achieved the
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A
literal predicted... Would you think that er verse 20

,,
of 11 Chronicles 7:, I will pluck them up by the roots out f my land I have'

ft-1this hoU
v1ehf'1i

santreer will I

--wH-maof m it to be proverb and a b or azlluny 11

4~
IV

wanted ask you about I Kings 9:6-9, what did you think about that That is

the same thing, isn't it? Is that the parallel passage there? maybe it is.

I got the impression that *refers to captivity. 1'S, I do not think that there

is any doubt. 'EJdI..Lit that it is iven g in such a way it is not necessarily

limited to that captivity. It might be tx the Assyrian captivity, edxcx

_
44

It rright -be what-s going to happen 4en theyxx turn away fro the Lord.

It could g have ... That is the only one I found in relation tot- first

U 41
Kings. That is the only one. The only one? The only one, uhm. Yes. Oh,

M
then, .rhat is the next one after the Chronicles 12:7? £chapter 10: I foYcd

-71
no more after seven. You found no more after seven? No. As far as you

have gone. I have found human things, but as far as the Divine , nothing.

As far as you have gone, you ay, II Chronicles 16? Yes, how far have

you gone, Mr. Dunzweller? Oh, about 23. I have a few more, hat is

your next one after 7:2 1. 12: Rehoboam,

4..U. Shall we look at II Chronicles 12:7? "And when the Lord saw that they

humbled themselves, the word of the Lord came to Shemaiah, saying, They

have tumbled ... They HAVE humbled themselves. It is something that

really took place. And literal. I will not destroy. I will grant them some

(7t T
deliverance. Yes. uha. Aha. However, it is not a complete one. ardon?

It is not a complete mxux e e4¬.p it. Nevertheless, the shall be 11-Q
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T at is it. That is the last part. "and my wrath shall not be poured out upon

Jerusalem by the hand of Shis'hak. Neverthe1es they shall be his servants;

W/0'rn4&4B1io7'94 this
Shishak came and took S, there acx was,4qrathwas not

poured out on Jerusalem, but ... these are three separate predictions. They

got the edges of it, rather strongly. You have separate predictions, say,
L) Q

what are they? Verse 7. "6?-iat
par!4

Shishak will not destroy Jerusalem.

That could be part of the same, Verse 8, I have a question of what that

really means, that they may know my sotsod-He-s-erv±ee-of

t+-king--service,and the service of the kingdoms

of tje countries. Does it mean that they become contributary/i to Egypt?

Mi _Yes. "it seems to be that way. t,-v--Uh. Verse 7. Is it fulfilled? \trse 7.
- -11

OPk
Ila~ifulfilled? kes.1%du have

rh4What

is it?hat is

estroyrightV , verse 9. Shishak,
k~4

efiLthem., It is a sort of negative.
second

Verse 9 Is t e4ulfillmerit. uhng. Then we can go back to Kings. What is
for 12:8

your next? did not statement as to its fulfillment

-LA\
aboutain icto Egypt,. That is under tribute. M-you take 1/4

~,P
~~~ '

14
__No statement of fulfillment

We have to go back to I Kings 11:31-36. And it is about God giving

the--ten tribes to Jeroboam and one to Solomon. You put that all together as

one. Yes. I felt that they were all dealing with the same subject matter there.

Al -W
That is pretty literM. And it is unconditional. And fulfilled in lifelThhm.

0-11- 001
Yes. Oh, 37 through 39. I za think you had better make that more

than one. \tou1dn't 37 be one prediction? 37 is an unconditional prediction.

Isn't It? He promised Jeroboam/ he will become king. That is
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is an unconditional prediction es, yes but the other part is conditional

The secoLid? Yes. 3(7 would be unconditional, literal, and fulfilled in his

life-time. And T9 is another prediction which is conditional. 'ces. uhm.

0484~24
Which is literal and which

1
i1ot\withithe life-time, but would go

on ....4O.s_-efuture. If he will follow God like David did, he will Kdc
/' We know he did not.

-iim a house that will last./And then 39 is still a different object, isn'tt?

Yes. T,.sJQu1d be broken down. These are specifically different
a) afflicted

t2h.tngs. In 39, the house of Dav1td is going to be but not forever.

That is definite -ptrrYes. That is a very definite prediction.

A Not forever,. That is, a very definite prdction . They are both $ condiçionl
/VItAQ AA4 1"± , 3 /(t) -'

and uncondit .1 h ied

any more there. The next one I have is 13:2 which concerns Jeroboefn-am,
41

you know... 13:2, that would not be ineMet, would i1t? Because that is

13:2. Is that prediction conditional or unconditional? 1 .2 is unconditional.

,h6nconditional, and literal or figurative? "and upon thee shall he offer the priests of

the high place that burn incense uçn thee, and men's bones shall be burnt

upon thee."'Ytook this as mixed again, but it depends on how you want

to ... Yes. That w beaigi.i.re. That was actually done, was it not?

It is literalL isn't it? There was xxxoc aAcild born, whose name

tIi4I1
was Josiah? Actually they ek man's bones? s. Well, of course,

the part Ithc had reference to is addressing to the altar. I took the whole

predictions, oh, altar, altar.. An altar is not a person. It is personified.

You just insisted on seven separate predictions in prophets, I think. Naturally

I 9dx have insisted on it every year sxx It is a perfect number.
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(11/
Well, this is a verse 2. There is a lot in tt-cfttn'se.

Yes. But it 1sf upc9nd%tional and it is pretty literal. And it is noin 1jsa t_

,4.C c i ?. -ì '2 -

bujJt Several hundred years ... Verse 3. Is that
Li

conditional or unconditional? Verse 3 1 uncondition
P14

Is it lite 1 or
,

figurative? K literal. It is What is your next qne? The next one is
'A D

21 and 22 in gie same k
_Y~~ ,13:3,

he gave thocxa sign

the same day. any connection at all with the idea of the sign

being fulfilled at that time? Or is it simply that He spoke it at the same time?

'It may be construed in any way to be tExk a,signfor the same

day? So that they may know then that the Lord hasroken it. Well,

as you read the passage, it sounds ± to me as if Iecx verses 2 would be

cj
immediately followed by 3. eas verse 3 is followed by verse 4. Say,

and it seems tb me that he is_syfrrg that il= WIN- went
sign

right on. He gave a s-1-g- and then he gave another one--- Here i --is--

say g--tha-P.he sme-ay-a-n¬i-the- The verse is saying that bn the same

day you will find ... the same minute... the same ... to me that he is

sang that he went right on. He gave a sign... Verse 20 is saying that the

same day you have to ... the same one... It is a question of . .. little contest...

You would notive insisted on would you? What do you mean?

\ Wouldn't you xgk accept the translation that he gave he sign that day?

That pronoun? That is a little iffernnt from prnour6, 11t really makes it

emphatic that it was that day. But it does not lay anypstress on any particular...
on that

1' 1 The time element of prediction and as to its fulfi'lment it does not ay anything/

I would not think so. I would think it is ... I would think that it is




21
rather than ... What is the next one\ Mr. Harding/ I 1n ye listed verses t and 22.

'4D& !1 1/& J2Ai'
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21 and 22 was a prediction. Unc ditional. Literal or f,lgurat1e?
'

cording
1t oI/ 4(4 - j I1

:.44i
to your deflnitiLn,it would be literal*.. . your father. 'that is a ",

prediction, and it was literally fulfilled. But he came back here to Bethel.

Instead of to the sepulchre6f his fathers It is unconditional, literal,

and lifetime. What is the next one, please?

I--herene-Ak~~~.Dhis

one

e--1 WNow the the next one that I have would be dpter 14: 10,11.

That was Ahijah's prophecy, one who had already predicted that Jeroboam would

become king, and now he says what is ghLg to happen, verses 10 and 11.

don't you think that these verses should be divided into several predidtions?

I would think so. Sontimes the same thing may be exactly repeated in different

words. And other times you have different events which are related, and yet

are .epoatod. I would be inclined to think that,first, he was going to bring

evil toA the house of Jeroboa . that is general. Then even

the dogs are going to be killed. That is, making specific what

it is. I do not know whether you should make that a separate prediction.

and him that is-,hut i.ip and left in Israel, and will take away the remnant of
' I

the ;house of Jeroboam, as a man taketh away1dung,J it,dix be all gone."

Veré71iim that dieth cf Jeroboam in the city shall theaiogs eat; and him

that dieth in the field shall the fowls of the air eat: for the Lord hath spoken it."

ife is saying ht is going to happen there. He is saying that they are not

going to be there... Uhm. There a little additional elemen. there, maybe.

It would seem terribi to the old and in the It4ni... when HLI i the //
I /\

'lei10 o'.1ieworld, t.eygr 'WnOTe rw ._.hae he found a man

who-w fal].\.. out of the house4 the places that they were visiting.
A

-17
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on tli"1ast pa t of the trip aci ha been buried, and the man was i

a terrible -it he had not beenJa flj- _J . And many
as a

people considered il/terrible kx thlng,{lot to,,properly kpy iL

And that ... there might be some difference j as to the right

or wrong . . but this refer to the Iei- certainly. That he says/
A- TJ

that they won't be buried. Now, this one, number that is

unconditional. Is it not? It is unconditional. It is literal. And it is

fulfilled in the next generation. And then number 11., is unconditional.

I would think that
itj

literal. Would you not? Simply it means that it

would not b buried1 would think that would be literal. 4nd then this

is also 1rã.life time. In that ±t-- next generation. How about fulfillment?

Wasis fulfilled' question, Dr. W-,.the last part
I.'

of verse 10, what is your understanding of that? 4d will take away the remnant

of the house of Jeroboam, as a man taketh away dung, till it be all gone'?Y(es,

Ado you take txx that as.-fetT8rkof what has precededG Or something

additional? goi, I wciixxbc would think that that is c ffcrgg4fl comparison.
the house of

As a person wants to see how to get rid of the already .. this, sc/Jeroboam

w ould be completel rooted out. So, this uld be just a comparison. It is

hardly be a prediction. So, I w-t think t1ea.sLa figurative edxixx element
p

t e. It is a comparison. It shall be completed. tctxxx And as to verse

10, we fu ve the evidence of its fulfillment in the Bible, voeKx do we not?

f-ft M
Yes. Nto from history or geography ut from the Bible. How about 11? Do

we have any evidence of fulfillm it? Does anybody know? do not recall.
certainly are J

I can't think off hand.' We e rtal-re told that they w4Wdll like flies, bit
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and the same prediction was given ci.frr I can recall. But
f1

concerning this, I can't ecall. That i xxizix he ias bmed I

do not think is stated. erse 10, we have the evidence of fulfillment of that,

40
but for verse ii, I do not find any. There is no evidence for verse 11. Then,

next, Mr. Harding? Verse 12 and 13 of the same chapter. 12 and 13. And

another one in v. 14. l-31d--l-."Arise te-.etre, get thee

to thine own house: and when thy feet enter into the city, the child shall die."

P Now, actually you might break it down into two. Yes, I think so. when

thy feet enter into the city, the child shall die." Unconditional, literal,

c*t.1y CVt(Lt?/ d)
and in life Lime it was fulfilled. It is verse 17. And then 13 is All

Israel shall mourn for him and will be-bu . And that is fulfilled in 18.

I-sni-t it?- isl-t-t---4sft--sft1t Isn't it? And thaL Is fulfilled in 18.

Isf- Is it not? Literally fulfilled. "And all Israel shall mourn for him, and bury

him: for he only of Jeroboam shall come to the grave," cus--ii-hn-rr.----

Then 13 has really two of them, it says, for he only of Jeroboam shall come to the

grave, because in him there is found some good thing toward tie Lord God of

Israel in the house of Jeroboam.
" It ta4ks about his character,--&o- which we

ft4,1
are not told elsewhere. But There is nothing gopt found in the It is

the repetition of the p ediction of no burial. ' +S-Qw.n shall come to his

31own grave(?)k1 Yes. ou mean Jeroboam will ... except fcr this one

M




14
child. Then you have another one in 14/. Yes. 14 is the

repetition of the end of Jeroboam's-touinoy, -ut

is vn What do you have after that? Verse 15. Is that conditional

s thator unconditional? V"1 put that as unconditional

literal or u- figurative? ôatkxgtxxx*qc Isitilife - time.
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have 1isedtiis as distant. And Is its fulfillment in geography or
IV?

history,&1 did not list that. Is it referred to the Exodus or the restoration
/1 -

or the first coming or second coming of Christ. No. Is it speaking of

the lkExx Assyrian exile? Would 't
yo1i

think so? I thought so. That is

\L\M 4l
wx I rtv' 4 down. Exile, not the Babylonian exile The word/

42
Israel is used to mean...tø whole kingdom. The word Israel may be used

if either kingdom, but quite generally Israel means the northern kingdom/
2 ii

as compared with the southern kingdom. people talk about

the difftulty in the New Testament, becaue the wDrd law is used in
-:/

61 different sense Well, Øwhat about Iskael?,j1id then you have to recognize

in order to understand it? axA VBefore you pass out of here completely,

I have axgxbdxxixxx one tiny question on the prediction regarding the

death of a child. He says, "when your feet, enter into the city, the child

shall die." Well, you notice the language of vx verse 17... when
tr

she came to the door of the house, do you see aiy,j id"yo)ca11 that C(

synthetic parallelism? W5d*x Or an expression of something of tht sort?
In other words, .he implication $' is that she was in the city?

p in oth-wof-r. -'t4 yes, when your feet enter the city, well, that

would prove the verse 12. That is a prediction whenhe entered the city.

But you do not know ... after she entered the city, well, she was actually

±n-- within the city, but she did not enter into her own home. It is more

specific. So, it proves that the prediction was not quite so specific. The

prediction covers when you enter the city, when entered the city, yea-d4±1-
I
T Ai

mean did not mean when you went through the
?Z

Locative He. When

r
11

you come to he cit . That is a motion toward. Yes, a motion toward the

bity. You might say,\ Jl

411




et back to Philadelphia lhat might mean
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when the train passthe border, or it might mean when I g6t off the train

somewhere downtçwn? Or it might be when I home7

tire4 We can squeez these wads. The later one shows that when you

enter the city, it is at the time of her being ... within area,

kMx-f-itI-t-he-t- find th'adxx exactly that when keh got ho d s..

/J112et!Y7Of course, there might be the liklihood of the.. part of the

city hail which was true of o1en's palace, according to Prichard, it was

true of 'Seiomon s palace. I have not been there, but the prt&I might have
t,)

been a part of the city/ hail, and the gate may have been virtua11the same.
'

h4g-- The gate axx of the city might have been the same with certain /
-t- /

portions of the house... ]t isAossible...

palace, but xmocx since we have no evidence of it, Yes, Aeis not known

Yes, it is not known at all with certainty. If you do not know wit rp-rtainty,._
there are

I ss you do not know anything. WEll, there may be a case where/two ideas

and people are divided between the two , but !-m quite sure that it is one of

-r
the two, but as far as I know theW is, Yes, very nbuiois.jQuite

unknown.
-L4eeA dcaa4 iocaions

Unless ti something . .1, Prichfd gave six possible eeeasions-

that he thought would be likely A, other $ words we just have no

evidence v ell, we-hc}--1,et-t tr'-

r
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FULFILLED PROPHECY October 1965 d

We-w14 I- io -use- t*is- eeer-d- er-emewJ-Jetufe7

We have thus far gotten our attention to certain problems that are vital

in the interpretation of Biblical predictionS. One of these is the differente

between $ general and specific predictions. There will be enmity between

)
thy seed and her seed. This wuld,be general in the sense that it includes

'

series of events/ which runs over a long period. He shall bruise thy

head. Thou shalt bruise his heel. This eem to refer to a specific vent.,

an event which might possibly have more thanstaef involvedfl
wIiich

wo-ue- wai id seem to involve the same individuals and there would be

£7 -
no events connected with it which w&i**ex a-r-QQt closely connected

with each other. We read last time how tg1e the house of Jeroboam

would be utterly dut off. That aspecific frediction. We have no right

to quote that in re la don to the whole... It has no rel-a-tive- relevance /7

to him. It 8cx is px specifically directed to Jeremiah. So that we

have this difference nvineakx general predictions and specific

44J4
. predictions is not alway easy to determine. ut it is much easier

_ 41d4y-
to determine none hasin mint and watch for instances and so it is

A
vital,tydistingu-ih--tb.e.m in mind and study the different cases-r!nother- k

thing that has opened to us as a problem that needs attention is the question

of conditional and unconditional. If a statement is specifically given,

(if you accept, you will remain in the country, Eif you reject, you will

go into exile. There are two conditional predictions only one of which can

r
be fulfilled. There is no question of that. There are conditional predictions

t' clearly A'w_
in the Scripture which are clearly predictions. They ar/Fea-11y conditional.
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Them a.re-codn-pfe4ctione-' He shall bruise thy head. Thou shalt

bruise his heel. This is clearly unconditional. The Lord has declared

this ta eiis is xx going to happen. You might say, this is the result

of things which happened in the past. If they had not followdd, he would
sent this.

not have u-ndecsteed-. If the serpent had not done this , if...tt
Tl4itt iitt"2

had not done what He had done, this would not be true, yet

is in the past, it is done. You might almost say, any prediction is

conditional in the sense thai xgxothy there are circumstances which,,,;4(.4
rlfA*j 4e

did not occur Tf-they were not true. But if those things had already occurred,
If you say,

a- they têttior. ye- unconditional. 4f there areas many
a

as million people in America, there must be an educational system/ in the

country. Well, I-em that dxx it is conditional, But icx it is

z4zlct
a condition which is so idoc clear tme4'4ve would call it unconditional.

/ 'ft~kt~ 014V
But then there are certain cases we noticed tha-ti4 seems to be an implied

conditional- of obedience, or certain circumstances wher time element
thing

seems to be subject to variations, even thougi th specific/predicted

definitely does take place and will take place, but it may be postponed under

certain circumstances. So, this 4a matter of conditional or undonditional,
is one wikx on which

which/Ne have opened up some interesting points. I like to go Jurther

into them, but right now I like to just summarize them. So
,11i

e to go

on to another point wax to which I'*dEicgx our attention has been called, and

that is the question of literal and figurative language. When you read that

____ thou shalt bruise his heel. Well,

that would seem to be quite definitely a figurative expression. We find it
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If
fulfilled on the cross. But it

certainl~~4
a figure for us. /the Lord

y says, I will overthrow se-- the of Lebanon with a mighty overthrow,

-a' __and says right after great Assyrian invasion, we may suggest

that what is saying is 3'the 0 great Assyrian empire is going to be overthrown.
-a11

He is here using Lebanon for a figure of Assyria. £7hat i' a figurative

0,
prediction. Now, last time we caled our attention to a yen interesting

type of figure which must be sharply separated from this kln/d of figure.

Usually they are easily distinguishableach other. But the type of

prediction in which there islanguage which is concech4 nevertheles can
-

be used with an abstract sense, and is so used that there is xc really -i-r-

question as to what it means. That f- .At1.can be called figurative,

but it is different from that other type, ri&I think that we should put x it in

a separate category. It is good to have t in mind and see what further

statements we shall get which will fit definitely into it. I think that it is

it, but I think we should separate it

-tL
from the other type. Now, these are/principal types of problems to which

has
our attention haste thus far been called as we have looked at-the instances.

I am now anxious to go on pa rticulrly instances which are rather clear.

Because clear instances are wT'basis for certainty regarding

n- principles. Whae','erwe can be sure of a thing, then we have something
i.uJC41

to refer/ back to less sure cases. W'e-very anxious to be able to give

a little time to what we can be fairly certalrY, as we mQ-t

üO




Dl-hyTh Wth7tYN

has a question. When ... says ... If a man of God eya- lets fire

come down from heaven, would that be conditional? Or would it be unconditional?
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That is a very good illustration of I would say -the type that I have just

mentioned where it is unconditional, where the certainty of i1t/ Is

indicated by calling attention to somet1lng that is certain a unquestionable.

The man says, Oh, man of God, king ?
if Elijah says,

Well, ... /if I am a man of God, let tire f come down from heaven.

4
In other words, he says, I will give you,'a proof t.wr-that. It is a proof

/ a
that God is going to protect, he one who is truly -he-man of God he

would have no right to say that, unless God had revealed to him, that he
-4U/V at

would get that proof. But it is just like what I said, if there are millionk

people in this count,Ve know there are a man questions something

which'is a




_;%,he
prediction is given as a proof the~i




fact. It is

not conditlnnsJ.Awhether someone does xmi something or does not do
a

something, but conditional upon whether ,éertain trutI Is really true. So

that I would definitely say that that would be unconditional. If you want to

put ixix it in a special category, you can But it certainly is altogether
-- -%W are pe f

different when he says, It-ye obeertee-remains here,--ue4 you are

obedient, you will remain here, but if you' are disobedient, God will

)
send you into exile. There you are given a choice, you are given an option,

and told that certain results will follow depending on what you dcdx. do.

That is conditional. But where he says, this is a fact, and there is no

question of and I want to prove to you. This fact is going to be

demonstrated by the fire coming down from heaven. That is an

unconditioanl prediction, though it sounds unconditional in a way. It is

a prediction -te-e b&s4 -a--Met--.- -Pcrm---1.t

for the sake of establishing a fact. And it is just like
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I Kings 13 he tells what is going to happen three hundred years hence,

and when they look, at him contemptuously, and then he proceeds to tell

what is going to happen right away, and thus gives proof that h ea ly

speaks from (od. This having occurred, they can
dependft,It

'f44-Mytw,
-

prediction. Mr. Taylor? You would nd feel it is too strong wktIxcx to

render those passages since/ or as. Since I xc am a man of God, let




/

.

7 think that o ul~ be a.1fire gf come down. I right. Since I am a man

of G "a t ittmes

1 think

in'etnEnglish usage, the word )would fit our usage here. Oh, yes.

/\'NJe have five usages .... Since it assumes the situa [Ion to be true, it

does not assume the situation to be true in itself. So, you are choosing a

(14 '/tJ*
local word w±ttk wtiose meaning is fixed -wan

ambiguous word
/M

four five possibilities of meaning Yes.

My only hesitation would be since , yes, he says man of God)
. ç

th I am A- man of God fire wii come down from heaven.

If this is aman of God, there is an implication. Now, you see some

proofs'ot man of God. I-f- If Ø I am a man of God, I do not think

4i/-4S'4f
that since onveys tlat particular implication.,, which seems to+ett

j7'1'iii
situation.-'That particular situation, if both agree/to the factuality that he

/
is a man of God, you wetl could say ,Lsince, very simply. But if

rh f) (
one isagre s to itif would ve more value. I know it, you do not

/ /
If I am a man of God, you could use the word since







-
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l6S

very simply if both agree to it, since I am a man of God, and you know it.

/1)1
Let us say in this way. Let us say in this way. If there is no uestion that both
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agree to tiat, then since exprssses the idea perfectly, but if onesuspects

J (,,
the other , using the / flattering phrase, without being sincere, then ?e-,ell

conveys the idea that now you see the fr±1f what you say so Q"'f.

6_w+e4 perhaps.-e an idea of flattering me-and get mdo what you want

LjL
me to do actuallyr Whether that situation, I do not know but I

2A 1 __
g.uèes that from the word'.tHkt isiised . You can get a multitude of things thrW

flut what you get depends primarily on the context. I will pass. nd 1-p

.Thls is 'ltal to tV our conditional conditional
2 it is good .-? ii

4 JAC

thought. I think,hat we can our mindsd-W? (.various possibilities

ttt are and we look into other passages and see how mu h yeti can properly;

deduce from e cobtext and where we aygo astray by _'_y omething that

I
isnot there. And of course there may be cases where since would e a

much better translhition. Just off hand to say .. . 1-seem to be 0

little differeni say, If am a man of God, I know it, I believe'el

~Iamnotsureyoud,therseen%tobealittledifferencelxxxx'cMsxxtouse

jJrfsincthere, to use it to say, for instance, in Romans 8:',

If God be for us, for instance, and He is, who can be against us?

There you can put since into the situation, anQ many do. Siar' t}'-t--

since would give the much better idea ... since God is for us, who can be

aglnst us? The whole background, there is no question bout, the tact
-Since God is for us

that God is for us, ,hy do we get worried about-,-. ? Since God is for us

who can be against us? is not a question there./Romans %8 ... bacIç

there. tThere is oo no condemnatioi tei'q-lee-- to them who are in Christ,
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Jesus. gre you oing to consider commands as predictions? 1-thtn*-1, rth is
What is that'j ?

is jussive. T++& is a command/ Well, I would say this that in matters

of predictions, and stn may other matters you cannot slnply say that

*&W4,
certain grammatical formi-.a certain . . .(/ ou 1aXe to,intprpret the

if
context/ of the passage, and x Elijah says to Gehazlj that is not

a prediction. That is a command. Elijah x has to order Gehaz and the-

Gehaz has the power to do what Elijah ordered him to do But if Elijah
'W

commands the elenents of the universe x no hu an being can command.
It is

then, it is more a prayer./ rather than a command / saying h-

)f
fr 4W24t

this is the case, I believe God is going to vindicate my prayer-K.-17S more-'/

AJ41/tJ4A*5 fiI'
more-e--pye r -1-1--is-- I would give this jussive just as a request.

I would say that this is a prediction. This man lives so close to God that

he knew thatxcx under these circumstances o1 would vindicate his

conscience, and it is God who does ,'fhe

-jut ,f petp1 rlk a1t

cAnnot7 kdWconseqpently

consequently it is a prediction. And I feel ,ˆ!

the w,e--sa-r- same way about it, if God commands Elijah to go and make a

different man king ofjrla. What power does Elijah have tia t he

should do a ting like that? That is a prex prediction, though given as

a command. It is a prediction that God is oing to bring ec'k abou1.

4
there is going to be change of dynasty, *icoh no Israelite bove all,Avery

few oe could do anything thkx like that. If would turn to Mr.

Gable, and say, Mr. Gable, please 90 and put in a strong anti-communist

"\-" r''
in place of , 'and then immI7. he would say what are

you talking about? he would say, even if I wanted to do that, I c uld not doUt

ut if I were in God's place, then I could send him todo it,

so there is a strong predIctTlement
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Where there is a declaration of what God is going to dccx bring to pass.
in the wild erness,A4'

there is a situation a little bit
slmlaf/o

thIs/d

up. ishlç1derL,_ 441-we' predicted a that

c such would happen. The fact that there is a x different form of

punishment it was a punishment that was preçilcted by the *yogaing- _i2
one the other.

Moses' incase and Elijah in.anethef7 It o uld seem that it was almost, that

prayed
they had commanded or pFa-i-sefi-that God do such., andit was not so much

JJ~J
t A4

prediction as it was ... Lord, he xiã said/ this, do this to Wall,

Nrl~l thatlhey are prophets and the Lord is revealing...the Lord

may have said to him, Well, as you said, there is a,çclos relationship

there. Could God not respond to their closer relationship l in such a way

that thox for instance when Elijah called down a fire from heaven, there was

a definite response If you take that as a prayer, what I am getting at,

are oax you going to include prayers to God, that have asked God to do

T.Z4 cc,tk(
someting and He dtx does it, -e.-the L.c u.lzte be taken tk t way?

If I am a .man of God, Lord, you t just let this happen, and tits-. . /the Lord

'11 1
did. If I say, If I am a believer and if I say, Let there be fifty new

students in Faith Seminary/ next year,then that is a presumption. I caild

pray to the Lord, and if the Lord says, .. but the Lord could do that~1, can

praye the LordX to send fifty, and if the Lord sends fifteen instead of fifty,

I could say, the Lord has the reasons of his own, uDth in sending fifteen

instead of fifty. If I say to other people, if I am really ayTh-g,., the truth,

let the Lord do it. I am practically ying that if you find therYifteen

a right
instead of fifty, you have jjJto say that, I am a hypocrite. ' Of course,

__ 444PL/
be_nrsred...th.e..prrphcts he was a prophet, and he would i.-be in4etF'sItuatio
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x unique situation, I would feel that the Lord permitted ccx him to

nave an idea as to what is going to happen in the future, whether he already

prayed and tI Lord granted Ii s prqyer and told him that he had, so that
n

he could now express mr4y whether kwd,cxbc the Lord led him to

-?t c&u-
speak this way or what... It would be ridiculous to... his claim to be a

over
hadnoupon something/which he ha,no power, unless the Lord had revealed

b him/ that that is w at the Lord, is going to do. Me was like . 4 Moses

... Moses cou1Mke the river filled with blood.' The

Lord revealed to him what He was going to do and said, lifuk lift up your
-&'




4444"-~
iiands, and ... ,a.rthe Red Sea would be divided. It was a Divine

i4' '
prediction, even though it was given in the forth

sense, then, God would already have told Peter going to th .. hat lf/comm4nds

MkiJJ
f" the lsc lame man to rise up and walk, that he will do it. I was

"
(1




A4-tjo
(0

o,-~o qtAlpthat LAter?h
4~ithe powerA-.T-t-hC!

Peter had that power, and




~
~*V

many people go,around lame, he must have been a pretty mean sort

of fellow. The Lord -c-liowc to give a marvellous proof of his powert--
/

A-c' Ii
by causing Peter to'i this, and s4øwa-tt it was tic power of prediction j9t

it as the Lord's ower, not Peter' 'power. And wbadxic whether the

Lord revealed, to Peter xxicdçxwiztkgKx on the1nsta or whether 441

W-tt-e-Q

11

X.-44-drit'e are not tol. Certainly the Lord 19S
must have I' 'fl

revealed/ to him. Peter . /. thousands of rj---a-4t-was lame men whom

4tIfIAII.4 /C A41 I
he did not heal. It 4. ót mear{ that i en h8 y

wr It was that God revealdd to him that God was going to give

him the power to use that way to assure that God was with him. The nmccKK
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r son/ why I ask this question is that this would touch on all prayers

tt-%4R-take -p1aee- to a degre/ to peupie-w.t 1-thQ--Bibl$
I




to b prophet/? to pray this way?

Or , And the apostles like those in the New Testament or would it go beyond

that scope. You see/ what I mean? Prayer is not usually a specific
Mac -h--- great

request. Well, you take the/prayer tx ix which the apostles gave xk in

Acts four. Yes. This last

verse 29, a little before there. Yes. They said, "For to do whatsoever

tEx thy hand and thy counsel determined before to be done. And now,

Lord, behold their threatenings: and grant unto thy sam servants, that with all

boldness they may speak thy word, By stretching -fi thine hand to heal;

and tk t signs and wonders may be done the name of thy holy child Jesus."

Now, all these thing s are the things that God had promised. X And He

hapromised and they ccx are laying hold f the promises of God, and they

AP M,
are ox claiming His wonderful promises but thdo mighty little,specific.

Would you say that that would not be a prediction? I would not call that a

(44
predictbn. -k- No. I would there were already predictions that these things

were oing to happen$'. If they had said, thou art thou ''t oauood that

theee people drop dead. And you read in the next kx chapter they

-ce.-dropped dead. Yetthe miracle of healing.

tw?" Yes. But what I mean is tlat it does not
deycribe5 ,-i&4

any specific miracle. It says that the miracle/of healing,,,- (
"man

beings could accomplish, and they would be miracles. o, it does not ix

jthL.ii_ name any particular tone is true, but it would still be a miracle.
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(1
But I x do not think that in this case they knew what miracles God migh

do. They knew that God did promise to do .,. and they prayed that He do

AM




"
,.it now, and then later on as re- we read we find that they do not _____

specific .. i Peter says, ... if Peter says to this he Lord lovv

I would call that a prediction, because he gives a command over which he

It/i
has no power. uhm, uhm. Now, it is the ame wEc with f2aul. Wh'ere ic

(A 15
d' they express command, which imply t1E pverhich they do not

have, quite unique, something specific. Yes, I would think so. Anybody

can pray that God would work on them and-g-iv the-m-orer'.. And he may
-

answer the prayer and but where there is a specific thing prayed,

: OO1A
8f'rd which is f11 ifilled one who prayed'st1-l-t1'es... he

"1 '
-

must reveal to them, or they would be foolish




'('i".' AxrEoaQx

I rember one time I talked with a man

- 41-'I &fl$'
who had Z(W1t in Mexico. I talked to him about

the Word of God and talked im about trusting the Lord, and so on, and he

111"41
said, he to be a Christian, and1re-%-.a.4,. I talked with him,

he said, I feel I am going to have a better night than I Kwax have had 444r

I feel that the Lord is going to be with me tonight. The next
I saw him,

-,morning and he said
him ...

_L ca.id Well, the Lord did not choose to give/... I had no right to sayJ7

would have a better ni ht 1--hn Q I can say definitely
C'Ib

n+,

n,,

=
Ur'V j ~ Hi44

if a person follows the or -Axdx -t+re Lord will b=6,~, either
Ok- C-1.IoD

give him improvement or will gi ie specific reasons why " A will

cviIb
but t-4 what the Lord isgrirg to givs-.. in trt particular situation I do

not know. And I do not think that we have a right to- ordinarily to pray
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for healing for ourselves. I think, however, that 1tdc we have a right to

pray that if it is His will, the Lord heal. But when somebody definitely gives

a definite command over which he has no poweç in the Scripture, I would

say that d has revealed the fact.. I was once three days walkt 1 i
uman being,

'and I completely out ci water.

____
had

B-S-e,- I took last drink of wate ten dclock at night. Ard 4'lntended to

C¬i7i?44
drink little by little to be sure that my cnnd-tin would not run out until

I could get some more water. But, I was so t rsty all ay that I kept on

C44t14




iu~rthe?r a-a-
-
d urther ntthemnn ,lo'

already I started on tie secondand I went to bed and- I took a

tiny little rHt'-e-drlnk e*., and then I felt so thirsty.A. put i,i my mouth
6? -Ii Ztj

and then the next4ã.e I aivvT' it was àhi&a-ty empty I-N&&"Oo4o6ht

A L --- t

maiseraWe
lbadK eelin +wh+ei-~~/ever

had in my life. I no ma
teg

tfre¬')blazi1sun. Am I going to be a skeleton hero or je

four days lying here? And then I thought, Well, I thought, Iw.e not

get into this situatlo(&.... I made a mistake. I de1nitely made a

T mistake. I failed to take into ,,6 consideration certain factors that I should

have but it was an honest mistake. I did not just foolhardy go ahead, and

C4 ti,
Orda4l--- ignore. .. J Then I thought,\this was twenty years

agy1,studying
many years cx of preparation eyd4-r the Word and 4~~-ta

/I




JA Ok
learni.t good many things that great many pop1e rn do not know, it is

1 Ctthe Lord will, that jI should
//t(.M

I was oDmix quit convinced

that the Lord ha Iprepared me for a work that is not --

/
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1,7
Therefore, I felt qul e confident that the Lord would bring me gut ft1-rt

i iidiee re 40 night. I




04
sleeping bag, and I took everything that I could spare 4'e put them together

CA!___
to hang it up on t1 tree I j ct u-p-, I pptri4t find

5
But I put my,leeping ba, Ø/ with

fMEthe
things that..ae-

absolutely necessary, I and walked ir$darkness. I walked and walked,

It was fairly dark. I kept on walking till ra morning,

I could not 3odx sleep, but I did not have any more

worry, any more fear, any more disturbance, I had perfect foax .cJ.m.nse- of

itbnd, .'rd then on t±ci xx though I had a three and half rather miserable

da without water, quite miserable, bibcx yet I had no mental anxiety

at all. I felt quite convin,ceçI that the Lord was x going to bripg me out
P4 W&CLt q

of this situation. -ti ht'througIyhe situation fx '4e better

f would have h~4ad been




(C/'(
fit

But I felt, NM-.that I had a valid reason for tidix x thinking that the Lord

was going did not have any guarantee that

gel- I felt convliçed enouqh so that I pushed on1met with some
-

severe obstaöles, atd- I do not thknkthat the Lord gives us -so definite-

-uø,
understanding of the future. 4-d-re-fee I thought that £& quite a logical

reason to x feel that in this pa r%ticular situation the Lord ±w going to bring

______
4-1 ;JtN"l

me out, and I t-- just trusted01 in Him, and ---ws no fearAat all, after 41 V

/14clj(LqI_(((,
five or ten minutes I haA gone through. Then-t would be

on this basis, that you would consider the commands in Genesis 1 as prediction

'I'll
Yes. The Lord is

predictin9
what He cx is going to do. It is not that

the Lord says the
WorØ'dç/hat

Word has the power to do something. I mean
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the Lord chooses that it happen. He chose tot inform us on how He did it. He

says lie would reveal what he would do. Just how He did it of course we do not
neous creation out of nothing, or lie

know. He might have done it by instanta
IV

a

might have done it by working forces together which He had prepared for a long

time. It is just like when Jesus said, that the holy place ou1d be trodden

down by the Gentiles, until the timeof gentiles be fulfilled. Julian the

Apostate tried to make the predictions false. The Lord caused that Julian's

efforts would come to nought. It is still in the hands of the unbelievers. If

it wam comes into the Jews' hands tomorrow, I would say that the times of the

Gentiles are over. Now, those are the problems that have come to us

particularly so far, and I am sure that the Lord is going to give us some

good insights. Mr. Gable, now you have done I Kings for this week, and so you

and Mr. Harding have got I Kings,done and last time we looked at I Kings

as far as chapter 15. I believe, wasn't it? I think we looked at it as far

as chapter 15 in I Kings. And we are abso looking at II Chvonicles. We

are looking at those matters which are at the same tie. Kings has got

events in the northernn kingdom, which are not described in Chronicles which

focus/cs interest on the southern kingdom. But Chronicles has certain

events in the southerh kingdom/ that are not told in Kings. Ordinarily the

two fit together very well. The place where, to my mind i hardest to fit

them together is in the life of Abijah. I would gather from one of the

books that he was a pretty evil man, and from the other book that we he

was a pretty good man. I gather very different impression from the books,
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necessari1y seen a contradiction. But the two riamesr
'

betweeii -i

, /
. . hat is quite a difference to bear in mind

in Mah . ... is taken from seafaring people who woec worship

M ifk4"
Iti puiit errit. Is Abijaised in the bookciio_t.4-Lt1 evil?

-r "4
That is right

7
A ijah is used

,1 spoken
of as good. -ry iI1Lere,day.

iEi. 14:15. TMis the lasf.thing that we looked at. And we

Jfind there the statement that the Lord sIia1, sJnite Isra1/ as .. sha'en in
i j.'n)J1

\ the water. And he ±1.1 root up Israel. He will scatter them beyond the
\\ \ /

J4ttt4 /
river, becaxeuse,/ they made... to provoke the Lord to anger. And this

was not fulfilled for at least two hundred s. It is the first prediction

/ F1 .4of the exile to vhich we comeA Jne more, I Kings 9:6-9. hat was the

exile. That was the first and this is our second. And then, of course,,1 ji

Solomon's pjayer +-. ,'. we have exile in II Chronicles 7:20: that is rather




cc.
genaal.. 1Nbw,. which exile are you speakrigIng of? syrian or"/

Babylonian? For the northern kingdom it wouP' be the Assyrian, but for the

southern kingdom it would be ec e-k-±gdem- the Babylonian.! Which

Iione ... I thought you were referring to the Babylonian exilef I think . (4 Do

you want us to tist that under exile? Or , rAkept the exil -Babylonian.
-4parate them

Does anybody think that we ought tcae-.-.-.-

differently? *have jotted down under the Assyrian, but I did not know where
I

you would wan.o put that., Actually, of course the great/bower of Mesopotamia
ik (; &4q,øL1tt244i2F

-s Assyria, in 1 B.CA The greate.t power kxx f Mesopotamia. ,.j-/2i/J,/
580 B.C ILd 1 gIo Assyria

4e
pi

/




'u- YUC,

qllu~ 0~So, I would think that both e&Tt
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these
4 In chapter, chapter 8 of Daniel you have -this-/marvellous prediction/of

I
the entire ... and literally, historically fulfilled. And then in chapter

7 you have the piwdtdx predictions of anti=Christ. And they are similar,

but they are different. And the fact that the entire predictions were definitely

fulfilled gives a marvellous assurance that thbth these predictions on the
accurately and literally

anti-christ is going to be equallyfulfilled. But/when you insist that the entire

those atatements are of antichrist, it seems to me

that you are all confused, that you are all under confusion. But I do not think

that there is great harm in it, but it is.

One is Antiochus and the other one is antichrist, makes both

antichrist. He does not realixze that both are entirely different. Why

trying to make both antichrist? Why not mak e one this and make the other

antichrist? But, we will glance through that. But the thing is that if you
in relation to

take time in this tmfulfilled prophecy /-thi-s--Daniel, Daniel would be certainly

a history, and yes, oh, now, say. That will give you so much

that is all right it is a good review. Oh, yes, I enjoyed this section. But

in this connection note exactly what the evidences are for sure. Those are,

as far as the original ... commentaries say that his is fulfilled in such

and such. Well, let us find out how we know such and such. We have

this in Josephus' and iMaccagees. Of course, there are other vwxxx ones. Of

course, there are others, but these are the main ones. I was thinking, of course,

the history of Daniel 11: where you can look through the whole course of

kings and the Talmud, there we have ... stated such a clear prediction

of the events, you have to ... no history has ever been written

so far in advance like Daniel. But, then you will find something that









I

OctobQl965 Side One

In chpater 8 of Daniel we have those marvellous predictions of

Antiochus Epipha2and was literally fulfilled, and historically, and then

in chap ter 7 you have the predictions of the anti-Christ, and they are similar

All
but they are different. And the fact that Antiochus Epipha' was definitely

fulfilled is a marvelous assurance that the anti-christ is going to be

equally accurately and literally fulfilled. And so when you insist that

Antiochus Epiphany 0.0 Cl(444Z.4Mt of anti-christ, it seems that

all you do is to bring in confusion. But I do not think that there is tremendous

harm in it, but it is still . . . but it is an - but it definitely

says Antiochus and why not' there?

One is Antiochus and the other is anti-Chtist. Both are viewed as

antichrist. But nobody thi ks that tax both are Antiochus. Why do we try

t o make both antlchrist4 leave the one as one and the other as the other?

But the thing is that when you take time in this Fulfilled Prophecy, in

relation to Daniel would be studying history. That is all right. We wItPget
we

a-cjcIrr uçw. But in this connection t;know exactly what the evidences

are/ for sure. For those of you... If a commentary says this is fulfilled in

such and such, then let us find out hv do we know i wa fulfilled iñuch

a-&ei,--hgw such and such occurred. We have information from Josephus

and Maccabees. I mean those are the basic sources for this.
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does not agree with the. predictions, and then you will say, Oh, well, this was

mistaken. Oh, this prophet was mistake. I think .

I-ou en inv ,ifltt7'&j' -WInésday is all right.

we were looking at I Kings 19:. Let us see. I think

we a were kx looking at chapter 19:17. *The.lQt -gas

xt-protien after -tha Mt

yes, you are talking about the one ... my book" is II Chronicles and II Kings.

ui of th lCingas T:

Oh ; Ieeo *we9Inq*fi We'as1dst Monday,
the-or

anWe'fl*t... You misunderQ "d




n

ibiesñi,u did yx t'to

41 Qhrcnic1es.1 ad.keii.I ings. Nt5W, I hay. ngthen

v s not b.t,LLt . u re vt r1±her

t Ixxzxbe does ot prove that, because

41q.4uwd&4etttht. Surely. v1t

Cluonic1ea'i.,haL ü'WTeIIKlngs

and now these other predicted aspects,, and what did yd a6 forT7

did II Kings, not the I Kings. That

now, tff1flt1. Then well, we have this far I Kings

done by Mr. Harding and by Mr. Gable for you. So, we were looking at verse

Verse 18 is a little. How

Si
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put that as
did you do this, Mr. Gabel? I did not e.-te-t-ha prediction. Smpl-beea-use-

I took it just as a simple statement. What did you do with it, Mr. Harding? I

did not incorporate it either. No. You did not? No. Let us lookat the

passage in Hebrew,,4' 1?1ll1i4 , I Kings 19:18:

Mr. Dunzseiler, would you read us in English, while

the rest of us follow in Hebrew, verses 17 and 18, and verse 17, please.

1) atd'Ji" Zshall come to pass that him that escapeth the sword of Hazael shall

he slay, and him that escapeth from the sword of Jehu shall Elisha slay.

Then Mr. Gable, please translate from the Hebrew. ver se 18?

Verse 18, shar, it is from shr, it is a perfect form, but it is a perfect/ with

waw conversive, is it not? Yes. it is. It is waw consecutive. Mr. Harding,

How do you know? Well, waw xotu consecutive with perfect tense,

the waw conjunctive with perfect tense are only rarity, and only rarely

occurs, and so it must be waw consecutive. Well, according to the

grammar hardly it occurs. I have not seen any incidences where they ever

ioccur. Isn't that an arbitrary suggestion, Dr.? In other wccds, Gesenius

admits 4 possible occurrences and Brocklemann admits of a few more and
could be

then they make the observation that these four occurrences -ae,lso,4he

waw consecutLvs, and they aoc argue on the basis of the'.xKk±Kkx

observation that the four are unlikely, and therefore koed there should

be no more. Isn't that t1eaxgocxjudgment a little arbitrary? If you

predicate that there are none other than four, in other words if you can
/

say that there are no stxx exceptions to the rule,,,-as the rule stands,

without any doubt, if there are exceptions, coadx that tes , then

maybe some of the other number ought to be looked at, too. I have oâe that
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just as a question. I am just raising that as a question. attitudes c'V
ckt44t &4ItS 0JWV1 A

Brocklemannl present int.e-class, and there

was hardly anyone who would argue about it. I just wandered if it is not

: ctvQ
just too arbitrary.io a certain extent. As far as I am

A~-concerned, I do not approve of many of ttr conclusions

the questi ns they raise in the survey of the-Hebrew Syntax. He raises a question
t1

as to what basis, apart from Ø rather aribrary distinction, he feels. Yes.

Of course, if you have something that seems very clear in dozens of cases,

01
then if you have what

seem1
to be / few exceptions, then x the 04 few

exceptions tend to be ... need to be tested, and see if they can easily fit

____in. Now, if you have difficu1&j w.ã..-them, 1ou certainly-1r-e test the

clear cases, and then see if some of them could possØ'ibly go to the other

side. And I do not know of anyone who has done that. The ordinary thing,

of course, in the-Hebrew is, if you are getting future, and if it eettld-rtet--...

future, and if you zx getting past, you are ... past, and you have

then perfect followdd by imperfect.with waw consecutive. Or you have

imperfect followed by perfect/ with waw consecutive. And then waw conjunctive
has

is much less common, it usually', it is not one of the series that have distinctive

meanings, but of course, as the King James translators translate, here yet,

that would be a change in the development. Would it not?

I have left. Now, hishcael is the I burn would be hd* hiphil. Yet I have

I I have cause to be?
caus1to be. Woul it not? What ould that mean?flhatwould mean that

.1 3i
( righ now you re all alone, but L.&m purposed,4hat there are seven thousands

P - at the end of the
What would thai? have to do with the previous verse? Well, /this- previous

verse that,.L.be sketch

f

in the if _ern1 trrr,-wtth.J.h cctext F-have-
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& is rather plain. On the context it says that all these tuat-i its , in spite
/

r4n 'J491i1
of all these situations, and inØ' spite of all 'thaeé... 1:6 çdm;' I have

right now, I am not arguing for that particular interpretation, I am just asking

this question. Right now, I have seven thousands, and seven thousand/

so there is going to be something left when all the mites are slain,

and so forth, all these apostates are thrown out, I already have a xkxmx

remnant who are going to be left. I am not arguing for that, but I am just

mentioning this, and I hope you-d~~understand ffra--.U4w It ~:A~seem,#J
if in

to me that 'the previous verse is not there, it would be./the whole context is
of the
ert-t-he whole, you take the verse 14, I.ã. only I am left, Tr& natural4i, you

are not the only one that is left. There are sevenV thousand/ still left.

Of course, in Englsih I have left is hardly , I have sounds like I have been to

have been left, whereas that the
haveA perfect is quite different. I have left,

in English, seems to be 4R I poessed, aodcx as those who are left over.
1

That would not be e. Now,

to be I have caused to be left over. I do not recall shaar, but I think

that its use is very limited. This is only used in Hiphil. Do you have

your B.D.B.? Yres . , I have caused to be left over. I do not recall shar.

This is used only in hiphil, and that would make some difference, too.

Though they did not call the idea 1±xã-ef- and the the idea would be

inherent in the word, perhaps. And that would do away with the cause in

the translation. In other words, inherent in the word, you X= would not
You

translate as caused, for example, the word smite in kidxx niphil. would not

say, I have causect-o- to smite. But I smite. It is like declare. Declare is

the same thing. It is used only in hiphil. And its idea is inheret in the

word.
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'-H-->
Because it is used only in that stem. But I do not know the usage of the word

of this particular word. So, that would make some difference. Do you have

B.D.B.? I do not know how much time we should put in this particular matter.

The ordinary use, according to most authority, of the perfect , of the waw with

the D(erfect and c imperfect is continued in strength, and if you take that
one that escapes Hazel's sword

in the ordinary sense, it would be that it came to pass that /. nisy Elisha

will slay him who escapes Jehu's sword, but I will

cause that then after all there shal be left over seven thousands, all those

who have not bowed before Baal . ... It sounds like something then

that its its continuation is going to be in future. And in such a wx case it

is a prediction. Now, in translation in English, have I left, if they make

an argu rrezt that this g the correct translation,shar,

in ˆ hiphil, yet I have left, the ambiguity is the EnglIsh Iave. Yet I

possess, somewhere left over. Yet I possess somewhere left over. It is

pretty in English to separate these two, yet tkac they are utterly-tro
gone

distinct words. I have an apple. I have geen away for a month. They are

utterly distinct words. In the case of the first it is the main verb, but in

the caee of the second it is paraphrastic/ In your example. Yes, but which

of thewe two are you taking here? If you say in English, I have left, if I

have two dollars left, that is the possess I have two dollars left. And
when we say

I think that is the impression that most of us get./ -1-et, I have left two dollars

left. That is the possess( Uhm. That is the possessed. I have two dollars

left. bxx If I have two dollars left, that is possessed. I think that is the

inpression most of us get when we say that I have left seven thousands,

not that God has done something, - God has caused that this number to be

left over But that God possesseéthe)lobe as something left over.
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And that would not be the Hebrew, the Hebrew perfect would not convey

At" CW
the idea of possession. So, I have left is not a, . gives Lip the idea

oitfw
different from what the translation would be in any way. The word

a
have is the translation oVperfect. If the word have is the translation of a

paraphrastic
perfect, it has to be cIasei' rather than as an independent verb.

1




How would feel about the translation, I have remaining? The same thing.

No, it is put into the present rather than into the completed concept. It makes

a different struction out of than I have left. I have remaining. It does

away with the idea that I have]/ left them there, but rather I have them

reamining. Not paraphrastic. It is verb I possess. Yes, but that is what

you are trying to get away from that othr concept. I do not see how you

can get the idea possessed. Oh, what I am saying is, all I am saying is

that if you take it with the waw giving the imperfect action, -it-+e- you still

do not necessarily have a future, but you may have I have remaining ( right

now. Because the imperfect, the perfect with that waw shows your fundamental
that is one of

incomplete action, but not necessarily future. Oh, yes. If you remembey'the

points we pounded on the first year students that every imperfect does not
rendered

have to be e4ther I shall go.Ø ; iNo, no, that is rightt' ut the perfect
1- 14

expresses the perfect action. And the imperfect, t1i incompleted one, and

sometimes in time past ggxx and there ;you could translate, 14

have remaining. I t would seem to me that if you would say, yeé the

remainirr-to me, the remainto me would be our English

idea of possession. Yes, they a e remaining to me. This would be a natural way

of translating into English, I have remaining. -Bt4ie--s4mp1y--
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the perfect. Whether the perfect eof (shar) it would seem to me

that that would be I have Vft remaini. or I have made remainci I have

c4rcaused that it should come about that they remain4. In such a case
some

it would seem to me that it would show-the-action on the Divine part
the

rather than simpl' recognition of their existence which I do not

see in the situation. It would seem to me that if the English here is

PDr.would be differenfa L1ec to get that idea. Dr. when you take 4e

waw which convert Does it convert the whole form? or does it

ceftvwt-e-one-?-- convert.one or more aspcects of that form

convert the time without converting d action?
fri

It wouldt6v

the time of action. Do you see what I mean? Yes. Your point is that

40
this erfect, and it should axx have an imperfect. The question is if this is

a waw conversive, to convert the perfect into imperfect, does it have to

do that or can the time without converting the action?

Can it convert Ple,one aspect, for instance, rather than
t,e

whole thing,

so that you would be a to expect ~~kind of form, thugo one
Goo

is used
herer getting the meaning that we are 1- looking for?

-r?t&i--&11dd tlrtnk

if di'
What do you xjlean%, when you translate this into future, you still have

the completed action' -in the future tense? Or do you have? It is

a completed action. It still will be a complete action, a.t-ks perfect

rather than imperfect. You see the pcx pxx point of my question now? If I under

stand correct, he means that in the future it would mean , Yet, there will

be a ztx situatin in whicft will be left overople will be left over,

people will be uninjured. Fpie will remain wh9 the others a killed.
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has
I do not think that the

re7Øni$
idea is-much IBbxt relevance to simply

-1
saying that there exists. g' But, no, a.nr-futiiie c-t4e 6 nut bpukirC'f

asTFi if you want to show any future action with perfect without any

concept of incompletion, then you use your prophetic perfect. I have given

1Vt
e.pa11 be you-----g4 this land to you, 'te-spok to Abraham before he

ever gets in it. For example, with_nathatti So,xiqc.x that the minute

you take the perfect wbich is--_.--.-_--4rt and tkx render it with

wwomm waw and make it a waw conversive, you automatically put the

concept of completion in the incompleted set-up ft1in other words, you

are denying Mr. Dunzweller's suggestion/ as to whether

X
-1
When I read this Gesenius, avd

these follows I see all these fine distinctions, I often find myself wondering

whether they are really justified. But till I can get to the point where I

IA'
can question, I eaely-f 4Fte-them. kind of follow thepi withkeeedd

-reason t*eMr' Gesenius makes there the very point & prophetic perfect,

that is, if one wants to show the completed action of the future, now-a,s finished,

this is often the Ø case in prophecy, then he gives the perfect without

any waw or without any attachØment. But the pr4e of .t that waw

oqtviwMeh Gesenius says with only tw.-r three,exceptionsAhe allows, putjhat
A

perfect in an incompleté'sense. But not necessarily in future sense. Just in

t1&-completedaense. It can be either future or present? Oh, it can be conceivably

Just in the incoinpieted Be even future.

Dr. t Want to delay on this, &ffi oc to stress my point, is.-ts is

¬4mpy-tht-
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tt if this is taken as a waw which converts the form from a perfect to

Mn IJ ai/
an imperfect, and they are talking aü j o.j.bat tlmè',tt kind of action,

1itc)4
could it be pás, or future,' and then if you take it as present time, imperfect incomple

actin, but then you pointed out ttre4, Dr. that you doubted 1 this form wa-s-we--

a,,! 44 .411d
used-- would be used to mean ti-iat, to get tiat idea qcross.No, that Ee1

form
me off. Why would this-,-_from be not used? In other words. Well, the

if
ke*w-at-the-ed--tis.ed- form, at the end used as ... have.. /we say,

I have left, I have two ozEdx dollars left, I have d two dollars,

that are very different. I have C'&~ two dollars. But I have two dollars
is

left, it means that I have possessed two dollars which aFe- left over.

Ya, that is right. I have left two dollars on the plate. That is

but% lfay I have two dollars left, you Ic are having the

possession. But if you say I have left seven IhousandV, it seems to indicate- os-se&

___
144' ____'1possession. et simply there are seven thousand

Xnd they belong to me. I have left. Rather than I have kept them. I have
7 from

preserved them. If we do not get that idea, I am preserved,/I am4ef-t. have left

here. MVOMPX Is your suggestion that I have remaining. I am not sure

even how I got into making suggestions. I have been just :'orking and-
in

on that verb, xx to make it sure that all the possibilities &f-the verb

are mentioned. And I have mentioned that it 's Imperfeth in scope

that it need not be translated .it, in future. I was trying to feel all the

suggestions on it, podx pointing out tFa t it could very well be translated

in the present. I have remaining. -your--qtte-st-ien--- Now, your question on
M

the left is still valid there,=too. I am questionin whether t-he-t4at#o---

I have remaining )could be a valid translation of a perfect. I have remaining








l5-

would not,, in Hebrew there are remaining to me. The possession is

ndicated by lamedh with shewa in Hebrew. I have the book. The books is

to me. I have remalnlng.mears--pe.sss-it---The-r-- If yomean I possess

thee. They remain to me. They belong to me. That would be there qrq

remaining to me. I would not think the idea of possession. ye¬slon

expressed ixxdcx by the perfect. Do you want to express the idea

efpereet-- of possession here? I think when you say I I have left,

Why couldn't you say, I Jum have caused to %iremaln to me? In present

time? I have caused now them to remain to me. Yes. But logically what

relevance would that have to do with the sentences? In a future, those*4

this man has killed, those c that this man has killed , if this man does

not kill, this man will kill. But I will preserve through all of ts
to J,,'t Tt4

seven thousands, those who have not bowed before Baal.I will preserve
1 if you say,

aH-ti-sx these men who have never bowed to Baal. Now, t--ss- this

man is going to kill so many, and that man is x going to kill so many,

a nd yet, I f this man does not kill him, that man will kill him. But I will

preserve through all this, seven thousands, whose- those who have not

bowed to Baaal. I will preserve in spite of all this turmoil, I will

preserve these men who never bowed before Baal. Now, if you say, this

man is going to 1*dxx kill so many, and that man is going to kill so many.,

and yet I have -4oa passed through all this turmoil... I have left

seven thousands. I have preserved seven thousands. Is that . .. Does it not

have any realtion? If you leave out that verse before and put it right after

Elijah stated, I am the only one left, I am the only one that is left, and

they seek my life. And the Lord says to him, No, I have got seven thousands left.
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(' hJ' Jj) ,sffi

See,) pd seven
thousandk.

You are not the only one. That would

be very logical. Right after -that-verse 14. Instead of that the Lord says,
are

there is koc going to be turmoil and confusion and there -s going to be

all thea people killed by oed. Hazael and dixxx all these by JehuØ' and

all these by Elisha. And 4~e says, after all this turmoil, still you will

find that I have preserved them 1dxx through this all., seven thousands. They

b ow to Baal. That fits logically with the verse beofre. But the other

the x verse before stops and has no conclusion, yonight CK say,

and you go on toDddfxx an entirely different subject. That is , it w.e+d

always seeito me that the usual translation of waw with perfect fit in the cont4

here, and it would seem to me that the reason that the King James translated

.OAi
it / this way is because it is quotedwthi fn the New Testament. But it

would seem to me that the quotation-of the New Testament is not a statement

that that is what this verse means here. $'ut$ is a partial quotations, as

if you would say, these five were here in class today, and

somebody says to you,t.ey- Have you seen Mr. Dunzweiler today? The he

says, Yes, he was in class today. I could correctly quote the statement that
these
the--five were in class

toay.1%y saying that Mr. Dunzeilwer'is here I would be

O fiA{Jiuoting .. and the New Testament is not dealing with the whole situation

of all these , Jehu and Hazael and so on, but it expresses the zthc tact that

God had seven thousand men preserved. At this time it is a x quotation of
!ttt 'IJ

-the portion üId of the meaning rather than a quotation of the fullThat

is my interpretation, and-then- regarding the New Teament. And then since

it is rendered this way in the NewX5tx Testament the Kigg James translators

translated this way in the Old,Tes-tement in line with the New Testamen/ usage,

but missing the logical relationshipin lhw Old Testament. At any rate,
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Dr, Yes? Here is a parallel. After the Chinese communists have killed

ten thousand Korean pastors, yet, I will have left, them remaining. I will

preserve seven thousand Korean pastors l1 those who have not renounced

Christ. Oh, yes. who have not bowed before the shrine. Yes. In other

words, at that time, yet in future they will not have bowed before the shrine.
to

AA+ yet Auture they wiol not have bowed bactim-before-t4ta t ti a!~~

the shrine. It is not thx those up to this point, but at that time in the

future, would be that. These two perfects ... have not bowed and have

not kissed toxx wouldX refer to that future time to which first verb
certainly

refers. If there are that many then, why, eertatnrny that many should be here

now. So, it is part of the idea. ' Why does he refer to he- -seen&verb--

i-the-ci&tise-? the perfect in the second clause? That is what I was just

referring to. That is what I xx was just getting at. These are two perfects.

That is why I gave the illustration that tk there will be seven thousand

pastors left who have not bowed, who have not kissed ....

pushá..into the future instead of justrbTñ the present. You could say.

Oh, would you want to do this? I have seven thousand pastors left.

No, I will have seven thousand pastors left. Now, that is what you said,

who had not done this. You could say those who will '( not have done this.

It is not necessary. That is not necessary. You could say also odtxx

those who have not done this. This could mean... Still it can mean...

After your party you will have one hundredlolly pops left that have not been

eaten. Now, we can say that that will not have been eaten, or say

All T
that have not been eaten, either way i expresse& /You predicated

the after, but I am hppy with your suggestion, I am not convinced. It was not

j4t4.,J ,i
my question origthally. 'Iam happy wIth the ây it is. I just wanted to look
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at the different aspects. I am with either way. I think your ... in your

context is really unnecessary. In the light of the fact that you could very

well say to Elijah, Elijah, there is going to be a terrific I want

you to know right now that I have seven thousand 1±tx tnen that have not

kissed Baal. And you thought yourself to have been all alone. And it looks

to you when I say that I am going to slay everything, and it looks to you that

everybody has to be killed. I want you to know right now that I have remaining

in Israel seven thousand men who have not ... kissed Baal. I am not arguing

with this. I am not so argumentative. I am quite happy... Whether these

people now, these seven thousand men who have not bowed to Baal are

going to be killed by Jehu or Hazeel you would not be .. . they may or
men of

they ma not . .. That is right jehu and Hazel are apparently Baal worshippers.

And so seven thousands t who have not !aidxx bowed ... it would be

reasonable to assume that the/ would not be the objects of the vindictive

attack of the kings that have fallen. Because certainly Elijah is not going

to slay them. He is not going to slay the Lord's fithfu1. Hazael

41
did not make any distinction. No, tFa t is right. Well, if you take what

seems to be the usual Hebrew interpretation of this form take it kkx that
a prediction.

way, it is viedthct xxxx If you take it as the impression that you get

from the simple ... of English, then it is not a prediction. Well, I have to
if you take it

question/ that , Excuse me. That is,t&kei/in the normal Hebrew sense as

merely an incomplete action, then you can get either sense that way.

You can get either future or present incomplete. If you take it x with the
imperfect

concept that every Hebrew,' f(Øjéshould be translated, it shall be this

way. Or you should ... in English, then you get ... D We have the same

t 1Jp""
probeim in Greek, the question of whether or not thc orig4inc1u the time.
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the other would say, no

One fellow' says, now, this means a kind of action, and/this abs includes

the time. It is really a problem. Now, when to put the time and when $ to

-- leave it out, but the conseutive, the succession, with- the consecutive,

usually indicates that this is followed by that, that which is followed by

that. That is a usual imperfect with waw conversive. And the perfect waw

conversive indicat.that that will happen ankfiat will happen Lt-is

Then there is time element in it. It does not just indicate

a.kind of action. I would think that that is in most cases. Certainly
in the the

I think you can say tF t/eh overhelm1ng majority o/imperfect with waw conversive

they lndicate,6 the series of -tht... which_ one aftrer the other. The perfect

and ... much less... than waw conversive. An the tense alone, the
addition

tense plus -the-pes-#Uen of waw gives this force of future or past, this time

AN
- does not just

idea. Yes. ... It is a succession. Uhm. 'So, waw-Q@Ochangethe

kind of action, as I said before. It adds the element of time. Now, of course,

there was a big discussion between Dr. Robert Dick Wilson-aji1 ... he

nsisttzb on calling it waw cony s4e7-beGause, he aysawconvarT

river, in his early editions of the Hebrew Tenses,_ calls

it waw conversive, and then he changes tbo± and uses the term waw

consecutive, meaning the waw that indicates that this follows that, and

the reason is that not merely that here is a form which ehaRges-1o-- Is changed

4CM
by having -vewJ., but here is a form which is one of the series that follow.

Davidson said the same thing. You notice in Genesis 2:6 you have the

first classic example of where t-e-1mperfect ixx followed by a waw indicates
/4.'

time past, wkdxxx at the x&cx same time. That is ... Genesis 2:6 you say?

r4m. No, there iS tto .and-there, there is no waw on the verb.

There a mist. There is no waw on the verb, and the verb is a simple imperfect
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from, (ALA). And a mist he will go up, of course, we do not say that,

a mist was going up. That is, frequentative. Yes, we put it in the tx time

çast,=too. Then we foliow a perfect verb with Ø waw, and it was watering

all ever the faces of the earth. I a y. I never
-J

took it that way. I always too C'that there are two events, and ________, and
the result of this mist going i..p was it w teizxdoth. watered the earti

a mist goes up, and /(ire_know-rr--4wa-1efed-the-eaFth. Oh, yes, that

is right, he of course is tjie mist, he and mist and water , it

it is the succession of the events in time past. Yes, yes, but the second
event

eveeH-ows-- -ese then follows the first one. That is right. Although

they are both in time past, the sequenc are peculiar, Why? Well, isn't

that a normal sequence? Either in time past or in time future? That the

second follows the first and the third follows the second. Iaybeçk maybe

'4s. Oh, ye. Consecutive means the second follows the first. Ançi the

third follows the ceckthc second. Is that,.maybe that isthewrd.-.-.-

It is watered the face of the iitXx earth. Those are both
.oing over and over.

frequ6ntative/ And of course, in the I Kings ,x rocgx cx it is not frequentative/

ertainly. No, no, Certainly not. But the second one w waw follows the

D L2,i
first. 18, does not start a new section4-tfte4e+4r, ....

rc 1
'nc1ude the previous section, ad the argument would be complete. How

M
could we start a new ... you mean ... verse 18 may be an isolated thing by

itself. If you take it as an isolated thing by itself, then the Engl'ish

herl is a good translation. But c if you take it as a third In$' series, why,

then it would be yet l shall deliver. I shall preserve through it, and in x

that case it pree-frre&... Yes, I will preserve, I will cause ft-to preserve - remain.
that you will

shar is to remain. And the hiphil would remnant.
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And the making a remnant, I have not been able to fit in to the past idea.,

that is, it would seem quite logical that if the Lord d.e-e5 any look at here,

Ahab has killed great many people, and Jezebel killed great many people,

and has done an awful lot of miserable damage. And yet, I have preserved

the seven thousandsL does not talk about things that pasld/ in verse

but he is talking about what he is going to do. And if it is related to the
._

preceding verse, it would seem to be-ie+4iã.g.t indicate something

that is future to the time thc which he is speaking. Well, at any rate,

th
neither of you read this pokx particular verse in Hebrew, and I

think it ought to be Included acx at least as a possibllity that this is-

ct&
possibly a prediction.1'f

it is a prediction, it would seem to be a literal

prediction, barring the question, whether the seven thousands

is a round number, ~rring that question, whether seven thousandˆ means
or whether

exactly 70 times a hundred, iei±gh- it is a round f4ure for a sizable

number. JUAn that it would seem to be a literal fib=. figure. And

4V-tt J f"
e- it is certainly gointcIftedltiónal. Isn't it? And there is no evidence,

though, this having fulfilled, if it is a prediction. We simply assume that

this was fulfilled. Would we not? Well, We could assum it, but we have

no specific evidence for that. Except, as you say, Jehu has slain the

80,~. worshippers Unless you took the concept of the second meaning should

Romans &x11:4, indicating that it was actually cartied out. You dx

felt that the King James was taking the second meaning ... In Romans 11:...
we not

and so k-would/be hardly be able to cite the passage, if we do not have.

if we do not have the reality. Yes, that would definitely constitute the

verbal fu1f1llment, would it not? Yes, you notice there how the King James
have

translators translate th. Vpreserved to myself. 7000. It indicates a
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definite act done. He has preserved them through it .. No , simply that

he has preserved. He has preserved. I have preserved myself seven thousand

men. I take 11:4 as bei.rig not an Incogect quotation, but a partial qupta)lon,

;iV1 4of which we-x- many ... that he is quoting the part of the

relevant to his present g/ rather than entering into other details which would
affect

not pe.ss the conclusion. Well, I did not mean to take so much time on thatxw

just this instance,-hid-4ew--rnaiiy pwbleim w iu'i irLte'r-I-. What is your next

one? . 'ver the commandment given by Benhadad to kkxX the king,

Thoushaltsend meandso. Oh, yes, 20:13. There o,-my

/V1 And, behold, there came a prophet unto Ahab king of Israel saying, Thus saith

the Lord, Hast thou seen all this great multitude? behold, I will deliver it

into thine hand this day; and thou shatt know that I am the Lord." Yes, this

is definitely a prediction. It idtx apologetic use of the prediction,

isn't it? The evidence of God's power. It is what kind of a prediction?

It is unconditiona1t is definitely unconditional. He says, This great multitude

I will deliver unto thine hand. He does not say if you are obedient, I will

eliver .. He does not say if you are a good man, kitht1c and if you kept the

46~~t*v
IPAOy

W
commandments. x He does not say, if you choose to am

go ng to deliver,.V and you will see that I am the Lord, and it is unconditional.

It is literal, is it not? I took the ... they were delivered to my hand...

Hand is the form othcx to the word of power. A concrete term used to express

abstract idea. It is a sort of figure/ c/r/ in a way. It ).s noberi entirely a figure

2ftoPAt1
__of speech. It is not a figure of speech &I Because the hand is xUaimal regularly

u'llm~e~t

ivs

~fl
0

ui

Ise

d e u fillment is contained in the Bible. And what is your next, Mr.

e Is I~erse 14. 1 Is verse 14 a prediction They are very close, and

actually I put them both together. Yes, I suppose that it could be close
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to ... but one xkic just shows by whom he is going to ... I took it

that way, just a little added element. And thep he says, who shall order the

'1J L?J
battle? Ahab is really scared, is he not? He l's abdicated everytixixhing now.

The Lord is going to take everything over. qs that a prediction or is it4 simply

a request for direction 7s? Who shall order the battle? You, you shall. Is

Iv)
there anything predicted there? I would think that it is acomn.nd. I am

helpless. How are you going to do it? That is it.

What is the next, Mr. Gable ?2O-22? R'here the prophet says that
/

eai tCC ft1
the retnrn of the year the king of Syria will come up . Yes.

That is unconditional. That is literal, unconditional and &einiteU fulfilled.

and the next one, Mr. Harding? 28. "...k"herefore, will I deliver all this

great multitude into thine hand and ye ( shall know that I am the Lord.

Conditional or unconditional? Unconditional. Yes. Condition is ps-eth

Literal, took N , if the A Assyrians say, the Lord is the god of- sf-- but

J 1eA &Z __
1et4'41)

the A& it is now unconditional, but It is suggested that thif he should

not have been quite as cocky Iy!aybe the Lord would not have interfered with

him this way. And I think that . 'right not have .. for the±i±. If he

did, he did not do it for Ahab's sake, but he did it kxxxLox±ixx show his power

again. What is your next one, Mr. Harding? Which one? 36.

3$-?ri 1ea 36. a lion shall slay thee. And as soon as he was departed from

him, a lion found him, and slew him. Is a lion here literal or does it mean

that there was a big storm VQc- had a heart attack. It is literal. And,

do you have any evidence tA'rer iL ±f, in taking it literally? Let me

see. -as-s oei-a-s--you- are- pae&-irem-me --a--l*prr -s-he-il- -s-lay-t-k -.-yett-

as soon as he left was departed from him, a lion found him, and slew him.
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F- -4
t_the lion is a figure for heart attack. But when he says the same thing

again, as soon as the lion departed... that is a pretty good evidence that that

is literal, is it not? The only way he would know-w1 th1xg
if was

that a priori)would be

itat

from analogy. That i4/the prediction Wmade,

a llonØ'/ should slay the only way he would , know would be that the

lion was not a heart attack, d would be W analogy from other prediction/1.

Except, that I would feel like putting it the 1xx other way around. If you

say tha t the lion is literal, and if yo u say that it is lion, then you know that

it is a lion, and you have no right to take it as heart *c attack, unless

you have other predictions to show
afid prove that they are used as figures.

I was inclined to think that ... to take it literally unless it is proven otherwise.

Yes. I wold be inclined to think so. But, you have the evidence that

this is literal, . PYes, I am speaking a priori before it is fulfilled. Before it

is r1thtiec fulfilled. Before it is fulfilled. He says, well, now. You remember

that the prophet told my uncle that a lion ttacke-him and he had a

heart attack. Well, probably this would be the heart attack. Q~e does

not have such a case, he would not say that. Isnit this the simplest way to

/1/7take it? No. By analogy from other cases. Ix±dc v culd take it in the

h (Ain A)
simplest way*'TFTxt1re evldence from analogy to take..-A/ way.

So, what you means is that he does not have any prciniple ocdy s that

he would go by? This is a unique thing. If the prediction, revelation from

God a priori, lcx how could he know how to interpret the tevelation?

Unless by now he is familiar with other revelations. Mx He wculd say

But he would say, I remember in, King the prophet said, the old prophet said,

your corpse will not be buried with your gathers, and he went and ... that was

Q4i ,44)4
not a heart attack. . People came That is exactly waht I am getting

C-
A

P, 11j I* If I
at. J Aver" XLv' /TI7t'
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at. I am familiar with that story. yes, again, it says, this where one

prediction comes ... Everybody is familiar with the story. But again

It is a case where goooxxx in other words, one prediction comes a few

in the life time. How many predicions come to t1'indivlduais. SomeJ'

ULIone in a life time, t'vo in, ' life time. How do you know how to interpret
unless you fi d it out by analogy with other predictions which

the predictions? - w,-4eFe-4s-anetei-pre4kt4e&wh4eh you heard. or read?
And you say, well, it appears that the drift is almost entirely literally fulfilled.

Momethnes--rr -one- -I1e-1-me.----------hat-was -net- heart_ -a --- 1ie-wett1 -

say7-I-e'membe{-Kngs. So, you say, what is the probability That it is

-%ei4b1t1tt&?. going to be literally fulfilled? You say that it is a

good.ix probability. Well, that establishes c-a-ometh4*g- something

as far as the interpretation of the prediction is concerned. It establishes

an a priori likelihood of its being literally fulfilled. That is something

we learn. Then we learn something. And so, we know more about it and next

week, when we have typed out, ... some instances we can have

them typed out. Now, LLWQ _fir'that any figurative ...

fulfilled at all? Don't put that in that particular list. Rather indicate it

whether ... literal or figurative. If we find any figurative fulfillment4you

cannot say ahead of time I know how this is going to be fulfilled. You ixx

t-t-ie--1ke-1y- say that I know the likelihood. But you cannot say how

this is going to be fulfilled. As soon as we find one case of figurative .fulfillment
it will throw out

/absolute a priori It is our understanding of what it means. We kxøcx

know that what the Lord meant was, will go right through. The difficulty is in
wha

our understanding/ of what it means. We know that/the Lord meant

/ That---'I have a question on the possibility of circumventing the command

/ 4W rl)
that occurred one time here. Now, suppose a person says here, as soon

1'
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he was departed it from him, a lion found him, and slew him." Now, what

would have happened, had that man just stuck to the pFthe- prophet and not left

him? The same thing is true i=x back in the days when , Jeroboam's wife?

Jeroboam's wife came in to the man, and the prophet said, as soon as you

h-rvt! /- iJPI.
go into the city apkt' summon and back,




there is a word of prophet, and I am

61
just going to stay out in Bethlehem, oxidaa couple of miles away. I am

just going to x stay out there. I am just gox going out there. As soon as

I go back Could there have been a possible
or the prediction?

circumvention of the command of God here7/T4-se41-.ie-t.Ftie-&e4t-tn

$ c 4,viL "u.tt-é' ic.6uJ1
-

the--X suppose the prediction says, 4ut_E-r-1.

I am going to disprove that. And he goes over it and he builds the

city on the be& far as the aA44 knowledge. The best site in that

particular ... He has told them, he has exhorted thenn.. He said, He

was going to do it. He said. He is going to see it. He is going to do it.

TI'tat-4e-a-ui#er-sight-4{egeves- He is going to do it. He says. That is

where the history is odxDgxx ... that is where .. that is the question that I

have raised. Where God would know, too. That makes the prediction. That is

the question that I have raised. Where God would know, too. What makes

the prediction. That is the idea, tour idea before... Where God would know,

too. History would give you a lot of figures... How is it? That is your

idea before... Where God would know, too, when He makes the piceocx prediction.
His omniscience enters in.




History would give us a lot of illustrations.

Hew &-tha?-T-t-hat--4s-w+efe-- He knows what the person's attitude

is going to be. -he-ems4----Ne7- Do you know the Mohammedan tstory
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4b cft&V
of Chapa-ii'- infr'he market place? had

there is the whole.., but is it conditional?

But is it conditional? . r-1--ut-- let us put this in this way, M. Gable,

If you just told the man that you are going to kill the lion. This is the whole

point. Is this conditional? -

you just a man meet you and
T Let us put it this way, if,--mai+ told yet/chat kbcx a lion is going to,ill

you-a-rd--, would you let the fellow hang around you? Laughs. That s

ver
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DrJ MacRae, I have a question. May I askthis question? What is it?

W see here some technical difficulty.

Hour years agtould not -see- gdx at one glance. Now, I can see btier

with strong glaGses. I Kings 17:7. We are looking at I Kings 17:7. Are we

riot? Mr. Gable, and Mr. Harding, I *a a
haveAdone

this, and this

was four. Yes F-oer tou notice the question about the Arabs or ravens

which do not affect the prediction at all. According to the Bible, this was
he j4 t

-4*.H1t literally fulfilled, tat- was brought bread and meat

&11j.
. c ) evening, and Then what is the next one, Mr. Gable? The next

is 17:9. 17:9 which has a( prediction implied in it. "Arise, get thee to

Zarephath, which belongeth to Zidon, and dwell there: behold, I have commanded

a widow woman there to sustain thee."

gat4eri-ng--o--&t4eks--"So he arose and went to Zarephath. And when he came

to the gate of the city, behold, the widow woman was there gathering of sticks:

and he called to her, and said, Fetch me, I pray thee, ... " There he is

predicting that there would be susttce iecc provided for him when (gets

there.. Ic zkkt And when4gets there he finds the widow saying to him

that she could not possibly do anything for him. Yes. It does not sound as

if God had actually commanded her. Not at all. The phrase that he commanded.-..,

means that it was rrrj intention. Io you the widow woman there ...

f You cannot say literally God1s statement, I can, command a w$dow woman there to
fhtIt (1

provide for me. W--t It mean'-4-s--ttitI hav. madp provision that you will be

taken care by means of a widowA The woma knows anything about itxxkx4c -

r- A1
as yet. Don't you think so? "Elijah still had to do some talking there with her

after he got there/ to persuade her to take care of him. So, the Lord from the

'defcns of it, predicts that he was going to be taken care of, but Elijah still
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Iv
has to sctatch himself around a little bit. Yes. Now, of course, if

somebody is going to say, this is literal., and what God said must be true.

He has commanded the widow woman to take care of him. Therefore, this

widow woman has been commanded to take care of him. Then, this ac widow

woman, when he arrlvthpeex s and tells her to bring him a +of bread,

makes the Lest to find out whether he trq1y i s the prophet that God has
As

commanded her to take care of 4 *er and so she says, 4f-the Lord thy God
-

liveth, I have not% a cake, but an handful of meal in a barrel, and a little oil in

a crus; and, behold, I am gathering two sticks, that I may go in and dress it for me a

and my son, that we may eat it, and die." And if this is the man the Lord has

Ce( k
commanded her to take care of, God will not let x those words to go away

1k-If it
from h. but rather through hlm she ii{d be provided tocx with means of doing'.

Now that is an assumption that I never thought ab.* before. But- it eed

IA
notlmpossib1e, c.uJ.d&-t it? You either have to interpret the phrase, I have

commanded the ciodx widow woman here it is'my intention that there shall

be there a widow woman who will be able to do this for you, and of course God

led him to the w.idow-wom-a And she knew nothing about it, and so that

words are a little different from our usual -_(sawI Our usual interpretation

of -Of, and she knew nothing about it and so that the words are a little different
usual

RV,4/1I
from our/sawa. Our usirzri-t tipet4J.On of or, you have to say God a:ea/,

to this widow woman,' Lwe are not to A and this ...

sure that it is the right man. Mr. Buraga.You said, you rendered I44--L a-

Yes. that i good. I have commanded that the woman should sustain thee. I have

decreed that the woman there-itI- should sustain thee. The command

Is directly given to the woman. But the command is given that through this

I C11
means this be done.

-That
is, again, a little fr' different frome usuawa
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ale

But not so much different from it, 1 . a great difficulty, -We have then

riprr_.f twb possibilities. taz.e decreed that the widow woman there

is to do it. That is the way sawa appears to be rendered, or that he had

actually commanded the widow woman, but she did not how this was going to




21
be done. And she answered in th way, because she/d could not see how Tre-

oobr4 Jc 4J
could lQJt?>etl the Lo er to do it. And that makes the,woman a

prophetess, too. There is, however, not much evidence to suggest that idea.

AT any rate it was literally fulfilled accordin. to the Bible. What is your next, Mr.

Hardlng,I1The next one I have is verse 14, It is uz3ix unconditional? Literal,

the life time fulfilled in the Bible. 44. Verse 14 , Thus says the

the Lord God of Israel, The barrel of meal shall not waste, neither shall the cruse

of oil fail, until the day that the Lord sendeth rain upon the earth. Unconditional,
al

literal, absolutely liter isn't it? shall not waste, means that it shall not

come to an end. It not? I am sure that we all understood it that
away to

He wasted 4.-3F nothing.' Very good. The barrel of meal shall not

este away. Evidently in the Old English the word waste away must have

conveyed that particular meaning. That sureiy(ly must be what the King

k1I
James Transl

Alf

ators meant j'rrr But today, we would rrt say

waste tjP-4/- Neither shalhe cruse of oil fail, until the day
f\i'

away not -

that the Lord sendeth rain upon the earth." And this was uncond,ttional1, I J (
..

literally fulfilled. Within their lifetime. And the Bible is ... Mr. Gabl, "

idid you have a question? Yes, I have a question about 16:34. It is not a

prediction, but points out the fulfillment of rather unusual prediction' la4k4~

"In his days did Hiel the Bethelite build Jericho: he laid the

foundation thereof in Abiram his firstborn, and set up the gates thereof in his
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Mr. Dunzweiler and Mr. Buraga have both done Joshua, and they both came

across that predictlory there that whosoever rebuilds the Jarcho, he will lay
-444 A

the foundation in
/his

flrst'4'.",. and set he gates up Wre-±..

CLI)
you have this reference given . . YSo, this was literally fulfilled. chapter

&-O- Joshua :26. The Bible tells us how it was. It was unconditional,

and I imagine that Mr. Gable's question was what it tneanJ).,,.- I know'

that puzzlin ....whename across

I personally interre not
'

that this man .x deliberately killed, two sons in order to build

the city, but that mn w
-
L [ Wericho LQ

"cursed upon the city, whoever undertakes to rebuild lose

two sons in the course of building the city. And in connection '

with the laying the foundation of if,* the time the foundation is laid one

of his sons will have been killed, and by the time the gates are set up

p
there

the other one will be killed. Dr. do you feel that implication there -1s4 that
in

they were expeided z the prcp.t of , building. I do not think that

they were intent1y no, but they were exnded in thedr.W~X"s of
1

the building. No, no. -.along the way. It wcost two sons to
s

build it. f'course, he might .planned eep his sons away ,but

in the course of tI---buiiding operatioS&ther. a often work outj4"1

-1 know that you take the grat tunnels
!

under th? .

yo-.--.-and ey 1-L worn -

(L
likalh4t. reat cons tructin works like that "la auiw T-ey wore

Opk




CltviTg ThwO

-tL 'çi
tu
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They may be far less than what they Lse,.tobQ
~ut

thrarestill.w" but

,44W4
I would think that

C

A

'
U.t42_AAØU1is the Lord's e ta...Li4 anyone who does this.

iT
And it does not say) the LeI'8 . 5(f anybody wants this,

-
let him sacrifice l±Kx his sons* aoes not seem I wonder what the

expenthture of man was in building the pyramids. robab1y¬ was nc' intentional

-rJe 4ei/
expenditure but quite a few accidents.ˆt.i ±u tremendous heavy blocks

cX&d n

18:1. The- r-d-eame-afId-"And it came to pass after many days, ti-at the word of the

Lord came to Elijah in th hi year, 3aying, Go, shew thyself unto Ahab; 4a

I will send rain upon the earth."-Prftd- The prediction, of course, is the

last phrase. And this last phrase here s unconditional x, last P=79-here
- L

4& uoQndiUona1. But poor xwjaawj~t UT




-T-- --r.L4

about whether it was going to be fulfilled or not/ later on. But it is unconditional.

It is literal. It is fulfilled in the life time, and the Bible In
made yesterday,

r

t this, alon wlti your suggesJlorv In James where it says, he prayed

Ai Af
on both occas1on. -Atr,w4d be done, and here you have the reve1atior

41
Z'hat e given kk to him. -T-hs- That is very interesting/ thing. He sa s

that he prayed before the rein cameit would not rain, and then

afterwards.., the las in the well, he prayed afterwaLds.

~es, 4, too. He certainly prayed afterwards. Well, before, too. Before- And

he prayed, and there was no rain three and half years. Yes, Buthat I rnçnØ'

as far as the Old Testament. Oh, yes, yes. It is made clear that afterwards...

he, after the contest was ovey, when he senth1g rv r4r
S man Mf1'4'/,471 was

see if there 1e-any rain yet. And

then he sent him back again. And then he surely ... I do not know if
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his men up to the mountain to ee if there was r any rain. And then

he sent him back again. He sent him back again and again, and surely he

b-e±eve4--. felt sure that there would be rain. But I 1xoadx do not know
would be pretty

if_it ysJ . ./-t*t certainly the implication/i-&-that he was praying/vigorously

P/uhf /
ai'tt that time. as the English translates it içLJames 5'17, it

1 /
says, he prayed earnestly that it might not rain. Now, is

that necessary to translate it that way? 4,u prayed earnestly that it might
w1

not rain. And it rained the earth by\three years and six months. What

did you say that it is? think that it is a hinna clause. 1-4I+rrk-tFrrItTs

But I did not bring my Greek testament. e prayed earnestly/

in order that it might not rain.. -the end that it might not rain. I do not

remember but that strikes my mind. Incase, it would be the same thing.

J4i! -t'
It qm to1'mak

A14 At tclv




it like E1ijah'purpose of prayer. -Th-o-bor-d $ That adds the

fact to the statement tha.t i not stated there. The Old Testament says, as the
(3rtt'a1 /r(4

Lord
livethL41P,

it will-not raiccording to my word.
js

said, he

prayed earnestly that it might not rain. He evidently he d..that the Lord

wou-ld before whom he stood, he claimed to be a very close relationship

with the Lord. The Lord ha impressed on his mind/ that this was what

should pray ir order to put a stop to this terrible Baal worshi . Well,

now, dou think that here as the God of Israel liveth before whom I stand,

do you think tha,,kt is indicating a closeness to the Lord, or just that surely

this thing is going to happen? tJo you tnink that surely as the Lord liveth

in whose presence I stand ure1y as the Lo d liveth, that is indicating

the assuraflce, but before whom I stand is claim of e+ close
it

retionship,\ You could say that surely as the Lord liveth -you shall not

rain. That would be certainty. 17h1m. surely as the Lord live* before

whom I stand claims a personal closeness to the Lord. And this man, it is
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conceivable that over there hCkcross the Jordan. hearing about the
.di )

terrible,ABaal worship, he was praying dt the Lord that something be done.

and he Lord impiessed on his mind,t-ha-t- Pray that it 'not rain.

Do you think that he prayelCafter this ? rio you ore

4think he prayed before this. It would be hard for= aiI man to
as o

stand up and make/bold and strong and clear tkkid*zigx tatement as this

4
unless he ha4 the assurance from the Lord thatffl be done' It

___ fl,-,,J&
wi-libe very foolish. here are people who do that. How about

the next part? Doesn't the prayer ux come after? lere is that? DLes

it come after o, when he prayed for the rain, 9;,.d Itnut er-d

81-Sell They have the contest with the prophets

f-f 41'
the word of

of the Baal. You...a4 In
l8:lAlt

came to pass that/the Lord came to Elijah

in the third year, ' ing, Gcs hew thyslef unto Ahab; and I will send rain upon

the earth." And, Oh, oh, I will serid rain. But then he goes and prays

prthe Lord 1t?he
%4Je
cfean

chapter 18 verse 41 following , Elijah goes in verse 42 to the top of uuime
he upon c&s-ts

and/casts himself down in-the earth, and he A5etween Wocw Xxc.x his knees

i~~praying here that it might rain. ilec±x He tells the servant .-acx to

go and look. Is he prafghere? I iwtedxx Somewhat in analogy

,situatio Jeremiah who by the word of the Lord predicts that people

will return from captivity and yet prays for it. Leflnitely.

t seems peculiar to us to know that something is going to happen and yet
P .1

pray ckc for it. apparently not to Daniel. e knows that the

Lord has promised, exk but he knew that the Lord wanted him to pray that it

happen. A1most as if it depended on his praying. We have seen

Cri
predictionse-t- already th...wkch perhaps we can bring up som
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in which it is quite clear that the Lord said, He was going to do something,

and yet at the same time it k&iax seems as if somehow it spmewhat depends
(341W4 J




P is
on the faithful and obedience of the person who is involvedet, cx p/stated

as an unconditional thing. , That is what I have to look intot'-

I do not think that we have seen any of these yet. ~ Keep in mind and call

4u41
eall

attention to it, as we come to $. It was a very interesting question about

James. James evidently had understanding of it which he gives in the book

of James not as I am going to tell you som4hingbout1~4~h you

,qifrisa0
do not know. But I am telling you sometlhg that you do kno* Fc example

you are all familiar with
1hm/Fh

the Old Tetament which is not

immediately obvious to 4 as mcx we read it. Something else struck i-n-

me in connection with this, and I do not want to abor It, but I want to

see that it points out that Elijah was likened to ourselves, and so what he

did we ought to be able to do. And this is the reason why I Ic have been

thinking along this line, and how the principle
k
of revelation would apply

to us. Would that carry over to us, or do you think that there ought to be

VJC''J 0"d
drawn a line there? James *'ay to point that out. Of course, we

could have revelation/ from God frozLiis word, and we could pray on te

basis of that as we do. But of course, Elijah's revelation would be direct

from the Lord, this is direct from the Lord, but the Bible, the written revelation,

the effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth mach. W It likens

Elijah to ourselves. Just bathc before that. Ut it does not necessarily

t71J
mean that meaii-w pray for the same thing, No, but the




/9 /
-ithe princip1 is ame that his prayer was answered, and so we will

God_ã. n'* what seems Impossible humanly speaking.
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tbassions.iC
(1)with EJJ4ah

Even though we are rerWik/ 1f we live close to Him as Elijah did, -
('i) c-wi

1
and seeIVHls will o adv. nce t44rrm, r( He may

/ Ib&fM4

(1%i ,4flh1:(3#vd
4 kc-cts'i* rt t", 11A

yet it is very vital. Theh that was 18.1, and the next one, Mr. Gable? All

fr-c/
the wày to l9:8: 6.l5. Mr. Harding has one. Bn-L yuu 1iiv m

/k4. 1
hin

thrthQ 19 ]97 d1r&8 &d1L!

(7L >-' f
' - - -

don't you remember? 18:12? a, Obadiah made one.

All the way over to 19:15. Mr. Harding has one... Don't you have something

before that? No, mine is 19:... There area a couple of false predictions.

A Obadiah says here, So,
/t~u he Spirit of the Lord will carry ow whither I know not. /When I comeand

t-Ahab-$--- tell Ahab andecxf he cannot find ... he will slay me. He

sy says, this is what God will do. God will not allow his prophet Elijah to

iiOW u 1 1"144, 6%be wh re'e-e-bert-... God will protect Eli ah and kkx ±rkic he will take At,

O'Iif,




4Y JV411
6q say ht L6rd-'of Ilgrael before whom I stand, I

shall surely shew myself to him this day .




Now, tint mc=ff--senten

- i54 just mtTflt Now, that sentence4'just be
is saying what he is going to do1.44f

merely a man whc/w ....-,..L shall frem IL -y h&r iJiatrd-y--..

coming immediately after. Obadiah says what the Lord is going to do .-

after .. ji what tile LJLJ U1 8-r'

C
surely Elijah is saying, No, you are wrong. The Lord is not going to do

what you say He is going to do I am not saying that it should he ve been

includrd, but I am merely saying 1&t- whaTquesUon might be.!1 if tk''

rst glance, I did not feel that, should be included, and for that reason

I did not., but I remember having pondered over the matter. zALhi i ,ayi-g is

a reo!1 s h drFq nthr wcrd
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(/1
1/ Who know how we are going to wind up.You see Obadiah is not accusing

X1dx Elijah of not keeping his word. Elijah says, go and tell Ahab immediately,

a nd Ahab. He does not accuse Elijah of net-ertter4g- being here or not ee-g

being here. But he says, the Loid, will snatch Elijah away. Elijah replied,

No, the Lord is riot going to snatch me away. That is what he said, I will

shew you ii. Obadlah thinks he cannot shew him 04He thin that

he l-l- the Lord will protect him. E14a- Elijah says, He will protect him.
&(
iink that we need to look at That is what he says,

Obadiah makes a false predicti n as to God's dealing and Elijah corrects

him. I do not think that we need to go into it any further. Now, what is the rooct

one please? 3- Not till 19? Because when he stxx--&i- said, how about

the fire coming down? ,4I/ You mean that was a prayer Elijah

says in verses 1118 and 19, there he says, Bring the prophets of Baal, and

the prophets o
J) r 1,4,

f l.A he says in verse 20, 24, you call the name of your gods

and I will call,the name of the Lord, and 4e-the - 4e---_.-4f-&y goc~answers

by fire, let him be our God. That is pretty close to a prediction that God is

J4ftc.
g going to send a supernatural miraci They would not have entered into

the contest, A-3 they had really thought that24~s could really do
lik

i-t-..amething like that. W..L No, theYid not specially think o-etrf that
194

f-44 - 1-1-- tg.h.t- that- t er-g3d-s--00d-not- de-that N-& rt&inly -the

tjhir.k thLway-- But bxx in the eyes of the jtg,x mass of the

people, Elijah predicted that God was going to send fire. The prophets of

Baal said, No, Baàl4 can do it. 5b., Elijah gave Baal the first chance.

In the eyes of the people Elijah had surely made a prophecyA a prediction
-trt f

something that God w44 do. It seems to me
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he is more / contest between the two powers rather than
I

I
iidwn

making prediction somewhat similar to what we had yesterday.

Let us
.
go lade,

-1W
ow ~0~ft

~
lphia a I will put up a pile of

wood and pour water all over it and you put up some wood, b t you ne d n t

)ciC"
jt- pour oe water oveç' to see whether,Me modernitpxx
be able to

send fire fro heaven to light it. They ay,tha-t- what nonsensel
,

The chances are that 41~ a-rN4and no fire
,411~ --

-/%Z $tt
would come.4ew'm-frum--hoave-n.----The only way I could -1J man .. . such a

V. &k would be that God had revealed to kizu g( that e would do it. No matter

how godly I might be, I would have no reason unless God Kgiãk1c specifically

revealeo me to tIø&performing a work like that. uL that

'o-t11nut-ur Certainly it can be taken into regard that we find this concept

of fire coming down from heaven in order to up the sacrifice
,we

find

that In other placeSin the Old Testament, and certainly even before this,

so that if this action, although he did not say, he did not say, Now fire is

going to come down from heaven. He did not even pray that fire would come

down from heaven. oes not say anything like that. He just says that let
in

it be known that thou art God, but of course taking it from-the context of these

other occasions w±itkx in which,acrifice is accepted by the Lord as in

the case of Abraham, for instance, when the fire comes down, it consumes

the sacrifice. This could be taken inçieed when he says, simply let it be

known that thou art God in Israel, n±t he is asking God to do this very

thing, sending fire...o'k eat ip the eacrifice. And of course, as you say, in

,
that sense it mi.be construed as th Prediction. it is already

understooda what God is going to do. It is rather specific in that

case. He just does not lay out the sacrifice, and then we are what
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God is going to do. Nt. He- when they start the contest, he says,

you offer bund I offer bulls and the god that answers afire that is

the true God. Well, unless he knows that God will answer by fire, he

1)
certainly has no riqht to do that. V Of course, the form of Win prayer,

\ that s
aid

tumbldes us. He prays that God will show that &,xxbcw±ldx

xkdddx&xxbciactx He is truly God. But before he does that, in xgx

"Itci høc
he-t±me-ef-te-p------- front of the thousands of people,(?! prophets of

Baal said, Let us do this, and the God that answers by fire that is the true

God. Does TI'r body know that any true God can always answer by fire?

There are other casesGod did not ordinarily do this. But ( there are occasional
cauSs

cases where God had sacrifices to be lit by fire. X It certainly is an

exceptional case'. 'from what occurs in every day life. It is a very unusual
p

and strange manifestation of Divine power. And Elijah said, if that is really

(1
't is really tremendou thing that God is going to answer by fired

g
,4,L Y(1ek1) ts-.t the torrential rain after a long c1rot4

ZbiparaIlee rou tgu can parallel ....71 But fez-this we

have no parallel, aneth ease .o vidn that it .

We have not any other case anywhere. We have no historical P-w1dence of

Ciiii
ha-et--eeefe¬1-- sucht. having occurred. Of course, electricity

J?ICJURI1
and lightning can+4k-. water-a4 lick 1completely sacrif1ce like this.

-
/1 __________As far as,hef1atural realm.is conperned... Satan eeuld d the ftke

call down fire from heave .t tKl' he did not/ here.to, no.

but it would be similar. God must have revealed to Elijah that God would thcbc do
called for

this very(hing, or he uld have noVha-such a contest.

1) )4WIJ J/J prays.
fife-And yet y./ again j.f he does - he still .cm-pays. That is interesting.

z-
He does not cut himself like all the other fellows of Baal. No. No.'







-

JLø,1rW79
ela es a striking experience and one of his works in

which he and two of his friends visited a village in which paganism, I do not

know how to evaluate exactly/-*ow- these fellows. But he seems to be a

real beliveç, and he visited this village where x paganism was enormously well

known and they had a great ceremony in which they put up various

statues, r'decorated with all manners of cloth and pencit on a particular

dyar-e-rd- day and that was the day they wxGtkbtx worship their god

and On that day the whole history of their nation,,never rained that day.

It wa,,s a dry period, and a great celebration went o that day, and one of

I
__

/ (9iJ.d L1 i2i ((/A9M'/¬1
' t cci4iigc .----ld7-h-seid tAnever rained ain this year that

day. He said, our god w+ give us raL n that day. He it

1erain !m!yeaLeT us

aUew was terrified to he, a man Uke that
ste




''
command Goda.i¬l

because he said has ight no right/to announce

that way. He sal , please god rgive rain that day,. - think how
-I,




foolish the testimony wouldle So, he said, they spent two days in

orat-ei-ad- prayer and fasting and he said, and he j ape-- apologized to

god for making xx such -84atuLe1LI . u-thi blatant statements and

and prayed that the testimony might not be dishonored ,. That it

- ____might .ain that day. Ay he that when dax x that day came,

o4") dt JKOut.'
it becme a beautiful day, just as the rai-o began and people began to bringZ'

4'w.'nr't4
status, thn great storm came, one of tie 9reast storms

1J'1'~tet
in the history of the whole place, and he said that we an!4/ocx God

for having honored us in spite of our f&ilttree-,- fallacies and faiure onored

the testimony. That is an interesting circumstance'. But sometime s141,1
T
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,v w




ativ/
/7ithtout the Divine revelation in advance God in grace give them

I) -r
ath- the portion . . they se' Y~Do think that Elijah di4 that? No,

fl"$ .id
I-i.t

di.Zwith
somej/'

9~. he vrrrs,a very fine person, . ./\shortcomlngs

jJAqA4VA-4
that we all might have. Elijah is a very dramatic man, and sometimes

tes things which God has not given him in a revelatory sense.

?-e-- It ix seems to alh&t the unanimous thing that we should not

treat 18:15 as a prediction, so we pass on to 19:2? "Then Jezebel sent a messenger u

unto Elijah, saying, So let the gods do to me, and more also, if I make not thy

life as the life of one of them by torn rrow about this tIne." You say
4V(L4*44I htt

19:2. Isn't 19:2 a vow? Would it not? Rathe(than a prediction?', Yes, it
A

z4 c'e'
is a vow whichie did not succedd in aaE.x carrying out. You say 19:15.
That
There is a prediction of Hazael. And it perhaps should be considered

because Elijah did not anoint him In fa no body anointed him.

The anointing is ±ic somewhat figurative.

TEe Z111=1- rñwhtj fTji ye. But the prediction is that

Hazael is going to be the king of Syria. That prediction is literally fulfilled.

In l6y, you have two of them, the predictions, as far as the command is

concerned, Elijah did not fulfill ek4f-eemma-n'd-- either command, to anoint

but the preIction tht these men would , these men ve who were,jiaturally
14tqMd7

th line wi/.. to be the king of Israel would be ... the predictions w re
their

(LAfJk& 14 giL/
certainly literally fulfilled. I4/life time, and Aeee4i-t& J-mee in the

case of Jehu and azael, we have historical evidence
71as

well iPi-18t th-
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ru

QtQ kinge y-r




01 A

HowI do not think that we can.

do not hink that the Lord wou have preserved them.'*he only point
Ot AT

was that God gave Elijah tcomman9Jah
did not do




He made it

clear to us that it was an evidence of the unfaithfulness of Elijah. Actually

NILthethings did happen. And so I would be inclined to ffeelthat
it

God made/clear to Elijah tha4l would be fulfilled through his successor/

ea- rather than through himself. In the Bible it would seem to be a

prediction. It is something Elijah himself could e&- do himself, and

e-sai4-Jc- -seebedy- -yeu--dow e-t4 e&-wa-sh-outeele eeven

xx somebody said to me,t4me-- Eec-- end-ye -wH-l-be

e-- you go down to W¬bd Washington and make Humphrey 's
president &vtj.,Q:1 cguQ' ,ij1)




441-4-- Humphryyfeel-eteT &c maybe I ean make
W1Ei-




lei

president, if I kill Johnson, so if
theypay

that

president, ~1 uld be a better illustration. I cld not possibly
NOW

ThJ44Lj




head, a-ftd- If y w.ãrll let

the7sIdent/-eei±l+pbur

wate ovaj
£.i4

_______ presidentDr. whenmego close to . hat would,make

Ellsha-- went nd told Hazael that

yria,

he IN t kin over

of course, there was no evidence that he anointed him. In fact
the

f744 V)01-9
the evidence is quite/contrary, don't you think: Yes. 7he evidence, I

() think \s qui contrary. I do not think we canRe-- blame Elˆh for

Hazael's having murdered the other king. I do not h/ think that we can

do that It was quite clear/hat
Elisha said to him '1L wept, aid,

cf And he said, I am

weeping7ause

I am t4i king of

the terrible things that you are going to do my people. He said, 4-em-ftT1nt.
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I am just an insignificant bx nobody. How can I do things like this?

And he said, the Lord has shown me tht you are going to be t1e' king, and

__ PAW
so la goes back to 1m-, d Ett-gi,._èk to him, '-and he-a3t

?114i
What did the prophet say? Is' goi.ng to kill me? nd-El-e1ie-- And he

C
truly tells him what the prophet /m, that it was not_arrmorta1

-4iPa JJ, I
would not kill him. e proceeded to murder him.

And I -that we blame Elishirr that. Ellsh is merely

g4rrg-et& showIng,,Ivine, not
15i1flo

eommit murder.

j)




t"0-- OL V I,
Yes, my only suggestion is that this might prove t+iet prob'lem f..the word

anolnt(\ ovc,\4 interpret that partlcjilar word, that if we say , it is

figurative, we will have to then define ._t&t this-. a special caseiefi0Wt"f
)frt

--thtt see to be figurative/ as it is given, anoint, Well, he says,

anoint Bthtadx Elisha, Is there any evidence that ElishaL¬ anointed, VA ji

I think that there is pretty good evldti.èce that he did note %ecause

he treated Elisha right up to the very moment of hisA=4 as if

it were highly questbrable whether Elisha was going to be his successor.
It would be

And if he actually anointed him to be his successor, .1 It-i -quit$--&,f I- obvious

that he'going to be the successor. All that I am doing tht this has

to be figured in the conception of the fulfill ____ed prediction. It does?

A statement like this, anoint, , e4±i-tIig and there is no anointing. tee.

There is a revel.±c- ation of the Divine kno$wedge that these three men
ID iM

are going to be the successor; That is undoubtedly in it
.,4,I

hlnk.t is
tha

what Mr. Burag&s point was .//2ou could have a prediction in the command
part of the

without the fulfillment of the anointing /command, that is, the predictions

would be these facts. But, question is %e was command fulfilled.

Of cours n not
.,.

Elijah did not it.

A
-1
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was
You wonder why the command/recorded without also the fact that he did

1ot fulfill it. But I am just trying to get the word anoint to see what we can

do with itIn case of Jehu it is apparently JiX a rather sneaky

anointing, but it was anoint g.' Y
414A. I

aMntin -i4 has th literal concept. But not by ElIj.ah. NC.

\ No, not by Elijah, either. e.But someone who did in their name. That
to Hazael?

we can see. Someone who did it in Elijahbs name

y th in i&1';; IL.nie iLIn ElJ1L¬L b tiaine.

No, I do not think so. There is no evidence for that. God said, fr yr11r

.-icb--.- wh . Weft, etter1Tt vvsU14to Aha!

wickedness your whole family is going to be rooted out. But

God punishes Jehu for
Ae"A.Vwza'y

he did) "It is a re/IctIon rather than a

*Z 1','
statement that the Lord called upon his people prediction t

gcig to happen. I do not think that the Lord is calling upon the people

UL to commitwhole/sale murd1that way, but is predicting that it will
in wicked

happen. But lnA4' the case of Hazael it was an4xcusble/fnurder. There

is;no uestin that. Ando ot thIzLk L1t If Elijah commanded
A

go 4,& murderlhl~4we would kx have a real moral problem. But we do

not have that. He predicted it. He says the Lord has shown me that you are

(
going to be king. He does not even sayt6-t--the Lord has shown me

that you are going toM b king/., now. -4s far as you could tell from
'1 another

what Elijah said, get well and might go, cc±kva five
years.

Theni--the- they--- then die in Babylon and the soldiers might pick

Hazaelas his successor._S.r-th.t ... Then we could say that the
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2t
word anoint isAised in a special sense, that is, to go and tell him what

'
fr

a en v
is going to be or through him there is to come e-designation be5e-.c--

Aj) fri
empowei'Mrn 'It is not t1 anoititing in the ordinary sense of the word. No.

fl
Then what sens e it it? That is -q- a xx good question. Since many

that are used
of these predictions depend on the crux e-L1,- words the1/--ae--us-e¬1

in them, as to whether Wt they have been fulfilled. Well, in this caia

case, the pr diction is that you will be king. Anoint is a part of the command,

'4 1V0 9'
b Ut not q4e-tédictioi. You said/ tIa t there is no evidence 4& iLlJtuate

-tHazael and
E1isha4.that

necessarily rule ou they were

anointedyou said that the evidence is to the contrary. What did

you have reference to? I had reference to the fact that Hazael murdered

Benhadad,knot represented something Lo which Elijah instigated./)No,
vi&tt

'.JM.

mean anointing, how do we know that it was not done if it is silent
-,

does that prove that it was never done? M 43e-4t4s--l4ke--lthe-t. Maybe it was

'AtF,bgkgx Maybe I spoke too stronqly. My feelinq was that when

he
said5

t the Lord i1dx show me that you are going to be king, that

the- that was quite different from putting his hands on his head and pour'

oil on it and saying something± If Hazael rally believed that God

4t.tAAt i49c1ethe Lord of Israel hathe authority to say.&mct1Ttn)tk8,Z11ut1 -l,'--

__ 4#1J
the king of w7,p4-~, and

1lisha
said, when he sm- simply comes e-r

messenger to Benhadad to ask him about the future, and if h has -t-hat--3oweFr

360
believed that he had that power, whykt i even more

ta~he
is presented

if he went and murdered him He could L-?r~.Am-t
apainst

rhl




David refused to lift up his hand'"Sail. G a) efinitely.rd,

anointed him to be king. k said, wil'1ng t to pass. David

&rr.i-1J-.I mbd -h r -a.&PerhaPs I speak
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too Strongly eiT m5yh"--d~l ffi"Zt~L
i
is pretty hard for

that Elijah anointed Elisha Hr prophet r. to urther ake the-f-

issue complex, the statement is, Go &R-return on thy way to the wilderness

of Damascus -ert that seems to have bee addressed to Elijah, and now the

ddb '-Pá',Y
q uestion

i5...
Go there and when you come there, do this. That seems

to be very specific. Now, but did he ever get there? Why-Elisha got there, and

he did get to ci" Damascus, and spoke to Hazael, and that makes me wonder

whether or not he was delegated the authority. Oh, yes, definitely, he was
the comrnandM-'*.

delegated the authority-1r I think that t-y undoubtedly repeated.

So, the command -ie4e part pre&tion that he will get to Damascus.

Nothing like that. 'There is no evidence that Elijah ever got to Damascus.

'fes. Well, what is your next one, Mr. Gable, After those three, there is

AA
e the ones that

a x serious referi/ce to t1e9e-wlo--d escape a--t--' e¬e---the from

the sword of Hazael1 Je'hu
slay,

and those who escap from the sword

,4&a2
of Jehu, lijah sia4' E.1ijh 1 ns jusTff1. -

Elisha
ot-pr-at-icttla l-y-eeit-ous- I do not think that El-ta-li is heve pictured as

an executionei/ as Elijah was. Yes. Verse 19:17, 18: "And it shall

come to pass, that him that escapeth Lhe sword of Hazael shall Jehu slay:

and him that escaeth from the sword of Jehu shall Elisha slay. Yet,

I have left me seven thousand in Israel, all the
knel?ws

which have not bowed

unto Baal, and every mouth which hath not kissed him." Yet, I will keep

alive, I will preserve seven thousand'/ It is imperfect . He says that
with

4th

re is going to be confusion and turmoil t4-ta-t Hazael killing aL Jehu killing
even ,w14i1tb1 hAW

th4/1ijah killing .
"A

butI ar going to protect my own.
kIts-

a
d~cllqrra/on

of confusion and
turmoilTDo

yo think that the prediction

5 y±rrg-the--fol*s- frnd- `16`7-
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Elisha will slay folks and .,>do you think that this is just a nice way of

44f
to be

saying that the murder and slaughter of Jehu is so cx
F' 4

that there going LO be x no body left, that is,

s-4a--fami lies involved. In other words ,'-4haLi8 a kind of litotes, 4#~

t& a kind of inverted figure that way there i-& qclafi~~ be some

who get away from Hazel, and Jehu will slay those and,1janybody that gets

away from Jehu Elijah will slay ose. Jehu's destruction is going to be

so tremendous

Now, where is theq




lot Hazael ...&becom(ig? II Kings 8:12,

Where is the account of Hazael? e4uI.sfl Jeh MJaI8 i4h Well,

it starts with-4 J.&-etrwi4 9:10. Well, it would seem that the two

happened tthocx just about together. Would it not? Yes They overlap/

They are pretty near the same. &t
the boys

t( I8w Elisha did slay -eM1&-efl who mocked him... 'That wasrior to this.

And then Jehu did a tremendous 1t of ./. .-to be4me 4xx king, and I would

/
be inclined to think that Hazael -a-ttac4 s attack w-&ãk terrible




/10
came after-ed- Jehu was through. ettre I am inclined to think

that the three were in the reversed order. ? Does not that seem more

likely? That is the way it impresses me that they are in the fboV reversed order.
And therefore444P
-4e-is not saying that there is goin g to be complete destruction, but that

there is going to be Øge eet damage byx done by all of these, and that

there is going to be all kIns of turnoil and wku±pi ux confusion and

ctI ____ Aw
u pset. you pa-y-

e,Yoman
Jezebe... you have to flee that x far.

Well, the people who are following Jezebel are going to suffer from different
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different 1/

directions and/sources. M'ou are going to have a lot of confusion' and
when it is

yeall over you will k find *+t a lot of people that have never worshipped

Baa 1. -c1' rici1 kncw- -ew. It is a sort of like açaz.ithec. parable. If you

try to make every element of have a meaning. It-49 tr%e 1h e. It is

DO IT ,I AeLLu not
true that all# ar' 'ti4'qay. But it is/saying that how complete

upheaval and
this is going to be... There is going to be a lot of/confusion and turmoil

to
and part of it would be traceable,- anti of thesei4-1--I rrd more with

Hazael than anybody else. There ... Jehuxx and there were certainly
A would say

many people who were at the end of El J¬,'s life they- /my father and

my brother d&k were killed by EliaV 14- It is verytmpzx improbabl e
04,

that.a.e big damage w±+ me throug . ,4 J'ut how lILeLc1lly,--t
'

/

AJ
S ifIc

,+5,The general .
-

certainly fulfilled, but just how literal,Y the/,details

were is a question. Yes, Mr. crr2 Buraga? I think there is a verse in

PAr Hosea 6:5:

"Therefore have I hewed them by the propets;Ihave_slain_them by the

aAfl
woQmmputh; and th'y judgments1as

the light that goeth forth."

1? it is speaking Ephraem and Judah--W1!di I will n t meet 'tb

eaoi'- 1t1r A hi&rit5 am!i f1 4 vrne& 4e

vario- pas
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October 1965

SNow, we have very interesting problems. Now, I give you three things
ctAaii

that IAtO do for today $ince we met only once last week.ihe first of
I' )

theee was to write preferably type out literal predictions or/concrete or

abstract words with biblical evidnece of precise fulfillment4n about in an

hour and half as to the ... Mr. Taylor, how far did you get? I got through

the predictions II Kings 44. Yes, there are quite a few there. Yes, e

-oev-eaL could 1tk -efe-- 7, I have found

quite a few. Then Mr. Gable, you are on the l Kings. How far did you get?
Mr.

Hardin.J(4tY- I was unable to get to .. Kings. Mr. Dunzweiler, JoshuaVl did

the first seven chapters Joshua. 'O'f course, this is the third x= assignmo&t
you found predictions,

that you might have 30 chapters and all the lnstance'of literal predictions
two

you might do in half an hour, or you might spend three hours on ee chapters.

-eu-eet Chapters do not tell how much material. Then, the second part
forward

I asked you was to spend three hours going o' certain sectlo¬ons that were all

written, and hen l±x the third aJtht part is ±k eiy for everyone to

look at. So, perhaps, I think it would be perhaps wise if we would

look at DaniTSo, I think that it would be wise-if -j if we would look at

Daniel now. How much ofXac±Exx Daniel has... How far did you get, Mr. Gable?

Mr. TFylor? I pet*-- 1.,got as far as cx chapter 6.

You.bai.t.-4ene. You have done one to five? Mr. Harding, how far did you get?

I got through seven chapters. Mr. Buraga. How much of Daniel have you got?

2
) I have finished. Mr. Buraga, ±edgxdcx the first part of the assignment

I asked you to go through Joshua, judges, and ... how far have got ? I have
-fr(

finished them. Yes. And the second part of the assignrnentçI asked you to
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I askeçi you to take chapter 27 on. I have gone through dhapr&5,...the end of

A'!
35?' Yes, fine. Thank you . Now, we are going to look at Daniel. Now,

you said, you have done all on DanieL? Yes. Let us $ look at Daniel together

0
now, aid- I was not able to do Daniel4 Dr. I took you literally, I am afraid

that this was due either on Monday or Wednesday. I did Jeremiah, but I did

-i:1 2I 11.4-.ti.
not get to

Daniel.4
w.4o4 -y eI? YOu have considerable knowledge

of that, and so you would be able to participate in discussion. Now, in Daniel,

what is your first prediction,,. r. Taylor? Well, The great probbe, that I

t thought/ that the first prediction was/Daniel 1: 12.and 13. ".. let them give us pulse

to eat, and water to drink. ecx Then let our coutenances be looked upon

before thee, and the countenance of the children that eat of the portion of the king's

meat: and as thou seest, deal with thy servants. " It seems to me that he has

made a very clear statement there. It was conditional on Azariah's doing what

V1,
/ condtna]/on 's doing

they wish,,.- Only to that extent that,I mean, /Ie-- Azar'iahcx do what they wisi4j'

It is literal in scope, and it was fulfilled in the Bible, in verse 15, and that

it was accomplished within their life time and there is no reference tozi*)cx

anything else. And so, I have put it etbexx in the other category.

I am thinking, as you see,

1oo-ke4-kipe1- on verse 13, Then let our coutenances be looked upon before

after ten days, that is, and the/ coenance of the children that eat of the portion

of the king's meat: .a-nd- and as thou seest, deal with thy servants."

And the prediction is implicit, but they will oø- look better. Yes Daniel and

_ %hA
his friends would look better, otherwise( they IL1 ta Azariah a ...

points out to them. Oh, yes, They are asking himto put hi position-4,)(-
'
J'the matter, and,hewil1ing to do it. Apparently they have tenough
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favor, and he has had enough dealings with them in the past. He knows

some singular spirit in them. All those things together made me think that

this is a prediction that they will be honored for their faith in God. How many /
I ft is good to stand alone.

ie.ee-th&you put down, Mxxx
a'redictio5.

There is a little

problem there that Daniel does not say that the Lord has revealed to me, the

Lord has given me the promise ta-t--- or anything. You require that for

every prediction That is whyfe?: a4nder of times. -41i1 jç7 (CX
/

cut down a lot of work, I mean,'-Lhzid to cut down a lot of thing ElIjah said. Itwould

erta1nly - cut down the- --,--a-lot-ef-tM-ftg-s-even - thtassage, let the
/

-

fire come down from heaven. Let the fire come down from heaven. Certainly L_I

that one should be x,ozXxgwx out. 't seems to me that from the viewpoint of

Daniel speaking to the princ of gk3h3c eunuchs, Daniel is saying, Give us '
will be

chaice of-'- to see if this ks-as bad as you think. And after ten days,

well, you do what would fit with it. because it will bex another

-ten-thirtydays before the king would look at tlwm. Still twenty days to get caught
A

up if this does not work. But just try it out and see if yo.ae feeling about its

the-effects if they are as bad as you think. But Daniel might in his heart say,

We- I believe that if we follow thx the Lord's command, and don't eat the-se- this

meat that' was sacrificed to th idols, -that then God will reward us by

preventing the lack of protein from showing itself in decreasg our health

condition. The Lord will cause that we get our protein in some other way.

When a you ask for a predction,

when Elisha says, let fire come down from heaven, I would never thlpk that

that is a prediction. This looks to me like the very same kind,' t this looks
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more definite than that. Because...t is removed by ten days. Because in de
it A-

ten days, I will not argue for it, but that is the reason behind/because he says,

in ten days we would look better, and in my mind Daniel R(was not speculating.

I do not know whether they have twenty more Ø' days ¬1 the king will look at
Melzer

them or not, but the king/night call em-any day, nay, I like to see those

fellows. -I-mean-A- He might just as well wait twenty more days. There is

no proof of that. Well, what proof is there, period. Verwe 5. "And the king

appointethem a daily provision of the king's meant, and of the wine which

he dra k:, nourisi three year , that at the end thereof

*kthey mgt stand before the king. " hat s the permanent standing before the
t1

king. That is not an gxi examination. Do you think? But Daniel purposed

in his heart that he would not defile himself with the portion of the king's

meat, nor with the 'ine which he drank: therefore he requestof the prince

of the eunuchs that he might not defile himself. Now God had brought Daniel

into favour and tender love with the prince of the eunuchs. And the prince

of the eunuchs said unto Ti*1c Daniel, I fear my lord the king, who hath

appointed your meat and your drink: for why should he see your faces worse

liking than the children which are of your sort? then shall ye make me endanger

my head to the king. Then said Daniel Melzar, whom the prince of the

eunuchs had set over Daniel, Hananlah, Mishael, and XZ( Azariah,
Daniel.

Daniel said to the steward the prince of the eunuchs appointed over him/ This

us not the prince that Daniel said, Right. This is Melzar. This 3s the steward,

the Melzar who is under the prince of eunuchs. The prince- -of -the eunuchs

The-pr4nee-e----ea4d, says, ye make me endager my head to thffi sung. But Daniel

to
says/ the man under him/ Give us ten days of chance

k 11$e
is not taking this
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chance. It would, personally I am glad that you have put it in herp. I

think that there is doubtless, at least, in Daniel's mind, thethat the
I

.. 9"




tf.t&
Lord will stand behind him, but I cannot be quite sure lf-he-f4--he-was-

,4-vtP A3tt ct& '
th4-prephet--of-GedI1 I am a prophet of God, 'Maybe I am not. ins is ti 7&

(217.

1 Daniel does not say to tie eunuch, You are really going to find out

whether we really belong to God e whether this happens. Their ts-ne~-W~oof.

De-ees--rtet-sa-y-- He says you will see whether you take charce/
-1

by whether this happens or not. But of course the whole concep is ±kkx his real
hint

whole devotion to Jehovah. And Jehovah is great enough to keeØ'p -this under
/V1That is a concept in Daniel's mind.

the circumstances in Babylon Daniel. So, it may not be a prediction./ But

it is in that great class, rather nebular things in which jussive is used
/

.whether this is going to happen we will see. I like to take the whole

class and say none of them are predictions., and rather their requests But here

there is a definite time factor, ten days. pi think that we ought idxto say

that it is not in a c9mplete class, but I think that there is something
perhaps irralTTt 4(444-e(1$ 41

of a predictior t RiodxIedc I would think of Daniel as what he said to

his fellows rather than what he h-d-to hs.4 He does not go and

say, Look here, I am a prophet of God. I can assure that this will happen.

I do not want you to risk your neck, but I do not think you are risking your neck.

Let us try a little and see. I think txcc it is very diffiicult to listen. What

did you say? It was conditional. Upon the agreement of Meizar. I would

be inclined to think that a prediction is conditional on whether God is going to give

a visible sign. Daniel already knows that. I do not have any verse for that,

and I think he has. This is conditional to that extent. And it is literal, and

p
it is literally fulfilled. Aid.-it-t. -N-ow-I-have- Not a question of .. tomatoes
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make me break out. We look better l if we did not have this in our diet.

\ I think bu back in Canaan they ate meat. They ate meat. There was no

objection to eating meat, but the objection was eating the meat offered to the

1-
idols. They also drank wine. Yes PThese were offered to the idols. And so

Daniel said, Let us eat this other food which you do nothink is .food ood...L
Lu A r ,- J4

f I4/)(v
He does not raise the quest Ion their service to t . -1 not w ed.

1± 1c tjijc4ed.to God, but he is trying to x get a chance to do what he

thinks is right. I think that it is very $' Interesting.

What is your next one? Mr.
Narding

what is your ( next one? tell, now ha- I

had a quesnabout what to do with
these.(

LIke ve cream of Daniel.

I listed this next. chapter 2:31-35, and then you have45 breakdown.,, I sort

of divided the breakdown, and l listed the dream, and then the 0 breakdown
take

you know where he gives the interpretation of.±hr Ninaa =V I did not -pti-t the

dream itself, but I just listed it as a category, and then took the other separate

parts and broken Lhem down one by one as he gave the interpretation. So, after
in and

the dream,/ˆ:38, ' the Babylonian kingdom will come to an end. And it starts ther'

7L%i'
moves right on that is a problem how to classify predictions like that.

Now, you have got a numbers of these like ,"tree in chapter 4, and then you
/

4j
7 have in Danlea whole sl' of them...Ze?ou haven imagery ef- first

1A ft
and then the breakdown ofkpárts o them. So, I juste&listed the imagery as

I
fJC1 Di tM St

together, and then I listed the breakdown separately as

the Scripture., Und?r each element of the breakdown you would add anything

that might be.. . additional/ from what you had before. But for the first

prediction in eh- the chapter you say there is no prediction kMkbbxx until you

get to the dream. No, I do not think there is anything Lhat stood out.
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If anybody Gifi3rs, speak up please. eli. I hate to be a thorn in f,sh,

7 I'

Ut how about 24? 2:24:he prays to God and God ifn1c3 the drean, and

Daniel .Eto the king to arrange an interview and I will shew him the inter
A.4

pretatlon. Yes. In verse 24, Daniel gives a promise to Arloch that God is

going to reveal to him the interpretation thereof. I think that is ." quite

appropriate to put it in there. I will shew the king the interpretation. How could

Daniel possjbly know what the king privately secretly dreamed of, which even

the king-'dht--P#forgotten? Unless God Js going to reveal to him? I And

you can also remember that in the context Ixqacx he was going to kil

all the wise men ithcth3 for their inability to reveal the dream, and here is
may a

a case where Daniel/prove/ to be/forgery, and he is going to look very bad
S

for the man who-makee--t-he-arrange the audience and everything.

I So, I would think that 2:24 is good to be listed. And nobbdy would name

any other before the dam)? Then it comes to the dream, of course, the dream
>

is given simply D?niel tells what the king has dreamed. Evidently the king

remembers it when he tells him, so that as far as the prediction is cxxx concerned,

there might be elements in the specific predictions that Daniel gives based on

__ 4)
Ll, the dream. And that is really a prediction. There may be cases where we

m ay think we can add to our understanding of part of the prediction by

4
bringing some elements from the dreamt. That is less than what is

specifically stated/ as a prediction by Daniel. So, It think that your

procedure is doubtless a good one, to take op the interpretation as the prediction.

And then where f anywhere you find that added idea that can be drawn from

r




the ma dream, zrxk includ.. the later verse jt1'
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.4 QJ
'rhen what is youi first one there? Mr. Harding? Verse 38 where it predicts

kd
he kingdom 'Babylon will come to an end. It ties wdxx in wl)r'h verse 37.

"Thou, 0 king, art a king of kings: for the God of heaven hath given thee a

t?41t[i(
kingdom, power, and strength, and glory. And wheresoever the children'é

fiu..tj JXu1JIGMJ
A the f6wls f the heaven hath he given into thine hand, amad and hath madex
F




thee ruler over them all. Thou art this head of gold." This is all the present
h

situa ion. Yes, you see then he moves on to verse 39 where he says, "After

thee shall arise another kingdom inferior to thee," and so he is saying here

thatjhis kingdom is gc4ig to come to an end. It is not going to last forever.
is actually in

So, your prediction/s ts-i'M4h the 0/ word after thee. Yes, it waild tie

in with the previous verse. He states what the head of gold is, and then
would be

implies in the first part of 39. So, the fall of Babylon/k&-the first prediction.
I

Th'Babylon is not going to last forever. He does not say how long it will

last. No. Now, if a person is going to insist on squeezing the things, the

literal xxmffx words just tE$x as tight as possible he will say, After thee

JJ,
shall arisnother' Therefore at Nebuchadnezzar's ... the kingdom comes to

an end, and another king dom emergesjhat he might squqeze out of it and that

w ould be an erroneous squeezing, would it not? Uhm. I think that this is
I came

a good illustration of how we must recognize. It is like when womaWto the

city, when kRx she came home, when she came to the city, probably when

she came to the city, probably when she came to her own place /ou might say,'

ih/yocome to the city

r-l-came to your house. Ixxip came up from the south to St. Louise,

and the train was due to arrive at St. Louis n- at 4 in the afternoon, and I

had an appointmer-ment a few minutes later, and I wanted to get there as soon
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as possible, and the train entered eseme St. Louis metropolitan areaat-

at three o'clock, and it was one whole hour this supposedly fairly fast 91

âa4i &i'
train,,4o get through St.

L,puis$
to the station. arrive1n

St. Louisjat we were inside r of St. Louisâxdx at three, but

when they said-to get to St. Louis, they meant to say to-get to the station.

Adft-t-h_-Anthus term can be bxU, and it can mean 641.e border,

*44
1

or to get to ... when he says, Thou art the head of gold. After thee shall

\AfZciarkse another kingdom. '$'twfter thed' may mean as soon as king Nebuchadnezzar

11
dies or it may mean sometime later. kingdom may continue apart from

that ,?
him. All that we can gather from the facts, j u know and A4-,at is

1?i ,1Th3J;.ts.
ver important
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pr 'awLier.-... not to squeeze the

too tight. To say that after thee means that as soon as you die, Nebuchadnezzar,

Je Babylontig-ijd. Because there etJre wuir quite a few

years uka4rimlore kings.-Ww thr t 71irs ie fbur mi ihigs .

3




f course

two sons reigned all1' practically no time ._Prob'Fy Belshazzar ruled considerable
1) 4

time hs v/ father was still king all the time while he was reigning. They

-r
had, you might say, three . /.f reigns But 'six kings actually. None of them

w c)
oc had a long reign, but it was a sizable period, after thee .. ASo, a'tter

thee could simply mean that you have passed on your kingdom to your descendants

for ten xacx generations. After thee, I was thinking, for a minute, after

thee would lmly that Nebuchadnezzar was a great ki g and ii there was no body

A4ceA
else ix to compare with him, but might .t not? gene tion.

*hght be far greater. After thee coul ean your kingdom, th )cc)çç%c

km-- kngdom that you have founded,
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that you 1- have built up. The ruler of the world after this comes to an

end. )ot necessarily after your life. And of course Nebuchadnezzar died and

his son, e4he
was1unsatisfactory

arrdin a couple of years they

had to kill him, and put kExxx into a general, and so there was complete change

of dynasty, but it )still Babylonian kingdom. So, the fall of the Babylonian

empire that k is predicted in the words'after thee'along with the statement

before that after thee will arise another kingdom and implies that this kingdom

will come to an end. So, the fall of the Babylonian Empire 4S predicted
Xhere,

and±k it is literally predicted here. There is no figurative element here, exept

that you have the picture, the dream , of course, but this is the interpretation

of the dream. You are )(the head of the gold. Well, thcx after thee, is
with the head 11

literal, but the coup arison,e ,of gold is a picture . . _cl.ifled.

Ycu are the head of thm gold, and it is literal xx and it is unconditional.

Isn't it? Yes. There is going to be anoth,er klndorafter1the.. Any way there

is going to *wcx be, is going to come,etier-ne. And 'then the evidence

4t c# At&t
that it was fulfilled , that we have in plum £ Bible.' And as to whether it would

be distant or lifetime)1. .1.1 it is distant in the light of evidence cx we have
A, we have c. --i""-

fror 1ist9ry. in light of the evidence/from history,_ b_1l4hi

/ 0




15 have there, it is far from It is notYexlle, Then there, is nothing further

about that, is there? What is your next predictlonj Mr. Braga? 4:39.
there shall arise

And after thee shall arise another klxiçdxxixxxxx'1xx empire, /Persian empire,

and what do we learn about this empire, Mr. Buraga? That it

p.

a-- keVVTFe

bylonian empire it isinferior toThat is almost a separate element isn'tit is,

it? It is a new empire. I s Inferior to thee.
-.
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It does not name it. It just says that there will be another empire. It does
Doesk(

not tell us what it s name was. iDX it tell us anything about it? Except that
the preceding one.

it is inferior to,4b.M LJ . I - -

Can you draw anything from the-1&*b*x fact that lte two parts?

it has two arms. It has two )( arms YLater on, that is elaborated

with another figure of speech, but not with this one. You mean in this chapter?

t No, no, Daniel 7. As far as this chapter is concerned, to say that the two

arms prove that it ks8two-fold would be r'; dangerous, would it not? So,

to be inferior to the preceding one is all you can get from this chapter. There is

a later empire which comes after his. It does not say that it is wxxjzl4xxx

going to be destroyed. That is going to come after. It says that it is inferior to

it. But just how inferior this is, I do not know. ,di...-&be-? Since we have

implied iRdKtkx from this verse that the Babylonian empire shall fall,
weliâv Lo say that

and also, /the second kingdom is pce prophesied to f 11/ b the sdx simple thacx

,tqfcJ 9t7( z&t
fact that it was a.w, /

As far as the elements of the predictions are concerned,

we are told that the Babylonian empire is going to fall, and we are told that
//e/ -24j,,v

there is going to xb&edt&axk rise anrirfMithc he
only,

fall of the Bab,jlonlan empire.klmplied/ but very definitey jplied,. 4ie
1 -T itL LL1

rise of anothd empire which is,4 .lFiat the second empire is 1ferlor,_we are
not

specifically told. We are actually here/cold anythiiiabout rise oL

is inferior, . . .Yes? n one prediction the rise of one

p
empire presupposes that £ 1LYV* the previous one e t+t.it, would ±i,vxkxx have

to be two distinct predictions. Well, if the "after thee" is

definitely temporal. After thee would xx seem to imply both/ fall and rise.
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V'

Now, along hr1icx side with rise and fall... n.so great as

\ Th'1kt'f4/
rm,without hurting NebuchadnezzarA qoin two great

derives
empires side by side. I think that he drives from the 'utes ./Well, I think

you can. That is a picture of the image and has an implication in it that there

is going to be a succession of empires. I think that we get the image, but I

think that Mr. Burag&s point here is valid in this particular passage, that is,

____when we get to the latter chapters compared with we get t"1ther

graphically. But here you mean you could not be sure? lo, I wuld not think

sohisT11 you had. Because it does not sayx cxcc after you
a feature

nother kingdom, and .of course, it is /difficult/of revelation-,-
e

to give you the general e1emnts of the picture, and then fill in, and then add

new Jx elements to later revelation,9 or to later exposures

to give certain ideasto give definite certain
ideas,y

Now we have series of

empires here, pictured by the image, that is definitely set forth here. S19 rs
JL 4-.,-to '1

of empires is iiz pictured by the image and
?\

thee, that ot necessarily

mean that they could not overlap. Now when we get to the third one, another third

kingdom of brass et shall rule ovendcc all the earth. Th41d-ot-jtrst

would AvrTME'd-l~. Yes, it sounds pretty far in

the direction of being tire succession of the empires. I think definitely tF t

; lAJ fIQ'4d :1/4i;t:t /'!
that suggests mandatory, jt is not yet mandatory until

we get thereAlater on.)
It is very : strongly here that you have a succession

the other,
fe-- of empires one xx of which replaces,&re-.-. It does not say that one

conquered the other. It uld even be that one of th




wa a,
~ndtn' e,,,,,

was a whole Deriod of or a Deriod of small nations .A But as far
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")2this is coxerned, the main thing is the succession of empires, and I think

that we are safe in saying that the fall of Bwpbm the Babylonian empire and

rise of another, the fall is pretty well implied, and rise of another is clarly /

stated. The fall of that is pretty well implied, when he
says4whic'h

shall barx&

rule over all the earth." And so we have the % fall of Babylon and rise of the

second one which) not toldA that the second one is to be inferior and then we are

____ (1
told 6-the , in the same verse, 39, we are told of tI,e,rise third

and it is implied that the third is inferior, when gold nd sUjaegyar- silver to

brass.., silver is inferior to gold, and then th third bne is brass which would kA., X-O*

Inferior, too, would it not? It wo d be dependent on how much

symbolism you can attach to brass and to gold. Yes. es. We are thinking

In terms of monetary value, it w uld certainly be inferior, At if you are

thinking in terms of symbolism, ad in some areas lxcjbd symbol of

brass would be equally valuable with that of gold. I am not saying that it is

not showing the.4ethttt6?r, but it seems to me that the symbolism of brass is

c'4'
(ç
\coy/

W~t
different than the symbolism of gold, and it is not always a ... n-s.ince < /

t says silver, inferior to gpld, So, you are working on a further chapter, too.
/Lt 114

No, I am trying to I am ±tjc trying to
fthis,4. . when he says,

your gold. You arethe head of the ld,. You are the head of the gold
tt' /.

You had better, God has given you £Li1Ldui tnln ". then he says, after' .-1 the one
thee will come inferior r-And in the picturehat was axx represented by

silver, and then he says, another third xIxx kingdom of brass. I would seem

(&&
tttome that the implication of t milk,e inferior instead of silver... would beIIIIh

in 4tJ /ull'
that there was/someway 4' every kind.., whatever that inferior stands for

- way
I do not know. Whatever,e w meant the silver was inferior to gold.
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fl e is suggesting, perhaps, that in that way brass was inferior to silver, because

he presents anotfz',ries, and I would not at all be sure if we can draw anything

4AADA
from this tQy, except that he explains one of the thgies. It seems to me

that establishes a pretty strong implication that,.he whole series is spoken of

here, whatever it is. Frankly I do not know what it is. Yes? ICoudd you tdxx

say that it is less glorious? kSuodx stronger? X3cuxIx comparing with silver
M - 11(1

to brass, and brass to ..? Well, if you want to get your 161/'-'- kV"
L r

if you silver it may last you four years, and if you put gold, it might

last iyzxkx your lifetime. But as far as the strength is concerned, gold is

stronger than silvr.But would silver be stronger than brass? Brass,-rss is

a queer word. Brass really means 77I think thert any alloy copper.

The Hebrew word x would mean copper or any a116 They

are written. I do not think that they often had y copper I do not think that
A 1,j,j,

they often had copper nearlyzccz puc in its pure When you

take alloy e copper, and ...-

A-

hcWtr I was once talking with
a( metal expert Copper company,('.-fjj aitc tng
pAnd he said to me that this -_penny k is 60 % copper and 40 % lead

zinc. I Probably zinc, or maybe lead. I do not know. -39-here 60 % copper here.

39 % zinc, and 1 % 9&kvRr" And he said, That one per cent tin
jiakes 2 1/2 _

times as strong. -kntthe same combination would be
without4,.lhat

shows V

tremendous rise '.'' alloy., copper. So whether copper icx1c

is really any .. I think that compared with .... My guess is that it is stronger.

My guess is, but pf course, that there is a recognizable thing to enter into the

figure as far as strengthening is concerncbdx -t I doubt, unless o someone is

1L'' to think that iron is te stror4est of all. I am not sure'tf
& 1

,.-iron is 1'e stronge.ei, it . . .1 tngerLçajera1Iythirkthat
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Woctkk We t nd to think th t Iron is c.tNx±k stronger than gold. Ifon..etrriy

nj' ftD çtsuLj.,/T tyk. *
C) (J v4e aàx end of the bronze age in Palestine arid in Egypt,

U
p

you.bae? In the days of Rehoboam you re call II Chronicles 12 that Shishak

came and took away the gold shields which Solomon had made, and then Rehoboam

made shields and tg put them into the hands of the chief of the

V' V
house of the Lord. It ,6 looks much like gold . It is

recognized as being much less expensive.

That would be in view of the intrinsic value of the metal at that particular time.

kRx--Bfasa4oek-e-ateh-414e-gekk- Yes. Of course, its usefu1ness.!Of course,

I suppose the value would depend on its usefulness, would it not? Well, I woul n
bronze

think that brass -shie1d would be better than gold shield for
11

44/)f d-fr . .

ALt
t
__ __ ___Perhaps

even Nebuchadnezzai/ most glorious "ç("(X ,(less glorious than make
4-if V in le'veIls

it a real comprison, you can there is 'going to be decrease . ./ of glc. j
when we get to/(

Even If show x pretty tremendous increase.. . trike4Vthe fe ft

.11
\ Yes, Iix often thought tia t glory concept for the inferiority,, 'ti&-we.tj,,

because
e ch better than strength, RwxR,4n many ways/ Alexander had no $?( equal in streng

things
and twa

a-o7-thrtg
that Nebuchadnezzar only dreamed about. I mean

the complete subordination of Egypt was a dream of king Nebuchadnezzar

which he never really ac attained in a fin degrees , kbt evej),if hhadd"

ç y44. +
beatka lot of times. But Alexander attained things that ... A came to

glory1/' JI .'
,Apparentlyl4rr Daniel and et not, there s,io glory Nebuchadnezzar I mean,

/




humanly speaking. The glory c pretty S great. Yes. It was pretty great.
cik 2-i--

The glory of
4/2kof

Greece,,,,(
(J4)

It might be that it is an unknown facto
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f14




I doubt if there is a great deal that we can gather from the different

metals, except that there is a difference. There isa difference, and
-m

n ot
L'9;t

g qr oNebuchadnezzar can at least feel that.., they arthat:,...

,4/12 Jj4JUe2j/?
-here even if they




thi

electricity. Then, we have then three kingdoms rising and falling.

The third kingdom we are told will bear rule over all the earth, and

of course, it is true that the third kingdom did rule a lot morestrrI1I

than the first or the second one. But the second kingdom ruled over

()
twice more territory than the first. Aat1e'occupied a tremendous territory,

,
meterrttory-th Ihe Persian Empire. And of course Gree'ec,c only lasted

1IIitA44fra few years when 1'- 30 that it was not much

of a kingdo , as far as continuation as one. All that-i hvo_be

117b
ut
) simply that there is a succesEion of three. Then we have the

fourth kingdom. The fourth kingdom, What are wç told about orn,

Mr. Hardlng? The fourth kingdom, of-Course strength./44_&4fe1'rgti

<, The strength is stressed .
hm.AShall

it break into pieces lc and crush?

/ cL*Po 7' /
/ fl

Well, strength seems to be the maint4- thin that he is emphasizing. And
I

strength is certainly emphasized. As far as the fourth kingdom is concerned,

strength Yes, this figure is used to mean ,1I-a complete

destruction, rod of iron and things like this, ,trength of the kingdom.
'I the

I Just recently I happened to recafome writer in Rome in the days oVRoman

Empire. xkx I forget whether it was the time of Nero or'I'ter. He refers to

theEmpire as being the symbol of stren t , as if t hey were ..

,'
4kf At

strength,11 the Roman
,
7
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Roman Empire.




K
But it really was stronger than1 but it seemed xxxx as if

Rome had great strength. Actually I think Roman Empire

'rea

teal

ci lJ ttrl &e-the ':lotcti But

strength is here.' An then whereas thou sawest the feet and toes

Well,'cthy did he mention the toes? The feet and toes? Part is of clay
a

and part of it is iron. It shall be/divided kingdom. Now how is that in

I III&4I
the image? It says the legs are rlilrel and the feet are part of iron, part

'N
of clay. There is no suggestion that there is any clay in the legs. And

'vi
down here the legs not mentioned *?e at all, are they? He says the feet

-d-the fe and toes are part of clay and part of iron. It is a divided kingdom.

Now, of course, the division of the two arms is not( here

ete-ae-the-twe-.-.- &. L. -1-e-.. you have three instead of
ou L...-. ... Medea and Persia, if you are going to make any division.

-
( two./When you come tothis, there are two legs mentioned which you would

¬- be jumping -±ar to say that you canj draw from it that there is

going to be similarity in the fulfillment to that There is going to be the

-c
division of the two. But the fact is that-wa- ve-tg divfion of the two.

the Roman Empire, into Eastern and Western. It is a fact. And then he

says that the-feet 1i,es-1-.the legs are iron and they are very, very

strong, bufë'et and toes are part iron and part clay, and this is going to

be a divided kingdom, and you think that it is going to be divided, because

they were divided into legs and divided into toes, but we read that there
'J" J Of

i shall behe strength of the iron . ... Iron mixed with miry clay. And the
- A

toes were partly iron and partly clay so that the kingdom shall be partly strong

and partly wwx er4e- broken. So, that sounds as if the division iilc?ed
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-du-,t divided into parts, but1it has clay in all the parts.

Does it not? It seems to say tI
tTiT Is not very clear as to what it

means. I am sure that Daniel would have been puzzled by it. And whereas

thou sawest the iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves

with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as

iw4
$1iron 4 Q

i.e9.h
clay." Now, are we justified in saying that the

Roman Empire breaks into two legs? And then each of the two legs into

five toes? So that you have ten kingdoms, five i-1he Easterh Roman

Empire and five kingdoms'he Wud Western Roman Empire? It is too far
if

to jump but it is worth noting -interest V$/such a thing should develop.
MI

44et1(jf1 I
- Ie'rr\that fair attitude toward it. But to say that there are going

.




C T*
to be ten toes on one leg, wouldAbe unnatural. That would be very

-,
unnatural, would it not? Then,-,u%3, "they shall mingle themselves with the

seed of men;" What does tia t mean? Could I ask a question first? Do you,

when you speak of t1 kingdom as being divided, you are just us'ing

that as a mixture of the iron and miry clay? That19 It would be
'I (d1 £*

like,e?4. partly strong.and partly broken,bx or a real division?
a w ..sc'etd

ci I Oh, there is,/footnote here. J C

I just happened to see this here, this kingdom shall be divided. It seems

tMtt4ispell1out more specifically in 42, possibly With fhett that wirlcx

would mean,, that it would be partly strong and partly broken. Yes.

Jfcertainly woud-nt-- just reading this would not dcx suggest

that it is going to be divided into Eastern and We em and then into te

kxx kingdoms, but it would suggest rather that all the kingdom* &i divided
I

into clay and iron, strong and weak.! I often thought of that and thought gy'7t.I'
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-ib
in terms of all the time af/L4. tak ng the fourth ingdom as the Roman

Empire for speculation 1certainly we can. thought all the time
a place

that the Roman Empire was clay-between a division eodc between the Gaullic

state Dthc against the Roman state. And you remember Caesar himself

took carcoax the kx chair virtually insurrection against the senate

and then later on Augustus and Pompey, and Rome in its very nature always weak

in centrality of leadership. Am I notwell, now there are periods that

of times in the days of




&'~t'f
a territory in

for example, theM-fLLw¬. Rome was historically,i(vhich a new leader

of hoe overthrowing the senatorial forces and other generals, and I

imagine that dozen,f times before the fall of Rome that happenedi and when

it came to the y( unity of leadership, Rome was always somewhat weak, aid

I often wo
4

red if this partly strong and partly weak has any relation to that

fact. It is always hard for me to see the eastern and western division3by

virtue of the time when they came into history. Yes, it came pretty late.
dissolution

Yes. It came rather late. And a certain amount of 4&,11u.aj.-came along.

I do not think that it is impossible, but that it is hard for me to see that,

a nd also the fact that in the image the Empire is never reflected as t

one, at any rate, you know, one is suddenly divided into two. It is always

too late if we Kc±km impress them at all. Whether it would have reference

to the Western and Eastern div,,ns is highly questfokfa~blr., Y' , I w,dx would

think so. Highly questionable. And whether from th 6j.cMx toes
(jflf/ fLy,

In this passage by itself you can ,41divfsions into th.-kingdoms
?""evidence

would be highly questionable. We may find { later, and hen In relation

I (t tit,'M'
to the other5 we have reason to come back to tOe'differentdstages, and 2 7








had hints here and possibilities here and it later proves that it cutx1b1E

certainly would not get
akQar

4 prediction at all. But there is an interesting

thing if you say thbt 7 he Roman Empire was characterized by tätz these

new leaders constantly causing division, and yet the-Rome is stressed here

for xargtkc its strength, and as a matter of fact the great strength of

the Roman Empire was to some extent a result of that very thing that they
strength

developed-the strength of the nation, wheres in Babylon the se*th4asted

jgth
as long as the kIngwas

?PtLet
was -&-eerta~extent- in Persian' the.1gth all athx

centered an-one man, but in Rome t ia..-,.there were many changes in

the top leaders 0' but the empire as a whole had stability which had

been developm nt by the evelopment of a system in which more people

(()




44 IT6V leaders
had .. A""'~2change the top leadershiP)'4!u ha tbW under.7--4eedefeIp

constantly tBdx develo4 and the strength and weakness

are both there. And it seems to be weaker than the others, and yet

it is clearly stronger than the others. That is a very interesting thing.

How you have strength xxix through we&x weakness. It app rs weak,

but it becomes -elehent of strengthTAll the new leaders were content to

jdnd9armonIze what had been done in the

wcit-it. No body felt the revolutionary

past and -Lhtr




co plete1'

changeverything,i to completely abolish the senate, but rather

they continued the elaborate Ikx frame work and-then a lot of times thcx
-

they changed appointments and-1eter-th,y--.. they developed a

hard core of ideology that wa 'reailgood all the way down , virtually fir

wtth sorn lens. I

prophetic conferet1cIfew a lot of fire and of course-
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1) eredit.
J retreated naturally, but I a&xx... It is a pretty

hard suggestion to throw aside.! I think that it oc has its own merit.

It has a very definite merit. And fiom tat viewpoint, then there is certain
. 1L 444

'
tA

there is.. there are certain features , you might x say, from
\ ) I

arbitrary features of the divisions ed as to the two and the ten ...

there aree features of the nature of the fourth kingdom, and it would seem
Y'!-~41t-1.,kj 44%)

to fit the-ew, not to fit anything else particularly I kno of . Well,

then wIBT~se 4
4.

.elbe strength weakness shown here.

And that is all it says about the fourth kingdom, is it not? Dr. MacRae,

would you include this dbctx prediction of the legs, feet andfx toes,

did you want us to include them in our chart here? IA would incline to think

that in view of the fact that later on we are told that there are ig to be

ten hczwx hornsq.ng out of the beast which is equa1tted with this fourth

kingdom, an t se ten horns are ten kings, I would think, in view thcx of that,

it could be given as a possible suggestion that the ten toes have a relation

to the-feature of the kingdom, but not as anrthing that could be f drawn

enjertainly from this chapter'on I doubt if I would even mention

it Kmxblxflljl~~, 'LX have it later. Chapter 7 has its similarity

and it has an added feati in chapter 7. I think that you can say that

&
there is definitely here

Tr.
hi ch nobody could build on by itself. When

you get ten, IL cu etntestin Sinoe

3




No, it is

adUt 1 ddoym
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It-I'4- I think thave, cn get a clear/idea and then we can get back to
LL4 .-
Revelati6n 13 but in a parenthesis. /Ir. Gable, at is your

q ues dons? TVi&Quld-K you. sider the statement that
;A 41

they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men? i L+J-ff

10 I think that it is very important that this be listed as a problem. It Is a

J"U't-4"'I (h 4




They will mingle themselves with the seed of men.

It would be interesting to see. .'may be a very clear simple interpretation

of it, but I have not come 1u are4w are of the concept i*kxx put out

by certain eschatological ,g*iwx groups reference to the union of the nations,

and the Christian Church? I do not offer that myself, but

Ir am +18t- it is referred to Constantine, and they4_LLp..to Genesis

6, you know, the sons of god and so forth. It is rather inconclusive, but

I-,
it is -offered as another eschatological frame work. And they point

out thaConstant1n,y-t.het- dayç actua)iy the marriag' )9Ld the
'

church and 4&d the Empire.',ually,'proved, well virtually at the

e nd of the emp1re mingling of the two actually proved, another4?ki.(

years to go, but the church and the empire eventually bece enemies,

and of course first you know, the church tried to rule th empire, but

4




OWi
they do not mix nearly as

wellA/ hey
tpouht

they. phocley-i'-

A~,hat/ is the seed of men? A Doesthat man the church?
If you take

\ Yes it is taken as church, They take that with the sons of god,/he'y-4ftt pet

cT1
- -i c

1/khat as sons of god-..4 angels, there is no parallel, d thrv

th ' 1r'You mean' interpreting theacdx&g the so
ri

x of God

P as angels?'1'No interpret the sons of Iod as fi4 ken the

seed of men would be the church he sons of God. Not everywhere but in
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this connection, the holy seed, and seed, etc, various ways.this,

it&.Q(i
I think that this is an

enormous jump. It is interesting from the curio point of view, to say that

7 Cbnstantine is christianizing . . . whatever it amounts to /It actually

cc weakened the Empire ather than helping the Empire. I do not

I
know whether it is true or not ai1c thpt I am sure. (

4 tt ' ' -ku1'i. It

A Then, verse 44 has a very cryptic phrase in the beginning, does it not?

And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom

which shall never be destroyed: Does that mean

that God--- while these kings are t1U,%' ruliig the Gd gf havn wiU4et

up a kingdom, which shall never be destroye? And eventual,lv it will s

break this into pieces and 4grty4t? And Verse fCo you see the
related to one thing,sir? 4t r4t7

five prophecies in verse 44/? and -teTr1tr1o-UL urr4iL Relatd&to the7

common tY hat are they? God will set up akingdom which

shall never be destroyed, and the kingdom shall not be left to other

people, but it shall break in pieces and shall stand forever, and shall not

be destroyed, might be parallel, but\- And ten in 4vrse qcoc you

6iie sTrpT , yii he

interest,1. And then in the 46 verse,
itjdoreak

the iron kingdom)

It brake in pleees the iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold;

weocdxxWhere are they all this time? It is very interesting.
1

I

-, cL think that tdxx it might be of Rev. 13:2 where Daniel saw

earall these different animals , leopard, they are all includedb
_~*









in,one animal that comes out of the sea. It might be t1hat these
I '1

kings do ex1st in the last Empire. Ya, there is the fourth empire that took

over things in cororated/n itself and so that actually they are included.

.M'Well, I guess, our time is about up.

t Could yo ''me your first papers please? The first part, the literal.

predictions .y work in Oenei5 .. Da...L1

-rruiuriThg Enem uuw, t I ciri ii turn in I.tir j'-&bu'

y I LapYt ..S,S 1w rete

wos-wh#eh--- -whereas abstract I think that that is a very important

1'part of the discussion. It givf the feel A the burden of the prophecies.

c441' 13s interpreted literally, in case you have t othei/wise. Yes -_L"

cy frr pgplQ ta4hy trg nyei th feheete8 and t-ver1ook

theff. j.cQntiLe The

difficulty in the New Testament because the word law is used in a different

sense. Well, that is what it means. Well,

Well, if that is difficult, what about Israel? You have Israel used in very

400 different senses, too. You have to recognize in what sense it is used, in

order to understnad, and yes what did you say? Before you pass out x of

here completely, one tiny question concerning this priction regarding the

deathxx of a child. As soon as your feet come into the cityl. the child

shall die, verse 12, you notice the language of verse 17 when she came to

the door of the house, he died. Would you call that a synthetic parallelism

or expression of something or that sort7 Yes. In other words, the

implication being that she was in the city. When your feet entered the city,
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have
After your feet entered the city, well, it could/happened that as she

entered the city, actually ic she was ivithin the city but she mew had

not entered her house. It is more specific. So that it proves that the

prediction was not quite fulfilled. The prediction covers , when you

entered the4 city, did not mean that when you went through the gate of

the city. Locative He. When you come to the city, motion toward.

Motion toward the city, but when you get home, you come to the city, then

cit
you might say, when you get back to Philadelphia

An
such and such

that might mean that when the train passes the border cccx of philadelphia,

or when I get off the train down dccx town? Or when I reach home? We cannot

squeeze these words here. The later *one shows thatthen she entered the

city it is at the time of her... . di*Rcc but within that area, then we findS

that exactly when she got into her house, did not.. f course, there might
"'

be the likelihood of the foçtress things toward the ea-,-a- part of

the city hail, and it was true of Saul's palace. Accord ng to REbcodt,zx
- (1

Pritchard it was Saul's palace. I have not been there, but the fczxxxx

I
the gate may

fortress might have been a part of the city hall and ixa/have been

virtually the same as the gate of the city conceivably4..might have been

t 7/
the wc famous gate as the same porticn of a house in

It is possible that g when one enterq's the city, the entrance into the

city is what she rtout of the palace, but since we have no evidence

of it, It is not very well known at all. Not known wity certainty. I guess,

if we c' know without certainty, we kIiixx know nothing. Well, there

may be cases where there are two ideas. People are divided between the

two, but they are quite sure that it should be either one of the two. But as far
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as I know there Is, Yes, Nebulous. Quite unknown. Unless something

has been discovered quite recçntly. Pritchard gave six possible

locations he though were likelyA Ya, in other words we just do not have

evidence. Well, we had better

'F

'F
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they are quite... that your imperfect shows something as taking place,

while shows the condition that is complete, and the perfect is even used

for future. But the imperfect is occasionally used for past. You see

something happen three weeks which tkRx-&e-l1 rise out of the 'cearth, is

just as accurate.a translation. I do nbt think that the imperfect is used there

to prove that that is all in future. That is a good question, and I appreciate

your asking it. Now, the second beast is like a bear and it raise up

itself on one side, and it had three / ribs in the mouth of it between the

teeth of it: And they s aid htus unto it, Arise, devour much flesh. " Now,
usually

that is e7-considered, I believe, as being a pretty good picture of the

Persian Empire, and the three ribs, I think, there is a suggestion of three

provinces axx1 with which are supposed to fit together in particular

there, and iEx raising up on one side, i think, has the suggestion of

the Persian
'
dominance of the Medes 1nxx the Empire, and they saidk/, thus

unto it, Arise, devour much flesh. xx It certainly x covers a tremendous
if that is not

area, but/&&-to what it means I do not know what it is. Then

Some argue that the thec three rib representj three kinds of territories,

and other say that they represent component states which is 1ard1y pointless
hardly worthy of arguing.

for arguing. -Getnp¬meflt-sta4eeQ Three compoent states? Three years in
of Media

the mount of it? Provinces And all sorts of ideas . Why would they

between-the mountains between the ///? The thing is that it shows

something that is being devoured rather thanzzpz something that is

impted. Whofis it that says, Arise, and devour much flesh? Of course,

the Holy Spirit. characterizes one as a great conqueror, and
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certainly the Persian and Medians were great conquerors. They refer to

the voice in the vision? Ya, I would think so. In that plural form?

Ya, now, there is xx a question. Ordinarily the impersonal would be

singular. Now, that is why people h o think that the three ribs are

representative of, I hardly have the exact identification, they represent

them as being more like a component part of ... they say to the horn, you
much

know. Arise, and devour *i flesh. Ya. And, therefore, they have

the logical antecedent of the three ribs which is the three ribs by the M1içLydia,

and Parthea, and ( Parchia, and ... it is hard to see how they would

devour much flesh, and it aisrIo makes you wonder why the voice, and

it also makes you wonder why the voice is Just the vision voice, why

it is in plural? In other words the ribs there are a sort of buffer state?

between the ... like the ancient or . Well,

if they are in its mouth and between its teeth, it seems to me that there is
it is

s ometung ,devouring. It is devouring preceding to devouring much more.
a

If they ar'part of it, it seems to me rather strange to call them between

h4e- Its teeth, and in the mouth perhaps, they are dmk devoid in between

the teeth. It seems to suggest that thxie It is impossible to devour it,

and that it is going to devour much more. Now there is an interesting

question there that looks for parallel. In English it would be very natural,

but £xeaz'4zgøak±±z In Hebrew it is much more common to have it
And then we see another beast, and

in singular rather than in plural.//Øf course, this specific vision does xvt

say what he sees at once up to this point tip-. All that is there in the

different parts of the vio rid and whether one succeeds the other. 5'T
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But certainly, I do not see how if you take it as the Median Empire, and

it makes the Persian Empire I do not see a particular point there to fit the

Median here and to fit the Persian there. After this he bexbdx beheld the

like the leopard which had on its back four wings and- of a

fowl and these also had four heads. The name was given to stress the

number ixxq6cx four, and it seems to fit xk scbccx with the idea

presented later in Daniel, because he says, Alexander's Empire was broken

into four parts. But it still continues as a unit in the sense that there ±x.x was

a cultural attitude. There was a tremendous change made, and perhaps

greater change was made by Alexander's conquest than by qDcd*i most
introduced

conquests of the ' rid. Because Greek colonies were/e te4e4-,ed everywhere,

and Greek culture was introduced everywhere. And four of the two uses

of the forces seems to fit best with Alexander's Empire. And so that is
if

a very interesting prediction.., ideas in advance, is it not? 1'1'umber

4 really predicts Alexander, and of course, thdxwxxi and for that we could

turn over to chapter 8, Mr. Harding. And then after this I saw4 night visions,

and behold/ a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly;

and it had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped

the 3t6= residue with then feet of it: and itwas diverse from all

the beasts that were before it; and it had ten hors n." And of course, they'

say this is the Persian Empire. No, this is the Greek Empire, and

the Greeks say that this was Greek Empire, but if this is the Roman Empire,

what are the ten kixix horns? The little horn , if that is Amtex Antiochus

Ept-p& Epiphany, that must be the Greek Empire. Of course, they say that the
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Of course, verse 24 says that the ten blxucioctkRx horns are the

ten kings. Yes. What are these ten kings out of the Greek Empire?

or of the Roman Empire? This refers to the future? If this is in the future,

then the Roman Empire lasted longer than the other three put together and

tripled. Uhm. It would be a very long period. This is a long period

for the &w*kecx What sense is there for the Roman Empire to have lasted
a1- and

so much longer than the Greek 4' the Persian and the Babylonian Empires.

On what sense would it be itx pd? But in the actual,

permanent historical concept, even if you thought that these ten kings

were still in future or whatever the case may be, the actual leniar

history of the Roman Empire is considerably longer than2k±kx all three

of the others put together. Much rx longer. Yes, tint is right. It is

just a leniar history. It is just a leniar history. We-e- Even if we

assume that it ended, you would hardly say that it is the EtcôcthBciik downfall

of Rome. If you did, that would be a presumptuous assumption. If you

w ould assume that it was the end of Rome, you would still give it six

hundred years atandg-which it would be by far the dominant force in

the world , u9-- 700 ha- years standing, which was longer than all three of

the others put together, and if you are allowed to go to ( the fall of Constantinople

e- which would be reasonable since the Eastern Empire did continue

as ... then it wouldbjalmost three times as lorgas the other put

together. The vision does skeleton-wise that way than it is.. Nebu.'s

empire was rather short-lived, and the Medo-Persian was kx much longer

but the Greek Empire again was very shortlived. I mean Alexander.

Now, before the vision, it lived longer. About the same lengthØ'as the
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Persian Empire. Ye, Yes. xx Did you take the Greek Empire as the

Alexander's and practically nothing. Did you take it as including the

four - gold division, it would be as longa sthe Persian Empire. W4tg
the that

With 4xceptiory'e the northern xztdxxx territory fell K the Rome very early,

and the Rome, .. 180 somewhere in that bracket very early. And Egypt

also fell in the time of Julius Caeaars. Yes. Egypt really became a

protectorate more or less even in the days of AntioKchus, you remember?

The Roman army guaranteed the state... cY colony. That is right. I
it

think that for the Greek Empire you have to almost cut/off no later than

160 B.C. If you are really sol.. dizing the reign of and kings in a measure

many years, but there was a foreign section of it dealing with . So, the
diverse

when he says the fourth Em p ire was deeed-from all the rest, it certainly

is diverse. It is very diverse. It is so diverse that he sees looking

on into the distantt future that can e- include ... could happen hundreds
than that.

of years later/. Even several hundred years later ,extk&k. after the

downfall of Constantinople. Now, for text time I think we need to put in

another hour on chapters 7 and 8, don't you think so? I am not sure whether

we ought to spend much time on 11 at present, unless... I will tell you,

why don't go on with your dealing with kf&iotw-d4fferent-- your

different ... Before you finish the chapter, please finish Daniel. And then

how about some in Jeremiah? Two of you have already done on Jeremiah.

Go on further in Jeremiah after you finish Daniel, and the rest go on.

Now, we have three hours next week, and I think that is about five.

How about taking two hours out of five for typing further prophecies literally

fulfilled? Discussion of assignments.
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M. Well, I hope Mr. Taylor gets here before
- 305 long, because he shows considerable in

terest and he has some ±ereingood
ideas on these matters. But we can hardly

Novemer 1',' 1965 . Side no. 1 wait. We were looking at Daniel chap.8,
I believe. We were not? Where we were
on? 14. Daniel

8:1~4.There, oh, yes, we noticed 2300 days. And this as given here
I' Antiochus swould seem seem to refer simply to the time of-Aniothu8 Epiphaxy. Would

it not? There may be similar things elsewhere. But that is what it seems

to refer to. We were looking at Daniel 8:14, and it seems to

have a connection with the time of ArIIochus Epi and what is the

next verse/? . MacRae, s!,A1Wvtdti ome take this as
the (77\fte-- referring to great tributatIor

(\Ye).)
of seven years. Yes. They

' ((O think that ... Matt. 24, -btit where it says, except the days be shortened,

frino flesh shall escape, and so on. Yes. Now, if you take verse 14

here as refering to the gat tributlation, then that would mean that terse /3
refers

1re'qes to the great XkXk tribulation, would it not? And if verse

13 would
referk

to the great tribulation, 13 asks about the vislorDcx concerning

the d ly sacrifice, that would seem to refer back to verse 12, o uld it not?

And verse 12 seems to connect right up with verses 10 and 11 which connect

A 95
right up with Antiochus Eliphay., and then how could you get the great

J9ci J(Tfr"
tribulation? How do they do it? Do they say that this is all/ and is not

talking aboutAntlochus Epiphai at all? rt is all about the great tribulation.

Well, they might say, this is another antichrist. In other words, it means

both of them. Yes. Both of them. Well, it is possible, of course, to say
/1 jAfti'

/
that George Washingtofpredicted when the German soldiers were

here in America, he could have said, the time is going to come when

soldiers will drive back the axxt armies of Germany out of

Hemth could have said that. And that would be fulfilled in iNr World War I.
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And also it happened in World War II. But Exx if the Wcr id War I occurred
---- Sa6t

if et-l'ed George Washing. the true prophet, andGeorge Wasington #-

Wlrhe World W I occurred, and tFAmerican troops went over and4tcZ.rL......

Germans out ofnce4-and t nyrM.e would anybody have right to$ say,
U

hat-- Well, this has got to happen again. Do you see what I mean?

What righthe have to say' that, if that had beenf ulfilled? Now,

if George Washington were to say, These came over here

JA
and fought for British..er America. But there are going to various

occasions in the future, when Aierican troops will fight agaiist the
/

14 Yhr'
German' troops in Europe. WeU,, he said*that tISM-,,happen only

\4/9 j34
H said

once, jrhaappened only once Wewere-4ek1-that there were going to
/ te-ftgkt, a therefore there are going to be more than on4e.

be occasions
Jerrr'

-the Fe4e-eiy-eHe-4no1ve4 What right &O

Fiav, when something sounds like a prediction of one of them, and

w-it-- one of them haen* which fulfilled it, and to say, no, it has
,

got to be fulfilled over again. Wha the prophecies of Jesus..cocGrning...

Bethlehem. Nobbdy says that should happen over again. It has

been fulfilled Yei±-say4t-w-pFed-ite-&- It happened once.

You ayt1'eseries mrtt4e*gdc. But ojdinarlly the

flc,Et'cr'ici




cell ("0
language would make it clear if that is what 'ou are doing.A N-,s-wse,

ofltJ ,-' I' YF
L--af t'.iA. C-\J

kake where people said to Moses How are we going to after
"

y ou are gone? W.-you (rv.JAnd he said, God will send you' a prophet. who
'

Cod w-&e4H4s-wll- will tell you His will. Wkx Well,,JHow w--6

r)

fp
know after youØ are EX eone? Dotwe refer to the wbole nation?

To continue as a nation? A Does




iatJ L_L.

a few individuals who might die IJioses did? trefeI3to the nation?
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The nation in future? How Mx do they know? Moses said, Well, God is

going to send a prophet. But we can take it as meaning the succession

of t#e-x prophets. Then as time goes on, they have a succession of

prophets, but the impression beomewidespread that this predictiof

succession of prophets is pointing toward one great prophet, the climax
john the b9ptist that

of the succession, and when ehrt-t/ame, they said, Art thou that prophet?

He said, No the one that comes after me, whose shoe latchet I am not

w-eih-- worthy to loose. I do not believe that it specificHically Jesus

Christ is the one predicted in this passage. But I do think that we are

justlfiedkln saying that xx this is the succession which t*tFre

AM
climax, th6ne, greatest prophet. I am/tot sure -if we woubd be

justified in saying that this passage lone is saying that, if we did nbt

have that-- Christ fulfilling so manyjpropheeee.cIes. The great prophet.
though 1' q..

But it is succession, { says there will be prokhetj, xx but you can

4-Ok"4-r OL
tell\ from the nature of the question that the answer to it is thesuccessio

r
besides this one prophet. But in this case, isklike tat,

/hat

gives a ~i4L to say that this is talking about twthx two different

events? Geerge,Wash-mhtea- If you say that tat would
v'- f?Oc 4-ci '2,

be two, then xcI1dik there i#i should be fulfilled two, ne -..----'-"
on which

George Washing ton might say, there would be two occasions where the Am~rican

troops would drive out the German troops out of -Nif ipsawy','

'I&there be an occasions, well, who knows? You know he are going to

b e more than one. You( do not know whether they arewo or three or six.

But in this case, we are simply told on,Ahing. He sees a vision. /24MM

Antiochus Epiphar. We are told certain things about Antlochus piphar-.
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-in this chapter 169>
'Do we have any right to say that4h\1s talking about

anything,1besides

I do not wish to be dogmatic, I do not wish to say dogmatically that it is

n ot. I am asking for may be advanced, thc tTW

I have not yet seen it hat does not mean that that is not there. It y

a?ii4

tf-
be that thero.4'... But I have no seen -it, and in iew of my

thM I a t yet n-y I try to get that word

taken out altogether from the Scofleld Bible, but I
found,fome

others

i,4-are quite attached to it, and so kept that in. he fact that this

is going to be fulfilled/ again, are they not $' justified in saying that there

are other passages, are other parallel passages fo4,t.tc- in chapter 7

and in Revelation that speak of Anti-Christ definitely, and h1 passage,

the picure of Antiochus Epiphfit/wIth the picture o i__± 4oF

There is a great similarity, Somebody might say, there is going to

be a man who will be elected -bt.e resident of the United States in 18

who is going to
,'e

shot by a southern sYmPathIzer. and he be succeeded

by the vice-president , whose name will be Johnson and who will have been

a senator from a uthern state begin g with T T*zt,xz W1hat

4{/4 44I1I4 A4Zk' P(4Aq(j
was fulfilled,1 Johnson,

senator7nr¬
sseec jfreside

nt71

was shot, avid then mn could say, there 4'be a man xdwabum elected

tt president 'l960 who rbe shot and who will be succeded by

the vice-president , named Johnson who has been a senator, from a a

southern state which begins with T. He was succeeded by Lyrdon B.

Johnson. There is a great similarity -& these twcp predictions. Now,

efflebo¬1.y----- somebody says, Look at the great si iaJ.trIties between

these. Now, Abraham Lincoln was a "'J1e4. Now, does that

mean that Lyndon B. Johnson was .*ear--foote& too? Lyndon B. Johnson
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flew acrosss the country by plane, and talked over, television

radJo". Does that mean that Abrm Liuicoln did it too? That is to say,

you have many similarities. But does that mean that where you have

this predicted and this predicted, and they can be similar, and they
I-f--

nay have remarkable similariti ,-4n does that mean that then

something else you learn about this, you have a rigitto apply11t

to the other That isquestionJD'r. MacRae. -I-passage in

II Samuel 7 which is usually taken as MesElanic tt God promises David's

seed to sit upon thd,c his throne. They say that it-is-primarily this refers

to Solomon, but ultimately fulfilled

oiil441

Christ. $e says, you willwill

A-- AA l*f 1IQt4
never fallcxxx to have a son/ And so there is a.k-ofuccession.

It is not just promised David that he was going to have a son, but he say,

I am going to give you' continuing house. You will always have a sor to sit
He says,

o a&- on it thro'rne. But/if your son commits titve* I will chastise

him, but my mercy wiliot depart from him as' did from Saul. But you
either

will always have a son. Now, that i4/ means then that he is going to

h&3,&-haveg succession of suns for ever, or after a considerable succession,a

you will have himself to continue for ever. And tax of course,

that would be the end. But tc it is the promise of the success1on.o-

" Othrw1se I d not see how w e could apply/ the statem nts,tCis

And of ou e, the statement tt
(I KJA L4




.z3L is noa ion
V -

Ja
A

,ef Christ. He dk vetcom-inta that 'gor3r But there is clear
LO

Oplk evidence of 'the succession $ again, and we have cases where t, evidence

of
succession-4

And t think that it Is oen difficult to be sure whether
(t

we have a succession, indIvIdual'. Now the case that always irritate
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to 16

me about double x= fulfillment is Is. 7:14, l5 where some people

say. Acre is a double fulfillment. You have ax±xx child bojn ght the
"1/4 seven huncjed f)JL44t

and you have a child born,4-hti-ndred years later.
child

Now, there are two predictions. A ed-is going to be born and before$ the

___
ui)

child roti.oee to select ood instead of e harmful, i5he I.1i jr!rrni which

_-'LhuLLest would-be- the land that th u bhorrest shall be forsaken

of both her kings." Well, the land 4i&~~forsakOfotˆk ngs ...

within the next five or ten years Xhat va s fulfilled. The child born of

a virgin was fulfilled seven hundred years later. That is to say, the
by

land that was forsaken/both of her kings before Chrit was born seven

hundred yx years later, is a rather nonsense. And to say that that

refers to the two sons -o-tha.t-t4me-- to the two kings of that time is

going to be eradicated, No body has ever suggested . that event.
0-It QAJ~w

Th4wholL.efers tot? It is purely imaginary, and has no relevance

to Ulater time. However, there are some commentators who say that

this refer to the simple life of our Lord, -but eating honey. But f
coy

e,1Zi

('C" ( ?cJ,,*Vs ,JC1-
73T"on the other hand, the child is going to be born, Ahars day there(&

1 4 ,

was no one -' Her two
predIctIQ7ns.

One 4e- now, and one is 0tt?

But to imagine two-

-is-,quite

getouble fulfillment is in my oIon

( U
-±squite confusing Yes, Mr. Buraga? I would take that as .. since A

V%;Whe
word (almah) is used either for a young woman

or a virgin, I thought, or the young woman who is a virgin, The word was

m-- definitely meant only an unmarried woman, a virgin, why would the

Holy Ghost use almah, which could mean any one of two khmx things?
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How can it mean any one of the two things? a chaste young woman

or ... ow, supp e I say, the maiden, I say, kwx See a maiden

o,er there. Oh, you say, you mean the blond¬ Well, now, there are two

words lex&thx uerd here, and both fit( the same1'A blond is

usually referred to as a refernceTt a woman who has a characteristic
or eye.

or certain color of hair/ead. k*M4n woman.w the-way--she

used

one., What is defirt tely00
IVI

the distinction between ALMAH and betulah. Betulah is a specific

name xtx for virgin. Almah is a young woman who has
characterics1

one of which Is that sh,is a virgin. qhe same word is used for Rebecca

tJIJ He was
in Genesis 24.A And then a little later onrralmah. We-wee looking/

, 'J(e'4 a
for a wife for Isaac. She was a virgin. She was an almaf one of kxRx whose

j"tXV,&W
characteristics is that she is a virgin. He did not mean a young woma th.a't

s married or not.t3It occurs to me that Almah could mean a married

young woman. Now, Is very difficult to tima*ef~ .. All we can say

is that there is no case where it can be shown that the one referred to cal]'/

almah was a marriedwoman. There is no such a case. -kr course,

it is used only 9 times. We do not have a great deal of evidence

but I think that-44- very important of tre evidence Ps he

Septuagint
traJslators

200 years before Christ translated it by p&theiee pat4efton

parthejii WA Greek word for virgin. They considered, in other words, 4)

partheno was a good tud translation of almah. "talked with a 1ogzddx girl

from *-2jI, and she said that they told her in her class up there
does not come from / but it

that why, the idea of virgirV Hebrew/comes from the Septuagint. So, I said,
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eq
Where did the Septuagint get it? They never heard the

virgin birth of Christ, but they thoght that that vv= Hebrew word was

properly $ translated parthio. They xkx understood that thWGek.

so definite a feature of that type of a woman that they thought the Greek
the inrrewcI

word ParthenA
was a good rendering. Of course,evised Standard

Version,-tffeydothmlL th2Li d-Psvise ion-te,.,he says, the

Septuagint is much more reliable than Hebrew, and you can follow it

generally, provided that you get rid ofhristological changes. He says,

this, of course, is ak christological changer. Of course, that is purely
QAite1P

i-mg--- imaginary. There is no slightest un that it is a christological

change. Our early copies of the septuag1nt-trett all have partheno
A

It is only when t.-late ews made ew translation and tried to get away

from 'i%the prophecy of the virgin X,('birth that they ?T4 other word




$
The original septuagint, as far as our evidence goes, all has parthenoi.

are

The unitarians is-trying to turn the argument around a little bit and say

that the word can never possibly mean t

40
hat1

TSe Septuagint translation

was a mistranslation. They acknowledged '&s the Septuagint has it, but

14
they say that this was a mistranslation, and it can never mean that but

2 A P14)
that is where Genesis/4 comes in, because it distinctly applieto Rebecca,

and shows very distinctly that can mean that. Yet, the Septuagint, ey--

was right and Matthew was rightflncoporating it. The word is

not used many times. It is not easy to prove, but There is no case where

it can be proven that that it means other than a young woman

who is a virgin. It is very intersting that Prof.of Fuller Seminary
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R
S ~

Sll~Put
'out a little booklet right after1P. He wrote a little booklet

on Isaiah 7:14 in which he said that if the fundamentalist scholars are going

ve4i(cJ
to command 4-¬ must recognize that the word almah means

a young woman of marriageable age, whether married or not. We must
else

recognize that, or,re will not commanc'respect and he bases this on

k___the fact that ttr±y leading Hebrew 's-rrd lexicons all say t1 t that is what

It means. And then he gives a footnote on what he thought called the

three leading Hebrew dictionaries, and they are all three different

editions of Gesenius. And one of the three which he refers to 4regelles'

edition of Gesenius and in that ixxxx edition, Tregelles gives the translation
wJ.fa- ,

that s'lhich Gesa-i ius gives, the young woman
A

whecher married 4r,'tfI

1rncc1. And therr square bracketTrege1les adds, This idea
istic

that Almah can mean this shows-et-Gesenius 's anti- supernatura]/bias
any

and
~is

absolutely without warrant, on what7t icaLginund whatever.

/ cc
That is what he says in one af three

editions.1
But Prof. says,

the three leading Hebrew Gcconam dictionaries say that.te are

aw 7,t At
1--- But they are all three editions of Gesenius, and I

prove that this can be a young woman, not necessarily

tra very involved, complicated argumen from etymology and
I'

etymolo does not prove the meaninA You cannot prove by etymology.
/ " AhJ_r1O4iiCi11You can suggest, but the only way you can prove ..a-nyVhfrrg is by its usage,

3
'>




01
and then it is very interesting that goes on

to discuss the usage, and he mentions one other case of the uqx

usage of Almah where it speaks of Solomon where he had wives and concubines, -)

and the 1mah$ says, in this case, Almah must mean i'mean
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the virginç He says, because he had wives, concubine and then the

5
ALmah, and so in this case this must mean virgir Well, That is a way

c $
of determining words, that is, by usage. I thought tha




fL4
excwllent argument there in the same booklet. Now, Piet-r Prof. -Rayim:,rrd--

1414 AM
ofãRcacSeminary taught course in the Prophets when I was a

s
s enior at the Princeton Seminary. Dr. Davi dieci-t summer, and Dr.

_1~ said, He said, there is one case where almah looks very much t%4

if she is not a virgin. And the case was in xthxEx Proverbs where
there are so many things that

it says,/1 cannot understand, the way of a serpent upon a rock; the way

of a ship in the midst of the sea; and the way of a 'man with a\maid..

He thought fr m the context that Z was ver xxbc questionable that

fi,.*AL; A-ce4
she is a virgin a

n ot proven, but that is the nearee-

ss,,,3ui it ertainly is

s I know o . Certainly it is

not proven, but tht is the nearest thing that 1. Know of 4that particular case.

And this, xx we refer to Is. 7:14. To me the case where the do= idea

of double fulfillment, )t seems to me, is utterly unwarranted

'1 'o,-
Z. 'e-th .i_... It whe whole house of Ar It was the whole

house of David, and it was not a promise to Aha , but it was a rebuke. He

said, Ask for a sign. Aha, being very pious, said, I do notk= want any

sign. t.-piety was just put on, and then Isaiah rebuke him.

He-ear,
yHwyAnd he said, Hear ye now, 0 house of David; Is it a small thing for

you to weary men, but will ye weary my God also? Therefore the Lord himself

shall give you a sign "
In other vis not always going to
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as its head, 11k2t
have to put up with such an unworthy man,- But God is going

to provide the head for the house of David, who is a worthy one. A virgin

will conceive ja and bear a son.ohim The rea14huse of David is going

to come. It is a buke to Aha not blessing. Then he goes on to give assurance

to the people thatie as not told him when he is going to be born, but 2/

tgo1ng to be right now. Bore hechil -. ' ,t..
7 I &'

o
Here then in Daniel paxYone ad'ance ic1eifces to con Bt this

'\ Lri
is talking about anti-Christ -r4t is talking about the anti-Christ

in the vision, or talking about Antiochus Epiphan I am greatly interested

to examine it, but I am very skeptical about it. 'I think

____ II
/6) that a lot b - irt'ef tie in Daniel ., Of course, it is the idea

ti
that this is what I have always heard in class. It is the idea that prophecy

c an be fulfilled more than once. You know, we have , for instaice, in Daniel

11 where you have Antiochus and then someoe'lthat cannot fi,Antiochus.
6

They use this as an illustration of this and they mould say that this i3x has

two fulfillments. It seems to me that this is where the argument hinges

whether not the thing is fulfilled. If there is going to be anything beyond( y

_4f Lthi_wiiic-wtll fit;-. Yes. When you say that Christ

i s going to be born in Bethlehem, is He going to be born in Bethelhem

again? If it says that He is going to preach in Galilee 4g to

preach in Galilee, again? THe is said to be gix going to be crucified,

is He going to be crucified again? When we have specific predictions
no

that something is going tQ iappen once, if there is ,vidence that it is a

s- series what tight do e have to say that there is going to be two?
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Now, we may have two views of one thingand it is hard to separate.

That may be.)çThe prophet may seek to think that these two may be infused

in his eyes. That is a possibility, but I would not ... A problem comes

up in a quotation in Matt. as to whether that is rightly fulfilled or not, or

it is to come later on. The tone on Matt. TT1r,i the abomination and

desolation. dThat is a very interesting problem, whic 1 of course we

want to examine. But now, we must go Daniel, you have not

said anything about panlel 8.9, about the little horn, anything other than

Antiochus. ell, I am asking if there is any evidence in Dan1l that

the little h rn in Daniel 8 has reference to anything otI r than Antiochus.

OYes, that is right. That is what I am asking.
ffi

I would be much interested in

seeing any e1r1?flrg, , anything idee in chter 8 anywhere anything

other thab Antiochus. That is what I amasking. I would be very much

interested to see any. evident"'/ anythljng in vievn c,hapter 8 bdrcanywherc

other than Antlochus. ~rhat is by the way 42rICh Antiochus.tIt comes

up out of the ten. It ys the tjochus. It fits right along. It comes up

out of the ten... IfIgaps som(ewhere between verses,

between some statements or something that indicates a jump in time w5-U1

be different. In chapter 8 x we have ram which we are told is M1cdMedo
the

Persia. Then we have/goat which we are toidt114e Greece, and then the

great horn is ee-ef brokenanes come up and tey- then we

have out of one of these four, separate horns, comon,lttle horn which

waxed exceeding great, towayd the south, and toward thqast, and toward

I
the pleasant land. And that is tied

AtlP
with the successors of iexander's
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Empire here. And We! ---øwr to say, well now, this says that this comes

~ 01
out of the four divisions of Alexander's Empire. We

ll1gt
is also talking about

the two dlvsions of Germany today. It comes out ouf East and West

Germany today. It is somethirg that is happening now. It is something

that is going to happenwhen you are oit of one of the two divisipns of

Vietnam. Jtie, says about that We have no right to say it also

ta444 D0- it also. talks about - anything else. ''Now,

o ç . .. interpreting the sum-up of verse ten. The problem there is the host of
-----------

heaven and the stars of heaven, and some of them would be cast to the ground and

stamped upon them, and so on. What can tt mean?oes it mean that he

has power to speck the actual stars? Or does it mean 3d idc something

figurative for which the stars stand? mean that, aTrT
a4l
itcou1d




0MANf U#&
be fulfilled in t1e4-. /x 4f they are figurative. But if they

are literal, you have a tough problefn
f7ouvould

have a very tough problem.
/ would have

But if they are figurative, it is very ay tssume that it,4&-a definite

40
(24A4u1fillment 0&fsomethiiig.the-trrttnr&. Whether we have definite

4T-4tr *4
evidence tbt ita , n h8t I do not know. Exactly

1,ar4J-f

013
w hat ±iRX it is I do not know. Our evidence is not complete-. tk.Lal(?

~-At4
&nul

Alexanc
libry

that been burned, we would

have a tremendous amount of But chapter 7 sees four great

k ingdoms, and out of the fourth of them comes up a little voutxx one

speaking great things. It xcx comes out of the fourth kingdom.
as

Chapter 8 describes the second kin ome{ the rd and shows a little

horn that comes out of the fou the
?b

ghrn
the third
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kingdom. It would seem to be differentthe one in chapter seven,

th,it is similar. And the matter of eleve n is one that we should look

at ,

I do not

6o not mean s

want to brush aside anytI'4ig, but I want to examine s',er
L

1.-carefully.-want .e-eek girfiiUvptying ti I think that

the way to understand unfulfilled prophecy is to learn to understai d the

fulfilled prophecies and see principles work out the prophecy and then

see they apply, if we have predictions of something that is going to happen

at
ìtn

In the Persian Wmplre, and then we fln,,hrlst/saying that

Roman Empire

this i~
'

Well, then there is a definite evidence/ Of t4e-*t7ffM-OTTMz1es

6having applications 'thccx-tb-rh other.

WeM7-there4&-a-c1e4 t-e-evke thi -Müt can be brought

forward? But I dptno think that we/ can make asslptions without
1

evidence hI< about John the Baptist, Christ said, he did come.

That of course is one point which some say is the evidence ,

that-when he says that Elijah will come before the great terrible
and

day of e Lo d,/Jesu Christ exb said, Elijah has already come

n./\1
was s pe ing of the-n ohn

to that.
the Baptist. I do not know of anything quite parallel/ That is one

to examine and see what interpretation would fit. Malach

3 tprep4the prediction occurred.occurred. .,, peaking of the coming of Christ after

ç(
thekAIon)PH_______ he great day of the LordNow, ve?ee 4 says, Behold,I

send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the greerrible dayof the
OPk




Lord",efore the coming of the Lord. And of course it could be that
/
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That is
he is going to send E1ijah on various occasions as.A possibility. ''

We do not know. But we know happened. ce. Now, since

this is fulfiId once, then now we have no right to exectain that It
unless we are told that this is going to happen again.

It does not seem to me that gives

A' ouU

14
right spiritual 1ilud-twa-r& prophecies. Let us keep that in mind.

Unless you have any further suggestion on this matter, we will go on now

to the next prediction. What did you find in chapter nine, Mr. Gable?

r7Q
24 - 27 passage. hdgNothing before that. We1, , Mr. Harding?

(( Verse 2 where you have. Yes, Verse 2 is not a prediction. It certanly

has reference to it. I think that it is very wise to xc refer to it in cur

study. Here is a reference to &lpediction made Zmeone 4else.

He says, I Ø Daniel understood by books the number of the yea whereof
)

the wrd of the Lord came to Jeremiah the prophet, that he would accomplish

seventy years in the desolations of Jerusalem. -Iiee he says, Jeremiah

mde a prediction, I understood.4h4-4-remeizd5ëre. And I set my

face unto heLord
Grp

about this, and qQ essA~ qa&1je did

çot
say, 4t is

Promipdlet;et

to work ánd/vef we are the ins tnrients%

through our pra yeW. Ut th s referring to a prediction. I do not

think that we are in a posit ion right now to put this down as one )(which

is clearly literally fulfilled. I do not think that we are in that position,

because we are in a little
diffic1ltYJn

nderstanding of that seventy years.

T1 is a definite ooox problem But the prediction of Jremiah perahps,

we should say under Jeremiah and then note this reference rather than here.
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'1
1

ut we should note here. You have nothing further, Mr. Harding until verse

24? to, not till we get to verse 24. AL 24-2 7, Mr. AbernathywlAu~yj
0/

wrotett- in-1 Master's thesis for me. He put in many weeks of

studies in this , and i do1not think t t we ouJ,d accomplish ag great
JLt6

" --
/'UdA4

deal z ddxqcxbor understanding this passage in a couple of hours now.

If you have further ideas or something to evaluate, please gaaodx do not
the

hesitate to~44~: but for moment I just like to point out just one or

two things.
"
Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy

city, fto finishthe transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to

make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and

to seal up the vision and rophecy, and to anoint the most Holy. Know therefore

and understand, that from the going forth of the commandment to restore and to

build Jerusalem unto ke Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks,"artd

__ AWP
_eka. It says even weeks. Now most inpterpretersti -Z"T-

interpre hall be sixtynine weeks. But it does not say

shall be sixty-nine weeks. It says -W shall be seven weeks. You notice?

And to say, if you want to say sixty-nine weeks, they e perfectly capable

of saying sixty-nine weeks, they did not have to say seven weeks and sixty-two.

This is a very ~Wway,øt sayit sixty-nine weeks.
Pinlesomy

specific happens after seven, but then sixty--two go right on

Uj J y/- In such a case A

ii4as Ltha.ue. /E' would not expect him to say to restore and build Jerusalem

unto th Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, and then sixty-two weeks.
shall

"'he streets c,--,-hd-to be built again, and the wal]4'

and t-he- even in a troublQV /times,7nd after the sixty-nine weeks,

the Messiah the Prince shall be cut off..








- -

It does not say after sixty-nine weeks but it says after sixty-two weeks.

But yet it would seem very unlikely, the probability would be very small that
weeks,(

it would be sixty-two weeks in the first case and then sixty-two In the
second

case, which happened that they first happenede4e...s4xr

to sixty-two vcx weeks1 no. I do not mean that. -'t-4QfnQt

Oh) &
-want sixty-two weeks. TheYfra

after the sixty-nine weeks

/7
weeks, /

says after 'sixty-twq' which is assumed to followed- the seven weeks.

Ad-t4 And the seven xxyxxx week5- he says, until t-Messiah

2*
That is what he says/He says there are seven weeks till

()J44 j
the Messiah And then he says.,-d 'ixty two weeks the street shall

be built again, an44 wall, even in troublous times. And after sixty-two if

shall Messiah be cut off, d4 nothing. DHow can you stop there

Iv\
after seven, Dr.? ' How can you help it? Because it says, "three score and

two weeks," and wh would you put that with? NitV what follows.

oh, I see, can you do that as far as the grammar of it 7 Definitely.

Oh, yes, definitely. I would not say that you cannot do it, I would

not-say that you have to do it. I do not see how you car do otherwise,

-That-&4mpoee4le I do not see how you could possibly do it, That is
'A"

strong. it is 'l"Well, maybe that is rong, but I would that this is

so definitely the way to say that and it would be so easy to say that

4Athe other Is what is meant. It just does not seem to be at ally reasonable.

W III 8yectrs it will L enty

rusè-me 4htMru$r.p1 e uw Isekiil Da.L.1 0 an-

I do not want to take too much time on this prophecy

of the seventy weeks, ink that maybe we could do something worthwhile on
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j
that if after we have 1ookeckt more clear things which might throw some

added light on something that we have not seen. Mr. Abernathy wrote- worked

many, many hours writing his S .T M. paper on this passage, tIi

Just one thing I thought I would call your attention is what seems to me

to be ,iuobcx a very obvious mistranslation to say that to restore

and rebuild Jerusalem it would be seventy, weeks and sixty two weeks. It

V It
seems that they meant say there. shall be sixty-nine six, and

of
we are going to look at the original in this 25th verse/chapter 9. 1 was

starting to give you an illustratbn. Suppose aec George Washington

had to a prophecy, and George Washington said, After, suppose,

he said in 1795, After seventy years Johnson will become President of the

Jnite States, and he will be tried, but not be convicted by the pt-cuc not

a
1iir-... but 49QI 100 years later Johnson will have kldneystone iR.l:H

kidiy If he sa that, we would say, we have two periods. We have a

period of 70 years the first Johnson and then we have a period of 100

years '!e-the next Johnson. Now, there x is difference in the things that

have been said. If he meant, if he would say that there will be 30 years

and 120 years and there will be 30 years until the President Kennedy--.

avid the 1-.--- -1ye after the 120

years the Kennedy vo uld be shot, then you would say, what on earth does

30 years have to do,gx with? Why doye you say 30 years of Kenney-,dy

if you mean 150? Here he says th there will be so many years till
" CL

then he says, so many years . situation. And it would impress me that

in..a_cedai.sttuation..
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it is a very unnatural way to take the passage to say that the two time elements
then no

go with the first twe clause and e-eeertd time elements with the second
the

clause, and then the third clause when it refers to time Aftr that refers to

the length of the second clause /f the two parts are simply identifying the one

whole length of time. AZ-the--tt io4d be now five weeks and four

,1{tjt
weeks before the examinations and after the four weeks there wod be an

w._-.examination. If-usay, after nine weeks, you would not say after four

weeks. Would you say that this is limited to our manner g1speaking now,

'6r--cal *tv just be some obscure way of saying it? Yes, par'alle]for it.

We consider that'ji
//
lical approaches are involved in language, tJnless

we have e-evjdenc t particular period or in the particular language

or particular dialect a different manner of speaking would be adopted, ait I

i#l 4/J 4k'we cannot aum without evidence. We should find arallelsi..'"
1/Le,A?4

ti',%ut if this i the ànly case where that sort of a thing done, that is
(?1ch we never dc

no basis on it to build it.1 But they use numbd -e vermiE

hat do you mean by ~1~"Tlke L for' . transgressions

of Damascus, yea,J1.t'f I will cut off. a figure of speech whic

completely passed out. But this is one which occurs many times.

Po'1s ii4&k
a dozen times or so. I do not think you

UD44t
)

Maybe té-4 some kind t4-4J. extended a? attheeiId. I do not

think LI-Ido. I am perfectly willing to consider but I do not think that -' -&

/_ oZt2 2
if

ieL1 iir esthpre j si11 ti,._Tht-+& r-e. Wpul it be possible

bat verseegins with the latter ø part of verse 25 the going

forth of the commandment to restore ancV to pixx,dyz±jt build Jerusalem unto
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the Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, and threescore and
that is sixty -nine,

two weeks:. ./ then there is another verse,' the street shallJ/ be builain1.-') OOV F7-7
and the wall, even in troublous times. And after thre?score, and two weeks L

£c ((.4 7?
shall Messiah be cu off but not for himself '

Oh, yes, now you are suggestlhg that a period o seven plus sixty-two

followed by another period of sixty-two. No, Sixty-two weeks of verse

25, seven"weeks and three scores with the seven weeks and

three scores and yi two weeks of the verse 26, T "-'f "4&k,c , are identical.

'.How can %ixty-nine and sixty-two be identical? That I do not see.Pi am

sorry. From the going forth of the commandment toc unto the Messiah the Prince

1 shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two
weecs!,b9. / 5, so,

the latter of verse 25, and after the 7?L Ø'threescore and two weeks

shall MRzixx pass by
Ind

then the Messiah shall be cut off. So,1 ç\/

- 4cc
sixty--two weeks and succeed seven weeks. It +-very queer. -kV ife

say it? u wuld think it impossible to render the he
(: '-" "1

would be also... Unless we take the seven weeks also ..?.which case the

seven weeks also sixty-two and . Seven we&x weeks also sixty-two weeks?
an

I am just thinking that the waw there would make iimpossible u,thctx

rendering there also. You mean you have to make it so? You mean the

making the seven equal to sixty-efi-twq? No$', seven., in addition tohat,
'-f/ (41 Y I (

or else sixty-two. Why seven and sixty-two? If you said,said,

it will be nine and sixty, that would-.be quite natural, but to say seven
sixty and 44&ftM 4W

and Wtd-two seerrteyver TM-1sfty-nine Do you think

that this has been fulfilled? would s em to me that it would ye to be.TD0
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you have evidence on the fulfillment? Mr. Abernathy e44 in his yfthesis

I do not remember those details now. But the only point that I was

making was that it seems to me iksrcz that t .iIrr dl&rr periods of

a 4L
time. We have a seven week period, sixty-two week period, and tine

week period, and I do not see any difficulty in saying that there is a big
44J__

gap between the second and the third period, btt&XX after theccx

, jftC2
the second week period there is a big gap before the third

periodqrFrcrr..
I do not see any difficulty in that. But to say that seven and sixty-two

means sixty-nine an what it say happens after sixty-nine, and -r

cub y-u say.Safter the sixty w., two means after the sixty-nine, that seems

A+ W. Ad
to mItterly illogical that I cannot Pe Akmk' - that +s a right interpretatbn.

But-te-say-th&t that is what the King James VersionV' ha,s.'put in. Unless

we find some parallels show bQ.thr this as 'tFr frame

(4JJifI 'A ''
of mind that was adopted by some peeple fi ter I do not knowaJL'

'U )I ret9
It seems to me that ... A you havp tt(ree oleer periods, seven weeks,

"

sixty-two period, and n.tno That seems to me to-be-very clear.

net--now-r--Asfar as verse 25 Is concerned, seven weeks No, no, that

is the sixty-two, he says. That would be the troublous time. This is

anØ' analogy. .ILiV4dern religious problems. First hour. Wee sayi that,

and say from the assigning of the term paper today, we set the time for

the term paper. For the assigning of the term paper, you have seven weeks,

and then eight weeks, and then comes final exams. The term paper is to be

completed in such and such a form, not telling w}en it is due, not telling when

AL4
it is due. This does not tell t4i- when thuildIng of Jerusalem is going to

actually come to pass, rt44 tim .The assigning of the term paper

b'fO7
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dJ2ft' ()I
is going to 0' be seven weeks until the final examination, and after the eight

weeks the final examination comes. You had 6 bette make 4ure that you

real'' & ex tIy'I do
nl~~bodyAl

ever do that. He might

say after eighteen weeks, I could not see that because I would not.

Tre isr/ no reason to say seven or eight, if you meant
#

een.

If he meant to say fifteen, he would say fifteen. U less the midsemester

comes at seven. Unless the midseinester comeer e/s a , definite

reason to breaking it up that way. In other words the seven weeks end
first

that/period. Eight weeks xmc end the second period, and then the final

exams. But I would not say that the term paper is d,ocx due at the end

of the seven weeks. I have not said that . ... See, I have not revealed

reewed the time and the time is not revealed here. It is a prediction, but

the time was the fulfillment of the Jerusalem being rebuilt. That is not

revealed. I carImaglne you would say, From now until the term paper is

due will be seven weeks ap elght.I did not say that. That would be ilarallel

.i;to this No, it is not, I It x says, from the going

forth of the commandment to the restoration of Jerusalem, until the Messiah

the Prince, that has nothing to do one another. I said, from the assigning

of the term paper to the final exams,~4 have nothing to do each other.

There will be seven weeks and eight weeks~I do not think that you will
come

everf
say that. Seven weeks4n the mid-semester. aHd-t-week-øeffle-

---R8 whdt . .

They are two distinct periods. They represent two' periods. I doncxx not say

when the term paper is due. But in ix back of my mind I know When this is

due, seven weeks from then, that is in t1 mid-semester. I kn ix that.
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It is not revealed either. But it is revealed in a different language.

Then, I would say, after the id eight weeks , wc eight week period the

final exams come. My mind says you had better et that term paper done

now .
...7'i

jusread Mr. Abernathy's thesis this fall, afterabsence -2

2Zt
of two or three years. And the

prothnpventually
he runs into, you are

well aware of this as I do, is the making of the one 1 Messiah and rrcx

making the Messiah application to- diffLii.onsVAnd that is an addition

probelm that I ii see there. ut ye it is not a great probbem, because the
41 persons in the Scripture.

word the Messiah is used for n? differen1/pF,ee-.- 'et.but fr

JI forget the exact number of dncrx timˆ but it is not a great number

of times. Now, the high priest is always known as the me.s.&iah-i.n--44iach,

the anointed/ one, and that in the general category the high priest h-i- is

called that.
M

a lot of them doT[Oh, the

h- high priests are always called that. But the term is only applied to &

few individual high priests, an4t1nxxx as far as "
ngs are concerned,

e
i is used twice, I think. 1mes t Saul, and a couple of time1 David.

JX,




These two are the only kings to whom this term was applied). w io have

the facts. Then there are a few eclectic bmetsjuKRx references. Yes, yes.

thaøc what these two periods, what

these three eriods are and whether they come one right after the other,

or roij1' betwen ny two ZIA,, exactly what they refer to is one on which

a good many people have been much more dogmatic than they have -beefr.iQn

44)d1
any warrant to V. But one that I cannot see is to put the first two together,

a ndMisa make it one period. That Ixxtx cannot see at all. I caaginJ

this language would for that. Unless there ome striking
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things at the end of the seven week's period which gave some reason

for those who are watching the fulfillment of the prophecy to have a grip of

ithrhen would be the restoration of the wall here beginning of it? or

completion of the building? When was that/acco pushed in regarding

to the going forth of t1e commandmentArte1Wle restord

rebui How long after the commandment?TAlmost a hundred years.

see. Too long for seven weeks. I see.. ow about the beginning of it,

s that they actually that the work began and they saw it progressing.

Thre are about eight different interpretations. Maybe only six Vi V1 br,

what bc is meant by the going forth of commandments. Some say that

the commandment
t
that the Tjrd When they went into exile, the

Lord gave
their

commandment that the city was to be rebuilt. And if you take that,

then from that time, when they went into exile until Cyrus came and

released them, is slightly more than 49 years, and Cyrus is called the

ftessiah
in the Scripture. ~~11 this a possibility that cano, rushed

aside. It is not an

efurthe

as passage. I do-no think that we ought to go lite

aRAa lot prophecy before we go into this much,
a great deal of

unless we have- are going to take/¬ime right on it, of counK course.

But that is jus1e thing to whic'} wanted to call your attention that- 6'

it seems to me that
,ø,an

attempt to twist the grammar

to fit idea, an it stands it seems to be two periods, and one of them

is 4aatr and the x other one is sixty-two. Arid ther must be some

.p-- important reason for making such a division. And he says, until the Messiah
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the prin so it would seem to me that there is something about the

Messiah the prince

AA_ I




seven weeks, but we are not told a great deal,
a few things

etfrtty-eLi.t, It is a passage which only touches onM-r1efly.

'3
Is it not clear from the passage that the building of the street and wall
must

come between the seve weeks and sixty-two weeks'? '7Ihat would

seem to be suggested. That would seem to be quite definitely suggested.

That, you mean t ~Uring the sixty-two weeks ?'Io, between seventy/

and sixty-two. Because seven weeks, and three/score and two

weeks/the-see -sa.ll- 4e- uik -&e4n -a -the-we44- eye,- ouots-

t4mee-. It seems to me that the problem of the building of the streettp, j

and wall, the sxity-two weeks, and then comes the messiah the prince - j1
a suggestion

That is/very interesting/. But after seven weeks people would be building

streets and the wall. And in another sixty-two,weks the Messiah the prince

will come. That seems o beep quft"efeer. Yes. Well, our timis about

up, and we probably. ( Isaiah 36 & through 39 and you might look at

seven, and and then eremiah. We will meet next M4-- Monday.







f
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Fèlfilled Prophecy Side __Nove 4?

are continuing with,this matter of fulfilled prophecies and I thought

that at this point perhps a few words of summary would be good. I

think that we have cx found abundant evidence that there are great many
is

predictions in the Bible of which the fulfillment a given in the Bible a and which VRN

fulfilled in such a way that there is no question that tie se predict}rsons

are to be taken in the ± most literal sense of the worin which they are
other

taken. Then I think that there are quite a number of/predictions of which

the fulfillment is not 1*De described in A" the Bible, but there are ece often)-1

connections of the predictions of this type that I just mentioned, and thee
14.

re sltuation as such that we have every reason to 1avasume that these

f'r
predictions were fulfilled in uDthc such a way as t.&-7 ftt&t UreyWê1

exactlàWã literal interpretation of the prediction. Then there are

ct.i.P just like
quite a number ' which eo.e"one of these two types, except that they

contain in them one or more words which are concrete words used in,,somewhat

abstract usage &s in most cases there is no question ,tht ... as to how
as to

they are to be interpreted and/,vhat they .ax-4e mean. They could come

under boththese classes which we have just mentioned. We have found

quite a number like that, t e-&-t1 - to pass them over)

They seem to be so natural, so incidental, and so simple, x±k but I do not

think that we should pass x them over. I think that we should examine carefully.

Because they ar probably the most type and therefore

give us war, or assuming that this is probably o*e- the most common
j

r
type of prediction, at least exp 4k/'' predictiox# Xn the Scripture.'

.Now most of these predictions of tis type that we have looked at refer tot1re

<2ctt A
jcas inhistory of Israel or in the lifetime of the people who were there/
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which were predicted in advance,44 and then fulfilled. We have, however,

noticed a fair number, small proportion, yet a sizable numbe~ of predictions

which contain / strongly figurative elements in which there are matters of inter
6

pretatlon of the meaning of the words or phrases which 444e real difficulty
their

wIt1understanding, we have noticed. A few of those we have xbx perhaps
to tQ

e#ee¬i giveinordinate amount of I do not know. It is easy

to do, because the other type seems4be slmpla, but we want to get the

proportion well in mind in relation to them. Now, there is a principle of

prediction which we find brought out, I believe, in Daniel. That I want to

look at various and we will look at thodx them in a

-1 1'
few minutes. eee- Befor we do that I juswant to say just a very

brief1ftttA.4#
1 J

word about what we were looking at at the end of the last hour, mMrrty the
tL

prediction of the seventy3veeks. Regarding this pIBdlcticn of seventy-weeks-A -1 4
AAR

I ould like to y as a matter of -pfee4pe principle that when we have a

statement given in words, it is always possible, for somebody to say, Now,

it seems tome thati-e- I say that the man came
home

wearing a black coat and his red coat he lefi/with his wife, and somebody
We4l,

can say,/[ think that that should be interpreted that the man came wearing

his black coat and coat, ai-id he left Dome s wife. ih-can make reak
LLSJ]f an

at dl4fferent placer. puncuatIon to guide us we can find/abundant

number of instances in English where you are thoroughly justified in interpreting
On

that way. You would not have the problem3f,1iavIng tWo coat/at once. But

you have a perfect right to saytht I think fTt1--6111J4 be interpreted

the other way. But the other way is contrary to the usual usage. You have
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4tJj44 'V' YOU
the responsibility of bringing instances, -èe4i'paralle94

4e caj

bring a para11, cx you may st be right, but you are on




ZVI
iry shakØ'

grourm.4.,tJ !~Z~qjncr that Is what strikes me about this redictiLt

there & o.i t the eeventy weeks that when the




~
t

seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and y

reason-then no one understands that from the going forth of the commandment/
I unto

to restore andbuildX Jerusalem utt4l-the Messiah the rince i,,( shall be

seven weeks. And then it continues't1 sixty-two yv'eeks the street shall

c*eø
be built again and the wall, even in Jim troublous And after threescore

and tw weeks sha1Messiah be cut off but not for himself:" The natural

lnterpretatlonFhat
we have is that we have three periods. -#rS the first period

is that from th going forth of the commandment to restore and to build Jerusaleem
I1




u nto the Messiah the Prinee shall be seven weeks, and the second one is,

sixty two weeks such and suclwill happen and then he says, after the

sxity-two weeks something else happens. Zkil4j_ek~ natural, certainly
the

by farAnost natural intepretation. Now, to say that when he means 69

weeks, he says 7 weeks and 62 weeks is one very strange thing.
if you are justified in doing it,

4zowould certainly expecito have

it was 9 weeks and 60 weeks, would be vAZU natural. Nine weeks

tu4cfl'
and sixty weekstt would }e atural. But seven weeks and sixty-and two

weeks is certainly not a natural way of saying sixty - nine weeks, and

when the very next thing says after sixty-two Weeks,,
4

the next after the

six/ty-nine weeks, that would be one thinq, bt after s,ixty-tw weeks, it
a 4(T1

seems to me that the sixty-two weeks ñì itn parallel tc with the seven weeks,

and so it would seem to me that people en go on indefinitely and somebody
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says, I

Say,r-in -ee.- think that it means this, or I think that it means that, and

a ttw




11
hjOAWtbWt%:
IPW

(the go on indefinitely. I do not think that you I

arWi But if somebody says, Look, I have a parallel. Here is a place

where he says that he spent seven years and twlve 6C yars with his

MD ___uncle before he went back, and thus even and twelve-mak,s nineteer).

This is a parallel. Whatcx do you think of it? A parallel in Hebrew

usage or Bible would

begie essary. 'ScSome people may say, These weeks cannot byears,1k
J(7

because there is no such parallel in the Scripture. Btrt I do not think that

is quite a comparison exactly, because, there are at least one or two things

that may be parallel/ in the ScrIptui they can argue against them, and
if you UL OL rather natural

also,4t sometimes present$' things as
dayk

for yea p4 it is a wMg- thing
a

sonEtimesto present a week for a seven year Periodp
You have/much more

natural thing in saying either/wee r seven years. When you boea

sayMçthatwhen you say seven and sixty-two that is a normal way of
5

saying sixty-nine rather thWere are two different p iods i volved. Wel,

this is reallyjno t3..& fulfilled prophecy in a wayf proven exactly
when until

from the da' his commandment was given-i±o-the day of Christ's cruqifIxion,o birth,

I forget which say4now)-krre there are exactly 69 weeks,iO

ze-aF,&7__yQjave*a very strong reason for kEgcx thinking that there is

one period of sixty-nine weeks

~LIO! -to

1 x subdivision. I think it is

MJ. Robert Anderson who has figured out #-ft prove that it comes exactly çì( '

4. cu 4- -3
to the birth of Christ, or the passion week &L

- X I deat1
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But the figure)s, is y taking the records of the number of years

and then saying, Well, years are, as the Bible uses*(, "
Babylonian

years. It does not use ordinary years.,he Bible uses the Babylonian

ear! e Babylonian yearj has 360 days per year. I do not know where on

j understanding
eart'h -be find k1at the Babylonian year has 360 days. According to my4Ms

the Babylonian years" has




.~4 days. That is ;they have 4 days in a year, in 4-\

12 years out of 19, I believe, and the other 7 they have 383 days so it
I

averages 365. But 360 days for a Babylonian year, I have never found e-ar-f

in any of the hundreds of Babylonla texts that I have ra4..

hne,e-tte




9.
Ilk

have never seen

ehj4hIn,/ that-ti' Babylonian yearig 4I-A 360 days. Now,

of course, it is natural for some people to
Oet_~~

a 30 day period.JJ
Op"

t
%A-

-T4iat is perhaps eas4r to spea;~Ia ear 4i_tprm rf 360 days, and if
of

there was a year which was an artificial year, like the Egyptian year,'65 days
5 '7 /1

instead of 36% and 1/4 days, and so in 1460 years I believe theye off

year.. and the Mohammedan year todaeems tdays. At

JD from

7PL V least I know that it is far enough 15yiic rgular that it

____

tls~

4
(7

c1ear1muc -_a yc.c around, and so .!. -' -t&i.ld comsometimes in

summer and sometimes in winter. It is constantly moving. Now, if you are
'1

speaking of an artificial year like that, I mean!Deople ordinarily use

it, and the Bible, instead of-us the-yea*- the year that is true to the sun,

that would seem to be a reasonable possibility. But to say that when

the Bible speaJ%' years, it does not mean tkcx the year we use which
that

Opk is true to the sun, kxtc or any year,#nybodç'ver use1, I have ever heard £7'
LI
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tr,e. anywhere, but an imaginary R*'i Babylonian year, hat would sern ,
simply j .

to me to be ,tterly unreasonable. One would ever BiEie

ever did such a thing as that. And so the idea tht you can eotkc point to-

exactly to 69 years and come right to the deat -of Christ seems to me

to be . atical , biblical
interpretation1

j
' as being

not what the Bible says, and nc_U/ It strikes me itake ]CCC exactly in

the same cateØry
a'3??e

a-mlllennialists do. They say that when in the

middle of the week they say that the death of Chri t is in the middle of the

w eeki1ddle of the seventieth week, and4tey dot the last

hail of the seventieth week'I \\
) -. -certain

c4-tt at a11.--42-3& But it is easy to make a theory up to 'polnt and then
%------- -

YVU something v*kx wild. It seems to me that we must

avoid that sort of/thing. We muststand on what is solid and if we do not

know t1g, we Just shoul




ay frankly, I do not know. But I just do not

see any basis for saying that seven and sixty-two h ould be put together

and make em 69 and in?re the seven weeks. Ummm9w_t4en
it says

JW
seven wee1,Awe should take it as seven weeks. And it is interesting that

/
if you take this to mean that from the commandment to go forth' build the

cityby- r1command that God gave through Jeremiah at the time

when Jerusalem was destroyed i1- within the last two or three years before

the declation that this city is oing to$ be rebuilt, that if you say from that

t1r the aocx coming of the anointed prince who is ca]d an anointed

prince in'saia , if you mean that, then it is just about exactly 49 years, which

would be acveity-week-&- seven weeks J v/

-# Ttne4-.-v t1y btt fits very d osely, if you interpret
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1- A11I
both that way.l What year -'eJeremiah's prophecy7 then? -T-hat-

or r1J41.è
the year 586,/shortly before. Jeremiah q-Er--

25.1/1
You get49 year period.

I'
Jeremiah 25 is rightly dated in the 411 Jehoaq'kim,44.,would be y-601.

That would be more than 49 years.jThe prophecy is also given. Of course,

Jeremiah has chronological structural problem. That chapter seems to be

/ prophecy is also given in Jeremiah twenty-... 27:?' How about Jeremiah

30? where it tells about where bought the land? That is sometime

three years before ... hat is in chapter 32. Yes f That is not related to7O

,4A
years. No, I was not referring to the 70 years. I seepromise

that the city will be rebuilt. Uhm.TThat would be about 887. Yes. That

would be mighty cise to 49 yearsI Does he predict the rebuilding of the city

there then? 4-mean He talks about the reestablishment of the land, that,

whether he says then in verse l5 'key verse. T4 -sa-"For thus saith

the Lord of hosts, the God Cf Israel; HPuses and fields and vineyêard shall

be possessed again in this land." That is his guarantee tc

-i4ed-field. And the going forth of the
command1

on the assumption that

that means that God gave a command when it was destroyed or shortly before,

v1 c-
there would be rebuilding, I am not sure wheiereconsider; this or not. He

is telling
certaini in the greater part of the chapter hstal-ke- about the destruction of Jerusalem.
;i A2 r -r




"
44.

H fhat would look to me-d)
i7 ,A&niJ

havQ49A
d'icted and fulfilled/

If ybu do not,'whj, t then does not really belong to ee- this course. This

course is -a fulfilled prophecy. Now, if you can prove that 69 weeks was

from a certain datetx until the crucifixion, that would be a good instance

of literal fulfillment of the prediction, but I don at see how you could do that.

I mean this Babylonian year pE±x period has ix always impressed me as
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I entirely imaginary.,--4--have hir ef-noth-ing lketh anywhere IèLJ

runs into problem, toot because he puts Øtix the death of Christ r 33.

And there are a lot of problems in connection with the brith nd

death of Christ, elsewhere that would suggest 30

as the date instead of 33, ad- so he still has problems. Thea you have to make

a year 360 and not
365Tin

ik antiquity you always have to add plus or

minus a year. For example, even on the battle of 4oar. Y. and the fall of

It.
Jerusalem, even on the coming of Cyrus 4-Babylon, tnd there is no uniform

the
agreement among,cholars of e- ancient history within the three years

today
bracket. i'most of them lean toward 539/ But between 539 and 537

1
foun&,any one year. So, you have t least two year

COP

almost any date

with a very few exceptions. Days given by- astronomy &¬ we have in much
M from the

more accurate form, but otherwise 1 If you think, the time of the destruction

of Jerusalem shortly befor te command to rebuilt to the coming of
was

the Messiah, the anointed prince, which Cyrus /definitely called, why,
have very close

you cave a period oV3a-years-to 49 years. But there you have a period of

4I t 9 ja~ to Cbrist to my quitejc os o I
) C

Ankes a bi g point he expression-the wall and street-tóe built.

I for a
He points out, I have bee ierested in him ery long time, but I have hran 11r!

f several criticisms 09 him. He points out that the Edict to have the city

444
rebuilt is4rNehemiah>. . .[' which cqmes etty well somewherep the fIe9adf)/'

ii-D. in the 450 bracket. \Iehemiahj_244L'Ai since he is dated

.did.tg 't1 Persian king/k49.1i knw pretty wel) 4',Iete ehemiah comescomes

pretty well in the six decade . (ewhere thatfleriod,
I

which puts him
,several'

years of a literal sixty-nine day' period going backwardsrom

any daetween 733 and .
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margin of errors4NI
,( There are a lot of /.. that is not very scientific, but I really felt that

) thought from one en to the,pther,,Ifpt.(/
anyone who ek-that,dc he is able to give the exact year mishe

mark. Especiallrophecy teachers that godly Jew shi&/

remain




I
But I would question whether that is God's purpose of prophey, Yes, I do, too,

to give precise knowledge as that. I do to. I think that all these things

can have wonderful ... as you mentioned before-,-an have wcriderful

testimonial value when they are fulfilled. ~es.ut the concept that th

Israel is to be blamed, because Daniel has given them the number of years, and

they were certainlyAis not a very honorable

concept. ~esus said, Ø'Ye, fools, slowocx of heart to believe all that
Christ /_/ /the prophets have spoken. Ought not/* to have suffered these things4/JJ'iM/

J~AWI
n Pa"ct, none of them did recognize him. In fact none of tiis disciplesAA I

AWA
And he says, I do not take it- he said, ye,,fool,slow and hard of heart to

4*41oft4,
believe all ti spoken, he meant ... Isn't this

awful ? This is so plain that anybody should see it. Youjust wickedly
I w..kI take it

ignorIit. /4-yeti-mean, why have you not studled more carefully? And
that

seen the picture ethe Messiah sdxx is kx to suffer,

and will be raised from the dead. It should have been possible for you g' to

get it yourself. It should have been posEib1e,)bu they did not. They did

not study enough. We do not study enough. W1iem-4-( precise date14

should know it. It does not seem to me to fit the --t4e-- expectation.

But if one allows lei) the charitabJ five years, then Anderson's
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&Onanyyea. ExceptthM hetrijto
MLIII~~Cqdates are not so bad. No so bad.

make it Lth secon' or different aspects of thexx Artaxerxes And if

one is allowed five years, they are not so bad. .
.14hat

is right.

We have to have And you have to say that the 49 years4(J

anything. The t1ing

6k/~ /




c4tJthat is impoant is 69 And2 we no,eason

W au
here sem tO-&lQw7 as far as we kno

I

I44 "

te-~phr lem ox tiealtemate view then s 'flat d6es 62 mean? If t e seven

weeks is identifie then what does the 62 weeks mean? What possible

s ignificance can c,i1r
A344O

have) There seems to be xe?- not known. to
)

where idx k±egtix to begin it or anywhere it indicates when it does begin.

e do not know what it means on that.
,11n

other words, you are saying that
years

there are three periods of time, and the seven weeks you can postulate pretty

wel. Then what would you do with the second period? And how about the

third period! Wel1, now, if you take the amillennial position, the ±teoc

third period is the wee the middle of the week, because there was sacrifice 2Q 447

the death of Christ. Thzr,-4g4t. The last half of the

week is utterly Ki- iirmx unreasonable,) it Us no meaning whatever.

It seems to me that is utterly u atisfacto Well,, the week comes, we he

1
last week c

'
me mdKx weeka' must be postponed.

441
1Fere must be a gap between the éath of Christ and the coming of the last

i'ow do we
week. Well, now, if that is the case/-f -den-ct know whether the sixty-two

weeks come immediately after the seven weeks? How do we know whether}

We just do not know. e-le e--ee*'te-i-My-You can certainly

postulate ... there is, and we often do. I mean that you have not gained
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anything in the dvanta e of certainty of knowledge by that assumption. I

three periods over the two all you gain is the

417
point that you se isnor(ogicalanguage expression.

the words AA

Messiah the Print

t 5 ant- (560

I do not see how you can say that




Prince shall be seven weeks,

and sixty-two the street shall be built again, and the wall, even in troublous

times. I do not see how you can say that/ And-after 62 weeks , -i.nete---

tunto tMessiah the Pri




nceftshall
be z xLwe,ek sixty-nthecx nine", 14I do

not see how you can say that, unless you find a parallel somewhere else.

It impresses me exactly like the time when I was kexico thec for a summer.

And at the end of the summer, I was coming back. I J*aching there. Whefr I

jrf 14trr1 ______took my books and put them inrtS Jat and I said, Now, if I g'
I should ship them

by express, I will have them in a week or two, but if/e, it might take a

month, and so I inquired how much it would cost and that ay I found out that

by express J%41JZL~~seven dollars 1

the-te--my-pee1et-,d...th,a asked hem how mucb4 freight 'wl cost,

and then how long it will ta about a mont or somet thing like that.

I asked them how much it would cost. They xEth said four dollars and seven

teen cents. So, I saidC it 11 save me three dollars I can go thccx a month

without the books. So, I decided to send them by freight', an -e four

dollars and seventeen cents., Finally after eight weeks,

I got a notice that they were at the freight stat1on dt cpress would have
for

called fcr them, and would delivex'them. id And here I had to adacx-è+s.

/L(J Jfrht-oi.ee-- I had to go to the freight office ndhaulØ them to my

LAW
place there. I went to the freight office and said, I have a notice thai$'have

a package for me. They said, Here it is. Te dollars and 38 cents due on it.
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VIPsaid, 1How do you1get three dollars and 38 cents due? I prepaid it.
rt i4L

44
No/ia Se A You prepaid four it. -

dollars and 38 cents yet due. Well, prep four

dollars and seventeen $ cents an three dollars and 0' 38 cents yet to

pay. If I could n4pay the whole charge, then I would '' prepay part , ,

of it, thre
~~llars

or three dollars and halfor four, something like that. 'n

I would prepay three seventeen, or four seventeen, whatever it was,
thirty yet

three twe''-eight Ao pay.
~wah&terljfantastic

and artificial,

but I mean it was not big eno gh t make any fuss about, but I just4aid,

Well, it is' a queer cithing U.1U'Pa_Y d. J0 \1

Ci ever dreamed of that . . I io uAd have shipped my package
A o /

To ay that seven weeks and sixfy-two weeks is just another wa oT saying

sixty-nine weeks
IW

ame as thefr There is no

to it unless you can find some parallels in the ScriptureTam

not realL.4er one way or the other, am just trying to 1&/

because Icouc do not feel strongly-hi r " epdtk If a parallel

3heaI4e- must found to it, it notJ.4 prove it 44 pne way or the

other. it ws a ossibilitytbl ~Wtvn&utva taprallel r~J~ still have

a possibility. But a possibility is just as great here as when you have

hapaxiocx legomena whie-bar,-ae-tee-#-aeter with no known equations

in another language, and you have to offer a postulation as to what it means

without- rallel circumstances point. M4o4

.L-you came to a word. If you come to a word, used only once, No, but

this is not used only once
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to a
I am saying that if you come to a phraseology which is unique ftrkI±- particular

fl
unto

section. I do not know how unique this can be ../the Messiah the Prince

$hall be thven weeks,andJ.ty-two weeks te strt wll e rebiilt arid the /,
> "/ t-ui Cit -

wall.., you read about at not only here, you Jill read .. in hundredof
where are'ara liel cases. (JAp

-
Do you think th&tes .. quickly 7 in which you

just
have two separate things set uWin that order with9ut an Jnt veexpanatory

:
- 6(

note Yes, that is a very good question.
?t41JvyJ,1

can think of places

where the children were going to be in Egypt 400 years, and then they

were going to come out of Egypt in the fourth generation, and there were going

to be so many othc years of this and so many years of that, but I could mt
11

think of any, that does not mean that there are not any, ould not think

of any where you have a progression quite like this anywhere. Now tkR daj ,4?'

Ji-age principle which is expressed ey i1

y_rflinCTpteA*
expo&ejI ctarly in Ezekil, you know in Ezekiel 4 and 5. He lays f±__

day for a year. . Jhhnoted in all prophecies, that was the principle

which was employed in Ezekiel in that particular situation. But the trouble

there is that it is hard to know just what Ezekiel meansil Oh, yes, But

it does not mean that in other situations azzz days will represent years.

44 But there is one in Numbers.) Yes, there are a4eup1ef places. In Numbers,
\

you mean? Where is that? forget the exact reference, but I checked it

in connection with another one of my 94xthcx studies. 2Dq fEixx.

a year for a day of their transgression... Numbers l,x k44.

I believe Young says i his ommentary that there is no place

0 qwA A G4 A42J MfitV4It 4- ¬i?3 lfCaJ2.
mean-7s/. . Verse 34: "Aftethe number of the days in which ye searched the

Owl
I
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the land, even forty days, each for for a year, shall ye bear your

iniquities, even forty yar s, and ye hal know my reach of promise. 42( i9

fr A-te.2M .-'4J
Ezekiel 4:6,. . Yes, that, of course, is another question, but it is /

75ooo(4 cv?OJ4
interestln. My own Inclination is that there are day year' principie,4

11C.1
*I AIC

-t I am very much intered invx any other
Jacob spent /

To my notiQnhiaha-qk aft havrng-&pei't seven years working for Rache1.,..Ze(,
C.iij

J\nd then 1aban... and said, Fulfill the week. To my notion that means
I




another seven years, but I notice/that many commentators take it as meaning
the week of

that he was to complet/th.e marriage ceremony for wommkx Leah/ rather

than having anything to do with a week y' of years. S 4a-ky inclinatination

11*XX to think that there is a clear case
7

But I noticethat a good many

commentators are quite definite on that. Who was that? Was it Et?

in commenting on Daniel in which he said, ... a w f seven years,

a nd than he has a commentary on Genesis, and so I wondered what he

was going to do with this. Then I found out that took it the

same way, "Fulfill 4/week, " he thinks that means, "Finish up the week's

activit" am not sure that necessarily is correct. Maybe correct.

The other may be. Any way there are tqxxx two possibil ities. 'If I

have a case where there are two periods, specifically of one name and

that would be a interesting parallel. And if we do not find xx

any such anywhere, you might say that there is a little more reason to

think that Y1 it might be that here these two periods are again together, and

the second period is not designated by time, but I still - can get away from

(t4LQ'1
it/ that it is an awfully t$.er way to say

reflsixty-nine,

ix Y-two.ae&'

here is no argument uw1 about that, I mean. At least not in my mind.
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But there are many things in prophec4ta t we do nojunderstand. I feel

that we1 onJlIt en understand, and try to find the expØlanations,

and not just draw conclusions unless we have mighty good evidences. But

one thing that it os seems to me that Young, for instance, in his commentary

utterly ignoresIseems to me that it )s very likely-tt in Daniel14/
'

t does not
gaps. There are gaps in lotihecessarily go oeoc (/

one steothe next, and from that viewpoint we look at the

predictions that we have already looked at in Daniel. You have.-( Daniel 2
he

with a picture of the image, Mere i/ says, Thou, 0 king, art the head of

gold, yet-represenn6t only Nebuchadnezzar bud 4ñd then

he says in the next one, the next one is the silver which tepresents a kingdom

which would come right after the fall of Babylon, and the next is the brass

which represents the kingdom immediately after that, and the fourth kingdom

is strong as t- iron, and ctbe just as the third ends the fourth begins. It

is pretty hard to make any precise line between tFe m historically, but

there was no question that the third was gradually displaced by the Romanf.
stone

Then when he gets to the threfle without hands, 4e-s-tece, according to

Young's interprethtion, that is
~h,

virgin brth And I do not know whether

-e-&ii,tild take5ita s the virgin birth,as the ftrst coming of Christ, but from

that viewpoint, it has not yet been fulfilled that all the gold, silver, iron and

grass, they have all been mixed up and overcome, that certainly has not yet

been done toiaj/ If you take it from the premillennial interpretation, the fulfillment
*




~V)Ale
Of

of the f the in-age by- 4-4&g comes
long3arr

lon time
after4J4tj&/

the Roman Empire Long &Hd'jlong time after the Roman Empire ceased to be

an important fact, and whether you have the Roman thpire coman end
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\ñ4 cweL
and thena'f5 -.ap before this comesthe whole world system of the

/
ungodly world will-be destroyed by th return of Christ, or whether you

the Roman Empire




I
-IV

two stages,

tilt.,
first of them .4LL_e united with

-441
the second toes with a gap between Xte thousand years or more. In any event,

,A A
ue-,--. it is pretty hard to say tht the Roman Empire f coritinu from

AflP4
Ày

the days of Antiochus Epiphat±tthe return of Christ. There would seem to be a
on it /)- (-' JJ'1 'r

gap there. I do not think that we can be absolutely dogmatiç/ but i-' - '

s-httIT come t very near it that there is a gap there. And then,of course,
/

_aext, the next exten prediction wa chapter 7 and there thproblem
can

becomes a little more acute, beçause I do not see how anybody ,ossibly

say that the coming on the'ofe heaven occurred

at the first coming of Christ, particulary when Jesus Himself said, Hereafter,

ye shall see the So= Son of man coming in the koodtix clouds of heaven.

Ande, somebody could certainly say, you could take this figuratively as
Iv

describing the birthe- of Christ, becoming 4ie son of man x inthe clouds of

heaven. But when Jesus Himself said before the High Priest, This is something

A44
that you are yet tcccec going to see. Noth±rg the High Priestould see.,I'

but )( the people would see it. Why,

has not occurred yet. So that, the seveni'Js seem to be vo clea chapter

2 in having a gap , and I do not see how you can ge away from there being a
a --

gap there. Now, in chapter 8 I do not know,.4R
VtfAL4t

Chapter 8 rather contind .. zOf course,
,how

long it is before the

little comes

Rut

of the main horn, but that is not necessaril? a gap,

it continues. Well, between verses,8 and though, and what follows

there? Yes, in 8 -ws great horn
Abroken.




' - -







and when it , the great horn was

broken and ic it came up four notable' ones toward the four winds of heaven.

And those four notable ones are not necessarily four cnquerors but they

are four kingdoms. Out of one of these kingsdoms comes tl?' horn of nine.

OLAV




Now in chapter 9 the

only thing that is predicted is this sevei'4,eeks. Whether we have a definite

length of time which wc-wo-u,kI take .. .#h-at is an interesting question. }t is
in it4

not mucF,,*lear enough that we can put it down as an evidence of fulfillme-
t1-iêr.

ed -e1e&ftother./ There are very

Q~hQl-interesting things tr-u..w.eq prophecy
-I




'9 1

tlinterPretation1tief
but it j is

1,vmething
'tzit we can say, Look Ø here, _AA_

he predicted, and it is literally fulfilled. It is a little too vague for that.

T
ahead of the field, but ye:-12413gh..t14s

discussion of gap you are going to note this

gap in the first few verses of chapter 1 1. Yes. That would be the next.

;IhereaALLi.g.t predictions in chai± er 10. Does anybody have anything on

chapter ten?
çsays,

the vision is for a long period of time.' incidental.

Nn I nc Lin1 No I vuH not ,. Yes,I would not take that as

prediction, but it is a statement tha1,redlction which is yet to

be given will be future. Maybe it should be mentioned here. chapter 10,

verse/4--- 14? That states that the vision is for many days We do rot
All. 1) MA

kno4hat
the vision is YNow, 20. Now, there is 20. 1"Then said he,

Kn owest thou wherefore I come tti- unto thee? and now will I return to fight

wit the prince of Perisa; and when I am gone forth, 10, the prince of Grecia

shal'l come." Whatcbes that mean? It seem to be a statement of something
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otiw'
in the heaveny realm. Yes. The owera<.t1e principalities, 'tFr C

spiritual Jr4lith&t
we know very little about, and re we have a more

precise climpse of it than we are often given, but just what it really means

JAt~j AA
I do not know. this is more or less a statement of6intention

rather than a prediction, is it not? Of course, "now kix will I return to

fight with the prince of Persia:, and when I am gone forth, lo, the prince of Grecia 3hal-L

shall come." We just do not know what that means. It is very, very

)p
unfortunate that the archbishop4 stumbled so badly Exx that he put chapter 11

just saw
verse 1 as the beginning of the chapter. He ¬1eties the similarityA a very

it and

superficial similarity betwen hem--the first verse of the previous chapters

and therefore he mea break here. And of all break t the-4--ffi this

is one of the poorest'orte But, the chapter, of course, should have started
4Q.24-rd tO, ji P12

with verse 2 which would make, if you are going totart,
actuall4

are a

continuing thing. It is pretty hard to make any break. But $' the bb break

b etwean one and two is ahk many times important as4reakf
between 21 and

1. There is no question about that. Buth the'4ou begin your predictions.

Now-"And now will I shew thee the truth. Behold, there shall stand up yet

three kings in Persia; and the 4ourth shall be far richer than they all:

and by his strength through his r±c riches he shall stir up all against the zEk

realm of Grecia." And cx eeu---- of course, the liberals have ztc.x

quite a time'-ith this. Who these three kings are and so on. it ,I

seems to me that it is quite natural thedxthL'pcx to take it that there shall

stand up yet three kings , three after Cyrus w xxethgxithcx in whosed,

reign thi happened. And if you take three after Cyrus and then take

X2IA, iiAXi4
tgDreata-Ars made attempt to conquer Greece, so that You
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'I1iOA4,
Al

are counting "V V who 1r_I-%-
PAW-it,

AW "- king at all. There is

-r '\
a poblem. He tried to be some. . He was a pretender who only controlled

best ethe small portion of the empire and the army V. flTffr

Now, you suppose that/lb-did not cm+rec¬. Behold, there shall stand up yet
yet

three kings in Persia;... stand up/therefore, xae includes the present

___
I

one that is still standing up. W1itu1d that be? is hard to know why
A4/ LA

it could not, especially in the light of the things that are saldregaroj
1*_I.

king NebuJ when he still a king, although the Ioti-a-- language is not ,
A

)(
exactly parallel. If you include Cyrus, you could certainly ,'

Behold, there shall stand up yet.., does that necessaril mean that ±kmx

they shall come to acquire the name? Or could continuation .

___ -a44?L ju4
yet trt a further,4time 4k this one to

onef{low
inst-e& h re.

cii AnyA*&y'pa~ would fit very well with 0' what i tbij shall be

very rich,




L liar and by his st

"I

t'_ 1,
d-'

rfength thr

~~richesheshallstirupell5f!rcTLfrc4a-Now,ofcourse,Montgomery

who is 'Mg od representation ofA highly scholarly, very, very, scholarly, very-,
careful

very/geed--liberal commentatorj he f-o -o-t'--- of course, says that it cannot

P .1 Pvl
possibly mean an hi g ii that .1 -eJ4 sir? Yes. g Et is one of

the three or foui 1 mmtefs Many of them are

careless b this 'tirre is a very careful one. He is very careful and when he makes

a statement of a fact, cxx you.depend on kEix it pretty well. But

When he makes a statement of interpretation, naturally he is affected by his

viewpoint, and he-w&nt t-,-4r say, that there is io ... against the

444Aft'_
kingdom of Grecla, and so it ?r&Ato be

°Q a49wt2bu1Lew the whole of the kingdom the whole kingdom of Greece.

Me--
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shall
aythe

whole kingcbm of Grecia. He says that there is

44
notlders_th.at. And he says that Torrey says that 7 .

_)here - ia a designation of the eluUfl empire and he

wants oxx to take it as the prince of all 4e-k#nges-e raise up the

(J) i}1
kingdom% I - in place of the kingdom of Persia, but it certainly

does not fit...
V
TTorrey is not very carefujt. Montgomery might be

4,4
careful, but

TorreyoftenAoot very careful.' !Don't you think so?




T4T4-

knowA
him uperficially maybe. Surely he is not careful. Ti

-'ciar4eu6 -öethef
read his commentary onEzekiel, and also--ep, ynr----al&-.v-- "

various co ties

,,;e




on the. Old Testament 711~ne/$ 'the impresthn

that he v-ti1e European cholarship and says some very, very
hab- jarring
.arirrig things which no doubt doeraec-*iet lmpresse. He,4s

AOas
often criticized in the modern European writers A' aeeepted&s- . .-r6

which you can go, sotl es. any of the liberals

'the Aramaic elBut the phrase is not absolutely clear/

from the Hebrew
)that

he shall stir up all against the realm of Grecia."

And- But I do not know of anything else that is any clearer. And

certainly it does, if you take it like liT English here, it would certainly

filSwlth -




~_RWss but if you take it as~=, then between

verses 2 and 3 there is a very definite gap, gap of how long?

1




20
Welloul64, sincJigned about -2- year 4newt&14- 464,

that bracket
downfomin

to Alexander, and so krig it covers

about 9, erteN-kings of Persia some of whom were ins Ighificant, $ut

some of them were pretty notable, too. Yes. So, that yAxo if you take it
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-

as , there is a gap of between 100 and 150, -150i 100, -t

if you take it in any other way it is pretty hard to make a lot of sense out of the

1l1h! (1
passage, and if you take it in another way' ?eu-- the three kingsa'e

-o four king at random M*.. no particular reason for &-the
-P4 ~04.,

1

Montgomery says, there are four
,,kings

of the Persiaji name in the Bible.

That i not very reasonab interpretatbn, not from the viewpoint Daniel

is tipS hcr
kieuht-&e,1 From our viewpoint, it would

considerable gap. And then
SI e says,E. m that between verses 2 and 30M

=5~1~q
"And a mighty king shall stand up, that shall rule with great dominion, and do according

to his will." And then we have here a picture of the event This verse 3

I think that everybody agrees that this is Alexander, but it is not specific

enough tt'e is much evidence for prediction by itself, but verse 4

is the one that is specific enough to make ... If Daniel gave it 200

years before it ah- happened, it excellent case of fu]%filled

pp6phecy. "And when he shall stand up, his kingdom shall be broken,

nd shalL be divided toward the four winds of heaven; a d not to his oste ty,

nor aco rding to his uominion which luck up, even for others beside those.

Montgomery cB4*atx suggests that tet the section3that Eccx .w loss,

aside from those that .re.inthe four wirs. But most interpreters take it




ythat it means that tt-mes t4 other than his descendants, and of course,
At any rat,

'dtA4 his poste ty'. 4 seems to be a case, if Daniel wrote this, ..

6I&I
is a very prediction We have already pretty strongly suggested'r

chapter. 8, but here -o-4.-s- it is given in a plain simple language. And

then after that, we have x* tqcx in this chapter these verses giving us

events in connection with.the_&e 4ft-kgde1- -
Seleuc~al-Ptolemf' A-Q&-t'~

Antiochus Epiphan We have Antiochus Epipha.?!ery well described in verse
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21, and we have dexcribed in 21, and his events of his reign, and

they are very well parallel wit1 what we know about him, and conttinues on

to ' verse 35, and tells, what terrible things he lsj going to do, and

how people are going to oppose him, "And some of them of understanding

shall fall, to try them, and to purge and to make them white, even to the time

of the because it is yet for a time appdnted." But then in verse 36,

we go sack again to describe the man's character, to tell of his

general activities, after having discussed specific first character, and

then £ general activities, and then specific activities, and now you go

back to the genera activities again in verse 36. And everything before

fit , Antiochus very well, but verse 36 does not particularly fit we+

with what we know aboub&ixt Antiochus, and when get to 37 it takes
the way in which it

an awful lot of imagination to find arything te-would fit Antiobhus in 37,

and 38 nobody knows what, it means about Jxbqç Aptiochus and 39,,. we

do not have much evidenceA nti6chus, and 40 descriP a new
' ' re-which

expedition, The fourth expedition against Egypt///There is no evidence

AU.""LP i.t.:') hr k.chr' Ji
anywhere, but i-th.i. ... Daniel woujil have not saihere. And

41 no particular evidence as to whatn 42, "The land of Egypt

shall not escape." After the Rom&Q had~k~W~14 out of there, it is

iit.
pretty hard to imagine that he went back there and-this was fulfilled. 43

does not seent o fit, and then 44 and 44' fit partiuularly with Aniochus,

and so Hippoly1us said that .. there is verse 21 it xI stops

talking about,
e1eucØ(4

starts talking about anti-Chr%ist,and many
have

Christian interpreters followedhis view, but up to 20 it talks aboue1eucj.

and then in verse 2 1 it starttalking about anti-Christ. That does not seem to
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b\ery sensible, becausec4FM Daniel predictAntiochus

Ep1phad then trace his ancestors right up to his father and

his brother, and then does not seem at
U

all satisfactory. And I 1elieve that it is much more reasonable to say that

czgI
36 isAntiochus and 3jumps to anti-Christ, and of course, there

194PAdis a big gap there. Young, of course,
eelf

that there are ever any

4(r_jft
gaps, but when he comes to chapter ilh/ here he says that1e -"speaks

tt t4t 1fci
f ..very,tnterestinghere. Young, "

o
- -

____
gape. He says that it staxtsw-+t-- -_ typica"8nti-Christ.

4 (Li.
Antiochus Epiphany is-- starts typicaanti-Christ -A-d verse 36.. It

seems to me that it is r1.& more sensible to say that verse 3ook ahead
fits

to ati-6hrist. Everything befo1e th/ntiochus perfectly, but after

that you hava1l kind9 of things tfit him tet at all. And you have
,L.

characters by events, and downfall and then you go back to the characters/

and of course, it can bio ne, but it not very logical.
1

Fecgr-th do4 We have a break

there between 35 and 36 It is a very interesting gap
1
±e gap which could

not be recognized in advance could it Now, the thing is that ost"
j.&

gaps seem not to be recognizable ra I ' - e in the

case of Nebu. the gap w recognizable when you have
tr_bM¬Athan

before.

H IIoes not tell. He doesAot necessarily say that there is a gap/-/--.--G-cam

6f course, we have gaps in our coiwersation, do we net? Yes, we do,

Yes, wew 4-se-? We say, This man is goingto-- to study the -




(
Univestyf Chicago And the University of Berlin.U' perspective

'
1errI throughout

'
4 the Old Testamentpro t
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All
of course, not all of them, &x I mean ... ou have abundant parallels

for that, you have abundant'ha rallels for that, you are not assuming anything
A-( 24

by it, {here are plenty cases -44...
A
gaa .ft.eiou have

abundant evidenceif p aralle Well, Wednesday, a nd

we won't meet on ThursØday.
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November Q,_ 1965, Side One FULFILLED PROPHECY

We loo)ç(hen at Isaiah chapter few minutes, because it is

related to the others and°Iitle earlier in time, and "
A but

events a little earlier. I have not asked anyone of you to look over,/1

am sure, most of you doe- have in mind. Chapter 7 begins telling us

of its historical situation, and it is very Interestin that in verse 3 it tells ±s--




I
him a very specific place to go. /ou might say that is merely place.

tells -s-jt?t where= to find 4, but when we find that the very place the Assyrian
IIrJ i7

/
r A1'ambassá5r comes laser, I think, that the Lord planned that way so that-4

'4w/Ia

() later on ecollection of the events when the other things occur.
place in the two

do not think/\that they would have mentioned the specific/instances. 4rat

Isaiah says to him in verse 4, "And say unto him, Take heed, and be quiet;

fear not, nither be fainthearted for the two tails of these smoking firebrands,

for the fierce anger of
ReJin

with Syria, and of the son of Remaliah. Because

Syria, Ephraim, and the son of Remaliah, have taken-evff counsel against thee,

saying, Let us go up against Judah, and vex it, and let us make a breach ,-
L4J. jk o Z- (/

therein for us, and set a king in the midst of it, even the son Tabeal: Thus saith

the Lord God, It shall not stand, neither shMl it

come to pass." He does not say that Judah is not iix going

to be overcome. Sometime, certainly. tdoes say that the plan of Syria

and Israel to make Judah subordinate to them is not going to he

effect. And then the next verse, the next prediction, a'... and within thjgr

--4e year shall Ephraim be broken, that it be not a people." ow long

wa it ITn.__U1

t

actuall Remember?
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-that4Lth.-people weF,&4ta literally to

te--tateof-}os-s-f- the loss of the state
entitYfl

not just overthrow of

Samaria. And it may not have been 65 years' it may have been a few less

Ail C~l A-t-i
than that, *ntlet when you remember the readings Ezra/regarding the

kingsgfl3wft7-4g t-takedw them down, -a4 it

figures out about 60 years Pretty close. . So that, this gediction is

quite literal. And it was ñcfd. fulfilled '1(he state entity of Ephraim is

going to be brought to an end/ within 65 years, and of course, so this

was literally fulfilled -a4 the word broken is a concrete word used here in

an abstract way, but it is so clear thado not think that

&-errg
figurative2

tut literal with concrete word used in ábstract way. And

then the next priction is in verse 14, Therefore the Lord himselsi shall give

ier.
you a sig Behold,',virgin shall umpemx conceive, and bear a son, and shall call

1) I'
his name Immanuel." thou shalt call his name Immanue].. Of course,

we believe that this Icx is a .4rnt prediction. It does n4xxx not say when

.4,-'
it is. 'Then we have a predibtion in verse 15, and one in 16. rook

at

16 first. "For before the child shall know to refuse the evil, and heewe- choose

the good, the land that thou abhorrest )'( shall be forsaken of both kings.

That is a much briefer thecx time than 65 years, and of course, Pekah was

overthrown, and Syria was conquered)within very few years, so that

this second prediction covers the destruction of Syria which is not spifically
1i 11

fiv
predicted in the chapter, but it happened theme oownfall of the king,

and it covers the downfall of this particular king of Israel, but Israel eein.e-

continued as a nation for some time longer. So was literally fulfilled.
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Then you have verse 15 in between. I think that that translation is quite unfortunate.

That he may know to refuse the evil, and choose the good." T1.&s4e-

It is a very common expression Hebrew for time. 'When

he knows to refuse the evil and choose the good. And the purpos.I-tre idea

4... cIjJ
is not specifically expressed at all. I am not even sure)yoii have the purpcs

-of th idea with AL~~xpatr*-+t-s form. We usually use if

it is purposve do no e . But sec ses,Idq1cot

know. But I think that ordinarily you have J , in order that. I wonder

why the King lames translators put "that" Instead. It confuses our thought
I

Some
commentatorsflaVthat

verse 15 is ofte- e prediction(i

the simple life of our Lord. But I do not think that is appropriate at all. Particularly

when we have butter and honey specifically mentioned toward the end of the

chapter 'rse 22 ."And it shall come to pass, for the abundance of

milk that they shall give he shall eat butter: for butter and honey shall every
7 c./fc

one eat that is left in the land." It seems to tie lose1y wi-e&--------'

dLamedh here is used here with infinitive

construct hat is used for purpose. infinitive construct with $emaaN

tOh,

yes. Lamedh with infinitive construct. Can you think of many cases?//C

ell, I mean is a/ very frequent construction. I eaa list at least

for you.




441 '1-'-
standard meanings given e( for ( Lamedh with,finitive construct. It is for

purpose, you mean?Y. It has the pronominal suffix on the end of it.

"-11l ,"t M
Yes, Be and Ke witttis- construct. They are very different. They are

reg lady used for when or while, but this is lamedh here, which- -ii- with
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.,tfi.e
'infinitive construct and pronominal suffix as iz subject at the end. Yes'.

.1
,4.

Well, I believe Lamedh is also useds the expression~of time -.040 f"

ciJ C?
,j

IT[V- T4,

Jten as4ceL.or..When it is used for tempera-1- simple purpose or result/.

I 1
Oh, really'? jGesenius,..o.. Is that so? I have not conducted an inductive

I'

study of all the usages of A naturally, but ... ie says purpose is commoner

than time, does he? i-Purpose or result. Suppose we look it up. I &e-.áe
,-

quite a bunch of examples Let us look intc3 that another time .AI do no(
'

V.- Ak ,44s4 quite
think we should take time ow. I am 'ure that if it is used for time,,ti+

40 'I4
/L4'not nearly common'as KfR,'-bt my impression. ,this that purDose, in

(1 t '4)j) .1 144L-( iL-'t I
a-et--1i4k-ef- th c5'era11 .'. cases, has ... IiettPt... rather than

just Lamedh alone. I have not, however, made a comparative stud r--orTtrM.
Ma

If theiexxxx Le is used a great dea purposes without/An. I would say I

that the Authorized translators did re4o-a good job in that case, instead
' )
of1precating toward theiv.. just now. lGesius says that the original

meaning of Le is most plainly seen in those infinitives with Le which expressly

state tire purpose, and then he gives examples after this, a nd then t-e----ke

change subject. If there is a special emphasis on the of

Le, itplaceI common3 before the governing verb, and then he d4s-eet--

1tt'i
discus ses this4efinite purpose(. turning towards w-- object OF- of Le,

cu'' -cth
and then he temperal sages, for example,

Genesis 15:12. He says, By far the most frequent u-w odz infinitive

construct with Le, a direction toward somhing isfundamental meaning,

a direction toward, Yes, a direction toward a fundamental meaning. It serv4s

to expre'ried ideas of purpose eU~, You

the illustration of Gen. 15:12 and h1 son was going øiç

down, Now that is in the third category where the Le has a temperal sense.
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sun
That certain has no purpose idea there. In order that the :e might

1( i fr{J 4
go down, a deep sleep fell upon Abraham.

-j
has - tec se-- -'e&,-es-- - phe--e4l.

-'"- CU-tu 4
Butinfjnitive of result could be Ht.wpFet-¬1- interpreted. Becasue

-y
Abraham went to sleep, the sun went xixx

dosvnA
LAnd it came to pass the

sun resulted in going downi-le ç:

a result of the sun going down, he went to sleep. You mean that this was

the cause from iicw*ic which the reault occurred rather than result. I But
- v-e-q

I am not arguing on that, he temporal concept is .4a;)!'. It is

not the only possibility. Thank you. In con.*- here I d o not see any

reason f- for either purpose or g result in verse 15. iNo, I . .b'It seems to be
T
NO'

purely a matter of time. That these twp-t-s-- tw) things happened at the same time,

that --he- when the time comes it is not that the child f refuses the evil
and
and chooses the goo causes the butter and honey-t-*-#sthe butter )

If 11

and honey that causes the child to choose the goodnd refuse the evil.

11.0 an

\jBut at the time when the child
Areached

- age of making simple choices,

there is a
gnat

abundance of pastoral products and (sufficier pYoducts that

require Ast that is what is expressed over in verse 22. And)

of course, if that w.ou14-mei is wha it means, it has little immediate relation

to verses t It rathe foundation for ' what

-J- does it not? Does it imply, Dr. , that the age of ethical responsibility
2 '.JXiA ?

is No, I do not think that is necessarily

ethical. Good and evil here, I would say, they are more -rJ. the ability

41
to make simple decisions /.tke as to what good and what &

1J4.




91 see, not necessarily ethical. think this refers to physical
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fri
44 evil rather than to moral evil. And also I am not sure wheree get two

D.
years. How long wouldt be before these two kings would ... No, I just

I I
/. any particular times with- one names The child.- make own -

I sometimes said to reach for the wer, 4ou1 yjii h ttr-
ftp

hot . Maybe that prhkp ht-kpply-teQ a bit.

kiew-1d- knowledge than that. It is fairly/ young age. You say sixty-

five years is so long? Why worry about it? Well, here is -Treth1g

____ ___ ()
N 11

.-m*tc shorter ht'e- I am sureth-tXf we knew the whole background of the
of the aga-

culture,/maybe it is a common phrase for a child reaching a certain age.

Li




we have no proof4e one way or the other. 14t-4e--------------It is here

44M:
given as a , and it certainly does not mean-t before the

child is grown... it is much younger than that. And I am inclined to think

that it wassomewhat older stage h
o~

~~t ~nthe4ain
4i h ' 4

1)4w 6L X fxz -4 ~Itl OU
t

~O
8.
PC

For before the child shall ha\re knowledge to cry, My at r, and rriy mother,

the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria shall be taken away before the

ra, I thought this might 1~e een-n-_0 I

1'M;;fq'!er Are yu taking that -- he is able to discern the physical evil

244A)ii+i?'
from good th e.g-.êatin butter and honey? Ye . It does not mean

1

that earlier than that, or nor does it mean
ti1t

er than that,. It is
t(i

just stating that tx that time he will be s-c excluding any mention of4
i1 4I /

t.b.Qr times. 'ç\Within that length of that period there is going to beO

change in ti-ft economic conditions, the change that comes from depopulation.
of thee.

You have more,things that you get from animals/ that requires less men to p
tt

,41th4 ,/t
take care of them, and then youhave less of the things that require of-

care and
,,pi

k th,em .. at least w*t that is what verse 22

says. fit with 22. But so, literal
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prediction. Butter and honey shall if eat. But -it- is aethei-

Wj7l*It does not
prediction which is a sample of a situation./Th child is going o eat some

. I
butter He is going to eat some honey. A

-
It is not saying that. But it is

saing that the general type of economic situation is going to be different

J)
than w1r it is now. 1i




r--

jtsw-. I do not think that w are going to find out unti]/w&get verse
alittle

22. It is a suggestion that something is going to be enlarged uporVlater.

AdLtheeˆ ,it




C'1
Das.-e three thoughts4i- verse 14

Ahaz s going to be replaced by a true representative of God as te head of

the house of David. Verse 16. udrrtttr±!*-.4t ... You are not

much enthused about the Israel's teacth?ng. ,. people 44/1 sixty-five years.

77 -

/2 t5 Well, this particular king -bo-t-o- is not going to be betr
_/@\J

L',

He will be gope. And then 15' however, along with it there is going to come an

/
? Q economic K 4&ationj

and then verse 17, in his Modern Readers of

the Bible, suggests that verse 17 , the prophet turns his eyes toward

the king of Israel, instead of the king of Judah. But I do not think that is

to Ahab. He is

point it to Ahab that his clever scheme of getting axx kxx the Assyrian

aid to deliver him from his immediate danger, is one that is ing to result

in greater danger for him instead of help 'The Lord will bring upon you

and on your people, ,nq on your fther'shQuse,, day that you have not
A'

O1?,('9(Y/ £ 1 ?

hadtfrm4a-t1icit rphrsi dopat9dfr4d&i even the king of Assyria.
'

And of course, Ahab i- corresponding with the king of Assyria,1does
not think

thaople i-1--know it. He wonders what Isaiah is thinking of

Assyria for, but Isaiah says in verse 18, there is a specific prediction that it
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That surely means not a technical term for the last days like that

(,/shall come to pass in that f1ybtiQ fl.

uttermerst pct-ot th ii vers a-Egypt tiz-t

day,,,-;;~~_~~




he land-`
*,"(It surely means in the dayAw are about 1t'rlie day-we have
LI)

spoken... When fckixc these two kings disappeat The Lord is going to call

7 ;*1(553) for thefl-y- fly in the uttermost part ofth-e--the é'arthA, and the b ee

4,A-1c/
in the land of Assyria. gio These are figures, buI think

,that




.*-ir

ee.r,x7Ifly
and bee stand for armies,: the army of Egypt and the army of

Assyria. The arrnIcf Egypt and the,rmy of Assyria are going to come and they

/cTj . .are going to spread ±l ovey'che land of A&s.-ia-- Palestine. Verse l9,. And then

in ver 20 again t4ere-±s a figure, but-eça-t±s a very clear figure. "... the

Lorclsha1,with a ra-or that is hired, " And of course thword hire shows that
\ , i

e-1iLtJ,(/
h is wara6f Ahaz's scheme of et-ii- payirg -th come i s&e-te- and

-\
deliver from Israel. "... namely, by them beyonc(h e river, by the king of Assyria,

the head, and the hair of the feet: and it shall also consume the beard." Then
i()

veseØ' 2 1 and verse 22 describes the economic condition comt.

-tta'v----i*at a man a young cow and two sheep r

11

1eTfpastb al product,
'

( 5i(
- (.-

4.' ( 4drtIi
But




L4where vines jetii intoJ
---

ril' If44V4aa
7tABut at t'he end of verse 25, there 'will be plenty/ room for yo r cows and

c 4.
goat to tranfple over. course, he is not predicting here the exil e o

VOW




f-Judah% I do not know how great an extent the exfleis involved in but

16
the coming of the armies a--th-e-

1~_ /~
W_ h invasion and Sennacherib taking people away. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of coxse, that comes at the time
of436

I am wondering how the ecx time

element\of thaits in with the child. How much of this change would take
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A £
the '- -

place. Quite so/ soon as/time by which the child -vac -. Or whether

his vision goes on beyond that time
.j4Seventeen

or eight-teen years by-the- until

time SennacherVib comes
2by anybody's time . yes, 4t.w.44 unless

Wknowing to do good and refusing the evil iec refers to an

age which starts somewhat older than ..

ãie& akgs of e
)Drftfe4f

cain phenomena/

in regarding to a prediction made concerning something that is going to happen in

the future, and then a sign ˆ was given that something is going to happen very

shortly to certify the future prediction/, and then this sign comes to pass'this

-4--- 90
near sign. And 1rr it does xx certify the distan sign. Now, this particular

case, th4 seems to a prediction nade for future. And then there is

a sign given that 4at is going to come to pass, but the trouble with it is ha
hpa.happen-c, t4fjiuff

the sign given that A-is going to come ,c to pass ?tiul1¬dA far after the

original prediction.,1The sign of the virgin birth. It comes a4-- far after the original

prediction is fulfilled. The origlmpredict lon comes before that. Then you

have a sign givei AO certify 44o-prediction, L6

-prAiitin -it is a sign now. And yet, that is fulfilled even after the firs

AA-
predictionV fulfilled. Yes PWhich would perhaps1e4y tTAV)

some of this still e1ongito the future. -B-pp/-et-t&ket-4.hs-wey.

'But suppose you take it this way. That here is a prediction 65 years off. Yes.
I

Now, he says, Ll_~ for a sign. He sa , No, I qm not going to ask for a sign.

In saying this, he is showing unt e p4e.tz nd pretended !.belieand it is

perfectly obvibus. So, we have a rebi'k\ He says, the Loidis going to give

you a sign, but gdxx before giving the sign he states the rebuke. God is not

going with having the house of David headed by a man i1ike you.t
oel



0
__

/
There is going to beAa..rriIMmanuel, who will k the house of David. But

40. Aly 'A,
he said, the Lord will give you a sign, and now that the sign is given-4s-the-I

assurance of fulfillment of both predictions The original prediction of comfort and

the second gprediction of rebuke to Aha. The sign is that before the child

know)o &the gooPan d refuse the evil, botlings will be c4ei- gone.
I pave ed

So, within a very few years, you see/ the Assyrians,#¬onquei/the northern

61144AP ttd.1vLa (l'9/
kingdom7

Out- of--he o - eat
IZALO1C4)

v MVw- taken away i4obw* This 'happe
.4'

soon. The sign is there then the people can look for the end of Israel

as a 65 years and they can look forwe.. ,.1 m
establish

the ultimate-tv4ment of the-real head of the hoi.s e of
DavidA

the one )(who is

truly Immanuel. So, you have in a way two predictions followed by a sign,.

w-hre you have a predcitipn ad the
n,43od

is going to give yOU a sign, but before

givln the sign He rebuke which consists oft prediction
*

tt we are not told whenn, long after the first prediction. Off hand

looking at it in jthe prediction made to Hezekiah7 You will die and

/
.'

4L9rr,1,
______you will not live,, 4he implication, e 17,-ieei&, presumably &9tJ1y- so a 2

I
-

41!.fi p4.4.la)1L4té7
on that basis,th& thinking that it is going to be shortly " . the Lord add

under stand
15 years. In this particular case you would think that Ahaz would have ILderstood

to mean that theÁslgn of the Virgin Birth would come very shortly e would

connect up verse 14 with verses 15 and 16, and that he would connect theni- it
birth in it

up and look for such aAb-as a sign,-4 whether he had any faitly'or not,

%f he did not have faith in verse 14, would not have any in verse 16, but

of course, verse 5when t'-com&to pass, the question might be how does

-er¬e-4 -tte -1n-
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verse 14 tie in? .




Jsuest
thaAhaz heard the whole1E i11y

he probably paid very little attention to it. I have often suggested that, because he
an to start with

idol worshipper'. I. secondly, when Isaiah saic. that




a couple of

years in a soon time 4e?vf'i-Ur4e-. .c skihgs, he probably secretly




L
4/yV

h8-flsmiled to himself and said, you had better b4e-- believe

birth
'DMI 7

-going to wipe out Then




crazy fanatic/.
&UPA 140A

to fit. There no virgin birth.
within

P, I
plant work

Then whMa comes and both kings

he t) clevei/=were7-Well, somebody says,

(the prophet aid within a couple of years, the kings gon and he says

yes.




ays, the prophet said within a coupliof yea the kin s

'r4'T r--

- a people
10 clas~_jn this general area, and

&'L,

. (9,.iessis




ra cease to be




4Z
within

Gd's own im the virgin b+i'th-si.xty five




4
hel- their() son is comm .




hrengthened.

__

r

f it proba ly ai




FA

)ngthen in their faii

v




ay 1e ye been - ir

conce ption,,of-e-theetkt-,
( eDW%4




__ /
xiJOu1 thi

øi
erstandlnrse




ly it will be now. -Ze&_-Mbanot I just like th
(however

1 od

thin

l4h, definitely. Verse 14 does not wey-

say1ti8. Youth

seed of .roman h will bruise the serpent's

asShe haj

head. Well, as soon

a seed ere is tIe seed, nrt8 is 1going to

bi the serpent's head . And Wx__4,;4 did not do it Maybe to-do it.r1i 1,qe

o&m1n--Art
is a long time coming.

t 4coming.
>pen

1foming, but+F-tr-that i



r. Buraga, do you have a question? \5
Is the child in verses 15 and 16

a different child from the one promised in verse 14? The way I take it is

that vesel414

promises a new head of the house of David, the one who, instead of being

hostile to God as Ahaz is, is actually GOD WITH US, IMvIUEL, the virgin

born one. We are not told when He is to be born. Verses 15 and 16 are

based on

Suppose he were to be bbrn right now, before he would reach such and

such an age these things would happen. I do not think of verses 15 and

16 as discussing a real child, but of using the 'promised child as a

measuring stick. YouA do not know when just he is coming. Suppose he were

to be born now

A few years later some of Ahaz' men may have said to him, Well, Ahaz,

the prophet declared that there would bexfxxfr born an JJVMANUEL, and

that this child would displace you. He also said that by the time the

child would reach a certain age, both""-kings would be gone, and now both

Hmdn-
~theesVkings

are gone. Perhaps this child

has already been born somewhere in your land. Don't you think it would be wise

to try to kill the child" (like Herod later on). But in such a case Ahaz

probably would have answered: "What nonsense! The destruction of these two

kings was the result of a plan I had made before the propheever

dreamed of such a thing. I had written Tiglathpileser and he had promised

to do this. A few more years would pass and the armies of Sennacherib

would come. By that time Ahaz was gone. But now some people might say:

"The promised child must be somewher around here now." Others would reply,

"No, the child cannot have been born yet, or we would have heard of it.

But things have certainly worked out as if the child had been born.

TWhat

do you think of
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the suggestion sometimes made that verses 15 and 16 are directed toward

Shear'.Yashub?/Vj%el1.
of course,,(that would give a reason for Isaiah's

son having been taken out there with him. However, perhaps his name is a

sufficient reason. But, that would give him an additional reason. I

do not think that it is necessarily the case. fxxiXxtkiiqk If it was,

he must then have pointed to his boy as he began to speak the words

of verse 15. If you take

the ki,1edge of good and evil as being something that requires

age or-s~ then it might work out; however,

if you take it as referring to an infant state, I can hardly see how

Isaiah's son could be assigned for that. We have no indication in the text

that he pointed to 4~ son. This of cours does not prove that he did

dv 4-01
not, I have never inclined toward that view but I like it a lot better

than any double fufiliment
prediction.T

It has been noted some times

(but here again, I do not have all the details at hand for this particular

Hebrew word) that this word is not normally used for tiny children.
1 Iii

For a tiny child you have more tendency to use
7, (YOLLEIT))

rather than J- (Naae) Naar is used in verse 16. It
cy'14i(iLAi

i s a kind of a minor point. It
may4

not be valid. I do not have

enough detail at hand.
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lif




q4 akg" t& ing
a number of burning on stoves before usually one does not do it, t I,discoveredT!!7

A
AAlit a 'number of experiences before making impression,$ 8uch as




girls or boys of ten or eleven or twelve or thirteen, wllpn it cone s o th1t4j/
JAt1

knowledge,-of-.&, often deficient. That'4te P0 n whe e a longer

period which co Jnnachri

Y Dr. what e- your suggestion on verses 22 and 21. .
.,,butter

and honey shall every one eat

that is left in the land"? -Buttcr_d....honoy? Yes. It expresses the fact that

there will be many people not left in the land. Whether these people are

not there becaw e they have been killed or whether they are not there)( because
in

Sennacherib has taken away thousands of them/¬o captivity, whi-eh we are told

he
didfklt

suggests that there is going to be depopulation. And depop&.tJon

is further suggested with verses 24 and 25 where you have
4

well, at the eudaf

verse 2 3 where there were formerly well-culyltivated vineyar briers

- and thorns, ansi people can ha rdly go through there because ofAbriers andt4W______



Page 466, St

thorns,
faos and hills that are now dug with a mattock (that translation
/ dug
(Shall be txk* with a mattock is quite confusiflg)

- you won't be
-
able too in there because orlers and thorns, but all that you can use

it
forA

oxen and goats and sheep, and of course up in-32, 21, a man shall nourish

a young cow, and tvo sheep. In other words the-rntun ok number of men

will be insufficient to till the land, but there will be loads of land for pastud

se fi people that are left web1ance of pastrc products but will

not be sufficient e. mu . Does that then imply that in verse 15 there is a

depopulation? That there is a great deal of pa-Mrel-- pastoral land-?- There that they

won't be able to grow much? And this child, therefore, will eat butter and honey?

What is the connection between butter and hqne? Is just a coincidence?

AA .,1La
No, thi-ae, you get the ney from the beevhere the bees make their hives,

w4eh-&r.e-gQingi
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4cl,- you through plowiçig and digging and plarig -ttaès -

j't'& hunting
no You have to go out aw1/t.Q_-riP doE-4or bees' nests, if

you _wt-them ti 1 ordinary circumstances, but now there are-plenty places

for bees to make honey, ilk, the number of cows will be much greater

11214" AttfltZoi'4 4*
'

(umber o
voØ rjije Iur_ -grtr rl will 8Upt ,4eophan thagoa,ex:x they are

Icinow whil the amount of product
%with

careful lilli wilT.4ci, so that the
V

__ /tDA$44
child have what would not be the normal food of a child ou

have more grown products and less animal products. at

suggestion in advance of what is given in 22. You would then not connect

that with the IMMANUEL of verse 14 , definity noO40 wouktle

44 (-I
JI4y with your suppostion. I f you say now, if &-e- this child would

be born now, this would be the case1 this is nt e case until the AssyrianAssyrianAssyrian

invasion, how woulc you couple with this with the prediction that is given here?

How far f4't.h j t un1l--the, invasion from this point? Mr. Taylor, what

1aP? 1
di g-42 No more tha two years. Dorou think? That is the invasion

destroy' but that come into Judah.
TNO,

W Nid,toer did not come into Judahow long befd come into Judah?/Well.
( ,

) I
by my reckoning, about 20 years. If i knowing good and evil refers to ate--

reaching the stage of a- adulthood, idxcxx if it meant that) then it would-be-

describ the depopulation eq-- of Sennacherib's) iiCtA 71what date would

,,,,.You
appro,imately give to thi s? To1prediction

735
to Ahaz? Gxcec

Generz,

you know.

733? 733 plus and munus. They ware beain S&, you know. They
&j 1 11 . e cone

A4At4OóJ
down and Jerusalem, and they had gone home and now, the new alliancej

A
/t"w.e.re made, -.so you have to allow a year or so there, --?-- and you could not
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make it later t an 732, because -#,-t1 end of 732 is Tiglathpileser's11 4this time, i7tR.Q
first march i to á/ and so 733 would be a central compromising type of

/fy'
number. This date ould fit pretty well, I would think. But of course Ahaz

am going
figured,t.t- I aff 6 be free f.the danger of .theet attack by Israel

them,
and 4004 because 4. Assyria is going to come and reduce 1 but he does

¬e 44f
not realize that Assyria is going toAcome -ni vc u Judah.,. . A-n (/-1AY

tis suggesting that Ahaz's scheme is going o La : He is ge-- gdng to

be free froxsser danger, but he is øcx going greater dangerhe only

thing that I cannot see how if you take this to be just a few years off,

it would fit with the supposition tfl the butter and honey...? Well, butter and

honey. This condition wo id not th- be there This wuld ot be so, 'e- do you

J)$Ifollow what I mean'? it1about 20 yea s, that would suggest strongly that

ievg-. choos& the good and refusg the evil would be a phrase

used at that time for adulthood e4- ratherhaMn-e-- than for childhood. I ough$to

A
tak4rh as childhood rather than adulthoocn the chronologcial basis, maybe

adulthood is better, because his conquest of4 might increase the amount

of pastoral products
avilabl7might

p but it certahlyee- would not cause

the results in verses 24, and 25. Let- ts--- you read verse I
thinky.1p,

'tit -r suggested arlie4 the context,i. making,4ere secondary

verse 16, and so then if you take the tempal use of the pht'aee- Lamei±,,
when he knows

Butter and horey shall he eat, tak-he--may-knew to refuse the eviL and choose the good

it merely means that when he is er- grown to the point of having that knowledge/.r..

Butter and Ioney, in other words, bef e he dies, when 4w- he is grown to the

point that might be 30 years . It might be... not at the very moment-,

but at the time of his maturit In some period the depopulation will take place.
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That is a very goo4ggestion, rit does not an when he first reachesI4)

but during his mature life,/Quring the maturo- U c 1d born now there will

be a great economic chge in the Ian(jte change wI not what Aha,z

/j
Cel




.i24wJ
,ras hoping for

J7,her?would
not tie it tp-wth any paticular time, uwitu,/

The i be- was
-p!w

3' ,he immediate

before p o " so that verse 11ould refer to quite a
cou d look through

btftiy-- but now verse 15 ays-Teek.ox,4 the periat follXows

thii7riodhe normal life span of an individual born r.

It still is a problem to me, although I d9iot wish to prolong the problem. In verse
/ any

14 there is aAfinite sign, and in verq'e 15 without,&eakO the text, or without

a fly trt of any sort, i tf simply goes on to say, e. ,(1henever have a
(he (v

pronoun/ the question is always raised to what does it refer? -ftjust started-
then pJ 12

out with$t he, somewhere following, a definite entity and,ay, does it not '71r'

ç




A Ith'J4U,-)
refer to 4(L";~1010'efers to a-iwob1ei- another he. If it refers to another

It,he, how do you establa(sh that? W6u1 t not be ... Of course, Englis

do not have anyh in Hebre01W1ould1Vnot, t&,--make it onger then?
A

That is, you think of it lying in tkhe direction of connecting it with the IMMANUEL,

i%'tunless y, have evidence otherwise,Just1ike over in Isaiah 37 where ió you have the

plural Instead
ojinular1Zt

says ,,t
e angel of the Lord went forth and

smote the camp of the
Assyrian,2 °r

hundred and eighty-f132 thousand and

when they aro he mornin tEe' were all dead corpses."he)weuld refer

to the people who were e1'r Would it not? When the people that

"p arose in the morning, &d.they were4e&tr!4 allAcorpses. Of course,

ivL
it could not refer to --tfe-nir therr(.' LThe I4 arose in e-

51
'Trrrriing -i. general, and he In the context you can understand that the question
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of point of view, the point of view,iarration, in the view of people who were
th is

looking ecxx-i.t,n- upon the scene. And now what abxxx about the-situation?

That is,there you can assignefinite)- reason for

2p
taking other

thanAl8s,000.
What reason can you assign here

for taking it this way? Is it from a different point of view or what is the

situation? ?take it as meaning that this




birth is going to occur, and

but ifk.occur4 now, then before he would reach this age
Oas a measure of time

child's age/49-1Je-maor-t+4- without beingthese things happen.

told4Lecific time U1.L is going




to
comes

Tnat is the

Ha ufer to him, but on the basis of the supposion.y I 'Aould take it.

It would refer to him, but *j are ;not told rc bcfe-,

before this time, this will happen. 9-.u- th-mc-

It happened long before the actual time, ion before 4Christ was born, both these

10 kings were dead, b @oth these kings -it would not mean- anhg

gee-l3e4e4-a1---were going to be dead within &Ld hundred years,

but we are not told when the child g to be born, but w s right now

AAJ
--Them

There
I think is difficulty with taking _

You could do tSfwith verse 16, but not with verse

not sure B u t I do know that there are a number of places

15

-fft
.1,

am

.. d that happens to be one of the featureshpi.i antecedent
of

/the Hebrew poetry,-the failure_. clearly statir antecedent, and

haeR--happefte o-e-efte- eatufeS -e-th eew peetF4ere
includtng the psalms




n s are nQt-ttrr and 49 din many, m y

clear at

the




h, ver much so eople shift

pronouns. iaeople WQi tal1çbout




&ertain
per'L, and

then1they
wed say, v/she

M
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piz)w1 i'

]2so and soé-Jus




-ea is

t talking about her husband. Thhpeneddozen

times think that he view that you expressed isood_A'
- y(cJ/9 A

-r like Hengstenberg's view,. at h takes the life of the infant Messiah and

uses it as if it were a measuring stick back in the,ge when he lived. That

would be my suggestion'P

IA7

parently that is not w
tggesting,7

think

p ___it is. That wttld- wo.d be my suggestion that-it is/ connecting,aerefos

to the Messiah, and this would be a measure of je Messiah, of his life up

to a certain point, and then you take that measure and put it back on the land

a nings . Iri-m nt/'hat is what meant7 hen you take

I ~ .1
dioddot

g t that

-~tl

introduced yashconce . ht wou d connecte#with IMMANUEL

4at

is what I was

tr~ing

to- get at CE

~~a,~

w
t,

I t sted in.

I see. 'V F-hto44nip
Din

verse 14, hat this one who was coming 7

is going to be a replacement of Ahaz. Where is the rebuke there. The rebuke,'

"Hear ye now, Oh Ilous of.Dvidcs it a s 11 thing for youilb weary men, but

___will ye weary, mytod als6? " refr, God Himself is going to do s-.--- something
c

_That is all rebuke i-1Or7 verse and half there. That is

rebto Ahaz. Now, Ah?n a position

to whom the promise is give t at ... hron

~a!~ the

heai upposed to be t-h-- God's

representative on earth. ere he in is position takI's very ungodly attitude,
/

jw




V4 sei44
ant( td get rid of Isaiah Revo;,, noiirMerested in what Isaiah says. Isaiah

VV A40
cannot come into

,palace
like he could in the days of Hezekiah, and tl1hi what

the Lord's will is. He has to go out and grab hold of him vhere he does not
him \

Here now he is on defense Anhose uircumstances,
7k

I



ft
I tAo

That is wh cal e double fulflllmentj approach, aido not

acceptUhm. I ama- tying to connect th verse the Ianuel of
15*

verse 14. Excuse me 1 have the same problet t4 except that if
twic 14j ,ujf

you take the




.L Lh, ia ti.,

itake it up tocverse fifteerThe same ch.d *cierse

b4e
g4d

manue1
~4

before Immanu,1 reaches an a

A ,4jchejble
.

poker before tas Dr. MacRae sugge steci, r-14ow .... hot

of tim y ur land jhal1 be tk forsaken




the land shall be forsaken

both that periodas a lasure, tOL would that
rot

fulfill
f

exactly in

connection iI between the twr? In that case, . look for the fulfillment
rot fulfillf

exactly in

and not for the,,..
?j

he could take it any ... he could simply say



wife, in chapter 8, with the me of 'a young womaril.' With the

meaning of virgin, it would ultimately refer to Mary the mother of

Christ, in which case the Ininanuel would be ehrist, and here the

son of Isaiah would be Inimanuel, too, in the sense that when the prediction

is fulfilled, it is an evidence of God's presence with us.
~A

Then

why did they call him, Hasten the booty, hurry the spoil? That would he
name in

the/ainxreference to the destruction of the two kings, but the fulfillment

would be Immanuel.
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cttdi7 not be much interested in it any way. Later a.i
2p P a14ˆa' /

because the New Testament interpretation of it,

of course that is looking back on it, but the New Testament would. et4th out.

/44/(ovJthin !'cle primary purpose of the aFt4ee- origin of th4rophecy,4,-44~,

i
A to predict/

40ATuf
I think 4iat from the immediate pe-s.&&ge- context,

the paralle,ls given *1
Isaiah'sAson/,,T)Iimmediate

purposes are two or three. There is the immediate purpose of rebup

Ahaz for making an ungodly alliance ( with T athpileser in stead of e4g-
immediate purposefrt

trying to gethelp from the Lord. That is the first-r. The second/j j -
;A

*W
to assure the people of Judah that they are no1oing to be1

,J,jj,' third
destroyed. Not to assure Ahaz, but assure the people of Judah. /7he

her-immediatepurpose is to rebuk Ø'Ahab for the
attitudefiie

takes when Isaiah

comes to him and says, You shoulJrust)f3od. He says, I won't tempt the Lord.

___
A

Those are the --h immediate purposes. The eventual purpose is to have people

know that God is going to send Hisn tM the house of David
y--

and to prepare the way for the
oni)n,,qf

Christ, I know there are those who

try to connect this with but to my mind

44ck
not

almah either virgin or is not. I do met--think that sometimes it is and sometimes

it is not No . Ponnd#V~ith Isaiah's wife who has already had one

child, an'-t age when child

.T --u-real prophetic significanoe, because it is nothing at all

j
to look &t.awo mdT!1I e. 11d J1fth guli tip hithr

sf hL reh_L e1LMneke __,

jL4..tc
t a woman fqt fi y fifty chance to look at a onan who is

o




7m
a

r7r
1
")n

El ./4% *Z_ ughVterp&/
50--L2 Aol

MyI wife is predicted four in a row, but it _gWW- does not make k-any



aV
4fw

/Iç'

(

474

Lprophel 44-is--f#f -t4y---eh&nee-.- y-w4e--.-.--.- She has had

1I(fP91 0/L 4k4J
A9e76/4R'1 04tU/

it do not ak any eprophet.r...

just a good

guess /Tell, we may have to stop now. Could you look over Micah for the

next time? M! 1.1.

eei-±iyT I would suggest that eveP4.4,




then do some very

careful study of Mich chapters four and five. ?eu waLL éUS Lu

fab.asz ycu

goOLU n.

n inTri Tit &!

yr, 8, i.fly J .r t3 A7hfl1( yrn hiz

1ui<u

UMP left thn gr iith TPrPirrnmI th1 -' etc.

7
c1,L4
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FULFILLED PROPHECY Side Number 2 Novemba22 1965

Now, today I believe that we are going to take up Mlcah, the book of

Micah. At the beginning of Micah, what do you find for the first prediction?

Mr. Gable? Incidentally I have done the book of Nahum. Mr. Taylor what do

you think on that? Well, anybody else has done anything? Everybody has

Micah. . Mr. Taylor, what is the passage? I have noted a very, difficulty 4-b-

in checking the fulfillment in Micah, I first noticed in verse 3. This is a

general prediction of the coming judgment. Conditional, and expressed in figurative

and literal, a mixed language, although they give a concrete representation

fulfilled in the Bible within the life g tie- time of the r-ophe-t- prophet. The

question is that it refers to the life time of the prophet, and it refers to the

if it is within the lifetime of the prophet, it refers to the exile'of the northern

kingdom as referred to the whole nation.., different rather than the life- time.

Yes, the question would be tt1-wi1rudr a specific prediction of a specific

act which God is going to perform in near future or is it a sort of summarizing
I'

a lot7things that he is going to do specifically in the book? Well, Mr. Gable

worked on Amos, still confirms th- me that.. I think that there is a parallel reference
4:13

in Amos %Ø which is rather specific in taking down the high places and-- in Samaria

which may not mean that this bne is specific, but it certainly looks like it.

But it is very similar to what is in Amos 4:13. Now you say the language is mixed
f7 -I

or figurative? I am inclined to think that it is figurative rather mixed. he
it k.

Lord is here described in the anthropomorphic language, but1e is not describing

theophany. Is it? No. He is not here picturing something that the Lord will do

in human form, but rather the results that the Lord will cause to be accomplished
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which will be similar to what a man would do xxd as he steps on a sand pile

or something. It is taken most grotesquely at could be and gigantic. God
what is

coming out and stepping in, and overcoming bi thi1igs, but the&t-e actually
A

is not that sort of.'. It is not literal. )'Nt, but it is very definitely... but there is

no question about it. There is no question at all. But I think that it is definitely

figurative)rmos' reference is not a
prediction',"characteristic

of Jehovah as

being one who treaded upon the high places.. . ~ Maybe he gave a wrong

reference. It says on the high places of the earth... ('

Mr. T4.or refers to 3:15.1-- I thlnkh"e-t-- tInt is distinctly given to Samaria.

Now, this can be Samarlaa-i sand that is the first thing he is talking about/ here.

And then he goes on to speak of God's judgment on Jerusalem, too, and I do

not think that he is necessarily speaking of any em-- foreign naticn s here .

... Samarias-and Jerusalem ... and so on. It would be
Judah and

God's judgment upon/tsrael or else it is j nieto-God's judgment on Israel.

I do not think that there is a- any specific judgment here. How mueh- about

verse 4, Mr. Dunzwller? Is there any prediction there? I just have three

and 4 put together/ as the results of the Lord's o verse

3. It is figurative or liter? Again it would appear to be as o( part of a

prediction. Figurative. Yes. Of course, you have a figurative element, "as

the waters t1 t are Thured down a steep place." Before that it speaks of "the

mountains shall be melted and the valleys shall be divided" and,of course, there

are such convulsions of nature. There will be such, but it xpro-a3-o-a is questionable

whether he means that here or whether here he means the changes in the wotld

of man rather than in the world of nature. Consequently it is a figurative expression,

but quite clear as to what it means. Now, what is your next prediction, Mr. Buraga?
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1:6. What about it? to me. Is this still going to be
I

' (/
flulfilled? -'I would take it as referring to the exile. To the exile of the

northern kingdom? d'1, yes. That is, 140 years before the exile of the southern

kingdom. Would it be then in , Would it be then in ' year different? Very different?
2)

44( What about time? Would it be in the life time of the author? Probably
''it

. i-7--wu1cUr? Varying ? Yes, I 'I would say that this happened

during the life time of Hezekiah. And of course whether Micah was still living

we do not know. 3icx But at least it is during the life time of many people

who were living the{n, when he gave this prediction. This would seem to me

to be a specific prediction of the exile of the northern kingdom, of the taking

of t northern kingdom into exile. Now, I do not know as we have prweJ--

proof that Assyria put Samaria into the iondition here described. But we do
have whether
Iwe the proof that Samaria came into that position, but/It came into that

then or whether it came later I am not sure whether we have any proof or

not-r- et'--en-- on that. Ithjnk that we have enough reasons to think that

Akope may have been etrr/ that is reduced to this condition. At any

rate, it is in that condition now. It is the heap for the field and it is a place

te--pleaeace- for planting vineyard, and the stones thereof were poured down

into the valley, and I suppose in connection with the seas the foundation

would have been covered to a certain extent. Certainly they: have made

more excavations iri in more recent years. It would refer to, I would think that

the destruction of Samaria by the Assyrians. I do not recall any specific destruction
a this

of Samaria at 1dxx later time that/Nould seem to ap4l-- apply to. Do you, Mr.

Taylor? No, I do not think so. Samaria then was, it was then the greater

city than Jerusalem. Moce-- Larger, more prosperous, better built, more attradtive,
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simply
finer location, better in every way; yet, it became then/a heap of ruin.

And as far as I know, it remained so most of the time since. And I am not

sure of anything ta t has been said, that has to be taken figuratively. Do

you see anything that you think have to be taken figurative,ily? As far as

I know every ee word is taken literally. It says, God will pour down, God

will uncover. That does not necessarily mean that God is coming down

like a man and thus does specifically with His hands, but it means that

God causes that it happen, and that is a normal way ot speaking , just like

when the President of the United States might say, I am ge4g- going to bomb
himself /going

the xith North Viet(nam. He would not mean that he/is eig-to throw the

bomb down. ,tI We would not think that he is speaking figuratively. He gives

the order that the bomb be thrown down. He would not think of speaking

it figuratively. 4t.4e-t-he-<i--e'd.e* He has just ordered that it be done.

k3-- But if he says that he is going to bomb! in North Viet1nam, it would

be entirely different/ than he would say that he was going to cause that

the mountains be torn apart, and that the land be melted like wax, that

) might happen if you drop an atom bomb, but would hardly means
has specifically

but this, as far as I know,/is- definitely literally happened, as describeØd

here, and remains that way/ for many centuries ...-eri4 the fulfillment

of the prophecy. Would you please comment on the last phrase? "and I

will thcover the foundations thereof." Yes, that does not seem to be quite

such a common expression for what would normally occur a- in text, unless

they try to undermine it, unless they try to dig their way under the wall.

I pan imagine that would occur! in most cases, although theyre might be some

attempts to undermine it ,,t might mean the leveling of the mountains to
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4 the level on which it was raised, you know, the leveling of the walls and
to four

wot not,/the foundation' level, and Samarla had poured out the/distinct

civili zation/ last time any way. Four levels of culture. ut all four
started

were probably at this time. Yes, that is Seht. right. So, it might gg mean

the leveling of the cities down to the previous room, unless there had been

built You mean the fourth down to the third? Uhm. But the first is still in

the time of the rise-ef-the-k4ng-. divided kingdom. They were all under the

divided kingdom, and to uncover the foundation I would be inclined to think

that it uld be fulfilled if there were some attempts to undermine. I doubt

if they would intentionally try to remove everything and uncover and they would

leave the ruined condition. The excavatoie±d try to uncover the

founds ions. They have gone down to all four. But I do not think that is what

is referred to here. Do you have any specific statement anywhere? No,

I just wondered. I was just tackling at something. I o uld be very much

interested. - uncovering the foundations there,/of. It could not just mean

that supef4eie41y--.sj-per--- superstentially ruined by the seas, and they

would tear
don

the city and its foundation? That they would have ... raised,

and so that the Eoundation\. that would not mean any excavation, or anything

of that nature. I guess so. I 4c guess that phrase would be specifically

meant. The next one, Mr. Harding? Verse 7, it goes right along with the

preceding verse, the desturction of the gravai images and so on. I would

think it literal. Yes, it simply is included in the de-it-Fe- destruction. Yes.

in the dest(ruction of idolatry. I do not think so. ?-es---- I do,/iot think that

it is describing any specific occurrence, but as far as .

there is no evidence of any particular attention to this, but it would naturally,
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be included in the destruction 91 or overthrow of such kings as are in Samaria.

What is your next one, Mr. Taylor? After &--- 7? Verse 11.

The same is predicted for those who inhabit. I bow have verse 8. I looked

a t verse 8 and wondered, I did not know whether you wanted it or not, thfl-Ret

knew-. .. I noticed that one of the great difficulties in Micah is the change

of antecedents of pronouns. I will wail and mourn.. . it is obviously Jehovah

that is talking in verses 6 and 7 but in 8 it is hard to know whether it is

Jehovah that is talking or not. If Mlcah is talking, then you can see that

it is a prediction. I think. If Jehovah talking, then it would be within a

general category... Micah does (not?) talk like this later one. J But you see,

that is a question of change of person. So, if this is M4a- Micah talking, then it

could very well be a prediction, but even, oh, his activities .. downfall

of Samaria and the prediction cf, you know, how Isaiah walks..., through
then

whatever the case may be, If it should be a prediction of an actionnkhat-he
would

w414 urd ertake trying the fulfillment of it. If it is Jehovah talking, then it
of the above

certainly is ... in language. This vould indicate that the effect/we.1--

e-+nio1ved-- is going to be a lamentatioi. Ya. Yes. It is an express sion
-i _I-

of ma- lamentatlon It shows the terribleness of it. I do not know it will

add much to the details. And Mr', Taylor, you said, verse 11, after that?
enough

/
I There again, I do not know it is A specific pr-e¬4et4on under the circumstances,

serious
but it-+s-- but here you have anotheV3et-ef problem/ of words in-Meah-r occurring

in Micahra-+44t-seem/ to have technical meaning and .. sometimes impossible

to know what they mean like zkar or famaf-er-zamen and bethhiezel
of chapter one

I checked through th t section 10 through 16,4n-M-I.ea.h- , and these al- are all place

names. Yes. ' So, three of them are cities which Judah inherited in Joshua l.

1, 2, 3,4 are cities which are mentioned in II Chronicles 11. Rehoboam of
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- Judah built these or strengthened these as defense cities and then one more

i s mentioned in Joshua 18. It is from Benjamin and Judah are included together/
A

in the southern kingdom. And then the four of them are hapax words. Yes,

that is right. Four of them are hp-- hapax words. But the interepters feel

that these are places in that same general vicinity, the north of Judah? Yes.
Are they all ?_- to the

What is rfte-- the matter?/All depends, not at Gath would be/south, but

they are all Judean, except that the fourth to start with and the f third to

start with..., they are hapax, are they not? Uhm. Some to the west &-f- of

Jerusalem, and some to the south, and some over in that area, west and

south. At any rate, in them is the attention totti- turn away from ( Samaria. He

is now sayinjhat now the trouble is coming fromjudah, too. L2hen it

just points out that there are cities, and there are . . Judah is going to have j

troubles as we,J1 as Samaria Exactly t1 dfinityers" Th
1' -t

But there is not any specific statement about any specific city .-.-hit you
I) r.

can find a specific fulfillment; No. No one else? Gath is Qne tenth a mile.

It is a part of the inheritance of ... Well, it was a city that was built

by Rehoboam as a defense city. Now, of course, t-m -e-tak-ef1-a-- they

might have taken it wax away/ from someone else or it-may be the ay'- )

again... -eefL-hee7- Gath, Zaanan, Bethezel, he is going down. Thare

hapax. It is unfortunate that we should start with them. Now, it is ufro

unfortunate that we should start with them. .. quite a while there.

'Well, verse 11 and 12 there then, is there any proof that he built any cities

jNot
at all? No that 0' I know of. 'No, Except that some commentators suggest

that by the phrases of the names and their meanings , xxmiqcx Zaanan,
Bethezel

attaching the .. yhe there, the concept of pleasant things./.. places

of flocks and so forth, Maroth, the inhabiter, they suggest that these terms
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more suggest Judah than the northern kingdom. Yes. And the nofthern

kingdom already being in exile. From here on ... Judah. So before and

after it . definitely Judah, before and after, and it just goes right on.

A So, it is speaking about the punishment coming to maraia .-., the northern

kingdom. That is h--m&j-of-- made f definite up to verse 7, ve- verse 8.

Then he says, the-sin is not only in the northern kingdom, ,44 but in the

southern kingdom, and there are specific difficulties coming into specific

cities of southern kingdom, and in the days of Eaehe-- Sennacherib

7 7 both these cities were overrun by him.., of course those were in Judah.

-1 I personally felt that the reference to Gath\n vers4s more of historical

reference than the reference to Judah's j 7 Gath, You know, that term is

used three times in the Old Testament, meaning, Don't toooöcx tell it to the

enemy. In the death of Saul, for example, tell it not in Gath. It is three

times used in that sense. Don't tell it to the enemy, or else .. Since

Aphrah is very tenuously identified, I felt that it meant that Don't tell it

aloud to the nations 0' round about, don't 3.4t- whisper in the low ... either

as to what is going to happen to Judah. Yes. Aphrah seems to be a mention of

Benjamin. It is a tentative kind of a thing, Don't you think? Is it?

Joshua 18:23. Your problem is one of identification. It is the same Ahrah.

Now, that is a problem. It ordinarily means dotor, or ... we have neason

to think that there is anything between verses 10 and 15 that refers to any

time later than the Old Testament period. All depends on what you think of verse

15, Dr. Verse 15? Yet will I bring an heir unto thee, 0 inhabitant of

Mareshah: he shall come unto Adullam the glory of Israel. Make thee bald, and

poll thee for thy delicate children; enlarge thy baldness as the eagle; for they

are gone into captivity from thee." There you have very ee clearly Judean cit.
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But someone is going to come and possess them. Would not they be

the Babylonians? That is an heir, though, is it not? What is the Heb.

word? YARASHA? one that possesses. I could find a complete fulfillment

in the Babylonian captivity, even Sennachrj'ib's days? Don't you think?

AWhere all these names and the cities that are chosen and the things

said of them relate to the meanings of the names. That is very interesting

here. There seems to be a more ... . In rio St cases picks names c

that would fit into the specific statements of what is going to happen...

It might very well have been fulfilled/ --- in Babylon or in Assyria.

I do not know. I think if you wa study the word YARASH, see whether

that is .. maybe nothing to be caught up, definitely.A'fYARASH is used
connection with

a great deal in/Israelites' taking the land in the Canaanites. !Yes, that is

right.\'1t was inherited by the heathen. It requires a possession.

That, of course, is what the Babylonians did eventually. 1'I would say

that there is some . I certainly do not think that there is any prediction. in

it-h the Medieval times here or any later events/ than the Babylonians.
seek

The only thing, if any one would eease to find some reference to the

last days, they might raise the question, but it seems so much interested

in the Babylonian captivity I would question whether we would be warranted

in having dogmatism about it for the time being.--0i--- through the last days.

You do not think that the Turkish men maneuvered in the crusades or

I would doubt.1Micah, really a lot of amillennialist interpreters destroy

the.., and interpret Micah as ... Now 0' how about chapter two? What

is your first interpretation? Mr. Dunzweller? 2:3, probably inescapable

evil. Now, that is literal. Evil. Physical evil is a literal statement, but

it is a general statement. Does it ig- give much details about it? And it will be
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quite fulfilled with the Babylonian captivity. Next, Mr. Buraga? 2-2:l2.

Anybody else before 2:12? Yes, verse 4, the day is coming when they will
and you will be utterly ruined.

will take up a parable against you./. That would &e-m-- seem to be the

Bayblonian captivity. -eee-it-zet-? Would it not? Now, how aboutj verse
prediction

five? Verse 5 is quite a strong eee te of the depopu tion of... is it not?

Uhm. It seems to be a very definite prediction of the exilej Are you

absolutely certain that Judah is stbjeet.-te- the subject of this chapter?

TJhm. I have noted that that is one of the chief problens in Micah, more than
\ \,\AJ) ).]

one. Judah is the ai bject of chapter two. Righti Chapter two really starts
than

from on quite a different,( note /in chapter one, and ... not a consecutive

sequence there, but it does not prove anything, but it is not a 4' (225.)

consecutive sequence going right through. Chapter one deals with both,
first

Samaria-d.eel/separately, nd then Judah separately. In chapter 2 he

is talking about people who will hear him, the people in his area w@1-O- which
the people of Samaria

was in Judah. Is he talking about people at a distance/or is he talking

about Ioc both of them.? Yes, I thought that ... of course, he is

talking about both, and that makes your fulfillment concept, fulfillment

of north and the Assyrian captivity, I mean the captivity aspect was fulfilled.

The Babylonian captivity was fulfilled. And of course, when he returns...

it was all fulfilled once really, because they came back from Babylon and

all]/ sorts of people came along. That makes a little difference in seeing

the nature of the fulfillment. Yes, it is interesting to note that the only

terms that he uses in this particular chapter at all, the!?-,of the children

although they are
are the terms which,.an be used in both ways 7he terms which are

rather characteristically used of the northern kingdom. Yes, it does not
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speak of Judah or Jerusalem or David. Yes, it speaks of Israel, and of

Jacob, but not of Ephraem or Samaria. No term could be used of either

one or as a whole. Do you have anything more before 12? Verses 4 and
rather

5. Yes, 4 and 5 seem to be /definitely the exile ~ Next, you say, is 12.

Mr. Harding. What do you think 12 is about? Well, I look at it at first,
the

possibly it uld be/return from captivity, and then after that, I am not sure,

however. Yes, they are going to be brought together, are they not? Yes.

He says, I will surely attemple, 0 Jacob, all of thee; I will surely gather

the remnant of Israel; I will put them rogether as the sheep of Bozrah . . . ."

\
There is going to be a lot of them. Uhm. The verse alone does not really

give ... Not specific. No. When were they assembled? Well, fe- of course,

they were a little ... it is a little conjecture again, but when they ee- come

back, they were assembled in their land, and this is the reference to it,

but it is rather general. Quite general. I says that they are not going to

lose their identity together. It says that, does it not? They are not going to

be simply part of the Assyrian Empire mixed and integrated in other parts.

They are going to have a national identity. There would not be much reason

to interpret verse 12 as applying to anything befor? their return from exile,

would there? I do not know of anything., It would seem then as if the first

thing that we should think of chronologically is that it woi±l+ could fit
Some think it

would be a return... How about 13? Verse 13 is very ... ,*efers to the

deliverance, and some think that it refers to the captivity. How vould it

refer to the captivity? f
"The breaker is cor'up before them" is considered the

same with the possessor of the land, and it comes up with the next

knock down the gate and the king passes out and the Lord is responsible for
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the Lord is directing them into captivity. Those who think that it is the

feence to the deliverance think that the breaker refers to t- Cyrus

who was breaking down the ?(walls of the Babybn so to speak, and leading
views

them back to their land. Both e-&& te-pfeers have certain problems.

And of course, in the second view the problem centers on their king, and it

shall pass out before them, and the kings never e- came back with them,

and -to-s- so to speak, and-4he--kir-- unless the king id taken in a very

figurative sense as their leader. If it is taken in the 1 first .i- view, the

captivity, the king just passed out before them. Then there is no joyful

sense. No, there is no joyful sense at all/ in verse 13, unless tou-- you
to release

interpret it as being/reka-sek\1 "The breaker is come up before them: they have

broken up, and have passed through the gate, and are gone out by it: and their

king shall pass before then, and the eeo- Lord on the head of them."

Perhape-4 -a be- he eoneept-e-m4ng---bce eJT And _(pa ras s)

is the concept of making a breach, or kHew4H knocking a hole into something.

o f course, so it could be anybody's would it n? Yes .How about

(sit
they are gone out there? Into the land of xile. Taking into captivity, there

'
would be change of antecedent at that pointj. .. . the.r-.-he-ye. broken up, and have

fl-vi'v j'kipassed through the gate, and are gone out by it... are gone out. rYa, you

can say itthat w'- way, although it is not necessarily .... 4Why do you

say so?' It simply says that the breaker is come up before them: they have
have

broken up, that is, they are in a state of disrepairØ. They ace-broken up and

they are gone out. Those two phrases deal with the one exact qua-l4- case

and they have broken up and they are gon out., it means that the people, the

breakers come up for them, and the people in tIeg city were broken up and gone out.
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1
kThe breakers come. That is singular. That is singilar, the breaker is singular,

and they is in plural.' They are broken, that is in passive voice. Theya re

in the broken up condition. they have broken up is not in passive voice,
They have broken up

Dr., is it? They have broken up the gate-- vase . //d What ?

No, I am just saying that they have broken up is not in-passive. That is

what I am saying. That is in the verse, in the verse. Oh, it is used actively

or passively. Well, you can take it, of course, some verbs carry some

passive concepts, and I am not sure whether this is one, when they say,
?-oti- eai-ta-ke- t-7- of- -eetse 7-see - -Fefse

they have broken up. -i--Jeh

pase--eoncept That might be like in Jeremiah 10 where they have broken

up the vase.., the same concept involved. 1$' am not arguing for either

of these concepts, but I am just nakg mentioning ... the interpretations

as given... One that i-s-- most scholars like is the one that is the breaking

down of the wall held for captivity, so that you have the captivity in vase

12 and return in verse 13. But I am not sure that the captivity ended in verse

12 and return in verse 13. The return in verse 13? Well, yes, the breaker

is come up and their king passing out before them. You mean not to take

it as going into captivity? Verse 12 is still in the land? To, I said that

of the two interpretations O that are offered on verse 13. One has reference

to the breaking down of Samaria Ø'-e-J-- or Jerusalem, and then being carried

away.t-o-he- The two, in reference to the breaking up the Babylonian caa-l-

ety- captivity, and their being restored. Yes, most scholars prefers the

second one/. Most of them know this deliverance. As it is translated, it

certainly sounds like deliverance rather than captivity. This is similar somewhat

to some extent to Isaiah 45 which speaks of Cyrus and what he is o-i-- going to do.
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' / Of course, verse 12 does not sound particularly, verse 12 sounds like a

punishment or like/deliverance? Or is it quite neutral? It sounds like a

deliverance. Yes. You would hardly have deliverance in 12 and captivity

in 13. Well, it is hard to tell. That is the reason why Welihausen

-e-x4- 12 and 11. He says, you can hardly have ... wickedness in 11

and blessing in 12. ON alone you cannot say

too much. Well, yes, I think you can. I think that you can say this.

That-4s7-thatis rather common e= 4-pFepheeyte- in the prophets to look at

the immediate evil and then look beyond to look fir at the wickedness of

the people, and then to look at the punishment of the wicked, a nd to look

beyond the punishment to God's blessing after the punishment, and think

that is a procedure repeated many, many times in the Prophets, and it is

often rather abrupt between the second and the third one, but to have the

order reversed, to have the wickedness first and then the blessing th--second,

and then taking the captivity third seems rather contrary to the normal analogy

of the pFe4i-e- prophetic events. That is if verse 1,3 )s- could be taken as
2 , , L.--

going into exile, I would think that verse 1' } as preparation

for exile. I ( guld not see how you could have a procedure in which you

would have- be going into exile to express this t "Thfter deliverance

from exil . Would there be a possibility, Dr. of-- here verse 11 speaking of

wickedness,verse 12 speaking of his going to gather thee remainder of the

Israel together in Jerusalem, putting them a-o- altogehter and irrerse 13

the breaker comes up and they go out of Jersualem and they go into exile.

Now. .. suggest that that would immediately suggest Samaria. I have

never thought of it before. It may be that on account of their wickedness

Sennacherib is going to come and people are going to flee to Jerusalem, and
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they will be jammed in the city two or threear period, and they cannot get

out, and the God is going to deliver them and make them get out. Buy I hardly
with

think that the language of 13 would fit/that. That does not fit with it. ut
as if you were

what Mr. Taylor suggested to me & would seem to me that 4t- was

12 something like punishment) As you suggested before yourself,

as a preparation for exile. yes. Would such a thing happen? Would it be?
of

Do we have the evidence that it did? De we have the evidence 1t verse 12

taking place ? When you know that there were a lot of people from the northern

kingdom who ran down to Jerusalem for deliverance from Hezekiah, see. Oh,

yes. Whether that is the assembling of Jacob or not I would rather doubt it,

because we have alreayd two tribes taken away captive practically, one and

half really, since none of them were left.

-e' aeeèr-net-;- 4--wed4-fe her-ei 4t- beee.u&e- - Good. It wai id seem

more likely that verse 12 is blessing. If 12 1' is ?(blessing, that would

seem be-- to be a rather strong argument for 13 being a description of

ev deliverance from exile/ rather than the contrary. If you have 13 immediately

after 11, I think that a strong argument can be imde for its describing

of going into exile, but 12 seems to interrupt the sequence 4e----ethei-- rather

badly, if that is wl t it is. eli, a lot could be said in terms of pros and cons,

but I have no particular 0' favor to .... indicate. Wee-- Well,

) keep in mind any interesting problems and if you think of further evidence

on it, anybody, bring it to us, for we are interested in it, any time during the

year. But let us look on now to chapter 3. What is your first preeiction of
chapter
er.s.3? Mr. Dunzweiier? 3:4. And that is, 7 God will not hear

their gx cry in the time of destruction. It is rather general, is it not?
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It refers to going to the exile. He is describing the wickedness of the
his

epe- people right at -that- time . It would seem likely that verse 4 is

saying that the exile is ahead, though rather in general terms. Yes. It would

not seem to apply to anything after the exile, )S except by way of analogy,

not by way of refuge. That might not be true;' What is your next one Mr.

13
Burag




a ? Verse 6. I tried to ... judgment against the prophet.

A judgment against the false prophet. Yes, what is the judgment about the

false prophets? Therefore night shall be unt'ou, that ye shall not have

a vision; and it shall 1dark unto you, that ye shall not divine; and the

sun shall go down over the pe- prophets, and the day shall be dark over them.

Did they have visions any way? ithink they did. alse prophets? Gr-

,dAel -t4e~-have-re~~any-way-?- ~They claim to have

vision%'ns and the e oe9-4Ie-GeT- revelation from God, and
one.

6 7) .. the people. I think that verse 5 is a wonderful eRw-.----T--

the Lord can turn the prophets i¬1 that make
my

people err, that bite with their teeth,

and cry, Peace; and he that putteth not into their mouths, they even prepare war

against him." That certainly is a marvelous picture of those who are

looking out for their own objectives in every way, qthic While it is not talking
as it were.

a bout today, it certainly describes the people of today./ It talks about

peace and butter an--u- all the time, but it is talking ... in the most

ruthless and bitter way. -By' But that is not what is directly &i--- talking

about it. It can probably apply to it wonderfully. But specifically, he is
it would seem to me that

talking about the false -pfep- prophets. Inverse 6 and 7/he is saying that

these falee prophets who made up a lot of things in order to make people think

that their prophets and may be hid - e--the- here and there every

won't hit them?

now and then. If there is going to be a lot of times when they won't be hid.
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They are going to be proven to be false. They-are- Their true guesses which

lead people t-t4- to think that they are really wonderful guide, are going to

e-pre-tebe- prove to be false, and enough cases to make people lose

their confidence in them. Would you not think so? Do you think that they

are claiming to I ye visions t-h- when were not J( really having them? Do

you think that is the force of the meaning? Verse 6 says, Therefore night

shall be unto you, that ye shall not have a

7-that-y- Yes, does that necessarily mean that a vision can mean psychic, Cr

understanding? You won't be able to see the true situation. ou rememberT

the case where Zedekiah , the fellow who prophesied in the days of Ahab

and _Mlchalah of the northern kingdom? When Michaiah gave Ahaz

his words, Zedekiah,noting it said, which way the Spirit of the Lord go from

me to you. Do you remember that? He apparently... Hwe He was given a
\

lying spirit, but apparently-b was real to him. The vision can be real to

him. If I remember rightly in the Prophets years ago, you called this man ...

You mean Zedekiah? No, this was the man, you know, Michaiah, I Kings 22:

Uhm.(He thought that he had a real vision. He really thought that he had

-7L
a real vision. He Se really thought so. He Michaiah answered saying,

You find it out that day, and you you hide- go and hide, had
probably thought that he/

M4ee-hiah- Michaiah really had a vision. That is right. Zegdekiahad a

real one, too. Probably... a lot of fellows might have

/ They are either deceivers or deluders. Some false prophets are deceivers, and

some are deluders. Some are pretending and some are actually believing themselves/

Some-M+&e- prophes-are det,e4vet- end-some-a i'e- ¬1e4tter-. to be true. But in

either case, he says here that theyae-- are going to find that they are
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alleged with ".. There is going to be the end of their resources. People

are going to see it. Mr. Gable, This is true in the light of prophecy

in Amos, chapter 8:9 where it says that the sun will go down at noon, and I will

darken the earth in the clear day:" It is unexplaindd there that he could

be ?ever'- referring not to some physic-61- physiological phenomer, but

instead to the knowledge, supposed to the }( clear knowledge put out by these

,i1 (1
prophets shall disappear. Yes. Very interesting. 1ou do not get t1 t at all

from Amos, but this would givw that significance. T he suggestion that Amos/7'

vision te-e- is to be interpreted figuratively in line with what would seem

to be clearly the meaning of the figure here. Here when says that therefore

night shall be unto you, you are going to have a blackout. The sun is et-g--.

going to disappear. He is saying that you are ptr- pretending with them to be
-1

useful... I think thati-~gurei, a clear in this case. Mr. Gable

has a very good questin that Amos is also a similar figure is -e1ve- involved,

even though it is x.t-- made clear here in the context as it is here. So, .)

This would it appear to be a prediotefttion that there would be no revleation.

No. No, because he is talking about the &4e- false prophets.., the M-s--

yii -s No true will be making the
at eat about

selfish'prdphetsç-Bi±t-the
prophet s-h&t-ma-ke people err.

They are prophets who are eding people to go astray. That certainly
\L\.JL- --- c "-i c -

w w ld be the false prophets
,,N

They were one or the other class. They were

6 false prophets definitely in that they e speaking about ... where and these
that

false prophets/fire either pretending to have visions e- r believing that

they are having visions that come from evil one .xth from God. They

are j going to reach the point where they are not gong to ye kay- any

knowledge at all. It is obvious that everybody is ... and the qø-r-- sun will

go down ove the prophets, and the gay- day shall be dark over them." That is
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a figurative language. But the meaning is quite clear in the context, and

then there shall be &4e-Me- the seers be ashamed, and the ci viners confounded: yea, th

they shall all cover their lips; for there is no answer of God. " Verse 7 explains

what it means. They have no answer from God. They think that they give the

answer from God, but people get them 1tnto an awful situation and when




...,J ',

they come to them, and they E&-4-r+ SUT ... Verse 7 would then/

same with verse 6. I think that is -k supported that that is the true interpretation

bVcontrast with 8, -but- as he oonipc-e¬Is- compares it with himself as t4e-- a

true prophet saying that God is speaking to him and through him/ to show not

to give th- to people nice words they wanted to hear, but to show them their

transgressions, God is speaking to him and through him. What is your

next one, then, Mr. Harding, ? I jotted down verse 12. God will gather

No, this is literal. "Therefore shall Zion for your sake be plowed as a

field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the mountain of the house

as the high places of the forest." This is definitely literM. Of course,
.-




-------------
OL

as t1'%e,field
'V

his is a omparison. This is not figurative, not like a figure

when you compare something that is in a different category. When you say

that that building is just as high as the Philadelphia City Hall, it is not a

figure of speech, but it is a eemp&e-r comparison. W1tha4s-i-aiether

'I
ctegofy It is a literal comparison.( It is called a similie. I do not think

that is so. I think that a similie has to be in a fete t- different category.

This is pretty as-T-- a-r- daisy. She is as happy as a lark. Seith

Something like that. It says like that. I thignk that a s4rnllie is a figure. -

Rather this is literal.. Is this man tal1

tthat man or 0 is this mane Or t.eyes are as blue as the ocean.
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It is a comparison of an actual concrete thing rather than a similie. And I

would think that is what 9- the e t-y-4ffil4e-- you have here when

you say like "the high places of a forest. " It fits exactly the same. You

look at t.and 'ou find that ... It is just like te-h eee--.--- when

you are out there in the hill and you see a high place there I think

that in literature any comparison se- stated like or as either identities or

parallels hr-eg-t-o- are regarded as sim.tlies. ... Because if you




.-J
say he is as high as she is, you carry J that to centimeters or

militers.i4t17

no. You means as far as you can tell. Blue as the ocean, a=/ or green as a

forest. I think that anytime you state a comparison, but some a folks that

I f4d- run into the--use-ef- feel tha1t the use of speech figures,

literal concepts of the g language4 actually enforce, and make it

1__
more interesting. It does? lAnd the audx result is that when he says

really
that Zion shall be plowed as a field, he does not/mean that it is going to be

a
p lowed like a real field, t-that because -the field is plowed by a york of

(1
oxen who carry the and on a stick of a wood. ,4

He does rot mean that 1e-#- Zion is plowed that way, do you, think?

But the.t rather that Zion will be turned over like a field, a kind of ...

I do not know when the Romans destroyed the city, and made it no longer

the city they did havea york of oxen going across it, and the representation

that it came to the field... Zion today is tside the waJ of Jerusalem

and at least a few years ago it was/plowed field. It was a plowed field.

But as to what 4t-meeie- whether it simply means destruction or somewhat similar

to the field ... it actually becomes a field t4t-i-s-7. .instead of a city. It has

nov become a field instead of a city. A-ow It has now become

by now. It was fifty years ago. I do not know just what all this krecise
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location is like-.- right now. ]( But when I visited and saw it in 1929 it

(i d certainly looked like a field.
point

If there is at least one -k4-of resemblance between the two things to compare,in

a word like that. You are going to have to ".. but if there is a point of

resemblance, it can be called a similie... but any way th- is-- if there is

a point of resemblance, in regard to whether or not literal, that is the

dictionary meaning or something.i=- if used ee-- in that particular case.

That appears to be the basis of the question of figure itself. And here, if you
literal,

want to take it as me--.-. I think that you have to a- say that it.will

be plowed as a field is plowed. Or you have to say that it is a figure or a

similie. Yea. I would think that it means that xe---eons4efl-ng--t-he-

- eap& 74h-aFe-he-pieees-whe*e-thc 00W3 -- instead of being the

capital, the aa would be like... Of course, th&- it means

/T
that/i .1/2 It may mean that it was -&e-f- so full of eev- confusion that it

would be somewhat like the field, and then it is a sort of a f4.u-- figure.

I would be inclined to think that the verse means ... as a whole is Ø very

literal. I will check similies in my book of language and culture. That

should be the standard. I mean I understand . 4-h'ete-ripe- We have to remember

that we have the same figures of speech in every language known and every

language analyzed. That is a matter of terminology, of course. My understanding

is that.. Everhing is . When you say that this man is
stoutell,

you do not reverse the meaning. It might mean that one fellow wants a good

message and he certainly is.pretty ... may manage a huge problem.
literary

So, I am just ... so the-- if there is a uniform agreement among/scholars,

then I am prone not to bucket. If there is not, then if there is not, then
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agreement, then you can ",. Weltsch (?) insisted on telling

everybody that he believed in Scotch, he did not believe ifr




-

verbal-plenary
inspiration. He believed in ecery-verbel-inspiration. But he did not like

to use the word. He thought that the exact text was right, and the

facts of life and everything else was right. Then he said, No, he said,

It is the word peh-proph-- profitable(?) he liked that term, and he made
stayed /

allW his friends think that he was ahead of it, you know. He staied- with

New.hes_2t4'Because he was using the term in a different sense, fF

You can use a term in any sense you want, but you should make it clear in St'
,' I

, what sense you use it, and normally unless you explain the- that it is

used in a different

eeaiee-hew&& 4g-t-he-ter-rM.a-di4feF.eit-6ens e7 - you should-use in

in the standard sense. I have always understood that a figurative usage...
of speech

a similie is a figure/different from a mere comparison a comparison of

something different in nature. That could be it. Wil, whether it is or not,.

I would say that it is a matter of words because I would feel that there w-

is 4 difference between figurative and literal/ that the word similie might b

tised. conceivably be used figuratively, and also used for a little comparison.

And if the word similie is used for both, I would feel that there is a real

difference in nature between the two types of expression, even .i.f.a similie

every now-and them Now, what I am interested in hearing is, i s this cs

literal1r Is this specifically stated? What I am interested to hear is, Is

this a literal epressieR-f--- prediction about Jerusalem ? Or s4- is this

a figurative statement? Now, I would be inclined to think that this is one of

the most literal predictions in the Bible,, in this particular case. At any rate,
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-Fe- it describes exactly what the situation was fifty years ago from now.

Whether it became in that exactly same situation immediatdy on tie

Babylonian exile, I do not know if we have proof, but it was my impression

that the capital proves that after the beginning of the exilea' was Jerusalem.

I think that they put a capital in a different city, did the/ not? They-- Did

Y7 ,
'

they not appoint? which would suggest that the city was undermined and "'

D would
seems to be a place of ruins. Dr. ... what -you mean by afi figurative

e xpression ef-8ga4-ftst- opposed to a figure? No, I mean the same thing,

J( figurative expression or a figure. But what I mean is that if you say

he was a lion at fight, that of course is a metaphor. He fights like a lion.

It is a metaphor. f- You are thinking of ... not that he would chew like

a lion, or he would notl
a

nor would he tear with his finger ix nails.

He would not use the method ofighting Ø lion. But if you iliink of a lion

as being ferocious or as being powefful, strong and- in different sense- things to
I

inwhich you would apply the expression he is a lipn inight. Or that he

.4/ MacCarthur
fought like a lion. But if you say, he fought like ... he probably was

not identieal with general MacCarthur, but in the way of fighting he was

like him. But he is near to general MacCarthur, similar enough. They are same

in the same general area of thought. You look at this man and he is like

G1'neral
MacCarthur, and

'
this other man is like general Douglas MacCarthur.

You are comparing things that are similar in title rather than things whichare

generally different, and that have only a certain point of similarity which
be

would not occur to/an average person,( ... You might say, It is a literary

device rather than literal description. I thought that that was difference

n-fg-u-- between a figure of speech and literal expressions. And one

I
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word might be used to describe something in both areas. It might very well

be. But I would feel that there are two areas. Now, there may be a high
line between the two.
&giage- I would think that in general the two areas are distinct tha as the

ocean and the land. Ey if there is a title between the two it is hard to

be sure in some cases. If you say he fought like a lion aid-- or he fought

grand'hat0' IDouglad MacCarthur, the second one would grant that it is not involved

in the use of figurative language. Yes, Of course new-.- not. And there&r

if a similie is defined ix within the context of the use of figurative

language, somewhere in there it is. Theory says the langujage is used.
of course

If it is defined that way, of course, then the second could no be called

be called simi].ie. Then it would not be involved. That is a matter of how

you take it. It would involve the matter of comparison, but not between

the literal and tomething that is figurative. Yes. I do not mean that. I

mean something definitely used in figurative ways. Yes. Definitely.

At any rate, whatever you call it, I would be inclined tothink that it is

a literal descrption of what is going to happen to Jerusalem. Jerusalem

is going to be not a city but a Hebrew,2I-.Q And there is a portion of the

city where the capital was, where the palace was, right. That is going

to become an agricultural community. It is going to be somebody's field.

And the portion where the temple was, where the mount of olives was, temple

here more literally will be just like a high place in a forest instead of

like the beautiful church eedt.i-¬w-e.-the-&e section of the city. Anil of course

you have a sharp contrast between that verse and the next verse. Because

that verse is very literal and the next verse has , considerable figures in

it. Yet, I believe that this refers to the same place, and I think that part
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is literal. This now relates a great deal to the literal distinction in

I)
prophecy that we have to have some kind of a frame work. You know it is

very .. here to arrive at t4- it inductivelywt-h- within this frame

work. The scripture alone appears to arrive at this concept of g4- figurative
in

and literal, that is,/distinguishing as we just have now/ between a comparison

which i- does not involve figurative language and a comparison which does

involve figurative language, and call one figurative and the oh- other not.

That would appear to be difficult to arrive at/ inductively at this rticular

point. It is an arbitrary frame of reference that we are ready to

what I means is the concept of The end of the tape ....
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Fulfilled Prophecy, November 15, 1965, Side No. One ,. /

fr'( Isaiah 37:31We looked at verse 30, and we noticed
how1these

-ñ
Jffl6 predictions which yi5 might have thought that they were going to be fulfilled

immmdiately were at least two years off, because he describes a-sfo what,

going to happen,-Aey aid-t4)e1-- and in 29 what is going to happen-

do to the Assyrians and tells things which could not have pack- ossiblyA?

happened aft the Assyrians have been turned back by the\.. , king. )3tt't
.1 L

Verse 30 days, "this hall be a sign unto thee." This is quite parallel to

I Kings 13 where he tells the king about Josiah's coming and then he givesY

sign that would certify the things that are to come in more distant
k.-tL --zZ
f-T*x Isaiah 7 where he predicts the coming of the destruction of

the tw other kingdoms, and then he gives him a DUUMC near sign of the
se two

dispppearance of the ij-ni Ammediate kings. We had, better look at Isaiah

J1
7 a little bit tliiik that we all know it enough, and so we will look at

' At first it gives a distant preeiction in verse 29, that is
it later. But this is similar, bsnt it? two or three years nd

V/;1
then he gives in 3l 4at did you say about 3J., Ivt'r.'able7 Figurative.

i
Would\iti seem you have to say this is figurative

thi - a concrete phrase for an abstract idea, but I do

not think that it is quite xtiig.x a common way of sayin I think
Of course we talk about fruit bearing, and it is very-c1.ea.L.that

that is figurative def4e- definitely.AAn& 4t-4&-wy-s-pee4fi- whet-we--

/ (-I
mean-4s--eer -4s-efy specific a.ijJrhat we mean by it is very clear.//

ta
Ts is a concrete word ue for an abr4Ja. But that is

based largely Souruthe Gospel of John hat

would enter in the interpretation of this. is definitely figurative, I

would think. "And the remanant that is escaped of the house of Judah shall

again take root downward, and bear fruit upward:" Perhaps those wioX have
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A)

escaped, perhaps by this time.! -Jhis-.t--,5JDi9 cities Jp'

"taken captive. Those who not taken captive mil t eir fruit

I I)F In some of these,,
/k7LJ AV

upward. '' kxcuse me, Dr of wl ou would cal l/L
contains

prediction itself etees- very element, and f teyc ontainˆ '

r




'A 7
figurative elements. I wonder whether tti' mixed 0 wou d describe that

-
particular situation ornixed5wtth something else.

" " what?

'i
Yes. Ordinarily speaking, I would say that something that is puraly figurative

is just nonsense. That is to sais like some people saying ,+hta±&

interpretation of the Revelation, verything is symbolic, and therefore

anything that is described must be a symbol % for something else. When you

take that as a rule, it can mean anything in the world. It just destroys all

-t solid ground. But it seems to me that in most unless , I guess
?

Spencer wrote what was ,p ettr strictly allegorical , but in most writin

_____
y the bull<o tho)must be cyertr and the figures ,. It is not ox completely-, F'

/ figurative. So, iDcx then, if you have a fair amount of figures I would be

/
inclined to think that-the- it-4a figurative prediction. Se Now, in this

case, he says, "the remant that is escaped of the house of Judah", who

is this referring to? That is Judah, the people of Judah. Thus far it is

strictly literal. Then a he says, "shall again take root downward, and

bear fruit upward:" That is strictly figurative, since you have got tcbe

half of the verse figurative, everything is figurative except for the /

statement as to whom it refers., I would be inclined to think that it -i-s

C&4fl! /
That

4
to say, if the whole thing is a figure, I would be

A, 44 "t( Y
inclined to thin k that' Dre prob1é'mought to be mentioned over in the right...
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,ihat would be going much further than you have it very often. That is more

like the picture of the.

imaJ51.




or something ike that,'
1&tJ f

without interpretation. the prediction, it' would seem to fall ir'rt-e
the

more inredicate w1cr- predicated, and whether it is figurative or
P. V

*4
literal or mixed otouch more in the predication ef- itself. I am not sure

vft.
if ou can make a rule that way. That is true w4-thi...we. I would

say that is true with this verse. I have been trying to think t-hat-t-he-whol-e

what the to get that into kx my head.

/ "Let us discuss in each case
-atAfter

all it
t'*,.a

matter 04 putting things

in categoris, and you determine your catories. ies

I think that in a sense just about everything is i*x mi%xed,

(Jfif4f
i'




it is
not strictly literal, because I doubt if there is much sense to unless

1Thi ha&6oet1±'some tie with reality somewhat. I would-be incline/ to
a figur,)L bit of figure, and

think that by fgi±r&twe ciag we mqanuj.te a r--tte-- by mixed
?L

comparatively little figure. elative t 1-t_LM U 1TTL... Yes. It is like the

difference between a tall man and a short man. You can divide J( into tall

and short or you can divide into tall, medium and short.. Or you could

,divide into giant, tall, medium and short, perhaps.

" 4e-e tt 1Wê " make uflTrd then
( *

,you find __i it show you wFrTh >

AN "!.'t
_y-au have made your wr-group to make a new arrangement. You give

-

If you give exams and everybody 95, it-er es 'chat is a

-prtt-4 exam.It does nct divide properly into categories. The same is

truef hey all get te_i. TeLthPr
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74f1 Verse 32 the next one. What about 32? Is this literal or figurative? '-t

6LC 711nything
that is not literal in 32T Of course, the English word remnant

means what is left of a piece of cloth. But I do not think that is what the
word

Hebrew/means. The Hebw just means what is left over. And so I do

not think that thereis all figurative-elcmerit in that. They that escape out

I
of mount Zion, that means, the people from mount Zion who escape, does

it means tht
it not? I do not think that it means to get away from Zion, but the Zion

.) iig1at4ft-e,L LitT --ty do not lose their -+¬
em /

()f 4erusaleiq 'vs?- shall go forth a remnant. They that escape or
Ij have been

maybe it means that the rest of the people of Judah wefe taken to- prisoners.

He has taken all the defenc They have been taken prisoners but

______ aA
there is going to be a remnant, because the people WIiure in Zion.e

-r
going to be taken. You think that is what it means? l Ye, AHezekih

opened the gates of the city)t to allow all the escaped Ephraèm, Mnasseh,
'(

remme1r-the +b--y- tribes of north came to Jerusalem for protection?

(7tj
Yes. they were people who escaped from all over .a4-who were jammed

into Jerusalem. And thpy would be able to go out safely. Very good.
c' j (3

Mr. Buraga, did yohaveu..4 ? I have verses 31 and 32 as one

prediction in regard to the remant. !os-.ba.. It is always a question, //1I/

pr you have a rather simple thing told in which case you would want to

put this w±thThipItTiThg. One dp prediction, even if it is repeated in

about six different ways or you can bav fQu çr five different things ((i
d

'fl two verses. simp question t9 whether

31 and 32 are the same thing or different things. I would be inclined to

think that thdiffe 31 says that the remnant is going to become

established and flourish
1
and 32 says that there is Ø'going to be a remnant.
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I...

which can the protection of the city. Accordng to chronological order
c 32 comes first.

or.
iogica.j ordpr, 1it would be the other way around/ But 32, he gives the

1r II ,
1enei4-o-f-. . well/he-.s-y-s, thisA co6ld ro t happen unless there is

/t,t/t41Cli )4' j(/)
vidre,oe,




&Ifill
So, 4t1ri44y possible for thremnant to I Jerusalem-J;

Jerusalem won't by taken. So that, I am inclined to think that the really

are two distinc /
even ... so I think that in this case it is

better to have two different predictions. Now, the zeal of the Lord of hosts shall
7IPA




7 )/
do this" That e refers to thewd-Nholeerses.

(,

not me&ithat there is going to be a rert but there will be a remnant, and

the remant will become solidly. So, I would be inclined to think
need

that that particular phrase, which I do not think that we have to k/
the

specifically, but that a-l+y gives Assurance of verses 31 and 32. What isI
(1~ 11.1 6-

your next one, Mr. .able ? 32-- 33? Is that literal or figurative? It seems
#1

to be quite literal. Conditional or unconditional? Unconditional. It is

unconditional. Is there evidence in history or in the Bible whe relatØing

6- _____to it? In the Bible fOUthi 4the verses describéiwhat happened. Yes,

the Bible gives the evidences. "... He shall not come into this city, nor

shoot an arrow there, nor come befoe..it1with shirlds, nor cast a bank against it.'

The city will not be directly There is a literal prediction

whic1 says that there is only one.., no, I guess Sennacherib never did

4
con- That would be a literal prediction whenever 4t is given. It is a

f / negative prediction, but it is a negative prediction ii-th4s-ease-ef-paft-ie±ec-.-.-
(/. at times A

) this particular king, /this particular ... Jt does not say that no king of

Assyria crke-cyr As far as I know, did. But it does not say

that. It - says this king will not. It is strictly literal. Then versd 4
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(v/f 1/what did you do with that, Mr. Harding? It is unconditnal.

By the way t t he came, by the same shall he return, and shall not come into

this city, refers to Sennacherib that he is going to go back to

4*ria without conquering. Thent by the way here you do not think 141rat

)2W?
-it means by the route whereby he came?) 11r d you think that it means

( 4'
in the conditior in which he came vl-e he did not conquer I am not

20




A

sure of that. I r to that exte,n But by e wa he came

j
by the same way he shall returrl.f -w tsound&,t,ertainly

possibility/. You mean that he is going back in this same condition?

cL
It could be the route, too, as far as the word ttereck is used.

So, it could be very literal in this respect. There will be a way or a road.

A way could refer to a condition in a figurative sense. I am not just sure

what would be here. du think that this refers to a condition in a figurative




7
sense.t-ha4- , the condition of returning without having conquered the4weI'

Well, it was literally fulfilled. We are told hpre. 14xm4xc If it ieferp

to the routethe wen) back, we have no evidence,1a1 s_d,pr no(4 N° .1

unless you have / the evidence that he
it a different P1

w ent back/c-he-way 'The came. It does not seem to be particularly important
route he took.

what y u-h e-4teeth \Io. But some of ( the side lines are given 4n-4k' /"'
: J I

4.little extra sometimes 4-4-seem1very insignificant. I am
"1 1 :1 Al'

not sure. I would be inclined to think that iwou1d not conquer, but

14
'1

--k-rrw- I am not pure.
1.47

1not see any ground in the whole situation for
-

finding any pa4icular, '-u.t English, of course, way ca easily mean

( . . . . . . .
"a-condition. But it is my impresiontht .is strictly a road.

Uhm 1T-her of course, is uedjf.*-4he road itself, it is the same way-

6
>which,t is used here, ..8tIt the way of the wicked will perish, and
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('




a literal Now.
e
you take this as figurative can

the 4q
be. It can be figurative. It is used of Ø way of ... .t.-i.e-egeo&-point.
In the psalm it
The-s.oig-/fher/is figuraive It does not mean that .I.' fa1Th

ruinedtAi
is go$ing to be ./...d the wicked -e-e- go on.




1

LO¬?- - . .i i VJ 18 Mg

The only thing is that when he returned, he returned minus

../?!J k
The huge army. How would that imply - returrc in the way he

came1uV, JAI
if
%it does wt mean ii-a4iteralway2 11Ie certainly came up as

'
117111t

boasting and .. A a great deal lessr. Net there W uld be a tremendous
'If /1 j

- -- k
change in -*rr-the situation. Thh would seem, and By the way that he came, by

I
the same way he will go bal. They, it would mean a place. He has a

place to go back. Even in Ps. 1 which is a very highly figurative oc psalm

A,Li 'I
right from e-&era-e scratch, ther14really me$a4sAthere is no & of. the

/

scornful. That is a figure. is a literal concept, even
1 /S

Psalm/4her-e4t-ha3-t-he.-l-i4t.1e-asage there a little use of the figurative

with all this other. pattern being planted like a tree and wot not, and it x
where 1-i

describes 0' more .inlikely the literal con0'cept of -the-way-the man is (I Well,

you hxziec have like the way of the righteous, and the same word is used in the

same way, the way of the righteous, btt-t4sa-wo-is-ase4n-aRy,

Iv'
ether-wa-y-.- 4t4s-j1xra!. You think in this case that word means . of course,

is -is _U156 ".nis is the way it is used a number of time

In the ways of sinners. The Lord knows
way

the way of the righteous, but the seed- of the ungodly shall perish. The way

of lfc ht is n interesting matter of interpretation. But at any rate, it

Wf>kAel---
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It -would- seem probably quite literal
d

Verses 3 And ,éfinitely unconditional. The fulfillment, unless it

means a route, the Bible shows that -it is fulfilled. If you take it as a

route, w the $ whole situation. It uld seem~~4t

that it has to be more figurative than that. Then 35." Fcr I will defend this city

t o save it for mine own sake, and for my servant David's sake." That is

all it says, does it not? Of course, it goes on to say why, but that is

not t part of h,is peet4e prediction. "I will defend the city." That is
A4/Ø.i/ ç

l*eral., e definitely cud by destroying the cix'__army.

-d ((k
I Some think that re êrs oir6p,lanes. 19 I do noth, at is a,pone- - 1/ . // 7 id 2Vt8(

I
.N 441SC1112 fle:c

they clai C.

7.Yo41nko_'

the Turks ahd t not. I never heard anything on my own.

1
1/4

(t That is often claimed that he thought But Ipt know anything about it- him"

other than that in particular aspects £4'L,he was the commander of the

Britis$i Mediterranean corps. They sa4/ that he was a Christian man.
/

I heard it say said that the Turks said that there was an old Arabic 1ofo1

>-_---: that the church... would !hhold ttriti-I the city until tkRxx a prophet of

God would come to it.
J.nd

the word prophet in Arabic is - (Nebr

_____ I -O
(T1fl justlike, e-Hebrew-word God is

A

TV
Alah orAlahNebi__-. 41

the history, the big battle
was j/4t/

1, 1,
aw fought near/Megiddo. And the Turks were back, and xx-ei±r-

the a,-Lit were ba.s4.the Turks and Jerusalem was left..sort of

on the side, nd the people of Jerusalem got together and they did not know
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ft
Vc'

'Mhat was going to ha1pen to them. And then they aLjr ±djL,

somebody "r sur'render4Jthe city, and the Turks

" .and so they founde.d4he American 11 // there.'
. 'I T

Oi ctually1th.e Scandinavian. wIJ representing I terestdThey got

-fT




white flag surrenderthe city. w t out and

-T"7t ff ~?11 11 tA




T 0
..

found tA&-BritiJpIIiI&,- and said, I would like to a-~ews,

J
I




eaantdly take it r He said
Ir6L

surreçider
/

ti
'

It was a long time Wfote r so evidently their ategic
J,I
"Ov

objective was not Jerusalem but 'w

truth will probably be never known,. -for-I op e w1
4".~Ov

The British Air Force which really oxx by our

standard today quite i,e-__puny , but quite novl to the Turks.

jJp




AIL
-iabtJe thought . . . A-4i the Turkish rmV. And it'was really a rou

I 1.
in which they had a superior fQrce by number. They did? fI doubt if they

did by ti arms. 'rruth never beØ known. I know just from what I have

been ID id or em what I have read. That is all. I know there is a rox man

/ I don ot know,
who said that ftO' /felt that way, but,oa c knew that passage

T
The whole thg could be apocryphal. There is a danger, you

know, and the danger is that.. 8¬ time goes on in some places in which

Goq has shown a remarkable deliverance people will n to think of it in

(:

umanistic terms like the battle The historians

whitewash the whole thing7-&i- an it down to the ...
daring

t4j.L4'Britis sailors and to that capable little fle t and the roaring of

JJqJ
the RAF and wt not. And they complete overlooked the-




alt-6nd

-j-t made it so difficult that mn sometimes could not even find the ships that
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'1 e t'esot jthebi things of that

All
sort. So, as time p,sse the hands of God in saving one hundrecVy.'&

six thousands me - So, men can quickly forget. So, there is a tendency
wateri

sometimes in history that ... /down historically as years 90 on and leave

;t.
-

')




44
God out of it Wherii / through the Spanish defeated in the/

7




All
Britain, there no room for God any more.4 Spanish king and

/9 J
poor group of Spanish saiFrs, a few'streaks of -{-(C

r
by L4Y'1 And there is no room for the so-called

a lot of people in England reectein their writing, and rightly k6.4

fl\ 7




IJ4 N:.?2
ee4Jit was God who spared their

l1ve)jey
are tewnting the hi sory

/

PSItoday.
'

cuEsede

juoij"hjg~ at

tb4t A ite. But in the context we can

eaily fdd find the situation described here, and it refers to Sennacherib.

Then 36. Then they .. . went forth. When aid this 3.. -n4vc.ight.

I would be inclined to think that the angel of the Lord wt--feFt-h-, maybe

there should be a little btter translaMon/




L1
.'t ther.seems to give. the impression that it

happened right away. Does it not? He said this is what is going to happen.

Then it ha pened. It sounds a if it w-t44 ha perimmediately.

;1~ But we noticed our'verseabove.)a couple
,7R;




/I I
'A At'v~

of y ars afterj the prediction- givenr411`1y happe ed. I do not quite'
4/ 1$Wh1

TcI ow yo.hslate the avoid the

p
impress%ion of e immediatAp I do not hink thatand will give perhaps

quite as much would you do with passages
if

SV__-1 __-







J.4. YUU bay
J' lone night they met and discussed, and they said such and such, and it came to passthat night. This refers to the night when they met, §u you have not mentioned the

night,.since the events that you men 510 -tionedwed- wer going to happen e- ifqto thL$h%when the events
A

patallel in I Kings 19:34, 35:"For I will fe- defend this city, to save it, for
'p.- 4i(5 L.j

1ine own ke, and for my servant Davis sake. And it came to pass that

night, that the angel of the Lord went out, and smote in the camp of the

Assyrians a hundred fourscore and five thousand: and when they arose early in

the morning, eho1d, they were all dparPpes . - 'inp
it was in thattiat I \

night. .. in that night. Now, in Hebrew viryftequently / uses

1with the idea o the .rrg that 'I am going to tell yo An that day su'6h (
/




AIR

and such a thing will IIappen. It also does not mean t4 -i¬-ji±t-- the day

TT') it is speaking. But it is a very important day on which we are going to

talk about. But it is a very important day to which I wish to call your attention.




- '"
more

I am inclined to think that by far that is the/commonest.- use of the fac

that day. Some people try to t.1e--' ik-of technical terms fork

particular prophetic period. I do not thj.nk that is justified.. But I do

think that it is justified to think that it is(oehing that

ç ,r? ,iJ \Jjfl" t i& ', '77
-.i..te to

y\yu
have Id in mind. ià&iead QL. immediately. It is

(




the thing that call your attention to' rather than the thing that I have just

(
ee1-- In that usage we that day.

Mr. Bur do O4 have a question? ... speaking of




-
H

this, octurred
4-4
one overnight? ''Now, that is a

very good q ue stion.

Daniel 5:30




r&tt1trt? It does net-u-s use the demonstrative.

I think that is a very good question],". Spmetimes it is a little difficult/...a.

although the syntax in Dq el 5:30 would seem to me to be a weaker 'o

in the usia parallel in it, in the nigh Not in the

night of that onet No. We usually assume thatLt is what happened in
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lit -r
that very night, are we justified in assuming th It is not necessarily

11
the night immediately after ]Daniçl made the prediction? Of course,

is already night in DanieL. Of 6iie'i11y-werc aro4y-tLjniel.
I -

>r Arenhey*e&t'they-a.Ac diight?. Unusual for suci ..7

CA -/14
ID . A lot of things -that- happpnedjn t is c11apt r.T11ere is quiteat'ime ...

fl ; - / (1LUJ I1 c#u
A!At all theChaldeans were in,.... Prrf'eJ Daiiel and tj______i4 him ....

It could take quite a bit of time.

They put a chain of gold around his neck and $ made him a proclaimation

concerning him that .. .ord they do that just' at the Banquet table, or,.ˆii-

they iuRLl_t t-theba.-et-t&e, or did they just send him through
There

the city with the chain of gold around his neck?j 4t would ei-seem to be

&/ i 7 iii
a little time involved in -&n*-- doing this m'uch. And"the banquet run

AA ,'4 /1

< several days They often did I read a book called Wen i L ¬j?1

by rnssionary who was in Tibet when the Chinese Rese9ized the country.
a

And just before that he describes how the-Tibetan/ leader had" 'a fna4x feast

that ran three or four days. That would not necessarily prove anything

about/w.Tht! time oC/Be1 '&r- -but - -ed - tst befeie- aJie

eeeMes-hew-theTthet-leader-ha

BeIhazza




but the we1i.-r--. parallel. hat
of',

/ Thre people- oar-c from a long distance thin1çth

/ çp1L as t eat toge$ther#
feast/something that y6u . couple of hours and then you leave.

Yes. But they , you mean

with 'r transportation they $ often took more timp than . . Not necessarily,
,

that night Zkpe Beishazzar, the Chaldean king was slain.
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(L111

But I am not sure 1f it means any more than . .
~~ath

happersoon.1(O

I




~e'

Kim Not necessarily immedlatejy. I have not studied that particular phrase,

and so I really do not know.,Xt would seem to me that when you have

&V1F
the expression in Kings, it comes closer tobe Immediate time than t

some indefinite time/ off in distance. Now, you are speaking ofoek-4e,..

the only reason why I go back to the Kings is because Daniel"-syntax
11/I'- ' is not really parallel t-r--thi-±rr-syntx. No, No. It is not paralle 1
44nAraniaic.

to it. It is Aramaic also'7 It is an unusual dialect And these
an vary.

dialects ae-ve-.-.- you take a--phrase.- the

(tA
way it was used/ When I was a boy.. can have a very different meaning

L&'A'iuf (f4
Of- today. It is amazing how.m -ó_werd change. Aramaic of course

had many dialects. But in II Kings here 19:34-35 you have the same

quotation of what he says, but I will da&x defend city, but you also

-,c
have there in verse 29 the same predion about the two yearsLwer they

cannot go out .much. That would fit with the immediate night. It would seem to

require to be interpreted .the same way there as in Isaiah, because it

has the same complete prediction, does it not? 44ay I ask if verse five

(I)of hapter fivdin the same o not know. How wretched is my

AramaTh'Say' here your II Kings 19:34 is I think is x almost word for
With

w ord.
17t

has two years in it. LcanetTa.--9. Exactly. /hese

two years you have to take ax the night as not the immediate night.
Kings*

Certainly it raises an interesting problem. Becuase the saftle-9pas sage

, / cei4&- sound close at hand. But Isaiah passage is merely What

do you mean by the kings' passage being close at hand, &J
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passae-is-merea----- It sounds word for word, does it not? I think

that they are ractically identical. Let us see, we are in IsaIah 37.
_)
'7 It is interesting. 4..-says, That4ight and then it says early in the

morning. And the other one says just when they arose early in

the morning, which of course implies night, but tUThe it does not

-s-ya say anything about You mean that the night is not mentioned in

Isaiah. The night is z( not mentioned, but it is implied. It is definitely

implied, however, when they arose in the morning. Or it could be a

morning, I suppose. The morning after the night when people all get

up h yes That z is what I meant h-

44A6s
according to our present glverwhen they arose x early in the morning,

e- behold, they were all dead corpses. It is a rather q awkward

translation there. But Kings' passage is almost word for word except

AJttJtht ] *V .br the expression, that nig'Fft. Kings's passage has in verse 29 the

statement that this is going to be at least two years later. So, the
it (

night'*e/efers to a night that is a couple of years later.! Maybe not.

How can it be not?
(
Well, you can have the overthrow, and you can

have a large period of time in which the land is defiled due to the

overriding of these dead corpses and these dead bodies, and you can

also have a situation involved in which th$ere may / have been

rumors of other problems and burçiens and there may have been times

of internal strtrkrrg, supposing,
S all these

things are possible. All these are possible, but I would think

an objection those, worthy of consideration would be the fact that

29th verse begins with"k&ordithat this would be the sign of it. This
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would be a sign of it in verse 29? Yes, it is. rA sign of what? A sign

.th.. that God is going to fulfill it. Verse 28. You mean verse 28 in IsaIah,x 30?
Isaiah 30:_ is the same as the Kings
That might be a sign that the Assyrians are never g going to resurge on

I




them at this present time. But the verse before it says, I wil turn thee back

f the way thou
camest.f

What I mean is that he will turn them back the way

t hey came, but how do you know that they are gocx not going back to Assyria?

They haveAe.Xbe before, you know. They come, and the rfive years

later and then they come back, in another six months. So, it might be that

I will turn you back the way you came, arid now I will give you a sign that

i'litw
ti-- they are not comIn bck at all. tttV that over two year period,

QtJt' / i? f,t3/
you have to be-, aXe end pf tie two year period yo,u w.)14 be free to go..-A4 /

I tj 7' , 1 ci L'/ J4 -f
Aexcelent to rise questions, but let usr" then.J So, that night

-4t¬C4LU-44l ''

the army - uld have died, or a large segment of it would have died. And the

king was going back w4th --,,7--44ie- people- were 7-the fearful people
stuijE7 At'i4 H

who were st-ui'w-ei-4the whole thing. had two years
1' -

in which t4would 1w have been no further sallies by the AagK Assyrians,

a pd they o uld have *io lived t4e. ust xddzç skirmishing out *4ki

/
-4rt land. The Would eat whatevergand so forth. And all that bdx time

(
they see no cx further evidence +49" of-* 7 This would not rzecessarily

be all the Assyrians. No. ~kennached
Ik,'d'

to g back immediately.

,UL4
o.,Ihe went back

way--4e-etre'th It might be three years later. We do not knowel1,
an

it might have 0' been a substantial period of time rather tharVimmed1ateI
in his own

--dea-- departure )
I

Df course, SennacherlVwas right when-h&-ee±d7-- he says,

I- shut Hezekia in Jerusalem like a lEkkx bird in a gaoc cage.
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"
( a-i11mu,T Then

2 he says, Hezekiah, t4e- he says, ... of my great power, the fear of

my great power overcame him and he sent to mso mucgo1d and o much
14

s liver and we have in the Klpgs how much gold and silver were sent. Do

we have in Isaiah? WE do not. But in Kings Ø I think we have a statement

of gold an

;:iin,

lv t,ieek1ah sent him, but I believe that it was mentioned

earlier.
r

the first thse invasion. I am.iot sure how definite




. /
the proof is of these t o invass Thejare not a ,i 'stionjbu11t around the

ˆ




wt




h1st I am not sure how

clear it is either, but enough of tug problem ... is a real question.

A At any rate, this priction was unconditional and was fulfilled. It was

q uite literal' fulfilled, as far as the Bible says, and we know that fre-+s

not taking JerusalemAs fulfiiledl2 both biblical and

.r-the historical evidences I read this text of Sennacherib

in Berlin I 1ass in the Baby1onlar language, in Assyriology, and we found
the

that
'
number of talents of gold4he Bible says that he gave to Sennacherib

is identical with 1 what Sannacherib says that Hezekiah gave him, but Sennacherib

a
says that he gave himXmuch larger amount of silver than $fr'the Bible,/and so

(ç Professor KQ1____________who was the insthctor in Assyriology, he says,

what is the difference? He said, this
simply

means that Sennacherib lied.

I thought that it was very interesting that he should say such a thing. He is Z/7

the worst , the poorest teacher I evefh3d n hye.jver had in my life. He was
/

a nice fellow. He was an awfully nice fellow. we4e-two or three

days to learn the whole nd jhen=4L~~ lineA

-day. Eight people started the class. By the time a month had gone, one



Y49/
/41i<?t(
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,( x mb e-c+ess the le c1ass¬uld-1--. He had taken a year of

Assyrology five years before. He was a doctor. He was starting again in
in the cueniform text$. 41 4~'-;

o rder to study the history of medicine./. . He wx and I were

j4~lof the class. If you,4come to a verb form or something, a particular

form, and I would say, Is this such and such a f9rm? lie would smile, and.

he would §ay, Yes, t1 t,is right, -- he liok&j1.iappy ee'.K ewo.u-add

JP4if;I c.-,/44L4
_-.Rthe fo.V,.. if certainly was a poor teacher. At the end of the semester

1fI;:
the doctor and I we*4-be still there. .L was a-y-±3O duI1rs a week for that

class.., to hoqxx keep up with that... It was tremendous. So, then, rather

Ck
than taking th second semester with h).m ..all I, skipped-thsemester, and

I ( Pci' /4/ :
L-

A4iewould
say! Mr. Dunzweiler, what is this form? And then the

man would answer that it is such and such and such.., and Prof.

would say, absolutely right. Exactly Nc/ Mr. sc and so, what is
4(Ui Crft4,4P1

your form? Ate man y, NC, it is such acid such and such, and then

r
he would say again. Absolutely, right. correct. Thet-4&4L,.

He must avesaid that fift times eve hour.
/JlJ /lUiPr

A -

more advanced :classej1éwet4&be_ttr stric right.
U .

Prof. '" saidrt1 Sennacherib']ry-, I thought that was very,

very interesting. v... $Istorians and t*'studentk of AssYrloloY)wd,if'

ax9 to grind) 'Lu. interpret the comparison .... Well, of course, the/,,

ON, L czV
f+t




'A64
oil,-wTjId have an cx axe to grlnd1dlfferently. Well, let us

go backto Isaiah now. Verse 36, of course, describes the fulfillment and 37

does 38. y-38 tells us bdoc his death. That is not pedxqxe predicted,

Is it? It does not predict his death at all, does it? It simply tells about us death.
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I belive that it was about 20 years later, if my recollection is correct,

what is probably the historical situation that he died, and the BiLle tells
I / 14' 61

us that Adrammelech and Sharezer hisI sons who

escaped into the land of Armenia far as the archaeological

evidence is concerned it is a puzzle as d4how and lth did kill him, but

1pfi
we do rr know that Esar-haddon was not the one you woulexd expect to

J
succeed' '37:7, "... I will cause him to fall by the sword in his own land."

(
37:7, tiere is a

literl./.
we have already looked at it, have we not? I think

that in this connection it is very good to call our attention toMthat ti4''

That is a literal pcthkx±x prediction literally fulfilled. It is not just that
and then he died twenty years later,

the man was going to die, ,ut thx that he was to fall by the sword of

his own land. That is a very specific, literal thing unconditionally given and

not normally the case with the Assyrian kings. We had the Rornn Emperors in the third
'

century and most of them did die by the sword of sorneee c1-o- but the

Assyrian kings of this time, most of them died natural deatF This was a rather

unus alp' instance where an Assyrian king was a dxiit. assassirjted.

1W
evidently gained nothing from it. There seem to have

pro
been two parties, the 4aby1onian party and the anti- Babylonian Aparty.

Esar-haddon w-th pro-BbylonIan party. It would seem thobc as if the

nn who did It ws bdàef Babylonian party, but they themselves got

nothing from it,
buWhe

party did. There is much that we know little about.

You take a situation like this, and then 'ou tke the Assyrian records and

find that one of these ki,rigs ha in crh
40

F which he names

fifty different Pople all come and swear by their gods and

they will be absolutely true to him and Ø so forth They name all th4
nations

gods and they name all these different thii.gs h4..eh represent thee-,.
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.1

(t T a fairly large amount of evidence to shtsome of the Assyrian
What a

kingd h&-Ø large
:rbeF.Ø---

organization they had an'& number o peoplet$/..

--ô wer and it was a rare thing when you have
/J,1keiV , (,CAi' t)

a
at the end-&f you have atlons gathered together. .

.jjthat
was

after Ashur-banipal had been dead for a number of yea- s and they had

'1 )ltut&4' '37f-
some LC.44 rulers. Well, that is 37. Thus saith the Lord, Seth1ne house

in order: for thou sha die, and nçt live." That( is a prediction which
-

-$ certainly, unconditlona8ej-r--- -Sound- eoi4it1cme+ Could be made of
every A / ifl
ay-an who is not translated? That you e- are going to die now.

7You cannot miss on this prediction. Now, for instance, today... Un1ss you
-)v) IM ii bi /

translated ... But if I told you to set yoyr house in orde kf you die xixitx now

h1t-l-y, you mould say, what are Vou talking about? You might say, 1$

p
______have got another sixty years to live: That is right. _(Itwil1-arrwr end

9




tpre s umably

s hortly, that is the impression I have got from this, but as far as the prediction
no

itself is concned the-time element i4expressed. We cannot miss on

that one. is already ht wo.

-
/And of course, it is '&tell--eiyh- parallel with what Elisha said to /

">




4ahe said, Benhadad would not die, and then




W~it killed

He declared that this pdic.tJ.Qn was npt fu1fIa- &?¬tel...

Now, in this case eern*t-Qat this is a mot, sickness.

It is a mo sickness, but the Lord respon to his prayer. And your next pre-
?) I

Al
diction, Mr. Buraga? Verse 5. The Lord has heard his prayer and added

do not think
to him fifteen years, -wers±rr-the ... I die.ttk that we have

any specific evidence as to fifteen years. The Bible does not state specifically/

that he lived another ' fifteen years. I think that it is implied biblically.
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There is fan implication that the prediction was literally fulfilled, but it is

not stated specifically. "And I will deliver thee and this city out of the hand

of the king of Assyria: and I will xiox defend the, ãity." Did this happen

during the three years after the prediction of the previous chapter? Or

do you think that most historical scholars are eec correct to think that chapter

38 eeftt1nt1es- precedes chapters 36 and 37?

6-d-GauqWeDcK-7-e-w4th-t-hos-e-days--- Chapter 8 jax begins 4-"in those
4 ( t)

d ays was Hezekiah sick unto death." jhat1 imply means that there was _

time when Hezekiah/ was sick. I do' not think that it means necessarily -1f

we are just talking about, but- yJhe was-j-us-t-going to the. I

-41ta4,/
think that is a rather common usage of thd point to that which we are now

going to discussT k

.

ra her thanXchat which w t1ate'A been discussing.

______ __tfp4
"
~? _; I Nr,




fe
was brought up

was quite struck fnkty we-ere
he both in

in Czechs1ovakia. I guess w&&xtalked4n German, andkk ,tzechfr

But he was constantly saying in English. He would say, it is that way.

And then he I do not

think that most of us ordinarily speak that way in English, at least among the

dialects toviich I have been exposed... a-tI was studying some of

these passages id just litt1 . Os a studenthree years at that time,

/ four years "1" He was probably sick$' because of the military or political
J
from his own people. He was doubtless much disturbed,,whether -

the sic)ieness was primarily caused by that or L_ whether he had

have no eviderree,-.ba.t I would be inclined to think that thi was an actual physical

sickness of som1cind, which of course might have been eey nervous
_-t I

strain. BM, Most scholars think that t'h 38 and 39 precede 36 and 37.
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I do not think that the order txxof these chapters necessarily mearthat

they are in chronological order,fithey are chronologically Certainly

/1iA44J
do not ( think that the phrase in those days1ft it saJJ after, and

following
after this, he was sick tie'r4' that would definitely place it.fter,1he previous

ehp---p-- events. But when he says, And I will deliver thee and this city

out of the hand of the king of Assyria." That certainly puts it prior to .j6
In

verse 37 of the previous ,chapter, does it not? /11 Chronicles 32: it speaks of

d,1A -
this which the Lord ±Wto cut off the xx army, it says, in verse 24,

the "\unto
I'm those days Hezekiah was sick tq/death, and prayed/the Lord: and he spake unto

him, and he gave him a sign. But Hezekjah rendered not ag. n according tot he

benefit done unto him; for his gx heart was lifted up: therefore there was

wrath upon him, and upon Judah and Jerusalem. Notwithstanding, Hezekiah humbled

himself for the pride of his heart, both he and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so

t hat the wrath of the Lord came not upon them in the days of Hezekiah."

He and the Inhabitants of Jerusalem Yes, that is
righ7

ThereCa lot

of fasc$Inating things there. Yes. If hi s life is lengthened to fifteer) years,
C"I4I

and it seems to be pw pretty welleestabiphed that he died 'i 686, rx
have

then the events W uld l ye taken place 701 which would/almost necessarily

have put A) (hin) before 12Jt kah'r'Sennacherib Almost necessarily.
when

Yes. We have also noted that, I have tired to note exegetically that Mnasseh

ip .

began to reign he was only 12 years old. Ie apparently

was Hezekiah's oldest so 44%d he was the son of the succession, and in

theory if Hezekiah had died at that time, he had no badx heir
-

1trUTthronejwe know of, kx which is a fascinating thing with regard
his

to/prayer for his life. Yes. Th;t would mean a great deal to him. It would mean

a great deal to the whole hi &(s, that is very interesting.
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4 this chapter seems to be very probable preceding t4e-7--36 and 37.

/V, MAAnd here again we have a pxziex a sign, verse 7 arrdrse 6 is the
but

predictibn which fits in ' with the-33 of the previous chapter/which was
here is stxx a sign

evidently given in advance of it, and then in X seven

I am going to give you. This Eign is that I will bring again the shadow

of the degrees, which is gone down in the sun dial of Ahaz, ten degrees backward."
"

'.-t was a literal predidtion t}-the sigris going to be given ard tha-.-4g

to turned ten degrees w' by which the shadow had gone dowr?, and who

was the Ø rLstronomer? Who used to R(rC i/Yale?

Who wrote a book sbw showing how that time is missing from the universe ....

I just wonder what hea meant by that. I have never been able to figure wdxx out

it myself...
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't0
-etcs (t does not seem likely tha t e Lord did that/ without evidence of

1t4n other - records, and it does not seem to us from what we know of the
I, V. 4

Lord's activity that he would do such a tremendous thing that p1y-+e-- &14.y.4

whole w9rld... simply tconvince Hezekiah that God was going to be with
j44c /

him .

miracle l9-ha" an effect as a thc witness propDrtion(e, to what)U1
'

You look at the yretf4 of Egypt and the Lord certainly could have ...
r




and go walking across Egyp havehings happen that

a re utterly contrary to the normal workings of the nature, but we do not find

j¬wjat1 o4)
that in Exodus. We eLy fintremndous 1ntensIficatiéntMt occurred in that

part of the




a tremendous intensifictio' coming in series .one after the other

,f4
and coming at a time when Moses e)i-that they would comes h-w&

M. 41
utterly different from anything ever' ri awcx In Egypt.

#&P 9f
of theqiwe parallel-tb sometime or other, but not aT!. The

only thing that has no allel is the killing of the all the first born in Egypt.
certainly a

And of course, there you have feeM--sufficIent reason to explain
of

the Lord's working ptttremendous riracles with His release of Israer nationØ'

from Egypt and declaration to the world is supremacy over Phaae1- the great

god of Egypt. So, in this case, here is something show/e- Hezeklah

t4Mj JJ Off
somethIn vry remarkable that th man e do , that is, the Indication

that Go Is going to ulfill the wotdrful promise that He has given. Well,
xz not _
It does yft impress us the Lord stopped tle earth 'krrevolvl4it/

and backward mdiate1-and then
Aforwrd

again. I *w4ma4v~_M

p 5 . , It stopped oI the
filock-w1Ise1 f.41c1

fl4v!)
started going clock-wisQor a e, and then quickly Ø'y(/ revers c







J.ometimes I think that the difference between the- 14 and i4, ti---at'

is implied in that suggestion. Because she will bear in 16, well, she-wt1iI2.

just bearf.JThat is all it says. She is bearing a son obviously,a baby. But in
!;7n
lFiomes f\Tto-LI a1â which is very indefin¬ble becØaise we always

,.' "
note e Hebrew word'th' that s , depending on the age of the rs on '( who is

describing him. Jeroboam could be a (NAAR), and man of valor a at the
11

same time. 4-deetha ereoeii But 0' it certainly has the suggestion

that it is not tiny -0 !~~IfdOhe same or is usedt

jot
believe, ho4ollewe Elisha. flThat is right. 7hey were not tiny

0' babies. No. They ma have
seen

delinquent teenagers or they may have

been in their twenties. suggested, too, that L1---

v*t L. the ability to demine between physical good and

evi] I mean in that
senses,,

come earl r in life either. I ca e ~f
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7 We will look at Isaiah 7 for a few minutes, because it is related

to he other xx and a RA-4 little earlier in time and in events it was a

little earlier. I have not asked you to look it bver, but I am sure most of

you have in mind. Chapter 7
'
begins telling us the historical situation,

him
and it is very interesting that in verse 3 he tells/in- a specifica,Y place to

go, and you might say that is merely a place. It jus t tells us where he
that is

is ... but when we find that /he very place the Assyrian ambassador

comes later, I think that the Lord planned it that way, so that later on

there will be a recollection of this event, when the otheisoccur, or else

I do not think that they would have mentioned these two specific places.

And then what Isaiah says to him in verse 4, "... fear not, neither be faint

hearted for the two tails of these smoking firebrands, for the fierce anger of

Reg- Rezin wit Syria, and of the son of Remaliah. Because Syria, Ephraim, zDdtho

and the son of Remaliah, have takne evil counsel against thee, saying, . .

"Thus saith the Lord God, It shall not stand, neither shall it come to

pass." He does not say that Judah is not going to be overcome sometime.

It does say that the plan of Syria and Israel to make Judah subordinate to

them is not going to be effective. Then the next verse, the next prediction.

"For the head of Syria is Damascus, and the head of Damascus is 4g-

Rezin; and within threes and five years shall Ephraim be broken, that it

be not a people." How long was it actually? Do you remember? /1 have
not

always taken that,' people refers literally thc to the loss of the state,

not just the overthrow of Samaria, and it may not have been L.rs and

may be a few years less than that, but again when you remember the
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The purpose of idea is not specifically expressed at all. W am not
with this form. has

even sure if you have the purpose idea at all/ It usually beo

if it is purpose. You tt&t-do not have just (le). There may be xxx
*

some cases , I do not know. But I think that ordinarily you have _______(le).

that. I wonder why the King James 7ranslators put "that" there. It seems to

confuse the thought. Some commentators said, the verse in 15 is an expression,

is the prediction of the simple life of our Lord. But I do not think that is

approyriate at all. Particularly we have butter and honey specifically

mentioned toward the end of 9- the chapter. In verse 22,

"and it shall come to pass, for the abundance of milk that they shall give,

he shall eat butter. for butter and honey shall every one eat that is left in

the land." It seems to tie with 22 together pretty closely/ with verse 15.

The Lamedh here with infinitive construct, and that is usually used as purpose.

infinitivve constSruct without _(Lemarki...)? Oh yes. Only

with the infinitive construct. You think there are many cases? Oh, yes.

stee-e- and I can list it

for you. But ic it is one d the standard meanings listed under lamedh with

infinitive construct. It is a purpose, you mean? Yes. This is what it is.

It has the pronminal suffix on the end of it. Yes. Be and Ke with infinitive

constØ'ruct ..q.hey are regularly used when or while, but this /fir/ is lamedh

here. Lamedh with infinitive Of- construct with pronominal suffix as a

s ubject of it
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readings in Ezra, you know, regarding the kings that took them down,

q411 ~
it figures out about 60 years pretty well. So that, this predictioni-s is quite

literal. That the state entity of Ephraim is going to be brought to an

end/ within sixty-five years, and of course, so this would be literally
a concrete word

fulfilled, and the w& word broken is eereet-e4y-fl4:lle4 used here in
but it is so clear

an abstract way, Xhat I do not think txc that you would call it figurative.

This literal and concrete word is

used in abstract way. And then the next prediction is in verse 1-5- 14.

"Behold a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, d shall call his name

1Il)
Immanuel." Thou shalt call his name Immanuel. f course, we believe

11/
that the distant prediction, it do9s not say when it is and then we have a

'6.
prediction in verse 15, We look at 16 first. F before the child shall 4e

know to refuse the evil, and choose the good, the land pbcyx thou Ki4x

abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her kings." That is much of a briefer

time than 65 years, and of course, Pekah was overthrown, and Syria was

conquered/ within a very few g years, so that this second prediction

oovers the destruction 9f Syri which is specifically predicted in the

chapter, but . the time downfall of the king, and covers

the downfall of this particular kingLf lecel, Israel, but Israel continues .

as a nation for some time longer. So, th was literally fulfilled 15

between, I think that translatc1nforbunate4, that he may know to refuse

the evil and to choose the good. The expression is more common. It is

a very common
expressioryt

inIebre(when he knows to refuse

the evil and to choose the good, and the purpose ˆ idea is not specifical,ly

expressed at all. lam not even sure if you have the purpose of- idea at all.
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I believe that we were looking at Isaiah 38th £akx chapter

verses 1 through 7,8. 1:7,8? Thank you. 37th chapter, and 38. Now,

we notice that 38 may come before the 37, and what predictions do you have on 38
are

Mr. Gable? We are up to verse 8, I believe, we not? Concerning the

sun going backward by ten degrees. Yes, and that I confess I do not know

what it means. Does anybody know w xiit,C what it means? There

is another reference to the sun dia1.fxAixxxx, is there not? 0, here it is: the

dialdial of Ahaz. But he has pictures in cy1esx or sometiNthing?

Yes, well, t1 here is a definite prediction, a specific, unconditional, literal

prediction. And it states in the Bible in the same verse that it

was fulfilled literally, does it not? But for the sun to return by ten

degrees in the sun dial of Ahaz could conceivably be some sort of a cloud formation

that would act like lens, do you think? Could such a thing be? Or

else they would have dialed the hyperk.. twist the sun dial. So

that it would be backward like the day-light saving time. That the

sun dial somebody else turned. Yes. That is another possibility. Not a

very good one though. I heard of a man who was - -"-

a magician who xxi they said went to Arabia, and he was one of those

tricksters who perform magic for people's amusement. And he said, he had a box

with a magnet underneath it. He would say, Look at this box. A child can lift

it well, 7 Now I will make that box so heavy that the strongest man can't

lift it. And he said the thing went absolutely flat. Nobody was

interested. And somebody said to him, Well, these Arabs know that you've got

the scientific things in the West so i that you can ix take a box and make it heavy

or light. That does not impress them a bit. But he said, if you would

present it in a different way, I think that it would make quite a sensation.

So, he changed the procedure. What he did now xx was to call on a little boy
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4-1

/( I believe that we were looking at Isaiah 38 verses 1 through 7, 8.

____Ill3t1 cI1dpwL7-uud&8 1Ww
we notice that 38 may come before 37, and whatwhat

V%
predict1ordo you have on 38? We are up to verse 8 are we not? Cone'/

IjAU¬d CA,Ø#io
cerning the sun going backward by ten degrees, That I do it know what

it means. Does anybody know what it means? l sheret another

OA A.:
reference to the sun dial, is there not?A The sun dial of Ahaz S6!ibQdy

Here is a definite prediction, a specific, unconditional,
(2W)

literal prediction. And it states in the Bible in the same vrse that it

was fulfilled literally, does it not? But for the sun turn by ey degres in
./( .,."

C' I the sun dial of Ahaz could conceivably be some sort of like lens. .

114 M1do you think? Could such a thing be? the d

the-hyp tlal. Iv,aybe omeone else turned the-else

sun dial. That is another poss1bI1ity.heard of a man ho t

He said he went to Arabia, and heiv one of those who

perform magic for people's amusement. He said, he had. bcpc with apia9net'

() underneath it. He would say, ,.Ikook t tIfl box. $ -iy--man cpn .' /
rf , '1 jy/4't j It

t. He said, absplutely flat. NobOdy was interested. d

"-9(t&p I
somebody said to him, We+?d, ... you've got the EEXEk scientific

things in the West.. You çanA take a box an mke it heavy or light.

That does ot4 ... But he said, if you preent in a axx a different

wáy,-'eu o uld 1ma quite a sensation. So,

\A I I1f1V
he cbanged the procedure. .,t*hat he didwas

to call on a little boy to come up and say, Dee thx on the tble?

\' -I- t-'
Lift it up.m the boy ftt4.t lthct lifted it nothing to it. He-He
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'1 II /i
( i: L

c,alled 4ift-the box. There was nothing to it.
r

I can make you so weak that you canno>lift up t4 box.
,

TJie main k would ]rnk t biin, oi4 say, I-e-m-ern 4t I do not believe it. -
r ? J( ,

/
4(.( 4jJ)j

--t PfwT

1~0,

V.,




hew&*ard If
ed so -t ,p h

rtea!4y br ak stagei/. (he had a magnet pull it underneath, yo k w.) And-

__________ L

4Ioi IIcji

fAl
AOTA




jhat sm xx aie pooede

O
eèscrtbe I in orYeyant*+

(5 /t d'ft
somethii.-. the.otherweyIt




.- And ofcoe, it would

çJ(4'frI 6L3-A4J'- 1 tP" .4ALtt
be-semew& haveto be 'ôñiething that o,Va '-- human

eft-e_et-q?eing could not imaging'e ert-- how it could be done, something

which the.- Divine activity çéenterlnto14. Now the most simple understanding
switches,

of the kg verse is that the earth simply/stops moving forward, and instead

movMg backward. That is the simplest,,,, natural understanding xmamcox of the

verse, &4T,if that is not an understanding which impress;us as likely, because

from what we know of mechanics and physics, the earth stop, this way
f

_____________ (;1
and i toud.go gat-w&y going e other way--round, -ther4'--±4---

I ... '-' mrs.ew would be up/set,/

curd there would be 1qc calamities and there

would be upsets all over the earworld, and we would expect to find evidence

_____ /
of such a trçme4ou happenng/ from se otbeç places, an-d ttJ.a.. t ciçes

ut- I _z1 4'i' '74( 1
not seem-ttri.. 4-not our powerful lord tuld do such a thing. 4.- e±1Tht-

C,--------------------------------------------------
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to come up ti and say, "See that box on the table? Lift it up" The

lifted it up. Then he would say, see, there is nothing $ to it. Then he

would call up a strong man and he lifted it upt. This husky fellow

lited the box and there was nothing to it. Then he said, Now, I can

make it you so weak that you cannot even lift up that little box. The
said

man would look at him with his big muscles and xx,"I do not believe lxi
Not for a second.

it.'/" çdoc tx1cocxxRxIixx And he said, All right, we will see."

So he would wave his hand, and say,"Now, let us lift up the box. He

%idx said, These men would tug and try to get hold of

the box, he pulled it so hard that the magician was afraid that these men wuld brea1

the stage.floor.. (he had a magnet pull it underneath, you know.)

And so they could not lift it up. x1x He said, the man itttir±j in utter

humiliation would go back and all these people would look at him, and

say, this man is so weak that he could not even lift up that small box.

It would be exxi±x exactly the same procedure. But you describe it in

one way, and it would be exactly in the same position.... But you describe it in

one way, and it would sound like ... It would be like something i they

like to do. What kind of things they mx... We do not know what kind

of things .... but the others will ... seem to be absolutely possible to

they are so depressed. He got a tremendous power now. oçctCcxtxx

,ciJjiwuuujñqjmiN Now, it all depneds on what is..
a

of course this was something which/human being could imagine how it could

be done, something which Divine activity entered into it. Now the most

simple understanding of the verse is that the earth simply switches,

stops moving forward, and instead moves backward. That/sis the simplest, most

natural understanding of the verse, but if that is not an understanding, which

impresses us as likely, because from what we know of mechanics aiidphysics, it/14

would seem that if the earth stopped going this way and s,tarted going around
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the other way inertia would be upset... there would be calamities and there would be

calamities and upsets all over the world, and we would expect to find

evidence of such a tremendous happening from other places. It does not seem likely t

that this is what occurred, although we certainly would not question that our powerft

Lord could do such a thing. In the first place, it does not seem üktx

likely that the Lord did that, without there being evidencezlkat of it

in other records and it does not seem to us from what we know

of the Lord's acitivities that he would do such a tremendous thing

that actually the whole world simply did not convince that Hezekiah

that God was going to be with him during the period of his sickness.

It would not seem like NsIIat usually a uirul miracle as an effect.

The witness proportional to what entered into it. You look at the plagues of Egypt

and the Lord cerintaly could have made polar bears appear in Egypt

and go walking across Egypt. He could have made things happen that are

utterly contrary to the normal workings of the nature, but we do not

find that in Exodus. We find the plagues a tremendous intensification of

things that occurred in that part of the world, a tremendous jjjj 11...I

intensification of them coming $ in a series one after the other and coming

at a time when Moses iuctxvj predicted that they would come. There

was only one that is utterly different from anything that we have ever seen

in Egypt. Most of tk them can be paralleled at sometime or other,

but not altogether. The only thing that has no parallel is the killing

of the all the f±xx first born in Egypt. And of course, there you have

certainly a sufficient reason to explain the Lord's wx working of such

tremendous miracles with His release of the Israel into nation fr?m

Egypt and his declaration to the world of His supremacy over he great

god of Egypt. So, in this case, here is something to show Hezekiah something
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very remarkable that ... '-man can do, that is an indication to
He has

him of the fact that God is going to fulfill His wonderful promisØ given.
as

Well, it does not impress us/likely that the Lord stopped the earth

stopped the earth revolving iiinnediately and go hack ways and then

go forward again. But I should not say to go backward and forward.

I should not say to go backwardiix and forward again. Well, it does not

impress us as likely that the Lord stopped the earth, revolving immediately

and go back and tia then go forward again. itxijiiutiitIiiju±xthhtiix
was

I should not say back and forward. There i%/no going backward and forward.

in that. Say, it stopped on the going counter-clockwise, and started

going block-wise for a J distance, and then quickly reversed that again.

That does not seem likely. And so I think that we are jsutified in that

case in askin g if there is some other way in which the k Lord could

make this phenomenon appear on the sun-dial of Ahaz, which would give the sign

to Hezekiah. I just do not know what it would be. But I do not think

that Mr. Gable's suggestion is something simply to be cast aside
is

completely, that is to say, one possibility/some sort of a lens x±x

effects whereby the sun would make a different shadow, which the Lord

certainly could, acx accomplish with some sort of gas or moisture or

something in the air, I should think; I do not know. The other possibility.

is some sort of an effect that would cause the dial to turn. Not a man

coming with a piperbrench, of course, but something else might be able to

have the same effect. We were not ix told here that the day became longer.

We are not told that there was a change of climatç,but we are simply told

that there was a motionØ on the dial. What would have been the case when

Joshua stopped the sun and the moon? ell, of course, that is similar,

but I think simpler than this. Because in that % case, Joshua makes a rathey
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ew
' In that case

likely. And so I think jhat we are Justiflecrin asking if there igae

some other way in which the Lord mare this phenomenon appear on the sun-
A/J

dial . Thic w3cti- would glve,.a sign to* z-t Hezekiah. I Just

do not know what it would be. But I do not think that Mr. Gable's

suggestion is something simply to be cast aside completely, that Is to say,
j34op)

one possibility g' effects whereby the sun w4t makdifferent
which

shadow, /the Lord certainly could açcorlIsh with some sort of gas or moisture

or something in the air, L-could " .. I do not know. The other possibility

w-ou1db et some sort ofpffe9t. tat would, cause the dial to kxx turn.

j, 4i J JI'1 '.tJ
______A. man e ld-me i that something else might be able to do4hat

ii
-4t-Wüee-e&-4f we not been told here the day became longer. We are

W not told that there was a change of climate'ut we are si:nply told that we---
)

there was a motion on the dial. What would have been the case when Joshua
the sun and M

stopped/the moon ad--&tare-? Well, of course, that is similar, but I think

simpler thanthis. Becase in that case, - Joshua makes a rather general

call upon the Lord/ to help in the %attle in t4ie- slaughterinthe enemies and

in making this victory a greatiix one, when Weoc the light condition

M1J/-v.a-s interfering with that, and the Lord made it qOW so they were able to continue

w4
that rabaxx much longe . ow, h twe! there, I do notg know. Bt

&J JJ
stopped theotating

64
of the-earth. I do no think that is what he did, but

even
lam not/sure in that case exactly what the wordS r& mean. But tet is

specific purpose involved in it, In the accomplishment of this great vIctor.
/

Sul
ok~

re its purpose is simply to lye a sign, and of course, if yoconvince that the

7
ifLord did cause the earth to wa&.4 j

47J1*
/that the earth changed .te

Ali
direction of rotation used to rotate from east to west. How do you

ay, from east to west? Now, it became from 0' west to east. Yes, that is the
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way. 4ey used to ey from west to east, but now-4ze.-y from east to west.

That there was that change in the direction of the earth's rotation. Now, that

could be accounted for on one chaige. This wou1,t two pl?anges, would it
/44/ q -' a i /

not? This would take two changes. ait
Irnir1y._&_we.Y

.L$iply

" this one. If the earth stop4' btatlnqtbis wa and all of a sudden

steps-- start rotating this way, .we+ .,. A I do x not think that anybody
ILIJ ( &'44,

j 'ottl I Would it of such a nature that it wetthe hard to refute
2iJfi J,zi

'1)




lie
them o evaue them? 4-y-ou he papyrus 'account

"
4

'tt) A
AtA ) rI

of the Egyptian in Moses' ay, wh
-V P

ich is a thousan years I later than
a- eight hundred

anybody elsJ'dat'1 ae PaPYru(Q r.. . / years

1teor so,. a Consequently he zc says; Exodus datd either 800 years

later or t.e-Egyptian history redati and it makes it a verv1i/ hard1rig thing

to e- deawith. It is hard to k1now whther rhat he sys i worth the time
if you can refute it, rir

to refute or not/ I-me ir1t-±--hrd to -kw 9. Actually if yo6atch'te

t ¬ IN4' "*MJ) k
mirn.Vtes back, just turned it, it would not involve ten nines o turning; back j>

Ti 3
and ten minutes of running forward again. You turn it back. See, you know

w hat I mean? What I mean is that you do not have to have ten minutes each

eay way. But1ou do not turn the sun dial though. You do not turn the sun dial.
I '

The sundial stands ven in qzz antiquity. The sundial stands in the same
e?t lTtc ' kt

direction all the time krc even in antiquity. It is an analog-y'. would not

h ave to take the time that it takes for the shadow to move ten degrees back and

then ten degress forward. That is what I meant. Exactly. .. Ther-e- If there

was a moisture effect in the sky, that would be like lens and then it would

make the sun rays sufficiently change the shadow. If that continues that way

for the rest of the day, it w uld not ha to be e different .4he next,day or

tomorrow. It would not necessarily mean a firm change, a global change, but it
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could be caused by refraction in that way. It * could be caused by the earth

stopping rotating forward, and by starting rotating backward far enough to
Its:.txx rotating

do that. Then the earth would have to Ø chang1e location twice.

You would not say that it went backward ten degrees, the sun dial started

going toward the opposite direction, and kept on, it would mt be ten degrees,

it would be a change in the direction of the sun dial. That is not p

gese& here at fl. (100.) eekIah seems to have considered something

like that, because in II Kings he 4s-g-i4g-t-he-eheiee-- h3' given a choice

as to whether it should go forward or backward. Is t1at right? Ya. Chapter 20:8.

Chapter 20:9, 10. "And Hezekiah answered, It is a light thing for the shadow to go

down ten degrees: nay, but let the shadow return backward ten degrees." And
change

of course, that is strictly true. It could be perforne d by tte eiage-of

rotation/ of the earth, because if the earth is rotating this way and if

suddenly if the earth accelerates the rotation sufficiently to move two hours

and ten minutes then it continues at the same rate, that involves merely speeding

up the minute it went down. It does not involve a complete change of

direction, as if it were going backward and then coming ioagacx ahead of

t-ees -not- we,e-a-eempete-- ehane- -d.4peot i.e- 2Maybe that is where

all the ... were performed. If the earth comes to a stop, so as to l swttch the

direction, you could imagine what could have happened to the crust. Yes, of

course. And ... Mr. Thompsonre you suggesting that the earth might

change its direction of rotation slightly eøgh-- enough to make the sundial

to move? Qf4 course, No, I would y( say, I was merely considering the

matter in stax terms of moving forward instead of backward. Its moving

forward means simply speeding up its rotation, but it would not mean the

change of direction of rotation, wehreas the moving backward would mean change
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was
of direction, and then changing the direction again, that is, if it - the

was in
change of the earth, but it we--be- the change e the appearance ef

of the sun dial simply, there would be a way M- in which we could esi4e

figure that the Lord has caused that to happen which would require a very

unusual manifestation of His power, but which would not cause such a

sensation in Egy1 and In% Babylong .. It would be practically certain that

C
there would be some evidence of ItLin their records 1If there were, ij

a little bit of axis of the earth were tilted, in other words, ...., spinning like

this, it would not require an absolute halt back and turning again, but if

God were to just change this axis a little bit like that, difference o uld

result in eh- shadow. In other words, if it were twisted north and south,
any

which would not occur, which would not make /great change t4efe-- in the
surface
sphere-there. Change in rh direction of the axis of the earth? Or the

change of the position of the axis of the eartH/ ? You mean the change in

position of the axis? All right, change in the position of the axis, considering

that stationary posttlon like- the earth spinning like this. ,V It would be still

spinning in the same direction on the axisg with the pole' In the same direction

as th- it is, but there would be a change in t point in the heaven tow hlch

'the pole points t Exactly. Yes, so that the north stars woukibe changed

but the north pole would not change. Now, that is, whether that could be
in the records of other

done without uch changes as that would certainly cause the--repercussions,/
nations who said he had l read the whole account e claims

/1 do not know. I have naW read it myslf, but this ach-obar-oai4/that

there are evidences in Egypt of the earthquake and things like this. I was wondering

if you have any Km further knowledge on that. I heard a speaker who said

that there are a lot ci evidences in Egypt. Do you know anything ccx about

that? I do now know of any single supportable evidence. This fellow



/1from Yaleg who is the same one you mentioned last time. I think the man

from Yale knows something about astronomy, but I do not think he necessarily

knows a-- anything about archaeology or Egyptology. I would say

that he is much yet to learn about the Egyptian archaeology of this kind, and

much about trril astronomy, too, but necessarily like this one...

happened to notice that there ar& are a lot of big things that/ happened

in history, but they are nc found in the records of Egypt as w might expect to

be found, but such things like change like that would produce, do you

think that this is due to the destruction of a whole city that there is no Egyptian

dest?ruction that I know anything about in this whole period? During the

period Ø of about 300 years? That mass of destruction. And this happens to be one

of the perods in history its knowledge if pretty good. Much better than its previous

periods. Oh yes. Hyksos period, they knew nothing. I have often
a mere

wondered myself the possibility of/optical illusion' Well, that is what

I meant when I spoike of lens. No, I mean just optical illusion. You know
almost

a young man like ... you can make him see kiy anything.I would not

m ention it publicly, but when Hezekiah could see that way, no one else kx-h- there

could see it. T1 t is right. But there is noej-idence of anyone's -

is there? Now, Hezeklah even saw it as Isaiah saw it? I think that Hezekiah

saw it. I do not think that it would be. It says that the sun returned ten degrees

by which degree it was gone down.'/ f course, in the optical illusion on that

this is a statement of a fact. I would not know whether ttcx this is a statement

of fact or not. But I would say that this could be taken as a speech figure. It is

a fkjure of speech as to the indication on the sun dial made by

In other words it does not say that Hezekiah looked at the sun dial... No, no,

but the thing is that the sun dial appeared differently to him. Was it different
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to everybody or just to Hezekiah? Because if this was different just to

Hezekiah, and if it is really an axis change, then every sun dial in the

country would 1 ye been different. Yes, similarly, every other anc* ntcivilizatlon

stn-44a4-would have been different. No, it does not say . . . similarly every
anclwnt

other ,éivilization. It does not say they were. But again it is a matter of

history and evidences, and it is rather interesting, because that would be

here are Babylonians, and here you have a long chronology of the Babylonian

astronomy for a long period like that. Does it not strike you strange that there

is,,{no mention cx of such a phenomenon like that among the people who kept

40, 000 years of records of movements in the sky and wot not? I do not see

how you could take it as a figure, though, because ... fYou have to take

it as a figurative ... somewhat, because the sun does not move.(period.)

1ell,
a lot of other things do not have either, though. When it says that theW ell

sun returned ten degrees, the sun did not go.'h does not mean that the sun

went, but the earth. Yes. My point is that he does not say how he did,

but the appearance of the sun dial wild have to be different and I do not see

hov/you can take it--- this ... It says tha t the sun dial appeared different.

It says that. It does not say that the sun moves in the sky. Well, yes, it
I

does not 'xx say that the sun moves, but it returned ten degrees.,. is

z(
/

that your idea of
q

No, my idea is that the sun ... forward ten degrees.

The only thing that goes forward is the shadow on the sun dial. The sun

I really do not have any idea. The axx sun dial. The shadow went

V
,

forward. The shadow goes vard, The shadow went backward. Ten degrees

_D
would be about 40 minutes. Yes. So, actually 40 minutes they gained.

If we mean the relationship of the earth to the sun/N6uld you take it definitdy
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ten degrees out of three hundred and sixty degrees? Yes, ten ey out of three

hundred and sixty degrees, and the shadow moves from through 180 degrees on

12 hour day. It is the xx use of 12 hour a day. The shadow moves through

180 degrees, it does not always move, . . no, it moves 360 degrees. In a day,

The sun comes up from the east, right? Here is the point. The *Dcx shadow

is over here, the sun moves across the sky and the shadow moves around

here this side, and so it moves across here in an hour 90 degreesg. It vx

would be around noon, and then izDcx it finally comes there, the shadow is

over here and it moves only 180 degrees. That is right, if your sun dial

is ... o, I am not suggesting that, that is because the sun appears at

different points pvere head. Some suiiia1s the shadow never appews on

one side, and it appears on the other side, depending how far north you are

and the equator {s over .... The sun is visible and casts shadow more than

12 hours... 360 degrees. But what I mean' is. I am saying that

an ideal day ten degrees, if you take it as ten degrees out of 360,

it o uld probably amount to 40 minutes. The change of 40 minutes in the

sphere of the shadow. Yes. That is not a big change. Yes, it is a big

change. No, of course, if it means the change of the relationship between

the earth and the sun, then, now, let us all set our wtae- watches at 40

minutes. We gain 40 minutes now. Another thing you see that Hezekjah
a

was asking for was something in the realm oVmiracle' and this is what it is.

All the miracles are supernatural. So, it would l ye to be a supernatural

element entering in it, it does not say how he did it, but Hezekiah eerta4y certainly

would I ye 9deoc seen the shadow go back, now whether it gradually went

back or not, it does not say/ that it went bac1JA- Yes, it says that the shadow
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went back, that there was a motion of the shadow upon the dial. Now Mr.

Taylor Just raised a question, Was that motion visible to everyone? Or

was it visible merely to Hezekiah? And of course, we do not know enough

about the sun dial of Ahaz, whether it was bi enough so that kx Isaiah

could see it. If that should have been the case, it would be one thing, but

it was in front of the palace ±zz so that everybody who went by there could

see it, then it would be a different thing. So, the sun dial of Ahaz c gives

the impression that it is the great monument that Ahaz put up. It seems that

way. So, it would suggest that it would be visible to many people there, but

it does not necessarily say that it would be known to people in Babylon or in

/t and Egypt, or even in Samaria. Take out a ... apply to the situation,

and say, how much do you need now, as you mentioned before, it will depend

on how much you need to give Hezekiah a sign? It certainly has to be

something out-of-the-ordinary, so he asked to let it go back rather to go forward,
have

but dx it does not necessarily has to be miraculous in the ordinary sense of

that term. It could be simply something which God does which is out of the

ordinary to assure Hezekiah that this word which Isaiah spoke to him was.(L,-
'7 That would be

going to come to pass.' Them-was- something which Hezekiah had ndver seen

before.' Yes, t1 t is good. It would be definite. It would have been something

he had never seen before. Hezekjah said, it would be simpler to let it go
at least

forward, andXo let it go backward, that would be difficult. Why did Hezel$ kiah

think that it would be simpler to make it go forward
?TBecause

he was aware

cf the perspective problem, a conditional element in prophecy. And so the

prophet would say;-4- let it go foward by ten degrees, then 40 minutes later,

Hezekiah would say, when is the sun dial going to go forward? The prophet

would say, it already went forward. There is a perspective condition involved.
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xplosion of laughters. . Hezekiah might have .... witur understanding

o f verse i. ) I can set a point of little sections where I have $ always been

troubled in giving cogent points of view in the Old Testament History.

In the Old Testament History I always felt that the class should go and

deal with the in theology class [Laughs;) Actually all that can be done and

has to be done is that the sun dial was actually turned ten degrees, and that,ts

all. That would cover quite 0' sufficiently. That would be quite sufficixdxent.

Yes, that is so. If the Lord is in some way without causing the earth to upset..

able to turn the sun dial, if He would maek the sun dial turn, Yes, that is,

it turned, after lxix he had asked/ that it would bogo ±b backward. You could

say that it could turn any time. But it turned &r-- after he had asked. He had

asked for it. It was given as a sign. It could have been adxxx a local turning.
as far as it

That is right. That would be all that/vas necessary bA=xftxxxxxx for

gzxRdix Hezekiah to have a sign. And it would not be a really big sign,

would it ? Ten degrees out of 360 degrees, one 36th of a circle. That is

right. Well, that would be what you would call .... at minimum, a minimal...

count at that particular time to have that particular effect. Tha t is right.

Mayby the sun dial was knocked down in the pdx palace. .. But it should

not be thought of that way... It think it is unfair to thinkiiog-- of standing on

a high sphere, delicately balanced, you know, so like the .... shot...

The stationary type of sun dials is usually quite large. They are either flat

or I mean they are either perpindicular or ... I think that horizontal is much

more normal than perpindicular. You think so? I mean the degree cycles are

hoizontal, and of them ec course the making of the sun dials is not a

simple thing. No. Because if you just put up ak stick, and then you mark
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all through the year after acxx the position would change. That is right. It is

a rather complex procedure. It would have to be a rather complex job to make one.

And we do not know just how it was, but the twist in the sun dial to this extent

might nt be such a tdx tremendous thing to happen. I do not know. I really do
it

not know. That/did happen after he had spoken, with this result,would be a

9
remarkable orcuriance.'( By analogy. Here is a sign. The altar is going to be

rent in the middle after the ash was put out. Sure, that could happen any time.

It happened various times. That is right. So was the sign. You could

take that as an analogy in respect t. this, too. tSimilarly a lightening of-storm
the mount CArmel andfiring the

on the top of a-±ffeRt-.--eark--.--h4c-bChindthe-altar... An analogy is a

t4r-- tricky thing./An analogy is 4 tricky, is it not? Unless you have

equal balances ...
(i

have no doubt in my mind that Hezekial'is mind that he

thought time had been regar- retarded ten degrees, you know the sun dial.

But how it was done I really do not kno There is a probèeqi there. Dr.

The next day he goes out and he goes to the sun dial or

something. Th e clock is off. The clock is off by 40 minutes. And

he would say you had better set the clock rights or something like that.

That would be true only with the sun dial. -ANd-he-he-weu- that is what I mean.

If he takes that explanation, i- his dial is incorrect withxtke allZthe

rest of the dial. Maybe it started a big r ... all the dials might change

Is that 4 such a common thing? We do not know... How many dials did they

have? We do not know that either. The sun dial of Ahaz sounds as if it might

have been a rather special thing, a clock which Ahaz put up as a means to tell

time precisely. Wouldn't cities have sun dials? I do not know. No. No.

It is a common thing archaeologically. The suniial would certainly be known.

And it would be off. Why, your pocket sun dial would have been
that could be

I do not think that a sun dial would be something/ordinarily transported.

$
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No You would not buy a sun dial. That would be ordinarily made. Yes. It need

not have been that special that it should be called the sun dial of Ahaz.Lj

names like that may be connected a long time with buildings or places

But Ahaz would be king. Just that way the artie]J,ould last longer, and yet

this would not make the article any more special, except that his name wasI.




attached to it. This makes it put up his time. That is right. Not that it is the

one end r But when you speak of the present king about the

sun dial of ;.. it is not 4 just any old thing. It is u something rather special.

It is special in the sense that he is the one who put it up, not special

in the sense that it was the only one around. No, not that. 01., it could be

that there was a sub dial in every house. This was a grea, or/ that1 is put up/

9The
only question is what evidence do we have that other houses had sun dials

too? That is a problem. Because otherwise, it could be incorrect and all that,

and that will be a real problem. It is correct and all the rest of them.
11-11 -5 without watches just

If it were, it would not be... just how this is going to be... /how accurately

-weâ-e-neeed- we would have noticed that. There is a sun dial in another

mile-away. I am still caught with the idea that it is only the shadow that

mvee- moves. I do not know if... That is right. It just says that the shadow

moved. It does not say that the sun changed the position of the heaven.

It says that the sun on the sun dial, in other words, the effect of the sun

light on the sun dial?7 It does not say how he did itTt does not at all.
like

It looks to me that it is like one of those miracles where Christ walking on

the water. It was done, and rational explanation does not explain the

phenomenon. We resent the water tension concept for Christ's walking

on the waters, we f+ very much feel, what is his name? the concept of

his walking over the sea shore, merely thought he was on the water, and those

things, and o course, His being on the shore, and then their thiInking that

he was on the waters would not fit with his stepping into the boat. No,
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Of course, that should be clear. Of course, the German

scholar, I cannot recall his name, You know the author

of Leben Jesu Strauss. There were times when he stepped into the boat ....

there were a lot of women and children at the seashore. It seems to me that this

is one of those occurrences in which there is an interventibn of supernatural

force in our society that achieves a direct end maybe without rearranging

anything else in th society, maybe this other thing might have changed, but
-

the( Lord just could have said, let the shadow move.But I would

think it more natural thing if it is more in line with the general method

working that He changes the shadow to move, if He puts some kind of ... to

mve it. But there are so many miracles where the natural working coneept

is , a lot of times, you can see the natural means in some miracles, but

there are lot of times when you cannot see, too. And it seems to me that...

there are plenty of parallels that you can say that therere simle simple

times where you can appeal to higher laws and whatever term you like to use

the accomplishment of it.J(OU refer to something like tb floating axe's

head? mean something like the bones of Elisha ... coming back to life, and

obviously he was dead. Of course, the critics-nep-interpret it rather differently,
on other

too, but there is no reasonable means in which/any/occasion the dead man's

bones limb 4.-ad life anywhere. A miracuoous sign was given se-...

therethat transcends, and I think that we cannot understand such a thing

in terms of physical, natural phenomenon. That was my thought, because

that is but a statement of a fact. and I do not he how you could take it

otherwise--inany other way. Once something is done, the shadow was .... the shadow moved,

but there is no necessary implication of anything else, and we do not know

how it was done, but we know one thing )t that it was done. We are not

justified from this in saying that therefore the whole earth changed the direction of

rotation. No, no. no. The verse speaks of the sun dial roving ten degrees.

along Yes, that means on the sun dial. This is ppazif±k specificially
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talking about eh the sun dial. It does not say, you look at the sun ... in the evening.
moving

Of course, the people did not, you do not see the sun aNd-he-ffieen any way.

As I-wl would understand it, people rarely look at the sun, but they look

at the effects of the sun. I have an uncle who tried to look at the sun, He

was 'very proud of himself. They had an eclipse in California in 1928 or

something like that. He was looking at the sun, and he would say the shadow
eat

of the moon is cut off, and/the edge of the sun and the rest of the folks were

marvelled at the sight... He would say, not it is more cut off, and so on,

and then finally they all saw the e eclipse, and the sun would be elcipsed, and
eye- out from

the sun would come aeeee/the other wise--w- side. I am sorry that he had

to wear dark-e- glasses ten years for that. Waw. It practically ruined his

eyes. You look at the sun for three seconds, and you will be out of the

You cannot do it. You cannot do it. You will go sqeet-your eyes like this ....

So, you would not see the -h sun moving in the sky.

ka- No body sees the sun moving, except thAtx towar the sun/set or

sunrise. And then the sun ray goes through so much atn(osphere, it loses- reaches

the point where the sun rays do not hurt ours ( eyes/ that way. Then we

watch the ... or but not ... and so you see the sun just move

back, you might see the shadow, but not the sun directly. Because you could

not look at the sun moving. Well, it is not 4 one of the simple things. We

believe that the Bible sms- says that the shadow moved. But ... that it returned

ten degrees, we do not quite think that Ahaz , Haekiah was necessarily right

to say that it was a at very simple thing to let the shadow move ahead. My

impression is that it ha is harder to let the shadow move backwwdrd than te

forward. But the fact that Hezekiah thought that does not prove anything to

us. He just u8ht that. No, I would speak with my original alterations.

What is that?
IThe

conditional, he understood the conditional perspective

concept. He flt that the tricky then he must have been very suspicious

of the prophet, then. Was he not? Well,, he was in a critical state. Ya.
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And .... here he says, Maybe, Maybe so, he had a memory of the fact that,
called to

t although we could not prove it, that his father would/ask for a b- sign,

and he would not do it, and he was condemned for not doing it. Isaiah 7, we

remember. We cannot prove that he has that memory, but maybe he might have had,

and now he felt, now the Lord is giving me the privilege to ask him for a sign,

and I am in a critical condition, too, and so I will, I am going to make a real

test. and I do not think that he could be blamed for that, would you?

No, certainly notBecause the Lord gave Ahaz... the earth or heaven any place

you want, just ask, and I will give to you. He took then that semi-pious attitude.

lifted himself higher above ... Ahaz was off. He did not have-entthL

enough to say to bother with it. Well, then we can move on then, unless somebo4y

/I1'f prediction in
has any further suggestion?! in this connection? Any more 5ges&te!-e this

chapter? Mr. Dunzweiler?o. In Chapter 39, I have, but not here.

Je-l6? Let us see."I shall... That is ix 15. Oh, Lord, by these

things men live. All these things are the life of my experience. So, wilt

thou recover me, and make me to live. That is Hezekiah's acceptance of

the promise.t is a repetition of the prediction, and the acceptance of

it that it is going to happen. 22 or 2kx 21? In 21, Isaiah says, For Isaiah

had said, Let tkxZzk them take a lump of figs, and lay it for a plaster

upon the boil, and he shall recover. nat And that we canTasu1ñe that
p

it was literally fulfilled. And then we have chapter 39? Verse 6? The

treasures of Hezekiah, or the treasures under his oversight shall be carried to

Babylon. Yes. And that was literally literally- fuffilled. That was not

a very.., unless that was taken e into captivity.., is not a very remarkable

7 -(-promise, because already at this time the treasures of Samaria had been taken

into Assyria, so that it was not a 4 very remarkable promise that your treasures

going to be taken away by a far superior power, but it was a 4 remarkable

declaration that it was going to be Babylon, because in his day Assyria was
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the great power, and the Bab)/lon was a small power which would join with him

in opposttion with ... it was the prediction that the Babylon, the small

power was going to grip., you and take you, and it is a prediction that the

this presently friendly one, this friend of yours is going to become your

enemy. So there are two eeerns elements in the prediction which are

very strange to Hezekiah, the two elements requiring the supennatural knowledge.

The element of destruction was not, because they have already seen that to

Assyria, and it would seem very likely that the end would come to it, too.

But the fact that , the natural thing that would be expected at this time gould

be the dest4ruction of Jerusalem within the next twenty-three years, and

that did not come for one hundred and four years, at least one hundred years.
was not

It did not come. So, the wonderful thing here s the desturction of Jerusalem

in that critical situation, but th'preservation of Jerusalem. But the thing in

this prediction is that it is going to be the Babylon, and that is a very

remarkable prediction. At that time... sent letters and ... was recovered,

and I believe that most students think that chap ters38 and 39 precede chapters 36

and 37, and I do not see any difficulty with them. I see no difficulty with the

assumption that /'here is is arranged logically rather than chronologically.

The greater events were told U first, and then these other things told that
t)

occurred, and told in ttra order which makes a very natural introduction fthe

next portion of the book, where after telling about being taken to exile, then

you give the predictions that Isaiah made concerning thelivery from the Babylonia
I on

exile. I just read a book published by the Westminster Press,/the Interpretation
and following in which

of Isaiah 40,/Prof. says, it has nothing to do with-he-Babyet4ar

exile;-with the Babylonian captivity, but it is entirely possible that it has

to do with the change in the human spirit. But it seems to me that he is

throwing aside many specific literal £±gwTx statements when he interprets

that way. I donot see how he could do it, and claims to be interpreting as
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' .t stands.\This is berse 6, and what is your next prediction, Mr. Dunzweiler?

Verse 7. That Hezekiah's sons will be eunuchs in the palace of
Bab>).on.tYesç/cV

Does this mean that Hezekiah' ownl immediate children?
A.,

ftUtte his descendents.

7i And of course, there is no problem there, because the word son, is

regularly used in Hebrew like in a case where it says, Jesus is the son of David,

and ERk the son of Abraham. That is right. So, the word son in Hebrew

represents the descendents. So, it does not necessarily mean his immediate

sons, but it means his leniar descendents, direct desendents, but it does not

necessarily mean his very next generation. That any children who were in the

immediate family "f Hezekiah, born indirectly, were eunuchs in the palace of

Babylon, would be extremely unlikeLy since there were a hundred years between,
-h&e that -

but/his descendents were w bb1iclly proven as a fact. I do not
tt ____know. Does the Bible that any were made eunuchs?

In Daniel, does it not? No. It does not say it, but itdoes imply it/ rather
H R

strongly. .. ut in control of the mater of the eunuchs ... ..because

made eucnuchs in the palace of Babylon. Daniel does not state it, but it does

imply that. Verse 3 , "And the king spake unto Ashpenaz the master of his

eunuchs, that he should bring certain of the children of Israel, and of the

king's seed, and of the princes; children in whom was no blethish, but well

favored, and skilfulLn all wisdom, and cunning in kno*ledge, and understanding science,

and such as had ability in them to stand in the king's palace, and whom they

might teach the learning and the tongue of the Chaldeans." t do not think that

that ... he may be simply the masterof the eunuchs e tn the palace of

Babylon, without necessarily making these people eunuchs. Of course, it does

not prove that he did not, but I do not think that we are justified in saying

that he did. We used to take it as apprenticeship as a eunuch, and thux it may
emasculated

be that Daniel might have been/aeinnch/a1so. But it does not say so. No. It does

tx'say so, I do not $ think that we are justified/pUn csui1x±Hx concluding that

Daniel was emasculated, although we have no proof that he was not.
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/A&
that shows that any of these men were emasculated.

We have no evidence/she we have enegh-ev4denee-

-hey-weie-te- not enough evidence that they were not, but we cannot say

whether they were or not. So that, either Daniel or his companions are never

referred to as eunuchs in the rest of the book, but they were referred to

as wise men or Chaldeans , but they were no referred to as eucnuchs. He

was made the chief of the wise men, not feferred to as a eunuch, nor is he the wisemen

referred to as eunuchs. So, that I do not think that we have any actual

evidence that Hezekiah's descendents were made eunuchs in the Palace. But

we have the evidence that his descendents were made-- taken captive to Babylon,
ly

as it would seem quite like/that some were made eunuchs. It would seem likely
this was literally fulfilled,

that same-were-made-etnueh5T/but we havene no evidence that they were made

etteb eunuchs, 4 but at any rate the fulfillment would bex** literal. This

would not be figurative, neither will it be ... they are strictly literal.

That is all the prediction in this section. And then let us look at Isaiah 7.

/How about this verse 8? This is the last one of these ... Verse 8?

There shall be peace and truth in my days. Yes, verse 8 is Hezekiah's interpretation

of the prediction, and therefore t it is important in understanding the prediction,

but I do not think that it is a Divine prediction, but it is a human interpretation

of the prediction that was given him. He says to him that your sons are going

to be carried away, the days are coming when all these sons will be carried

away to Babylon. Hezekiah did nøt say, My, isn't/i that grand? that the Lord

did not ask my .... He e did not say that, but he did express his relief

that he would be not taken by the Assyrians, and that it would be- require

a considerable change in the political situations before it would occur, and
be ing justified

his fifteen years would still/remain/ and he felt quite ejufed in concluding

that there would be truth and peace, and not timesxfmxxx.. of turmoil. He
this

knew that hue-would come 20 years h from them- then. ABut you could see

the considerable change in the political situation before it happened. You

could pretty well predict then that it would not happen within fifteen years.
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1I

Simply on
a4iuman

basis. You would either have to understand peace in the

sense of peace which would affect this particular prediction or peace in

respect of the content of the prediction itself, not to to the

specific carrying away Gd. the treasures and so forth, because he had no

assurance in the prediction that there would not be some other bae4b8- nations
them

that would not attack $m or declare a war during kixñyzx this period.

For in this prediction there is no assurance that there would be peace in

his time, but just peace in regard to Babylèn, and then carrying away his

treasures, isn't that right? It pretty wej.U says that the treasures are
T)

going to be there, too. 15Idn't they.. peace... they shall have warfare

without being defeated. If you mean peace in that sense, perhaps no doubt
I.-,

you would be justified. 1Perhaps that would be ... in the prophecy. I do not

think this is a Divine prediction, but Hezekiah's interpretation of the

implication of the prediction, don't you think so? which I think is erroneous,

that is, his implication is tkatx derived from this prediction. I do not

see how!$get this. I do not see how he gets peace out of this, except in a limited

haeeee------------sense of peace. It does not mean that no nation will come up

to war against the kingdom. If it did, then chapters 36 and 37 would not have

come after this. If it meant that there was not going to be any war, then

chaptrs 36 and 37 could have not come between , not come after this, and

-prove'that these chapters are chronologically arranged. But as you say

it impUy means that there would be defeat, why, then 36 and 37 can

come before this. That is an interesting thing, too. To give him the donfidence

6ha in the face of the Assyrian invasion and yet he became very much frightened,
in

yw because the letter5e the temple he placed before the Lord and he

but that does not prove that he did not ... as the assuaance. Yes. Well, we

had better look at Isaiah 37 now. We can look at = it tomorrow morning. 9:20.
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FULF LED PROPHECY November 24, 1965, Side One
-,

I' fr. Gable, I wonder if you would mind looking at Mte1h verse

of Micah 2, and ivi g us a summary of the reasons for or against various

viewints tha'P' suggested as to its interpretation. 5it is hard to look

at just that verse without looking at verse,) 12 also. other words,

a text without a context is only a pretext. Yes. Rig1t. So, vere.there,
whether

it is difficult to tell what-it means deliverance .1ret r or,,tit means
breaker 'J

an initial capture. Because the baker/is spoken of Xwallá and passed out
,4k4 t' leadiig&

through the gate. Is this a picture vfChri8tTtecapt,paptive?

Or is this a picture of a hades from wh,iFh He brings out ...? am sur4e there

,vf
should be a more historical context.Y Where did you read that, Dr.? N tt-

can very well be, because there ... the breaker is come up before them: they

have broken up, and have passed through the gate, and are gone out by it; and

their king shall pass before them, and the Lord on the head of them."

You think that the context requitest that it be taken e a? Israel?

6-




Yes,
Israe(.4

within that historical fram work. Is is Israe1?I you say

the two opposite meanings, it could be the breaking outhe gate and the

king pas in before theml into captivity, or it could mean breaking out24'/

,on coming from Babylon4 AuErieir'wou1d the king'a1iead ....? )Well, there would

1*be some kind of a leader. The king could be-refer.ed to 4w one in charge.
M through ahead of them.

Or could there the king refer t9 God? The Lord shall pass/1 through-the-gate-7r7-01

The Lord
CJX

ahead of them The king who passes before tgtTt be the

Lord leading them. ~It could not be ruled out, but it i1-d seem too

adequate YOh, parallalism there. That would fit wel Y Is God usually spoken
r

of asking? He was the kin before1they eeommede4 a kkng- king.') Could you
1k

pee-e- point to ¬hfs?tL have to get that for you. fSeveral there, but I
( - itt

just do not think of any at the moment. (The reference to the king's 4:(.. hardly

seems to be God "Wgs 4:9 hardly seems to be God. Butthat 1* does not prove any-
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thing either. Yes, well, now, this .-could
not1

refer to ttktng

any way, but rather this would refer to one who was a leader of them, if you

could take it that way. Because like the in the wars of Israel instead of

AK Mi
having a kin; 'they sometimes 'ha4 a general. 14ht is the Hebrew, for their

king shall pass before them? Is mmellec? Could that als9Abea

leader? The king shall pass before them. King, melech. I had,.&tt impression

that it would not be out of place to think of God as being described as a king,
a

particuarly at )hè time when there was noking, but perhaps one should not

aivance teory without some definite parallels. It 'buld not be difficult to

04
find 9ee,4 parallels, as far as that is concerned. Now we are looking at

a larger question. Mr. Gable, you said that it is either going out of Jerusalem

or out of Judah into captivityor going out of Babylon coming

back from captivity. That is quite

differentmore

. or going out of Judah the-- an

argument4st

the king woulr4haps understoodl as their king

was taken4 the king shall pass before them, he was carried off before them.

Then, of course, taking it that way, you have no parallelism at all between

the last two parts. ThereT-he Their king shall pass before them. There

means that their earthly Xking will be taken intp captivity, and the Lord

as the head of them, that God is eaj5g- causing that they shall suffer

them- at ... so that ---ry.. $he-&.ts no parallel, they are two distinct

ideas, but there is no parallel, I do not say that there has to be,
other

but we know that there is not g from that viwpoii. J.ow, the/viewpoint'
a

-trat he-king coming back,there is a difficulty,i not being/literal king

but its being taken as a figurative understtaanding of God's leadership.

But as between these two then, you think that as far as this verse ie concerned,

ktakeA4k9it
is pretty hard to tell? Xrr-~ R have a thought,

an idea that if you take the two ends of the kingdom, the beginning and the end

here itt comekto an end, -tt go.e all the way back to the beginning,

to the time
whenApeople

cried for 9 a king to rule over them, and it is
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specifically sad- said, the Lord said, They have rejected me that I should

not reign over them in I Samuel chapter 8. The implicion seems to be
I

that they wanted a human king and they rejected God king over

them. Now here is the other end of the whole thing. You come to the final

end of it, could this be used then as again God becoming their kjng not by
Jk'JA 4

their choice this time, but $ that way making this possibility -tk.h hiy jt

as a parallelism''You mean that would fit better with their

r return from exile? Yes. Mr. Taylor?
Fro-t!het

From the context of

that passage where he says, Samuel said, "They have not rejected you, but

they have rejected me."Right . Samuel was never king. 6h, no, he is just saying

that if God had been king up to this point, and the people demanded that

a human $ king be granted them, so the Lord said, they have rejected me that
tC/-. a

I should not reign over them. What in the world does -irtçhuman kin have
ap freigned over them.

to do Pei with rejcting God? Up h to this pens-- point God h7 L. ..l.___tulin

kn Now they 'jected God"reign'er then. 7cut
they

'18 made/ TNxrt for the king when they were get4g. into the
c, , - Samuel

kingdom, how he should rule.
.4what

he is saying n-aniel is
in Deuteronomy

that they e cracking ahead of m time, because rules - -k4 gdeM--
wou'd raise a human ing for them.

for a human
k(ng\4erhapd

ahead o time when God/was-go g-e-esabsh-kingâom

or-them-under-a-hunan-king- Otherwise the passage in Deuteronomy would

rather seem , Deuteronomy 17, e- is it?, He says, you give him a copy of

this law and let him not multiply wives and let him not do sotand so forth.

a4So, some human
kingdoni~'vwenj.

clearly f ese n in the providence of God,1 ;Vme -

some human kings for them. F providence of God, that does not

necessarily mean that it is the .' No, I am just saying that hE-same

Jy
hum,

king3crJoreseeI

When thou art come unto the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee, and

shalt posses it, and shalt dwell therein, and shalt say, I will set a king over

me, like as all the nations that are about me; thou shalt in any wise set him king ov
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over thee, whom the Lord thy God shall choose: e-fL-m wuu iybrethreii .

This represents" their being interested in their wanting to have kings

like other countries. The Lord says, when you do that, -ery I il1
could

OWchoose for them. The implication would not ruled out that) until they ee
41

be4, God- iüe their kingA-
Nor could it be ruled Lii in.So, Mr.

Dunzweiler's point, you think, then, is not a strong argument) An"yet one

worthy of consideration? I would say that from my point of view there

may be other texts which may be more explicit than this one. I do not know.

I) it could be yha-ta-- that in Deut. 17 it says, When you come into the land,

the very things that the I Samuel saysi they said, I will set ke-evev--------

a king over me, like as all th nations that areabout me;..." It may then
fi

be 'tftt folloting tha5 God ____ about. te or restraining them, knowing
,1 ii

that the are goig to do this; nevertheless, e desired that they should choose4"t'

4A'te4"l 411(#t 4S14'
king.t Cod Wkg and these are all then restraints 'ri' He knows
4- *1,fthis
that they are going to do

1
U does not change the fact that

key

are r rejecting

he Him as king at that time. Th does inot change anything. Well, at any rate,

as far as 15 here is concerned,concerned, 4e k n

#A 1
V7 A~




g sha 1 pass befo e then) can fit

either way, and the objection to t1 1it'ttIrvy-* gointo

exile, is that , taking it that h way there is no parallelism whatever.
44

The objection to it being a-f*s-be4ng taken later that we do not have the

arLh1y king involved. We either have human leader or-or JA?~O4/Z41the

1
41he argument is strong for 4ynonymous parallelism,- -ye-w -e-baoe-ehto--

ert-ehe-eoieerdanee 0..ould argue on the basis of my concordance/ tells me

the passage, Ps. 10:16 and a couple of other passages where the Lord is said

to bee-4e king forever, and so forth. Well, yes, in that case the Lord is

king, is He not? -~ That would be one of the key passages $ to prove the

point. But I do ot i th t fr his verse alone we could decide the issue.
J

__Mr. Gbl wsI it ~f in we take into'account verse

12? If we take 13 as a picture of bringing them back, t en
AtrM

it would b e necessary
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c) 6-

( to take 12 as their going into captivity first place. Oh, really? Yes,

it would present a nice picture if could do that. owever, there seems to
a tone of

bejjoy about 1 that it does not seem to fit that too well.rhere seems to

be a1joy about " 12, does it not? /Surely gathering the remnant
ofJsrael, puttingI.

them together as the sheep of Bozrah... it would appear to be like- a regathering

rather than The fjgurative 1auage here is often used of
fT 1 C jjf4ctA41;1e4

Israel. Israel is the flock s a nation whose God is the shepherd.
c4

f't1 the idea here, the imagery here,that,the shepherd a gathering the flock/1 together...

In other words this çits with more with the-eku..i.5 return

/7, __from exile Yes, yes. -i --bed wiLlL Lid0 .rhA8i
"1

j/Could there not be 'athering &something evil? We might, but .-t-e it

this language!.rttt.,. .

about Isaiah 34:6? Where there is a gathering ..."... for the Lord hath a

sacrifice in Bozrah, and a great slaughter in the landof Idumea."4fh(re is
talks

no g hen here. It justa;Ie about a sacrifice. Of course /Iere-4& gathering

in old .. all the nations

The--Yes, this is gathering Jacob. Like a sheep, like a flock in the midst of

their fold.!f-ye-ay, athering people-lik- gp rr £1--l-

to Q'ake them off to punishment .. is like putting them

a fold -weud-he-I4ke- But you do not usually us he figure of fold
1

Afoldin that way. You thi - protection of (W fold rather thanApreparation for

destruction. It does seem to me that verse 12 at least at -fifst

at the end of the exile,

a-age- herding them together we'l'Wc4.-.be ta4noff into exile, and

p i
if 12 is regahtering, it would certainly a strong argument 1 to be a

return from exile. Do you think that the gathering p w.uH
/




A*' aA
.-b return- from the exile as great pictu

=
0V

re)As ou wuld get 'pe verse
A

12, Dr. MacRae? IVese 12 surely a great hem- numberQLen

-ismore into the direction of their going into exile?
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T No, I as just mentioning that &_r .minh s he eback-fre_.e*4.i,e

-...Ih number of them who returned from exile
wasAcc4aratil)r

small. It looks

014 'AC4
to me, this,I think, comes up in many eases- places athering .&e-aee+rr7..

I after he'...
predicted in verse 12, is greater than anything that happened/outside Babylon.

'2iIn which case, we would not know just how 13 would fit at all. If 12 looks forward

to gathering together at th'id of the age, it is rather Yard to fit
/ a under,

.vul4 the breaker be the force/of antichrist zapx approaching
/ ttP4tC4 1

Tht Armaggedon? Bow"
n1jthat

cotext? Their king ap shall pass before the

OM-Z, e ('
TppITbe-the LordN . 7The Lord again in the punitive sense

as their head,4bringing them into it, though they did not realize that they were

bring brought -ta..,_ It is pretty much of a jum p from-.e previous dealing with

the immediateiituation.
Ther71is

not much connection there.TQuite a

jump, so Iwondered sometimes if there might be ahyperbole involved in verse

12 in regard o the number. Yes Because tkmxwmxx you know Solomon
..4ì4iC4V

in his prayer, he talks about the children of Israel and he says
_j4&4V0

._--oeuldhe buinber&4. iia always
foint

U~~elt a f

4w

years before that

David was condemened for-he numbering them. The number in verse 12 might
AA

W,
~~--e~

be hyperbolic. Yes. Yes. Of course, the i1-e much

larger than the gatheting when they came back from exile. But the number

can be hyperbolic.ad certainly it was a great joy to have the exiles come

back to the land, even though é number may not be h a large one. Well,

I do not know whether we can get any further &!~P this verse or not. i amAw

just going to summarize whqt we have had last time. If you have any further

point to suggest,,ke-- her se-eb4s-eok-ahead---a-verBes---I would be
j

very much in
Aid in)7r,qotherwise

let us
look1at

again at verses...

We were speakin,about the qiI'estion of literZal and figurative language.

And I would suggest that just on this matter of figurative and literal a

language I would suggest we look at Jeremiah 51. In Jeremiah 51:42

and 43 we have two
verses,f1'!d together. Jeremiah 5l:4l says, "How is



If you take that literally, there are great çidal waves that come up, and
spread over the land there, and over Jmteae/ But a figurative interpretation of
verse 42 would be that

-

Sh4hach
taken! and how is the praise of the whole earth suprised! how is Babylon

become an astonishment among the nations!! l1 Now, that is pretty literal.

And that describes an overthrow. It seems to sugestj an overthrow by
-

that. Now, wege go on verse 42." The sea is oie up upon Babylon she,, is cQprd
*** 9/-yi

with the multitude of the waves tYereof. "If The sea hre stands for the Ide
R

of armies of the nations. The sea ,wQ'4d come Ip..bt Babylon. & just ahi

think of wave wave nquering armies spreading overt Babylon,

and you see the future overcoming... come to Babylon.
Adok

Then there are two

possibilities, literal or figurative. If you take it literally, as far as I

know it has never b yet been fulfilled. It would predict some big

geographic thing thatio come. If yes- -take it figuratively, it can easily

fit with what wt-happen hl.pper!ed to .bylon in the course of years.But

,?re
would b,4rtwo possibilities. ,,They are.qr sharply distinguishedJu, f

Then, if you take the next verse.ae- And the next verse says,"er cities are a

solation, a dry land, and a wilderness, a land wherein no man dwelleth, neither dee

doth any sons of man pass thereby." AVVI do not know of any way to suggest to

take that figuratively. I do not know of any particular reason- meaning it would

have as/figurative-presentation. If you take it strictly literally, it would

describe ae- exactly what happend to the cities of Babylon the cities of
A
-

Babylon which had been there for hundreds for thousands of years from

the time of Jeremiah are mbst of them desolations and dry land and,wilderness,
about

because the rivers has change5 tr courses. The river now goes/20 miles

awy- away from there4'ai&sidei that river there are big cities todays with

great commerce and itr-,.many people, but the ancient cities of Babylon are

now largely- Varchaeologist paradise. You have to ha 1 water 10 or 15 miles

for expedition,but-do not have
fgreat

numbeof people vig--e--

-]1aad-Ieday say
Z" VCryf

in this land belongs to me, and you have got to i pay me

rent for
£a1'here1and

looking in and observing everything
' do
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-t 44 , __
/

a nuisance
o7metPrAtfwlvej

RP
ir... It iarchaeologists' paradise today,

because... it literally fits th the situatioi described here in verse 43.

Now, if you take 43 literally, and 42 figura/)tively, you have a description that

has been exactly fulfilled of Babylon,, buitif you take 42 literally, there is
.' (~ 77 717W

something that has not yet_&. j _ Aóa there is a sharp difference the"

between literal and figurative in interpretation
./

I was at a Bible conference

this suxnme d--was- I was the chief humorist, while S. Lewis Johnson of

Dallas was -..chief teacher. He insisted on a literal interpretation of this

se tin of Jeremiah very, very emphat1ly, aid-- talking about the Euphrates

}a.d-ng ajJ,i turned into end times and----on- in Revelation& and --'- >

____
(11

and he went on very stôong in the literal concept, a land wherein no man

I a4:tVIM
dwelletb... and he Ji a-t.ued a great deal of arch eo).qgi,c 1 sta4ements

=Babylon,

by fellows fro1br'ight, 4-o occasions1l

e still raher-r?-aeu we roun Babylon, camped overnight there
z

piled up a great deal of evidence demonstrat.that she--- the Babylon ha

- n yet been destroyed in the fullness$ of the Old Testament prophecfr1ong

this line. He insisted on literal interpreta "on-raher-- right on through

regard BabylonBaby1on.t1'1 yet i .''Of course, &4 point was

to make the Babylon of Reve1ationj.itera1 , and a literal culture, and
I

the Babylon/1. I Peter4's a literal Babylon and so forth . ... 'Which would be
o near

pretty difficult to fit with he view of rapture which might come in the4 future.

Of course, it wou'd be very difficult to ffthat.
/0




f course, you might
how that would open up /

understand/ke-possibility-e-epei'titg-tip a lot of possibilities e- for J4fli147,4#'

humorousUBA of the program. tmr-, if yibaL e 1Lai I am

1jt' 1 !/AA
quite sure that Johnson would believe hat the rapture thight com any time.'

(::'

seven

Oh ye? He does it think that there is even seven year period/ begins with the

immediate removal of the church. He thinks that it begins with the re-
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institution of... there might be only even years. But that would be at

minimum. And he thinks that there i be a considerabel period eeveredT of

time. He does not mow before the start. But he always .. forward to ..into

the period of future from now., and then the rapture would come after the
He would not

\ end of the period. That is right. He says that there might be ... ialk4n
the two

about the length of tJ,mbetween eke/events, because he says that is wholly
.'"; ~7

speculative, but he felt that they made a mistake in saying that the bis4e--

tribulation'started immediately with the rapture, and then he tl about
washed throng

the the Revelation who seem not t . . yet who are
-t

the redeemed, you ..know tIgreat multitude e i,n Revelation 8, and he sa4('/ .
that they are like eople born a

\r ~articular




f he anaerof he cr i, and it is

as
literal.fiLe

wod iwe to feel

that there might be much longq than 4 seven year period. Oh, yes, that
/

would be a bare minimdm. The literal BabylonL is going to be rebuilt<.èrttt!.L...

is pretty dogmatic. ( Oh, yes, I thought so' T7Well, if he wants to preserve

ke i 'ne cQ, I slippose he would have to do that. am-?ew think that the
')It

'fMea wQaac5me (ip .nrth441(Well, he ta).I about the nv r bethg, e+-.rêd
) ) ciJ c w?f,l4

the river b-ag dried up -4rr Revel tionth-4.. -y think5 that

it is a diversion of 2' the ri




IVV
irer , source waters or maybe

present I
.4L'41 around thefiEs site of .e Babylon by diverting the river courses e and

so forth. Sea"A means waterf
the oceans

b)
+SQ

waters, see. --8- U - tumid that the ight -___-ii#tual1y--.a river o make
lake ,; .

a huge ae-or something like that? Yes, yes. That would e an interpretation,

of

takingJctlY

literal. I have iently i Fulfilled
as an

Prophecy as a most o"Zding instance of fulfilled prophecy-ef-he evidence

that God spoke through Jeremiah, because this situation this describes here

in verse43 is one which no one would have any human reason to expect to occur,
r .4

but which has actually
occurred1

that the cities-wita.. desolations, a dry land, and a
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/ wilderness noayiT\g that no bod ever stopd there. I do not think

that most Scriptu be taken in that extreme. sense. If

you take anyth-ing in that extreme sense you will findvery little in
jr

Scripture hat is fulfilled. But taking it in +s sense\ it isC4
Id

,




I
a feaen- i that.kt is comely uninhabitable, and which was a

0j-#i4
great peepereys prosperous cefterAat the time of Jeremiah and taking it

that way and not so much e Babylon as -cit the whole &tre-of o.
OM _which there mightJoccasional%1i,.vxception but Ivt the bulk of then e- is

certainly trueiobJect4'at
type of interpretation

of the 5cr ptures. 1L insist, for instance, when Christ

Jeee- said Herd, Zi-JtLiet fox, 'they-d-

3 Oth"e A




insisted-thatthat hey-a Herod

actually had four legs and a tail
2
£-tha-rt nota literal

interpretation, but 4 an interpretation OfAletter( And there is a

real difference there. We would not call that a literal interpretation.

*alL Ik* LLv1. go't

No, no. .. It is a figure of sppech which describes

real charact jstics of a real ma not an animal or not some man

.Ltype of

a4l

1.

speech figur11 au.PuP4-,.,has a literal cast to it.

.. ç-/) It is not des ribing that he has eyes, either, but describing the

crafty (19lwhich the fox is in Micahrr-

then I would be inclined to think that the last verse was a v- very literal
where David's palace was,

verse. That Zion, ftliteral place,/was going to be no longer acentero-
- type of an are like

.41id litI F$4urban life, but an agricultural! eea--...

like-a- something Jerusaim is going to look like a heap of

ruins and the temple hill is going ~0~10ok like a high place in a forest, that

it is going to be a comparatively deserted area, which of course is what happened/
from
during the exileTT ±.was *ether they actually used a plow or not,
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it became an agricultural
area,ra

country area rather than a city area.

That would be ajiteral fulfillmenf it, and of course/a t
% 01 UP

hey may have used a

plow,d-we know that the Romans did use.-.tt qhe when they onquered te city,

and it ee- certainly has been plowed there in more recent years, but whether then

it was actually ap plowed as a field or whether it simply became a

part of the open country, I would think that that would be a literIl fulfillment/

of it.And then how qbout the ndxt verse? We have the same literal places

named. _____We have the temple hill in verse one. And

we have Zion and Jerusalem in verse - two. We have the same three places,

and I would be inclined to thnk that it is speaking of the same liter.

2i
places, but -o what is

Tpcat
least in vem'one of vI chapter four was

a figurative expression rather than a literal one, that it did not mean that

the temple hil is go g to be raised up physically so that it would be higher

4u4tJthan Jut that is going to - assume an lmportan4e

greater than that of mount of Olympus or he Seven hills of Rome, that it is

going to be -~~You want to hear

suggestion? What is that1??.4#.Jthat it talks only of the mountains

in the imteâ8ee immediate vicinity, he you now the mountains in the

vicinity of Zion and so forth, and of course in Zech. 14 we have the
tjug M ________epe- split/of mount and various otherr p1(y.h.I.ocjhe.a] things that

take place, and some have suggested that Zion will in fact be higher than

tie mount,ins surrouding it, due to various activities that will take place

and n if you try to say that it is going tp be higher than Mt. Everest

and things like that, or higher than 'then that would far beyond

the geography, but some t=am suggested that h - because of the s crednti
J '4. J34$
-!

)a_Q.t.b._\when
other hills are ...

/.bushed as-td over and levelled out and Zinn
wil]7remain

highest. Why

s1 ~h~Iis r to all -a hills? ell, verse one here isitgreat wonderfil
Are

hou d e h+1

picture of how GodM blessing avid- in contrast with the curse in verse 12.
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Verse 'l2 is the destruction for sin'd this is 'great blessing that is

to come ___
a ) _____

.1. site
1temenous

blessing that other hills o-w-fl1 be lowered,/4(/

this particular or!1 even fiftyert her pi es

feet higher . \A44Ic special bless ng,VX -1

Dr, special blessing comes in verse 2, wen he says that vtxx the law,

41

sl,,1rthof
Zion, do you think that there is any special blessing

?ha?- a4eolLbr ir!-. I would think that its m aning is




pyes, 1levated'. IagreeI
KAA~Ifj Oil td.

j.1_L-a importan

-_ciñthat I 1iteral interpretation is offered is not totally dis-

gracefulfyqu know, totally untasteful. 1oChardly think that
I

~11111t,

t+e'reaso
9

Maybe not. w1 mean, that is the way I would interpret it.

I am not arguing, but lam just asking if you t±nkxux want to heartIiJ1

-uuie




AA A
"suggestions that e often heard. ".. . and people shall flow unto it."

That 1is a beautiful figure, is it not? Flow, I think thaElow like a magnLet,

like pieces of iron flow to f the ar. attracted by it. They flew do not

____ c.ftSii f1kj
flow because the iiL bing,Qz tk Jth- down, but they flow because it

draws them itself. I do not think that we would- want to pause over

versesl4 here. They, certainI do onot think, are fulfilledJ
6 1 60

yet. Yes, Mr. Buraga.
SoWIW
me h suggested iIi*b from Isaiah 69 that Jerusalem

would become a seaport. ine that .ãtei.probably because of overel, AA
flow of people. People shall flow unto it. Isaiah chapter 60. Twould not feel

'61 IL




that is a correct interppetation of the Isaiah 60. 1tet-1tM.
(. because the ..4

The! abundance of sea shall be converted e unto thee, øc-e

Mts -I1 -t-LP41. -a_.il!u -mt Yes. It means, I think, that

they are going to receive people from outside their own area. It is not

imposible that Jerusalem should subside two thousand and six y- or seven

hundred feet, but it is rather ilikely I would think,1that tj would be
feature of / .

qIite a/subsidence there. Now only that I do not think it isI1--'

(J prophecy. '.I.461 i show* God's blessing upon the place. I do
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9reat
'1 think that there is any

blessing inbeccnii a seaport. sea
portt

1 '(4 /
close

vy 13
it. In hese s I w.eJt.e much more important e+r airport,{

vith verse 4-of Micah 4?

The abundance oiseaert there 'a ffi3ee reference to the Gentile nations
-,

again. Yes. Althou.
AJt i with that

that is not necessaryr Ths tiu)tth 1± nicely, /because thejtP44

-4 -tp-OpC44Pa4.q)'IIA t4:/ 3

'
2iZZ La ;&za uáhY Tep1e:

wjJ 1 Tr4,i
'YJ7APd/4

btinging things from all over the sea4'frJtL

I do not think
tha7necessarily

means that they won't have to transfer

'"t%¬ land twenty miles fronysea.ih j fig'ave..
hat is just like th4~btie t-1 _"TrMteft ft. !L. L.h.jh




t1h r ed

I do not think that is a correct

approach to ff interpretation/ . w.yit .e--tun Verse 4, "But they

shall sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree; and none shall

make them afraid: for the mouth uxtx of the Lord of hosts hath spoken it."
Ox cL

Does this mean that are the are going tà'literal sit under- vine and under

t
fig tree?verybo y ha vine and fig tree? Ppastoral scene, a scene

I'
ft%of peace, a-man- men are aen at home rathrAout in war. It is a scene

of freedom from e ternal danger. It is/ freedom from external danger. That
ANA"?

-1
.14

is what is s.a.t in verses 3 and 4. And 5 unquestionably/,an exhortation rather

than a prediction, in which caee the translation is rather

f




I would take verse 5 for all the

peoples, c4 J

pPuple wQkv-p2 a.L.Jt=weid
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do walk,
+-z-i-ç. The people (.inrah- d wW3r tJf the frequentative)

that is, the peopi We find th great loyalty to gods

among various nations, but we who have a God who gives- can give us such
511"j, f 44(?1

promise as this, we1.certainly walk in His name. It is,i prediction that

there are going to be heathens and Christians all thugh t eternity.

They are going to walk in the name of their god and we




9V
.

r,alkg in the
-

nazneof our God, but they have great loyalty, many people, to their false

gods. Let us have greaterl to our true God. I would taZke it as

an exhortation rather than a s a prediction. And I think in that

senses it parallels uâfr the passa in Isaiah. That, of c9urse, is -

Vu,7Zjo7'
gtin awa from our Fulfilled Prophecy, getting on to .... I'..IaAr -hin3r--

Pt&'us-ft 4e1P
Verse 6 and 7, surely are also tightly bound to

1 to Verse 8 also. tAnd thou, 0 tower of the flo, the

strong hold of the dauglr of Zion, unto thee shall it come, even the

fiTt dominion; the kingdom shall come to the dauglr of Jerusalem."
44t1

Theit-¬ .a.llooking forward to the Millennial kingdom. Then we come to verse

9,"Now why dost tbuu cry out aloud? is there no kiiin thee? is thy

counsellor perished? for pangs have taken thee as a woman in travail."

Here is a picture. This prediction is in the form of a pette- picture.

They have been rebuked for their sin in the £aci chapters,

and now they are told that there is going to be a time of great suffering.

Why doest thou cry out *loud? is there ti-k- no king in thee? is thy

counsellor perished?Y for pangs have taken thee as a woman in travIil'.'

Here he is picturing
t47reat

suffering they are to undergo, and then

he gives Lcizx God's answer to it.
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in pain, and labour to bring forth, 0 daugher of Zip, like a woman in

travail: for now shalt thou go forth out of the city, and thou shalt dwell in
A prediction of the Babylonian exile,

the field, and thou shalt go even to
Babylon4/there

shalt thou be delivered; there

the Lord shall redeem thee from the hand of thine enemies." That is a

prediction of their return gfem- from exile. So, here we have a fulfilled

prophecy in verses 9, and 10. We have a fulfilled
prophecj

looking forward

to the time of the exile 50 years or 100 years after -a..h Maybe 120

years. But Th t-striking element in it)4 They are
when

hey are going to Babylon. Of course,/Micah wrote 1-t Assyria

was enemy Babylon was ±Tra comparatively unimportant place at

that 4.g, Dr. at the end of * chapter three,'are

dealing with something which is fairly close to come compared wt-th chapt
if

C4 44k/,~W1
4:1. Then at the end of that section, say,/you make the end verse 7,

/VtIJW
A0,-is what is going to happen to you, now, why dost thoucry aloud and so forth

and so on, and then we-move make a prediction of something near again. I

notice that when it begins it begins with a temporal reference in the
INA

last days and it ends with a temporal reference even forever. Where is it?
.J"

V

-V4:1 and 4:7. There is quite a switch You are not told that there is going

1rt" to be q.-eue itch, now, from ' v to eschato1ogica-vp-

You a 4that. stir1%nouh) It begins with a

tttt1 temporal statement, .4then it with a temporal

statanent. That 'last is deceiving. Don't you think, Dr,, for

"acharith"? Don't you think that the latter or the following days would

be a better term? So that the temporal lapse is not so apparent in the
was not

text as it really looks."V) I reckon so. I/xdc figuring on any length

of temporal lapse as I was on the idea that it says something about time.

Now, I zn wondering if that is any indication of a jump, a quick jump.

-A There is a jump in the acharith of days.
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- i p
OW ,41

air*a yu y 1c1in uu.

- n Jup 1 JUL -I.he Qj1t.A

It does not say how far the jump is. No. It might be a jump of fifty

years or it might be'a..five thousand. It does not say how long but it is

a 4eeI jump have noticed that when that expression is used in

ehapeer Genesis 49, Ad .4h0pr.pet eke- certain element of it

is fulfilled in a few years and another part of it is not fulfilled for

a couple of thousands years. i) I noticed that; in the Olivet discourse the
-(J' 4ea

temporal references seem to be quite broken .A number of tirne4 references
where it says, P

there like f/after this, immediately after this,

Some are important and someá are difficult. - 4** it Beeme-4o me

it w hv.._.a -âe4kn4 .. r& 1... mBut it seems to me that we have

chapter 3 leading upi toAdestruction, first the sin, then
iU' 9'zC.

destruction in verse 12, and then looking beyond the destruction God ~WvJ te-war
rIk

_the-blessin\ which isAl and then it speaks about that in19 dz/"

chapter 4 in verses 1 through 8. And then it eem- seems to me that verse

8 concludes that section. And hen it starts a new section in verse 9.

Or maybe verse 8 is a transition/ o back into 9.
ffi

No, I do not think
-I' u 8

so. I think that verse 8 is a conc1sion. Verse/sa s that te dominion

is going to come/ to Jerusa1




lieuch s-ee rule

I feel hat verse 8 is definitely looking-to

Oh, the other thing I noticed this
)
that it struck me quite

forcibly when I started into chpter. 4 without any, (of
course, i cannot

i%&uLcQ1tt k
divorce myseLf from ... struck me quite forcibly. Here is something

different.'9n chapter 4? Yes ... Avchapter 3

chapter 4. It did not take a much thought at all to kmaw that I 'r

__ ,v\ pwas in a different of perspective. Definitely. That struck me very

f
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I Alt'
.-' forcibly. Chapter 3 1 tri 1, sin; verse l2unishment for the

sin. 4:1-8, the contras &*th blessing after the punishment. We have

thus three stages. And of course, there is a great change from the
n

sin 4w4"+ the punishment. jc p

Qf There is a great change from the punishment to theLater blessing

But this, I think that chapters 4:1-8 is all all- unfuld prophecyç
DI&Y

what I mean4 is that f1om their standpoint historically/people who

1t4tttC .4flJ
first read this it Pkeiw wonder if they would not immediately

catch the same thin/Fhey would say, the exile is coming, and after the
the M

exile there is going to be 4 i11ennium. They%i would definitely say that.
1 throuh

And [ think that they would definitely say that .e verses/8 aid- - is something

that is some distance in4future, but as to whether it is 200 years-of or

590-years- 5,000 years, they could not say. That is very definitely in
LOt

future, 4-..then in verse he loo at the situation, a situation of

MAIO
pain, and ekeft in verse 11 lookatte situation of pain, and again

in 5:1 b10014 at tee- situation of pain. And in each of these three cases

here we have a grot('p of three situations of path -'"phP ef by Divine
which

blessing. ,ontras
w th4"pain. 114i we have a sect&on here,/I would 4 say,

goö 1
,4.t

together1
in which you have suffering , which, of course, is following

the previous picture of sin which leads to it-..ti there is suffering coming,

but God is going to bring the b1essing after the suffering, and7iere
is




0
a logical relationship between the suffering

,jdJhe
blessing, and thet is 4Tr-

give chrono1ogice blessing comes after

the suffering, but there is no intimation necessarily, ow soon after suffering

the blessing comes. The re ation is logical rather than chronological,

except in the sense that
i?'fuçw

soon it me thing

-* is selected, that is appropria, lation it. -e you have a

situation of suffering in verse 9 anda1 o. You have a situation
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of suffering in 11. it-ll you have a situation of suffering again in

b 5:1. These three situations of suffering; and then each of them is

followed by marvelous blessing. Bre.e shows the end of the end of the

kingdom, and tim-8pd-shews-ehe shows God's reestablishment of

the kingdom. 4:9 and 10 shows the beginning of the exile, and then the

end of 10 shows the return exile, and 'there4 ia factual prediction

_ia that the exile is going tj o but then in 11 we have a

situation whictIescribe like the other two 41L somewhat vague,
A

Al
AtJ

and then we are given.&conclusion for it that the Lord is going to allow

them to be victorious. Now, does e eleven point to? I think that it

is quite obvious that 5:1 points to Zedekiah's being blindedto the

of the Judean kingdom, and I think it is quite clear that 9 and 10 point

t the ame time. But f what does 11 point to? ('S.I 1...e 4tUmt

1'
been fulfilled in my thinking. 1ou do not think that this

refers to the Maccaabean period? I do not think that this should be the

Maccaabean period. y?'n the light of the blessing which follows in

verse 13, unless the blessing is divorced from the , the blessing is not

divorced yr--ye from-verses 9 and l0,i vid_ie divorced in verses 5:1
114

aM 2. No.
f
Unless the blessing concept is divorced from the strife

that in vers 11, why, I think that the Maccaabean period Frdly fits.
mak them were there

.,Thy Ant ochus was certainly trying to/defiled
,1
but with /

many nations difficulty W~ftfteVL*j iirr the Naccaabean period.

fAisz
nd also ura44 jMU would not prLe i suppose,

but it reflects the component force, something like 3 and other seIr
-li-I I

uTtere are two possibilities, it
s,ems

to me. One is the Maccaabean

period and the other-one-is something com_. I do not know
Vy

of any other possibility.nd t the Maccaabean period, if the blessing
any

of verse 13 is interpreted *5 4 kind of a meaningful sense at all it is
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ell




in
hard to see any- how that blessing was achieved daring the Maccaabean

period. 1ecause a hegh-aithough they did gain a certain amount of freedom,
ctLww4
4ecau%albhogh-although

n-/
but it was &.J'fmited. It wee- would certaily seem like a tremendous

victory. "... and I will consecrate their gain unto the Lord, and their

substance unto the Lord of the whole earth." It may be that they did
kv

not really much. I think that the history shows that,of course, what

a4*44lcy
they did ha have was a tre endous 1stfife among themselves, a tremendous

/
amount o arguixgwho 's#4.1l be the next priest, and plots and intrigued1S

-ItIwho' murder whom, and all sortp of things. Soj that, eleven, unless

it fits the Maccaabean period, it would seem difficult to think that
either

the
Macca4bean period was a great enough-situation n the number of attackers

or in the amount of,victqry to fit it. If, it does not fit that
(/'all past. 'A

i.-l3 would be still future. certainly, .I5ih 10 is aready-peseed

Certainly That deals withoin into exile to Babylon and LsC

-gfl i. rues 9__.9 siti L-'t ilen 111" ", t2ee on

and returning from it. Certainly 5:1 is the beginningd U. of the

Babylonian exile. There is g.question there, don't ou think? I xean in

5:1 the context lèows after 4 whether - 5:1 begintffe exile
I you think T

a not? '.7hat else would/there might be? It might, since it says,

"they shall smite the judge of Israel with a rod upon the cheek," t/ it

might refer to the blinding of king Zedekiah, or it might refer to the
ish

embarrassment of the humiliation of any an of the Israe1it kings by the
- 4

Assyrian alliance4ike
that. For example, Mennasseh being carried and

pit in prison there for a time, and Ah4being forced to doing-subservience
/

to the gods of Tiglath-pileser. Either to ek Zedekiah or someone before
-ì ,41that? (Yes. Nothing later

.7Ho,
I do not think so. In other words, either

to the exile or something before. Nothing later then.7No. I do not think

SO. Since verse 2 shows a new kind of ruler among the thers, the
last/j47

-cà would seem to e ey app opriate, and 50 pahe- perhaps not
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sharply desi nated, the rod on th cheek would fit with the blinding of
calling 1-e1ir±e4kL

Zedekiah, a d/em the judge of Israel of course, would fit little

with t fact that so ma people did not think of him as king.
AA q4-




/
t the last king, many thought Jhoiaic was the

real king) andhe was going e back and tought, o just 4s

a regent. And there could wk1ii "u ul1

judge~, 4!.4 that certainly 'not prove .t."('o, because the greatest
was

of all Israelitish kings etSolomon, and we are told he how btit- he builtbuilt
7;i' fr4ka gate that he might to serve as judg/and determine all the

4CfrZ
5- matters. So, the term judge here is e (certainly.

Then,of coirsq ?
.J4hALpi a

verse 2,r go-go fulfilled . Dr. Yes? What is
meant'by,1

'*4e gather

rse1n troops,-e---c-p&'& Yes, I think that is like verse 9

where it says, Now why dost thou cry out aloud?"
ee*r1,71

a situation

What are you going to do? Arc roops? Tryri

to protect yourself You won't be able to. He will lay Bet-- siege

against us. They will smite the judge of Israel. Your attempt to defend

yourself will be unsuccessful. An attempt, a military situation where
you 1*
they are struggling, but unsuccessful. Yes? There is a similarity in

concept or rather expression between here and chapter 2:12. In verse 12 of

chapter 4 it talks about the gathering, and also here eleven does also,
threshing

Here it is gather the sheaves into the floor, the -hLV...atLg concept.
for

But here the gathering is/punishment rather than for peaceful means or

peaceful idea4. It would appear that sheaves are used,to gather sheaves

Ctw any specific reference
express punishment, and I do not know if I am finger on//t

but I think that the gathering of &aa-i-. grapes would refer

probably to punishment itself. Very definitely. Gathering the

I do not know, thether that has to do with punishment or not. What is that?
/

The same expressions are used differently? es, they are d fferent.

And a question -eireniii &(A. definitely rule\ out Christ1 as the judge
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6of Israel smihe with a rod upon the cheek.

would think so, I would think so very definttely, because I would feel

that one and two One is the situation of misery, followed by a situation
blessing

of essing. And the situation of/vei'ee-ete-described-he-,erin verse

2, the New Testamen,e are tolRs
fulfille9

in the birth of Christ.

So, I would think that this would have to come earlier. OeTw4ee1at ould
-/\L \LL1 /

2_- be vox I would1 not btnk-- think that it would,Aand also )

the military situation suggested in the ;F"- half of the verse would

not particularly with fit with Christ being... the verse ... ectTiJI there

would not be too important, would it? Unless it is set up

4'tWell simply I think that all three of them again- begin with"Now, Zwhy

dost thou... "Now also ... "Now gather, etc." Se-/ Could it not also
there will be

mean that there-.ieul. L a ti. was going to be a time when/"judge

of Israel who would be smitten on the cheek and this is where he will come

from, that is from Bethelehem, and He isAthe one who shall come forth.1..
uld you not '

/de--ye/think that the.- contrast therç,-a-eer

k
sort of rule that out? Here is a contrast there ... but there

is another ruler that is to come e from Bethelehem. 'Ihat is the way

it would impress me now. I would say that there is a contrast between the
L-

two. i nraa-.b !!h L..t ..A FJt!U. L.t -

verse 2,"But thou, Bethlehem Eph4ratah, though thou be little among the

thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall he come forth unto me that is to be

ruler in Israel" It does not say that he is going to be now the ruler, but

it is merely saying that he is going to come forth who will be a ruler. It

is taken in the New Testament as the birth of Christ . ... whose goings

forth have been from of old, from everlasting." The RSV says "... whose origin

si se-be- from of old, from ancient days." ... This is in plural in Hebrew,

Puj)(tnodIi think th t this is a picture of the theophanf of the Old Testament)

activities' '.n.e early times. And that he-existent is very definitely
rk /4r--
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expressed there in the last part of the verse there. And verse 3. ", ereore

give them up,'en I think that verse

1, and therefore $ shall he give them up'.' Therefore will Israel be14

in a sense given e up until the time eubrought forth, until
feel

the coming of Christ, until the Virgin birth of Christ. /Do you think that
PA 7kc- T

Do

a necessary interpretation? -a1t " in a sense that of the LI'
aIRI'

various ones I have tried to J u . I have not found anyee

that would seem to we better than this one. You do not think that the conceptin kil
of Israel/travail iI41' bring forth the remnant is equally good? o not

think so. The over-all passages perhaps are not preponderantA the

subject djsrnp.ia five or six different references.') I just wondered

about that many times, but I -could-e- personally like the Israel's
fr

travailing concept for myself, because of the suggestédunion at that time,
JLT

becausL--hj&gone through the gap- - concept many times,__Ik
7-

Yes, it does not mean necessarily until then-- and then STOP again,( No.
in

But/the usage of __________ gap gaeph) Ayin daleth, in-my

pronunciation of Hebrew is te__I at times, that constbction is used

on.y a few times in the Old Testament, and the few times where it was- is
4 usually

us-4/indicate a point in time, like until the even-time, 4 or until

the sunset, or something of that sort, something that stops at that point.

The exact term is used only seven times I think in the Old Testament and
1 '-




maybe six times.I have a list of them copied out he-J." nd it1aly indicates
pin -&J & 4A-, I

end o something. It is not_
20

1
PP

A44 dl
t 'A That

~Aby
itself 11 ;uWdr. d by itself. /The use of T makes it point

makesL it the end,1il1. ft' good many tims (ad) taken by itself

certait.y only showsomint that point necesiiy.jn
Germany

we havl ut in English we do not have a similar phrase.

(The end of the tape.)







(Continued) 1143

Fulfilled Prophecy Dec. 16, 1965

663 ios. 11:1 "Out of Egypt, I called my son." General parallelism between taking
infant Jesus from Eg-pt and Israel. But parallel ceases:for Israel Egypt was land
of oppression; for Jesus Egypt was land of safety.

664 No ground for supposing Israel is a type of 1essiah here. No double fulfillment.
665 lbs. 11:1 - don't build any sizeable return from exile in Egypt on this verse

666 No evidence of any sizeable group returning from exile in Egypt. Put 11:5 with 9:3
667 Illustration: $7 bill; visit to Denver

668 Series of fulfillments. "Law of double fulfillment"
669] "law of first appearance". Law of second occurrence--no basis.
670 law of double fulfillment
671 Hog. 11:1

r

672 law of double fulfillment. Jer. 44:22

573 Any other reference to Lxodus which speaks of it as calling His son out of Egypt?
Context one of rebuke for sin

674 The perspicuity of Scripture.
676 On what is clear and what obscure in Scripture
678 Seeing what the principle is
679 Prophecy of Jesus' birth in Bethlehem: birth of a virgin; Rachel weeping for her children

680 Rachel weeping.. .is not a reference to a specific occurrence in the past.
621 Jer. 31:22 "a woman will surround a man". Prophecy of virgin birth.
622 Jar. 31:15-16. Latter part of Jer. 31 runs into the millennium.

Kay phrase (Jer. 31:34) omitted in Heb. 10:16-17, i.e. the concent of evryhody
knowing the Lord has not yet been fulfilled.
Jar. 31:34 fits with Micah 4 and Isa. 2

683 Amillennialists are the dispens ationalists in a harmful way.
Rachel's tears are figurative

684 Ramah Per. 31:15)
Not double fulfillment but double reference

685 Illustration of the mountain range with distance in between
Telephoto lens and baseball players.
How be sure of correct interpretation?

689 Copernicus. Newton. Law of gravity.
691) Proper approach to solving problems in Scripture.

r
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Side 2 Fulfilled Prophecy December 15 1965 (1-450
And then we were going to go on to look at these predictions about

Egypt, and there are quite a number of them. Dr. MacRAe? Yes? May

I ask you to talk for a minute on Hosea 11:1? Hosea 11:? Hosea 11:1.

All right. We will glance at that. I thought you were going to say

12:1. No, 11:1 is what I thought you were going to say. That is right.

I jtxxmIzxx*xx misremembered. Hosea 11:1. Now, aht is your

problem? That is about Egypt, yes. Christ came out of Egypt, didn't

he? Yes, would this be concerning the rest.., this would probably

be the deliverance of Israel from Egpt? Under Moses v

You think so? I mean, I called my son out of Egypt. Certain sounds

like it, does it not? You think so? Now, Torrey says, Where is that?

That is in Matthew 2:15. Torrey says,

w±txI,

g

EllxaixxAnd in his passion of pleading with Ephraem to turn away

from idolatry, Hosea feels from tim eto time God's kiAxit1xI'ixx

kindly dealings with them in the past. He says, the reference is purely

to this event and in the national history there is no 4indication of the

allusion to the future. No trace of Messianic meaning. The

evangelist connected it with the return of the infant Jesus from Egypt,

in which fact he sees the fulfillment of the prophet's word. There is

no doubt that there is a general parallelism between the two events,
For

though in some of the details the parallelism ceases. /Egypt was for
the

Israel fir/land of oppression, for the infant Jesus the land of safety.

Israel and Jesus both are sons of God anre are both residents of a strange

land. They were called out by the mercies of God. The later incidence

may be called the second illustration of that providential guidance of
-

God which appears lxi in the earlier. T1qix But there is no evidence

that the prophet had in mind of the prophetic passage was in any way

intended to k refer to this event
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there
Such a reference the evangelist doubtless found/ He 'would naturally look

to the Old Testament for some predictions of such important incidence

in the life of the Messiah, and would be struck by the close AIioiot

applicability of these words in Hosea

to the event he was describing. There is no ground for your supposing

that Israel is a type of the Messiah in a sense that whatever happened to
S

the one must happen to the other also. The principle/of the Scriptural

application of the day allowed.., to take the words out of their

connection and use them as seeing .... This is on the supposition

that the phrase, it might be fulfilled, significed the luuiX definite

fulfillment of the Divine predictions. If ix it is meant Xx±1xxix

only to introduce a historical illustration, no objection can be $ made

to t1xNxxf the evanglist's use of the prophetic message. That is
good many

what Prof. Torrey of Harvard said quite a/few years ago, about 1884.

Now, do you find that a fully satisfactory explanation to the problems?

From verse 11 of Hosea 11 it might be said that some Israel went down

to Egypt in the captivity and were called back to the land. Verse 11?

Yes. *ü And so verse 1 might refer to the return from Egypt. I have

to go in there f during the exile. Yes. So, I was thinking of what might

be called that this was fulfilled and Christ being called out of Egypt.

Do you think that there is a double fulfillment in Hosea's prophecy?

No, I do not think so. I do not think that there is any double fulfillment.

I think that it is either talking about Israel or it is talking about

Christ. If you can say that every time it says anything about Israel,

it also refers to Christ, surely there are hundreds of statements

about Israel which have nothing to do with Christ. Do you think tat

verse 1 is speaking of wkxtxx what the past deliverance from Egypt and
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P deliverance from Egypt under Moses' direction, and their return from

the return of individuals you mean? Some did go down to Egypt and

stayed there, didn't they? During the captivity? When the others were

taken into captivity? to Assyria... Some fled to Egypt. Yes. It says,

they shill tremble at the word of Egypt. They drove them out of the

land of Assyria. Yes. So, the return of , the calling out of Egypt

as in verse one could mean the same thing as what is said in verse 11.

This would be prophetic. Verse 1 speaks of future in connection with

Israel. You mean that verse 1 could not ui be referring to Exodus but

referring to the return from exile? Yes. txx I doubt if we have any

evidences, any sizable number of people coming back from Egypt/ at the

end of the exile. Doesn't verse 11 say that? They shall tremble as

a bird out of Egypt, and as a dove out of the land of Assyria: and I will

place them in their houses, saith the Lord.'!! Ephraim compasseth me

about with lies, and the house of Israel with deceit: but Judah yet ruleth

with God, and is faithful with the saints." To build up simply on

verse 11 that there was a iz sizable return from exile which came

from Egypt , I think, is going a bit too far. I do not quite see how

we could ta do that. Does any body else have any ideas on it? It is a

complicated passage. Because there the message seems to aim at the

northern kingdom. Yes. I .. there is a very interestin g thing in

verseˆ, chapter 9 in verse 3. I think it is 3. ,( 9:3. xtrxx

There is an interesting verse in 9:3. I personally would interpret

it not gi figuratively, but the returning fi of Hosea, the turning

of the ICing Hoshea to the Egyptians for tkixfxx for which we know

that he did. He turned to the Egyptians for support *i when he revolted

against Shalmaneser. Do you think that is what m verse 3 talks about?
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Well, I do not know, but I think it is. They shall not dwell in the
and

0 Lord's land, but Ephraim shall return to Egypt tk they shall

eat unclean things in Assyria. Well, but that is the prediction if-

of the people. I am not very dogmaticl there, but that is the prediction
they are going to Egypt, a large number.

of the captivitiy in Egypt where!... We are told in Jeremiah that

if a large number of them are going to Egypt, tuidc certainly

a remnant of them will be ... stay and return, and so it might
is

very well be that /the remnant... Mr. Buraga cites ... 11:11. That

is an interesting idea. But certainly there are very seldom in the

Scripture that you have any sizable presentation

of considerable amount of people as predicted there to come from Egypt!.

back at the end of the xile. and we certainly , I do not yl know of

any historical statements of $xiii actual accounts of their coming

back from the exile, telling us of the sizable number having come

from Egypt at that time. And so it seems pretty ... to me, and

then to think that you have in that statement which stands rather isolated

$ like these two, the prediction of the events of which we have

very little evidence. Note 11:5, Dr. in connection with 9:3. I have

always used to argue that this is x not a physical return, but turning

under them for help. Yes. ll:5:"He shall not return into the land

of Egypt, but the Assyrian shall be his king, because they refused to return'

I have always put them together with 9:3 and employed... 9:3 did not

feature the physical anbinting of Israel to Israel, but rather that

they attempted to get help from Egypt, and they were successful in it,

because they refused to return to Jehovah as 11:2 and 3 and 4. They were

carried away fxix by the Assyrians. In such a case then 11:1 would

hardly be a prediction of its deliverance, of its future deliverance from

Egypt. It is an interesting idea, though, trying to take 11:1 as

not an account in the past of Israel being delivered from Egypt, but
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a prediction of future deliverance from Egypt, and then saying that see==

it is doubly fulfilled and also fulfil&ed in

Christ coming out of Egypt. It is really just about the hardest of all

those predictions I think in which you noticed i years ago the historic

xxxx predictive elements are so closely interwined that it is hard

to be sure. Yes. Yes? Dr. as yet, we have not inductively dstablished

a particular feature of the prophecy which goes by , goes against the

idea of doubles fulfillments. What do you mean? Isn't that right?

We have not established that inductively. That ü is the concept that tk

here is a double fulfillment that we have not established any principle

about that question yet.! inductively. I was thinking that you have

to establish the other way you have to establish that there is such a thing.

Or that you have to estallish that there is not such a thing. Somebody

says to me, I've got 7 dollar bill, and then I would say, I have

never seen a 7 dollar bill. Then he would say, Can you prove to me

that there is no 7 dollar bill? Then I would say, you prove to me

that there is one. It seems to me that when you say, when I say Mr.

Gable seems to make a visit to Denver, why, and then explain that you

hear that Mr. Gable is in Denver, and then three years later somebody

ixx comes along and says, Well, now, next year I guess Mr. Gable is

going to Denver. Why, Dr. MacRae predicted that he would go to Denver.

Well-Pre-prediete- Well, I predicted that he went to Denver...

It was fulfilled. Now, if I say Mr. Gable is going to make a trip to

Denver, then he goes once, and then he goes again. He is going again. You

say, he is going to make a trip to Denver. Well, he goes for the second

time. It is fulfilled.







w
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It is a double fulfillment. But on the other hand, if he makes seven trips

you would still say it is a fulfillment. A fulfillment may be$ something

that expects series of fa1fi11ziui11 things, and 1k if there is a ix series

of things, there may be that there are only two. Though i in most cases

there would be a itxifxKixix larger number. If a prediction±xx is a

reference to a sific thing in a future, it would seem to be fulfilled

when a specific thing is finished. If you are going to say that every
a has a

prediction of/specific thing in the future kixix1i/second thing that it

also refers to. That is why I would call it a double fulfillment. And I

would require thirty or forty cases before I would refer to establish

tkicwocxixtxx a law of double fulfillment that something that sounds

like a specific prediction of one thing actually means thin two things.

But I would be much more ready to say that xii something may sound like a
a

prediction of onething, but it is actually a prediction of/series. Yes.

There is a series. There are a lot of them, now conceivably in one case

there might be only a series of two, but I would think that the series of

the two would be rather unusual. I would think that as a rule ˆ fxii if

you had series, there wiitkxi would be a larger number of series. Anything

that you can say double fulfillment in the sense that something you can

depend upon it is going to have two fulfillments without there being such

a statement that there is one. It impresses me as requiring a very

little amount of evidence before it can be said. It is like xxwaff the law

if of the first appearance. ly wife was reading a book in which it said

the law of the first appearance, the first time you find something mentioned
the

in the Scripture, it gives you an idea of its real significance4 of it,

and they start giving you an example. I thought that some of the examples

were very poor, but to me when you look at the word prophet, and you find
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that it is for the first time used in the Scripture,God says to Ebimelech,

He says, Abraham is a prophet and he will, ' fydt What do you )
that

learn about what a prophet is? Just/he can pray. You do not J( learn

anything zntmIthxtxaxpxmiRthxñiift1ximi1m specific about the meaning of the prophet

from the first occurrence of the word prophet. The second occurrence is
Aaron be

of the word prophet is where it says ziI.riq will thy prophet.

That is to me a clear instance f perhaps in most Scriptures, showing just
now

what the meaning is. So, when I used to teach the Prophets,xiw we come to

the law of second occurrence, because the second occurrence here proves
what
ilvti the word prophet is. It is just as much like the second law of the

occurrence of the first, but one case where the wocdc first occurrences

prove nothing about the meaning of the word, but is enough to demolish

any idea that the first occurrence is not necessarily more important

than the second one. I think that it is a logical thing that as a

rule when you JtUr introduce a new subject, when you firstg± give...

you are apt to give something of an idea of it. So that, it is a logical

thing that you can expect sxs as a rule to get ... different

things happen, but to make a law out of it, that is to me utterly illogical

if one case demolishes that. Now, I do not see how there cabQa law

ofsecond occurrence, unless you can lay it down as a principle whenever something

is predicted, there is a second fulfillment as well as the first that is

going to happen. And in Micah where he says, now they will goxt out into

X the field, they will be there, they will go to Babylon. There they will

be delivered.. What is the second fulfillment? What is the double dwtftxx

fulfillment on that? Where it says, Here the king is smitten, but out of

that little Bethelehem there is going to come one. Where is thexss

second fulfillment? That Christ is going to be born aj again in Bethlehem?

I mean, I do not see any basis for an idea of the second fulfillment unless
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you have series. And if you 11 to11
.

have series, rmNxamxI1mtIxMm±m

there may as well be txcmrckrmmc a dozen or two. Between one extreme

saying granted that the burden of the proof rests upon someone who

wmN±x would wish to establish the law of doublegi fulfillment meaning
in

that/every case there will be a double fulfillment. All you have to find
And

is just one case to disprove the whole thing./$tanding on the other extreme,

saying that it never happens. It never happens. You either. have to say

it always happens or it can never happen. I do not think that you are

going to jump to that. But what I mean is that I think there you have

to have some kind of situation.., basis to say that. According to the

law. Excuse me. 1 ... basis to say that. a' According to

$ the law you are implying one or two things, either it will iways happen

or that there are certain conditions kc whereby you can know that this

is one of the cases in which you wi;l be sure that it will happen. Drop the

word law. You just say there are cases where it was approximately fulfilled

once. I am very ready to say that there may be cases where probably

at first sight it looks like a specific rm ±xx1ImxRx' x'xx prophecy in
You

one of them whmrmxx when it is actually in series. xmxmxim/may

have two. But I tink that it is just as that to have two or three or six

or two. Al Alxx And therefore I do not like the idea of a double fulfillment.

I would say the multiple fulfillment rather than a double fulfillment.

Yes, you would certainly stand against the idea that we have two different
not

meanings. No, I would/stand against anything. I see. I would simply
a

say that anything that departs 1 considerably from what ix normal reading

would lead you to think that, requires considerable amount of inductive
That is all I would say.

evidence to establish.! Yes, I would agree with it. x2xxa±c And therefore
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is speaking

xxflxxxwhen I read Hosea 11:1, and immediately see that it/j of Israel

coming out of Egypt when Israel was very young, and x God brought them

out of Egypt. And then I come to Matthew and see that it says this about Christ

going town to Egypt for a short time coming out of Egypt. This was fulfilled

which was spoken of by a prophet, that abnormal reading. That is abnormal.

That is not a double fulfillment. I just say that is abnormal. Here we

have two different meanings. rEcixxi'Ixt) Here is a meaning that I

immediately read out of Matt., what Matthew says here. That is abnormal.

That is abnormal. And therefore we have to study. We immediately ask
And Mr. Buraga comes along with a very good suggestion.

is our first reading of it done correctly?! Right.




He says
/Instead of our

first reading of it in the ii xitiui-mfm2Exm description of Exodus,

meeting a correct reading. This is a prediction of the future. It is a

prediction of return from the future exile from Egypt. It is a very

excellent suggestion. If you find the evidence that there is an exile.

in Egypt. That is a predictec return from Exile. An evidence of such a

return actually occur. And when you make a fine suggestion... all three

of those, J// does not uwxx approve of anything sufficiently. I have

not yet seen. But your suggestion that ±txiixxxtiocxti it does not appear

at first glance. Yes, It is something that is already in order.

Anybody can x misread it. Right. An in whole generation

can misread it for thousands of years people said that things fall down.

It was not until Newton that we know that if/ is utterly incorrect, that

things don't fall down, but things are attracted for the
that

But we took the natural obvious things/ We all know that things fall down.

Our natural obvious things may be wrong. And it must be wrong or

else Torrey is right when he says that Matthew picked up any words anywhere
does not sound

1xxz4x saying, Look, this/s like Christ a bit. That,of course,

is a denial of all sense in prophecies, the attitude that Torrey takes.
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There must be a principle. Maybe we cannot find it, but I think that

we are justified in assuming that there must be a principle into which this

would fit. And it is altoge$ther valid to suggest that the principle is
a

the law of double fulfillment. Then we have to find txfiüx definite

evidence that this is the law of double fulfillment. Then we have to

find 11tx that there is such a law. That still would not solve. What

I mean is you still would not have the law, you still would have the

occurrence. That is my suggestion. ixx±iI You w will admit though

in Jeremiah 44:28 does predict the return of the remannt of the Jews

out of Egypt, sometime ... Sure, there is some evidence in this direction.

And it might be that this is a crx correct ti line/ of interpretation.

I never heard that suggestion before. I just don't see that we have

tgk enough evidence before this now/ to be certain if this is a correct

one. My immediate impression information is rather againstiki.2c this force

but certainly not . ... Mr. Ilinzweiler will find in his

me tic file in the Old Testament you will find a long section

of that .. the prophets' note of 1955 and 1966 on that point. That would

be under the Old Testament under Religion? Under the prophetic books. It

is under the general introduction of... -That-weuld-be-tmder-the-Qld

Testament-under-the-religien;- the course. It is a long paragraph.

It is under agronomy. But in this situation, Egypt is, the exile is hooked

there in the first place, and then we have a situation in which the historical

background according to the basis for the ... prediction. There you require
discussed sometime

ii considerable help. Verse 2 is the iii point that we d.seever back....

before-revelation- -any-predietive-arguiieMs last week. Sometimes before

Revelation any predictive element requires the New Testament occurrence

understand it. Sometimes it does. And this is really a case like that.

Now, I have not studied this a great deal.
I1pondered

over it some. There
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is not much in the general context to suggest the references to the

original in the Exodus. There is not much to sugest that. Is the original

Exodus ever spoken of as x' God's cøalling them the son3xfxKxEk

out of Egypt. It is true that God says to Pharaoh, If you ... my son I

will kill your son. There is that case in that... where Israel is referred 0

to./ as God's sony but it is not a normal way of speaking of Israel/

as God's son. Id o not remember that there is any wxx other references

to Exodus which speaks of it as calling His son out of Egypt. And there

is not much in this context to suggest that. The general note ofthe

context here is here a rebuke for sin. No. Yes, lam xry xsx sorry

the passage in Exodus 4 is pretty specific when it says Israel is my
even

son. It is/my first born that is pretty specific on that application,

and if you keep , if you will ... my son I am going to kill yours, and

of course we have to kill the first borns. But the I do not think that theØee

is much else, for it says Exodus is God's calling his son out of Egypt.

I do not remember the case where the son of ... Exodus 4:22. I have

wondered whether it is !' possible iix here in this context God is saying

when Israel was a child I loved him. Arid it was as the result of my

loving him that I provided a full scheme of redemption which may be

represented by calling Christ out of Egypt/ to come to Palestine to carry

out this great work. I wondered whether that is a line along which it

may be, or whether this is not a , that the calling the son out of

Egypt does not refer to Israel at all. You would think though that tixx

a reference was made in Matt. 2:15, and that suggestion would probably never

come to your mind. Probably never would. Now, that is what I mean.

Sometimes the New Testament references are vitally Rmi needed to help

you see the picture in the Old Testament, that you would wonder if you

have ever seen it at all, in the New Testament revelation.
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Very definitely. I would say that God teaches by progressive revelation

that he never gives anything that is false, that he often givesik

that which is not clear. He gives the suggestion and hintand then he

enlarges upon the hint% Thvdxiaxxjd icøNxtkdd,itsx And then
further,

he clarifies on them, And then you see

the whole thing xx and then you look back and you see it suggested in many

ways earlier wif ii which suggestions are not at all ... enough

to build doctrines on, whic1nce you have the doctrines, are enough to see

that which was in the mind of God from the beginning. ftmixcm1oxifiuii1rn

axxmx I believe you can find many ... Just back there I think should

cause us to qualify somewhat statements on the perspicuity of the Scripture.

It is clear, but sometimes you have to study an awful 1zii lot and the

way some people define the peity of the Scripture. It makes some Christians

read right off. I think that is ricidulous. It is ridiculous. But

it is ... I xtw always say that the Bible the way of salvation ifxri1d

presented in the Bible. The way of salvjation is presented in the

ibe,==Bible so clearly that

the great doctrines, the great central teachings of the Scripture are so

clear that any one person that goes to the Bible is going to find them

taught there. But when you get beyond, the main doctrines, the

Bible is an infinite book. written by an infinite God giving

of infinite truths and you can spend your whole lie on it and not get

... of small fraction of what is there, and consequently that there will

be much that you will never understand, but that the more you go into it

you will understand it. I do not agree with that 100 %, but that is not

usually the perspicuity is presented. Oh, really? I have never heard.
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not distinguishing like the great doctrines, the fundamental doctrines

of salvation, the great ... I have never heard anybody say though the

Bible is so clear that anybody can understand everything in it. I mean

if a person should say something like that, I would say that they have never

read any. People say theoretic things that do not

with their own practical experience. I think that they did not know anything

about it. I would think that they were like the man I ONCE WAS... IN

THE MOUNTAIN IN Calirofnia... He told me, he says, Oh, I know all

about $ the Bible. I have madea a careful study of it. He says, it

is just a very imperfect history inEgypt. Well, his statement that he has

made a careful study of the Bible, ... I took

he said that it is just a very imperfect history of Egypt. Because I

do not $ think that you read very far in the Bible before you find that

the history of thxi'igx Egypt was very, very far from being its

principal subject. ThKxixxx But there is no place where anybody...

The ü Bible is so clear that anybody can just open it and read it.
person probably has never read

Well, I would say that that/fii ixuxi,cf the Bible. Yes, the confession

of Faith does not say that. It does not say that at all. We say that

the great truths are so clear.110 1 1
tbaTn

honest person

sxX going and studying it is going to come up with it. When
and mx

something is obscured, let us wait/&isteadco study further to see

what the Lord is ... let us not jump seeing it diqo1jrx in a simple way

to get around. Let us say, Here is a problem. I do not know the answer, but

let us watch and look into it, maybe, God will give us the answer.

_____ may
Or we xiii have to wait until the millennium

in Hosea, though,
where we can ask him. The exile does stand out/.xxtcwiiixicpc1 zaadaaa as a

ground
P




Thz reasoning./. for * God's goodness wxixx to the people and how

they will him, and that can be seen in chapter 2. The

pronoun is feminine in 2, but the Hebrew changes the pronoun on a
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nation from masculine and feminine more than once. Yes, that is verse

lAx 15. And it is xc iixfxxxx also taught by many commentators
xx but the calf

on.Llosea, but toc eferences in th chapters 8 Of course,

the golden calf of Jeroboain was a take-off of the calf in the wilderness.

And it is usually tagtx taught that chapter 8 refers to a wilderness

wandering background for Israeli and in Egypt. Of course, all tkwii through

the prophets, you often do have references to the wilderness wandering

and through the Exodus, but this is an unusual way of referring to the
my son out of Egypt.

Exodus. I cal1ed/i1fi Certainly it is an unusual way. I delivered
an

my son. It is atxxxxxd unusual form. I delivered Israel.

I mitt rescued ... It is very unusual. Yes, Mr. Gable?
context that you can look back to

It seems that even now that we have the contact... and-we-eaB-Ioek-baek-

tix11 Christ's expedition to Egypt when he was a child. We would

still not connect that expedition with this verse. That is from Matthew's

coinmentxr that the description might be fulfilled. These are rather a

large column. And how many other, supp!osedly historical references are

left unfulfilled, are to be regarded as possible prophecies later on.

Yes, there are different directions we can move in. One is what is said

about Egypt, about Babylon about these nations.., what evidences that we

find about the fulfilled prophecies in Conditions of those today, and

what history does it tell us? Another direction that we can

move in is what are the predictions fulfilled in the light of Christ?

What are the seasy simple ones, and what are the difficult

ones and references on them? What are the principles in them?

Both of them are very important. They were 11 Both lines are iinpirtant

and they are both very interesting... I would like to do them both
June

before next Tmmbqq before next May. But which is the most useful

work right now? Weill, it is perfectly agreeable, whatever the majority

of you would like to to stress on, but I doubt if the remaining two

% weeks for this semester would be enough to get far enough into this particular
problem.! to really get the results. I have Mr. Buraga raise the hardest
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all
verse of tx in this connection so that you may as well open

a little hit. There are into it if you want to look at clear

ones, first, and then see what the principles are.., then see how

many you have real difficulty ... and then see whether the principle in

will help you in deciding. Certainly we cannot take

attitude that the prophet says that the gospel ... just-speaks

any order ... sounded like something that happened there...

This is it. We cannot say that. We cannot take that. There must be a

real principle involved, but we may often he unable to see the principle.

But in how many cases 14 can we see clearly? I believe that there are

good many we cannot see. For instance, I think that % we can see very

clearly where Matthew says, this was fulfilled, done that Xkxxx it mit

be fulfilled the land of Zebulun, the land of Naphtali, the Galilee
hath

of the Gentiles, upon them/the light shined. The people who had live'ed

in darkness had seen the great light. Isaiah ... as an account

of the coming of Assyria. This is the quarter of the land into which
first

the Assyrians/are-gaingxtxxxxx come in their attack in the coming

of the darkness of the exile on account of the sin of the people. And then

he says that the people which dwelt in the darkness saw the great light. Noi,

what was the great light that came to the people? Who ... in this particular

area? I do not know of any fulfillment of that since you get to the fac t

that the Messiah the greatest light of all the fulfillment of all the

Old Testament.Scriptures began t began his preaching ±xxr±nNsxnxsxnxn in

the very area in which the darkness of the exile first began. And there

is a definite parallel! between the two. There is a historical event.

There is a prediction of this light coming to this area. The light came
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in a way nobody in the time of Isaiah would have ever dreamed of that

the Messiah came. But when it came, it came in that particular place. And

Matthew says this ia a fuflfillment. I believe that this was a

precise fulfillment. I don not think that there wit will be any other
doubt

fulfillment. I do not think that there is any Abog as to the ... quadruple
fulfillment, had But
I think that it is what Isaiah JIM in mind. /1 do not think that you

would have known it until the time came. You thought how that was

fulfilled there now. Now, of course, the prophecy of Bethlehem is

this/. That is very clear. The great ruler of the house of David who

is pre-existent is going to come from little Bethlehem. Well, then

when Herod xxsxxftKxx asked ' wise men, when Herod asked the rabbi

and wise men where he was going to he born, they said he would be

born in Bethlehem. That is a very logical deduction there. That is quite

simple. Well, the prophecy of the virgin birth is perhaps a little

harder than that. It is easier to know when he began his preaching.

Because Ahaz told, God will not always put up with an unworthy head of

the house of David like this one. He is going to provide by a great

miracle. It is the coming of the one who is God with us. And he says

in his strange way, Almah, which is ordinarily used of an unmarried

pure woman , alrnah will have a child. And we have the virgin birth

faifi fulfilled. And it is a little harder.. . I Bethlehem. It is

easier than one of the preaching of the ... This is the hardest one

undoubtedly. Yes, Mr. Buraga? 110w about Matthew chapter 2 :13?

Matthew 2:18? Yes. What does it say there? About .... "A voice was

heard in Ramah, Weeping and great mourning, Rachel weeping for her children;

And she would not he comforted, because they are not."



0

About Rachel weeping for her children. Yes, that is the context, the

context is not quite so obvious of that as it is. At first sight this

seems very obvious, this one in Hosea. That ±xxait does not seem quite

so obvious. That is not in Jeremiah, is it? Jeremiah 31:15 and 16.

Jeremiah 31 to 33 is a very difficult section in Jeremiah. Jeremiah

31:15-16. Yes. He makes a prediction of the coming of the deliverance,

isn't that chapter 31 mostly? The deliverance or something bigger
the

than/deliverance. Yes. Certainly it is hard in the language of the

verses 11, 12, and 13 and 14... it is hard to imagine that is descriptive

of the return fx from Babylon. Like where it is in chapter 30:18 through

24, because ... it is hard to see txfNtfittx it as the fulfillment of the

Babylonian return/ from my point of view. Yes. Yq Verse 16 speaks of

them coming from the land of their enemy. Now, the usual criticsj'

approach to this is that here is simply a statement referring to vokx the

going tixxitx into exile. Thus says the Lord. There is a voice in

Ramah, a lamentation, Rx Rachel weeping for her 34 children, and then

they say, this ia Rachel dying in her childbirth, but Rachel did
near

not die in childbirth anywhere i Rainah. She died down there in

Bethlehem where Solomon reigned, and it does not fit with that. The

context is not partic/ularly an account of going into exile, the chapter
5

as a whole is an account of Cod's blessing and Cod's deliverance,/and

in connection with his blessing with his deliverance which is going to

he given these wonderful promises of deliverance we have a voice weeping

a Rachel weeping for her children, and she refused to be comforted.

And of course Rachel was somewhere near Bethlehem where she died and xr she

was buried. This is not a reference to a specific x occurrence to

the past. And Matthew tells us that it was fulfilled in

connection with the %lAi slaying the innocent. I do not see any
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evidence as txx to believe to say that it is also fulfilled in some

other specific instances. I am not sure in reading Jeremiah that k

wdxxxxx you would, I am not sure how much I do not know what is going

to happen, but you would say, Here are some marvellous promises in the

and the same chapter tells about the covenant that he is going to make

with Israel, the new covenant with all these wonderful tkix things in

this chapter, marvellous things for the future, and of course you have

this. Of course, you have that difficult statement in this chapter verse

22. "How long wilt thou go about 1-1 .9 0 thou backsliding

daughter? for the Lord bath created a new thing in the earth, a Woman shall

compass a man." Personally I am trying to think that is the prediction

of virgin birth? I am inclin d to think it is. Dr. Montgomery once

said, most illustrious of the German commentators is dmkmx Duhmann. (?)

Dtthman saidt that he had been talking about using the feminine and then

all of sudden he uses the masculine and describes ... What a strange

thing? ?d He says the woman turned into a man?

And along with one of these chapters here, right here, I awoke and my

sleep was sweet unto me, and I)ihm says that describes how

and Matthew wt wrote these words. This is a difficult section in Jeremiah.
think

But I do not dñ that we have any ground 1*kizkx on which to base

the idea of double fulfillment. It is very interesting in verse 9,

is it not? Verse 20, if God being the Father to Israel, Ephraem is

his first born. Ephraem my dear son,... YOu mean. I mean in connection

with what we have looked at before... Oh, Israel as a son My son.
Jeremiah

Dr. MacRae, verse 16 of/3l, he says, E1ui.x Refrain thy voice xxx

from weeping, .. for they shall come again from the land of the

enemy.' Therefore oing hack to 0 verse 15,1)3 and it looks as though







Rachel was weeping because of the captivity of the land. That of course

is what the .crti critics would say. But I am not sure whether they

are right. How wot would you interpret that? How would you explain

that? I think that the whole chapter is looking forward to kwpi God's

blessing and here he simply gives the picture of ... as the blessings

come... sorrow and sadness is going to come tax in the ziith middle of

Of course, to the readers I do not think it would be clear /=

noobocxxwx until it is fulfilled. You know... that would be the

natural interpretation of it, but I do not think that in the context

of it it is correct. When time comes, you may seek another interpretation

which is a correct one. Mxx My comment would not be necessary though.
was just going
I/o to say that in the latter part of ) the chapter. Maybe I am

on the subject, but I think that the latter part of the

chapter carries you off to the millennium, the latter part

of the chapter is quoted in Hebrew 10 like some of the other Old Testament

predictions that are quoted with ... certain amount left

out. There is a certain key phrase left out, and the thing that is left out

in Hebrew is out of verse 34, where every man says to his brother, Know

the Lord, for they shall all know his name. The sins and iniquities..

the new covenant in hebrew 10 seems to have been fulfilled, but the

concept of every bodying knowing the Lord ix does not seem to have been

fulfilled. And I really, if verse 34 ties well with Micah 4 and Isaiah

2 which I think it does, and then it carries on to the Millennium. I feel

so very fiü definitely. I feel that this is a prediction of the

millennium. I felt that for years. When I was teaching at Westminster,

and they talked about the Mew xx covenant
/I

OW tkwuavauocumxwum1

rxt1ixgx everything is fulfilled in the church era. I said, they are
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all acuusing the premillennialists of being dispensationalists saying

that they believe in different messages of salvation, but I said, actually

the amillennialists are the really dispensationalists in a harmful sense,

because the predctions of the xxxiitx Spirit being in the believer,
5

and he is putting his spirit in their heart/and all that. They say it is

a prediction of the church. In other words the Spirit was not in the hearts

of the Old Testament believers, they would say by works, not by regenration

of the spirit. So the aniillennialists are the reall dispensationalists

in a harmful sense. Well, it i seems to me that wktx what he is saying

is that this was what He gives to His believers. It is millennium to give

to the whole nation, not to txx two or three tindividuals. That is

a new covenant, not that it is a new method of salvation, but that it is

a wider extension of that. And that surpasses... verse 15 and 16

can he exactly predictive of what happens in Mattew with no injustice

done at all. Because in connection with Christ coming and eventual rejection,
under that circumstarice%

and thitxrtxii± ... the real t1thgx weeping in Israel takes place

at least, the real desolation takes place. What you mean? In other words,

you mean that not entirely fulfilled in the slaughter of the innocent, but

it begins with that. Right. And Rachel kxxx±xtxsxNx 's tears

are figurative, of course, but they have their x ment there

The Lord makes a real pronouncement ter-en them later showing that

they will be, say, your health is ... you will he desolate, you will
in view,but

be really in great difficulty. Although tkx they would not be necessary/

That is sometimes suggested. That is very interesting that this being

the case of a specific or.eu1imii"znx prediction of a specific thing, but

which goes on. Like Micah 3:12, the desturction of Jerusalem but describing

continuing condition of the devastation during many long
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periods of confusion. Or Job, too, *ith regard to that. Yes. That is

why some have suggested that the ... is mentioned rather Jerusalem.

They say that I do not give really approbation or disapprobation but

they say that if the Babylonian captivity had been in view, they would

hve spoken of Jerusalem weeping and because that is just about all that is

left of them. Whether that is good or bad, I do not know. Of course,

the critics' way of getting this out of way is to say that up there that

the people were gathered to ha carried off tlq to the captivity. They

had a concentration camp over theØre. I do not know whether or not we have
wholly

any evidence on that. The site of Pamah is not really/guaranteed or

wholly fit. It seems to me that this is one of those xikI sites two

out of three cnncurrences of it. I am not sure. There is a very important

place called Ramalahwhich is about, it is a fair distance from=

north of Jerusalem. Well. I do not know. But it is quite an

important spot today. And it is my impression that that was generally

considereØd to be Ramah.

In this atlas I see three different Ramahs. Of course, the word Ramah

simply means just a high place. So the name could very easily
things

almost anywhere. If you are going to ask/about the highø laces, certainly

no place would fit there. The title there is descriptive of Bethlehem.
the

When I eunt to chool in college, and had a teacher e.wbo taught x±a lot

laws, the way the principle that you discuss with Mr. Dunzweiler was not

stated as the law of
douhlkfulfillment

but stated as the law, and fKx of course,

the term law is very tricky"but stated that it was the law of double

reference, and the way they defined that in which I had to memorize

verbatim was that it was the capacity of the üxiix Spirit not on every

occasion but the capacity of the Spirit that times. I do not know...







.




how... in which giving one prophecy he contains thortion f directed to
specific t

another /fulfillment at sometime beyond, arid it was not really a double
a

rx fulfillment,xx1kmxxxxf reduplication of the same thing

or duplication of the same thing, but rather in one spedific fulfillment

you also have a reference to something that would happen )' after x thator

some other prediction. It might be a reference. Yes, they never call

this a double fulfillment. He always referred to it as a double reference and

he took that definition from David Cooper's , and ix this country
of

has been heading toward that school. I sometimes think/thAt/prophecy

xkNxxjjixNx)qxxjijiocjj.kEx as in a way like looking at the mountain
And

ranges. You see over here the range, you see the top. Then between the

low places of this you see the top to another, and you go along and talk

about this and about that. You look along here and you see things and

you see things. There zooxx may be a gap hetwean them a ii little

milre or x maybe 30 miles. And sometimes it is hard to tell. But you see

related thinglogically rather chronologcially, and how much there is

between them you cannot tell. So, you may not have a kind of a composite

picture to show two related things, but it can show forth four or five

things as dependingg on the number of langugages, xxxxmxx if you can

see. I do not know in this Philadelphia area if tixdxxxxi that figure

has much meaning, but I imagine that the simple Pennsylvanian% folks would,

don't you think? TJFoii. Certainly in the west it wouldxkix have tremendous

relevance. It gathers a great force when one uses some kind of tele-photo

lens, and brings mountains.., that is the first range... brings all

those ranges out e ....-.. close tcoeh.t together and looks like i one

right behind you. If you look at the television camera you see, for instance,

a base ball man, the man at the pitcher's mount, in base ball, for instance,
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when they put a television camera down from behind the

play, arid show the second basement or the short ... they look very

close to the pitcher. Yes. That is just because the kit tele-photo
it

has pulled that in. It is most interesting how ±}±xihi works.

When you show it out in the field, even more intersting. Outkin

the field here. Here is a pitcher, ... It is really

peuuliar and you do not get the cnncent any more of the precise

between the distance. It is very pscycho... cial, Mr. Dunzweriler, to

take time out one afternoon xxi get illustrations like that for this
appreciate

course, wouldn't you say? I/ /it tremendously. Professors

would never

I think that is excellent. It is valuable ... and wise...

Well, we did not get f very far in Egypt. Suppose we are brought out

of Egypt. Well, I think that we have all consumed some problems, but

I do not know how much we have clarified. Those are very difficult

ones. The thing I am afraid of is, Now, who is it that I heard of?

He said, this verse has 284 interpretations given, and they are all wrong.

And so I will give you a £xx correct one. The approach it seems to me
can mean anything, and

that people say that the BiblØxl xixxxx it is very easy to take

difficult things and start.., we are going to find out what this means.

We look at different things and we may get into hopeless confusion. But to

my mind in any ... you look at all the passages and see what is clear,

and then you see where you can put a ... this is accepted.

And you go through the riT Scripture and you see much that is clear.

And then you stand on that. Then the thing that you do not understand

you recognize as problesm. Then you go through it again and this time

you notice many things clarified in some of these problems, which

you would have noticed if you did not have the problems in mind. As you
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do it, you notice that it is no problem. So, the more you study, the

more new problems you have . That is true of anything. The more you

know about it, the less you know. The more you realize you are ignorant,

because there are so many things that you can become aware ofxifx it that
many times

you are not even aware of. But actually Wxtixxyour knowledge isxmw/

where it was before. But you do not get 1k it by dictition of ... little

tiny segment, and concnntrating on that, and saying that xax I am going

to get what this means just concentrate on this, you concentrate, you get
but

a great deal by a/close concentration,/then you get a great deal by wide

observation, and t xfitxx you fit them together. And km the answer

often comes x OCN]C twIxfrom very unexpected sources. It is like

Newton when he tried to figure out how the heavenly bodies move, and the

way the planets move, he could not find an answer, and it was a compjbcated
theory is a very simple

thing. People thought that the Copernicus'/explanation ixxxxiiw, but

it was not simple. Copernicus was quite complex, nd the problem

is that $ Copernicus is grafted, and others were grafted... afterwards,

and Newton had far more danger than Copernicus had. Because of all types

of .. Kepler's observations and xxx so on. And Newton

grafted the least prossiblity and all of a sudden he saw an applel drop

from a tree. Thousands of people would have seen apples drop, but seeing
his mind

the apple drop suggested to him an idea which had relevance here. And he

came out 1 with this theory of gravitation, which we today in the

xxxxx name of essentials regarded as an explanation of the movements
s of things on this

of the heavenly bodies and also the movement/fm... earth here.
in mind xtkw,gx

And it was getting the problem x*ñ'anxmti1tm1mAmm and then finding

something that seems to he utterly unrelated, What would the falling of
Oau

an apple have to do with the movement of Venus and It seems
utterly
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P
h, but he saw the relationshop. And the wide study and

yt intensive study be... its results, and it is a matter of judgment. How

far you can go on with the intensive study before you get into .. and find

out that you cannot get any further until you get more of the wide study,

and hew far yyou can go on with wide study and you cannot get any further

until you can get more intensive study of certain sections. It is a matter

of judgment. It is a matter of experience. It is a matter of

problem of error, but it is a combination of the two together/ that gives

the results. At any time... I tried to study... just like that and

It is a matter of gathering data and comparing them, checking then

and seeing them what results you get. Very often you will get

like Newton cxtNijdx sudden inspiration which means that YMxS

you see that things fit together whose relationshin you have not previously

P seen. And so, I would say, Let us look at the hard problem. Let us look

at it. But let us not think that we have got to solve them immediately, we have

got to find a clear and simple thing. Let us get all the clear

simple fulfillments of the prophecies that / we gtxX. can get. Let us

look at them. Then let us see wha the problems are in them, and see

how that helps in solving some of the more difficult ones, andxXios we see

eventually if we find a thoroughly satisfactory solutions to these problems.

I forget the right method. Then, of course, in the couse of life the Lord

may give many wonderful instruments. If we get a 'prong method, then

we may get many .. ideas which will mislead us .... the great repuration

of Bible conferences, and make you a ... world among the saints.

Wellwhat the Lord intends us to whether

we be recognized or not recognized.
p.'



Fulfilled Prophecy Dec. 16, 1965

691 Ezekiel 30:10-12 "I will make the rivers dry" Figurative?
"sell land into hand of the wicked"
'I will make the land waste"

692 Ezekiel 30:13 " . . . make images cease from i:TophTemphis]"
A1xandria not in existence in Ezekiel's day. Three centuries later.

693 4emphis delta
"there shall be no more a prince of the land of Egypt" a strange statement
in Ezekiel's day

694 Hittite king is a hieroglyphic showing a man with his hands tied behind his
back and blood streaming from his head. Shows Egyptian hatred of all foreigners.
Symbol the same when foreigners became friends.

695 Extent of Egyptian rule over Egypt discussed
696 Ezekiel 30:13 "no more a prince of the land of Egypt". Perspective problem.

Not told when it will happen
697 Problem of perspective. Wanting to read more into the text than is there.

Idols. No prince. Fear. Logical or chronological order?
698 Illustration of students future ministry stated without reference to chrono

logical arrangement but seating arrangement.
699 Gaps in the sequence in Dan. 9:25,26

No right to always assume chronological order
700 Peculiarity of the numbers in Dan. .
701 No similar arrangement in which the overall period is given and then it is

broken down into individual periods.
Ezekiel 30:13

702 Nay speak of the more important before the less important regardless of
chronological order
Dan. 9:25-26 seven, sixty-two, and one suggests the one comes after the
sixty-two. Does the 62 parallel the 7?

703 Ezek. 30:13 a different case from Dan. 9:25-26
704 Pre-trib rapture a matter of fitting things together, not a matter of a

clear statement of Scripture. Isa. 26 and Rev. 20
OT gives the facts but not the order.

705 Are predictions in Scripture that were not fulfilled in chroIo1oical order.
No rig1 to go to Scripture with assumptions

706 Percentages of people giving chronological, logical, or haphasard statements
about the. future.

707 chronolpgical order of statements about the futurenot the commonest kind.
708 Viewing a-thing logically . ". .

Prophecy not history written in advance.
709 Llhat is history?. Not just a list, of vents. To the average person history

means that. sQmething happened. . S . .
710 Prophecy not given to satisfy curiosity

Purpose of Daniel 11 was to prepare people for a great crisis.
711 Germ. 17:4-5,. Last part of v. 4, comes later than .v.5 then v. 6 returns to the
712 many nations.

S
Order not chronological but logical.

. .
713 Not necessary to say the temptation of Christ occurred 3 times because it is

given in 3 different orders.
714 "Then" in Nat. 4 has various meanings. No definition. of-what i natural or

normal.
715 Sir Robt. Anderson's calculations

'V.
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gx
Side 2 NXNXThursday morning Dec. 16 Fulfilled Prophecy

Now let us quickly turn to Ezekiel 30 a couple of minutes. And if we

look at the 30th chapter of Ezekiel, )the book of), we find there a

passage which I have often spoken of, when I discussed the fulfilled

prophecy, arid look at verse 13. Well, look at verse 10. Start $ctecc there.

Thus saith the Lord God; I will also make the multitude of Egypt

to cease by the hand of Nehuchadrezzar king of Baby$lon. He and his people

with him, the terrible of the nations, shall be brought to destroy the land: and th

shall draw their swords against Egypt, and fill the land with the slain.

Nebuchad. 's conquest did extendt as far as Egypt. What it means is

that he made the multitudes to cease hardly means that the land is

going to be depopulated, but if you take that he made there the army,

made their army,their army seems tremendous to the people there.., such any more t

that perhaps that would feel dissatisfactory. I will make the

rivers dry,
" Does that refer to a low period in the rivers? Or dsxitx

is it a figurative term for the land of great rivers losing its power?

That is a question you might ask. I think that foth would be

possible to consider. So, Hand sell the land into the hand of the wicked:

and I will make the land waste, and all that is therein." Well,

Egypt was in the hands of the wicked, when Pharaoh was a ruler, but it was

not the people of Godxtk±x who took it over. These were the Babylonians and
er

to a great KXtN1x extent, t)xwrx Persians and they certainly were

undone. And I will make the land waste in all that is therein ü by the

hands of the strangers over the period of the next few centries% there

were various conquests x fixicdxmi¬xuicim and attacks in Egypt.

Egypt had been a land that was very fertile and as you look forward to a long

history ahead you will find Egypt the greatest, at least one of the two

great centers of the civi1iation... x.tk in the world sank into the
Q -.

qondition which has ben in th e last two centuries or x so
'1
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what is potentially one of the most fertile lands of the world

thousands of people are living in practical starvation, and today half fxtñqnEni
would have probably

of the people/practically/died, if it was not for the...
three

Now those, you k may have some comments on these/verseslater, but x

usually when I spoke on these passages, I started with verse 13

which is introduced with a new heading, and perhaps it is a new

heading, because it is a most tremendously striking thing to say.

'Thus saith the Lord God: I will also destroy the idols, and I will cause their

images to cease." Arid of oourse, tkks this could have resulted from

a great conquest in which most of the things of the land would he
turning

wrecked or it could result from the land/to God and ceasing to use idols.

Why say images? Images, does tixx does this mean just religious images?

Or images of all kinds? But it is strange that he just does not

say, Cease//, but he says cease out of Noph. And there is no question

that this word Noph here is an abbreviation for Memo Nopher. Mem Nopher

was a word which was shortened by the later Greeks into Memphis, and

Memphis was two great capital cities of the ancient Egypt, and so a specific

city is selected. He does not select out of Alexandria. Alexandria was

not in exitence in the time of Ezekiel. It was founded by Alexander the

Great/ about three centuries later. I was asked in Church History

yesterday to 4 name the leading cities of Egypt xxx in North Africa. I said,

in our period of Ioiocx Church History in fact. To our xx Church History

there is only one city, and that is Alexandria. I spoke about

Alexandria, and Alexandria was not in existence at this time. At this

time there 14 two leading cities in Egypt. There was a city of Memphis

which is just where this wide, expanse of delta region of Egypt, most fertile

part of Egypt comes to an end, and south of 1}aäxx there you just have
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the rivers going through the desert. We have other deserts where

it is not irrigated from the river. Whereever you can reach with river
the well of

waters, you /have the garden of the Lord, as somebody calls it. con= It

certainly existed. You see the lucid vegetations and great products where they

can put this water on this soil, but without water, it is just a desert.

That is a union of ax±xxxxXKxx the long strength of Egyrnt that is
Where the delta

simply a long river, and the rest is all desert. Wi1kxt1ixregion where

a length of over a hundred miles the river had spread out into

maybe a dozen different canals that are headed toward the Mediterranean.

The region we call delta, the delta is xi largely built up by the river

coming down in that just I4 where the two meet about is where Memphis was. And

so Memphis is what is meant here by Noph. It does not say out of Egypt

I will also destroy the idols, and I will cause their imges to cease.

He says "out of Memphis." And then he has a very strnage statement

there, 'Where shall he no more a prince of the land of Egypt: and I will

put a fear in the land of Egypt." Of course, the statinent, "I will

put a fear in the land of Egypt," is a general statement which could

be made regarding any land, because all lands are full of anxious
refer t to

people xxi in most of the time. And it may âJk here! special

catastr/ophes and situations in which ... there is not much we can

do about the last phrase... the but the one in the middle, "nnd there shall he no

more a prince of the land of Egypt" is one which would impress people
statement

in Ezekiel's day as a strange/tki indeed. In Egypt the Egyptians

x1xsxx had been ruled by theor own local rulers for at least 2500 xxx

years or three hundred thousand years ,èefore this time. There was a
had

brief period before Ezekiel's time when the Assyrians/ ruled them, but

comparatively brief. They had been ruled by their own local rulers,

occasionally by rulers from tixxx1 Ethiopia who held them for a
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brief period, but Not only had they been ruled by their own local

rulers, but the Egyptian people had a special attestation of forms,

and you take even ... before .. probably before this time

when the Egyptians made a treaty and alliance with the Hittite tribe,

and the king the Hittites came to Egypt and travelled up the Nile

and visited many places which Pharaoh, the Ramses II, ... put up

inscriptions celebrating their enmity and their friendship wd

and telling of their , how they were working together ax in their

temporary unity between the Egyptians t and the Hittites. In the Egyptian

)mIll imoi hieroglyphic when they represent the king of the Hittite
foreigner

they introduce him with the Egyptian sign which. means a 'ier;/and the
foreigner

Egyptian sign which means kx1xxx a/1oxir is a hieroglpyhic showing

a man with his hands tied behind his black and blood streaming from his

forehead. It shows the Egyptian hatred of all foreigners. And w1x

even tk when they x3o made friendship with foreigners, the symbol

for the foreigner still retains that attitude. They were very proud

of themselves, they were the greatest people in the world and all

others they looked tremendously inferior. And so for Ezekiel to say

that there shall be no more a prince... tIix there shall cease to he

princes out of the land of Egypt was a very striking evidence, tremendousl

prediction to make, and yet we take the history before the time of

Ezekiel a±cx except for the brief period when the Ethiopian came and

ruledt in Egypt who called tk1xE±xxx himself a pharaoh, arid ruler

of.a brief period when they were under Assyrian control, they were

left for that.Except for that they were.., during all these thousands

of years the Egyptians, the people of Egyptians, the Eyptian

backgrounds had .. in Egypt, but not long after / Ezekiel's time you

have a very striking change. Yes, Mr. Taylor? When did the Egyptian
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rule return to Egypt before Ezekiel's time? I mean it was not many

years, becuase you have the Ethiopian dynasty which lasted about 60 years

under the , and then you have the Assyrian overlordship

even immediately after that I think that you still have that the

Ethiopian king. It is my impression that yes,

they were founders. I thought they were Egyptians. That is right. They

were, you might say, ew±zxqui . They were princes out of

the land of Egypt. And between them they ruled quite a time. +

actually came to rule about , was about 615? I mean that Ezekiel

is here writing in chapter 30. I forget the exact year. It is

only about 30 years at the most after the return of

The return of the Egyptian dynasty, and of course the Egyptians felt

that they had the Egyptian dynasty again then they would continue there/

permanently. They never question about what... It would continue
a

in the future, but he says there will he no more/prince out of Egypt.

Thxx ruled and t I ruled, and + -

II ruled and then the Persians to go, and then the Persians conquered

the Egypt and held for a time there was one revolt iJtkx±N which
60

lasted about/6 years I believe about 400 years, but otherwise the

Persians ... have conquered until the Greeks conquered, and then

Alexander took over and then Ptolemy seized the Egypt, and then of

course he pretended to he a pharaoh and put up his following line of the

ancient.pbaraohs, but his language was of Egypt, and his culture was

Greek, and it certainly was a Greek ruling over Egypt rather than the

Egyptians aiuxx in any sense of the word. Ptolemy continues to rule

for three centuries and then they were taken over by the Romans and the

Romans made it the Roman province which they held and the Arabs came down,
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and " conquered it and when the Arab rulers ruled over in Egypt.

Nearly a thousand years, and then the Turks took it over from the Arabs, and
came in and.

then there was /who got the leadership of

during the last century, and then he was largely under the British

control and his grandson, I think, was the last king of Egypt,
n

Albania/rather than Egyptian, and then when he was taken, they did away

with the ideas that they had a king pharaoh, and pretended to have

a republic... so actually this is a J dictatorship under an Egyptian

Nazi, and so you have a period of thousands of years before this

witn very little interruption.., rules from the native Egyptian kings,

and you have a period afterwards two thousand years with very little

interruption ruled by foreigners. And right at this time,

he has make a statement that there shall no more he a prince out of

the land of Egypt. He made that three hundred years aarlie/ before

they had any form of the words that would be still more striking, but to make it
had

just when they ka had a foreign ruler. What they have gotten back

to their own native rulers again. Certainly we are anxious never to have
whip in the Egyptian history.

it again Nxrxxx It at least is near the water/.. and it does not
be

y that there will nver again../ it says it will not continue to be

ruled by the natives and that tkx there will be a long stripes with

no ruler out of the land of Egypt. The period could conceivably end

after thousand years I would think, it would not affect the truth

of the prediction at all. You see the big perspective problem in verse 13?

A big perspective proble? With ceasing of the images in Memphis.

He does not say when that is going to happen. No. But I mean that would

constitute the effzxlxx perspective problem. I do not think I would

call it a problem. I would say that there is a change of perspective,
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P Yes. He is talkiig about the downfall of Egypt and he Nebuchad. is going txxx

to overcome as the previous verses, then:Thus saith the LordGod, There

is going to be a most remarkable thing to happen. Idols and images are going

to cease out of Memphis, and he does not say when. And it, we find it

happen a great deal, and then there shall be no more a prince of the

land of Egypt. Well, tkr there did not continue to be princes out of the

land of Egypt to any great extent after x5cix Ezekiel;s time. If that

had not started until the time when the idols and images fell, we cannot

tell from the reading of the ... there is nothing to say that there is
there

an immediate... but there will he, I would say tli.tal there== will he

a sizable3 period with no local ruler. I would think that the perspective
made clear than to

is not mentioned clear, I would say. Rather/J/)4Øjtit say that there is a

problem. I would say that there is a problem where the perspective

px1Qti definitely appears to he one thing, and a close xi examination

proves to be another. Its close examination leads us not knowing what
a different

the perspective is, and seeing the possibility of/difficiaitˆ situation.

It is not a problem, but simply a warning against reading into the
reading

text more than it is there. You do not think that the normal rucwü

of text like this would be just a clause A, clause B and caluse C3.

First the idols, and then no prince, then fear? You don't think a

normal reading would suggest that? Well, as to what the normal reading

is a very good question. As to what the normal reading is we have to

find a parallel. The normal attitude of speech in one

area in one language may be something at one period, And then in

a different language in a different area J may be different at different

±x period. And it is my impression that in reading the Bible there are

passages in which you look at thing chronologically, and there are other

which you Xxxx look at things logically. And I can go around this class,
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rhl
arid predict a future and I would say, I could say in this period,

Mr. Gable, isn't it interesting that I could say, Mr. Gable is going

to be the pastor of the church in Sacramento in i California. Taylor

is going to be the head of institute in Sandiago, Mr. JXinzweiler is going

to give a series of lectures at Fuller Seminary in Pasadina, and Mr.

riX Mr. Buraga is going to make a special x trip from India in

order to give a series of talks on radio in Los Angeles, and Mr. Harding

is going to xxx hold an evangelistic campaign in Tennessee. Now,

in that case, I would not necessarily mean that these things will x

happen at certain chronological order. I would be going around in

the order in which you are sitting at the table here. And the order may

have a logical arrangment which ocxx even may not be known

to them. It does not necessarily have a chronological order. I do
and

not think that it is necessarily normal,/particularly when we look at

thx rsaiah that he is going to anoint Ilazael. lie is to anoint

Jehu. He is going to ü= anoint Elijah. And actually those were fulfilled
of the

in the order that the first the first/three were the last made, and the

second of the three is the first. The chroønology has nothing to do/with it.

Suppose everything else you have ever written I could not find any
in which

exact situation like that/Nxixs you have talked about the ten students
usage

years before. Would that mean that your/ of five of us in that

capacity would necessarily have to be a chronological order? No. You

see the reason I think this up several times in the course of these years
interpretation of the

would appeal to another/passage on the basis of the fact that the

nteipretation sometimes given did not fit the normal understanding
I am

of the way the words went. What/t1xx saying here is thatxt it is

hard to determine what is normal and what some concrete forms have devised
in

earlier to say what would he the normal .for example,/Daniel 9.
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kt not to go back there, but just for example, somewhere along the

line criteria, I think, needs to be developed to determine what

is the normal prophetic speech, if there is such a thing. If there

is not such a thing, then the occurrence of the exact parallels does

not necessarily know the data against the interpretation. I tx

agree thoroughly with that. But in Daniel 9 he says, there shall he a

period of seven weeks and there shall be aperiod of sixty-two weeks,

and there is a week. Now, when you say that, it could conceivably

mean that here is a week and simultaneously with1 sixty-two weeks
the first week of the

and simultaneously with ... that is/the whole oo1ocfx±kxxx. business,
it could be,
itxxitxRxxxx but normally in the way of expressing those three

periods follow consecutively. I think that we are justified in saying

that that it % follows consecutively. 1 do not think that we are justified

in snx saying that there may not be gaps between them, but I do

not see how we can possibly justify in saying that when he says, seventy

two we mean sixty-nine. I do not see any Xb1 justification for

that anywhere. All The only thing I say is that here

what justification is there for not thinking these things are in logical

sequence. I think they are in logical sequence, but not in chronological
Why not?

xixz sequence. /Now, he speaks of God first and then man. God,

man and then the lamb. Yes. That is logical. But it is not chronological.

No. I do not think it is either, but what I am saying is that I do not
madam principles of

see your in these things. Well, my

principle is that unless there is a definite statement that things are

arranged in chronological order or unless the expression of them is

such as would seem quite definitely to assume chrOonlogical

order, we have no right to assume that txcx they are or not in chronological

Well, I am just saying that we
order. That is my







do not have a right to assume. But I do ml not see any possible right

to assume that when he says seventy/ weeks and ... he means sixty-nine.

That is contrary to every parallel (Dknow of anywhere. Arranging things
parallel

in , in chronological orderwoodx we have

plenty of parallels and then we have plenty of parallels to give things

not in chronological order. Isn't that so Oh, yes, there is no argument

there. And Daniel of course knows that , you know, certain things can

be suggested there, too. But you take that order of interpretation

you fairly well xi%twAinsisted on the exact parallel demonstrated in arranging

things somewhere else. The interpretation of the total meaning of 69.

Yes, that is contrary, $iIkik Although my point is that the whole

discussion is singular. There is nothing. There is no other passage in

the Old Testament quite like that, verse ... like the period

no other discussion quite like that. Therefore we just do not know what

to do. Therefore we ought to say that this situation might he singular,

and might have been an interpretation, not demonstrable in other passages,

and we know that there are no otherxxx passages quite like that.

I really grant that. 10 do not mean to deny that for a iix minute.

I do not mean to deny that for a minute. It is possible that there is

an approach in this passage that we do not find anywhere else in the

Bible, and when it says seventy-/ and sixty two it is a very unusualj

way fx to say sixtyt-nine never occurs anywhere else. I am ready to

grant that. But I wdi1xx am simplyiN saying that it does not seem all
a

natural and the other seems to be/much more xxxx reasonable x approach.

I got the feelin g, though, back of the start. Well, that is another
if

matter. Well, I am xMxxtxx sorry t1iNI I have given you a wrong feeling.

I do not mean to do it at t all. You insisted on parallels that would
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he demonstrated as the same thing. Well, I do not know. Did I misremember

that? Well, I think I would still insist on that. Except that my

suggestion was that there is no tk other passages in the Scripture that I
in

know of in my mind///certain limitations/which you have a similar

arrangement of anything at all in which you would say that there is

xx an overall period and t1x1kixi3x then it is broken down into
if you could

the individual period. I remember asking yoØx1 think of many similar...

I think we have to get back to Daniel. Yxx But you see, There is

a principle there and I am glad txkxxi1xxü for you to raise it.

And the principle came to my thx attention here in the discussion

of verse 13, that is in Ezekiel. Becasue here I would call the problem,

but it may not be a problem. It may be different in perspective, but

the reason I would think of it in terms of a problem is that the first
latter

part in history comes after the/It part, technically speaking, and

the third part really comes really first of all, that is, the lamb, well, maybe
would

not. I/think of the lamb being in fear from the invading armies

comes first, because the cutting of the prince follows that, then the

smiting of the images. The cessation of the iixxf images of Noph

really does not come until a thousand years later, yes, until the Mohammedan
That

conquest. /1 is right. JJhm. ChroØnologically it goes to iffr1x

the distant and comes to the near. Uhm. But I would be inclined to think

that unless there is definite chronological statements used we have

no right to assume that the order of passage is chronological. TJhm.

Unless there are statements made which definitely suggest chronology,

that I would say... tocxthx1flonN If you would say that there is

going to be this land, there is going to he ruled by a man. This lxx

land is gxx going to have a ruler who will come t from France.
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It is going to have a ruler who comes from Germany. It is going to have

a ruler who is going to come fromS Turkey. I do not think that we

have any right to say that is the order in which to come, unless there

are some words used to say that ig chronology is involved in the

passage. If I say Mr. Buraga is going to he the president of a great

dix chruch organization in India or are you going to he the president

of our xtNc student body? I do not think that implies that is the

organization in India ... our tM*x student body. You speak of
o r there may be

morJnportant before the less important/ regardless of order, some

logical reason or thereˆ may be some haphazard things. I do
he uses

not think that chronology is involved unless you use a chronological

term. U1uii. It is like when he goes back to that, to his land, and dwells

there, and there he is killed. I am sure that thost readers would read

it superficially and would think that he went hack arid was killed, but

it does not say so. It does not say so. There is an entire possibility

of there being a gap of twenty years as 0 it occurred. It does not

say Yes, or No. So, I do note think that is a proh$lem, but Ixo think

that the problem is reading into it. And as far as seven and sixty-two

and one, is this such a unique passage that we have no basis on which to

compare, when you might say, anybody is at liberty

to take any approach that he likes. But I do not think that anybody has

right to tell somebody else txx you've got to take my approach. And

I merely say that when you say seven, you say sixty-two and you say one, and

the terminology is such that we could suggest that it xx definitely

says that one comes after the t sixty-two, does it not? It says

the one comes after the sixty-two. It does not say sixty-two comes after
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seventy. So that it is entirely possible that seven starts here

and goes on and sixty-two starts and includes the seven. It does not

in one way or the other. But that the one f1 follow the sixty-two. It

definitely says that. If you say that after xtoctwxsixty-nine years

then c±xkNygx we would have no doubt that flu this is in the

order of ... but I would think that with no background whatever, almost

anbody has given a statement about the seven and the sixty-two , sixty-two being

followed by one, would say that there are three periods rather than to say that

there are two periods. I would think that somebody with no background

whatØsoever in Ezekiel 30:13 would say, Weill, this happens first, and

} this happens second, and so background is very necessary

in the other case you do have a statement,t1±xx one comes iftr right

after the other sixty-two. You have that. Here you have no

statement ±qcxx as to what comes after the other. That is right.

I did not mean to go off tangent, but itxxlN struck me that the,...

What is the matter with the ... I 1 am glad that you are raising it.

Especially if a passage or predcition is singular, when we have a

hapax legomena which does not occur in any of the pagan or the sec...

then we have a problem of knowing what the thing means, what the full

ramitifcations fx there are, and it would seem to me that you might

have a whole passage in which particular utterances are like that. It is entirely
then

possible. No, no. This would/mean that the chronology is very clearly

delineated that the only way you can be dogmatic then , that the chronology

is by the fulfilltirnent./ ofx in history . ... the statement.

Therefore that happened. Yes, that is where ... so anything that you
apart from that,

would look at it... xiifterx11qa1 you could tell the exact order unless

you have the fulfillment. Yes, if you 4 say t1 that Christ

was going to reign from sea to sea, he is ging to he
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horn in Bethlehem. You have no right to say that the reign comes before

his being born. It is not told. It could. But we are not told in

one way or $ the other, and you have no right to say until it is fulfilled.

But I do think that we you compare the passages you may find

some other passages from which it is made clear. I feel that in the New Testament
the

it is made clear that the rapture of/church is something which canes

suddenly with no premonitory warning sufficient that these things

have right to say that has got to come now. We can say that it looks

as if it were going to he pretty soon, but we have to say that it might
it must

he another few centuries. There is nothing to say that/i come

now. I think that is very clearly taguht about the rapture, but I

think that it is very clearly taught that Christ is xmxm coming to rule

being preceded by a lot of signs which any Bible reader living on earth

ought to have sense enough to see, and the only way I can reconcile
by saying

that is/that tIixxix the rapture comes first and then there are series of

events on earth before the mxxxx coming iere to reign, but my conclusion

of pretribulation rapture as far as the New Testament is concerned is

purely a matter of my fitting together things. I do not think that there

is any clear statement anywhere, but I do think that in Isaiah 26 takes

these things and they are arranged in a definite order, and gets the

picture, just like ... I think that Revelation 20: takes the fact of

millennium and the conquest before and gives the order. The Old Testament

gives us the facts, but it does not give us the order, and we have one

place where they have put an order, and then we fit the others into

e place where we do not know where .... This question of perspective

is one which ix wastes a lot of thoughts. The apparent, Dr. Yes,

Apparently, the only reason why he would not say that the drift of the
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evidence seems to lie in the direction, that is, by now

would ordinarily their usage..of taking these elements of the prediction

as occurring in one, two, three, order, as being fulfilled in 1, 2, 3,

order chronologically. Apparently the reason for not having that as

a priori principle is because we find that there are predictions in

Scripture that we can definitely say did not, were not fulfilled in that

order. I would not go quite so ... that far. But I would say that in
in

common speech, in most/any language, then people make statements

about the future, do not use any time worders, Right, no indicators,

When they do not use any indicators as to the order in common

speech, you w±iix would find great many instances in any language,

like even when a man tells you what he is going to do in the future,

what his plans are unless he uses a term of time, I think that you would

fxax find a great many cases where the order in which he intended

to do those things would he very differentxf from the chronological order. It wi

will often be either a few cases haphazard but in most cases, there is
X cirx sane

no chronological tern. In most cases it would he based on sort of

logical arrangements like what I have around the table here, a logical

arrangement which might be ox obvious or which might k not he

obvious. I think that you will find that in common speech. That does

not prove anything about the Scripture, but it is sufficient, I think to

say that one xigiizatx has no right t to go to the Scripture with an

assumption, whenever you find statemnnts made about the future that there

is no chronological term that will he in chronological order. I think

that we have no right to go to the Scripture with one assumption or the

other. But when there is a definite chronological rr statement,

of course, that will apply. Like the last week isx after the sixty-
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two weeks. It does not ... sixty-nine weeks. So that I believe that we

are justified in saying that there are sixty-two weeks followed by one

or there are sixty-nine weeks followed by one. But we are not told that

it follows the 69. We are justified in assumingx

either or attempting to fit this into history as a whole. But I do

not think that we are justified in going with the assumption that there

are three or four different statements which are or not present. If we go through

the Scripture and we look at th three fourths of the cases and we find

that wll these orders are chronological. Then we have a pretty good
to he so, but

right to expect that we will find the rest of them/nQt to he sure even

then. There is one exception that will disprove the general rule like

that, but we would. have a pretty good right to expect the rest of

them to he so, but if you pick ten statements that... about the

Scripture where without any term of time it mentions three or four things

that happened / in the future. My guess is that throughout the ten you will

find five of them in the chronological order.. That was my next

question. I have no clear in person at all from reading of the extra

biblical literature concerning statements of the future which have

no time iith1xiiixmtnmthth?i±mxifmxm indicators in them at all at to

what the probabilities are in the light of the

whether it would he a one , two, three order or it would be a logical

order, I have no impression, because I never had kat that question in

mind as I read. Consequently you have no right to take a positional ....

No, No, that is right. Is that your impresssion that it is a 50-50

proposition? It is my impression that people usually, I would think
making

rhl that in iiiiiz statements about the future, their expection aboutxi0

40 or 45% of the people give chronologically, and about 40 or 45%

give logically, and about 10% give h'hazardly. i[1 L.
11
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ell Tht has been the That would be my off-hand impression.

But of course careful examination might prove something different, but I have

no hesitation in saying this on the basis of my general experience that you

are to take the statements of expectation as to what they are going to

do in the future, t1xxxkxxx they were made by the people, and to pick

up a hundred of them, $ you would find that at least ten of theqhich

are not in chronological order, at least ten which are not in chronological

order, I have c31nc3o¬xx known of cases like that. My guess is that

about 45 %. If you take the platform of a political party, they tell

you what they are going to do, you would rarely find that the party in
ˆ try to occasionally they do
power would/carry through as/theyxsü tkn u1immxnun they went through

the oxxx chronological order. They give them in logical order. The chronological

order is not in statements ü about the future. The usual thing is inxkixxxt

It may be that it will happen occasionally,

but it certainly is nAix not any 80%/ of the case. That far I think

which is not. I would say that in statements people

make about what they are going to do in their future, I would xt

say that there are at least, that you cannot say that 80% of the
is

case is chronological. CAn you say that 80% bf the case ifxx unchronological?
q about
No, my guess is that 40 and 45% is logical and/l0% is haphazard. Now,

an interesting thought strikes me. In chases where there are no

time indicators at all, I mean there is no time indicators, the question now

that arises in my mind is whether nr not if it is not based on chronological

order, would it hav,)die based i necessarily on some t order outside the

haphazard cases. No, not neceesarily. I do not think that the haphazard
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would he the commonest, because I think that a man naturally sees

some logical thread, he it ever so small . ... This could he simply

a continuity lined side by side touching one another without any

chronological aspect to it. A man is Eix1ti installed as a president

an educational institution. lie tells you what he is hoping to do

in future. He does not give in chronological order. He probably

gets it in logical order, but he may happen to make references t

of praise to his predecessors. And that reference to the predecessors

may suggest them certain things which his predecessors tried to do,

but but did not carry to completion. He may go on then and tell you about

what he hopes to do, and then he may feel that he should make a pNi

polite gesture to somebody in his audience, and they have an idea that

they ... on and which he thinks is a good idea, but not the most

important thing without ever mentioning them he refers to that. I mean

there may he all kinds of things that they see but nobody sees except

the haphazard... Now, with reference to Mr. Taylor's
way

suggestion, a thought occurs to me that the natural/of taking things

with .. where do people get the idea then, I recognize that people

do not think critically. People do not think critically, but

isn't ix it interesting that you would think that what they would

conceive of the natural way of 1k taking this without any chronological

indicators would be 1, 2, 3. I recognize that they do not think critically.

But that would seem to he the way they would

xtx expect to come out. Wouldn't you think? I think that the reason

for that is because many people have the idea that prophecy is iiqotyx

history written in advance. Yes, But I do not think it is. I think
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it is indication to the future given for/specific purposes, and rarely,

rarely, is the purpose to do what the historians have in mind when he writes

the history. I think that is a history written in advance. History

written in advance would really he that, to try to do what ±3 historians

try to do when they write history. And I do not think that God's purpose

is to satisfy curiosity. You mean to talk about styles there? The

stmt style of the kix historical ...(letter)? it would he actual'y

history written in advance, but the style would be different. It would

be future events told, but what happens to the history? Well, Wouldn't

you ]xx have reference to styles of the history? There would he

difficulty and ambiguity. The term history ordinarily you do not call
Assyrian a
the/annals ti history. A history is supposed to he a selection of

events in order to show how they have developed and what their inter

relationship is. That is ordinarily a history. Just a list o events

is not ordinarily called history. It is ordinarily called instead
the word

annals. Do you think everybody understands/11t history that

way? Every historian. The average person.




I do not think that

the average person has any idea as to what the word history means.

Well. I mean you talk to say something

is a history. They mean that it happened. It happened. This is what

I meant. I meant. Yes, in that sense history is probably...

does not mean that ... are goint to happen... That is the the

average person understands history. The average person goes to the

history book to satisfy curiosity as to what happened in the past, and

I do not think that the prophcies were written in order to satisfy

curisoity. I agree with that, about the future. But , Ya, I think that
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is the impression the average person gets. Yes. ... history is written

events in advance. He cannot tell what Khruschev is going to do or

what Stalin is going to do, what the Chinese communists are going to do,

and satisfy ar curiosity axNxtx on a lot of things. But I do not

think that is God;s purpose at all. I think that God has a specific

purpose in every prophecy that he gives and I do not think that is

one of them. Unless that be to a slight extent yl one in Revelation in

20 where he puts things in proper series or J orders/ showing how these

things can fit together, and in isi Isaiah 26 where.., it still satisfy

a lot of curiosity. No, not to satisfy curiosity, but it does help Cod's
Although

people. /Daniel 11 would come ix dangerously, approach... too. xI

But of course that , you know. In Daniel 11? is the purpose. The
of

purpose surely must have been/Daniel 11 was to prepare Gods people
to

for a great crisis, and to give theni series of events increase their
when it is

faith in time fxvery difficult to hold their faith so that they

might be able to look back and to see what has happened, and how

in order that they ±iQXx would know and trust the Lord and step out. xxi

And if that was, if the purpose was not so that somebody in Daniel's time

would say, the Babylonian Empire is ixx going to last a certain

length of time and the Persians would take over, and the Persians

after a certain time, will be taken over by the Greeks, and then we

look to this king and then to that king after that and so on. It is not

quite so clear enough for that purpose, but it ixx does come near

anything else in the Scripture, undoubtedly. That is why even some of

the very conservative interpreters would say that DaniXel 11 is an

interpolation, Ya. which I think, of course, they are wrong.
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But t they say that it is not a normal... Yes, well, I

am very glad ... in this rate I think that we should know the order here

is definitely not in chrnologicalxrir, but as to whether it is the problem.

But it is a problem, if we assume that we can expect it to he chronological

when there is no chronological statement, but if we say that we do

not know whether they are not till we have the evidence. Then this is

a matter in query until it is fulfilled, iix and we have no basis on

which to tell the order. And I believe that, Take this, I have never

looked at this. Let us look for a second at God's

promise to Abraham. Genesis 15:1, please. What is the fourth case

of this promises to Abraham? 17:12? 17:15 is the real covenant, and so

it is a! the heart of the Um thing. 17: is a little .fuller, isn't it?

It comes after the, ya. Look at seventeen just at random. I have not looked

at it,/xonta xmnxnthxmˆWx with this in mind. When Abraham was 99

years old, the Lord said to him, I will make a covenant between me and thee,

and multiply thee c mi1icflix exceedingly . ... As for me, behold,

my covenant is with thee, and thou salt be a father of many nations. " All

right. He is going to be the father of many nations. Many nations

are the corn... Or the great multitude . Yes. But verse 5 f says,

Neither shall thy name any more be called Abram, but they name shall be

Abraham. That means after many nations have been established, he is

JN gint to change his name Abraham? No, it comes before he is a

father of many nations, before he even has one ligitimate son, x±xixx isn't it?

±1Qx Alhtough you have a prophetic perfect in verse five? In the mind of

God the nations are already in existence. Yes. But in the fi actual

outworking in human life the nation did not come until much later than

the name was changed. The name then , chronologically, as farxx as

the utworking ofx in human life is concerned, the last part of verse 4
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comes much later than verse 5. Then verse 6 returns to the many nations.

'And I sill make thee exceeding fruitful, and I WILLM*k1x make nations of thee,

and kings shall come out of thee.'T And then verse 7, "I will establish

my covenant between me and thee and thy seed,'Tthat does not wait until

many nations come. That is not immediately relevant. "for an everlasting

covneant, to be a God unto thee, and to thy seed ,
" that is4xxtx

immediate, though it is continuous one. :And I will give unto thee,

and to thy seed after thee, the land wherein thou art a stranger,

Well, that was not 1 OoXXXI actually given to Abraham another

four hundred years. So that is much later than the covenant being

established, arid much later than the name being changed, but much

earlier I1x, or perhaps just about the same time. He is the father of many

nations. The order is not chronological at all. It is rather logical,

but it jumps back and forth. How about 15? ... This does not seem to me

to be a clear parallel though to the Ezekiel's concept and in this in

chapter 12 might he a clearer parallel, but the Lord here rpeatest himself.
chapter

The things that he said i many times before, Let us look at rxxl2.

"Now the Lord had said tx unto Abram, Get thee out of thy country, and

from thy kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that I will shew thee:

And I will make of thee a great nation, and I will heiss thee'xitix

an MthMRrUXM%11xM
before he made

And certainly he blessed him/txic him a great nation. "... and make

thy name great; and thou shalt he a blessing/:" Certainly his becoming
think s

a blessing we/Km refer/to Christ's coming, do we not? Or do we think

that is fulfilled earlier? That is a great fulfillment any way. And

I will bless them that bless thee, and curse hirn that curseth thee:" That is ful

filled immediately long before he became a blessing to anybody,"and in thee

shall all families of the earth be blessed. It is reaching out, it certainly
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looks forward to the future. I do not see any chronological order. I

suppose that it could be argued that the individual sentences for getting

the King James' point, I suppose that it could be aruged that the individual

sentences might contain the chronological order in themselves. I do
is rather

not know if it would he conclusive. No. I think that ixwix natural

txc to speak of chronology entering here and there, but I thin1cdx1x

that the question that xw±x we would like to assume chronology in

one way or the other, unless we have a chronological statement. We have,

You take , toc Some people say that the temptation to Christ occurred

three times, because they are given in three different orders/ and

It does not seem to me that is necessary, it does notxxx seem to me

________ give
to be set .. for order. One might /k n chronological order,

and one might give what would appear to him a logical order, and the
mx

other might give what would he just as logical order as the other, but

his fits better for this particular purpose of t1QixpmtLiIKmtaxmxiii his gospel.
Jesus did that, and

He says, Jesus did this, ad this happened. /That happened. Somebody says,
they

after this, we have no right to know which order ti± occurred. I just

start telling you some experiences I had in high sKiix school,x and

I might remember many quite interesting experiences. I would not necessarily

remember them in chronological order. I might arrange them in logical
would

order or perhaps in haphazard a order. I do not think that you/have

right to infer a chronological order unless right there... after I 1xxxx had

that experience that had happened. I do not think we just have

right to read chronology into it, but I think it is one of the problesm

in Bible study that people are always ready to make assumptions as to what
of

as to principles which should be in the Bible but he thinks,/which they

do not require another reading, where they do not require anotherx

reading and they have no right to assume here, unless they have a clear
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proof that they do require. What about the Greek word "then" in Matt. 4?

Matt. 4? Ya. The reason why I ask. If that is a time word, then you would have to

have a chronology there. The trouble is without English word "then it has various

meanings. Then in English means ... and then in English also
II

means that sameperiod. But again if you take the natural way of taking

this, what I mean is, you think people would take it as referring to the

same period? When he was reading this, he did this? Then the devil id

this, and then he tempted there, and then that happened? Withwxtxx our

English word then ,,. but I do not know.... I have gone into this, but

in relation wi1iix with which you said history is brought

If in English we said at that time or that period, that wi could easily
the same

mean xoogeneral period or in the same general expectation. I can

say to my wife, Mr. JXmzweiler said a most interesting thing this morning.

He said such and such. Then she might say, Oh, he also said so and so?

But you see you use the word then ... you said that afterwards.

That is the way I would take it. Yes. I think that the semantic problem

lies that there is no definition for natural or normal... Everybody's

individual experience and viewpoint colors it, and I think that that is the

very heart of the situation like this, and what is natural to one man

may not be natural to another, either to his background or to all sorts

of things. I agree thoroughly with that, and my point is that we should not

say what seems natural to one of us, this is necessarily right. Very good.

But we should say, we shoul-d say, unless we have a clear proof that

that is so and so, and this seems liatural to me, then I can say, this

impresses me as most probable or this seems natural to me. These are the

bases on which this seems natural to me. Does it seem to you? You say,
the

my feeling is quite/opposite. Then I would say, before we can get further, let us
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is of what is natural
examine some cases and see which of us /in the area of feeling tk

trx in our language or maybe both of us ... Let us examine and

see the cases. After all what our language proves is what is there.

But it does not seem natural to me to say this happened seven years.

This happened 62. After 62 this happened. And... 69. That seems

to me reading into it. That again I think is such a singular passage

that what is natural can hardly be horneE in mind because I know of ) no

passage which discusses the same thing in one way or another to give a norm

for it, and in the area where you have one view and another and there are

passages that can he taken both ways and then I think that you have to assume

tiN1xx some very charitable principle on it. I certainly would want to

do that. Oh, surely I know that. I certainly want to do that, and if Robert

Anderson succeeded in ... that the number of , that taking these days

for years and taking the seven nnd sixty two as f sixty-nine and taking

the ... certain degree and taking the evidence that we a3Qx have

for that, that it would come right to the day of Pentecost, to the day

of crucifixion, if he had definite evidence for that that is a mighty strong
take it

point to /tJi,k that way, hut,xkxx in order to get that evidence you have

to assume a type of year which no country has ever had in history. Why,

I think that he is twisting the evidence to the point there we do not feel

that it is particularly important. If he xaix said, people would figure a

year 365, that is the way we figure. But actually the time here goes around

the sun, iui 365 1/4, let us change it to 365 1/4 that is the year that

exactly fits. But when you say 365 1/4 is a real year as the sun goes, and

people figure, some figure 400 days and some figure 600 days, but they
so that

all add or subtract different months/after the period of years 365, we

will figure 360, I would just say that is out of it the air.
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That is out of the air. I just do not see any basis on which to take thincs

tiQix out of the air . Yes. Certainly. The use of the word history there

raises a question in my mind, that is, how much detailed history do you

know of hacking up Nebuchad. 's invading Egypt? You know Rx±x

makes quite a cripping note here on Ezekiel 30 arid points out that

Ezekiel predicted a great thing and it never came to pass. He shows the faalli=

hility of it, because in my edition of the footnote is

chapter 40 instead of chapter 30, although chapter 30 is what he obviously means.

These very verses. And it is... it is not a fair amount of time...

with tools in hands .. to determine how much of that history we

really have apart from what is prophesied, and our assumption that the prophecy

came(to pass. Yes. It is a very interesting thing to look into further.
\ was

r
As to ow great is his conquest is, and how much it fitx says about it

and how much people read into it. Dr. End.
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FULFILLED PROPHECY November 29, 1965, SIDE TWO (2

el-f..
the same thing occurs when many nations were brought up against

-44 Ad




Ii 7
Jerusalem over in Jeremiah 1n Nebuchadnezzax sent up the bands4

not really a national group, but it was Just/little Es.se.ae'

coinmunitV'or .. Gentiles in general, and so Iusuall render/GentilesGentiles

and then put nations in parenthesis. Well, here then, you might use

the English Bible, everybody, if you look at Micah 4 in verse 9
\J3 A-

"Now

why dost thou cry out aloud? " Here is a situation which we know
the Babylonian

is just prior y from the time.tlaat he says you are

goin to Babylon and then Zetnfr m Babylon. Than in verse 11, Now also

many nations are gathered aga- against thee, that say, Let her be

defiled, and let our eye look upon Zion.' Then in 5:1 he says, "Now gather

thyself in tropps, 0 daugr of troops:.be hath laid siege against us:

they shall smite .tIe judge of Israel with a rod upon the cheek." Now,
rJJ.

the first' ete cf¬fiitely describes a.\situation of the Babylonian apt1VThy.
?Aj

And the third.,,-L.b.L4e'#.e, impresses me as being almost certainly sme1
a14'

because it-rep--- precedes the birth of Christ definitely. -rrfere--.to

the bj ..rthe1?ee1. I am just questioning whether it would
A'

seem'-1i natural to take the one in between and push it atita11y to the

last . I o not say that it is impossible, but it seems to me

that if it TQA!~ fit with something earlier, it weed- would be a bit more
to

natural in the context, and the only objection that I know of for making

it the Maccabean situation wh Antiochus Epiphany hm is the word
" Now also many

nations. If you say,/newT-the Gentiles are gathered against thee, that

say, Let her be defiled, and let our eye look upon Zion." "But they know not

the thoughts of the Lord, neither tlnde5- understand they his counsel:

for he shall gather them as the sheaves into the floor." I would imagine

that this would give great comfort to Judas Maccabees and his groups
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thfë out there in the wilderness wondering if they were going to be
Iv
man oth rs have or if t




Lo;7d was gáin tomartyred for their faith
as11




j Al"
enabi hem




these,entiles wb-4tad threaten them

of th?roblems in Micah,Dr. 4s sometimes imp]4J
Di LP 77y,'6,




fulfiliment,

and then when you check the area where the fulfillment is su1posedto-6'

seen histo icallr, .J you do not see all the details there ~Y'tqhat01_VV

se, in such




ter chapter 4 and*A'//

chapter 5, and then chapter




chapter 5, and the

fulfillment would seem to fit there tith the Maccabean period except that

it is hard for me to conceive how that literal language or even a strong..

figure p of Israel rising an& threshin an4 e-o forth, ho

1.ft &J4J ,'t! t
.j.L.aee the Maccabean age.




forth, ho

army-defeated m, def á'ctually it was a* é,4J
ais-victory

o,J -jAW)
What? They did gain freedom. ertain they ái4. gain,freedom, but

not really in the sense of And the freedom actually came later,lZ.

the Maccabean '"">1'?' Wh
/

lhe war of Judas, a4-

th




ell, twenty years
VIVO

Sinzon,really gJt 1'pw14about

During that time they were constantly struggling for it. They were

not threshing many people .\P\ There were ups anj downs . Yes, that is right,

but they were not threshing many people. Yes, that is right. \1\'here were ups

and downs. They did beat the army that Antiochus sent on thtee or four occasions,

but . .




t is hard for me to see how that last section in 4 èish

HebrewwiSe is fulfilled in the Maccabean per od 4liou mean the
.9t




problemmany nations attacking




I can
the amount of victory that seems to

only see two possib4.e fulfillments of it. One would be that Ctt1/4

that is Wy- yet to come. Yes, can see only one as

fulfilled prophecy. I do not k ow of any othethat If it is an unfulfilled

prophecy, then of try to fitj)f

in with other prophecies, to see when it tr_happene4., unless
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you aro-gaing to say that it i's-Israe defeateè... establishing

the state of Israel 1 Sounds doubtful. Do you thlnk that there is pS a

parallel between that and what comes-&.r iichapter 5, after about verse

9? There is a t .difference-.Q.e2n chapter 5. -Pl-L L e4apt.e-&

you have the descriptive"... about .verse 9 You have the

descriptive quality of Israel as being like ion among She- sheep and so

forth, and you do not have there .... Vrs-92_Thin kall e-+±.ted

"p p9*thL- rj

Of course, the Hebrew and English Bibles are somewhat different.

Yes, verse 8 begins, you lift up,4yo1r,.114nds upp yr foes and all

your enemiese1., they will smite. ,u mean 'to take it in the activ
-r Jv,üeqz

ci'dqvoice? Yes, that is right. %hey will be cut off by-..
cfl't2i 44W?

It doe nt actually the sap that they wt¬..do i1 But it predicts

that you will it. But it is hard to see that section fulfilled in verse

W
1$

9, would yo k' 4;?VNrse 9ALs rather general, is it
nbt?7erse

8 in the
of da, Jacob

English Bible A'cta&ing about the remnant being/like a lion, as a young lion among
I

among the flockof sheep, the one that runs throughhe floc1,nd spoilS

The,..!and doing all hose remarkable things. Then verse 8 points

,4 positive vj,ctor,yy him, vi rU Qt, a positive victory almost
ivii jA

by fofce,Athe ma1tering,e'bie,eñemies. jt is.e+tgeneral,..1t at least

it describes a victorious stat in which they were on top and the other

felilows QAP underneath. The next few verses do not sound like that a bit,

do th ?]No, they seem to comple ly chan around. tr',±ürs.

'AS let us hook 4 back oIgh/
cZ4# 1/' - j_e and get the context/e&' see what.+eaaIJ Just one question,

Dr. In the word nation in verse 11, was it your idea that the Syrian

armies were made up of he peopleefrm from different nations, was this

_Q41
the idea that you ha I the word is most often translated aa natior,but

it is also translated ae-e gentile-5 a gentile or a theathn. And here let
I ;. . 4( 1

AP

-tin be defiled. This stress is not on the ,. the stress is on the heatphen.
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It does not say the individual nations, but the heathen, not the national

y 44J
entities but the heathen. Of course, when you think of that, you think

of Isaiah 52 where it says that ye- He shall sprinkle many nations, and

of course there we -ae- are thinking of the Lord's relation to the

many nations

teB-1 1Iin)...LtLe$ e are not)hthking of them as corporate
cktt1 7 (44

414( as groups of individuals, 'tfinkiflg of individuals being baptized. We

are thinkin of them are individuals, a great number of individuals who

are u-gcd from their sins. But 1"i-' ~They certainly refer to

many. There are more than one nation, but it is not a corporate nation.

It does not refer to al'' driving his army through the river.

It is a picture of individuals, individuals fro different nations.

verse 11 hermany nation, gethei, it could be many heathens,

many gentiles, could it not? That would bepoint cr 4.ef-o rais4
4M _Then chapter 4 *re we have first the-Jerusalem destroyed in the Babylonian

i.




-a. from-anit
invasions Z2, and then' t -r:t -e looking beyondthe Millennium, /through

verse 8. Then we have three situations, three present situations and
-t

you start from, no thern' present situation j, but an imagined situation,

an imagined siUuation which is predicted and tT then they look forward

to-it- from what is predicted to what God is going to do afterwards. First,

> he shows the misery in the BikbyloniaVn and then he answers, you are
AtL4J,Ma1p

not going to be
deliYeredfibut

ou are going to be taken away to Babylon,

Ittthen the Lord is going to deliver them. from- enJ2n the third of

them we are told, you are going to lose your king, and they shall smite
with a rod

your judge/upon the cheek, but a new one, a greater one is going to
AQ the -ad. king.

come out of Behhlehem, out of David's city. He/is going to come/e-e/
%4j

yer-hg. Then between we have the flttempt to defile Zion a'4

many nations,athered together against her, but they are not going to succeed

in permanently defiling Zion, They do not know the will of the Lord.
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9 The Lord is going to gather them as sheaves into the i floor,

rise and thresh)W~~ daugher ¬-- of Zion. Whether this is
orpointing to

09/the Maccabbean period or note whether it- is something that
1,Q(4 74')iU.4'M$&




are stillshould be fit in with other prophecies e!-whQther 'he

P beyond our7
or as a third possibility

-
______tate of

ink this is as good as the
Israel which.-___ Mr. Taylor does not seem to ha-ve-a-geed-
other two
ade-e-1s i

uess7o.
I think Xaktt--"-.fourth onebetter than

the third one, but -- not nearly as Sod- good as the
a

first
two1e&S,

that is,\e daigherter of Zion is /spiritual ref rence
that

to our present church structure, and! we are completely? as far

as the enmies in the world rind about us are concerned, and the gates

of hell may gnash at it, biit-.u will rise and thresh them all in the

live (2
lonrun. I,do not think that is nearly asgood as the first o, but-,--

it is much better than the third one. t4. That is a good post-millennial

doctrine.
T

i have certainly been exposed to it a lot lately. That

is certainly not nillennial.rNo,- -

KNot at all. But U it isA good post-millennial

study of tl,e prophetic teachings in the last several

yearI think that ''/t lot
2e.j y.

A
D_

there
1

defi

f,old
doctrines which we

thoht were robabldispatched are comingtO life and if the Lord tarries,

1rJn the next few years
no doubt there will be an awful lot oG

7-
f hem

4jt44

1 1
/V Y"st -mil t re are a feenniis w. 4I rarely

____________
A

post-millenriialiscts,

,here are lots of amiJ.lennialists1 but very few post-millennialists.
p &

cAtJM-Sr ±eg- sa57-'\1F1 1 Queen Anne,..days

honorably buried, but I run 4 a few. Of cours'
q

disillusioned

with amillennialism, because amillennialism principle

which it seems to me that after a onwhnil41 A,e nerveA,, Z?fl/

disillusioi'at they see the beauties o that

kingdom and they like to think-4te reality of the kingdom ey think
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how the gospel brings peace to your
heart'be

and so forth. Post-millennialism
ing

has always s-.-k -,-Ti-W7 struck me as/much more natural and health~l~

than the- millennialism'certain viewpoints. Yes. I would think so

tookar as the Old Testament is concerned. But

the New Testament. But with the Old Testament it is much er- easier to

ii fit than amillennialism. Then you have this 41 third 'eof these.
that

Oh, you said, you like better th3than the state of Israel?

Yes, I,]4e it better than the state of Israel t REally? That certainly

ltrally... too.'ny nations are gathered together. There

certainly were five or six Arab nations.
9f

course, the Jews never
C44v4 -ztS

did get /
me

?ee--

these f
wit

rr 'J..c1




a~x
them into the sea. And

Atha
they had quite a victory

I really think that it will be fulfilled literally some day. Ido not think

(*1
"

it has been fulfilled
p.4so

far. Then the third of these, Now gather

yourself in troops,---,J-,,yto fight, but you won't succeed,

bct- they will smite yar ju with'a rod upon the cheek. You

won't succeed. But God is going to send His own king in place of the

At, P444,L44tone An He is going to come out of Bethelehem, this village, so small

and '.ti insignificant, yet, some day He is going to come, asneiho has

been active way back in tftu ancient times, and therefore will he give them

up, until the time that she which travails has brought forth: then the rest

brethren will return to the children of Israel. Then you will

have non-Israelites and Israelites standing together it4 this one who

is born in Bethlehem, and He will stand and feed in the strnegth of the

Lord, in the majesty of the name of the Lord his God; and they shall abide:

for now shall he be great unto the ends of the earth. And this man shall be
describesr9

'1 peace ...." It certainly/characterta/the one whç 11~born
in Bethelehm,

He is going to bring peace to the hearts




~~et~rpiael
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,

irt"9
'
I(p4ftV.'

many other places. It s ems to me that Verse 4 thpcndM-kt!rbTharrr-..

shall be the peace," an the Assyrian shall come into our land"A

start a new verse. Do you think that the word man is required in

verse 5 English-wise?

at do you think this be if -dtrb thi'lt--thip J..g

a man? I think this refers to the message, the message of what

God is going to do-and the knowledg'ha.,....the purpose, te program,
Y, ff-

and the power _Li bring it to pass, peace, and then when

the Assyrians come in, ... the heart of God.$.. people looking

back to Judah now. . _S.a-?-happened to put them

/




together now, but I did not see it easily. It is just that, In Hebrew

)




text you wil notice. Y. If it really emphasize/ man, it would'4s

(-7
7Q 1i7 or something like that.

Of course,~M~31k .0 1 1 ~ .100




?
can be rendered man, but if is not often cMte- done. ri- know of.

11
Now, II f has too many usages to check all of thembut I checke

V either
quite a few. And normally it is4/used to modify something e or when it

stands alone single, in this kind af sentence. Theree- are too many

references to ekedk- check them al. t me Is, it is quitekommon,

But when it refers to an idea, I think that it has to 474L rather than

11 I , is it not? 7Well, I do not know. I do not know how you make

it. If you hae- have the reference to it, if yo
j1 pave

the grimiatical

reference, that would help on that, but I just dnot know hkw- how to make

the distinction. Gesenius did not seem to

-s anything do clear'y-enough fore,
flthat,

because when he starts

talking about whether feminine or masculine7l do not know

that there is a clear principle that- there that can always be followed.

I am not really o- cogent there, but I am just wondrfing about various

c71possibiliti . That is right. 'e.a often occurs I believe. Yes. But
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cV
sometimes it ccurs is-a feminine concept like this woman or something

like that. It always str me that of course the way you have --pukeiL

versification we up would solve that particular roblem.TYes. Verseç,--
-of course, is not original. LAnd yet ngj accentation is

/!
fully as old as your poinçes Which implies a tradition that it is

really easy ate- to overlook. ere are a few cases where undoubtedly
the versification
he/is wrong. You notice in the arrangement here in the Kitte]' Bible

they have that on one line, and this he will become he peace. This
Y_ 1161 (V

will become peace. And they have even a meth under.shewa, is it not?

Athnaq. Well, nw, that is very unusual to have a verse with about 15
I4J

wor $ dLafirst heee thred'. .-+tt- logical division, o4-eeiffg.

I not quite a few times. And many times the logical dive
before

/j4. cidivisionwould b the last hre-e-h- two or three. But it ee seem to,

that the people who put in the athnaq that these three words are on.e

the rest, and it would seem to me that it fits much better with what

precedes than with what follows, hi it would be agnatural conclusion
I'

tokeh.Christ's coming and what He is going to do;-and-Hs-eaeht!tg5- for His

/( V
period, and how He stands, and now K-peaee-4 feed T-4-&

Of course, in English, it is very confusing. He shall stand and shepherd,

would give us the meaning much better. He shall stand and km feed xxx

and ctxifixx care for his people in the strength of the Lord, and they

Mall abide. Then you have a new section. This third one of these three

that go together, ends either with verse 4 or with first three words
5

of the verse/ft±ix±tg which I think is

a better division. Then, at any rate, one of these... you have a new

division, when the Assyrian shall come into our land: and when he shall

tread in our palaces, then shall we raise * against him seven shepherds,

and eight principal men. And they shall waste the land of Assyria with the

sword, and the land of Nimrod in the entrance thereof:
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441
Now, when was that ever

fulfilled?A
m*e £ dif .jueotbj&i Dr.

Are you linking verses 3-e4 and 5 with the life of Christ? I would
4

think that Verses 2, 3,/and the first-PUT of verse 5 are linked with the

life of Christ. That is the way it seems to me that they go together).'"

,,Ihey
are predictions of Christ. the re ant of his brethren shall return

r his foldunto the childre of Isra l."-Arthe' sheep/ which are not

They shall be one fold awAwr one shepherd.lso' ring;V

bring to




T_~~94/

the children of Israel. Certainly the first who follow

Him are
al(Athe

children of Israel, and the ate others were brought in with Akul

tm and joined tflVn together nmax with 'Now, when he-FIebrews are-- is
aft

converted, you think of himjoining with Christians who are largely

Gentiles, but it was not so originally al gee-

from Jewish background. And then




that it does not say that He31 ml only question is

they shall beng tei in1 but it says that they shal

converted . ...'register*d- a silen2,"* disareen on the

interpretation on this matter, but I am going to let it pass, because it1
He will give them up

U44"Ikj-

take a long time. I personally think
thatA

refers to the Lord Jesus,
travai]4s re

to ehe- Israel and he/production of the remnant, and
MI

tho

Israel as a nation is looked at 'as a given up stage now, until the tini3of
mourned-for mourne4-

Zchriah when they warned/him like they warned- °r_onl son, in which

case the re nt of Israel shall return voluntarily 1wh the rest of the
0-1

brethren, is a lot more detailed that- than thatou are not having

the rest of the brethren return to the children of Israel, but you are

having the children of Israel return to the restnof His brethren .4 1 am

having the rest of his brethren return to the children of Israel,tat is,

the natural descendant line return to the true spiritual seed.
~~Then

where

it says ,the children of Israel: you take it as the church?
\No,

I

take it as the spiritual seed, group,
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acknowledgeHim a
n Zech. 9, and there seems to be/gathering

tha5~:`akej oin"
before the tribuenlatiOfl.

of other him. I
see1

Well, in the time of Jacob's trouble. Ir th-ã.ug others

Because 1,J4i

________ requird ito bring 46e Israel (2Zecharaiahreat4YStreS5 5ccms-t

to that point where they will say, Blessed is He that cometh in the name

of the Lord. It seems that great stress is needed, and that great stress

usually identifK)like in Isaiah 24, and 25 A"m-re the tribulation/

I am no very dogmatic here, I am just dogmatic !-out in just

in ublic ministry have a question on the
tre1of

the passage. In
in it

chapter 5, Gather yourself/troops.eN won't p'i, you will go out into

captivity, and they will smite the judge of Israel, but He has promised
out of

that! thie em will come the ruler, anct therefore will he give them up,

would seem to refer




toib..ee_id thc captivit4y,now\

and then until the time o- that she which travaileth hath brought forth,

he if that is the prediction of virgin birth, he will give them p- up until

the virgin birth, and then the remnant of amo th

the-e C Ldr of Is 1. e give].eswill return with-the children of Israel.
unto

them--p-anti up Jews until Christ comes, and then
...te9ntiles

will return

to the children of Israel. rtT lens. L-vevse-.'-egtnu--'-

in versjJL the beginning, who would4 refer to?

Israelites who go out into captivity? WI think

that both erprean- interpretations,




nk-ae--- iki-eh I am
the one that

suggesting and/Mr. Taylor is referring to now, both take it as Ie Israel.(/

GoSw*rt withdraw in a way ,his favor from Israel for a tixnewill give
take it as meaning

them up. Therefore, LAKEIN, will he give them up, I k-&ha-he-Mean-

This iseaeon that He gives them up, that he sends them into captivity.

Of course, he brings them back from the captivity, and gives them other



blessings, but it is the time of theentiles which continues. He gives

them up in arl sense. And We does that in order to accopplish this

new Chrisl4s to be the king/ of the Jews, and is to be the ruler

of all nations, but during. period He is simply $ the spiritual

ruler of those that come to Him, both from the Jews and from the

Gentiles.

-D
I was trying to avoid ge quibble, the changing of the meaningf the

term/ midway through---athrougii? Which term? Going into captivity. t was

trying to avoid that in verse 1, they appear to be going e into a physical

captivity. In verse 3, therefore will he give them up. 1-du-rrThk

... If that refers to the spiritual captivity, therefore

will he give them up, if we quibble there, then of course, the question is

if you ye do not take it as spiritual captivity, and take it as a physical

captivity, therefore will he give them up, they do not return after the

virgin birth. They return far before that. Therefore will he ive them
of /L/fl.A.q ;5/

up, until the time that-- the uirgin birth, and then . his brethren..
and then,2'

/V( the expression, 'until the time' can mean, until that time/ t, stops,

it can mean until that time ansometime longer. You can find instances

of both types. That would not make any difference to my problem.

Here is my problem. They go into captivity, then He brings X
the(

back from captivity, and presumably the same ones, tm presumably the

same entity, the Israelites) bac1 captivity.('o, I do not say that He

brings them back at the time of virgin birth. I think.
that the central idea is back in verse 9. Back in verse 9 is the idea

ha- of,,idividuals going into captivity. In verse 9 you have them, 9, 10.

Ce:tt
going into captivity, and 'back from cptivit$y, but in chapter 5 in

verse 1, the emphasis is not on the nation-b going into captivity, but

on the leader of the nation r& beitten. So, this is not referring to

the captivity? I take -Ft. the time of vm 5:1

as identical with the ti e of 4:09. But the emphasis is different.
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The emphasis in 4:9 being on the nation he says, Why dost thou dry- cry

out aloud? is there no king in thee?_$e- the emphafis $ is n the tion.

I)
Whereas in 5:1, as I would take it, on the king.*'That agrees with my

M 2W
thought. Snthe4cing being smitten. And then in contrast to the king being - -
smitten, and the Davidic line seeming to cane to an end, then he jumps

forward to say that the Davidic line is again going to be reestablisd.

Precisçly, now,who is thetthem' in verse 3: 4herefore will he give
£

them up? \ I would take the them

there as not specifically connected with verse 1. Oh, I see. See, that was
C ft1

my thought. I ould not find the antecedent. I take it as not specifically

connected with verse WÔUld 1 as she-- addressed to wee--9 Lsrml,

but as thinking of the end of the i_ kingdhip, he to see the end of

j) with . isnot theA.(pit,/Zedekiah's blinding, and then inverse 2, is saying, 0, it

en/ but God is going to bring e.$.tf Bethelehem one who will be a greater
V

-

Y#king




1444t9-ffie, and A
,,~e ,

en~ bes $ ahead in verses 2 and 3 to speak about

this grea one who is to come and e what He is to do, and what i l

descriL going to do e is somewhat dirent from what

X P,
might be-have$ been expected and presented in4a~ terminology.

?Yes, that clears it up. -r
when the thing comes,, you see it fits with it. 1) So, the Davidic

line, would be"the" I see. How do you identifj this phrase, "will
-

them up?t' Do you equate this with the time of.the Genti1es?cftth éwithed
f i ufi\J\ LI

equate 'with the times of the Gentiles,

au you equate cm s witAr -Ie

t t1e4 t, iww, -i woutd-b- ixd1!Id-tfThirA. ,

that !/reason for not continuing the-ra Israelite) a

national existence, is the plan of God which will go on a different line.
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(1




which brings the 0n 'wI1 come to be .a great national leader. He




o be the

king of Israel and4ruler of the world in the 1,1L But a4w~~~\1 [
lohks nowl as,ihat come s in between

14
that the nation is given up from the

centre of God's plans, because has a different plant/-hom- to work

it through Him Then do you start that with the exile?

I would be inclined to think that it starts with the exile and

that it continues as long as the timeSof the Gentiles continues, and the

reason for withdrawing ii from Israel is ii3x because of His plan to extend

spiritual blessings to others as well as Israel. muse , please. Now, I

am all confused again. I thought I had all
clear.7

You maw a very

suggestion which I would like to think through. The interration that
Id/ØL/VMS

gave.,i..t ii what I used to think it meant, but this suggestion of yours

seems to me to be well- worth thinking tkkx through. It seems to fit

very well to take the Bavidic kingdom as the main thought of the first

five verses. That suggestion

Dr fits just perfectly in t4'sense they shall smite the judge of Israel

41yeq.this ruler will




come out of Bethlehem. We do not know the time,

of course, but He will cojne forth out of Bethlehem. Yes, And He will give

them up,t0 line, until this one who comes out of Bethlehem

who is going to is born, and t' en of course, He is the king and 1,e

remains 4 the king of Israel) whetheon earth or in heaven, !42)

he re4'ins the king. It just extends j.&t up to that point. And then you
his brethren

¬o-e- go forward, and then the remnant of/Jaeeb-shall be-amen -e-6enfle---

return u unto the children of Israel, and you can intet either Gentiles

or the-Jews, either one. You could interpret it either Gentiles at that time,

or the Jews returning in the eschatological period. Then it goes on

describes him, it still retains1./m. But that way when Christ

came for the first tie time, He presented Himself as king, but He ha .jio
A -1

intention of bringing kingdom at that time Yes The

Vftd- He would be the fulfillment of it.Yes1?That is why I said,
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D




ak the remnant ofeverything fits together perfectly, which ever way you

the brethren. That would not affect that. Now, I t say,
r




he will give them up would be giving up the Jews out of his favor, until the

time of the Gentiles would be completed. That is why I got confused again.

7TI t-4PA

vi
.is what I have had in zindPI see 'ybe yI'tW

ine interpretation'

worthy




\7
c-6 of




AdnALV&Kg-*W---7Md going up anin continuing

actually U&-astablishes th.. kingdom on earth. Btre -ti-vet-.&s tT1t dr.-yQu

_Actually with the naton, you would have both ideas

included, would you not? The nation4 and the line / j us _____

A4
broader concept, 4hile Mr. Dunweiler's i limited But it .say-that it comes

to an end at the of ting. I tcught t it As not coming to an end,
/

until his second coming.- But the time gap here would be between the exile

and Christ first advent. On the other nitans asesrdtng ths-ttTr interpretation,

if you take Christ's final casting aside of Israel, that comes in His earthly

ministry, He finally says th your house is and He turns away

frohe iews.2he gap there would seem to be between the first and e the

_second advent

jnstea

of p7*çt& the second advent is the point

between the first and the second advent, although Ialways argu or the gap

have not done the t-.-lt1eàJ. king line, but the between the
hem up

first and and-the second advents there being no reason to

the Messiah rejected. Thaxa.-Ls no ra" t 3Lv

Meiah i -hL wuul-c seem th.. as far as giv1n-

it would seem thais giving them up begaIns with the

any
exile of Babylon *md that would certainly rule out e possibility of the

1 \q
fulfillment of the 4: the Maccabbean period.
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f
Then you suggest this to be a[the first is -st therefore

He will give them uprHe is referring to the ru e who will ,.co . ,. Then
and

you tie that with Christ,khen you include "A by. them

'6together with it, and it would

yes- -- k--all

probably ~e CJ24aI. "::111 1 rNo. Then

-W -40-dQ
im

Our/mediate probem is not d.an the future,

Pt is Assyria. That is our immediate And this medsag and the

knq14edge of God, Ris
deliverance-eeiybecores-ext

our
watchwo4now.

We

understand that the n f
1s,syria

is not going to overcome p, hat do you

think 'the seven principal men"? think that

is a speech figure referring to the of leadership at about

the wasting the land of Assyria which follows? Of course, -it when

it speaks of the è wasting of theland of Assyria, you have t1e problem of/t"
I 1k iy-'

-

1they , whether refei5to the 7- -h9p., the eight
and

principal men,e incidentally this antecedent problem jn bficah is a big
,12Zi/

problem. I personally think that it does refer to the they, but we-ter it
Assyria

refers to the whole hoyt of
enemiefl

that attack Israel eventually, ha-wed
7 -'

she was kindJM#up on
14.1

the group to come. Oh, I see. You mean

:z

original

0




11

eight principal man/? I think that " there, although

different commentators argue over the matter. I think that it is. Yes. -He It

describe that they will be f d 1x themselve Hezekiah's day, andA'

-3
2 4

dequt the .rS hands, and A41

eut1ry-Q.WiffIscir e- be utterly troyed - by the '
_ILy,

but in the mean time,'cidentallY
'

ne,ft4
Fn

hat is very interesting. They shal .... Assyrian4

Akien in verse seven, yoi. jump over to the end of the age? (Well in verse 7

I would prefer saying No. pf- I prefer-s right
I -1

17 __9



there he children of Israel, they are the apple of Jehovah's eye, and

Zecharijah, when he hucheth you,-4touche the apple
4tote

of my eyfre talks ttrre right in the"dircumstances. prefers to say that
/

that is the way they are Jehovah's people. t that time?! Uhm. How about

the eeheighth then? I think that4// eighth begins a new section, or a
,;0W_ACTnew concept ha not because . black mark in the Bible, but because of

Y-1
A QPeVW

Me over"-ill construction. I think that eighth e elt-Meves--eI't-to a new concept

with regard to what Jacob will w be. Jpcob now
*e

'

~Qui in time
P ktR. )lP4"

be this. 4 When will he .gj}tjh th treadeth down, and teareth in pieces, and

none can deliver? fAt
the same time VI-6R he will arise and 4 thresh in 4:4.l3.

I think chat that is eschatological beyond our day and age. Do you mean to

say that the shortly before the return of Christ there will
4' notice that

be great Jewish victorover .u Gentiles people YOu/1ti'ew;-Dr.- it does

not sa that he will do these things, but *W says that he will be like a

qion , --Nr W-Irr-,ft these things, 'if he goes through, and the concept is that1 if

he goes through, maybe he will or maybe he won't, it is
9iiO

T2jˆ <-lshiu rd

-Y.Ih _814uih3-T but on the bther hand kt his hands shall be lifted up upon he

adversarits and it Iremembightly that is yout.pa::ve...form,and

U4
~AP

no uyo up,and in victory almost juP& will be

given a place of victory, not because he chumpsitC!~?himself, but because,

the, L rd conquers, and tis hand be raised. He- He- ch

_Zeww_~~ nations are broken again.4He is like a lion in the flock. He

Aisqtouct I nations are broken against . .1/ .-4+eTe

.,itimateiy it is not hi tictory, it is the Lord's

great victory. But the Lord raise His hand jso- o-speak, m-We gives

poweç'in spi,e victorious.. Verse 7 is
dew f) .uring Israel anshowers. YOu said that refersAto the time of

-t+e first advent?
/~tlhink

that fits right in the context with verse 5. Of course,
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is my opinion, but I think that i4lis right in the context of verses.. 5.and 6
e-4j

which describe,' the Assyrian menace, and the way Jehovah lookedf1el in that

age, and all through the old Testament. I think that Israel always

is under the good of Abraham's covenant that they are blessing4 to those ho

bless them and that they have
aAbeautiful

intimate relationshiwith Jehovah
,

in which they are different from all other people/ on the earth This would
among 1

then picture them are bein ye y welcome $ many nations. Were hey welcome
Aere they .b scattered he earth

among many nations? W _Lhye1tjm '"i'ng aany' at this time?

V




I do not know whether it showsAthat way or not. Sup ose, It WOuld depend on

what you understand, Mr. Gable, by speech figures like daw and showers.

Now, some ee interpret dew as a symbol of blessing, and-the showers AA
And

wait for man. is true, then you woulhave to

rethi I personally - much impressed by the parallelism between

verse7 and 8. "And the remant of Jacob shall be in the midst of many people as-a-dw
this

as e-dew-from the Lord, +ie showør-tin PLL ZII4CL4 rjL

4-we.-L1--fthe f TL And
,tIe

remnant of Jacob shall be among the Gentilesj
A4

in the midst of many people as &-ii eng

f+arvr-FIc ".' -f-h. .t}w.8h Ih1t ad.lk

-" -' - That- There is a parallelism

that is wry striking. And
(,'/

has led - me to think that if possible, I )J
%N- DAO

like to interpret the two
sAtw& aspects of the same thing. I wul.d-Je

inclined to think that this was a description of the Jews scat1ired throughout

the world during the resent age, and that there are two ways in which they

could be looked at,l'on the one hand, they are as a dew fron)L'he Lord, and4

showers upon the grass, that tarrieth not for man, nor waiteth for the sons of

man." You take in the field3of literature, art, and
music,,Sin

so many different

lines the ame- amount of accomplishment\for all the nations by the Jews

is really beyond description. It is amazing. A1t it is
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(Ati' perfectly amazing. And it is a blessing which God has brought to many nations

during this present age, but on the other hand there are among those Jews, there

are individuals who give the people among whom they are the impression that
04 QA.

they are just like lion that go through the
floc1/"treading

them down, and

tearing them in pieces, and none can deliver. nd the result is that you have

the two aspects of the people's attitude toward tiawe You have the

,whole nation blamed for an awful lot of thin

4.1

gs ptrhaps ompar- few
A 7t *"IX

people are responsible for. hat 120 s two different sides of the

it is
spattered

among the nationsoeJacob whenwwhen
<situation

f the xKmitx re nt

aYallel 111tr




that it nteresting.

And then the next verse,"- Thine hand shall be lifted up upon thine adversaries, an

and all dvesare thine enemies shall be cu off." Certainly it is true that
would drop(.4

God has, no matter hew whether liv has-brought spiritual favor from Israel for

a im w . .Uethem up, He does punish 1h




____ those i-h
His covenant people

Israe till re Km=*xXxJomxK"xgaa1d:eJ and he nations have that have eery, suffered

And anti-semitism

That is

ise_0~
rings misery

something that/bve-ip--




those h who are--

tur true. Itts-LnI\thaGod.a.&promis to Abraham
What




is the possibility of the Assyrianverse 5 referring tantichr? dA

At least the leaders of-tthe opposing army in the latter days? #L,/(I would

say that he- the Assyrian -w-e so much the great typical aggressor4, the

destroyer fr a long period before Micah sPoLke) that it would be very natural

,4the- Ordinarily, I
think1 you doword,kused as a figur

nok something out of the air and h take it as a figure, but it has to have

ink thata background that would leadyy0to think along that line, but I think v -,J

you have a-i




background, so it would see
,ç4,et

ossiblethatthewordAssyrianrefersnottotlyrians4bditto
tcould be typified by Arks

someone wi/ould be similar to e-t




very

y ical




e ssyrian.

.36 I certainly would not rule that




//
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British/\refers to Geizmany and their attacks on-he En landland during the

, World War II.

5~into some remote Teutonic




co




I'"'
meit

n

~AsshhuD

xomw transliterated,I- u

s out

Ttfl L1'!r Ta ..A, '- -' i

P t*s a.g- Jup --\

was




thinking a f 17, r tt est- of this, I would like

you to be thinking




give you a
alp

what specific predictions in Jeremiah concerning Babylon. __t-ta__-a___Ls

What/fflLIn

specific predictions we have, fulfilled or unfulfilled. Are ye ready enough to

do sdnnething on
thaj?

if we thr




- with discussion of Micoh Phe

01/1
do you have to go over first? T I am ready. I will /ever__bet"' Imlip

in this particular connectior)fnaybe I was a little confused. I thought that
use 44

your indication was to finish Nicah, and n/whatever left-over time te-5e-

available to us for studying Micah chapters

Micah__
!&L__ILLa and then study th linguistic

prblems and ti s'ff"i"chapters 4 and 5




-
everything in

I do *me- not think that we can go over/both of these
some interpretation and detive

books. There is a r J dl that we n get/some -it- principleswheh-we-..

-afi-eMy_ ..k-I__
to dt kroM"'thv, bit_

iheruwe__h -.______-- -t1Jj__

looking at a good of what they specifically say, what specific nations like

Babylon or-Assyria and see what we can gather together, and see what we can

draw from it.
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t-J
I think that in Micah here there will be some problems in Micah here that would

be better' oe able to answer them after we have done that, and if weA stay

in Micah long enough to get a pretty good idea of what we can gather from
what

Micah by itself, fd then,e have at present available that would throw light

on it, and wha)4,sPecific problems are. If you have problems in Mt( 4 then

you see WNwOparallels to them elsewhere and thus ou get t+ aiswers to the




j
problems. If you do not have the problems then you do not+" ..l

I some more time
parallels. So, I think that it is worthwhile to ep spend on Nicah definitely.

But then, I do not think that we 4 need to necessarily that it is thi

or to say that it is this, but to see and say these fit into this, and those

fit into that,,, and the others seem to fit right in here, the other things

throw lighten on here. Now, our time is gone. Antr- iu ..L1uviJ1Tlf

or,r-wrrn aria nru e.zeici. . ,Lu5SLOU OL







FULFILLED RPHECY December 1 1965 SIDE ONE

Miss Chung says that what I say seems to be much easier to type

than what most of you say,. I do not know what it should be. But she

says that two, three, four speak at one-ee-e once, it is pretty hard

to get anything. So, let us try to speak individually we if we can,

Lf IJ
thfs-we----- try to speak a little louder, andçclearL'.
DITE. ... wa afrid')t

&sestet-iiie Fflf
'*

gs en ns fi - Iy wl1. We have not yet even

glanced at Micab 5'lO to 14. ',efore we ,4&f any1,further about the

previous discussion, I think that it would be very good to look eey- briefly

at this. Micah 5:10 - 14 and 15. Whether verse $ 9 is to be taken

as going with what follows or not might be discussed. Whether

verse 15, what its relation is to what precedes, to the preceding, it

may be very9.e Jet at least it%e somewhat different.
/

-- It is more like verse 99ike what is between, but I think there

is no question verses 10 to 14 belong together. And in these

verses here 4 we have a statement, "it will come to pass in that day,

and I believe we are justified in saying that, in that day ed-i-

1AAJ O(A
\does

not mean, this ist what we ha,e,ta1ked about, t we are going to ..'(11

talk about it more




Bllttit
means that there is going to be a day which

will be as I describe now, that does not say that it is a different day ---

A that it is
ths4n of But Tt~o~_ say/the same day. It is simply

saying, Look at this picture. iere is something that is true. I do not

think that there is any e- question that is-- that is the correct
/

interpretation of the phrase in that day. I certainly do not think

that it is a technical phrase which points to one particular period in the

Divine Th/ I do not h4- think that there is any ground. p that.
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which seemto combine the two elements. A loss of

power &* loss of standing,loss
of good things of life nd combined

with it, loss of idolatry, Lcleansingf.i puriYes,
bit

A little louder please, a little/louder please..
Mr. Buraga?!

5
think that what God says here is that lie cleanses His people

S
physically-and spiritually and phypi,aly cause to dp- depend'n

depriving
Him by them of theirt3. they depend

upon. You, you,sec e relatiorV the two different things that they
fit

can put~tAere togethj, - that their spiritual loyalty to Him can be
the strengti

increased by losing good
thingsjthat

thehad. Ait is noc a Promise
g

of a worldly good victory, but it is a promise of worldy loss and defeat.
would rather question

Isn't it? Arid that is why I w- e-eeM its being tightly
40, a4Zl

tied with verse 9. I-s incline/to think that thereia break between

verse 9 and 10, because seems to be more or less while-in 15, in

the end _att_does not seem to me to be or4A

some-e-- almost as same as nine. He tells them what is going to happen

to them, but hS also the heathen, the enemies of God, they will- are also
A

going to suffer vengeance. Mr. Gable, what is on your mind?
7 necessary

to se the city strongholds
1
.. 'i,ariots are something gad- good in

view of the fact that horses at least areorbiddcn by the law, arid

the other. might be - those things which should lead mn to

depend upon his ower/rather than th ower of God.

Now, are horses fbidden? .C7 ..




M9T

horses. , So, in a sense, they are forbidden - because they ó- would lead

RV 01441 4t
Israel to put military put their confidence in her

Military çfr I do not think that the horses are forbidden, '+t I think
nI

teat
4/flcfrM6 ila ru

4 that the kings wereurged not to make a tremendous lot of horses, to

14-
/

make, great military might through horses, but I do not think that there is








,JJj
whatever-." There are those who say that in that d,7Y0M _A~t

Opk




is a specific technical term for a particular period. I do e- not think

that is justifiedé at all. But I do think that there
we have

is any question that/ one picture verses 10 to 14. And-we-have-eme-piebure

And what would you think verses 10 to 14 is talking about in general?

If you look at verse 10, you might say, w- Well, here is *ire destruction.

at
I

here eing overwhelmed. .- miuy
/11

y. I mean 11 might say the same way. But 12, 13 are quite differen,

aren't they? And 14 seems to combine the two of them, because in 14 we
1places.

have the were
,ido1at/

And then we have the cite I

will pluck up thy groves out of the midst of thee: so will I destroy thy

LkVAitMcities." That looks like thefl' . p. idolatrY) They are also to lose
1 sort/ of

their power. It looks like 14 is the combination of two different A
things. .

of

which1',¬eemsto

b- agree with verses 10 and 11,

and the first part 12 and l3 There is a marginal note ,tn this

Bit9ss, . . not translateenei4 And the word - seems

to be used three or four times. translated enemies. I locked them all up,

aid
they

seemk
to be 4 definite Daniel says, So be it to the

enemies. The

*ad

e not for my ord but for his .nees. I think that
may it be so to... -em--enemies.

Jat Nebuch,
At 11,




e 1, that certainly fits. That is what Nebu ....

That certainly fits. Where 6e-be -qm itre There

are two or three cases where the word enemy seems to be quite appropériate.

But of course there are hundreds of cases where is the plural of

city. And the meaning enemy would not fit in verse 11-pre- particularly.

`0* trong.-AP~V4#I will cut off the enemesof ti e and
4J in view of th'at

that would not mk Jit seems to me that the Authorized

is probably preferred here 14. At any rate, we have a picture in uerses 10 - 14
1







anything there agaJnst the reasonable in that declaration

to the Deuteronomy.. But the horses should be regarded more as luxury
01 I .

than necessity. Yes II a 1Yes, it is
1" J1JeLP

luxury in Palestine today ad at least 30 years ago, When I
" C

. ___horseback Pqlestine 30 years ago, if you saw LneL

/S'
horse coming, I began to get a little bit frighteneed,-- because my

horse wanted always to fight with that-her- o her horse. A-rrd-
j:,

tlap R-etrer horses

New7-whe-48-k4g-eot hee-_ _.h4s,7
Alty




'erywhere you turn there were donkies.

A horse still 30 years ago was quite a luxury jtem but was a very

valuable thing for war. It was vey important' for war. There seems to be

/
a cleansing e combined with taking away that which gives one




>
his own strength. Now, who is h talking about here Is this a p omise,

c " '

to tthe church?' QLt_4Is this description of Christ's

earthly life? Or is this the old Israel? Or do you think of some other

possibility? T would chink that it would behe--- tt Israel..

the day oi Nebuchad, he sei Ci'

is hi the- 81 Q-Qi1ra 4L1. f i'uie ULELeL pi,iLlIILyi
would be

I woiild think that- irI-rJi Israel in ti

LxoiilçinrJjjA Ltiiiik LILOL _during the captivity. Yes.
feel .

I would be inclined to t±k tha whether4 Israel-t' only in a-- thatthat

4tri-th extended view of Israel in the timof the Gentiles in general-r---

That has been a situation which began and was very pronounced in the time of

Nebuchad, but whici has continued during the various dispersions of

Israel since. And it is certainly typical of I,rael during he Middle
a Zi?f

ages! that they were not/war-like .. power,to defend themselves. They did

not have cities of their own to
ayextent

to a large extent








1!,tt A1v4




did have a remarkable freedom from idolatry. The
(:. .. 41'--

idolatry/tL.7O constantly rebuke ±h a fallJnto

in the days before the exile, I Israel seems-,after the exile, to have been
very

on the whole very,free from it. And so I would be/inclined to think that
A

it is either one of these two thing. It is either as Mr. Taylor says the j
/ / /

Israel in the day f Nebuchad. during the captivity or

looking on
furthe5

Israel during W4~ great S.

" 1 of the situation of Israel between the going -e- into exile >

and the end of the present age. Now, the two view5are different,
a

Question . whether this is quitc4 limited thing or
A A6// IF

whether 1f inclcs nè But at any event. I do not

ó-zc £- 8r
think-of-any know of anything else than this view whether Lh

Rrrower
kuk sense ± I do

not know of anything else to suggest. Arth two

-

7J2, 2/ (




f Would you comment on 1'e Scofield's

-passages- placing the passage in the kingdom age? In other words, making
"it I

this characteristic of the millennium? I woulddh-- think +r the cities

would e- certainly be present in the millennium. I would think that they

would cerinly have cities in the millennium. -wed-

wi Lhint ~t would hardly seemAto
fit the millennium.

Then when he says that"... I will destroy thy chariots: And I uill cut off the

cities f thy land, and throw down all thy strong holds:','ˆ that looks

1 ieto stron/ for description of the
millennium)

at which time they-

we d-- do not need any implements of war, because the Lord will protect

us. Then we will beat our swords into plow bu/~ that

he would destroy he our swords hardly seem to be quite an appropriate

if JIt/Aat
picture for the millennium. I just had one questionn Jeremiail before I came







-o-

hi
up, and it speaks in Jer.

l:l3,1when they go into exile, they would

serve other gods day an night. Now, I was wondering how you would

tie that in with the idea that this is the time when the idol worship

was cut off at this exile.i I have not completely thought through this,

but I have just happen to notice that as you were-me mentioning it.

would be inclined to think that there in Jer. 16:13 that he is

using a statement in a different sense. That i in lo:ll, he says;;P
4e-2

you have forsaken me and walked after other gods, and them and

worshipped them. That is their voluntary turning false gods.

And he is saying 4 therefore I am going to you out ci this land into
L

a land that you do not know
fl
andO and there you will be to those

who follow other gods. You will rve other gods A not as a voluntary

tuing, but as a compulsory thing serving the heathen land. I would be

inclined to think that that is what it means. Jer. 16:13. It is nt saying

that you folks are going to go into exile and you are going to became

worse than you are now. But-?-ye-w--? you will be punished

during the exile. You want to serve other gods now Well, you will be

,&oai
given a chance to see what i means to serve other gods in exile. Of course,

just literal /7
that is a little bit1twist.' - from/the natural/interpretatio,-'in the

1i-lit of e5er context, think SO'* /
t seems tome that... IM'Nr. Taylor? ou have question? There is 7

a commentary in agreement with that thought in Jeremiah . . It is not

Q
exactly the same word in agreement with your thought where they do go down

46
to Egypt and they say,.Uere is tile, they wanted to burn incsne

rM I
A11FALL; IV t'o the queen of heaven,-t. I suppose, Jeremiah 44: ti'e context

is quite long, but the key section is4 18 down through about 25.

After they say stopped worshipping Ashtaroth, v_,~ everything

with t"Vnd then in verse 25, the Lord hi

God of Israel ,saying; and you can read that, I think, ... since you have







Tperformed

these things, I want y- you to know that my name will be no more
f 11

named in your land. Nobody there' be able to say, the Lord liveth,

V14 .
because you are really

,iven
- the hands of the Egyptians, and Nebuchad.,,..4 (

is-e-- going to conquer them, and you will find out what it means to

M 1Y
serve the queen of heaven. That is a good commentary.(/ That is -'-ee&ary

a good commentary in line with -1whatnVjVA
A-44,

'i1a, Thank you.

Yes, Now Ye appreciat(Tt, Mr. I-larding. Please bing up things that relate
Dr.? , C1 014

to all these passages. Just going back from

verj
10 to 14 going back to., veses o and 9, Well, actual l v r4, - ver e 9.

'4 L4t34{,vt,,w44
xixd 5 well Tflj

v. If we took the interpretation that verse 3 deals with the

virgin birth and the remjant of his brethren is h the Gentile believers,
2 ()ewV7k

o we took that as shall return to the Lord in the last

Opk
days, and verse 5, when the Assyrian cominto the land, one looks forward

and finds peace in itni i that coming one who will come out of Bethlehem

who is to be 'g ruler,
't

you are back the time of Assyria now,1

verses 5 and . Then hat happens with... I did not get the pointi 7 and 6.

711_fo'w
'

errelation of the sections. I would like to look at

that,., before we call our attention to it. I would like to look

&ArV{fttito a little $ more background in-e.&-- that particular case. That seems

to bear on the interpretation of verses 10 and 14. You gave e two

possibilities &/t could not think of any others. of

o you think of any other?

I am
f

r that is eschatol gi al from 10 to 14. That ioul el e to something...

a
)

have not yet done. 1/ It may imply of course as you suggested, although)

it is awfully strong. It may suggest that after epe- verse 9, that

is eschatological, then all the weapons of war will be done away with.
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and -or-.-- fenced cities and stronghold cities will be

done away with. And then all idolatry w be cut off. So, in that sense,

you could take it aleschatological. Of course, i do not know what

idolatry would be at that time, unless that were revealed tpr somewhere else.

'ut ±4-rc this is w/t has characterized 4-Israel since the

exile ' present. They have fallen into many errors, into many sins, much

that is contrary to the Lord's will, but they have been characterized by

their loyalty to their monotheism, and their opposition to idolatry, in most
real

periods.Th'only except ion that occurs to me own e in Egypt

where there was syncretism byshow tiie, - .

Certainly since that, I do not know of any case( have been characterized

pprticularly by the sort of thing\ that referred to here,-'

As the centuries go on1 idolatry seems
we

to become more subtle, and not quite so crass, wonder if in our

day those who would be called liberal among the Jews could be called idolaters,

in that daxxx-he- they are floL worshipping the God of the Old Testament

worshipping another god of their own making or imagination, not

perhaps in terms of things madef stone or wood. They cannot speak
1 4_~l

those, but I wonder if the terip idolatry as the centuries go on, can
d

properly be applied to other gods.. . \.%specific terms, witchcr'aft, soothsayers,

graven images, images and. Those are very specific

terms. Yes. It is quite piling gjJj-'-vVir

a

.upf,

tpt1iugs up of -ii

wciild be a jw -+-guL
i1

Now, ~itis of course possible &hat all4

piling up of these specific temrs of that day would be simply a figure

of something similar in nature, but different in detail later. ---pble,
n 7is a possibility. question of k1lennial

temple Sacrifices and etc. Th-pe yb- It is a possibility, but








the gu pmolç1 the sacrifices, etç -TTT

_ it impresses me as to be peer- put ~Ln the third order of probability

rather than in the first.




11~. *Rap
Especially,,all of these things have real historical

7irbi /
counterparts in our knowledge of Israel, ty1d.d soon folilow this. Yes.

''hat to me, It seems to me that is one rather important principle, if we find
a has

a prediction having/pretty definite equivalent in somethin that/happened

to what was predicted, ordinarily iøtt1 say that that was fulfilled

in this rather thanhat which was not yet fulfilld. I would be inclined

/Tav r?
to think that that would not be a hard and .' but pretty general',

prblem A

r The nly pr I would seis that the same thing

happens more than once,and then you would have a pro b1m. There may be a

general principle given rather than4 a specific That may
I

well be. 'A virgin shall b--- bring thrth, and it may be that in every

great period of spiritual advance there is-t4 virgin birth in tl beginning.

fl But that is not what I had in reference to

like i5- that is completely different from what I had in mind. What
r A(,

omethingspecific, like this, where idolatry would come to an end. Now,

thev- virgin birth has to be direct intervention of the supernatural.

.Jow something like this
1

like 4t_V
y, happen more than

2h A4J
once, that: is what I had reference to. Wll,f we go back here to chapter

41verse
10, he says, 'now you are going forth out of the city, and you

will dwell in the field, and you will go even to Babylon; there you will

be delivered." Now, you might say that this is a prediction of

al ]deliveranccs that the Jews ever ha in their history, including the

very end of the age, but it seems to me that it would be safto say that here

- is a definite predict ion of the Babylonian captivity and their release

from it and it is completely- with that. And it seems to me that there is

nothing specifically supernatural there. Of course, there is
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ReEh- Divine intervention to deliver them. But it seems to me that

there we have that fulfilled in this, and unless in almost all cases
so

we say when we have something/specifically fulfilled, unless ee--

____ 44P244/
I_ have proof to the contrary LP-]* f ,1 that a predic

tLPcw
/ '2 fwhat-E i+fiefl-to in agreement with what

44iJij did not
b- you say there, but the Bible/state that it will

be fulfilled in this, and when you look at the history, for example,
0

u037 you could
say1

now, it could fit this It could fit this. This is

what I had reference to. You ould not be absolutely sure thai~- then
Then I would say in a case) ask the question,

... Is it a general principle?

which is going to be fulfilled whenever certain things happen that are similar.

&I.Is it that? Or is ita ppeclflc thing 1L whcih was1 ulfilled? You might
1 is going

saYflGeorEe Washingtonpredicted that the United Statesg-eg-to sndO'-i
armies

-4.darrny over that is going to defeat th-y-of the-Germany. Now, that happened

in World War I. Then would anybody have an 4g- righte- to say now

there- is going to be another war now/ hic is going to happen, because

George Washington predicted it? ~#haippen&d-twice, but it would
have any certainty

seem to me that we have no right to/4e l that is going to happen c
I

1k' at
twice second time ..7I It Is-.i-- happef once, if it r predicted 4

as a specific event. Ycould say it fulfilled but

future there w will be 4_aa-se where we a send an army to Europe andrtL/

defeat nationthere. Then7_7 we would say that

p --

4ai3at




/some cases you might not be sure of the language e there Pe'ries
1 L -

or pn ut in most casescases1t
sounds specific like the c . . ye Se

t at it is one specáfic thing. Yes, now, of course, e- George

Washington prcdictd, -e-f rrst-- the revolutionary war and the Civil war

ai
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and thenAinvasion of the raotlTè United States. Of course, that would
'

api 1fsi
be pretty definit& to the thirH.te could say

it has not , 4be ye t. If yet- he

had predicted that the United State 4"L1-La.-a foreign of coursexI J,i
that happened in 1812, when they e- the White House. ,.l8l2, of course,

the British arched down and burned the White liouse. That was a pretty ....-,Is '"British

that there will be invasion from Europe of Africa ande1dT

Asia, and which destroyed literally every city and town. George Washington?

j7
Oh, yes. Is that so

41
/1

? I Surely, they sent me a little tract, a little pamphlet/

Pepheey on this. Prophecy -.cs that the America will be Invaded and

Destroyed, but not conquered ttT y-e will be destroyed,
t, 4k I T~

although literally every city and town. Who prophesied' George
'17

Washington had a vision in 171 in the winter and 4 little is known of the

Revelation, but the 1.Jvision was given first in 1869 by an

old soldier who was with George Washington when the general related
1)

the vision to another officer. Another 70 years later? Ihese brethrenO4j

L-i-wthe life messenger and they feel that th4Aision leti-

-w4dey-phe--- should receive wide publication at this time.
L1

Does it say what it) to Let us not " in this connection.
/
I ?Right. !Iow, let us look at verse $ 9 of

for a second. >fl
th4-5ee. Thine hand shall be lifted up. 'Th-" h.,ri4 ikJl 14,up.

AQV& t.
"
et ? Who is thine? Whcln is he talking to? "Well, he

starts,/N/4e (This is

thine han2. . I' think that it is Israel I think, alh2ugh
you 4Ii 'k i11c.L ft iLd

I .noticed and I think X ooncorred ,.. pronoun I think that
0-0




i is Id'ael.

Some have suggested that it is Nebuchad. Uhm? It-.--ie rt-her Then it

follows with, without much context,
A1'hat

is right. And they do that on the



0

T7

basis of what follow the Babylonian ete- conquest of Judah. Haves




ii7
T

i -r
you come across anyone-- -yeie-.-that it is'-'suggestThg @kod?

(
I have

11J \
-

not. I'nly consulted a few, and I have not come across any. No.

/1Thjne hand, all thine eriem%iall be cut off, and it shall come to -- pass

that key- day that A -s- thus 4 said the Lord. I will cutt off.

p J-I "'jJ] I w assum that it was addressing o God, But theia.y it

isunique here. I do not notice any other case for the use

/lAj-ilV7' in these two chapters, so that I t ink that is a rather strong
If against it perhaps-f fit&

argumen,/but it seems to mEt_
190




11j. general idea better, if it
ft

can be Well, let us look at these chapters as a whole/Aa little bit.
V 1/

I do not know of many sections in the Bible that are

like these two chapters. So much is put together;
/

the way it is

said. The-a

There is so much vriety and so many important things -eh- discussed

in rather brief__JJ I do not know of any such instance quite

like this. So that it seems to me that we are certainly justified, I
Micah

think in saying that the book of Reve, I think, is divided in three

parts, and that there is 4 a very definite at the end of the chapter

five. I do not think that there is muc e- - the beginning of chapter

five. And I do not think that there is any break the beginning of

Four. I would feel that three and four and five are rather definite

And certainly verse 3 is rebuke for sin up until verse 12.

And then we have the result of the sin in God's punish ent in verse 12

and jpee. verse 12 till the end of five surely -4e unified ... it is

not just a lot of separate things thrown
Jogeter

It is surely, must be

something of a thr4loomettn2 `o/a"iraVth"e1r definite i4errelation)whether

we can see it or not. And if we look at it, I feel that in all the ChrisLtian

work, there are things that we should do. One is to decide exactly



--
' fair
e-deede- what God's word teaches, and there be absolutely r

d4w
in fact, 1 lean over backwardSa

little avoid and

tr to see all e sible views, and even if feel that -Q11ø -

(i evidences,()77GL4* JA
(9O 70/in favor an only the other -W--e.1.d be sure that we
%.1

(
express thOAfactwe do not say that this is it 4 without question/.

presentation
Xn our careful study of it k'd hen in our eveieH I do th,nk that

er
4.t is erirely justifieh-- to have a great/measure of'.. in the other,'

to the worl~~dgr,~_,
presenting God' word

'uncert who ve specificX AL

to get .across.
But',A

tile iIIII viewpoint of this- the first task

Ct
as we look at the whole passage, I would feel that there are certin things that are

very definitely clear, and the first of those would be the section

ve from 3:12 to 4:8. In that ecti3:l2 to 4:8 tile clearest thing
A 4C&

the 1-aw is in verse 12. Verse 12 is a prediction of destruction,not merely

of destruction/ for the capital

and a prediction which gives the

impression that the destroyed condition is going to endure for a length of

time. And one can well say &.-O@O6Oe--we14i.l about this, -td

as I suggested there at the very end.
t
Is this a specific predictiun$ of

AII
one event e which occurand iended)or is it a prediction of one event

with somewhat broader vwi- vision looking oni to the destroyed
A

condition which
4

acteristic of Jerusalem/at a number of differant

periods, through
14
th4!hole period of the times of the Gentiles. But at

any rate, verse 12 is a specific, literal reference to 'destruction

of certain specific geographical cX and finthe beginning

of its fulfillment -they- in the.L.going into exile.- At can be

abslute1y on that. Then we have the contrast to that with the

exaltation of these various places and I feel that when(/ come4 to

verses 3 and 4 that we cano4at
1
Hip equal dee4e5 ,--w that
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three and four describe the establishment of a situation in which there is

freedom from external danger, something which has not been fulfilled any

extensive as yet, whether it is post-milleni. or pre-millenni.

Certainly it is not amillennial. Verses three and four are cei ;~fk




Q

picture, not of peace within the heart, bupece rounc about, freedom from
IL.

external danger. And then verse 7 to 8
iAclerA 7 to 8 shows that--er

her that halted 46-peait., and he'fmt was cast gar offAa ftrong

nation: the and the Lord shall reign1er them in mount Zion and this very

place mount Zion being a place from which dominion will extend evens it/

did in the days of David. There will be dominion exaed from this

place. These three things seem to me to be absolutely definite.-And

ere are others on which there may be differences of opinion, but Ø

the section from 3:12 to 4:8, I think, we cazaefintely say

is Iii the destruction of Jerusalem and in contzast to that the
a

eventual millennial kingdom, when it *111 be restored to the great position

of not merely çf existence again, but of great leadership. Well, then

we have, after t section which I think 4e.e a section which we are justifèed

certainly in saying that 4:10 is certainly what it is, 4:10 is eerrThty

a jprediction of their going into the
,Babylonian captivity. Wi We

certainly can be positive Of-ã.t on that
10ihat

is a marvellous prediction.

cause in Micah's day it would seem extremely unlikely that toy they
A*: (Ia

would ever be taken into captivity into Babylo;just
1' \ IT--be-remarkable if somebody 11 predict today that the United STates a k

3) be overcome by the $ forces of'1 W1, To predict that Russia

might overrun thicountry, anybody could make a guess. nnebody xz.r said
(7
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a couple of years ago that an optimist is one who learns Isiannd
'make L/)JII

a pessimist is one who ' learnI Chinese. To/si h,net predictions

today is a guess which has jat least oneØ chance in three,fulfillmentp,
, Mçxicans

but to say that this country will be "mum conquered by____ would

seem very unlikely. It would be strange
ig4tht

we would be very much

surprised at anybody W seriously sugges,t
11

would be the future_of-th

-States to which we are heading. This is more unlikely than that, because

t
~after

all Mexcth is right next to us. And Babylon-14 a long

And Babylon was at this time quite inferior. But it is a definite pre=

diction of'bylonian captivity, and of deliverance from it. Then

the other thing, the third tJiig that we can be positive on ˆ,I would
birth

sayis
5:2.,,Certainly,,5v:2

describes the work of Christ in Bethlehem.

We_cane.y-,,We can be ctain on
that.5 7hat4is

the birth of

Christ in Bethlehein?Me haveftee ii solid points on which we do not

have to qiieuestion, and then we can see how and $ whether these things

fit well together, or whether there is threato combine these in a

logical way, Then we
/U/t4 fli't1% )f(

think of division and we have one division en-ve "1y- verse 8,

and I feel that we are justified in saying that from verse 9 through

verse 4 of chapter 5 inEnglish enuineratioi is one definite unit. I

think that we are justified in saying that, because of the parallel

sections. There are three sections each of which begins with a difficulty

a!& with a problem. And the problem $ is introduced w-the-same

always with the same words, now, which ix is used to

describe a situation of misery followed by God's promise that beyond'

misery there is blessing, and we have three situations Three passages
it/ti;.I Mt-QV'&

/
here in which we have heJp i# from misery to blessing. I\t is not

4
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ile as 3:12 followed by the frst eight verses of four. ti1iere
R" Because

we simply have destruction dominion. /$ere we havach of
1-14

QIULP
these, certain steps along the way which are taken, and we have

additional details there. The fis1of the fir,st we have Zion in
t'io

misery, adwhat is the answer? ? No. ey are going to

be taken off into Babylonian captivity. Of course, ong before this

happened, we have them in misery, because of the danger from Sennacherib.

And they were delivered from him. And so this is _____

not looking at that. This is looking at another specific situation.

And then we have ehaptec .... verse 11 with a specific situation where
And th y are promised that

the heathen desiré
,

7here will begreat

deliverance, resulting in much c tt1!p3etiL consecration to the Lord.

And then we have a situation where the judge of Israel is smitten.
tAiiriJii

And it seems
tha4th7ê kingdom haX come to an end, and we are

told, that it is going to have a very obscure 414 again from a little

/4(
place, even as David started from a little place, and in fact ( the very

same little place where David started from not from get capital in

Jerusalem, but from the little place where he was born, a4another

one is to come forth. And then we look at this one, and see 0$ soinetling
'A

of great things that he is going to do and he is going tosjpnd and/(4q
t,,4(! tCIe/¬cJ(1

-after-the- shepherd in the strength of the Lord. AFter the kx

shepherd is the word-4 which occur$ a number of times in our general

- context here. He is going to a as a shepherd in

the strength of the Lord. And of course we have'â question whether...

I have $ hoticed in a number of commentaries which took the first part

of verse five as I hp suggested, this

preceding part that_Lwas-geing--to takes ' t ays-y there is
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no connection with what
follows1

oo
dogmatic)tcr

he
definite-'

But

whether it - goes with what prece5lep oç what follows, we have
b

a section where certainly verses 5)and 7, Ibe4eve.i. those three make

a section, seems to be moving on to different section4 from what we

had before. Then the question is aski, Is seven the conclusion of

this section? 1even and eight go together and make a section by

themselves. And a strong
Igument

formâking this section by themselves
rt

is hat
t11er

is-a marked parallelism, of course. Not a conclusive

proof strong argument. And
then.1

is verse 9 a sort of a summary
1

statement up to this point? Or Is it a eneral introduction what foows?
,s_0 4WO

-z Then we have 10 to 14 which certainly firs to the

Babylonian captivity, and we get back to the condition of Israel during

the whole long period the tiine5of ghe- the Gentiles. Now, wh
these definite

we have here teeée¬iie=thing Andthe et1,4 b1 see pb5ers-

-bia
-

others to see whether we have a clear thre Aav ./.)Now, this j-sig-
C)fl

suggestion I haçe never thought of before,, last time struck me as

very
interesting1

Verse S and 6 are a .peé4ü description of the

deliverance from Sennacherib. It would cectainly lie natural

-1:irtt , m hen Micah is speaking here. t Øã very natural to promise

as Isaiah did deliverance from Sennacherib,,.3 ere are
,pe

coninentaries

eiinaeherib; - -There-are- se-eei,mientaries- - - which take that way and

there are others who that-way that this is deliveranc from
U _____Satan or from anti-christ. This Assyrian is a figurativ., stands for

another power, frd perhaps i*Tb-e-spiritual er. I do not think

it would be right in verse 10 to say Babylon'omething other than

Babylon. Later in the Bible I think1 that is perfectly justifiable 1 because
(Jq

Babylon had become established
a1Iressor

conquering nations, but it had
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not at the timq of Micah, but Assyria had been, and so it we± seeinSto

4AflkP4i(
me that it .&1together natural to use Assyria as a symbol for another(-.--.-V)

I $ came across this afternoon another suggestion in a commentary which was

that even as the name Assyria was given to the kingdom of Aram which

Assyria conquered ant~d in lvq Enh
now w~!. call that As

P 00
4fi)=*IIbar- instead of Aram, name~,ak&. ich

I ~r X

was taken from the fact that it ''a part of the Assyrian Empire. On

that same basis this commentary suggested that Assyria here is used for a U41"n

which was conquered by the Asyrians and which later included the Assyrians

in it, antis is Antiochus Epipanes who comes into their land, and tA-'o

endeavors to destroy and who are going to raise up shepherds and

t$v principal men against 1he and to drive t'up wuIi', thee- -te-7jrtc
questionf is

there are 1three suggestions.t regarding this, and the/the/

s.tsomething specific in the statements i,n .t which definitely fit with
AIZJ

one of these zqx rather than others and is something in relation to

what precedes s-far i44iich makes one more likely than another? Xxfxx
440

I confess that as far as the relation to Sennacherib is concern-.. x.toãjtxx it

seems to me to fit very, very exce'lently except that I have not yet been

able to satisfy myself as to settle Iepherds and the eight
I, fl - J

principil men. Of course, the eight principal men,
,-, '

At)* '-4'
r is1nol man in the sense of male, but k mankind, and

PJI
is 1it.dan J, officers of mankind. is not saying aIprince or king,

very reasonably
but it could apply/generally-to a general or to a governor. But you might

say seven shepherds and eight governors. Now, verse 6 says, And they

shall waste the land of Assyria with the sword," How many times this word

is translated waste7 in the Bible? Does anybody know? 1 do not think

it is normal of No. nNo, it is rah 1
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It is trans1ted waste once; eat once, eat up once. It is translated
2

feed 71 times. It really means to shepherd. RAAII, ye- to shepherd.

And it could be/-----------------------It did not say the sword You would say

they will feed the land of the Assyria,. They will actea hepherthe

-'hn2 land. But when you says with the sword, it suggests a shepherd

who is driving back the advesariewho is shepherding/ with the swordsword

againsthe wolf. But waste is a,.iteral, very specific

word/=em-E---e-inEnglish which is not justified by raah 17 It seems to

general idea of protecting against the land of Assyria rather than'*
any

necessarily mean the actual destruction in the land.
THow

about the

possibility of ""A well, I will study it later and will ask an

intelligent question later.' Let us get the idea now. SWell, it is a

kind of a question that might be very foolish. Is there any possibility
uts--- its! being )
of/derivatin/?r,m vcMC1-1 rather than from ? I mean t

sounds like very' ly."From yin-and Ayi'a. That is to be




MirsarrOped

rather than shepherd. do not know. I have not researched on it.

Because many times _ ''Raah ana- T, -

~,e ~hav~ the same pointings ,you know,section

by section. Yes. ape quite a number of possibilities.

But the thing that struck me was that- Where did you get the seven shepherds?

It has seven, reae. and then we read they will

I thought that was very interesting, 44r~s,~withheseven

n shepherds doing the_ thg== although it does not necessarily

proveAtrit is possible in English that you have two words which sound very

similar, if the point hould be possibly derived from instead
Xt- /

of'rTY__1
ou could have them next to each other even without relation.
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]qJ
But if it is from f /,4heft-3rau...caa...+ld-up-with provg.th- relation,

but it suggests itthe_v _-group,_the1eher_-end%w the seven shepherds

and the eight principal men, it fits very excellently with thç situation
(A4A

where you have -the physical 0041 , where you-point captain
t) P (t4t IL,riyttf

p officials, / Thfs officiala 1'... s exactly JJke-...

with that. But I do not know of anythigg that WOift with ikaix

deliverance lxx from Sennacherib. -1w n4thnr.8E th diiverance

frw Snnhe.
JYou

know anything ef the
.,ç

deliverance fb-1.r
'7'i- '231

from Antiochus Epiphanies. Yes. I REally? They say

i TIie priestt,Ci2A ii1,ctjmx five
.'f

That is tam= six. Well,

it does not make any difference. You see, one off4i.e- is just about the
Pk

same
(p

" It seems to me that the Scripture says 7)

in seven days this will come to pass. Now, it-ma....-,.-----thet seven

thousand years may be a round numberJ)4en a very specific prediction is

given on a very specific point, -$en you do not have the exact parallels to t4t.

then I wonder about it, I wonder if the interpretation is right. I would

be inclined to ink that if there is one, there is one. But to me seven
0) Au p Akw .'ffj

is more number. I We hav eight principal men, too, in the
-?i-i s].Inply

Maccabean period. Who were they? I would/think that when you have )1 C

grouped and organized, conduct',.ng a warfare, then you have peace, and

then you have sum generaf'ivisions t would fit almost with anything,

exccpt fsituation fWould yuu a] ca
ry

that

interpretation into the three trans ssions of Samaria, and ya, four4 -"

_.o-five will be- et cuff es4'mean" oneTNo. That

is right.. It does not rnean1I,is... -(the simplicity of it

is the.thing. ?t- Not spcifically three or four. TM, I do not either.

I do not think that peifieally-seven or eight does not mean specifically

seven or eight J either. Itf just means a certain number. I just do not
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know how to fit it with Sennacherib, Wheré'the angel of the Lord would
"? it

cQu.41oh, yes, but there is a prayeMench, thyer

of Hezekiah. There is a prophetic ministry of Isaiah, you know. and
indications of sn

there are otherj-these-goodly people wb-w wor in in favo of

.s ;
Is 1;- d i Jru alem, in those da s.

ikcde'iJ ci leaders,

ofsand e~r~e~aggpirituaaders against Satan, and there is g to bea/1 I)t''

larger number of civil leaders who are going to be active in the cause of

righteousness, even more than the seven complete numbers.J seven means a

general number) I am quite happ%y 0 to accept it as such, but then i

see no reason for the gnrral nuiber not being found Hezekiah and pu
moved ..i.eCM4J 17 1

princes who live-____ *hqjp conmtuni' between him and
4_~ 4e

If it means seven, it ought to be seven. That14 Lngmy now,
"'

Te''
AL

there, I would say this. In the Macca es,jyou have a number of leaders

who are leading grouwhich had a task to work on together, and then

In the case of Sennacherib I woul4 thinthat




741h#7
the Lord comivictory, and the peoplej

Lt
what the

Lord did. But I think that your point about the spiritual leadership

Isaiah and others tr working like that is a good on But I

do not quite see wkM in the story of Sennacherib theT.-t1ereITe

eight principal men had any atticular relevance. fWell, I am not

prepared towdogma C , but I am prepared to argue that

if one feels dogmatically that it is fulfilled in the Maccabean period,

I am going to say that it is either possiblexcept for this ph==*ys

phrase,)ennacherib seems to fit this very well. Sennacherib impresses

me''itere excellently, except that I do not know how to interpret this

Iki phrase,. Tit is just like you would interpret 3 and 4 in

the transgressions of Samara describing the capable leadership that the








-

4wke Jehovah would raise,4'! ft is just like the six and seven sins in

Proverbs. Certainly the writer says that these- there are six things that

the Lord hates abominations
7
Ast does not mean that is all

the Lord hates. is saying that the vital things that I want to stress

here are these vital things that I hate. Here he is not saying that

the vital thing in ±s deliverance is that there are going to be some

human leaders who are going to beive in-accomplish. .#
T/'

He is saying, I will have my men who will lead and who will do my will

at this time. And there will be more of them than you might tyin

think otherwis . It will be tied to one man, and it will be tied to

the angel of the Lord instead of the host of angels

came, I would think that it might describe the angels, but it is a problem.

I do not know the answer. I do not know the answer. I am trying to
a- "-

see J &uLL "-&*LkaL "Maxex-11M4sift

h.r4t-s.ys, whether the statement fits with the previous or following

passages, th
answe1,$hethr

"that will help us decide,

cause except for this phrase, Sennacherib seems to be very, vety
(AV11

excellent. This phrase I have not been able to satisfy myself " I am

inclined toward Sennacherib. It seems to me that= as if this phrase
'(iw,

would fit,,(better with
,other II heJ --1-t about it, too, DR.

I1cannot satisfy with any other historical period. That is my only point.

I was wondering about that, too. But that is why I have been treat j1
and I

as--------------------------__collocation /tak' figuratively.w, you have
)JJiA1/

say/somethingraised this question, and a vital one. .L tà say/' something we w1x

cannot fi4 historical period this happens sc*newh re during the last
J

week of Daniel. All right. That is an easy -7*jz to get rid of things

we cannot solve. But how much jeâenee we have for that. That would 4.------------------------------
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be a very easy thing to say there. In that week, in that period of

seventy years there is going to be a ceiin situation where the

Jews will be httacked and where they will raise up t4ei:i leadership and

drive them out. That would be very easy to say. But that way you can4et

rid of all prophecies. And I think that we have to have a pretty definite

warning-feY-that warrant for it before we can do that. And the same problem
warrant

to me applies up to verses 11 to 13. Do we have any more one to put

between 11 A131 ii at the end of the
ag4ken

we have to put this
n1o_9-,.
'her. I1' seem to me to fit better with.r'general situation if we can say

this is either representing Sennacheribs time or if we can say) this

applies to this period of the times of the Gentiles, which is described,

I am inclined to think1-that the last flew verses in chapter 5, which

come between verse 3:12 and 4:1 and which is perhaps alluded to in

between verses 2 and 4. 1by, verse 4, that seems to -have beee very

easy to fit in withKt our present situation, that the one who is
indeed

born in Bethlehem is/our Shepherd, in the strength of the Lord, in the

majesty of the name of the Lord. And he is great to the end of the

earth, md in him we find our peace, as ou see. And in everything we

find in Him the answer. That is not merely for us, but that is for all

perio but the fact is,tkzt4sit specific blessing that He who was

born in Bethelehm offers to all who accept Him. Just one question. 01.
ci i( 1Y v'-'

I do not want to step just quickly what is 1yçir idea of
'7/1 The last part of verse here? Y1e.'Well_________

the last part of verse 3 again?/r' ii èr ijith 1i

at you are going to do with thatwould depend upon what you are going
1101 c

to do ith4¬thct J .*ell, your idea of the first part

of the vese L.5 the Virgin birth. 4yes. Now. rlie tux*x last part

how are you taking that? Yes, well,' therefore will he give them up until
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to Bethlehem

the one who is going to come/through virgin birth. Then those who are

really his brethren) who re outsidethe children of Israel, will be
f J.U.tt'

brought iz will be converted, and will become the members of

the household of God. Other sheep I have which are not of this fQld,il
4*VY

are going to come and join them. It seems to me t1it is one interpretafio
h

Now the other interpretation whic/is suggest ed for that, that 1isA11 -A
_1."et I

sometihing which_AiriiM4ast week In the sevent)V(ieek of Daniel?

Yes. That was yesterday. Now, does anybody think of or know of a

third interpretation? "fes, there is one, but the third is very much

like the first one, in whichsh is thought
6'~
7of Israel bringing forth the Messiah/ rather than i Virgin Mary

IrA..A
Well, of course, that would be very close. Uhn. Very much so. It would

ones
not necessarily show wicked things but if it refers to the coming

of the Messiah, it would be a general statement that the nato

brings forth the Messiah, and then kx when the time caJne,.you found

the actual virgin birth..-yffw"---- You cold see how the

terminology was more specific than you woul xpectand 4ther

evidences of its being Julfilled. V Now, does that interpretatopu

imply anything a t meaning of this passage? That the Israel will

bring forth?
yould

that imply anything as to the last part? As to

whether or not 1 that is, the Gentiles being grafted in or whether it

refers to the Jews in the sevent9ek of Daniel? Would it imply

anything to us?
[?bst

people I know of who advance that usually talk

about it as the Gentiles being brought in. And frequently they are a-
-

millennialists. Freently, but(not alway'. ere is nothing in that

interpretation in itself/ which would tell us about it. Now.

Therefore will he give them up. It seems to me that the ' is saying,
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is is the reason why he will give them up. In some way it relates
to what He is going to accomplish either in verse 2 or in verse 3.tat
He will give them up. And whether the giving thmi up refers to the

ZIAend of the viic kingship, until the time-4f.reestablisli~ff by Christ's

birth, or whether it refers to the Jews going into exile or the Jews

being, you might say, .turning to the i Gentiles, after the beginning

of the apostolic preahhing until the return of the Jews late!) or whether

it refers to the who_I.e period from the going into the exile to the
.1 i)IU111

f (1J4-'1 jj
end of the e4é- These 'Ire three possiblities as to the time ef-the-




'i4- "I
included in... therefore will he give them up. When I first t4c.ed/2?7

with this, t if it began with the exile, I - was troubled about

as to how it came to an end at the time when she who ray ileth

brought forth, but,of co11rtè ivi4ic king itt.u1d fit

vey very well. People not only ikinkxifxai.ir1i.. Why, then, it would LtM

naturally refer to it, and so I was bothered about that (inti] , and

at that time, I looked up (AD), and found in/number of

cases, althoughminoritYhere it means up to, but not necessarily

stopping there! Now, in this case, it is not simply Ng A~ alone.
$ SVAv

-sack ..

I believe that it means ad.' until the time of ... And that Ilhrase

is used, maybe, a dozen times in the Scripture, and one of those

/let 1IF
times Neh. 6:1, it to me to.definitely go beyond. Met--Most

of the others seem to stop tIe 4 Pperiod. Neh.I am not sure Ne.

6:1 is a very good examp1because it is ---r
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FULFILLED PROPHECY December 6 1965 - SIDE ONE (1




although
I *think that we need to spend a little more time on Micah, /Se, I do
OA ?Vtf

not know iit w*]. rofi,%s much now-as it uoult.. if we should spend a
,4ti.cU QsA

great deal..ef time
,now.

But there are, I feel that there a number of things

ve been clarified in the hours on it, and I think that we can possibly

advance a little further, though I do not think a great deal further to

get the problems in mind, and then we will doubtless -¬1 h to come back

to it and get a further xka clarification tL study of other passages.

Let us now, as we star for a minute, look at e- chapter 5 verse 3

Verseavte Now, what does that mean? To give themthem

Pft4tW
up t there are three suggested interpretations tt is the

0..
kingship whch is praby, I think that you can

57 /
most say, almost absolutely certai l-vefee5-efie-fi- , v-o-roc--oe. The

4 _9r,&Ifzjf,,4V V 1'
kingship comes to an end as far as ,ese-vc1)],$--e d, yet

book
it is reestab1ihed/in verse 2. Now that is a4 thought.

,-'. ._r 7




between one and two is what is meant by giving them up

until the time the- that she which travaileth hath brought forth.That is one

interpretation. T4 second interpretation is that it refers to the time of the

Gentiles which begins t verse one with the smiting of Zedekiah and would run
-cLct 'Y

until the pesent age, and therefore he would give them up. And the third

would be that it begins sometime after the evnts of verse 2, it begins then

perhaps with the turning to the Gentiles, would you say? and that i

indicates the rooting out of .-he ---a soJe -/n4eee branches,- S

from the tree as described in mans 11, and then giving.,them up

out and that the end of 6 giving them up is putting/9 them back/again.
1 brings

Paul says in Romans 11 , if the removal of them from-the gr,et blessings

to the world, think what blessings will come with restorint? Now, those
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are three possible interpretations, as far as I know, of his giving them

up. I do not know of any other. Ifany one of you hoe-- have heard of

an1-- any other, I would be gad-e-- very much interested to hear about it. But I
a

do not know of any other, except for thse three. And the relationship to verse
to be

one,1Øc would seem to-be-to me/rather strongly in favor of its being either
4 1I/w you say

first set or. o course, if/you have verse one and two, and this comes

after two, then what does 'therefore' mean? If therefore means because

hew. cotes ruler into Israel but Israel rejects him, therefore he gives them
AtL

up, wh e-4e-an awful lot in there ç 4 Li iik-1&he t5rry
/

T Why, is there
suggestion of-t4--o.tt in the passage/ that I can think of. /-Are-there-no

suggestion of it in the passage. Where is it? We are told that he is to be

the ruler
A

Israel. Ishe a ruler in Israel? He is to be a ruler in

Israel'. Yes. When he comes forth from Bethlehem of Judah, does he rule?
lift -I-

He does not rule then', No. That is right. To me, that is a very strong

implication of it. That they then rejt him, and therefore he gives them up.

It seems rather strange not to have the suggestione- of it
k...

more than that
c41 (

in there. L.4o-Q.t....r.kr1nk.... The point that you make .ci. therefor, is a point

AA V1711
which I do not follow, Dr. You do not? Which you take therefore and read it

M -r
bakcwards into the past history. How wou'd interpret therefore?! I would

-&L2M,io
interpret it .takFing the therefore in 3:12. The conclusion. We+i. I think

that that1is done very often. 3:12.

43
3:12 '4-t*tIN . You have chapter 3verse one through 11 describe

Malt "Ad
sin describe evil, describe what they do is wrong.ˆ Verse 12 says, Therefore/(I)

-JC)i

f,
this is gbing to hppen. Now in/i 5:3, he-therefore, where does the therefore

go back?1I think that it goes back to the fact that He is going to be a ruler

and they won't accept His rule, and the conclusion is that Ihe will give ei- them

u!1. Reading quite a bit into the passage to say that they won't accept him

as a ruler
.TWell, they don't. The history, now you compare spiritual bing things

with spiritual, and it is hard to read Micah without reading Matthew.
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Do you think? There would be no intimation, in verses one and two, of their

rejection of the one whoˆ is to come out of Bethlehem, thee- would there? There

is no intimation of it. I do not see any. D There could be an intimation that

the one who shall come forth from Bethlehem, either then come forth to be
will

a ruler, or/come forth to be a ruler later, but there does not seem to be
he will be

any intimation that thee he-4-e t- be rejected. rThere does not seem

ruler later either. 4 I am just
aoi

looking for where..tTé intimation of his being rejected is found. -The

I am just wondering where the intimation of rejection isTertainiy the intimation
clear frame work of the Biblical

of rejection is not there, except that in the over all/d knowledge

that is exactly what happened. And of course, also, what happened was that

insted of his coming from a great - royal family powe(.Jft.?/"

liv in palace in Jerusalem, he come- a manger in Bethlehem,

and -ha--e-defe- that is definitely stated r.
i ut

,The king is smitten, then there comes another,

__and this one, th+s greatest one who has never- who is to be, and that

this one comes not from a great palace, but from 4 little Bethlehem , which

is little among the K thousands of Judah, thereore,-±t.my interpretation,
points righ back to what it says

that Except that that

would seem contrary o i that i-beeeee--eeemee--- if he comes out of a low

place and going up to a loftier place, it does not seem to be any rejection in

between them. That is what I meanDyes, that is exactly what I mean.1) That

he is com4ing forth out of Bethlehem seems to work against the interpretation

of his being rejected/ 4 right here. That there is an intimation here that
his rejection

he is .... I do not see any intimation of his being rejected here at all in

this passage .f I see the fact of it in Matthew. But when Micah says, therefore,

he will give them up, is it because Matthew said something?TNo, we are told
1. where we are told that

that the prophets in &. Peter 1, you remember,/a the prophets told- foretthld

eepetJI-h1tg8- the sufferings of Christ and the gloy that is t te follow.
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fully
And also we are told that they did not/understand what they sww, although they

desçed tog know it, but it was revealed to them, but they saw for our sak1t'
jour analogy

It e- seem s to me that/she overall knowledge of the Scripture must mean

something in prophetic interpretation. Otherwise, we would not be better off

4J
1.'

than a liberal. Then at presenf we have two suggested interpretations

I do not know an of any third. 8. The two

5getel-- suggested interpreation of therefore,e-the only ones which

I have $ ever heard, are taken chronologically, thaJtherefore refers to the
between I

4'k, U,




1'
relation/of verses 1 and 2, that because of what is here stated that the.-4."s

w+l'J comto an end, and startçagain not from Zedekiah's palace, but from

little town of Bethlehem.




'A I

On account of this being God's plan, therefore,

he gives them up. The other suggested interpretation is e-give-ei-tp- that

411
we are told here that it is to be brokn .i4edekiah. We do not know how

-ei,b-- long, there must be some trr time for them to re-6iiie
length of time

humble circumstances represfJed in verse 2, somefi,es/between one and two.

And -4* that length of time, whether small or great, He-eeMes-e-a-3e
ev

erie- kt tL-a

he comes frorn4 a little Bethlehem, but he is the great one

who has been active eveni{e ancient tim4and then we say, Matthew says, _4111(,-44

He is going to be rejected, and therefore, becuase of this rejection




&hich

no one in Micahts time had any possible intimation that I know of, therefore,

he will give them up, that is, it is just words, until you come to .the-7'e.

There is no reason for the therefore, until you get to what Matthew pays.

Matthew says, yes, it is a good reason. I do not say that it is impossible.

I am ere- merely sayFing that as between the two, the other seems to me to fit
I

ctPAL!
better with the context. ts-4 imports this as tha the reason fir- fort the

I)
therefore. '- A suggestion. Yes. If there 4 not any therefore, Yes., say,

this is going to happen, e he will give them up. A suggestion. Yes.
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Verse 1, the prediction of the captivity, the present judge of Isra1el being
/1t (llfcJtd J4.ttijf'ãrj.usmitten (looking ahead;, yet, a ruler will come forth from Bethelehem) therefore,

he will give up L people who are going into exile captivity until that

-.&t when that one shall come out of Bethlehem. thil .u s1url1come

I4/fTherefore, You mean to take therefore, because they

are smitten, because they are sent to captivity? See, because the reference

here to the judge of h- Israel being smitten, but here is an assurance

that another ruler twill come but now, coming back to this again, therefore

he will give e them up. These are going to go into captivity, }ntil that time

comes, Now, just looking at therefore

then. Here is the third one. That is what ywant.W-h plrity
relation ..e4u*

..-MyL
V C7




interpretation of therefore' 4.. efeeNee-... verse one and verse two, in

order that this relation may be that he comes from a humble place, therefore,

God gives them up. .e second interpietation that because after verse one.a--

-L.a taket place, Israe "not accept !-t!herefore he gives them up t

it goes back to verse one. -1 It sts

se 1JU!PJ bue they e- go1to1captivityJ
-qt!4

for their sin, and have Therefore14r 4t give5

them
ufy

m I correctly interpreting your suggestion? ....N Not quite. NO.

Not because, but the therefore referring to the going into captivity, that is,

because of the reason5for which they 4444t-loo gointo capti
44




vit , nc-a Ljug

i.t4.,-an4 therefore, he will give them-- up, hu.t.. ecause they

have sinned..&-that they are going into captivity, aft- therefore the captivity
A which

comes and-he is giving ip.VThat is right. It is referring to their giving up.

The'eere That is the third suggestion. Now, we have three suggestions now/

as to the interpretations. As far as I know we have mentioned every argument
c1(that I know of, or any of the three aside from the question of the inter- ....--

I
'

relation,., and before we take the interrelationrtp,'...a....pp¬.r ±nterrr'-

p-h-o. this, I think that it would be good to look vxxaxmx for a minute
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to the next statement in the same verse and see what a proper interpretation

of that should be.Except that I just would like to raisebne point , that is,

I can see LAKEIN quickly used about five times in Micah. Each.time

P _rlooking to-44 future event Let us look at it. The first one I have
1:14

seen, is in chapter The English says, Therefore thou skatlxx shalt
off

give presents to Moreshethgath .. . ." That is-eei-beyond the punishments
AAeeat5e-t-t5 being pronounced. 1:14. On the basis of the transgressioss

described in e the previous verse? On the basis of the discussion that

has gone before regarding to their sins, they would be in that position.

The next one that I can see is 2:3. They commit sin
1

Therefore God says

He is going to devise an evil against this people again. And then 2:5.

Therefore thou shalt have none .... It would have to go back also to verse,?

does it oot? Well, it is in one context. Yes. 2:5 and 2:3 are in one

context, except that therefore in both cases looks ahead on the basis of

M _r
whqt has gone on. In both cases they go back to this- 2:1 and 2. Yes,

as a result of what happened in t,h 1 and 2, this will happen. Then
".

in chapter 3, 3:6, Therefore night shall be ktp-ttp-{ t-at me shall not have a-vo

a vision..., because of your sin described in verse 5 therefore...

Then 3:12. Because of sins that are describe in verse 11, therefore

___
4

Some of.-kn that are translated therefore thele. he instead of lakein

But at any rate, that would strngly suggest that it relates to what precedes.

it because the great ruler comeS

not ¬e from the great palace but from the little Bethlehem? Or isL it because
in

they have been sent/ft exi1ejt4j4jt/ on account of their sin or is it because

the great ru%er that comes from Bethlehem is not accepted? All three of

them before) tre they not? But which of the three is it? -fit looks to

me as if your interpretation, the first one of the three took verse 3 ai- and

carried the fact beyond 2, tt__ the tr,1u ruler is going to come forth
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A4pclbut he is actually giving up them long time before he came forth.

Did I i4 miss that? V. Oh, I see what you mean. Therefore goes back
at any event.

to the pv previous verse/ But you mean that youkobjectitherefore

saying that they will be given up before the ruler comes forth. Yes. I see.

That is a very interestit-g argument against the idea that the reason of
his giving

why-1e-h-given them up is ha-in order that the ruler may come forth

out of Bethlehem. I think that is xxxxxxux a very good objection to

it. I think that.is a very good e eepe-- objection to it. I do nbt

think that it_s but I think that it is a very
Therefore then,

good /The simplest pee-i eprea interpretation of therefore

is that it goes back to verse one, it goes back to verse one. Verse one
sin they are

says, on account of their/going into captivity, ...L1 do not see
is the simplest

how that/-wh-e-interpretation. , then what is verse

Is that a total parenthesis? No, verse 2 describes the end z1 the

capti-vity and then verse 3 suggests between verse 14 and 2.

Oft-- according to/this interpretation. An-t1-sAnd says that this

1&& has come because of verse one. Therefore, bec cf i-h h+e.

things, as far las I knofr't refers to what is stated in verse i. It

refers to the future occurrence of what the Lord is promising in verse 2.

Or it refers to something that is balking-ae-- taught in Matthew,

__ tfo:4
and which we tj to, on the basis of Matthew, say..maybe it is taught in

Isaiah 49, on the basis of Isaiah 49 implied we imply. Isaiah 49? 'You

know where it says, these-who-are---yeu-e-he Though Isiael be not

M
gathered, yet shall I be glorious in the eyes of the Lord, ... He does

not say, Jacob wrt1- wnn'tY..&._e-does eL4ka44 Well, now that is a

\j. All
condition e. probability in the Hebrew text, is it not?Now, the very

next verse sayslt is a light thing that thou sh4ouldest be my servant to raise up

the-itribes of Jacob, and to restore the preserved of Israel: I will also

give thee for a light to the Gentile, that -ou mayr 1 ny1.aion

uTpe_.ftTrth.I! I do that is. 49 says thatJ)E going to
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reject himT(Maybe not, but the implication of verse 5 is that the Israel ,

N AUti
will not be gathered. I would never think of it that way. I always took it

ye f the Isr 1 houId-be not be g thered together, yet, shall I be glorious..
d4h4 'I _iiI(hf-If it 1 h i.iil1

But he says, is it a light thing that thou shouldest be my servant to raise

up the tribes of Jacob, and to restore the preserved of Israel: ... in addition,

he is going to be the she- light of the Gentiles. In addition, he is going
- ! (C

to be 4the light of the Gentiles. I have never don any suggestion that
1ft& cDje' -r,:hrwould1be 4.. aar ,i -. a...-5l1toriear tlit.. ut

diethe implication that the Messiah suffered A

Old Testament in Isaiah 53 and owb.-'e eiseP' That is all I am saying.
sets up the

We do not need to read Matthew, the Old TestamentJconcept-.of the rejction of

the Messiah, too. But I do not see any suggestion of that in MihI 5:2.

I am not sure that it is required that suggestion there. Well,

let us-1- go on to the next verse, I mean the next thing in this verse.

And the question is how to-4L them together. We have three possibiliflies

here. We have n%1tuch pee- about tVe third posslit. iiIcv-

i th

poc6iilty-1.,1




Q61- I; aly much a

that the giving up begins with the captivity, and ends almost

at the end of the time of the GentilThat is whatft would have said a

month ago; Maybe two weeks agc-x..--ic. am inclinf4e-o away
at the moment, a;# were

from it/ --a n-± dirrictr.t. But I am

inclined to feel that is difficult, that it must be mentioned as

a suggested interpretation, but now, as he goes on, therefore, he will

give them up until the time that she who travailed hath brought forth.

Now, what would this mean that she who travaileth hath brought forth?
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Do-iforth?

LI
Do we have th evidence in the Old Testament that would give anyone on

which weid- to translate these words... that he- she who travaileth hath
,"t

brought forth? Now, what is suggested, of course, is &d right in Genesis

3 we have the promise of the seed of the woman. That of course does not

say anything about travailing But it does suggest that

4 a2tc
a child will be brnso that

ftit
is perhaps not extremely relevant here.

But it is definitely related in thought. This ia possible interpreation

of
khese

words. Then argejLr su)gestion is Isaiah 7:. There it defnitely

awom06an, -Wer.e one who is going to be a great king

who will replace Aha.. So, there we have a suggested basis for making she

which travaileth a- hath brought forth refer to the one described in verse 2,

the birth of him in Bethlehem. There i the two. Now, before we look

for any other suggestion, does anybody think of another reference or another
/

evidence that would support this particular suggested interpretation? she

which travaileth hath brought go forth. Of course, we do have a statement

that the birth of 4irgin birth.. Does anybody thin1 ojE any other statement
t" 1

in the Old Testaments which would support this. I would be interested imitr
it I'

in this. Because I have nbt looked into hem extensivqly., There must be
a 'T

quite a number of references to e(T child bearing ...............................ring this

y~~Zvz~,Lo




our attention, because verse 2, those two, particularly the second

would be a rather definite evidence for the possibility of taking she which

travaileth hath brought forth as referring to the birth e ..ctait.4y of the

great king. We are told that tn- he born in a wonderful way. And references

are made to the woman. Isaiah 7 whether Genesis 3 is in point

peted-e or not. I do nee- not think that Genesis 3wou1b
in n

i'di,1AtAt-
not have, the virgin birth taught in Matthew, and Luke and 'LLey1-re,
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41
)1L

*.'I
-I do not see how we you would connect i LI L.he r±-.here

4iiIap_$ hve I

t1Lthere
-nt they are there. Isaiah 7 very definitely is there. Virgin birth is in

1)1,
Matthew. luks is definitely there. Genesis 3:15, the seed of woman

A,-
though it does not teach them explicitly, but it does fit/hJ ....idea.

p 8AA
So, then we have three bases on which to suggest that she which travaileth

hath brought forth is the very hing that is described in verse 2. The coming
o1

o- of from Bethlehem pbta- Ephratah % wonderful one. Now is- that is

one suggestion as to what t this means in he this verse,

she which travaileth/bhath brought forth Now what is the second sug&~stion?

Does anybody have one? Mr. Gable, would you have another sugestion? as a

ossiblity? of th words, she which travaileth bath brought forth? That

I she Vhich trajai1eth hath brought forth best ... the Israel appears to be

that this is Israel in the time of travail and bringing forth what?

According to the view, -atnu± L 3. ar nut In teu
in the picture of

Again the remnant would 4 be the one there sitting in the Revelation.

,4.3. A woman ... a basis suggested for that is ... The basis that is

suggested is in Revelation 12:. Revelation 12 is referring to a woman

in travail bringing forth a child. Is it explicitly stated there that

that is the remnant? It is not. No. Does everyone interpret tha wad?

But some interpret it that way. I -1-think that is the church. trt the

elect. Ieee-see- I see. Some think that it refers to the Israel remnant,

and some think that it refers to the church, the elect. Now, is there any

eeh-- other epre f-4iepr-- interpretation. Does anyone take it as

the birth of Christ?Now, the first part/f of Christ's birth. W1..Q.-a

.i..-p-t- ufr' Revelation 12 covers the two aspects, and

most peepe- - scholars think that a good many scho1as think that
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the first aspect is Chiist's birth. i Even there there are some disagreement.

But no body thinks that the last part of the chapter is Christ's birth that

I know. I see. But in the first part this statement that she who

travaileth hath brought forth. Some think that the first part is Christ's

thYes, a good many The last part of the chapter is... you do not

know of anyone who considers it as referring to Christ' birth. By-hey--

But they think that if it is either Israel or the church bringing forth

well, now, is there any other/1, T1
U' 14rtfJL4P




suggesting that this phrase must ee- be so interpreted?

Isaiah 66:7as the same language. But I do rot know
1w

trer/!'' Isaiah 66:7:

Before she travailed, she brought forth; before her pain came, she was delivered of 4

a man child. " That is not a travailing woman , is it? No. Before she

travailed, she brought forth; before her pain/acame, she was delivered of

a man child.' Who hath heard such a thing? who ahth seen such 4 things? Shall

the earth be made to bring forth in one day? or shall a nation be born a

once? for as soon as Zion travaildd, she brought forth her children.'
-tf




iverse 7 we find that it should not refer to that, because it refers to

before she travailed but verse 8 says, as soon as Zion travailed, so

that would perhaps fit with verse 7, and give as a possibility that it refers

to Zipn bringing forth children. An other ?V Isaiah !4cl7 and 18.

land bringing forth children. 1 !bJJL I 4&

th_yh "- Jr4,41cr TThZ

Isai h 26:17 and 18. Now, ±u does that show tt Israel ...

W,I{P
-w 3A*1. flu

that-depends on how you take the rest of the chapter. For it speaks" the remnant?
of Israel being with a child, And brings forth a-ehd- For it says,

We have been with child, we have been in pain. We have as if were brought forth

wind .... Wind? Well, that would not be the remnant.The remnant comes in verse 1.
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Of course, Micah does not really speak of what the woman brings forth. He

merely speaks that the travailing woman produces in accord with whatever purpose

is. He does not say she bears a son in Nicah. But also in reference in

Nicah 4 which may be not directly to the point, but takes up the same thought

in Micah 4 in verse 10. The-pa -ai--Be4rt-"Be in zz pain, and labour to

bring forth, 0 daugher of Zion, like a woman in travail: for now shalt thou
And of course, that speaks about the Babylonian captivity. It speaks of her

go forth out of the




All JL44#IUV1
cv in that particu

0 V-

lar aig1iish state. Yes, thawd'r¬1 travail there is, --ekrthk,
anuisiJ2j4L frie-cr-mer

figureFYes,
I think that is often the case. 'fee. I would question

here whether that would be a prediction of Israel eig- bringing forbh t4e
1) .hi -r

remnant or anything of that kind. S is simply travai1,P_.ir anguish. (And

weoften note, although it is pretty much the same thing, although 1 think it
with :7()

Fnmonizes,Isaiah 26, we often Jeremiah 30, after verse 6. Here he talks

v
birth

aoi.1t all the men acting as though they were in child-bearing-pain. It certainly
10

is descriptive of the pain of the nation, not just the pain of men. It is a

description of pain, is it not? lJhxn. Pain associated with child birth aid- in travail

Yes, that' 'common way of describing a great pain. But it does not suggest

anything about the nation bringing forth the remnant. Well. Does it?

Jeremiah 30.TIf you mean by an exact statement, certainly not. You mean,

implicatioir4 this latter interesting context, I do not know. If ycy youJve

wrse 10 and verse 8, I will break his

te--41f-- yoke from off thy aeck, and will burst thy bonds, and

strangers shall no more serve themselves of j him. But they shall serve the

Lord their God, and David their
i7i

whom I will raise up unto them." W%-- would

hard say that, cam4travaii.f do not know. There is no suggestion

-o--e.i1a. You mean that they are totally unrelated? Well, in the chapter

it seems to me that the travail there is simply as a figure of something. Look

at all these men in terrible anguish like a woman in travail.They are going to be
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delivered. They are goiig to be delivered. They are going to have freedom.
-

They are not going to haves any more we-r-.




(You would not think that that travail
was

is-not- the thing that helped them to come to dhat deliverance? It is not

suggested in this chapter. I would think whole use of the word travail

in Jeremiah 30 is simply to represent pain You do not think that there

is any connection between Jeremiah 30 and Zech. 12:9 ? and 10. The whole

concept starts with $ verse 6, 0 I suppose. "In that day will I make the

governors of Judah like an hearth of fire among the wood, and like a torch of e--&

fire in a sheaf; and they shall devour all the people round about, on the

right hand and on the left: and Jersaleni shall be ih- inhabited again in $

her own pa place even in
Jerusalem.'t7nd

of course this is the day when

they were surrounded by their foes and they were beaten after chapter 11,

and then he comes down and he says, I wiU-ceck -tg destroy all the nations

that come against Jerusalem. And I will pour -4e-4±9±+-a4...upon

spirit of grace and of supplication: and they

shall look upon me whom they ah have pierced, and they shall mourn for him,

as one mourneth for his only son, and shall be in bitterness for him, as one that is

in bitterness for his firstborn." In that day shall there be a great mourning

in Jerusalem, as the mourning of Hadadrimmon in the valley of Negiddon." And

so forthiSome, of course, feel that there is no real'rt future
ffc1

Israel, and no configuration of patter\regarding what God is going to deal for

her.But, certainly, you have to do an awful lot of spiritualizing to get

that.I went down the other day after class and read Dr. Young's commentary

on-- Isaiah again to remind myself how &asy it is for

some of these rather clear passages to B get spiritualized, which

reminds mej-that you are going to tell us abet- an interesting story -tell-s

pJ'
about t1i.'re' interpretation e---pa- in the el- last class. Oh,
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Oh, you mean about Isaiah 11? How did he say about Isaiah 11? I did not get
to

that far. I just got through/about chapter 80. I-v144. read it when the

book e- store is open. I have not Ly bought the book.urely he saves.

01L. jJ, 1eqIsaiah 7 Virgin birth literally.' Oh, yes.' But he does not take

Isaiah 2 as the millennium. J.ethink-o.__Bnt y I was referring

ee-ha at the end of the last class////Z/4/ L6Liij/4/ to mention

with me Isaiah 11 that-the-*-no- there are those who would get rid of- -
1

millennium in Isaiah 11A How did you .esayç? you said, there are
who can spizitualize JI

some folks I do not think -yey-said, spiritualize, but

ct4
who can understand any of the propheces in the Old Testament being fulfilled
the //
in/Church period- age. I me-t Isaiah 11 .... I think that taking Micah

4, particularly)Isaiah 2 is strictly parallel P"Iicah 4 is more explicit.

Taking Micah 4 as the ¬he-- Church Age or Isaiah 11, but partillarly Micah 4

is missing the whole emphasis of the passage, because the emphasis is not

on peace and- in the heart (I but on freedom from danger. I do

_-.eee-tTUW Nicah 4 :- or Isaiah 11: can possibly be said to fit with 0(4

44t4
amillennial view, bef without utterly T' eaPw-- twiste& ... what the

emphasis is, but it does seem to me that

it would
fi4better

with post-millennialism. You can take in Isaiah 11 that

the wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie

down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together;

and a little child shall lead them. And the cow and the bear shall feed; their

young ones shall lie down together(:and the lion shall eat straw like the ox.

And the sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall

put his hand on the cockatrice'den." Now, does this mean that a wolf will change

_______into a lamb? 3hti--èhüW$y tiJ'w at it says

is that you won't need to fear these things that ordinarily you would fear.
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What ft ttheejngs

Now, it does not seem to me that it
' ' %-

is carrying figurative language7 iLdi t.eenc t-¬&y, this is
1ttIitC1

talking about the w vea-f--ir.) rather than about -em4e-&. I do not

believe that is so. But I believe that is the primary emphasis. I believe

that that it inclues the removal of eh curse, doing away f*e- external

danger from enemies. But to take as meaning that there is no danger from men,

because men no longer fight. It does i- not seem to me that it is really

going too far in the.realm of thspirituabut when you say specifically/
in all my

they shall not hurt, nor will-they destroy/she holy mountain: for the earth

shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea."

I is like the asaage in remiah. No one




____shall say to his neighbor, Know the Lord, foir1i sha] know the Lord. Itmv
I

asked Dr. Allis once1a+4a...¬aid,, How can you have this unless the

whole world is converted? Or the whole world is under the Lord's control?

How can ye-ay-o no body say to his neighbor, Know the Lord, for they all

shall know the Lord -ij. He said, No, it is talking about thy church.
IflF ,/41(Js(fJ,

It means that nobody in the church would say to somebody else, Know the Lord,

because they all know the Lord. Well, I said, Isn't that the sate t-W9-
no P4.1VA7'

as saying that/one who knows the Lord shall say to somebody else, Know the Lord,
who A

because all know the Lord shall know the Lord. It would be reduced to

_& nonsense. T*-e --i1t must mean that a situation which you hi

before in which believers and unbèlievers are mixed together and comto an end,

and everybody is fully conscious of the Lord'
,,acti'it

It must be a universal

situatipn.1 But-whei--h- the so- story that I had in at the

en ,.. Jn my last uer year of teaching at Westminster, I gave a êourse in

the Prophets,-4 l 1npes courndier I brought out the pre-millennial
(I1

teaching very clear and,nearliy all the students were premillennial at the

end of the first semester, but it was not a year course, but a semester course.
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Then they had sysematicá theology IV' the second semester in which they
them

spent a long timen eschatology, and I had no chance to see .-t-t all.a4
4 (_ )) /

I think they, were all amillennialist at the end of tI3setnesterwhatever

they called,j that time Dr. Stonehouse was teaching a course in the
f '' takes

book of Revelation. And somebody came to me and said, Dr. Stonehouse/iri
Revelation 20

9$ks co rse on Revelation,, lhis pass ge/ is a picture of the church age.

1wtL1oy-e4 '/f(t
1 I forget whhesaid. But at any rate, he said, however

you take it, he said, there is no 7t-4t betwean it and the Old Testament.

There is nothing to 1te it ;ogether with he any of the pictures of eI
I lf
Universal peace.--A1d-se'- Li-4ed in the,Old Testament. And so,

I was thinking about that, which was quoted 44 his class. Then I noticed in

Isaiah 11, how you have a statement in Isaiah ll-t---in verse 4, "But with

rieghtousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the

maeek of the earth: and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and

with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked." Now)Eescribe

the beginning of the church? Or does it describe h something that happened

before the church came into being? Well, you look at Iiias, II Thess.

you have a very cl ar reference back to this passage. I do not think any

, When Paul says in

verse 8, verse 7:" For the mystery of iniquity doeth already workj only he who

no4le*.th-will 'et-- until he be taken out of the way. And then shall that

Wicked be reavealed, w4-- whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit

of his mouth., and shall de5rye destroy with the brightness of his coming."
/TL)

-4_s.arghatever .e-hindering T'aul is sayin that onewlieM- whom the
Lord is going to I'

destroy with the brightness of his coming is not

-T4srr yet revealed. Therefore Paul says it is future. And it cannot

be something that happened before Paul's coming. It is future, and
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(2t4
no connection with what follows, oo dogmatic t& he definite.' tBut

!hether it - goes with what precej1e oç what follows, we have
b a1

a section where certainly verses 5 and 7, IbeJ4eei those three make
r

a section, seems to be moving on to different section4 from what we

had before. Then the question is askS , Is seven the conclusion of

this section? Aleven and eight go together and make a section by
A

themselves. And a strong Agument forAmáking this section by themselves
I

is hit ter9 is-a marked parallelism, of course. Not a conclusive

proof strong argument. And then1 is verse 9 a sort of a summary
1

statement up to this point? Or Is it a general introduction what foows?
4e*4je ,i

C- Then we have 10 to 14 which,certainly e first' paral1/to the

Babylonian captivity, and we get back to the condition of Israel during

the whole long period -btLc,i the timeSof ghe- the Gentiles. Now, wh
these definite

we have here teeêefiii'e=thing And-the et4 tF see pers
-l.

CV *4

gthrougTeU
others to see whether we have a clear threiv ./.)Now, this J-sig-

4- 4frt
suggestion I ha

Fd
never thought of before,, last thne struck me as

very interesting
1

Verse S and 6 are a 4p&4& description of the

deliverance from Sennacherib. It would certainly 1?e natural

-iirt1 , m hen Micah is speaking here. t '
very natural to promise

as Isaiah dideliverance from Sennacherib73 ere are
s7e

commentaries

emaeherib;--There-are-se1ne-eenhIIeAtaries- -- which take that way and

there are others who that-waq that this is deliverancp from

Satan or from anti-christ. This Assyria is a
figuratv.)

stands for

another power ,find perhaps iA 'spiritual er. I do not think

it would be right in verse 10 to say Babylon something other than

Babylon. Later in the Bible I think-that is perfectly justifiable because

Babylon had become established aressor conquering nations, but it had
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vq1t
then 7 Revelation 19 and you have the very same figure used tice Vhere it

says in Revelation 19,"And ixsnw out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with

it he shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he treadeth the winepress of the

fierceness and wrath of Almighty God." And it says that "And the remnant were

slain wit) the sword of him that sat upon the horse, with sword proceeded out of b{

his mouth: and all the fowls were filled with their flesh." This figure tied

.-with Thessaèonians and Isaiah puts Revelation 20 as the very same thing
that comes
after his smiting which is described in Isaiah.ll. $o, it ties them right
together/ /

ri
remember in Prophets' c1as you said that the only way

iJ m
the Holy Spirit made connection any clearer would

be that if had written on the margin of the scroll Se
- i

/
M

Revelation written.
/f

I mae note on that1 I have forgotten.

T

\ note s,
I do not tak1- flseriously ,._L.ai- note clever things.

f' The trouble is that I m remember, I think, moss o! b mt r etations that

%LD :11 J
have been developed, but piet forget. So, I am

ì .4V1 _
glad when I am reminded of them .!'JThis in relation to Dr. Young--

-yt 4'rt spiritua1izing.&/l1W ABut Dr. Young does take Isaiah
-r

7
literally.(

Oh, yes, definitely. rihen in Micah 4 here, e have

a figure which would seem top.-t be th

teaching of the Old Testament and of the New that the mother




t_-
with Ie child and in Bethlehem there in a manger '41e . . . . -6'-i-p--

To tie it up with Israel bringing forth the

remnant. We can tie it up with one interpretation of the last part of the

Revelation 12 which , -9iI do not find much suggestion. That does

not prove tlat it is impossible. Well, IAdo not think that Isaiah 2b i. taken
that t?t
h-way I do not see how 4remiah 30 -&-way.




What do you think

f'
it refers to?

Isaiah 26?w. Dr.? What1I think-e-vef5e-2-f Having had your course
'-R

and having listened to your lecture on that, I /notes it. 'Wedl, I personally
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believ, first interest in Isaiah 2b came when I read book,y i1ite~

ev:w book which 45 he callJ
henrtô

Advent of
ives

Christ And he has-e/ about 20 pages in which he has-deRe-some excellent

- evidence for premillenia ism but that is not the subject

of his book. He he goes on and he devotes

himself to provhat the rapture occurs r the time of the Lord's coming

to set up kingdom. He wrote the whole book Q tVA

And one of his big arguments is that whenever you have resurrection. in the

Old Testament/ you have the establishment of the Lord!s kingdom, and then

he takes up the passage of after another, and
,J

,
14

all of his energy to prove esurrection, an it see to me that he

rather assume that
41U W-mr

they were connected with the establishment

of the kingdom. And he says that Isaiah 26:19 is a picture of resurrection,

op" Sziz~, "Thy dead men shall live, together with my dead body shall they

arise. Awake e-as4- and sing, ye that dwell in dust: for thy dew is

as the w of herbs, and the earth hall cast out the dead." But he says,

-cet'ribulat ionJ

this is spiritual resurrection, and means the rebirth of

Israel or some r &kiirn spiritualizing thing, and it does not

have anything to ew-4--- do with resurrection. He says that it is perfectly

clear that verse 19 means the resurrection. es-he-e-e - Is it not

quoted in the I Corians?T Not verbatim. At

a:no

rate, he very

egI!y- strongly for that... I then worked up these passages,-4aˆ

and I was tremendously impressed that th e-wae-efte-eae when you got to
a2O my-peepe,

opk

verse 19, immediately afte you have verse Z and verse 21 eee-4ke- - me4eey

"Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and

shut thy doors about thee: hide thyself as it were for a little moment,

until the indignation be overpast."r, behold, the Lord comoth out of



his place to punish the inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity:

disclose her blood, and shall no more cover her slain."

*7
~40L,a.e asked me to write a review of the book in about 500

words, and I wrote 150 wordinüi_ I wrote him and said, I do not

think you would want ath an extensive review of this book. I a said,

it is very contrary to your views'Ln.'i Times, and I do not think

that it is particularly logical any way. I think that a few words are probably all
)

that you would want, and so I wroce 150 words. He wrote me back, and said,

NI, give us a good extensive review, not over' words.Well, then I wrote

a thousand ... 0~~.ack and, very/good review, and I wish i "
' I ci z Jq

1:t 41 the first ar

1
6,0 f Ave 4 '4A, M,

ticle I ever had in




Times. My name was,

La

said, aJJ the prestige
0 4` 1

0~ a 4-.YftTh name. Thflt was his view !T& ow

-*nd that was duri)~th'irst year of the Seminary. I walked

down -o- street, and/ passed dormitory and there was Norman Jerome

/




Oh, Dr. MacRae,sittig out on the front..porh reading'The
j) T*

I/'ead your article. He-ee1 Although my name was not there, he recognized
t144 ItRi

my style. You can see how the critics are ae to recognize different
-.- I'

styles. Well, at any rate, it seems to me that it you ever want aicture

of pre-tribulation rapture, I do not see how you coulcL have a plainer one

that what




have here. In verse 19 the resurrectiorverse 20, Come, my

people, enter thu into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee: hide

thyself as it were for a little moement, until the indigation be overpast. For,

behold, the Lord cometh out of his pae place to punish the inhabitants of the eh

earth for their iniquity: the earth also shall disclose

her blood, and shall no more cover her slain." It seems to me to be a perfect
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61
picture of/Pre-tribulation rapture. Now, if you have a picture of

1 pre-

tribulation rapture her in verses 19 and 20 and 21, if you have that

thich is certainly is a very reaeonable natural way... It is
ct

exact
Pictureflyou will ever find. -e- The evidence that I find in the

6
New Testament for pre-tribulation rapture is that the rapture is unexpected,

,i'ib
it cometh at such an hour as . And yet, there are

cja
all kinds of signs the establishment of the kingdom. And that

is--- being the case, it seem to me that no man knows when it is going to
A

bee-s it may come




4~f
11,




And yet, here all these signs

before the kingdom. It seems to me that those signs would have to come

in the period between the ratp rapture and the kingdom, and then on the

si of fitting these two New Testament emphases together, you have

opre-tribulation rapture. qdo not think that in the Newft

911h
Testament anywhere it 1shsated that there is to be a rapture and there/is

going to come a tribulation/ before the return .DL-.¬.--4..øtt I think tl?lat
you have them

yu have to them, ther together But it seems to me that $hee--1--

been placed together, and given in a very logical way. Well, if that is

the case,--wed- then I went on from there to say, Well, if that is the

case, then verse 2;- 20 and 21,"Come my people, enter thou into thy chambers,

and shut thy doors about thee: hide thyself as it were for a little moment,

until the indignation be overpast. For, behold, the Lord cometh out of his

place to punish the inahbitants of the earth for their iniquity: the earth also shall

e451 disclose her blood, and shall no more cover her slain," then

it must be those who are raptured.-"" And ifh4se.j1h'P6t°
244t4! ..thug.tr raptur /

then what is it talking about before? And

I go back to verse 13, and there I r read, J Lord our God, other lords

beside thee have had dominion over us: but by thee only wlill we make mention of

thy name." could not help thinking of portion of those who are raptured
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who come from the groups that weFh- worship' Jupiter, Saturn, and

perhaps Vishnu, and , and Mi a aid -45 'U4 Ctt#. like that.

And other lords have dominion over us, but now, we have been converted

Ee- from them to Jehovah. Then we notice in
verseAbefore,

Lord,

thou 5h wilt ordain peace for us: for thou also hast wrought all our works in us."

Certainly it speaks of those who iee by the Lord through whom

He performs His works. Verse 14 goes on, Theare dead, they shall not live;

they are deceased, they shall not rise: f... Verse 17 says, Like as a

woman with cild, that draweth near the time of herdelivery, is in pain, and

crieth out in her pangs; so have we been in thy sight, 0 Lord. We have been

with child, we have been in pain, we have as it were brought forth wind; we have

not wrought any deliverance in the earth; neither have the4nhabitants of the world

fallen." y- It seems to me that is a perfect picture of the frustration of

evangelical Christianity today. You look
Yfars

ago, and

they all thought that the conversion of the world *mm in this ganeration.

The gospel was just going out t11T w1- world. The whole world wasconverted

in this generation. Half of the people were post-mil1enikialis,and perhaps

9/10 of the 14 other half were without realizing it post-millennialists.

Everything was just going on. Everybody was going to be onverted, andthe

I11Aift"
whole world is going to become the kingdom of our Lord. -tren we have more

in the world
heathens/today than we had when the great missionary movements began.

"4j ,Ji'j,t/ ->
The movement has a very large part of 'very social services,

and uplift and these wonderfdil mission works were done by the Methodists,
their

by the Lutherans and other groups --t today/she missionaries are mostly
in many wsy-- ways

denying the word of God, and the world is/ttingms .....a.4 more pagan than it
was .

.-LifJaArIA It Ltfjft1 .even. And we have not brought ,q,x'vv tie earth.The inhabitants of

thenV the earth hag' not falleu. tvilf\Urnn And ,e study the Word and

we find that God promised that we are to conquer the world. We are not
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ifU
here to bring i the kingdom, but we are here toLwitness, and to

r gather peop eand when we are
inAdepths

of frustration with our

inability to conquer the world1 4 have been with child, we have been in

pain, we have as it were brought forth wind; we have not Irought any

deve- deliverance in the earth; neither have the inhabitants of the world fallen.

The Lord says, the answer is ne not that w you are here not to

bring-butyou are here to witness and accomplish much, but you are not to have

the victory. Cods gdng to have victory. The Lord will bring the victory,

and he will bring it with the second coming of Christ,-ad-which will- is

se-tied up -AS--We r6ad cast! wit'resurrection. it is

the resurrection of the righteous dead. As they arrive, they sing, but

then he says, Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors

about thee: hide tiiysèlf as it were for a little moment, until the

dga- indignation be overpast. For behold, the bed-x- Lord cometh out of his p

place to punish thee inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity: the earth

also shall disclose her blood, and shall no more cover her slain. It is

seems to me that it is a marvellous picture of exactly our present

situation. Buraga?1a, the coming of the Led- lord in verse 21, it

speaks of the coming of the Lord in judgment, great/tribuLation, right?

hJ

IV1li rt? No. I would not

take chance- verse 21 as referring to the return of Christ to the
of

earth, but to the outgoing of God in judgment! which we have a figure

hundreds of times in the Old Testament. The Lord comes forth to punish

iniquity. It is used over and over again. And I would take that as not referring
the

to the return, to-His physical return of Christ, but to the outpouring

of is wrath upon the world. I thought tIt you were taking that as

the rapture. No. ˆ The rapture, I said, I would take as verse 19.
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Verse 1 9 is the resurrectinn of the just 4"t.

Then immediatey uon their being raised, and living righteous lifted up with

them, but of course the great mass of those who will meet the Lord in the air

would be those who are
alre7dy

dead. You take the Christians living in the

world today, and a tiny fraction of those who would be 41~w

The great mass of\would be those who t- would be raised from the

dead, and they meet Rim, but He says, Come apart with me for a while. And
fr1ä

the Lord is going to pour ou indignation upon the earth and the great bii

tribulation follows and when that is over, then comes... which is not here.
I7 could tribulation

The resurrection of verse 19 be the resurrection of the ig.iebIs
1 4 ".

martyrs? which cakes place at the end of rof...just




4
Well, I do not think so. I do n)think

you have a direct picture of the events here oes not fi A#-"' hot he

New TestamenL teach2L4Reve1ation tells us nothing about the rapture, and

where tell us about the inQhe earlier

books,1onot tell us about any relfrion to the tribulation. -1-kept--

Excuse me. I I cast a.negative vote, although I think the interpretatthon that

you offer
now,asAyears pa5

S very beautiful, but I cast a negative

votehat of course colors my thinking with fea- regard¬o,being in pain4
pA

see
and travailing. But I domt Rk-that at any event, if one

does not, I was not going to give my interpretation of the raire, but since

-- you ask me. I do not see regardless of whether this is the correct

interpretation of the passage or not, I do not see in verseS here , in vcie
that brings

>ktˆ any picture of an effective travailing in pain,/4ig4i forth someting,
In

because it says we have brought forth win. /Micah :3, Dr., what is
rt

brought forth? "''In Micah 5:3?' There Ihaveheai1i only two suggestions. In

Micah 5:31--4hat is brought forth? I am using the En&lish Bible now.
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she
I have heard only two suggestions. One'suggestion is that %4 that travaileth

has brought forth in verse 3 means the same thing as 2 where he comes forth

from Bethelehern that it is Christ that is brought forth. A-r at is

ones- suggestion. Now, the bther one is that it refers to something that4 4

happeneat the end of the year which I do not see predicted anywhere in the

Old Testament.
x1Except

that it would be a little different when it says

bane or bar, if bane were thrown in or a bar or something like that. Micah
would be 2941

5:3 U a little different, if-e were thrown in or a child. You will hve- have...

One travailing has finished travail-, but to finish one's travail is

me-re-rteee8aty- not necessarily a result in birth. Does it say

that she just has/,1/ finished herkravail? Does it say that she just finished

travail? Well, I think so. It is Well, yalad,

means to bring forth, does it not? In other cords, she who brings forth

has brought forth Has brought forth what? The one described in verse

2.fIfte__imple, why, very good. It is not that simple to me.

Well, that is just one interpretation. I mean you cannot reai any.,-
conclusion on the phrase he will give them up to ... untilsihe which travaileth

has brought forth. You see the different possible interpretations. We have

to examine one and the eh- other also and should see how they fit together.

1Then until you have taken all the concepts in, too, I think
'4 1 k'-i 7UWell, as until the time, in most cases it means something THE END of the

tape.
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Fulfilled Prophecy Side 2 December 196

$What hare you done thus far in EZekiel and in Jer5niah? Will

you please give me brief statement? Mr. Harding, what have you 't?

I have done sixteen chapters in Jeremiah. Jeremiah 1 to 16. Nothing

further? No. How about Mr. Buraga? I have done as far as chapter 32.

1t c)
Mr. Dunzweiler? I have done 14 chapters in Ezekiel, and 16 chapters in

"lPt 1'
Jeremiah? Mr. Taylor.? From this year and past year, 49 chapters in Jeremiah

-end ~S of the's year. Then in Ezekiel I have done Cha

I.-,' 4f'
n-though chapter 16. Mr. Gable, what have you done? 1rhrough chapter
-O'\

10 in ãweik Jeremiah. 1 to 10. Nothing further. No. TLJU1i ..

chapters in Ezekiel. Yes.

1Let us look again(at Micah i'would like to think

about for a few minutes simply from this viewpoint. What the purpose

of the prophecy? Now, of course, we cannot always tax tell what the

purpose of the prophecy is. But I believe that * as a rule we can

tell. I do et not think that the purpose of prophecy is evet)+ simply

to satisfy the curiosity. I do not think it is simply that I do not

think that it/e'ablek us to write a history in
j
nut it may be

to prepare God's people for a particular situation, It may be that. It

may be to tll them what to do axt at-, certain situation,iax whh ±

ahead id f we take this passage at which we have been looking 3:12

to the end of chapter 5, we 1cnw that the purpose of 12 of course is

e-f to show God's rebuke fçr H sins, and to shew that sin is bound
its ______

to receive/punishment ancven God's own peoplç and the city IukiLhX

where He puts His name axe not safe(/1 and ccon-ee destroyed, when its

1' probably
leaders ii into sin. The people of Israel were/far better than any

other nation morally, and from the viewpoint of

____ kindliness, .
ine*J./kiadnss, the keeping of the law in every regard, probably of this
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nature. They probably were way superior nation round about, but

having had opportunity so far superior to,any other nations, they haiJ

fallen short tremendously of whatoppotunities should have resulted

in, and so they are fold, in verse 1iven Jerusalem which God had

blessed so greatly is not safe from the results of sin, and it wa given

an unconditional prediction tkxt4
based upon the sin that has been

described in the past. !>l1ep%not wishing to lead the people

of God who was4ruly trying to follow Him should think that God was

through with t3irh Israel, he immediately goes on give the contrast

efrt; and to comfort and encourage them by assuringthat God

is not through with Jerusalem, and that though -i1a,JJetgh njn' s sin

is bringing violence and death, God is not going to permit hein to

continue forever. But He gives that marvellous vision of chapter 4 verses

1 through 8 in which He assures them at Jerusalem is yet to fulfill the

great purpose that God has for it, androm it will go forth théaw

which will produce absolute freedom freed fer f throughout the

world/)with a particular on t area

jnar

Jerusalem

which ha1J.. not had that 4.ha9- P' thai dy yet, and

18 has yet... certainly it did not have it

fearlentury. And so it is very easy to see 1at the p-+i=

purpose s in giving this marvellous hope here, and4 purpose
/god's

for/Kim people all through the ages ever since. And 3:12 is a very

vital purpose for every one of us no matter how great ˆ' the history of
7\ Aty,&*47

our particular group, no matter how loyal -zvdtherd in the,4)

past, God can spew out of His mouth e-n- mr

our past history or $xi.gJvcxtjrj.i our name or our reputation

or anything like that instead of following Him as we should. So, 12 is
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'.ta1 for all of US) hece and -we have nothing sacred t anI
ry S,

Jerusal dMount Zion d th Temple, -ft senerybody'4,-' //

4
.

"
an t e mary ous promise t even though things get worse and worse and

it looks a s though things going to work out into abominable irx.///.

misery and
1t49

and violence, /e know that God is on His throne,

and that He is going to establish His kingdom. So, the purpse is quite
for

easy to see i* Micah's day and for all God's people t1wouWnt the

ages, 1-a~ verses 1 through 8 and also
3)2

although 3:l2,you might

say, has more relevance for the ungodly. Th judgment shall begin in the

house of God as shown in 3:12, *ere the ungodly come in?

-vrr,-9--.and 1O y V5e9 Mld10 m1 1,1

4erses 9 and 10 certainly have'urposek of showing that the misery that

" " . __is $ ahead is not a cause for despair, because it *s *x God's will

that there wtttbe captivity and he tells where the captivity is'and thus

gives them to know1wkx
when it happeneI, -bet- that it is not that

God could not help Himself, does not exist, but that this is part

of His plaHe is working out as He promised, anc, hey know that

as they go into it, they are going to be delivered out of it. So, this is

" encouragement to God's people as they face the Babylonian captivity.

And 5:1, people see the fviic covenant, the tvitic kingdom which

has been promised that He will always have a son to sit upon Ms throne.

They see this stix seemingly brought to an end, and they gather themselves

in troops. They trd to/J JJ... I'they cannot do anything. Thtuxxx1x He lays

±111 siege against (hem, overcomesiIx them, takes the king of Israel,

and blinds him. There is no longer a king. -H9 givu way to discouragement,

ti1




rtwu God says, It is all part of my plan4.
t
Therefore, I Mm have done

this, because I am working out the plan, and the plan is that the king of
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David's line comes not -fToIL ern from the great Jersualem,
Apof

not from the standing that k has in the wotid, but Mdez God's powerxa alone
and

/t comes from a small tewi-ea1led-Bethlehem- start even as David did, eM
little

even from the same place, tIiI1x Bethlehem
A
This one who we are sure

is going to rule forever, and we are told tIat this one is indeed a
.4

supernatural one whosésgoings forth have b en,,of old, from everlasting,

and we are told what he is going to do and how he is going to stand and

sherpherd his people in the strength of the Lord. And they shall abide------_

that no one w2ilbe able to destroy them, is it not? They shall
earth.

Aide. He will be great to the,ends of the r1it Now, the earth can

be the land of Palestine, or it can mean the whole world. But it would

certainly seem to be pointless
9 ui1 sying

that this great king is going

to be great to the end% of 1iIestine. It would hardly seem reasonable

it would seem quite reasonable to think that he is speaking of the

earth as a whole rather Iliwi just ti a.-'-uf--Pa.tectine, in this case.

i_ç4f He is going to be the king of kin Palestine, why,

he certainly would be great tixx ends of Palestine, vnd that would

naturally follow, and it i.1iJ would not be a sufficient thing to mention

it separately, but he will be great to the ends of the earth, he-w±ld---be
co

gTeeo---e¬-the-earth., and -s-a marvelous promise of what
an

He is going to do for God's people, and something of/understanding

of God's premise- d-His- lanl Excuse T eak4g the-ord'no?

in that connection(IYri1uch verse? Verse 4. ,s th,t ATFAJ-1? I am not
-. u .1

su ."
1 AA

d better know what it is. In English the word is n yet.

(?t 1*L 5-
t et="

ATFAH. And xi I would take ATFM1 there's -_eke in
S..
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~erse
9 and verse 11 and in verse 5:1. That is, here is a situation

we are going to picture. Th.ix He is pictin-i the situation in verse 9

we are not told howsoon it is coming. -bet
,ceervery easily think now.

CIs that the same situation as in the beginning of 3:12'? And of course,

it is. Now, we are given in verse 11, We are going to picture a situation

imagii yoursel in that situation, iow as set forth here Now, in

" _ .iv 0,11A
5:1 we picture a situation, Now we fact a situations 4t is a situation

4 v-the
again of 3:12. they ar'pprcmate1y/same time. This is general

l M1PLId}
situation

,1Jt-G
èfic unei But now, we see he coming forth from

Bethlehem, 1&c TIrth-dortain things, and then now, there s
r41dIv(///i.

"Th result. Don't you think that it says thatt there is a time, a eem4tion.

ç-Thie---±-nt immediate. He is born in Bethlehem. He,-is-net k,

H. i5-dGing_.rt1u 11zii, mid t1Iirnuw tti rel tI1rIt-1Jun i

y-hk that thr.- tim-th

Rft blumd -19 to be barn L Baül.h He is not born in the

temple or
in/Palace

in
Jerusa1em1with

word going forth throughout all

the land, The heir is born,, and everybody celebrating, rejoicing and having

big and he is great to thlds of Palestine, of the land,'

but he is born obscurely in Bethlehem. The angels sing, nt1 the wise men

cpme, and the shepherds, but most people 4011 not know anything about

it whatever. And when Herod hears about it, he only in4 out from those

who saidzit; studied Micah, where he is going to be born, and he has
1fi

not heard otherwise , sometime within the last two years, but he is going

to come forth Bethlehem, and he ês goingtp to

stand, and he is going to, fherd his people, and his people are going

to remain and nowe will be great to the ends of the earth. The greatness

that come tir to the throne which' read all through -the--

Pa1estin,i' is nothing to the greatness that is to come agaim_%4/C4t
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throughout the whole world. But this is not com±ng immediately upon

his birth. Mi This is going to come at a later time, which we are just

picturing now. Do you think that is reasonable)ene, Mr. Taylor ?Or

do you have a better
suestion?7o,

I do not have any argument there.M4tLU43

(3ki{J At cants tu impress as a reasonable interpretationT Uhm. You take
*ftA i,i

thaas giving the reason why his people will remain. No. 1-low do you

take the KI ? ~Op I see. Yes. They will remain because
4i~f4

great
44&.

will remain and continue because their strength is in

4im,




and he will be great to the/,ends of the earth. He will manifest

His power everywhere. Now, does this refer to Hi manifesting His power
-




the Millennial -kingdom? Or does this refer to manifesting His

power in His oversight over the lives of the believers? I am not sure
)b Ict

'±we can decide. I be interested in any evidences which would n

to one or to the other. Of course, if it refers to th believers, it alkt

would alVfa)' continue in tii a situation where He fI' exert His

Millennial control over everything. Well, if we are taking this as

referring to the life of Christ, wouldn't you have_o_t t If you are

yeu-taking this passage, you know, in verses 3 and 41 pi..

the life of Christ, wouldn't you have to tie it in that way? '5es, -

AVAA
&Eay, that is to say, I do not think that it-i-accompli8hed during

HispLinisIE~t~~rthl
I think that it expresses the results of his earthly

ministry and His continuing presence with His people,-w?T1eh-w-4uiAg,

which was only known in Palestine during his earthly ministry, and during

then rirty yearspas
far as 'ého flomMni to a very slight extent, c1

'Jbut
which Has now spread, so that it a etkXM throughout the whole

world. And He is honored by some in every part of the world, and He

shows His marvelous grace in His dealings with'I.people in every part

of the world. Then are you taking that then as His people now? The ones
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whom J!~J? /fhat they are going to remain forever, because He
,yv fl ~ M14d

is going to do this? That they cannot be destroyed. Ys. I see. They

cannot be destroyed. They abide. I think that it is, that is, if you

take this as His present relationship to His people, it would seem

The-entirely possible. I am not very dogmatic on this that it is necessarily
and

the case, but t is entirely possible/in view of the stress$ on

Bethlehem, coning forth Bethlehem, it seems to me that a good

deal can be said in favor of it that they shall abide, God 's preservation

of His They do not follow Him today, and 0 tomorrow they fall

jntci sin and they are part of the ungodly. They fall into sin, but they
His.

are still he- They abide, andie will, if they have truly become

His, He will bring them back. W.rMUT -Till "

t11i-.-[4_ ._u4 1How. would you tj.
Aag

with the last part.
- ;.1't) %4L%J

1/4 P!the greatness unto the ends of the earth, How would that
"1"

be a reason for the preservation of His people now? He exerts His

power. He is great to the ends of the earth now in the sense that

He recognized and honored by some as-h an every part of the earth.
6ifl4CL%M

He is great in that sense., -LiQ-4- recognition now. But

He is great in the sense of power now/ to the very ends of the earth,

in that 4ewe go to the very
7ther1 eid9

of the e. You take

Pearl Bucks' father, for
instanA/er

mother left their home dM

Tent-4.e. West Virginia and traveled week and weeks and weeks across

the oqn W"i"M&,OVI,-eer there to Chin areawhere no baeL ever
--'

herd
off

aid yet the Lord guide* 1 and protected iiW and before these

two godly people came to the endk of their lives, people in every part

of China were honoring the Lord for what He was accomplish through them.
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rL C1
fTI What is significant about saying that? About

saying




~Ar.
Gabl

greathes&& to the ends of the earth? 2ix If it

just means in the sense that I is great now. Because His power has been
C

always to the ends of the earth. Yes, His creative power. iWell,

His creative power.

m+sStonarIt is not actual*y saying that much, unless it would
,1

mean that His power is great in the physical sense, in apparent sense

so that ,al.] men could see. Then it would be saying something significant.

Ya. ,I think that all can see.Well, if you tie that in, if you are speaking

of them. i they shall abide, and the people shall abide, a11-.)

- exerting His power1 )W'1l, this would show the preservation
(1 In ft

of His people, and it would be mentioned içonnection with it. Ye (i4)4y'
il t*v4

th*-be merely .... psical. That isOrigh all kinds

of power.34 res In the days of Abraham life had

j)
/ VHe had a few individuals'

, I EMelchizedek. 'arUer th-hat he had Job. Jn a few &.ase aside from
W.PUtV 4JJl(?' not

ç)the
covenant with Abraham. But there e/niany of them. e id noy c

a~.t

w

r in that n:n;0:sGod:

exert

:

oie is born in Bethlehem

exert Ts yower in that 33ENDEEM

. is speaking of the promised Son ofA.bviic
line. /
8=ef=e. It is He who was born in a manger. Me=i= ==e-

It is He has_gn obscure It




the
at that

time. Well, it was only a few iix centuries before ey Roman Emperor Jt(4C{

Mh d to deal with , they had to recognize Him. Every nation in the world

has to recognize that He is a force. It does not say here that He is

controllii witI zi1liij everything to the ends of the earth. 3ut it

is talking about His relation to His people. He is going to1' them. They shall








**th.at is, there is a climax. There is a point
\ reached.)Jtt±sto goes on it goes on.}tt

\j9It
is not just,". out,/,

These people are oin o manifeft His p ie3thtough their lives, and

His




we cannot date the timeof this

until God's veot)le




power to the ends of the earth.
And

Yes. I think 1o%1,,4ow, I would suggest that very definitely. /$e wil

stand and feed ih in the strength of the Lord, z1 in the majesty

of the name of the Lord his God; and they shall abide; for now

-7((c1Ahail he be great unto tIieds of the earth."

14




he ego h I -n en .,1 J We would have to

that around the 19th century then. LJII'T3th century, Wxaix 7ere

litex probably were ten million Christians in China. In

part of China there were hundreds of churches. There were iany,
pl4 to. ˆv$1;/ .

godly

294

pefore the Mongol,

' you
me,rvry

single square mile that las not been yet. But if you
- aiL-

__mean th has gone very, very far, and -1 individu#""

-cfr
-da&-c-rdge--them-




aarfa*~V~

whom God is protecti and U'sing to bring

others, why, that -x-t t certaily had a tremendous outreach

in the life of ?on after that Anc I4%4
4) a

overNestorian missionarwere-a tremendo

be-kit h ands of churches whi 1 the Mono,,Asia, d ' emperot

~,~prraa
tically annihilat d, but ithñ which.t XRflm5C.,ff I

misiena eties....
1Nji1e

was &1,great
-rmw missionary activities

CIM'D1)
bkin the last couple of centuries, bien unbelief comes in people

like William CareRhe say,it is

great man William Car*mded this school, and they denied e \4rd

and then deny everything that William Careystood for.
I
this is

bound to be protected, because William Carey, that great man of God
k
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built it. tGod says it a place of

mairvelous

act,

t wi,1l be like, 3:12,

4t4 dr
11401 F~i VeW

-S4opliBut He s going to 1 , aid will be great to thnds of

the earth. Now, I am not saying very dogmatically that this is the correct
I am aiji saying that

interpretation of 1ts this verse
1.1 ButAin

view of the nphasis on the
ike i4-4

small beginning Bethlehem the coming fort kgvllf~ Bethlehem, I

thinkt it is necessary to examine t thes verses to see if that is w

J14
4

~~whatispictured,andIdonotseeanyoobjection,anythingintheverses

that denies that interpretation. I do not see anything in the erse$

that denies it. (ow, it is true that you can interpret this in another
in the little

way. You can say e 2 t about his birthpc $//$ Bethlehem,

andt the one who -
1. uJb JLL 1L iI1!.- is going

to be lf I rael Athousand years later. It just barely

refers toot ing more. And then gon t = in verses 3 and 4
1

and jx jumps £d to the millennium, and say that they look Aummok

the events durinj{ast few years before the millennium, and
4ook

at

the millennium and say that in the millennium He will stand and feed

people in the strength of the Lord, in the majesty of the name of the

Lord his God; and they will abide: for now shall he be great unto the

ends of the earth. That can, Verse can, will be wiU describe
a I MF17J

a situationin the mlllnnium. It can fit 4e the millennium. But it

seems to me that verse 4 can also fit very,,wll with our present 1sitatiQn
-, t

fi-A p1
it sgems

jome
that Well, I would say this, Iteaching+y,

had'7wo problems, One which I had in ny first ai at Faith,dfinitely,

because of the Westminster background of some of our students, that is,
t

OPk to show that the millennium is taught, and4
the pasaages like Micah 4:1-4

(X.
there there is no question in the world that there is millennium, that is,
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/lfrl
freedom from external danger, that is clearly taught there, and'a number

of other passage , 44 milinnium is definitely taught. Thin by-

my second year of teachjig at Faith, I found that the tendency1,was to

say that everything is,$llennium. And we have no predictionsO/ "-

marvelous blessing. "apse -drat1lcI fit the millennium. For instance,
94 Z is almost

yo take IsAiah 4, -eid Isaiah 2/i-alms-identical

with Micah fe 'of t ese most important things, but there is Q4
"-1 /

to make it absolutely clear that Isaiah 2 describes the millennium.

4.I do not think there is any other reason -f interpret1g Isaiah 2

..asttenniti but then I foundjiht there, in my third year

I found, students who would Isaiah 4 also be the millennium. Isaiah

4 is 40~a different picture from Isaiah 2. The two are just as

different as they can possibly be. Isaiah 2 is a piq'ire Aemovil f

- Jtx external danger, a coumlete nd of it, where you canC




,Yrhere irotection ther- l's no danger. Isa;ah 4 is
-7 Ito




a itua ion where a
..ene4 ediiU- great storni,

person wouId-be}(. about great difficulties all around thein>

in the midst of which they arepTotected. They have a tabernacle' .fe1!,4
7J

)

a-protection. They-hVê ... a-p'picture &f 1iitee*on which is
rather than wk that which is

temporary,/nep\ permanent. There is protection in the midst of the

sAYK4~1 vtmd thm, And I believe that Isaiah 4 describes an entirelytorms,, al a-z

n A situation
thr

that which is described in I~aiah $ 2. 1

thatt the tendency isto say that there is no millennium, and

everything described here is I the bless ingthat God gives

to His people, or to say that everything here jis millennium, rbct1dmoc
m

everything is physical, and there is no picture
of'AsPiritual

blessings here.t&k

It seems to me that we will have to look at each verse to see what

it deals with. Now, 4 verse 2, 1 think we must all agree that
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this speaks of the birth of Ch istix in Bethlehem. I do not
think0f

_that- any way%erse the description
of4llennily

-47

6 fii _of millenniumi:s-Gae4, or specifically

related to the millenniim. 5:2 is a picture of the birth

of Christ in Bethlehem, it is a specific prediction of that event, and

in the New Testament 12 times Mattheisays these things were done that
)

it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the prophets, and 12 times

he insists that they have there the fulfillment of i specific
/Attt' "D'

predictionjof the first coming of Christ which was cont,.ned in the Old

Testament, and Paul, who wdS-i one of the big .. points of his
tkCh1 I

ministry, how the Lord hapredicted the first coming of

£hiziiit Christ, and how these predictions were fulfilled( the first

caning. 'TflemlThe Old Testament describes the first coming £IUIIL

and , the second coming. And I believe that it is 1tt in 2

his commentary on Revelatior4 who, I am quite sure I have read or
haRwAs

his ... statement that everything in the Old Testament that we can

find a definite statement that the New Testament showing how it is

fulfilled It is a literal prediction of an event which was to

occur and everythüg that we cannot find thus a definite statement

that it has been fulfilled,t! take-ft symbolically and spiritually.

It seems to me that is utterly false. The feet that sane-of-the-s-- things

were fulfilled at his first coming shows-Aft how things will be fulfilled

Athe second caning. And there are those who say tkl&t, Well, he describes

the first coming ziu but the Old Testament is all about Israel, and thefL/

cannot L* 1t anything aboutA
church in the Old Testament,' $6,

anything in the Old Testament that is not talking about Israel or about
at the first coming second

Jesus'ii dealing with Israel,/must be talking about thexx coming
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or about a period after the rapture of the church. That is a dogmatic

resupposttion which I do not think is stated anywhere in the Scripture.

personally believe thare-tribulation if rapture is very clearly

taught in the Scripture. Sometimes I think that it is almost more
&907~taughtthantheiEttiWimillennium.Ithinkthatitisvery,very

the pre-tribulation rapture. But that the Old

Testament is not allowed ... to tell us about anything except

that which is before Israel's rejection of Christ or after the rapturer
Bible

There is no statement in the *t anywhere which requires di4 to

adopt tuch a presupposition of-that,. If we find such a situation, then

we have a perfect right to see tht we find such a situation then OAJ

if we do, to say that this is what we find, but we have no right to pre

suppose, We have no right to say that this must be so/ interpreted '

as to fit it in with such a 1cxEi conclusion. And when

you find Paul making his big arg nn1 ip Romans that this is not
_ jtp /1&,&

something that we should feel_thab-it--3 very, very bad that God should

turn away from xx Isrel, vpry bad but he says, this is predicted

in the Old Testament, anâ.--thew-he says, I am
foy1d

of those who sought

me not He s lly predicted, Paul says, 1A -wurn' the
10, OL

Gentiles. , presupposition

seems to me to contradict the New Testament teaching. Now, it may be

that there is little in the Old Testament about the period in between.

But it may be that there is quite txfx But I

think that we have to examine each thing and decide. And xoaocx I do

not think that we Axix ±txtixxkaxxx have a right to adopt such a

presupposition or to say that if anybody finds the Old Testament
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r4)
describing Christ working t present age, that person is adopting .4"
a-millennial view*t.gH. 1a.

I do not think it. fr10
~TW
1QJen you take

things that are
descrjb(

the mllnnium and explain thaway 't

millennium, view. .W- If you take

things that are describing something else,

then say that it is not descriEibing1?nill7ennium, you are not

tak allenniul i view, - you are just tñixx trying to see

what talking about. And in this case, " verse 2 seems to

be very definitely a description of the birth in Bethlehem. And

verse 4 Ye-e 4 certainly corres14onds
to what happens in the millennium,

but it does not Errs!iiI1x require any 4&t` all, it seems to me,

to k make it fit exactly with what is happening in,tA1iS ge/ among
z47[/L#(Y4tp

God's own people, among those who areAs follow th.-e who-uss born
A vt,

in Bethlehem. No4< of course, if you can prove wux which,~

talking about, then you have to fit verse 3 in with *ithis. If you

can prove 3 is talking about, then you may be able to show
t)pyec

that' what iix verse 4 is talking about. What timp do you get o
4.fl 4.A' 4.

the last part of verse 3) exactly? 'Well, the lastof
3(1it

of course,

depends on w how you interpret the first
partjand

on the ácptixx

other hand,-I if you can be sure of how.iLcan_b.pT-ow

you will interpret the last part of-IT, then that may prove how to interpret

the first. MINIM, this is the reason why he is going to give them

up. Now, what is the reason? Is X'the reason that he shall be
the

born in palace where everybody is going to say, This is great

king. We must all do like te Constantine's courtiers did when Constantine

V44~~iRe~~stoodupande1hortedemViegoodanddo

- claPPed)@t74J d said, What' marvelous Christian idndAw










itA /#ag

p4'/rt A(fWV

they went out and h duttvred 9ver .th.-purtz-±t 4? That is what
t_...-fo±t you have

you get in a situation like tha as long as sin in
hearts

the world. But is it in order that those/whom the Lord would touch
following Him

-rruj -! and bring them into/the-feld would be true believersc7t'

becomeut of BethlehemThat -+swhy he gives them up"and therefore

ehz shall he give them up. That seems to me to be a very possible

it interpretation1 1,ut.4ie8-ttuuii_up, Therefore he gives them up until

a certain time. Well, the time, until the time when she that travaileth

h4"brought fort?i. Now, does that mean that therefore he gives

them up? until the things described in verse 2 takes place? Or

does it mean that it is pointing out something further= on later?
-1

If it is later, 'therefore' mean? I do not know. 1Who do

you think is in verse 3? I think it is God, (Then who do you

thikiis in verse 2? 'tomes forth unto me. mm. I

thk of anything but God. <I'D0 ,ru hAnkf anvti noth Lhn-1?

Do you think that God we.dbe describe in t first person in 4J

verse
2?nd

then the third person in verse 3? k± third ryv

person verse 3? fin the first person in verse

" --

"dL.RG=ffi sera

"-9f- ~~a=e-a-p"r-~~a=e-a-p"r

kid'he -took-it -off-his -body; -And-e-ping
-that -he -fotind-he -gave-j'yf

-

- hLT)said, I was talking with one of the

serviee men there, am/he saiS, one of them gave a paper that he found

OP, 2 on the body of a dead i~13 VAtt''And thei-iin he tookL &Wff

his body. And this tiivct±i thing1that
he found written in English

to
L\

Carl Mclntire. Dr, Carl Mclntire was talking to -1il.N__
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on his radio, and heLswitche from the 1st ,g the third. I think that

he does that advis4edly so that when peopI4turn on rdio, they will know
his But does

who is talking. THe uses/the name there, though. tHe/des not use pronoun.

HEctxxItxxcxHe does not say he gave to him and he is giving it to

you on this radio, unless he is tr introducing hi name to show the change

of antecedent. Now, there is a rra1lel in Jeremih 30:31. Not a close
'

one, but this is a parallel where the ruler 4)1s spoken of as
speaks

coming , approaching unto me. The Lord is the one who/mic* here. MT.




remiah

what how? p93.1. T30:21.
I think that is different from in Hebrew

cfl7text here. Maybe not. Jeremiah...

any way Jeremiah 30:2l.)Y'And their nobles shall be of themselves, and

their governor shall proceed from the midst of them; and I will cause him to draw,
))

near, and he shall approach unto me: Qfj 1arto apprc
-1

imtte3..M4he.e4.."
(This

is Jehovah speaking % as one

whorule1 the nation and th will be like . . -'S were before

->o
" time when the congregations will be established and all the thoseM,1

punished. Well, now-what I am saying here now is that there is a
L

parallelism in Micah thee shall come forth unto me ixt*xtxxxxxxxi

ikai one that shall be a ruler. All three persons are wrapped up in the same

or thee is there, and that is definitely used for Bethlehem, is it

not? Yes. That is right. Definitely Bethlehem and Bethlehem, I think
4:I4

in ths Jewish context. Th. Unto me seems toArepresent Jehovah there.

I see. IBecause J1iovah speaks in verse 13. And especially if you take

v. ±4 13 as Jehovah speaking, then, me in verse $2 of Chapter 5 would
Jehovah JJ

seem to b
444

e/speakjng, too. -'%s. yes. iBut uestion in my mind
is1
ti

yff third I
JwhovRH,spea4Himse1f in the fizt person in verse without any

4- an N
e--= suggestion of chang% antecedent. Y5, I would be inclined to think
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that there are bola two possibilities. I would think that the me in verse

2 is definitely the triune God . In verse 2, undoubtedly, that the mI

is the triune God in verse 2. But in verse 3. fo this reason, after he was

born in Bethlehem he is going to be something,' or for this reason, long

before he is born in Bethlehem, he is going to do something which is
tIt

ted to what

will happen in Bethlehem, and that would tie in with his going3forth hatIf

bee ,o old,, from everlasting. He is the Q)ne who created the world.

He is the lninanuel of whom Isaiah spoke and said the Assyrians could not

take the land, because it is h[ Ininanuel's land, and the
U the triune /3 J

him could refer to Christ, while the me could refer to Xk/God. )/Aq(7f
_ -r

I would think thatL definitely refer to Christ. (You mean the

he? 'Yls, the he in verse 3 definitely refers to Christ. Possibly giving

them up before the time of travail. 'Oh yes. Definitely.fHe will give them

up before the time in which she which travails will bring forth. 'es. 0 I

think that it is entirely possible that verse 3 is dealing with the relation

fxxrxix between verse 1 and 2. Here is a miserable situation. The

Davidic kingship seems to have come to an enc. Why d it happen?

, For this reason. For this reason He doe may

come forth from Bethlehem. Didn't they feel that the Davidic covenant

was rehonored N ti-p[x'I with John ? ng

Adn't they feel that way? I do not know how

many felt that way. iUhm.lertainly it did nt,= work out to p e4ki,

1fxtiIIcxxIj±ktxx
,71ey 4iiie right1if they did.

Tit
rikes me,

Dr.)
that is an nnnatural interpretation. And I say that

respectfully. But it ' strikes me if that ismran unnatural interpretation.

rvq,4~ I want you to say. I was just thinking about this class. And

I was thinking.Suppose in this class we have a person

who in the course of a week makes one excellent juggestion and says nothingwe have A doelse, and suppose/someone else moo=
.a L,IM 14"~P

in
class4who4makes

six suggestions

of which the two are very excellent, and4Ie four are very, very poor. I would

S
- -
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ay that he did twice as well as the one who made only onesuggestion,

that is to sy, lain tremendsly interested in all our minds being ukrIjr

actively ,nthese problems. And I have not the slightest disappointment

if any of you make a suggestion that impresses me as being rather

nonsentical. 4iiiea,.4-may ba wntire.ly wr -â1-4 .thn1c..

ba1Qny+'g.p3sbody

jP But I would feel much worse anybody just saying nothing) becpise .

do not know whether you are thilking or 'i no1Plfl that caseIt'3 idth

George WashingtodP4rlA4'141' That rather nonsensical. Yes, that was.

That was... should not have brought that up. Yes. t3l I should
W, 6UfW4W

not have brought that in. "Well, it is Td to bring that in, but let us

mt t11iit At3MW it too long. Bring in anything that seems relant.

t-taee--±t--ong Yes-,- But the question, the question raised
will give

is, £uikixxtxkix Canhis therefore/hexwr/them up be* Micah saying

something that is going to happen which is explained when you 1J.'t-J

irrxtix understand what happens in verse 2 and in relatim to verse 1
I

and verse 21 3? Or does 'therefore will he give them up xtIIx have

to mean sanethin g that is going to happen after tke verse 2 occurs?

I do not see any a$ priori reason to decide between the two. But the

thing that x drives me towards t the first rulX towardthe oife
gives 74f )

that xii/them up comes before) tt isthe. ,1 therefore seems toerptoi;
asa- AW

give 'the-reason for it, and the reason for it impresses me/most likely

is in order that the great
t?ridic

kingship shall again',i a very humble

beginning! So it does not draw people, because of the gl9ry and glamor
&"I of ZM,!V

of the name because of the excellence of the person and1power of God.

Now,
mare

a better interpretation fxx for therefore, but I have never

heard' Dr. in ordinary literature, in narrative style, the writer
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(goes along and tells about it/in the third person uotes from the first

third person what that person says. How does o make a distinction

between what the prophet is speg prophet, not speaking just

from himself, but as a prophet,1quoting
God speaking in the first person.

How do you tell th difference? And would that have any relat this
always Sometimes

wiatever? is not/ atxat± easy to do. /It is very difficult.
"

ØIJ could be prophet
-'?es,thata possibility ]ici then here. Does the/zxt±i.ise, his

Vown nain No; in verse 3 the prophet is s eaking now/ in the name of the
1W r4s

Lord speaking of God. In verse 2 h is ot the
A

(JYes. 'That wod be a possibility, I would think. &3ebas_en.oing-tha
ft! _________all the time. Now, in a narrative, }wotdt1iL&, I .ouH I could

sayertain thing going to happen in June. That is the ren that

Mr. Faucette is,going to do so and so. I do n ot mean that he is going to
It s

do this after g I mean to1y that he is going to do something

before Jane because of something that is going to happen after June or,

maybe in order to make preparation for something that is after June. / We

will have coimencement in May. That is why we will start practicing our

song tomorrow, and keep it up &4' The fi1ea

c-sU f




-frrtf/ '

f9( -if0,

Res

That could be a very excellent explanation o therefore. Now, maybe c- -o
a ___tkix1i th explanation of theref9re, but I do not know of anyx1

other explanation at al1, I wodid be mucb interested in.

/t t C(t.i
wd....te say that in some of parallel pxitiinof the coming

of the Messiah, you have a*t.tI like tIis in Isaia49(which you

do)
)but

know better than I do))h.lt in Isaiah 49,/*,/he says, And now, saith the Lord
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that formed me from the womb to be his servant, to bring Jacob again to him,

Though Israel be not gathered, yet shall I be glorious in the eyes of the

Lord, and my God shall be my strength." ... and XitwxxIxxi±tt1xmixtixiixxIdixx

And in the me time to come Jacob

will be restored, and meantime I will be a light to the Gentileswhich we

think is a clear , at least I think, is a clear revelation regarding this

present age, 11/4 .1ur clear message regarding what we are doing today. But in

that passage youjlavf the two-fold statement
you-have-the-two-fold-statements--A-,CA,

that Ktx1x 4.a±ng-w±th gatherii of Israel, but Israel is not going

to be gathered. And hence I will bea light to th Gentiles. Now, if that

is put together with Micah 5, ±t-is---not- it does not stretchedulity a

bit, to say that he comes forth to be a ruler. But they say, We will not have

him to be .. ruler over us. Therefore he will give them up, until

the time when the remnant will be produced, aniiere will be reunion of
7k

V%
the brethren sand so forth.

fl/"
Hist suggestion oherefore I have

to fi one, because this interpretation whjc1 J came $ to

years ago when I f
,t spent quit passage. a

result ...' \j/en I first read the phrase/therepre will he

(
give them up, I was quite puazied. But the therefore led me to that, and

I have never heard any suggested alternative) bert this suggestion, I think, is

very worthy of consideration. He isome forth t who is to be 'tI're ruler

of Israel, lthe-± t-be-lL-aeF,.-whose goings forth have been from

of old, from everlasting. Therefore will he give txem up," 74ierefore mean/t9
because they will not accept him as ruler. Th4is an implication. Now, ii

that iJnplicationas good as the other iin
14 al

;
ication that ía it is the

relation between verse 1 and 2the fact that Bout of Bethelehein he is

coming I think that is a thing to be weighed1to see which is best. But/Ut!

ttherefore' is a very specific word here, which I think has a purpose.
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<t4 A/
And which of the two purposes, whether there is still..., we xxxix

have it re ore will he give then up, until the time that she which

travaileth hath brought forth:" The one suggestion in whic you take therefore/0"'

the way seems to e 0 very rsonable, then 3 will fit between the two,

and taking the tierefore the wayid then impress me, the only way I could

think of j1g.'Irurz taking 'therefore then he would say, therefore there is

going to be this long gap between verse 1 and 2. Therefore, for th reason

verse 2 may be ... from Eethlehem rather Ln from Jerusalem. Therefore )3 °
1AA24ti 1r, 2

he will give t1n up until the time that fiicsc to thgs will take plac$-'
L4, "

in other words she that travaileth hath brought forth, and a person would
iie#r

naturally think that she ve-rugt'!or'i the C14 Israel

'WITh brinforth the Messjk or they might say, it an to-be--a woman

-who wa& of David's house who w±±± bring/forth a child, and it is a little JJ

7

8' his emphasis on the mother,

ca'usR -9 spe of the seed of David. It is not unusual enough tc-.

necessarily to prove anything but it is a bit unusual/, I think. ,

that the unusual touches atft the seed of the w ±3u.ig -dwfJrxgrr/

after the event occurred. 'tixi-c8iriook ____

________ but I do not think that they look forward to i. mxtx

and it certainly does not necessarily refer to that. But that would be

a possibility. Until the time when she 1i which travaileth hath brought

forth, and then there is going to be a coming of thosewhom he said,

I have other sheep who are not in this fold, they will return to those that

are in the fold, that are VL~~ the children of Israel, and

ixk he htthii'And the blessings gp forth to the ends of

the earth. If you take'the other way, this mens then that there will
comes

be a gap, He/..-' forth to be a ruler in Israel" Israel whithhas not
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had -the king oDavidic line ruling for a length of 600 years, refuses to

accept this onç, because he is from Bethlehem instead of from Jerusalem.

And they refusJ' acdept him, then he gives them up for a period of

3000 years, and then something happens which we have to fit in with other

predictions in order to find out what it is. %r&&.. a l%tle

lcuL 1- t be able-ta get it LalL sie -ei .-MN It might be possible

that the latter part of verse 1 speaks of the of Chrisnd explains

therefore in verse 3? rsonaly do not tl4nk so, because I think
lJp 4J9, and

__that now which we have inverses 9) d ii hxtk xwurmx

describing a fairly ii near situation in relation to which you have #LI

more distanct future. That is, I would think that in that case the daugh r(

% troops will lay siege against/( would have any particular relevance?t ?

-t--iuJjLnnj hnrA y ar ic'ar veleiri And this would be describing

what is going to happen after verse 2 rather than before. Which, of course,

is possible but it seems to me that the parallel with the other two suggests

that this is the prophecyl'Len do you start the period when the Gentile
it ___believers come in? When do you e- exactly? ~ do not think that tkxwx it

here
states anything/about when it will end. I do not think it ends. Do you

think it ever ends? 1.t-yi tb.nk it -wet - Do' you think that

even during the i lillennium - there .t people .at-re converted to

the Lord? I do not think it ever ends, do you? ~ would moo* think so.

do not think it ever ends. bCXJultxIIiJIkxihAL But I would think that, and

itzeadzzinztkezzewtiáui1tIIuu-.!nx1Inl.&..'t..Jlnx in a sense it never started,

because tlere was Meichizedek. There was Jok. There

believers o the covenant of IsraelI-1w,

mbm=

Lh3ut all ages, but

there weren't many, but the coming of great numbers of them began with

Peter's going to Cornelius. f/Don't you think it seems to refer tKx here to








always
a specific group? ... the point of it-tif you/have Gentiles, If

you always have what? If you always have he Gentiles believers, what

would be the point of this then, that after this happens, then the remnant

of the brethren shall return to Israel? They tiways had them, but thy
&tht412 _____êA' not have many. You have very ft Gentilesgintil

tiQiJx that thing

wKie which amazed Pa tGenles

t:

.... 7
2u4,t "Going back to

the-irrTT-that -e even more numerous than .. Yes, . Gable?/xAftixxtki
Zech. 9:10 A C /ttt! 62iát1

changein verse 8, xxxxxirsexxtcai1xi1x -A' 'I"-01M illustration).

ech. 9:10? es,,I will cut off the chariot from Ephraiin, arid the horse from

Jerusalem, and the battle bow shall be cut off: and he shall speak peace

szkxp unto the heathen:(and his dominion shall be from sea even to sea, and

from the river ven to the ends of the earth.") Then xix verse 11

switches rigiitthe covenant which I have sent forth..." So, no other

qualifying phrase at all like "Thxxx Thus saith the Lord" or anything.

-Trse
9 seems significant. Verse 9 there might inddiately,_

might be a parallel to fiLet's look at that for a minute. Verse 9:

'Rejoice greatly, 0 daug1r of Zion; sheut;-9-dlighter-ef-Jerusalem--

behe1d;-thy-King-eeeth-u-thee-he-is-ust- Here God speaks: will encamp about

mine housse of t1tTy1 in verse eight. God speaks and predicts/ to

H ____Zion, Thy king comes and describes the king in the third person. Then-01

verse 10, I will cut off the chariot from Ephraein and and the horse from

ii / (I,
Jerusalem, and the battle bow shall be cut off: ... I will, the triune God,

1/ cA4edI,
'land He shall speak peace unto the heathen: That is the Lord"!-pa'e', and

his dominion shall be from sea even to sea, and from the river even to the

ends of the earth. As for thee also, by th¬blood of thy covenant I have sent forth

thy prisoners oöf the 1t wIiiein 13-lW watei The I of the triune God

and the He of the Messiah. Wrather mixed together. -t--- --I
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0.
I thought it was. It could be. It is interesting. It is very

interesting/4V4"',""
I appreciate your mentioning it. JMay I ask one further question there?

rH That is, do you feel that abide is the iaãr &of YashaVof verse 4?

YashaWis a word which is very frequent used of a temporary

abode. It is frequently used of sojourning. Ii--a- word

____ r*1 ''gia1d sccm,
7(-4*

js1ae is taken from

pei1tcipiLtS ,1 4bh. uf, yL Sr1g It would

seem to me to be a very appropriate word to describe those who are pilgrims

and strangers upon the earth, a-hasiiot settled
14

__living1tents like Abraham and Isaac1 there looking for a city which has
see$fn

. foundations. YASHA would muxxxvery appropriate, but not necessarily

that. It would fit very appropriately with it. They will wiajj-cUflentith

tesojourn. They will not be, become discouraged and quit and say

-that this is a lot of foolishness. We go back to the óded worldor

be overcome by itx the world. It would t

f,
very appropriately. But I

am not sure whether the word abide-O"e1 in English the best

the way. Maybe you can txkx±Jie think of a better one. Or if you

±1 take it, if you take YASH4/in thui..uc connection with,future, something,
4.C4Li

to happen shortly be$fore the millenniiin, I think that in order to rc
4'ta*

that we hiix have to take all the passages thatArelate
to that and

compare them together to see how they fit But if you take it in relation

to that, what woulcfnk tiiijvc the precise

4thei-? I would couple it with

~~ of V0444r&.Tlasha

i myself. I woul.d

not be dogmatic there, but I would couple it with '4&,7and say
when

that /Micah uses Yashalf_h;u$es it only a few times, and I haveAlist of
downstairs ' I'

the references of Ysha, but I would say that whn he us,YSFLA
depict A -i'--ç

/e
uses it to Fx.t.rrr something sedentary.oree, .th.r I
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/
only a few times really, and I hi1nkJI do not have the list

a4A JJf
with me but you could not *a:ke a*". argument, but certainly 4:4

'Yfrl
depicts something sedentary, dnn't you think? Oh yes. "But they shall

sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree ...."




li mean that it

implies a situation of perfect composure and rest. It doesi not mean that

they are going to stay there all the time. It does not mean that they are
right ____

going to sit/there and wiiix stump, but perfect composure and rest.

meanSthat they will be able to go and sit down there for a few minutes,

and not have to say... Look, we had better go inside the wall, for we
-r

will be safe re. They are stable, they are not harassed. They are

J?9!AW.-Iod are not ibitterly chased around. I kind'feel that he uses
uld it

/1
YASHA'in that sense. ' nd in that sense thenp.eit that

f




time

qy

w
"me

whatever this xxrefers to is a time when there will be no persecution?

7Well,
My feeling is that it would refertiast when t persecution,

would certainly not be normal. Yes. I am not prepared fer-

correlation, other words, it would refer to the millennial time?

I see. Then that suggestion is that oh, yes, he stands and feed them

in the strenght of the Lord. That means that verse 3 ix would describe

a period shortly before,miliennium and verse 4 would describe the millennium.

And Øof course verse 4 does




~y
it the Lord does

() millennium, but it does not eem

in th
it is Rat

to me i.at the/i xxxiix he slig

'thatan describe exactly what He does t now. And of course, if He does

not now, He still does it in the millennium.
7,

was amazed in discussing

Mr. MacFarland and Mr. Kim i andçverai other fellows with whom I had

difficulties
difficulty

in the past year, an
,two

or three more men in another

institution I was amazed to discover that there was not a single thing
they did not feel

in Isaiah ii, not a single thing which/.describthe present work

that Christ does right now. Yes. I think that I knew this beforehand, but
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4,- :1
by word of mouth/directly and so forcefully. )J

I, never lnew,as - -kiew-new- - I tiink that this
He does no%(but you seeas "

dees.
descbeS(th1

I question rises in my mind,Aj when we recognize

beterJust what He does idx now and what He is going to do in,'fl/

future day
/.!C

time is up. Right at that point I had a

little.rq tell you next time. Would you iij remind me to
~
~b~

do that? I t won take me too long but I think....




t

'f

Taylor: Do you think Josephu do you think that his account f is worthy

of our historical x consideratio of the fulfillment there?

with regard to the
predictionJJL,W,414'

1ie1n,'

but I wu11 thinli that

You mean the Antiquities of the Jews Yes.
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ULFILLED PROPHECY Side TWO (2) December 8 l%5????

t
We were looking at some interesting things lasttime.

l.t We have a s amount yet to cover,

and yet e- there are so many interesting matters in this section that I

think that we ought e- to er spend a little more time on it. This verse

we were looking at last time we discussed the possibility of he will give

them up , and I think that it was illuminating and made some progress, and
what is meant by

thIV'we discussed/whether she which travaileth hath brought forth. I think

we have noticed some evidence for various possibilities. I think, maybe,

it would be worthwhile to look a little bit more at the possibilities

of the remnant of his brethren shall return unto the children of Israel

What yould you say arethe possibilities of the meaning of the children

of Israel? To return to the children of Israel. Does this mean the whole

of Israel? Does it refer to a part of the Israel? What thes it meant?

What do you think, Mr. Buraga? ... I think that it refers

M
to the nation of Israel as a wholel. As a whole? That is it. The reiei

remnant of his brethren shall return unto the children of Israel.

You think that they

return to the nation of Israel as a whole, that is the children of Israel. The

Soeboiy who i
nof Israçl e- returns.

___ .I think that a part of the nation which ap_.ap.iy
is

/14 I see, a part of the nation which was-scattered returns to the bulk of

13the nation whichI
notAscattered .)

You mean. I would GIQ to the land,

to Palestine. You mean to take the children of Israeli as the land of Israel.

Ya, the land of Israel. So, the res'of his brethren will return to the

children of Israel. That is an interesting suggestion. What is your suggestion,

Mr. Harding? I see two possibilities. One is to see the nation of-sae Israel
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not
as far as this term is concerned/in the context, just the nation of Israel,

r




and the other that would strike me would be the spiritual Israel in contrast

with those who are just physical Israel referringlike wren Paul in Romans 2,
these two

you know. As far as the term is concerned,/4-would be the onesa- that

would be
er

outstanding to me, as far as the meaning_14especlYA'

the context That is, you would say that there are two possbilities
or

for,,1sral, the physical Israel and spiritual Israel, which two could overlap,

but they would not be identical. Well, the Physical Isral I would hr

think we1- be brVder. You see what I mean? Yes, physical Israel... some

use that as physical. This would mean the physical Israel as a whole or

that part of physical Israel which is alto the spiritual Israel. That is very

interesting. Mr. Dunzweiler, what is your suggestion? As a possibilityr
of this Phrase.

-

interpretation,-'sau.. Well, it could refer to the pe possibility of the

Gentiles, the remainder of 1his brethren, the wall partition broken down,

there was enmity between the Gentiles and the Jews. This would refer to

-eke believing Gentiles returning to the spiritual Israel as a possibility.

That would be &e- taking the children of Israel in the senond sense which

Mr. Harding suggested. Yes. Uhm. But interpreting the first part as meaning

the spiritual brethren, who are not of Israel. Mr. Gable? Ah----Afiy-pe554be-

What possibilities do you see there? I would suggest the same that Mr.

Dunzweiler suggested, of the Gentiles, th e remnant of his brrt n, just

looking forward to the time of-- when the r-i4-- light,u to the Gentiles,

and the Gentiles will join the children £ of Israel who would be the spiritual
fi\ was

Israeli of Cod. That part of the physiaal Israel which w5--4-the spiritual
0

Israel. Believers, speaking in general, the believing Jews. The spiritual

Jews. Them. There are two suggestions made so far as the phrase of the

passage as a whole: one here is that the chidren of Israel stands

of the land of Israel, and t e remnant of his brethren returns to the children

of Israel means that thie t of bIe physical Israel who are not in the
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Whether this
land, coming to the land./The/remnant of the-- his brethren compose the /lO of

the Israel or 3/4 or only 1/4, whatever it is, that is, they come back to

the children of Israel means t at tliQse g1lil ren of Israel who are ffe- in
A_~P' P"', IPIPIdIveft"'12".the land of Israel,.___w-M Na- loAthe land. And the other interpretationfl I

that is suggested is that it means .I-.t1ie .i1mtvpt"UL-01 brenthren eane-- who are

these-who-are not of Israel returning to, that is, converted,e-he and coming

to join with those who are spiritual Israel, and who are physical Israel, too,

but not all of it, of course. Now we have these two gat*x interpretations

suggested. Mr. Taylor, would 14 you have any third suggestion .-
7

Except

that a possibiltty is that the last is the physical Israel, their land,

and all the people that remained in the lath at that time, artiuefremnant of

his brethren are the Gentiles, or whatever y-we- you wd call it. The Gentiles

in a particular sphere. They are turning beside or turning among the physical
literal /

Israel tho at that time were/nIie Jews at that time, His own. Isn't that identical

with what Mr. Harding gave? He said, maybe I missed it. Yes, he said, me-is

It is identical except that he is putting the time element- there.I would -

i-f /I4ZUC41) AAI vPa
take it as the spiritual Israel, though. spiritual

relationship to the Lord. Is that what you meant? Well, or the

JIJes saved or ...? do not like either, but I do not know how to say it.

I mean the Jews that have , if you say it is the spirtu?l rela ionsIip to the

Loi.salutary, yes. In other words, a

Ya, a portion of it." portion of ee+-4&...k+ physical Israel, and th.?

these thJee- come and join with them, the Gentiles that belong to

the &WT4, am not sure about the joining with them, but coming into approximate

relationship witJL You will notice that the Hebrew text uses Ayin Lameth

there rather than El, and uses besides, of course, a lot of meanings,

r
but - it does not often mean unto or 4 to in the directional

very
sense of it, is/often found i\the case. Strictly speaking, I would
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think that El with an would be unto and El with AYIN would be be upon

or near or aside, besde. Actually there are many, many cases where AL would be...

40
I am amazed ho-y find, where the word is used, where ti context shows

atMI
that it is just I am surprised/that, but I do find

T
Yes,Yes, I am pi*-- surprised at that, too. Sometimes, wh4

those cases, I wondered if I could A*ett- a little'implified in the first

place. But it certainly means that sometimes. Yes. But then you are

expressing yourgreement with the second interpretation that Mr. Harding

gave, but you were saying that. I do not think that he said anything about
14- talking mettb- about

time/ I was not referring to time, but I was just eg-e the phrase

T1LL i1 d-the

A

Israel, not1he rest of Yes. You would

agree with tha you'not 4 offering any third interpretation of the phrase,

the meaning of the remnant of the- his brethren or the meaning of the children

of Israel. But then you were suggesting applying it/se-a different
it

that which Mr. Gable was suggesting. Mr. Gables seems to refer/to the time

shortly after the physical life of Christ on earth, if 1 un)derstood him correctly.
Iv4

And you were saying that posib1y.o a time later on11es, I think so. Do you .,
be brought ,44UjALSM.have any other passage that would/hMg into relationship with4'(.- as i-.kwhen

such a time might be?TThe time of regard- regathering or the time of gathering
of I

of the brethren who were not/Israel ,o the nation of Israel?ell, Time

if you can sa it eEactly, or what passage would you say is parallel with the
lately

time. Well, I have not worked on that ,but I have been working on Ezekiel. I

do not recall off hand, although I think that the overall concept of _the Gentile4

conversion and the reunion of Israel is not for-A. But I can _F)~L4~1,09 t
I

passage TE -46~e Mr. Gable? &Is this return physical or spiritual?

We have discussed then or therefore she wed- which $ travaileth , the children of

Israel. 4, 1 would say that it is very difficult to answer that en-simply on the
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JAJCtf 1 3 /11'
basis of because the word4.f (.thv is used in both s-- senses.

It is very frequently used for repeating an act, to return and do. Maybe I should

not say very frequently, but I understand that there are,good many cases where

you do a thing like that many times, or if you return to it. if you keep on doing

and then .J')V' is very often used where one comes back to one's first

love, making a complete change of direction. And it is used in the physical

sense of coming e- back to a place where you were1before. They use the word

thus in the physical sense, and in the sense of relationship and in the sense of

simple repetition. Ittr±r1hs4 ror repetition you have to have&nother

verb, and there is no/verb here. That is, therefore,-&= not applicable at this

p- point. But the word is a rather broad word. It certainly could mean

physical. I think there would be just as much reason to take
it4possibly meaning

conversion.




It is used very often, I believe, where the Lord

speaks, Return unto me. Of course, here it does not mean physical coming back.

The problem that I would have in connection with your suggestion here would be

that this seems to me a specific group of people. But now yot suggesti
vtV3

before,that the Gentiles had returned before and this refers to a large amount

of returning at this particular time, but I have a hard time to fit in that

in there in that way. Because to me it sounds like here / is a very specific

group of people that is retklrning now. I am not so much interested in time now.

j 'A çi
42i s#tABut in this ) ju t ca ot rconcile my mind. (100) I am not sure

that the phrase would necessarily mean specific group. I would say that
his

refers rather to a general group. It could be. It is the remnant of he brethren.

Now, to me that sounds very, very specific. The remnant of his brethren sounds

like apar4e-a particular group. Very, very frequently the article is used.

Of course, it is not s.prg here, but the construct state would demand it with

the pe pronominal suffix. What is the Well, yether
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is iti h brother
Yes. Yes. if followd' words brethren in the plural with a pronominal

suffix, which would make it definite, and to me it sounds like a specific group,

and I just can't reconcile the two in my mind. You see what I mean. Now, let us

see how the word is used here. Yether... is translated in the King James Version,

excellency 3 times; remnant 14 times; residue 8 times; rest 63 times, and
is

that which has been left three times. Of course, it/simply expressing along

14 A4AIJM
thi1ine. That word rest, have you any idea of ... Is that the idea of left

over? I suppose. Oh yes, it does not mean.
4t1U

(. hat which has been left,

the residue, the r mnant is used 14 times, the restMls translated 63 times. Well,

let us look at here. Let us see what light we get on

The rest it says, yether. What is over and abpve. It says the rest of the

he-kg- oil that (is) in his hand; rest of the prey which tie men of war
had,Ag

restof Gilead, and all Bashan, (being) .., rest of the kingdom of Sihon king of He.

1rest of the people bowed down upon their; restof the people he sent every man to his; if

rest of the people he delivered into the ..., Now therefore gather the rest of the

people, And the rest of the acts of .... I sounds you he have got some here

and you've got the rest/of them. Yes, the rest refers to that specific group

that is left. ±hat is in distinction now. This is the thing; I personally

feel inclined to your irterpretation of therefore, but this here I just do not

see how it fits in. Well, I do not think that the rest means necessarily a

14 k1
specific group, but it means what remains of this s ecific group. That is still

specific in itself. Oh yes, It does not me 1f,ttui'

tha-±sTOt'--geg6The ....




J+
You have put this just before... You have

said that before. You said that the remnant of his brethren , part of his rEthren

would be before ... and then a larger group here I do not quite get you. n

other words, the way you have explained before, unless I had misunderstood,,
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you said now, the rest of his brethren, this would include the Gentiles. Now

some Gentiles have already joined, and now this is gem going to be a greater

amount -that- being joined at this time such as when Paul went out and preached

the gospel e etc. to the Gentiles, and to me sounds life a specific group,
you

that is meant. I do not see how/could say that part of this group would include
could

that which was before 00 øt1jAMof this (233) How you/include aRkxxxx

4itP1 J
any ó+-tr .1/. andsay that this is a larger amount of this particular




/1.group. Like all the usages that you have read, while the two are distinguisheddistinguished'4t

/)Alentitb in themselves, separate from this group. Here is one group ad the rest
1 41

of that. Those two are distinct. They are two different 4-ee- categories. You

have this gr- group. You have the children of Israel. And among the children of

Israel there are many who are e4r brethren. -e-.--who believe in Him are truly

His, and so his brethren. But then he brings into fellowship with the- this

group the rest of 4 brethren. The others who are his brethren who are not
the children of

part of/Israel are brought in tTb fellowship with thee part of the children of

Israel that are his brethren. Then would you say tI the Gentiles were part of his

M Cal Schildren of Israel $ prior to the coming of Christ? Well.44, =11,v4 his brethren

when they believe* They are his brethren when they were foreordained of the

Lord before the foundation of the world for salvation, they were his brethren

in process and in purpose.. to me, it sounds ii!7very specific.

And of course, with the waw, it sound
like.\\this

would happen right after this.

That you would have, therefore will he give them u , until the tine that she which -ay

Itravaileth hath brought forthiAandA h here and, and then
1

the rest of his brethren return. It would sound like this )ei the
.41j44 would go 4T

result of i.kt h/ee8 before. Ye. This, to me, would be natural way

of taking it. And I would have a problem seetrtg'r how you could say,

If this were the Gentiles returning to them, ho Id say that part the Gentiles

had already returned e- prior to this t. e. Do you see what4 meantl?'4 You mean

those who came the Jewish . Is that yea- what you mean?
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'4

e'h
Well, I would include any Gentiles in the

statement that. Are you saying that only the Jewish proselytes would be saved?
saved

(V No, there probably were not a great many people/before/ who were not Jewish,

were not Jewish pe proselytes. There certainly were some. What ye would

4-0 ei4P
do with them in light of this? They would then return, to his brethren/

before this time. Do you see what I mean? Well, now, berett1e Gentile4, say,

before Christ was born. Now, if he is saved, then +e-become one of

the brethren of Christ at that time or does he e not? I am trying to think
had

of an illustration. If, suppose you have-a hundred olive trees, and
you tp1

you tell somebody o-y,/peee come and pick all you want ~~a

tree-ere. You tell somebody else and say, you come and

pick what you like out of these five trees here, and then Vnem you go out,C'

you pick olives tp out of 20 trees. Then you say now, next month I am going to
all etil

r±e1i- mT&-get all the o1iveV from/the rest of the trees. Well,.the restf the

trees would be those which you had not told somebody else to pick and those

that you had not already picked ... of what was left. In that case

there would be seventy of them. And the whole group is a specific group, but
'41 0

*xoa
t!*~ervv

4Y'tT
I do not know if you can say that the what was left

over after the olives had 1ready been tak It could be a specific group

but I do not think that the were-- word/necessarily characterize the yether.

Well, I mean it is what is left over, I if you

are identifying this with the 14




MI1 he saved Gentiles. !-doot
a-uyu?fl Mr. Buraga?S

think e about 11t. .Ty-eb- / I do nbt think that the

__
I

Gentil
-1ever

designated Tw&e -Nte~w e stament as the remnant. 4etword,

All Now this english word remnant
thiyyether

is o' translated the --eii--

remnant only fourteen times. It is translated rest 63 times. This is just an English

Opk word the remnant.
_IPMYO

u can use the word remnant in a specific techica1 sense,
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you use it

dPI
or you can use the word e ann remant in a general sense. tf/±-±-ted-in a

general sense, .ai- ftd . rest. (282). But it is exactly the
very

same Hebrew word. This word
reminds,ff

what I thought was a/good illustrtion

of the difficulty of understandingword5 There was an Italian I knew in the

University of Chicago. He had been a professor in Italy, and hews- was quite

a4ijjft4t (284) And of course he lectured in ItaliflR there. Then
beca'e and

he went to Spain, -",/he was against Mussolini /He lectured in Spain, md

the Civil War came in Spain, and there he escaped,,4iis
life &-"--e-- from

bombing two or three times, aid then he came to America, and he was teaching over

here. I attended some of hj--4- his lectures at the University of Chicago/ a4_
aaii1LM

And on and he wanted to show how you determine the history of

the French languagey-ftTll-. You find, he say., a word, a French word which is

no longer us in Parbut1wh4ov ft?st .. i11 used

by tS over in the ew- west ed

by tilL.&~




in between idisaPPear , He e
/
his

is proof that this-rd thii French word which as used in Paris spread out

all over France, and then in Paris n new word -t1- place, and this new word
I on

replaceqit but out/L, the edges here in two opposite directions you find Me
rji4iJ how

res that word he Then he y--i tell1,/in another case there A a

Paris . .word in Paris used '-hundred years ago, and today it is gone, but you find 2
down in

t+re rest of it up in tI'te- north of France and you find rest of it/in the sier-
of at4pj

south France. So, iese two rests, I(e said, / itrs distance prove that
-4i,t4 lje -new is lost, in most

the word te was an old word in French isretained 4;,f4/
in this sense. Here is another word which is used in a section near to Parts, and

you find this word sp 4g in" only one direction, it -4s not

prove anything But when you find it in two unrelated areas, you can build a

theory of the development of the language. Well, I was talking with him wile-en
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while we were taking a walk together,,I said to him, Professor, H, n English

ordinarily we do not use the word rest in that sense, that way. There are

rests of a word used he e and here. W might say there are remnants of it,

or the emainder of nJth-rg but we dorxt ordinarily use the word re t in

that way say

that you found .e restf -TT -a--of the gae graduates of Faith

Semin r -e-- in Alaska and other rests of them in South America.America.
to 4f

Well, next day he saw me, and Dr. IacRae, you wrong. I have looked up the
7h,.ic

word in the dictionary an it says4e rest meanG thing left over. So

he hettgh felt.1t _149 t' /'71U4'11UUA4-1- bave the
have the

but I:v:rheard f4word resZee:~d~T

or since. I never have. But here e yether is translated remnant 14 times,

and it is translated rest 63 times, which would seem to me to suggest rather

strngly that the word normally has a meaning very much like our word rest,

4. fráJ'
something left over. You take some and the rest is4left ... But that s also

S I'
can be used 5peeite}y- as specific part left over in such a way that our

word remnant would seem to fit it better than word rest. You cannot e build

anything on whether the King James translates the word remnant in one case and

rest in the other. We have to, as! far as the Hebrew word is concerned, it does
is

rot proyc whether it implies a specific group or whether it is just what is left

rr .NA /1over. Just two ee- other questions. Yes. I would like to ask in connection with...

Nw- Now, how specifically would you idenLify the children of Israel? How

specifically? Yes. That we cannot tell. Whom would you include in them, I mean,

with your interpretation? With the interpreation that I was suggesti$ng the

children of Israel would be these--e- the spiritual Israel, those Israes

(hewho were eay- carrying on the true olive tree e God's witness




. -tre

foldowed Christ and now beginning to proclaini His Word. Would you include
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all saved Gentilesl in that, too? In the children of Israel? Yes. In this

particular case, I would not think so ka'.-there is my problem. If not,

I'if this is only' spiritual Israel, what happens to the Gentiles who were saved
are

before this time? They/already in heav aren't theyl, at this time?

You mean the people who are living there, the people who are living at this

time and who are saved but who are not Israelites? -:.Wll fou take

Cornelius. When was Cornelius saved? Who could say? eftt-4-.. Who

can say E?te was a godly man who feared God , was onewho qt y/ endeavored

to help God's people. He was a very godly man. And the angels/ said, Cornelius,

your prayers have come up e- before God, and he said, Send ja~ to Joppa aid

get one who will instruct you more fully. Then St. Peter came -v-e-eveRg

With to - nd immediately with joy he received Peter's message. now,

Peter!n was rebuked b his'lP for having gone to the )340)

Gentiles, and9atewith them. Peter said,the Lord directed me. He said,
just

-'ttr---Li eitgh 1ii rrpl -e They were received by the Lord/as

e same as we. Now, I would say that Cronelius came to ehi1- the children of

Israel, when he eae-e-Pee-as joined with Peter. to wh Je certainly

was one who was from all eternity designated to be saved, there is no question.of that.
at what immediate stare

As to what precisei moment you would say that/e=wa5_ ed&e]i__ he became

one of the true spiritual people related to God we are not told. Tie certainly

was not an enemy of God before. Suddenly he became one at-1'd following

God, because he was anxious to do whatever God wanted him to do, but he needed

,,/'fuller
instruction.,....- But I would be inclined to think that the

one who believed e one who was a true servant of the Lord

who was not a-----------a Israel, now,tie message was there) that -w--- God would
into

bring him with-contact with the message. I would be inclined to think that.

I would doubt that if there would be really true spi/ritual believers living
into

whom God did not bring/contact with the message. Isn't this the 4 idea, though,
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here..tIit-,.- Is it your idea that the spiritual Israel and the spiri4tual

Gentiles all be united? No. I do not think that this expresses an organic

unity. I think that it means the ee- coming into the fellowship with the

invisible body of Christ who belong to the Lord. I do not think that it refers

to the physical ... Now, if that is the case, that is, if you

are referrin to the- this as the body of Christ, then what we4d happeicto
/11

the Centils before this time? Are they 4 not included? You mean the true

)I A,believers who are Gentiles? Before this time? Yes. -wpd--- I would

say that they were included, but guess this would not be confined to them ....

they would be else might have picked 'Nt4aw_.). they were aleady

picked. These are the ones, the rest of them... The others were already picked.

lki
do not want to abor r this, but ye if you limiting4o the eI]i'i- children

of 1-srael then to the Jew, ad not to the saved Gentiles, and then the rest
ar

of theAGentiles return -j.t o the 5pi9- spiritual Jewsçto make up the

IVI
invisible body, then what happens to the other saved Gentiles? How many other

saved Gentiles were there on the earth at the time of e the preaching of the

gospel?. I do not know. This would include all the time before that. q.pu

mean you {nclud')ll the people that were already dead?

well, anybody. The-e you including just the living then? Oh, I see.
p

I see. eei- -'se-- I see. That would help alleviatg the question that I had.

I was thinking of the dead, too. I was thinking of including all. Now, if

you think of the dead, I would say that before this time those who had died

would have gone to be with the Lord/with those who wer




44 ~
e aved They would be

___ ,, k /
mainly out of Israel. But Mere would be individuals,db s. But theyV

/
think

wunited with them surely in heaven before this time. I do not/kink that there

would have been a gr at Ni=number of them, wi rere I would

thfi- think that he- saying that as a real result of ncarnation of ,
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/1

/
as a result of ... if you ....

thcnAcomes
the great multitude. If

Yoy
are

identifying them as the living I can see how it would fit. I that--
L




.kf you'e including the dead the- and the living together. You know together,

I could not fit them in. I really never faced that question/ before. I

always thought (3b(). But it would
s1em

; v
to me now lthat you raise the question.the living".; perhaps- considerj/.-.

TYours

I
is actually a suggestionoften offered that this is the church, the

' M Peter
church age, the pentecostal age. Just like that Job/says, TLiis is that which

was spoken by the prophets. Now, of course, he did not say that this is all
LIoiAf

of that. God saictYoung men shall prophesy and old mensha1l dream and I

will pour out my spirit. There was a great outpouring o-M entecost. 1-e_-44-4
% If!

When e]d you say that your old
men,4ream

dreams is
0' ICIA

different from saying that +he man is going to kick 'th touchC't

If I say that the man is gong- geig- going to kick-e touch... down, he

will kick the touc down and If i saS''' ,
1n ch . that the descendants of this

man s-e- are going to kick-he toucnS that refer on

hundreds of years. *v- r--'-1e

You4 have a parallel situation ifi-weh-he-e-6-eRe-1s-way

in which the Gentiles are identified this way, and in which the church

is ee54e-hs-wey-- predicted in this




.Wgion
In other words parallel

passage1
in which the 1 is identified

with the Gentiles converts, the children of Israel, the believing
Jews4dAllshe-union being on this time(4O2).I do not thin eJthi 4c"/fr

/14iIJterminology. I believe that there armany predictions in the Old Testament v
V

4
of the Gentiles coming to1light,

and the light of Christ going out e+rr thei.' 44((
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But that particular terminology I do not if ftrE is used anywhere'r I have

across) ;Certainlynot come across) ;Certainlyacross) there 4 good 1nt for seeing Christ

all the Gentile converts and - not w4h brethren, I mean, seeing after
Roman and yet

the language
of/RefiAand4.

not, 9es. that seems to be even broader
just

than,the Gentiles concept. That seems to be -4e Gentiles and the Jews, too.

-Mk-h- 4-w& inkin

wou4 If you would say,

I am going out to look at the rest of the houses, you are implying that

£LaQli.bft II 6tthere are some that1 yu are going to look at. What I mean would be that

there is one group here and 4 there s another group here. This oup4 is

,?icw
one thing and that group is something else. Yes, but,bth are his brother's.

lOne group is
44-1- 1 definitely

his brother/s
I kl

and the other the children of Israel \'Well,/efie is not aa/ his brother's

-att1gtro'rr±-s-Q!Icy e- cannot be all of them, or

would the rest of them. It might imply

that there must be a third cate ory, maybe deceased or departed thing.already
\t/i C(A. jcj.4

no longer taking part in I ie-thy return.

the rest of 1
family if part of it already so it might be that

the other part rest has gone on ' It could be. But you would not

normally.us.it. , I I say, Come home, and my father and

my mother Come on, have dinner with family. Now, my

ither and my father have passed on. I do not say, every time I invite anyone,

I would not say, Come and have dinner with h the rest of my family. I would

rDt say that. After--eh I might say that about a month after e they

died, but after that I would refer to the family'living. But whe. I say, the rest
we




Ah' 4a
of it, I."" imply that have in mind certain ones particular

nii1J

r7 P
Someone might say, What happened to your family thelast fifty year-

Dr. MacRae? You will say, Well, my mother and my father both died, and my

-At4;' 411/')
three brothers and

sisters1all
died, and two cousins died and the rest

/
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1of

us doing such ahdsuch. That would be/uitenormal usage of the word.

Yes, the rest, or remnant does not have to be a specific group, but just that

which is left overDDr. Your suggestion at the moment is that this be taken,

the remnant of his brethren refto t spiritual entiles,hall return to

the children of Israel that is spiritual Jews. May I suggest another possibility-
/ some of these s ,

e-e- or two that might tie in? I put/-combination/togehher,,

see some of these combinations would fit. Some of them might not fit

at all. Here are the combinations. Unsaved Jews being the remnnt of his
-1

brethren returning to the spiritual Jews that could bArPe thought eschatological.

The a unsaved Jews are united with the spiritual Jews. Ies, with the remnant
TUJ 0 1of his brethren, Asome of th'. Yes, that is right. That is What I mean.

It would not have t4ll Jews.Dfhatis right. Another possibility the spiritual

Jews out of the land returning h to the spiritual Jews in the land, that
M

is,in repenetance they return. I do not see that. jIOk. I do not see how you

could call the children of Israel simly the spiritual Jews in the lan . O,K.

Please knock that out . ... \hout some
ev)flhe

third possibility

the spiritual Jews retrning to the physicàJews in the land, or just to

the Jews in the land,
,.\eschatological.

That is right. Yes, -ag---lhat is

J physical
Mr. Buraga's suggestion. The , Jews reUunring to the spirittial Jews

in the land, ee1eea7- and Z along with that or possibly, not eschatological,

the captive Jews returning to the Jews remaining in the land. That is, from

this time persective with Micah. Yes. The captive Jews and the dispersed Jews

would be the same, isn't it? Except that the dispersed Jews returno the
\rlAftA

physical Jews in the land, could be dveschatological. Of course, the time

perspective, we we could fit them both together. One another possibility is...

Just one Itp here. I would be iRee- inclined, well, returning to the

children of Israel, you imply that you mean the land, it would a sort of suest

that a very 1g large portion is already/U If the land i's-deserted, it there

were hundred* people in the land, and there were illiot outside, you would not
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say that the restof the brethren are-returning to the children of Israel

mean at the millionk rM coming to join the ten? You would have to have a sizable

number e- for that, to say that. If you just meant the land of Israel, you

could say that.
P

Yes, there is an assumption that- there that is qute a clear

implication. Another possibility: The spiritual Jews returning to the

physical Jews. You would say, what for? Well, o preach to them the gospel.

The spiritual Jews, the remnant of his brethren returning to the childre of

Israel to preach the gospel to them. I doubt if that ... used that way.
A1t.ii/

I would doubt that.
4f.

F V all in different part# of t' world,.

(rLtl1i'all over theworld And the children of Israel in one place. -M1- the spiritual
4mnJt) ,iiit o!4ta -4'

I

Jews wLLJ come to _.1a._-f' e re to preach the gospel. I woul n

think that it would be used or just p- apart from the spiritual Jews.
Md

At least notj small. You say that the rest of the world will returp. If

Lsay. I say that in the next week I am going to

2rest of the iye ~tree and you go out and you find that at the end

of the week I ten out of the 4-- 8D. You said that you would

do that the rest of she- today? Why, I would say, Yes, it is th'e restof

ten. Well, the rest would be eighc not ten The rest, I thinK, means

,everything that is left over, at least in English.P Even the unsaved

Jews returning to the spiritual Jews - o me

ttre iTftTiT nt-i

the first one I suggested. The unsaved

Jews returnin; to the spiritual Jews That sounds a little questionableto take

spritual Jews as t1 children of Israel. You've got to see.- the

normal ;'Yes, that is right. Granted t'ou could take the spiritual Jews

as equivalent to the children of Israel. but in this special context, 1
4w 41 , At(tt1/ p

yes, this does not seem to give that connotation No. So, St+.S almost'UU
J

One dispersed Jews o are returning to the physical Jews in the land. The land is
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4 not particularly in view here. That is an assumption, and would leave
hj~"j

spiritual Gentiles returning to the spiritual Jews.
returning to the physical Jews

I would say ti-at physical Jews /in the land of
Palestine1

all saved.

That would be a possible interpretation. Yes. After she which travaileth has brought e

forth. In some way




to that,,4 n 1* - is

t-c Now, it does not say after. It says, Well, it says, I will

give e-- them up until , so it would seem to be after, would it not?

After, or simultaneously, hardly before.PWould it be the same thing

that Mr. Buraga suggested for the spiritual Jews-t-..-out of the la to
407

he return to the spiritual Jews in the land? L said that t

spiritual J4Rt

heiwe

that out before.If they were

all spiritual ones, then the spiritual '.xuld not enter into it. If they are

both spiritual. You mean - all those outside come and join with the much

great -b--greater number that are inside?It refers only to the Jews, no Gentiles.

Yes. But to call the Jee-could be so used here
jfL

It could
t4 I

Jews the children of Israel




overwhelinc majority there
It

Oh I see. R4~ the overwhelming majorily~ . There were individuals
z of the world. ' you could, say,2J

e rest

ofbriethren

will returnhe--wtft, wer scattered in other parts/
children

to the land-of Israel. Wouldn't you think that t c ldren of Israel

Al
01

dewed as an entity then? Vez-.__O~eographical or in some other way

they viewedas an entity. You mignt say, the 7ion




vement a movement

in which people gathetogether




ho1 anxious to form a state of Israel. Now,

there some Jews whop bitterly against e the Zionist movement. They

dkTAI
At%A

th __'very hamrful. Now, the people in the Zionist movementa*

ftIL i is

When we succeed in building up

the rest of our brothers.T will returnsthis movement, and hav
Ar t9

to us. If are tee"
11
children of Israel, why,4'they will return to the children
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of Israel. Mr. Table? I think we could use the term
return

in a co

since all c$-'-Jews eventually go acke,\the land f Israel, -

even thouh the situation would be that there would be a small

grop there, yet, they.ould be said to be retu1ning, even though
, "Al




Jthere e far more ouside than inside, they still be said to return to

the children of Israel, since the children of Israel are so closely identified

with that place o f initial dispersion, which is exactly the situation hich

happen e are more Jews outside than there are inside Palestine. Ye yet,
youJ Israel

',dhen /talk to a Je that is going to the common term is that he
- A1Jt

is returning to Palestine. It is not ordinarily ie children of Israel.

6-No, no. But a large part of the group going to a small group, yet they are

returning. And that smaller group is bearing ie burden of the national entity.

ft
.It seems to me that a great deal of --- you would include/(the $'

brethren... If the word brethren goes beyond the physical,

it would seem to me that you've got to include the Gentiles.If you say the rest

of his brethren. I do not think necessarily. Th-wr4 nd.

fIt goes beyond the physical. And you say that the rest of brethren

seems to me that it would have to include the Gentiles, would it not? Well, now,
,& to

Mr. Buraga's suggestion is that the children of Israel
Aare

all saved, and that they, are a

great nu ber ofr Jews the land who are all saved, and
other

then the rest of his brethren are /these Jews who are also saved. Well, the rest of
to me then

his brethren, that would seem to imply/that the children of Israel are his brethren

and that the rest of his brethren. So, that would seem that if this goes beyondY

$ physical, then it would 5-- seem to me that L_.+ would have to logically
Al t

take in all the Gentiles as welli. That is a difficulty, of cours . Yes? /5I t'

proportion of the remnant
students

Suppose that there are thirty e -e-e-in a particular class, and only
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five showed up, would yo not the teacher say Wiçre are all tie rest9 Yes,
-

fweven though the others are about th rem4nant,y rest, th ones

that are o side are ._greaternumber/ Yes, but, you would not be apt to
WheJ the rest

saY,AOQback
to tbeof the class. ~ou would say, When will /At/




/

come back to theclass? Itis the lard that makes the difference.

Even though there are \few il the land, the others are to come to

the land. Could be. Well, thus far then we have two interpre4tations..- it

would seem to me It seems to be a possible one that this represents

the brethren who are not Israelites, being joined geer- together with thoseL

who are Israelites into one entity. Thether interpretation suggested is
ft/f AtO(tI

that tF Israelitewho are outside -4e Palestine'..g joined together with

...r Israelites who are in Palestine. Those are the two suggestions that we

have looked at thus far. Are there any other? I do not recall any other.

I ww- would think that as far as the word is concerned, it could be either one

01 these' When she that hath travailed brought forth, that is to say, after
A

Christ zas a =4Jj.--r has e performed His works of ... _____

there is going to be a.inion between the brethren whom He

shall call out of every tribe and o every nation, ad--- with those whom He

calle
Athe

e--ed-- children of Israel at that e tine. The other one

after she tea- that travaileth brought forth, that whatever that means, after

outside-4that, then the Jews ho are outside. Palestine will be united with tho who

are in Palestine. Those are the only two I can think of. And it would seem then

" . .ttiat the interpretation of tLiis and the previous one should e--e-ege--
of course the i.ere

go together, one way or the other. And/e-$h-that he-is goinc- to give
a

them up, that would eO also with- fit, with thAj.
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fit together, but we seem to have one way another way to

One way would fit with









- -

events described in the New Tesient, and predicted in the Old. If we fit it

in the other way, it fits with givf certain predicted events, not yet e--

fulfilled. Just how they fit with them, we hve, to get the evidence

from those and see how we can fit them together 7fte,

We cannot take half an hour now on the
"A section5

Because there no half hour remaining. I was going to suggest the ouose, as
I ,pwe look at ciiapeL 3 verse 12, the purpose of 3 one through eleven is1rebuk them

611)
for their sing, and urgthem to forsake it. The purpose of verse 12 is-

of chapter 3 is to show God' comdenatio of them for their sin, and the
ti the pposi

punishment that He is going to send. Thenoitt, primarily .hapters 4 and 5

is different. It is speak to th gJy and to those who are really interested

in what Micah has to say, and to tell them that they do not need to be discotr aged)

tr that God is not giving up His people, even though He is sending this terrible

punishment, we-have- lie has great future purposfor them. And so,,4it

verses 1 through 6 we see His bringing pece. whole world, and the

millennial kingdom is describedin verses one a through

eight. Then he looks back the nearer situation and h o in the seeeed-

succeeding sectionhe assures them that though they 1

a 7
passthrough-tim'of

great difficulty, and great misery, God has plann all, t, and His plan

involves in some cases that they shall sta still and see what the Lord will

do and how the Lord will them, -- and th in other cases, it involves

the Lord's giving them power with which they will be able to overcome the

situation in which they find themselves. And so, the first one, they are met told

that they-- there is nothing that can do about *you are going to be taken

into Babylon, but the Lord is going to redeem e- you and

iv
bring you back. So that that is purely the Lord's doing. Then the next they are

told that thereks going to be a time when many nations will see-- seek to defile








- u31 -

lion. Ar1e previous one, the whole nation the danger, anow t is the

cleanliness, it is the Divine purpose, the Divine consecration that is in

tt-et#4pdanger, thl they say, Let her be defiled, but he says, they do not know the

th ord' ;;!~the LornAis going to prevent it but Re is 0 .
ng tonoug,hts o-J. the 9

CW xlw`~4/2 brass
let you be r-y important element in that prevention, fake youThepe- st-

1
and your horn iron, and let you ople. Then { the

third, he says, you are going to lose the Lci kingship, but God

is going to bring it back, and He i going to bring great ioy and happihess,

andthe thirds This
one is one word, there e is nothing you can do, God

does it all. Then we have a situation in wlich the
Assyrian1

cominto the
and in that case give deliverance

land%-a-eay; he says, God is going but there seem/to be

an implication that you are going to have a part in 7eliverance. Now, am I

wrong on that? We shall raise .




ca Inn La- a eight
ON-they shall 4e 4e4ir-owed .jjti /

principal men, /he- t says, &'e shall -

>
raise1 I o n t think that we is 'od speakingi would not e inclined to

In 1i
think that this is God speaking, Abut I would be inclined to think that it is

the people speaking. then he shall deliver us proves nothing, becanse 4y

us is not in the original. Then of course we h-- have that great conclusion.

Verse/9 thrcugh 15 in which they are told that God is going to destroy many
ev

of the things that areAvital and helpful to them. But he is oing to destroy" things that
the injurious, defiling ../.

AThey
have brought in. And he is going to execute

vengeance with anger and fury on the heathen. You do not think that t verses

10 to 14 speaking to the heathen, do
y1A?tp

14, the Lord says,e is

going to destroy the horses and chariots of the heathen w-- and cut

A00 "~Ull
out ther----5eth-- soothayings of the heathen, witchc4rafts and soothsayers.

It -seerr5to that this has to be addressed to Israel.

And if so, it wad- would'








-

~2 "1
d be describing the situation where Israel loses cities, loses its

r1/f?
national position, but it is also cleansed fromidolatyry. And of course,i

17




I' r8-
is no' hen;but also- -the -.einT We 11, I am

afraid we cannot get any further today. I think we have got some things ea clarified.

And my whole interest is to find out what the possibilities are and,see how

they f it together. And I am always tremendously interested in any suggestionç

that anybody else can make. If you have any suggestion which impjsses you

not as a particularly good suggestion, don't hesitate to k itbecause
adt ntt 4

"
even a poor suggestion -wk somebo else

4O444and the.a put together,'-. may an excellent suggestion. Don't n

that I am trying to itrp yair-Yfl3T

_,.6e impose my ideas on you at all. I am tryin to look at Uereirt things
i&t1 tkAt() I

and-eD compare -m-f±n _tworkAout
'15{T -urrb.er--nIe yd




, all,see the Divine tFought as itj
it is

moved through the passage as/presented to fulfifl... 1r. Gables
from being addressed

What would prevent that section 10 through 15 /-weh--was-e8eed to the

Alheathen? What would e- eeeRe-e- prevent from being addressed to the

heathen? There is a change of person from verse

608 to ve9? The picture in verse 9 is .fl he remnant of Jacob7 . Verse 9?

dsLl Is vxse nine addressing the Jews or to cue Lord?

Well, at any rate, the picture of adversaries and enemies would be a picture

of heathens being those against tile Jews. The Jews are never called the1'Yt41

adversaries or enemies in this sense. N- So, what would prevent e lerse
in tM

10 through 14 from be-- fitting/with the picture 15? I am not saying
M

that it does ier fit with it '- I am trying to think w&t i-ˆts.--.4.t could)

be so takenho is the speaker in verse 9? The one/whom he speakst

Who is the speaker? nj? 6-It could be the od addressing the Jews.







Or Micah addressing the Jews. Mcah addressing

God? Then it would seem that God would speak back to Micah in Jud.ah, would
24

it not" You know verse 9.f' Judah' prediction.
Lie4i44i(

r-emark Tn 1-Pi.
40'

Alf
Genesis 49, your hand will be on the neck of our. . -Vese-9----w- It could

be that verse $ 9 could be God speaking . It could be &Micah

speaking to God. U do not know of any o
herb

In either case, it would seem to me

rather unlikely that verse 10 God 4- is sIdressing the heathen.

'~~'t cM4
--pe5e-b- It is possible, but in either case.

/A K
Now, If it is addj.sed to the heathen, verse 10, ,there is no great difficulty

with verse lod is goin to
Avk VIC

power of the heathen. Verse llj

VedestroyV4
ELP




rs l2,rse 13./ Lhav h¬ 9[a - ]-inc thpt vexs 19 r.A 1 "-1 hi t-g1







Fulfilled Prophecy December l 1965, Side 1

Then we were going to go on to look at these predictions about

Egypt. There are quite a number of them. May I ask a question ../

Hosea 11:1? Hosea 11:1? Yes. Hosea 11:1. All right. We will glance qt

that. I thought that you would take 12:1. Oh, no, 11:1 is the verse I

thought.. I misremembered. Hosea 11:1. Now, what is your problem

about that? That is about Egypt, yes. And Christ came out of Egypt,

did He not? Yes, would this be a prediction concerning the ... Would this

be considered the deliverance from exile from Egypt? Under Moses and...?

Do you think so? It says, I called my son out of Egypt. Certainly it

sounds like it, does it not? You think so? Well, now, ... says,

now where is that? That is in Matt. Yes, here it is. Matt. 2:13.

says, In his passion of pleading with Lphraem to turn away

from idolatry, Hosea feels from time to time, to their God's kindly dealings

with them in the past. He says, the referance is I-e-he
in

purely to this event and/the national history there is no indication of

allusion to the future, no trace of Messianic meaning. The evangelist,

conntected with the return of the infant Jesus from Egypt, in which fact

he sees the fulfillment of the prophet's word. There is no doubt that there
in

is a general parallelism between the two events, though some of the details
the for Israel

parallelism ceasess Egypt was/the l of pppression, or the infant

Jesus the land of &-_safety. Israel and Jesus both are sons of God, both

are residents of a strange land, and a call came by the mercy of God.

The later incidence may be called the s.çppdIj,1ustration of that providential

giidance of God which appears earlier, but there is no evidence that the
that

prophet had in mind $1/the prophetic passage whek was in any way intended

for this event in 6edLe_he_ the gospel history. Such a reference the

evangelist doubtless found there. He would naturally look for to the Old







Fulfilled Prediction 1965

1 Eckelnn's desire for a book on Fulfilled Prophecy

2 Problems that would make such a book difficult in dealing with educated people
Aspect of apologetics in fulfilled predictions

Gospel writers use it
3 Mat 2:13 "Out of Egypt have I called ' son"

No ground to suppose Mat. regarded Israel as a type of Messiah in the sense
that whatever happened to the one must happen to the other also.

5 Mat 10:11 Elijah must come first before Messiah comes
Mat 17:10

6 Illustration of the one who interpreted Cog and Magog in Ezek. 38:39 to mean
the church has a great end, great opposition but we should not feel too badly
about it because God made the churdh.
Taking figurative things to an extreme.

Milligan on the Book of Revelation

8 Numerology and its folly
9 Jonah's prophecy Ninevah would be destroyed in 40 day. but it was not.

Unconditional prophecy with a conditional time element

10 The telescope at observatory in California (Mt. Palonier)
As the builders of it learned more the design became simpler

14 Conditional and unconditional predictions
Concerning code to use for an assignment

16 Reasons for studying fulfilled prophecies:lfor apologetics and 2) for
exegesis.

1 Kings 13
17 Rebuke and encouragement were primary purposes of this prediction (v.2)
18 Second prediction has a strictly apologetic purpose: altar rent and ashes

poured out.
First prediction had has its purpose exegesis: rebuke and comfort
Second prediction had as its purpose apologetics.

21 book seeking to show by mathemathical probability the possibilities of
fulfillment

23 Determine what is vital and what is incidental.
24 Assignment re predictions Can 2:17
25 Meaning of the day you eat you will surely the
26 Principle of death became operative
29 Can. 2:24 is God speaking Can. 2:23 "she shall be called."(frequentive)

31 Room-mates arguing in college. Bow about the gifi you are engaged to?
Leave . . . and cleave . . . Establish a new relationship and unit. Not
necessarily leave spatially but leave by word of authority. Leave previous
authority for something new.

32 The great influence of the mother
34 The MacRae's in Scotland

The false prediction of the serpent in Gen. 3:4
The unconditional prediction in 3:14

35 Figurative or mixed, certainly not literal. Not chemical but humiliation.



page 2 Fulfilled Predictions 1965

35 Bible not all to be taken literally
36 Can. 3:15 enmity between woman and serpent. Unfulfilled? If fulfilled it is

highly conditional.
48 This particular woman and this particular serpent are at enmity. The bulk of

the people are repelled by serpents. In general they would not be domesticated.

49 Child who almost stepped on a snake in the Grand Canyon
50 Next Re speaks to Satan, not to the serpent at all.
51 More dislike of spiders than of serpents?

54 Satan bruised at the cross Ron. 16:30 (future) Heb. 2:14 (cross)
55 Not tell when but the means by which Satan would be destroyed.

56 Suffering caused by childbirth in humans is unnatural. Cf. the horse
57 Is not her punishment to be left unrelieved. Otherwise by extension

any pain experienced as a result of sin should not therefore be alleviated.
British doctor who was critisized for relieving pain of child birth

58 Not n saying the man is going to become the head of the house.
Will obey and not always like it. Situation involving some misery.

61 Gen. 3:17
62 "Cursed" not strictly literal and not fully figurative, but a mixture.
63 Gen.4:7 Subjunctive sense, not a prediction as such

rhetorical question rather tahn an interrogative one

65 Gen. 4:12
66 Gen. 5 Where Cain got his wife
67 Coaparrison of names of Cain's family with those of Sith's

70 Can. 4:24 not a divine prediction but a declaration of Lamech's advanced
technology.
Can. 5:29

76 Gem. 5:29 ; 6:3 type of predictions
79 Meaning of conditional and unconditional. Illustrated
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COURSE SYLLABU$ 7OL6934 - SEMINAR IN YULFThTfl PREDICTIONS IN THE OLD 'STA1T

OBJECTIVES FOR THE COURSE:

This course has been given once as an elective and may be given again whenever

there is particular demand for it. It is a seminar course in which various Old

Testament predictions and their possible fulfillment are examined. Special emphasis

is placed ipon predictions of which the fulfillment is described in the Old Tests

mint itself, and the problems involved in the relation between the event and the

fulfillment are analysed end studied. The Old Testament predictions that at.

related to events described in the New Testament are also examined a. are

prediction. related to vents that have occurred since New Testament times.

METhODS ENPLO'fED TOWARD THE SECURING OF THE COURSE OBJECTIVES:

The method of the course is primarily one of inductive study of the Bible. The

entire Old Testament in parceled out among the numbers of the class so that every

chapter t checked to see whether it contains anything that could be called a

prediction. The., prediction. are then classified and discussed by the class.

Particular Passages are examined very carefully in the original languages.

Comparison is then made with passages involving similar problem..

PROCEDURES USED IN TESTING ACHIEVEM4T OF THE COURSE OBJECTIVES:

Since every er of the class participate. in discussion every day it is easy

to determine in each case whether the desired progress I. being made. Paper. are

assigned on particular problem. and there is a final examination.
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COURSE SYLLAWS FOR 693.4 - S&W!MAR IN PULVTTLfl PUDICTIOMS IN THE OLD TZSWNT

(cont'd)

.brow Bible, Septuaiut Text, Grrs, Lexicons and Cord.ws.

Contaiea an particular 014 Csatnt books.

Other Reference Biiks:







FUj.FIjLEu PRUPHtCY
2/10/ t6
La?L) ?c

8O is Ex 3:o a prediction or simply a statement of intention?

82-d Is it aconaitional prediction
some lioeral Jews today deny tney were ever in Egypt; say it was only tribe of Levi
xet we have 110 conclusive eviuenee or Israeiites being in ngypt

x 3:10 uod wili deliver by Moses
a token fulfillea in Moses life or iiL his death., Which.,

3:i.7,i8

84 College clean liKed to tell talKs aoout the time he was in .hurch and a mail
got up and aid, "Au WflO believe in Jesus come out on the law, I nave a
message ror you." Nobouy came out.

826 Tire immanence or the Lord's coming is a derinite o




motive for righteous living



Fulfilled ?rophcy () 105

5l' Isa. 3:l
519, 3:l 'in those days' = there was a time when

Frank Neuberg's 'It's that way'
Most scholars think chs 2i,29 precede chs. 36, 37

521 eekiah's prolonged life.

524 Plagues of egypt were intensifications of things that
o occurred in other parts of the world

524 Unlikely the Lord stopped the earth's rotation and
reversed it snd then made it go forward again

525 Isa 7:3-5
7:22 ties in closely w/v. 15

527 literally fulfilled within 65 yrs

Micah 5:10-15 'in that day' not a technical phrase
537 Spiritual loyalty to God increased by losing their

good things A promise of worldly lose and defeat
A little break between vv 9 and 10

King forbidden to multip1 horses
56S Mic 5:14 'ar 'cities' or 'eneies'
539 Mic 5:11 horses a luxury item

situation typical of Israel in days of Middle Ages590 5:10 Not a description for the millennium

591 Jer 16:13 Not voluntary but compulsory
Je.r 44:13-25 since we stopped serving Ashtaroth everythinghas gone wrong with us
Mic 5:10-14 eschatological

593 e, Jews d4latry
595 Then is a thing a specific prediction and when a general principle?
596 G4o. Washington's vision that American would be invadedzi7

and destroyed
598 Mic 3:12-4:8
599 Freedom from external danger, not peace in the heart

Miah 4:10 prediction of going into Babylonian captivity
Solid points on which we have no question for prediction
Three passages of progress from thisery to blessing

633 Suggestion that name Assyria was given tto Kgdm of Aram a.
633 Mic. 5:5 Seven shepherds and eight principal men
¬34 Mic 5:6 shepherd the land of Assyria with the sword

-- General number found in Aezekiah's princess who
communicated between him and Rabshekah
God will have is men who will lead and do 4is will
at that time

Mic 5:3 'therefore will I give them up'
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Fulfilled prophecy
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A56 Nic 5:3 three suggested interpretaticn.

1.) Refers to Davidic kingsIi
2) Refers to time of Gentiles
3) Begins with the. turning to the Gentiles

Nb 5:3 Discussion over the meaning of the 'therefore'
Where is the intimation of the King' rejection?
AAN and Dunweiler see*x none; Taylor does

Nic 5:3 Tio inter pretat ions
A59) 5:1,2 Three interpretations

A591. 'Therefore' in. Micah's usage--whether it looks
back Ct to a future. event

592 Isa 49.5
Mic 5:3 Third possibility i.e that the giving U) begins ith

the captivity and ends almost at end of too times
of the Gentiles

A5 Meaning of 'till she &7hc travailed hath brought forth'

55 Rev. 1.2 the trcrnan in travail k:,lith child
A514




Je.r f

Mic L; Ia 2
Dr .llis on 31 :34 'Knoc the Lcrd

A31. C'/ Is- ii, Thea 2 and Rev ' all tie together
'The only .ay tUe. cly Sirit eculd have make. it clearer
oulc be if e ha rtten on the margin of the

scroll of RR~vel~ticn'

I.a 2:l-l v.l' picture of )re-trib rapture
M'a revieci of ee:3e' bock (The proaching Advent

of Christ) in the S3Tiae Published ';ithout hi name
yet Norman Jerome recognized it aa IacRae's

( Di: Signs preceeding estab. of the Kingdom must ccoe
between the. Rapture and the Return of C'rist to earth

C37 Isa 2T:l2,l3
2C :17 Perfect picture of the fructration of evangelical

Christianity today
1% 109 2:i9 the rapture and resurr.ction of the just

l) Nbc 5:3 what is brought forth?







Fulfilled Prophecy () 1965

ll What is the purpose of prophecy?
Mic 3:12-5:15

61! Nic 4:1-3
3:12 gives a vital principle for each of us

614 Mic 5:2
The birth in Bethlehem

lt Mic 5:4 millennial or present?

¬17 Pearl Buck's father

¬18 God's power Nic 5:4 'Me will be great to the. ends of the earth'

l9 Ne.storian missionaries
620 Mic 52

5:4 could fit with the millennium and also with the present age

620 Tbcse who say Isa 4 is another picture of the milteuniumm

Teude*cy t. say that either there is no millennium or that
everything here is the millennium

622 1. B, Swete's dictum (wrong)
23 Faulty presuppositions
25 Use of pronouns in Micah 5:2,3

62 Parallel in Jer. 30:31

627 )fjc 5:3 the 'he' is Christ
29 explanation of the 'therefor.'

633 Zech 9:-i!0 azx1aigzxvL Tha change of persons

635 Mic 5:3 describes period shortly before millennium
5:4 describes the millennium



Fulfilled Prophecy (9) 1965

Dec. 8, 1965

611 Mic 5:3 a remnant shall return unto the children of Israel

615 Mic 5:3 return physical or spiritual? The remnant of his people-
is this a partial group?

617 who are the remnant?
618 yether trans. "remnant" 14 t., "rest" 63 t.

Illustration given of the difficulty of understanding words
619 Italian professor of linguistic living in France

620 Use of "remnant" and "rest." Usually trans "rest" i.e.
something left over

623 Mic 5:3 Meaning of "the remannt of His brethren will return to the
sons of Israel."

629 Mic 5:3 To possible interpretations:
1) Brethren who are not Israelites being joined with those

brethren who are Israelites in one body

2) The Israelites who are outside of Palestine would be
joined together with Israelites in Palestine

630 Purpose of Mic 3:3-12
of Mic 4-5

631 Mic. 5:9-14
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Fulfilled Prophecy (10) 1965-66

Dec. 15, 1965
Hos. 11:1 with Nat. 2:13 a second illustration of providential

guidance of Cod that appeared earlier

Egyptians-not good at writing annals. Not like the Assyrians who
were the best historians of ancient times.

Jan. 1 (1966?)

2 Idols destroyed out of Memphis
3 Many idols today in Thebe

4 Prophecy of Ezek. 30 fulfilled in relation to Thebes in a way
it could not be said of Memphis

5 Woman in Berlin whose apt. had been bombed-3 times in 3yrs.

6 Problem of perspective. Logical and chronological order

9 No right to assume chronological order unless there isa statement
that chronological order is involved

12 Problems of apologetics. Dealing with underlying prejudices.
Modernist's approach

13 Ezek. 30:14
Urquhart's book on Prophecy

17 Ezek 29:11
18 Prophecy re Tyre
19 Tyre and the causeway by Alex the Crt.







Fulfilled Prophecy (U) l6?

January 7 P

22 peopleSs fixed ideas.
example! What is the English present of 'go'?

The Englsh word 'day'

23 stating histcrical events in newspaper article faston
events in chronological order

24 When is chronological arrangement used and when not?
Daniel ii gives impression of being chronological

2¬ Purpose of Daniel 11

27 No chronological order in the activities of Antichrist as
described in Daniel ii

29 Dan. 11:43 follows chronclogically v 3, but the elements
in v 43 are net stated chronologically =

33 Vision given in Dan 2 is in chronological order
31 Dan. Il arranged in chronological order
32 Fulfillment does not show whether the order was intended

to be chvpnological

34 Isaiah 11:1-2 Is this in chronological crder?

37 Isa 11:k';-10 not
3{ Six- events are/predicted in chrcnologicl order

39 Isa. 11113-14
40 What is said in Isa 11 could be true of both first and

second comings

42 'Year of vengeance' looks forward to second coming.
le did lots of comforting in his first coming

The ch is a picture. mostly of his work in general. Very little
about which you can say this belcngs to first coming, and
this to his second.

43 Not to make the place. at which he stope.d reading a 7oint o
of dcctinre.
44 Matters of outlining Micah 5 and I:,a 11

45 Dan ':2X
Things grouped in a kind of chronological order, end not
a hcdge-7odge arrangement



FULFILLED PRC?ECY 19C, 5

103 Chron. presents hist cf kings of Juciah
Kings presents hist. of both Judah and Israel So in some places

Chron //Kings and in others no/I. Chron starts about where
I Kings starts
1 Ki 2:4 conditional promise hinging on obedience

10 Words can be figurative in etymology but not in pres usage
If you can't identify a speech fig concretely, then the lang

has probably passed into a literal understanding

104 2 Sam 7:12 God's promise and human responsibility are not con
tradictory

106 1 Ki 6:12-13
107 1. Chron 2:9; 6:9 (prediction), v 13 (fulfillmentQ
109 Gen iS a generation equated with 100 years

Solomon in prayer is quoting God's prediction 1 Ki 9:4-5
Any promise is conditional, but God may have promised that the

two conditions will be fulfilled
110 1 Chron 6:16

Ill Using concrete lang r an abstract idea Synecdoche
112 1 Chron 7:20 1 Ki :-9 Refers to captivity but not limited toit

2 Chron 12:7 three separate predictions
113 Shiohak took the shields but did not destroy them

I. Ki 1if3l-3

114 1 Chron 13:2 unconditional and literal or figurative
115 Specific, literal, unconditional prediction>l Ki 13:3, '1-22

116 1 Ki 14:10-li literal, unconditional

ll 1 Ki 14:12 uncond., literal
14:13 fulfilled in v 13

119 1. Xi 14:12 with v. 17
120 If you do not know with certainty you don't know anything

121 On the difference between gen and spec predictions
On the question of cond. or uncond predictions

1j%/9 Literal and figurative lang.
12* 1 Xi 1:10 Since I am a man of God does not convey the implications

'if' does

126 Rom 8: 31 'if' 'since'
127 Jussive < when a command is also a prediction
12 The Prophet's Prayer and God's Prediction

133 Man with asthma in New Mexico
131 AAM when 3 days without water convinced he would be brought out

145 Dan and 7 similar but different
147 1 Ki l9:l3

the waw consecutive with the perfect
143 Perfect followed by imperfect with waw consecutive

Imperfect followed by perfect with waw consectuive.

149f Isa. 49:12 s4ar = have left

151 On how best to translated 'shar'



Fulfilled Prophecy (2) 19(5

152 Question whether the waw converts the time without converting the
action

132 There will be a situation in which these will be left over
(uninjuted) zhen the others have been killed

153 Put into either the present or the future (I Kinfa
15t NT quotation of I Kings l:Li is net a statement of what the v,

means here

157 Is not those up to this time but at that time in the future
lSc. Taking it in its usual 1(eb interp. , it is a prediction
159 R.D. ilscn insisted on called it waw conversive becuase he said
The waw convents it

159 Perf followed by a wiw to indicate time past

ie Gen 2:b L Ki 19:18 if taken as an isolated thing then ' I have
left to me' is a good translation But if you take it as the third

thing in a series, then it would be 'Yet I shall deliver' I shall
preserve through it In this case it is a predictive porphecy
I willy' cause it to remain (shar)

l¬l e is not talking about the. past but about something Tie will dc
if v Li is related to v 17 Possibility of a prediction
(see Wm F. B ck's translation for confirmation of this interpretation)

lUa 1 Ki 20:13 unconditional, literal prediction
112 1 Ki 3:22, 3

167 1 Ki. 17:9 commanded the widow woman
169 1 Ki. 17:14 1 Ki. 16:34 cf. Josh 6:26 literally fulfilled

171 1 Ki. 18:1
122 Jas. 5:17 prayed in order that it might not rain

174 James gives something about Elijah we would not otherwise know
176 Elijah and the prophets of Baal

179 T. Watchman Ney's experience
180 1 Li. 19:2 vow or prediction?
181 Not to blame Elisha for Hazael's murder of the other king

182 Interpretation of "anoint"
184 "anoint" not used in ordinary sense of the word

186 1 Ki. 19:17 litotes - an inverted figure
2 Ki. 8:12 gives account of Hazael;s becoming kin Begins with 9:10

187 Hos 6:5
189 Dan. 1:12-13 prediction, conditional, limited and fulfilled
193 Dan 2:31-35; 2:24; 3:37-38

196 2:39 "after thee" not mean "as soon as you die". Were quite a few yrs with
six or more kings. After your kgdtn. you have built up, not
necessarily "after your life."



Fulfilled Prophecy (3) 1965

200 Symbolism of gold, silver, brass, bron
Gold stronger than silver

201 Silver stronger than brass
202 Value of the metals discussed
203 Not gather too much from differente in metal

Strength of fourth kingdom
204 Legs, feet, and toes
205 Dan. 2:42, 43
206 The Roman Empire. Eastern and Western division questionable.
207 Roman empire seemed weaker than the others but was clearly stronger

209 What is the meanin of "the seed of men"?
211 1 Kings 14:12 and i7 synthetic parallelism . Locative HE
301 Dan 7

302 Dan. 8:14 2300 days
8:10-14 akk abiyt Antiochus

30 About double prediction/fulfillment illustrated
30B Adumbration of Geo. Washington
309 Illustration re. A. Lincoln
310 Isa. 7:14-15

311 Almah and Bethula
No case where it can be shown that the person cilled Almah was a married woman

312 RSV makes LXX more reliable than MT
313 Defense of Almah as young woman of inarriagble age

Not prove anything by etymology; usage what counts

315 Ahab rebuked
Isa's prophecy and its fulfillment

316 Dan. 8:10 figurative fulfillment in relation to Antiochus
317 The way to understand unfulfilled prophecy is to -learn to understand

fulfilled prophecy
Coining of Elijah and John the Baptist--already came once

318 Dan. 9:2
319 9:24-27
320 Not "after 62" but "after 69 weeks"
321 Illustration
322 Unnatural to say 2 time elements go with first clauses and no time element

with the second, and that the 3rd clause refers to length of time of the 2nd clause324 Division into 3 periods of time

326 Problem of making one Messiah apply to two different persons
327 "going forth of the commandment"

329 predictions whcse fulfillment is given in the Bible, and

predictions whose fulfillment is nct given, and some mixed
333 Punctuatiai affects interpretation
331 Dan. :24ff

Natural interp is that we have 3 periods cf time: 7, b2, 1
Seven and 2 is not natural way to say 69
The 6 wks are a definite period parallel with the 7 weeks

333 So-called Babylonian year of 3¬O days



Fulfilled 'rcphecy (14) 1965

3 No -voof the Bible uses an artificcl year that is not true to
the. sun. Some imaginary Babylonian year

334 No basis fcr putting the 7 and ¬2 together tc make c.9
From time God gave word to Y remiah to the coming of prince
Cyrus was about exactly 49 yrs

335 Jould be a case of fulfilled prophecy
36 No basis for a Babylonian year period so as to prove the 9

weeks reached from the certain date to the. crucifixion

337 Rejects the concept that Israel is to be b1ed because Daniel
had given them the number of years and they qere toc dumb to
follow it The picture cf a suffering Messiah to be raised
from the dead, yes; but precise dates, no

33 If Anderson is correct, we have no reason to say 7 and 2,
but only 9 because as far as we know the 7 wks does not
come to anything
Last part of the final week is utterly meaningless accori
to the Amil view, for it has no meaning whatsoever

339 Illustraticn of sending books to Princeton from New Mexico
by freght instead cf by express

340 Absence of a parallel for the Dan. 9 passage DrovesxkElittle.

bl Year-day age principle

342 Num 14:34 and Ezek 4:6
'Fulfill her week' in Gen. 29:27

343 Young ignores the principle of gaps in prophecy
Image of Dan 2. Your's interp. that the stone without hands
is Christ's first coming

344 lard to see that the Roman empire is continues from the time
to Antiochus Epiphanes to the return of Christ. Must be a gap

345 Any oredictions in Dan 10?
346 Daniel ii
347 Daniel 11/2
34 Torrey's commentary
349 Dan. 11:2-3
350 Antiochus Epiphanes Dan. 11:21-35
351 At 11:35 it leaves Antiochus and Jumps to antichrist

Ycung feels there must be a gap here but he does not call it
a gap. Says Antiochus is Typical of Antichrist

353 Isa 7
354 7:15-it)
355 7:22, 15 Lamedh he with infin const
358 8:4
359-65 7:15-17



Fulfilled Proiiecy (5) 1965

466 Isa 7:21-22 butter and honey
467 7:114_22
469 7:14-15 the antecedent of 'he' in v. 15
473 7:14-15
471 7:14-iS rebuke to Ahaz

1475 Micah
47s speaking figuratively l:3,
479 Mic. 116-7
480 1:11.
48]. 1:10-12
482 1:10-15
1483 2:3
4814 2:14

Ch. 1 deals with both Samaria and Judah; ch. 2 with tudah

4S3_7 2:12-13
1488 Prophet's proceedure
1489 Mic. 2:12 blessing

3:13 deliverance from exile
3:4

490 3:5-7 false prophets
492 Amos 8:? figurative?
493 Micah 3:7-12 v 12 definitely literal but a comparrison
4914 Discussion on what is a similie
1497 metaphor

500 Isa 37:31 figurative
501 Figurative and symbolic language
502 on mixed, figurative and literal Relative distinctIions made

503 ha 37:32
37:33 unconditional also v 34

536 Literal and figurative language in psalm l
507 I 37:25

3' cuLtic.i .11 eny' and TruL
no'! to give C(1 cre'it for 'hat haene at Dun'gjrl-1.

5D Ki. l:34,35; Isa. 37:3
512 2 Ki 19:34-35
5111. Isa. 37:3J the sign
51¬; Sennacherib's invasion. rof of Asyriolcgy in Berlin

515 ?rof. Carl Frik'a teaching ssyriology
'rof. eissner' rtletner

517 Ia 377; 3:1,5
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were looking at Isaiah, no, no thai is Daniel. And i this

eleventh chapter of Daniel is quite unusual. It contains so many

specific statements about them during the two hundred 000 year period

that many of which can easily be exactly related to the historical

occurrences and there are so many of them that it is alunique.

Do you remember how it started that the king who had a great power against
There are! who

Greece. /$omeldispute about that, but that Artaxerxes'attack1,ocMtrx on

Greece is very reasonable, and then there is a gap between that and

3, not a tremendous gap. Yes, there is a gap of a couple of at

leatt a hundred years, and then the Mighty king stands out. That does
he

not say mudia about who tkii is and what he is. But mentioning Greece

before, and then telling how his kingdom is divided. There is little

doubt that Alexander the great was meant. And Alexander the Great 's

. C' kingdom was divided into fourparts, not to his posterity nor to ...

of dominion which he riled. That is a very interesting thing to predict

in advance, one which would hardly be expected of such a great ruler. Then

in verse 5 the king of the south shall be strong. iii x Of course, one

of t1i Alexander's generals seized Egypt, and he had there such strong

fortification that, such a strong natural protection that he was very wise

to get that very portion of the. Empire. is dominion lasted there longer than that-a

of any of them. I
beliwe1it

lasted longest and was the most important, and

the king of the south was strong, and certainly before he was the one

to whom it was naturally told of the south, and then one of his princes

shall be strong above him. Another young general, when Alexander's
4)\
.4diwt was divided up, it was given him along with the territory of Babylon,

p" and then he was driven away from it, and he came to. Egypt and became

a general in Ptolemy's army. So it is quite proper to call him one of Ptolemy's
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c,> princes. He led tI diviSion of Ptolemy against bun ... and then he left

t.cPtolemy and seized Babylon in 312 and with that as the center
that of

he established what was the wider and larger dominion than/Ptolemy*xx.
to s4 that

It did not have good natural boundaries like those of Ptolemy. So,/lie shall

be strong above him, that this prince comes to have a greater dominion

than he certainly WRi would seem to fit hAt2c with what happened. The

dominion shall be a great dominion. And then verse, in verse 6, in the end of

years they shall join tim themselves together. After sometime there

was a treaty made between the two, because the king's ühii daughter of the

south shall come to the king of the north to make an agreement. Now,

this is an event which occurred some years later. And our dominion..

many events occurred, why should this partciular one be depicted? Well,

now, this is not the purpose here to x.tJC give us history in advance
things

in the idea that we can tell all the important/that are going to happen, but to

give urz.xiuX certain things clearly so as to be the proof that God has

poken and encouragement to God&s people. And so we have this event described

here in verse 6 to 7".And in the end of years they shall join themselves together;

for the king's daugher of the south sahll come to the king of the north to make

an agreement: but sheX shall not retain the power of the arm; neither shall he stand,

nor his arm: but she shall be given up, and they that brought her, and he iaki

that begat her, and he that strengthened her in these times. '. out of a branch of

her roots shall one stand up in his estate, which shall come with an army,

and shall enter into the fortress of the king of the north, and shall

deal against them, and shall prevail: And ffi~"alscarrycaptivesinto

Egypt their gods, with their princes, and with their precious vessels of

silver and of gold; and he shall continue more ii years than the king of the

north." Now, that is a rather specific information as to something that
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is gam goin to happen. Montgomery in his I.C.C. commentary describes

this jjr interesting He says that, on page 428 of his

commentary, he says, the tragedy of Laodidea, Bernice, and

Antieehus- II and and the revenge taken by Ptolemy III
246

ysu-will-- against II in I4xB.C.

He said, all the high handed crimes committed by the supermen and uux.p

superwomen of the Hellenistic age, that charge to Laod xuf and

sister and wife of Antiochus II and qdioc,ooctthxrx the

grandson of of I was the most kLi 1_t.üoutrageous

and most noisome. Antiochus entered into marriage
the latter's

alliance with Ptolemy II f Philadelphus, and took his wife and wir
elder

$ daugher if Bernice. So, this was the wife Laodi ,.

who retired and hired.., and started to ... the Egyptian princes
was

great power in Antioch. According to Jerome sh$/accompanied

by her father as far as j, bringing a great dowery

of wealth. A son was born .. reunion, and then a reconciliation

was effected through the king of Laodi . He died suddenly
Laodi_

by a common report through poison administered under,üs directinn. This

is the first death IN KILLING one's own children's life to the throne.

sent her emissar es .of Antioch murdered the iii child of Bernice, while

the latter




maintain herself for a Ihile, she was finally betrayed and

killed along with her many Egyptian . And in the mean

time it had aroused the power of Egypt provoking the so-called
u-f nil

ø4I3'i or Laodicean war. Her father died in the

course of Momm but his son successor, Ptolemy III proceeded with his

rd army to Antioch, and thus she successessfully entered
$4 v 'Z

Antioch in triumph, but too late to J-'tr. The sons of Laodic

the heirs to the dynasty, Seleucus II could met-make no resistence, and
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/ltit

Ptolemy proceeded on a great campaign and in the upper Asia and as if

the vast extent of conquest being corroborrated by the inscriptions

that ku have been found. ifxwixturiix±xjc fast and moody.
as to , ecessity

without thinking his success, destroying,. differing! the cause whethexjiroves/

he desisted from the king of And verse 9 he says...

the obscure reference to the counteract ... against Egypt was stately
______ kings
£.ijitIxcorroborrated by the Greek historians, and the Assyria$ appeared to

AXXL have omoc come again, and took possession of the northen

Syria and even ventured an unsuccessful attac1n Egypt. The rival kings

having there several troubles, then determined ten years of

Laodicea appears to have fallen in Ptolemy's hand until it met

well-deserved fate. It I may be noted that Jerome's comentarr7

this passage is of much historical value. Now, history is quite involved

there in this period. But specific things here now. We have a number of

specific instances like this, with how this is going to come ot and what

results there are going to be and so on, describes in such a way that most
there

interpreters feel that tkal is a very definite picture of the history, an
this means that had

of course, the liberals feel that $ this was written after i/ocuurred.

If this is saying i1ai2C what does here ix following right ikatx-----------

,-w e-en-the-whele-is-very-geed- who follow the German

J4I1urrw Httler, but who on the whole is very good in the
definitely Bible believing ____book of Daniel. He takes on the whole a very xibtak±i/stand. But Lkauc

he finds chapter 11 here to be a tremendous problem. He says, this chapter
presented

is the great rwc of the booof Daniel, and remarkable feature%/by the
e1.4 j*x

critics...,'\ which,at first sight, seems to be ci answer, to show that

the book was written in )t the year about 154 B.C. This argument was admirably

set forth by the late professor Diiver in his commentary on Daniel. Driver
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114
says, the minuteness of the predictions embracing even special events

in the distant future is out of harmony with the analogy of the prophets.
for

çj 7 But says, this certainly is true llga.t we dot findxt*e such

detailed prophecies in Isaiah, in Jeremiah or in Zechariah. And yet
of

) such an argument, taken alone, is not ix itself..., to the authenticity >
u

of the book, siEdx which is in some respect unique, for
,t may very well

be granted that the Almighty Ruler of the world knows the ends fn the

beginning, and can it be fit unfold., the minutest events, even the farthestn the

future. The real difficulty is explained by Dr. Driver,xxxtiixx in the

-- following words. While down to the the persenution, the actual 2

point the
facts are described with surprising distiutness, after this/distinctness

ceases. The closing events of the Antiochus's own life are to all appearance

not described as the actually occurred. We would venture to think that

any honest critic would study this matter and would be ready to eithaix
/Thus

endorse this statement. /In chapter 11:21-39 we find described many

, 6 events and Antiochus' remarkable career, its coming of the kingdom by ...

gaining power by flattery, and his lavish parties, his two expeditions

against Egypt, and his termination of the Seoond by a Roman interposition,=

his persecution of the Jews, verse 28. His attempt to put down, stamp out

the temple worship on the returning .... the second expedition

in verse 31, the early trimphs of the ztxagx3c Maccabbes, verse 34.

His assumption that .... by .... Divine honors during the 1at/er
when

years of his reign, and/he appears on the coins of Antiochus, the god-maifeated

Antiochus Epiphanes of course, verse 36, an the special honors paid to the

Jupiters, by Jupiters to tiix the god of IoztJc fortresses

in verse 38 and 39. And that is hardly a question. I mean that the god of

fortress means, , there is no question that he paid great honor
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to Jupister and to L . He even built a great temple to Jupiter,

and he tried to ... in Jerusalem, and he built one in Africa, a tremdnous

temple which was done done on such a scale that it was not finished until

Hadrian finished 000 years later, two or three hundred yeazs later. He says,
closes on

when we pass over the evidence pauses and/this 39th verse, tktxx this distinctness

ceases. And we zxkx make what Professor Charles transition

from history to prophecy, a prophecy which f± fits in very badly, if
,estrict

it and apply it to closing of Antiochus' career, and then skipping over
phenomena some of

and the way he says ".from the above../the critics have w±tkdrawn a very

evident conclusion that this seeming prophecy was written just at the disappointed

time when it began to fail to accomplish it, so that verses 1 to 39 is

nothing more than a passage put into the guide of a prophecy, and verses

40 to 45 is the speculation 40 on the part of the author as to what

he thought might happen in the i near future. At first sight, the argument

seems unanswerable. Then he goes on and adopts Wright's theory
is

taken from which mgm all these specific predictions

here are interpolations written about the time of Antiochus Epiphanes.

Daniel gave a beautiful written, Nebuchad. gave a beautiful
'S

prediction in general day language, and then somebody there interpolated

all this. I think this is very, very unsatisfactory. I do not see

how we can divide it up that way at all. If we want to introduce that...

there is no end to it. But, of course, we must recognize that this

is rather unique. We have a long section here which has got maybe 20

different statements which em to have been specifically literally fulfilled.

But then the problem tharou1,les us... I think that we find the

answer to it in recognizing that tiirRxi%xx he deals with Antiochus

Epiphanes very well/ in much detail, and then he endsx up his discussion

of him with verse 35 where he says in verse 32:"And such as do wickedly against
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th covenant shall he corrup by flatteries: but the people that do know their God

shall be strong, and do exploits. And they that understand among the people shall

instruct maa: yet they shall fall by the sword, and by flame, by captivity, and

by spoil, many days. Now when they shall fall, they shall be Ju*

with a little help: but many shall cleave to them with flatteries. And some of them o

of understanding shall fall, to try them, and to purged, and to make them white,

even to the time, of the end: because it iso the time of the end: because it is ye

yet for a time appointed." In other words the Maccabean revolt did not

succeed in the days of Antiochus Epiphanes, but he did stop it through his

effort. It put a stop t his effoçts, and brought it to an end, and then

d_Gin his time of successors, completely driven off, and it seems to
,i in

stop there in verse 36 to jump way forward. Hippolytus/about 200 A.D.

verse 21. It stops talking about the past, and jumps

forward to the antichrist, but that seems to me rather quite out of place,

because what !liNiX rniu!C is the point of describing all these peoplel

unless you are leading up to Antiochus? And verse 20 is a perfect

description of Antiochus' brother who preceded him after his father had

fought victorious until the Romans interfered. Then we read in verse...

then his father had such an ignominious standing. We read in verse 19,

"Then he shall turn his face toward the fort of his own land: but he

shall xtix stumble and fall, and not be found." Not dying in a great big

battle, but overcome by mob probably. Then verse 20:"Then shall stand up

in his estate a raiser of taxes in the glory of the kingdom: but within

few days he shall be destroyed, neitehr in anger, nor in battle."

seems to have been poisoned by his principal tax-collector who got rid

of him and tried to have his x infant son, his second son become a

nominal king while he actually ruled. But in verse 21 we have Antiochus coming in,
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and coming in peaceably to attain the kingdom by flattery, and

not being the next in line, but by overcoming these others, by taking it

over, and we have quite a description of him there, and I do not see how

you can follow Hippolytus and say that from 20 on is antichrist.

But we have a 0 very good description of àntiochus up through verse 35. ii

Then in 36 we have the description of his character which does not fit

Antiochus,articularly some thin but when you read verse 36,

"... and magnify himself above every g , "And while he was building

this great temple to Jupiter and others, he certainly magnified himself

above every god. The only basis that they have for that is tourx say that

Antiochus Epiphanes. That word Epiphanes manifests.., and is applied
S

to the very previous ruler/of Assyria and also of Egypt, and so, He magnfied

himself above every god is purely IN imaginary xxxxx as far as I know.

He is rctLaarztuX certainly opposed to the true God. There is

no question to that, but does he magnify himself in that he denied the God of his

fathers, verse 37 says:"Neither shall regard the God of his fathers, nor the
All these different a temples he built for pagan gods

desire of women, nor regard any godj: fxxkix"/ It does not fit.

And then "in his estate shall he honour the God of forces: "
They may

say This is Jupiter. When he just said that he won't regard any god. Well,
him

it seems to me that this does not fit/at all, and it is interesting that

Young has in his commentary, a trantlation of Jerome, and Jerome 's commentary
C)1

xi±x2*N1ix on 11:21-4.5 Jerom,shows us how exactly it fits witk Antiochus,

but he saW is saying thc how this is going to be found in the case of

antichrist, too. Then from 36 on he says,,1ow, some of these fit Antiochus,

but a lot of them doesn't, but tjJtto about anti-christ. It seems to me

that Jerome is kind here' a luI.x double view here that some
o4t

is one and some of it is the other, and it is just mixed together, and

does not seem to me very satisfactory, though it does seem to be a real service
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'to point out the fact that from 21 to 35 ____ it seems all to fit Antiochus

and from 36 on there is a lot that does not fit Antiochus at all. Like
escape

where he says, "These only will xuxi from his hands, ziikcz even m

Edom, and Moab, and the chief of the children of Minon." And Jerome says,

Antiochus, they say, is making hatred against PthiiiryPtolemy. And the

- -,, king of south is not ... dominion over ?abites and Aniionites who were )
latter

on one side of Judah,l, lest they become engaged in the/battle, ..we should cause
to

Ptolemy zheu1xbecome stronger. Antichrist also will lead and attack Edumea

and the Moabites and the children of Anunon. That is in Arabi,

because the saints will flee to the desert, but verse 42 and 43:"He shall

stretch forth his hand also upon the countries: and the land of Egypt shall not

escape. But he shall have power over the treasures of gold and of silver,

and over all the precious things of Egypt: and the Libyans and the

Ethiopians shall be at his steps." Jerome says that we rea d tat Antiochus

hadxxxxEva±x,ockxiNxpatx had ü parts on these things, but what follows,

mainly, ... all pass Libya and Ethiopia. We would assert that it is more

ppicable to the antichrist. For Libya which many refer to Africa and

Ethiopia Antiochus did not hold, unless by chance when the Egyptians were

c ptured, even those .... because in that very region out of the pu

provinces of Egypt, and in the neighborhood far 14 away through the desert.

not that he had taken them, but had ix passed through Libya and

Ethiopia, and he goes on showing many things that would fit with antichrist.

with Antiochus, I mean. ;, Young says that Jerome says that this

is a picture of Antiochus which is a type of Antichrist but Young says,

it is only a type of antichrist after verse 36, and I think that he is right,

only I would go further to say that it is not a type of antichrist, but it is

antichrist. I think that the gap, the recognition of the gap makes it very clear.
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7i(
Otherwise I do not see any aatisfactory iAt.u interpretation of it. But I

do not think we should take ch time here on this but I do think that if

you should get chance to o over Jerome's comentary if you read Latin,

or you could read Young's translation of it. iatin is too hard. Is it?

Yes? Very difficult Jerome is much harder, for example, than Chrysostom,

and I speak as one who has worked on both. Jerome is much harder. Much

harder? in. 'And Young and Montgomery I think both are very much interest

in this connection. But you have to get a gap from somewhere... 4!
0

11 and 12 are continued. There is no break. Going to 12 you get the

resurrection. The resurrection did not occur at the time of Antiochus.

You've got to get a gap somewhere. If you are going to get a gap before

/ L- the resurrection, well, is there ? It seems to me that 35 and 36 7

is the, let us ... now. Now, Dr. Buswell did not like this, because he

found that the reference to the abomination of the desolation of verse 31,

so he says, 31 must be talking about antichrist. If you have any further light on

it thatt problem, I would be interested in it, but it does not seem to me

to be to offset the excellent description of Antiochus' character and

his deed through 35, and the fact that from 36 on so little fits with

Antiochus. Heti gets into this great expedition against Egypt here and

he $ made another expedition. And there is no historical evidence. The

anther-s-- critics would say, the author ... somewhere ... is wrong,

he said he thought he was going to make another, but he
didn't.

Well, it

seems to me that it fits much more easily with antichrist. Does Dr. Buswell

say that verse 31 can refer to Antiochus? Or does he? No, I said,

I did not fully discuss. I x just mentioned that I felt that 3.the break
he

came and he did not like it, because here It says, here is the abomination

of the desolation, that is ~Utthew, ya. 'lt that is a separate
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en- problem of interest if you are going to work .... But your, I

think that deserves our thought any way, that abomination of the desolations.

I do not think that we can just handle it too superficially. I did not

discuss this fully with him. I was,we were going to have a class in

which he would ciscuss the New TEstament, and I i hiiJi,wr the Old and

we would discuss them. just gtx get started, and we had quite a...

he said, such a
~~Vm

comes wzx only once in a century. And we had

to have ... He had to have me go ... help there in Greek, and the result
class

was that )+Ø I had to turn this/entirely over to him, and I did not even

know what happened to this. But I just mention that point that after making

a thxivc thorough study of thexk abomination of the desolation if you

want to say, No, that proves that the break cannot come, 35, after 35,
on it,

then I would be interested in further discussionl but I do not think
just

we can xzi arbitrarily rapidly say that, because it does seem to fit

Antiochus so excellently right up to 35, and if you make a break in 21,

±xd1 as Hippolytus does, after 21, it does not seem to me that there is

much point in telling about all these other people that are not particularly

important. I do not see much iiuii point in talking about othe-.c the

others, unless it is leadin g up to Antiochus. They certainly do not

lead up to Antichrist. Well, this is not much value to us for Fulfilled

Prophecy as apologetics, because we cannot prove Daniel was written at

the time of Nebuchad. We certainly believe it, but if we could prove that

it was, then this prediction about the later events would be very valuable

apologetically, and I think that they must phave been at that time,

very valuable apologetically. And certainly the prediction ofAlexander's

empire being broken up, the prediction of the Persian Empire rerthrown

by Alexander and all those points certainly would have been valuable apologetic

Trv1u when
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zevenY"Today when you go ahead of the proofs from other soursourcs

of the days of Daniel, they are not much help to us apologetically. l4here
to Daniel -1_

is the earliest referee we have in the Dad Sea Scrolls? 1160 B.C.
M1

160? It is by estimation.. and, 'Yes, that is pretty early. And

£3 , and William Burrows concur on that, and I do not know of

any body else in particular. Brownlee thinks that it may be 140, but

Where do they set the date on it, do you know? On that Daniel manuscript

and the level of Qumran, they think that it reflects the first stage,

and the other i manuscripti4s which were found, and wot not, the first

civilization. They are largely ... paleography. From the first

level from (imran. ~They have got the ... They have got the .... from

the second century, of course, according to Burrows, second century B.C.

and ...
ithat

is 160. He does not w know... ~ He has not put

a period. o, the only thing that Burrows thinks is 1 older than that

I know of ±ctkmxEianthx mis the fragment of the book of

Leviticus, which interestingly enough, he says, the script is so much

more primitive and it has writings and he feels

that it ought to be dated in the first wqlu century B.C. He says

that it is very close to the composition of the priestly document of

his concept. 'That is interesting. kes. The reason why I asked that,

because with refernce to Antiochus Epiphanes... once gets earlier,

it is gg going to be a great injury to such a view that would say

that the history was written afçerwards.'es, if you give a proof,
based

proof simply/on paleography is, Yes, I know it is questionable to a degree.

Even They note that even if it were as late as 100 B.C. or wot not,

it would fit the period quite well, and they note also that the sect

Qumran does necessarily mean that the book was widely circulated and widely
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known, because they say that the sectarian group who was so anxious to

overthrow the , you know the, Seleucus and wot not would natrually take

a piece of literature like that and circulate it as widely as they

could and so forth. They are quite convinced that the Qumran was

occupied over two hundred years. Not continuously, however, for they

are quite convinced that the initial ocuupation was between 170 and
remained

it began in 170 and 160 bracket and then the continuous occupation until

about 40 B.C. when apparently thmx an earthquake wjrd destroyed
settlements

the initial mmxis1k and then they .... they rebuilt it again about

the time of Christ, and remained occupied until the time of Titus, and

then the third occupation was almost ... in the days of Bach... tha TN

But there was a period of thirt ....years when there was nothing they

think of, justscattered lie, .J and then another perod of 25 or

30 years when virtually nothing was there. That is a long time for

them to last, 350 years. It really is, and this fellow from the University

of Vienna, he says that it is not phnomenal because he said other culture

prophets in the old world lasted, you know, a fair amount of time, and he

said that especially whatever his name is, especially
the light

not phenomenal in tkixxxin of the fact that they were religious zealots.

He says, the religious zealots and the religious community can hold on

to a culture when the rest of the world goes by and so forth.'tight

nnish.... That, . pretty, I ='w not th- . evaluate it

all thoroughly it loo,kpretty good the way they write it up, and

of course, there is
".(j disagreement on it today. It is tx not like

ten years ago. The only disagreement 0 today would be that certain

faM-L.. the lighter area, but on the whole ____

there is very little disagr,eemnt today. flut that does not get far enough

to ... another fifty years would be tremendous, but you could not make







another fifty years of paleography. 0, It would have to be...

You would have to have something more solid than that.., right during that

periodçhey do also point out that this is a critical period paelographically

because of the rapid change of the older script into the more square

script of the ... Do we have iIi any evidence fcamcpeogcap$y ../

frc from paleographical evidence aside f from the Dead Seft '1?

Oh, just little fragments like the Nash papyri, little fragments of

Hebrew and certain amount of Aramaic here and there. Job is written in

the older script, is it not? Well, In the angular script. Thxidzx

_____
Yes, that is what I mean.

qtix Well, only in the Dead Sea literature./MAside from the Dead
script

,Sea Scrol!? They are all simply little. They are all simply little.
the

,,Sea suggests the change about/2nd century B.C. A little louder please.
I, in

Bruce suggests the change, the angular to square script about the second

ntury B.C. I is hard to ci when you do not have .d)4&'

Also it is a little hard to understand when a fellow like myself who is

not an authority on that field, and who has not had ix opportunity to

study with these fellows who are.. A.. lot of times I have
s-Q

-

heardconclüsions__L 1 L I would probably consider totally

unwarranted and yet then later maybe one of them may have opportunities

to study in the field more, but for the man who really knows the material,

they are pretty! unwarranted. V rests on far larger amount

of material, and agrees with the date... I would imgineø that

the styleof iiit ctthcw writing could change rapidly in certain periods,

and slowly in certain periods. See, that is the case with (imran, because

60 or 70 per cent of all your texts are in Greek. I mean the total and so
tx with

they have a wonderful opportunity to compare/the datingswit1xt3xx of times

with }( the unicown Greek script, Koine Greek changes, and that is quite a
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help, too, and a certain amount in other languages with Greek especially,

tremendous amount of tktx other languages, Greek especially, the tremendous

amount of Greek literature. At Qumran? Uhm.
(A complete books of the

Minor prophets, and virtually a complete Psalter, and virtually a complete

Deuteronomy, and fragments 7unbelievable number of books In Greek? Yes,
is

in Greek. And a certain Greek, and of course, this ixnot the first 11

scrolls, but this is your total area, you know. Yes. The Greek copy of

Targum, and of Job. An unbelievable amount of Greek. Greek copy of Targuin,

what do you mean? You know the condemned targum of Job. Well, they found
it in

acopy of/Jim Hebrew, and it was previously(own\pnl)jby reputation.
èu mean,

A copy of it !' Hebrew and a large amount of it in Greek.!
yanslationPsalms

of it? Uhn. IDidn't they get the book of the ryxki, the first 69 chapters

with exception of 32 and 71 after 38? And Burrow says on the basis of

,j their He says not only were the psalms, Not only

itiost critics now would accept the view that the psalms wecec before the

Maccabean period were a compilation of the book, because/the

that we have now, except for those two psalms. And the Greek that is not

the Septuagint Greek, / if you know what I mean, it is an independent Greek
that

of the Septuagint apparently. Yes, that is right. Except/the psalms

are in Hebrew. This is what I was trying to point out. Yes, that is
Greek s

right. You have a/psalter with Greek superscription too. It is really

a lot and of course, Greek helps in the 1hikx paleography. Oh

yes. If you can definitely date certain Hebrew things as being as in

the same time as certain Greek, of course, it would be a tremendous help.

It is harI to keep up with what is found there. I am about 4 years

behind now, and getting further behind every year, because it takes a

long time to the finds to get out. Oh, is that 4r right? Once, The only
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thing you get in a thurry is a spectacular findings, and right now there

have not been many spectacular findings, ttk although a couple of years

ago they thought that they had another ruin, then they had captured a

varied documents on the road half way between Jericho and Jerusalin on the

trail. They came almost as an accident. But they found actually
s hidden

that they were tax receipt/ixxthere, speculating on somebody's haste

about the time of Titus' conquest of Rome. And the speculation was
by he

that while hidden there/some fellow who had been a chief of fiRoman

government, even though the evidence mumx found were, all kinds of

interesting things like that. But they would not tell a great deal. No,

/-Well, these details in Daniel km here are interesting and require

much more study, but as far as our present purpose is concerned, I think

that they do show that they did not attempt to show what was going to

happen so much as to show whether it did happen that God had predicted

that it really fit... or it would not fitx have fitted had it come to

pass differently. Thats. It just fits, and it is specific enough

that you would not see ahead of time how this would fit, but it does

fit exactly and you could not think of many other things which would not

have fitted at all. Of course, there are quite a few cases where the

interpretation of wording, the pronouns and so many nouns.., is not

two different ways in which it might be done up. Young has a very

interesting illustration of that. When you get into the chapter 12,

where you read that, he said, he says that, tells him to seal,e book.

Verse 4 says, "But thou, 0 Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even

to
-

time of the end: many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall

be increased." Now, what does that mean? Young has a very interesting

idea on it, which is quite iff-.t different from what most people would take
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it. He says, Young says, Daniel is to seal the book even to the time of

the end. He himself is now 1 zULAhe prophetic ministry, and this
that it may be preserved

is one of his last acts to lay hold the book/txxxExxxit even to the

Jimmy F 'I I;jnf time of consummation when the Lord shall return

from heaven. The words which Daniel is to shut up contain% the revelation

to a certain extent to the end. The end, thereofre, is not thextx-IxiiQatx
terminus of
t1üxix/the reign of Antiochus. Many shall run, this phrase is extremely

difficult to interpret, renders it ti1 many are taught,

and now it is fulfilled. The septuagint renders that many that are left

behind are still unrighteous. Calvin translates that many shall investigate.

And Jerome follows many excellent interpreters that it refers to the
pretty

actual study of the book itself. That would be/xx close to what Calvin

says, would it not? Thus people, Daniel is put away tk safely xf the
received

prophecies which he had r.'i ur1.rA until the time of the end, and

so that through all times many men would be able to read them and

gain understanding from it. However, I find myself unable to accept any

of these viei because they do not seem to basically reflect thef force
rove

of the Hebrew verb. This verb means to go and,çran-about. Satan speaks
he has comgoing present occurrencc

to the Lord,/xcux to and fro in the earth. That 6ef3xIx x'rr
,i , t' "And

seems to ±tx cir in Jmos 8:12. They shall wander from sea to sea,

tk1fi.±±kzxiirth even to the east, they shall run to and fro to seek the

word of the Lord, and shall not find it." The ver appears to describe

the vain traveling about in ordçr to discover kjowledge. Now, is it vain
5. c-r

in Job 1:7 where Stan says, Fran going to and fro in the earth, and from

walking up and down in it." But then Youngs wants to interpret the rest

of the phrase that knowledge may he increased. He says, these words
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Satan from going to and fro is for the sake of increasing knowledge.

This phenomenon is not/characteristic of the end, but simply...
paraphrase,

ahead of Daniel. We may/txfuiHy preserve the book to the end,f
Many

fii so that it may contain the truths for the future. /W shill go to and

fro in search for knowledge, but they shall not find it. Did you hear

that before? That interpretation? Many shall go to and fro in search

for knowledge, but they shall not find it. That is exactly xkztx the

opposite of what you get in the King James Version where it says, many
and knowledge shall be increased.

shall run to and fro

Exactly opposite. He says, thus it is ca unwarranted to consider

the modern increase in education and traveling qocifxi specific fulfillments

of this prophecy. I would agreeJIx with that. But he says,

he also it wrong to take it that many shall investigate the book and

come to understanding better. It would seem to me a logical interpretation

of it. He says, there is strain of sadness in the world, the written

revelation of God is in the world, but man heeded not, instead, they
is not to

look for knowledge where it/ii be found. It just $ shows how easy it is
these rather tricky

to take some/.of phrases and interpret it in such a way that they

get the exact opposite idea,xfr one fxix from the other
.f

makes )

a fascinating suggestion. He suggests that we reread the darash with

rash in there. Idi How did he take it? You just reread the daresh and resh

and they shall increase the evil. They shall increase evil. Well,

that is what they call, unrighteousness shall increase. Now, many shall

run to and fro, and knowledge shall increase. Young takes it a that knowledge

shal±increase4 Is that a justifiable interpretation? Many shall run
to
0 aml fro and knoiwedge shall 0 be increased, taking the waw meaning then

1qafl knowledge shall be increased. It cettainly turns the verb around,

don't you think?

A

I mean it turns the normal concept of the verb ?
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flow did you mean? Well, increase, although it you have a different

stem, increase is not normally passive in qal. *i, Rava, ravae, either one.
'fte. It

Not normally passive inAQal.
Yes, but doesn't that mean

or increase? 'the verb rava is not a stative verb,is it? What does

rava mean? to become much, oh, wait a minute, be great. That is the

idea. Passive
iIkQal.

T o become much. Now, it shall become 'ki

much. Now, it shall become much. So, he says that it means that not many

shall run to and fro and knowledge shall become much, butxknxzkx many

shall run to and fro that knowledge may become much. They will...

knowledge, instead of ti.tticg they will succeed. You can

take waw that way. Now, t1cxsx they say, Was this not Hebrew Ordinarily

if they run to and fro in order to get knowledge, wouldn't they use

AN? Wouldn't that be the normal ... in order to get knowledge rather

)1 than SIMPLY waw? I mean before I would accept that interpretation,

I would ask for some parallels. Certainly. Then they shall run to and fro

and knowledge shall be increased. Then they shall run to and fro that kriowledg

may increase. Therefore, they shall run to and fro with in vain without

being able to increase knowledge. I don't x say that it is impossible,

but I certainly could not accept it without £ut2cxxfiingx some good

parallels, where you have another perfectly easy phrase that appear

dozens and dozens of times expressing the purpose of idea. You have
ever

te-have-anetherkrxMx-perfectly-elear- - - Is waw/simply used just to

express the purpose of ideas? In fact the purpose which is yet to be realized.

Davidson says in connection with a final clase where you have a waw that

expresses the purpose so designed of .L( which goes before it, for

example, purify me with hyssop and I shall be clean. If you purify me with

hyssop, then the result is that you will be cleansed with the purifying

hyssop. This is for the purpose that you might be cleaned. That would
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not mean that you purify me with hyssop and I will be cleaned, but

you cannot do it. You try to purify me with hyssop, but you cannot do it.

Of course, it is figurative. It is figurative there, of course. This is
of

the idea/that IM verse, It shows the result, not just the purpose.

Well, but you have to have one in order to get the other. Yes. It shows

the result, but you have to have one, and so this is the purpose of doing it.

7?/But he takes here as having the one in order try to get the other, and
purpose. '?L'TAn entirely different idea.

he takes it as an unsuccessful 'That is a different idea//

tf
-

,) It seems to me that that could be expressed by AN very

easily. They do run to and fro in order to increase knowledge. It does
they

not say whether they succed or don't succeed. If you say t1cqc run to
MUIX

and fro znAxziuzo riir,mn and knowledge is increased.
that and means that

Then-1x-xiaixcaitx if they sat this is the purpose that they

are going to achieve, and they are unsuccessful in it. It does not seem to

me to be possible. I think that he üxtñkixxtixthtmXIiâixxpxrth

has never offered that statement in the sense of thexk bunch of students.

It does not seem to me to be possible. I think that he probably never

ifered that statement.! in the presence of the very critical students.
Or else they were afraid to. like

Or else he was not allowed to speak. / Yes, it looks to me thaJxiciiuetIti,i
its

twisting tIi meaning into what is the opposite of what it means on the

basis. And if you can find parallels, all right. But if you do find
an utterly

parallels, then it becomes/xxx ambicuous thing, and it does not say

anything. (R(1!4AAN) and WAW here, the usage can bexxx

so in that respect. I !ould say that the ambiguous

idea would certainly be there in that case. If (Rcv1AAN)

mena- - is used, they shall run to and fro for this purpose
1\
whether

they succeed or not, but waw, it seems to me that they run to and fro,
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(3( and the result is achieved. Not just they run to and fro ix vainly

seeking. So, I would question very seriously now if somebody could find
not

a parallel I would/accept it, but I would be impressed by it. Are you saying

that the waw cannot expresss purpose grammatically or is it the ambiguity

of it? I am saying that if it expresses the purpose, it expresses a successful

pmxum purpose. Not negative. If it is a successful purpose, you

are getting the result. Yes. I see. That is what I would say.

I do not, peronally, I would question that WAW expresses purpose without

thexiiA1ij''tiuo'Ix an inclination that the purpose is going to be accomplished.
wants to say,

If he/iEC Eicxxxqx run to and fro in order to get knowledge and

they won't succeed in having it, I think that he would say that they run

to and fro and knowledge will not be increased. Not that they run to and fro
their running

and knowledge will be increased, I would say thaxmn to and fro is in vain.

But he says, they run to and fro in order that knowledge may be increase,

that would seem not to say whether they succeed or not, but merely says

the purpose. Young takes it that they do not succeed. And as it is

stated, it seems to me that probably they do succeed. You purify me

with hyssop, and I shall be cleaned. It does not mean that you try to
can

purify me, but you/wi±± not succeed in that. xxi It does not mean

that it means that if you try hard, it will produce...

that will accomplish its purpose. As its result they will be successful.

I would think. Yes. Well, Do you have anything further to say about it

or shall we go back to Isaiah? If not, then let us look over at Isaiah

36. And I think that wkiojC everybody has done Isaiah 36, and you

find predictions in Isaiah 36. Mr. Dunzweiler. I have 4 not done Isaiah.

Mr. Buraga? Have you any predictions in Isaiah 36? No, not in 36.

Does anybody? iNot the kind we are looking for. Do you find ?
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Not Divine predictions? No. How about 37, Mr.Buraga? Yes. What is

your first one? 37:7. 37:7. Do you think that this is the first

prediction? Yes. And there he x says, "Behold, I will send a blast upon hi.ip,

and he shall hear a rumour, and return to his own land; and I will cause

him to fall by the sword in his own land." Here is a definite prediction made

a prediction which , he heard a rumor.. What wgs the rumor? That the

king of Ethiopia has come? Or that the-.., of people have died?
JrJ4

IfAa' thousand $ peopld5de4, would you call that a nimoi eedr-thr

report? I would send a blast upon him, some to put spirit into him.

You cant God s/ is going to do something/ vital. It is pretty hard to

be sure what that means. There is a problem here of the two Assyrian

invasions of Israel. Yes. If this were the first Assyrian invasion

and this would continue, because the king of Ethiopia ix ws coming, then
very

the word rumor fits/well, he returned to his own land. tf not, if this
he 4

refers to the second one, then the story/heard was that the soldiers already

were dead, so many soldiers were dead that he was in a dangerious

situation. And in either case, it was specifically fulfilled, even if

you cannot be sure of xi what the mmumm report was which he had heard,xxith

whether txNIxx two or one. Then he says, "I will cause him to fall by

the sword in his own land." And that does not seem to fit so well with
of expeditions

the idea XixX there being two Assyrian ixxixixs, because it seems to he
to have

a pretty big jump... to have the first and then/the second one afterwards,

and then .... before.. I do not say that it would he impossible, but that
or

makes one hesitate about that. But of course, if there is only one axi this

is the second, then you would say, I will cause, he will hear the rumor of

and return to his own land; and I will cause him to fall, there is nothing
that is

more ti'ixi vital in his relation with Israel, between his return to his
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own land and his fall, but I believe historically it is about 20 years

between his return and his fall, so that is in any case a very ifi

important warning to us not to imply when you have two predictions 2.

one _..OM right after another, they necessarily follow immediately.

He goes back home and he is immediately killed. There is at least 25 years

of period between his return and his fall. what is your next prediction?
C

Mr. Gable, what is your next prediction? 7i jumped over all the way to verse

29. Anybody has anything before verse 29? Before verse 29? Well, in 29,

Of course, before that we have quite a rtan description, quite
we have

a scorning of Sennacherib, but no specific statement/as to what is going to

happeiuntil we get to the verse,"Because thy rage against me, and thy tumult,

is come up into mine ears, thereforç i411 I put my ho9k inhy nose.
" 7/'A IL t4J 1k

and my bridle in thy lips, (Piivn thee Wf Wd by winch

thou It looks like a figure but clear figures. ftxxxxxx

It does not say that the kN king of Assyria is going to have a bridle

in his lips, and 1k hook his nose, but it does say that he is going to

be treated like a horse which has this ... It is utterly quite clear

as to what it means. I do not think that this figure introduces

any oburity. And I will turn thee back by the way in which thou

camest. This is X pretty good here, This is pretty clear and literal
he will make him go back.

here, is it not? xMxw He will send him back 1 It definitely says
/

that the king of Assyria is not going to be killed there in Palestine.

Definitely he says that. He is going to go back to Assyria. And it is

implied that it is g going to be unsuccessful in his ideas of conquest.

before he goes. Or it would not say anything about that. Then, this shall

be a sign unto thee, and now these Assyrians that ... and

haunted or is this now ... to Hezekiah? It would seem, Don't you think
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that it should be Hezekiah? Definitely ye shall eat, does not refer

to Assyria. It is Hezekiah. He says here, Ye shall eat this year such

as groweth of itself; and the second year that which springeth of the same:

and in the third year sow ye, and reap, and plant vineyeards, and eat the fruit

thereof." Verse 30 then is a sign. It is a prediction, isn't it? It is

a prediction. It is literal. I i5 -4,t It is unconditional, and

what does it tell us about t the time of fulfillment? Of the prediction of t

the deliverance from Assyria? It tells us that it txoooociix is at

least two years off. Does it not?
fhe

full deliverance, you mean?

The full deliverance, the deliverance without x question. Deliverance

sufficient that they would feel thaLc safe to go out and cultivate the

field. At least two years off. At least two years off, yes. It x

certaily shows a big period in there which I do not think most people
is is

realize. Thi They think that Hezekiah wx shut in and he in
comes

difficulties, and he ur,cto Isaiah for help and Isaiah prays and the

Lord answers, I am going to deliver him right away. Right away he

delivers him. Tit also predicts, don't you think that they will ntx not
a tight

be under a situation of axtixfxsiege. Oh, yes. Because they go out,

and they get what they ... but that does not refer to the city, and so

they are not under a restricted siege, t and yet they for x1x xtix

this two yxrx year period and yet they are not in such a situation
'1/

where they can go out and plant and sow either the normal ... It
ot

seems to me that would imply that the danger i /past totally, but t1 that

in three years or at the end of the two years they woul& he able to

develop freely, but for now they are not going to be under a siege 14 such

as Samaria was under. For example, under SArgon and so forth. They do
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not have an army right around attacking, but they do have evidenty

wandering bands coming through from time to time sufficiently that

they cannot work long enough to be able to x. .work in thef field.
properly.

All right, to plant and take care of t xxxtrxx They only can go
harvest

out itkt and uick1y/what is known as without being planted...

easily taken care of. It is quite an interesting prediction that

for this length of time they are going to be in this sort of situation,

as Mr. $ Taylor says, not a tight siege, but neither a period of

sufficient freedom to really do the work decently, and this is going to

last it least two years, and then he says thaix ."And thai the remnant

that is escaped of the house of Judah shill again take root downward,

and bear fruit upward:" This is definitely figurative, is it not?

But the figures ika.t are clear. It is not obscure at all. Yes?

The use of the term remnant, would this just apply to those who have

escaped the regular besiege? Well, no, this is it not referring to

Jerusalem, but it is referring to the house of Judah. And we are told
central cities f

earlier ihaitx that Serinacherib has taken all the "/. of tk Judah.
the next

You have Lachish,/ikat great city, to Jerusalem which he had
-

captured and carried away. of people were captured. And so

he has taken away a great multitude from MN Judah, but the city of

dahzz Jerusalem? escaped, and those people who have not been

taken into captivity and the people who are in Jerusalem. They

have not been destroyed by the attacks, and they will again increase

and multiply. It does not $ have theological Eanx meaning of the

remnant here, so the little left over from the many areas that have

been devastated and the cities that have been taken and the peop/le who
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1JAwere injured in the cities. I guess we have to stop here for today.

And we cannot meet until the next bnday. Could you get to me tomorrow

or the next everything you have done thus far? You mean including

Isaiah 4eremiah. Let us say, not including Isaiah and Jeremiah and

Ezekiel. Everything except f%*NX Isaiah and Jeremiahand Ezekiel
if

that you have done. )Th could give me tomorrow or the next day or

two, I would appreciate it. Go on with Isaiah here and Jeremiah here,

and Ezekiel. I think that ;- you can probably t do this here.

Mr. Taylor... zigimitsx An announcement on the assignments continued ....
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November 4 1965, Side One

We were looking at Daniel chapter 7 And we noticed that the first

three animals which are described in Daniel 7 are merely described in

division. They are not elaborated, but it seems quite definite that they

parallel the three parts of the image, and that it is quite definite. I do
from

not think that there can be any doubt in that/ Whatever viewpoint one would

look at it. Of course, that the suggestion was made that these three

animals represent something that is still future, and that it would be much

easier. I wkx would think that to say that this still will be

future... But 2 says, ". .thou, Oh, (ing, art the head of gold. So,

that seems to tie ... to his tc time, and in this vision wxxx we

could not say that Nebu. was being implied, because this is in the

first year of Beishazzar that he has this vision. But youcould say the

Babylonian &iikpx Empire. And there you have three or four kingdoms of

which the last one is xx struck by the stone which was cut out of the

mountaindt without hands, and here you have four animals of which

the last one is destroyed by the power of God, and the new,ingdom set up.

That certainly parallels closely the stone without hand of Daniel 2. So,

it would seem to be pretty hard to get away from having three beasts here

parallel to the three images there. Now, does any body have any suggestion

to make zicc*x on the opposing side on this whether you believe it or not?

Is there anything that occurs to you? As a gist of the parallelism of the two

chapters? I certainly like to look at it. It occurred to me yesterday, Dr.

I mentioned concerning the possibioity of Daniel 7 here speaking of Nebu.
a thought

and his experience, /U-occurred to me that the idea that this cannot be
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Nebu. because it is future and it is Beishazzar's reign that could not be

possible that here is something which D niel has in vision which has

already occurred. He can speak to Belshazzar, and Beishazzar will know

with certainty that this is true. This is going to come to pass. And that

both are proceeding from the known to the g unkown, and you can say, This

has already occurred and you know it, these three 'are yet to occur, and

they will occur just as surely as this has occurredd. In other words, is

there anything in here that is stating that it has to be future? That is a new

suggestion to me. But I must say it sounds very deranged(?). This fourth

verse is difficult to interpret, Because of so many similarities, that you
on

know, the prophetic interpreters do far more cases with few similarities in

them. Far fewer. That is right. There are so many similarities. I would
illumined?

say that was very a eyg-. I never hteard that suggested before. e-

The one point which I would tend to question strongly is that it tends to

be shown to BelshazzarJ4. That is in chapter 5, we have Belshazzae evidently

not knowing about Daniel, and heard about him, and it seems that Daniel

was living in retirement, when Beishazzar was king. I do not think that

Beishazzar was1 king very long. He was never independently king, but

he was a co-king/ with his father. I would question any evidence

that Daniel had any chance to tell Belshazzar about it, but it certainly

would be just as effective to tell other people. It would be just as effective

to see Daniel's friends aaxx who are wondering whether they would ever

be free from oppression or whether after all God was not supreme and
or

powerful whether their God is just a segment of imagination.
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That is a very xc minor aspect of it. The major suggestion that you

made seems to me to have much to be in favor. I do not see a very clear
meaning.

way to interpret it/Mhe first gec great kingdom seems to come to an

end. A mans heart was given to him. That does not seem to fit as it comes

to an end. But I beheld till the wings thereof were plucked, Certainly

Nebu. 's wings were plucked, if you take it as a figurative expression.
when

Certainly his wings were plucked,./%t was reduced to _nothingnes,but
was

then, however, he/lifted up from the earth, where he groveled like a beast

semthee- for seven times, and lifted up and made stand upon the feet as

a man, and a man's heart was given to him again. So it is simply. Is

that the way you took ir? Or ...? Yes, right. I took it in this sense,

Dr. The first wa s like a lion, and had eagel's wings. Nebu. walked

as a beast upon all corners in the field, a beast of field, and his hair

on his arms grows, it says, like the wringkled feathers, like eagle's and

he knows verse 4. WSo, what happens. the wings thereof were plucked,

but until 1/ he comes to his senses again, and this condition is changed,

he no longer is in the field as an animal, and the hair ...grows like ag1e's

hair, and then he is lifted up from the earth. He lxxx ro longer walks around

as an animal all corners of ... and he is flB de stand upon the feet as a man.

And just before a beast's heart was given him, he came to senses and a man's
On

heart was given to him. So, he comes back againt- as a man. /The last

two phrases he was made stand upon his feet, he was lifted up from the earth, and

made stand uon the feet as a man, and a man's heart was given to him. That
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questionable.
seems to fit very well. The first part, I think, is rather mpeI&t. He

saw the beast come up out of the cl sea, the four beasts. Well, the

other three are represented in any... they simply come out of the great

sea which might represent the ... mass of humanity. And they come

u p and secure dominion. And I would be inclined to think that a lion

and eagle 's wings are rather a picture of Nebh Is greatness, and the

wings being plucked might be here not the &xx downfall of the Babylonian

Empire but Nebu,'s being reduced to nothingness. If it is taken that way,
an

then your wings are figurative. Can you take this as referring to4ndividuaW

or to the fourth kingdom, a kingdom as the fourth one. Later on there is

said to be a kingdom. Now, the thing that is a kind of parallel ... all thn ugh

the four figures. Can you take them as referring to individuals in light

of that, or would you have to take them all referring to the kingdoms? Do

you have to take them all as kingdoms or can there be not clear distinction,

whether these are kingdoms or kings? Back in Daniel 2, he says, Thou, Oh

king, art the head of gold. He did not say your kingdom. Thou art

the king, and yet in interpreting we take the head of gold as being the

kingdom of Nebu. and his successors. And so it o uld seem to me that

we are justified in so doing. If Nebu. is a very outstanding king in

this kingdom. They by means of synechdocjhy we could associate him

with the kingdom, and thus speak to him in such a way that he wthkl represent

the kingdom. Now, of course, if this is taken this way, then it is not a

prediction. It is a recollection of somethirg that has already gmx occurred.
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If it is taken as showing the destruction of the B bylonian Empire, then t-e-.a-edi.e4

it is a predictbn, but that would seem, as Mr. Harding points out,to be/

a better parallel tocxx with the ones that are far to take it iix as the

kingdom, but I have been unable to see how he was lifted up from the earth,

and made stand .roc upon the feet like a man, and given a man's heart.

How could that represent the downfall of the kingdom? That, to me,

is a real problem. Uhm. Dr. Is there anything in the visibn in itself

that would be helpful here? No, I do not think so. The vision always

implies future? No, Dr. Sometimes it is given in the present state,

for instance, in Ezekiel's vision. Yes. Yes. I think that a vision

is simply a revelatiori4f sonthing that uld ... (90)

A vision would ordinarily be something that would be a picture or

vision rather than actual presence of-- ... It would not be necessarily..

like when BdEo&x Elisha said, Open his eyes, Lord, open his eyes.

And the servant's eyes were opened and he saw the silvery' arms and
t

silver chariots of fire, and horses of fire round abouidthx Elisha.
not

Well, God enabled him to see the spiritual reality, which is/even there.

O f course, the word vision is not there to the human eye, and it is

always possible to say of a word like vision. If there is technical

term, that is, ... to a certain situation, but I do not think that we

have right to do that without considerable evidence, and my impression
-4s- means

would be that the vision/simply /something seen and the word

(hezion) is distinct from raah( ) and has a connotation very

of being something dcdx some godly men would see and ordinary people

would not see. I see. But I do not think that the idea of future is necessarily
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there, and now of course, they do call it, They call Samuel the seer, I

believe. And that is (rojt(ae), I believe, that is a common word to
ordinarily

see. But the implication of that word/Is that he can see something as to

what is going to happen in future. I am inclined to think that the

future idea is attached to it,zx as in the case of the word prophe1ese

The prophet does not necessarily mean future. The word comes to be used

in future. Because the prediction is a large part of ... I am diiixx

inclined to think that (115)
would be being

Two questions occurred to me. One fr the idea of vision/exclusively

used of the present and future but which would exclude past. No, no.
an

Nct at all. Now, I would think that God might give a man / understanding
by

of a sItuatIon,-4tt allowing him, now Ezekiel tells him,. Didn't Ezekiel

have a vision where they came plucked off? They ... plucked off..

and they took them down to Egypt? It represents the tkiccx taking of the
showed fate

king somewhat in an earlier time of Egypt? As he *g/ the fece-ef the

three or four Gon3's of king Jeholakim, of king Josiah, rather. The fate

of,dxx his son, and Ø he describes the past one and future ones / in his

figurative language. I donot know whether he says specifically whether
a vision

this is ... r not , but certainly he uses figures. This is the presentatcon

of the qu-- events in figurative language or symbolic language. I do

not think that time element is of the essere. And the other question is

if it would be possible that Beishazzar knew about his father's being

in this condition? ±kx±yiec,xx Of course, we are not sure whether Nabonitus

was in this condition. Now, you are thinking about Nebu. Excuse me.
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No, no, no, definitely not, because we are not sure whether Nabonidus was
if

in this condition. Now, you are thinking about Nebu. Yes/ Nebu. was in this

condition. I do not think so. Definitely not. Because I do ixx not know

when Nebu. reigned, but it would impress me as likely tdx toward the

end, but we do not know. Nebu. reigned from 612 or 634. I think 604.

He has been active as general under his father, during the previous

-etefire ten or moreyears , but kadcx he had to rush back

to Babylon to make sure it his own. I think it was 604. And then in 586 he

comes to Jerusalem, and then he continuedto reign some years after that.
and about-

And then - SUCCEEDS him/after about two years he was

pushed aside as unfit to reign, a general




11

probably the Greeks will call, took over, and he reigned a few years, and

he was succeeded by his son who was quite unsatisfactory.., after a year-s-elis play
display

or two/Nabonixdus took over and Nabonidus reigned... I do not recall

the exact years, but 18 or 20 years. 556 is usually assigned to it as

the year he began to reign. 556 then of course he would b be taken

prisoner in 539, and oththc it was 17 years. Then after the end of

this, at the latter part of his reign, he lived in desert, and

devoted himself to studies there and let his son Beishazzar as a co-king,

and he actually became king' ) TIis is quite a long time after Nebu .....

I woüki doubt very much that there would be... Beishazzar
A:.

when Nebu. first .... We noticed 'the tablets found telling

hege-th4tge-- the same story attributing to Nabonidus, but on the basis

of that tablet the critics say that this story was taken over and attributed

to Nebu. I do not believe that. xx From our viewpoint when theBithie
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says this happened to Nebu. this means exactly that this happened to Nebu.

If it happened to Nebu, then what we learn from history could be considerable

guess between Ne- them, the time of Beishazzar. But if Daniel's friend

knew about it, it would be , Daniel himself for that matter would be

strengthened thrc4igh his faith. Here Daniel who lived here during his

whole life time under the Bab Ionian control, and now he has been a great

man of Nebu. but he cias pushed aside now, and he is even forgotten now.

Now, the young chap Belshazzar is reigning. Nabonidus is a nominal king,

but he is perhaps ... Daniel is forgotten, and it looks as if

all things continue that--xçxdx has been from the beginning, well,

let us continue. Daniel may have had some nqtural questions. Have I

spent all my life taking ... ? Believing in a God that makes changes,

and yet that never came? He .. everybody does. This could

be a great strenthening to Daniel. Do you remember what happened to

this great Empire Vat you see? Well, you are told that there are going to

be three more emjires succeeding it. You remember what happened to

this one? Now, that is what is going to happen to the next one.

Daniel would cx suddenly realize, don't you think, that the Babylonian

Empire had the terHad quernon it and he may not know the exact
ly

point of hIsto, but apparent/he was aoc aware of that fact.

He would be aware of it fromJeremiah, since apparently he is a master

of Jeremiah's writing. He might not know exactly bcx how to begin,. He

might not know the propoition, but he certainly under '
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the apprehension of the fact that the Babylonian Empire had a limited

destony. Daniel knew this intellectually. But the greatest Christian

worker, more solid man of faith who stands for the faith, who( you

would never think would fail has moments of doubts, hesitations,

uncertainty and everything seems to be going wrong. Daniel knew this

intellectually. Maybe God is strengthening him that way. Even when he

is telling about the 14 years of ... to give him further light on it,

strengthens his faith. God does control in the Øcx affairs of men, and

maybe he is even here reminding him of Nebu.'s experiences. I
heard that suggested before.

never thought about that. I never-etee-t4i, but it certainly seems to

me to make a sense out of ±",eccecx the last part of the verse. To me,

$ that the empire comes to an end. It does not seem to fit. As far as

I know I never heard people take it that way. kic I have not seen

anybody taking it this way. Have you ever come across anyone who takes

it this way?/ in any commentary anywhere? This Interpretation? I have

nqver seen it. I certainly read Ø quite a few on Daniel. I have never seen

one. Now, of course, the critics solve their problems very easily. All

they have to do is to drop some letters and put in some other letters, and

that would make it a downfall of the Babylonian Empire. The explanation that

I usually see is that one is made stand on the feet as a man, k- it

sounds rather shabby. If you make one made stand upon the feet as a man, oco

and a man'a heart was given to it, it loses its courage in the presence of

the beasts that falter, and it loses the stability to withstand. _4_Lto.

But if a lion is power and %eagle's wings is strength, it would withstand
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aee1h4 fiercely almost anything. When given a man's heart,

it loses its courage in the presence of the terrible

That is a kind of standar explanation. IC think that is a valid effort to make

it describe the downfall of the kingdom, but it does not x seem to be

a successful one, and particularly in view of wlxx how the Babylonian kingdom

came to an end, there is noevidence that it lost its courage. In fact,

it simply had more power and took one after another in succession, till

finally they besieged the BabylonM- and they say that they diverted to

the river, and so that they could come in. There is evidence that they
and bravely

fought valiantly till they were subdued. It may be that they had lost their courage,

but we have no evidence. They certainly lost the militant leadership.

And Nabonidus had more serious pursuit and there is no record of Beishazzar's

being anything at all as a general, as far as the marshalling forces. I mean

they k&x may have had a top leadership of some sort, but they certainly

lost out rather heavily. Yes. To say that they had the top leadership would

be like being made stand up upon the feet like a man and beast's heart

was taken and man's heart was given him. Yes. It is '/ very superficial.
writer.

I cannot think of any other exp1 at.i-ofi- Maybe some other writers

This is the one which you come across ... Yes, mostly. Of course, there

are quite a few books which simply say that it has reference to the Babylonian

Empire and that is all they ... Mr. Gabel? What is the meaning of the

second phrase, "and it was lifted up from the earth"? Yet, it would seem
heart

to - of the kingdom, going down. Man's heat-is given

to it, the wings plucked, but lifting up from the earth would,,appear
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to picture the kingdom in its ascendency. Tkhcxx According to Mr.
I

Dunzweiler's interpretation, it would be the dep(rvation of Nebu. 's from

going ... I don't think so myself. I do not see how the kingdom

fits mat all. It was lifted up from the earth. Except flat if this interpreation

that Mr. Taylor refers to says that he was no longer a lion nd eagle,

a nd successful, but he was just a man, just a weak xitixx man, and so
and made

he was lifted up from the earth Wstand upon the feet. The poor fellow,
being a lion

instead of,destroying t4e-eRem4es, becomes so weak to 9txx stand (by
the Bible gives of man.

himself). That is not the picture of thc--Ø-ma+4n-the-&t-b1eT The Bible
the power and

shows hat e-ai4e- the man as/the lord that overcomes the earth.

And the Babylonian' and z Assyrian kings were very powerful. They

were hunting lions on bc their own places. Aamm Ashurban.tpal, after

he conquered a great kingcb m, ... put a picture of himself shooting

a lion. They were very proud of the fact that they were hunting lions. Now,
he is just

t his poor ,l fellow was no longer a lio'ti a weak man, this is not a usual

thought. The lion image .... you did, has a very strong capacity

attached to it, and also in the Old Testament, you probably have five or
as far as

six accounts where the lion is used punitively /-fer individuals are concerned/
Bible

in the .. history. You remember a man from We have quite a

few Bablon1ans in Daniel 6. And in Daniel 6 we are not particularly

Victorious with lions when time comes. Daniel 6. Yes. Lions were

thrown into a den where Daniel was iedrought out. But what I
that he thought

mean is that the reason why Asshurbanlpal was )( shooting the lion was/4e--he would

demonstrate his mastery over the kingdom-of beasts, the great hard thing
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for him to do. Without ... without fifteen bears, and stalkers and
have looked

the great king would not 4e"-so great. So, in the ... if the

lion is pictures as bint shut, and not a bear. Lion is a symbol of power.

So, it does not seem to be most satisfactory. Now, No, I was just

trying to guess... Dr. in verse 4 where we read, "The first was like a lion,

and had eagle's wings:. the wings were plucked." It does not say that it

is A' no longer a lion. Now, if it is lifted up from the earth, mb& and

if you take those two expressions together, it was lifted up fromthe earth,
still viewedas a lion

and it was made stand p up an the feet as a man,

and a man's heart was given to it. Ii e-et4I-tke4tee- It still could

be viewed as a lion. Heaven changes. You could still view it, it as

a lion. Except that tie similie predominates thew hole chapter and

you are not told that it is a lion, but that it is like a lion. That predominates

similies and does not ... No, no, but you have 4 silnllies right alonglE

It is like alion, and now it is like a man, not it is something like a man.

The most mixed figures tIB t I have ever heard of is what Christ said,

Fear not, little flock. Is your father, does little flock have a father?

It is your father's frill to give ou the kingdom. How can a flock have

a kingdom? And it Js= perfectly clear what the verse means, but the

figure
'
changes. You have three different figures in one verse. And

here the suggestion that Mr. Dunzweiler has made involves a very

definite change of figures. First, it is like a lion, K1thoedx and has wings

of an eagle. The first beast which he saw come up, is like a lion, and

as you look at the later beast, you certainly see that this means the king,
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But then, I beheld the wings thereof were plucked. That could mean that

this great king, the head of the empire, to whom God had already said through

Daniel, Thou, king Nebu. , art the head of od,gc gold, this king 's wings

were plucked. He lost his imperial power. But his idt*1x humiliation

jd' just condensed to that phrase. His wings were plucked. Then, the deliverance

of Nebu. represented in his being made stand on man's feet, not a lion.

Not a beast, but a man who would be a great leader. He was lifted up
his wings were plucked, he was

from the earth, to which he had fallen when he--. lifted up
plucked and

from the earth to which he had fallen when his wings wer'fe4lert7 le became

like a figure of ... certainly was like a lion. Then he was again restored,

he was lifted up from the earth, and made stand upon the feet as a man, and

was given man's heart. And he said, This God is the only true God,

and thou txxx should worship Him only. This happened to the first beast,

but as to the end of the first beast, but as to the end of the first beast,
it is just
)(é-wjust passed over, because it is now followed by the second beast.

There is a gap between the end of the first beast, and the second one.

This interpretation, of course, which we w ould like better is a little.word or two
that covers the of the Empire
Vie-xix downfall/again. Excuse me, Dr. But in verse 5, it does

not seem to say anywhere the ... either. No. Nor in six. No, that is
to a*xx aslç( for that

not necessary/ after that. Yes. He simply seees four beasts. Each

reigns one after the other. That he ever says that kddAx even they will

reign ... I am not sure in this chapter that is specifically stated. But

there are four beasts, and he tells us something about each of them, and he

does not specifically say that any of them, even the first three will come

to an end. The only statement in verse 7 where it says,4-e*&r----
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.,. diverse Y from all the beasts that were before it. Yes. Of course,

you could say, before thoc in the vision. Yes, that is it. Not necessarily

chronological. Yes. No, the fourth beast, he says, is going to be directly

destroyed? Does he not say this? Verse 9 be says, he behdl till the

thrones were cast down. But verse 11 says, I beheld then because of the

voice of the great words which the horn spake: I beheld even till the

beast was slain, and his body destroyed, and given to the burning flame.

Nowrwhat beast is that? It

Bt Is that all the beasts or is the other the fourth beast? Or is it

a particularization of the small stature of ,i( rc-vewi- reviewing the verse 1

to verse 8? Verse 8? Yes. In the vision, in analyzing the prophecies i
have

the vision, I a xxJecx always found it a little hard to look at the

vision by ltx itself, $ and no others predicted. Yes. Because of the

complex nature , still in this particular vision, the predictions are better

analyzed from the explanation that follows it and then doing some other

things from the vision, too. But here the explanation that follows does

not seem to say much about tkierse 3. No, no, that is maybe rather

significant; because of coise, when you put verses 2, 7, and 8 , 11,

and the others, you may have a good duk deal more ... but it may be

that the,th,eck whole purpose of this vision is not to say more

on the contemporary history, but more on a particular subject and

fill in something in the first vision and the two is rather sketchy. Yes, yes.

But it would seem quite definite. It would xmm seeem to be quite parallel

ta¬,h-ethe- of the two. If you get further information about what they skip ovei
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lxxx It is rather interesting what it says in versel7. "These great beasts, which

are four, are four kings, which shall arise out of the earth." But when you
beast,

look at the fourth k4nge1om, it says the fourth kingdom rather than king.

The ten 1cx horns which are ... Verse 23 says the fourth beast would be the

fourth kingdom upon the earth. Yes. The king and the kingdom are not

clearly differentiated in either this or chapter 2. They are not clearly

dlfferntiated. Well, then, ... is not a prediction at all, but is a

qieet1oo-fMth-- strengthening of faith by seeing what has already been

predicted and occurred, after predicted. And that is one feature ,dxrdcxocxx

about this first beast. The first beast is like a lion, and the second beast

is inferior to the lion. It is a bear, and yet how the bear succeded iii

to the lion. We a 11 often think of a lion as ,beoat the king of beasts

and courageous one and all that. But actually it is my impression that a

bear kills a lion. Am I wrong in that? They do not live in tie same territory.

They do not live in he same territory at all? 7 They may have in antiquity

overlapped the same territory, and there is 4 different ranges in the =

antiquity. But there is no ij known area today where anything comparable

occurred. You would definitely consider that? Yes. I can say that

from reading hundreds of game c magazines and hundreds of books of
i'4yk¬1- would' the mountain

hunting and on many $' other articles. You/say that the/lion and -be are

d efinitely in 'different categories? Well, the mountain lions are feline
so are in $the

and of course, axd housecats xam also/feline family , and of course,

if we compare housecats,axI to a bear, why, you would have a kind of

one man show. But here he speaks of lions, I do not know, maybe, it is

just speaking the feline family. And of course in that case then of course,
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the mountain lions in our country and the bears may have the same territory,
inscriptions

but but the pictures from -the- eser4$4ens of the king, you know, displayed

with lions in the t antiquity is much like the African lion today .xtdxxx with

very heavy whereas the mountain lions are not so heavy

nor does the panther nor jaguar . And of course, then, in the qztlz

antiquity you do have separate terms for Jaguar and for panther pheraps.

And you have separate pictures of them, too. So, the lions come in qx

antiquity seem to be what we know as African lions today rather than

1ousecats or rather the " This would hardly be likely to be overcome

by a bear? Rather unlikely. Yes. It is my impression , perhaps I do

not know of any archaeological finds in which Is called the

African lions. Is your name *mom discovered in Palestine? ... I do not know,
of

but I know of plenty/pictures. Then the thought is that these
for

are the lions, Were they imported for games or/stores, or for status or

from Africa, from Egypt? Was the Exjc indigenous lion a mountain lion, the
a

eiw-- one that x roams through Palestine? That is a question of thought.

But the text says that these are all like the African lions. They were brought

u p for this purpose, but they would certainly take them to Rome for commercial
That

purpose s7-T-h&t-would raise a zkbcz question. I read only one book

that discusses animals and in Paesltine, and there might fifty

or hundred or there might not be any more. I do not know of any

that is in mind. I do not think there are .. and rabbits down there either.

We do not have great many foxes in Palestine. They werein Palestine quite
1p Is the fourth beast spoken of as future?

r earlier. Verse 17? No, they shall arise c4i simply be There is

a problem of Hebrow tenses. This is of course Aramaic, but I think that
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January 6, Fulfilled Prophecy, JuujtJ

c7i9ZM/c44'
The (istorians' history varies quite a bit because of the method that

is used. It tries to fit into the great history and select extracts and

just.. little selections and then combine them. I heard Mr. William speak
>

from different subjects.
who is the editor of it, and he has written quite a lot/ He is quite a

And
compiler. /4hen he quotes from the best do-ot-roycrwof ... of course,

but where the ... do not have such like ... I am not sure in

this particular area just how much ierial we have. But that is certainly

one of the problems here in the fulfilled prophecy. The statementabout
441 do

Nebuchad. \s relon to Egpt.¬xactly what/they predict? Do they actually

say that conquer Egypt? And what is the actual evidence about it?

Unfortunately from4 Nebuchad. himself evidence i not great as to the details
4 Ou1 1q4i7

of ,his qonquest What ate- 4e
evidence.1,i#4fn

that particular

period? That might be a question that would need more careful examination/

to see whether there is a possibility of important things ¬e- of which we
Our

have evidence.//gvidence4 historically varies tremendouslyi.in different

periods. Some periods we have tremendous amount of details and others not

so much. The Egyptians were not on the whole not good nñ.tsxxxtx annalists.

I mean writing annals. They were not like the Asyrians. The Assyrians

were the best historians of the ancient times. They were anxious to tell us

what happened each year, and they carefully kppt track of it, while the Egyptians

did not go so much for that sort of things. Unfortunately-, our

knowledge. This was in connection with Ezekiel 30 where we had h4

these predictions about )dRka Nebuchad. followed by the statements that

I will make the d---ai- all heren by the hand of

eaigee-- strangers'i. that certainly occur f Whether it occurred

in Nebkd. Nebuchad. 's time or later is not so clear. Then next it says,

e -be-ed-de i'eye-he- e1!8-n- --
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Thus saith the Lord God; I will also dest5yy the idols, and I will cause their

images to cease out of Noph this one particular city of Memphis. I am not
of

sure how many other cities in the world, 4 n9 could say that p and have

before it fulfilled anywhere neardas fully as tftEr fulfilled there. It is,of course,

true that all pagan cities became Christian,and there was a great destruction'
A

of 'L( but in most of them a great many of them remained at least

as curioç ~li~_when it comes to the images, the etT

t'the statutes of kings, certainly, were not
destroyefl

as a whole, ex4cept

when you have this unusual s situation 0¬ in.ihis wae it becom
,4*

1
a

iA(t414
for then

e, citAt1that re built just a few miles away nearly
V I

a thou d years after t,_____i). Of course,the last reason statement

I wou put fear in the land of Egypt is a rather general sort of kis. things.

Fear and anxiety cme to every land at various periods. Then I will meek-

make athros eeeae- desolate,-.&n4-... Desolate is a rather general statement

9q it Cal

becyIse,very
city has been desolated in the course of h4.jiI.su He says,

and will set fire in Zoan, and will execute judgements in No. And No, of course, 4

is a term which we find in Assyrian records for the great

rh
ucitl~-,a

~ttsimplymear5thecity4Ww4A;rhused

that particular city, the city of ___in Upper Egypt.
c ,lMht'

And I will set fire in Egypt. Again this is ne-h general statement. Sin shall av
67

have great pain, rather general again. -AZ rather 'strange statement.

No shall be rent asunder, in other words, Thebes, shall be rent asunder. That

e is a rather peculia r statement. And then axxAt another rr general
I'l of"

statement shall have distresses daily. This statement, though, that

No shall be rent asunder is an interesting statement. Thebes was a very

great city in the time of Ezekiel, sand continued to be so till perhaps 400

years later. It revolted against Ptolem and they put do'n the revolt with

/ considerable slaughter, but it continued to be a great city. Then around
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100 the time of the grandfather of Clopatra,Thebes seem to have

revolted and he decided to punish +ie extremely severely, and therefore he

did what wadescrjbed at the end of verse 15. He cut off the multitude of
tt ,4j1lM'j 11

No. He
drove1

Y4,ass of people, he knocked over a great number of-"(1

buildings and PebVIV it so tha94t did not 8-- continue p0 be one of
flt

the great cities of Egypt. From that time were- on there were two greater

cities, Memphis and *±xR1 Alexandria, and there were some lesser cities
you

but Thebr was largely a collection of ruins and so interpret it1

it be rent

43nder

in the sense that,e buildings were going to be

broken in pieces, 'a_destroyed, you could say that it was fulfilled
&<(- -ote

about 400 years after this and it fits exactly with what you find

theret today. Because $ it has continued for two thousand years

j?a~,

j
time to be the greatest museum inˆ I

I will cut off the idols and destroy the images from Thebes, that certainly

24cktlbould not fit with anything that
1happend

tiIrt-.-.t&fty, because +rr pte sent day

there is o place in the world that has many images and idols as Thebes

ha I4 haj great statutes of kings, standing as high as'e- building4 of

two or three stories high. It halong av s of these colossal

It haa tremendous number of buildings 'monun t told kings of Egypt,

and it hagreat many tenples witK'dolsAr in them. So that Thebes

is very, very different froMemphis in that regard, in that it retained a

great number of imes and idols, but instead of being completel devastated

as Memphis was, apLo thard1y 'wa4i_Ly ruin remair1 h,5
the

greatest number of ruins of any ancient city anywhere.Itfar south in Egypt.
ceased C1 I

It seemed to be-the cneter-c--1i of active life with a a great number of people,

and they rema,ined ;here during the Roman period, and,, the Romans used to go

visit 4.ef ruins a- just as te-touristoday. I spent three days

7-117,
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there rus&ing from one thing to another. I did not begin to see all. So that,

and thezeis hardly a great museum in the world that has t any material from

&uI - cezcc,
Egypt, o1oes not have some images from Memphis, ... ' "86).

And there still remain there a tremendous ntmber of them. But it continues to

e- la'm --,condition of ruin, ;"t h4 been rent asunder.

If yy- you interpret the phrase in that sense, which is altogether proper...
c' evenJv(

sense to interpret it; yet, the term rent asunder broader meaning

as applied to Thebes, because when Clpatra's grandJather
took away all its

privileges.Q...tT city, and drove away bmultitude from it, it remained as

simply as a collection of ar(d there were seven little villages, each

of-whk-ha- them having a few people in them, each having its own government,

not a city at all. Strap , the Roman geographer of about the time

of Christ describein his geography this as a collectinn of seven villages,
/

and it re4ns so tH±- this day. So it is rent asunder in the sense ha of its

4 not being a city any more,ˆ but being a number of little distinct vill1es

among which ruins are, part are of ruins are in one part and upon another,

and of course, there were long avenues of-tt4its- the old city just remaining

in the ruins with monuments standing there. C-n there are two sense in

which this phrase was e very definitely fulfilled in relation to Thebes,

and in relation to the ways 11 -_I could hardly be said to be

applied to Memph s 4 just as the very unusual prediction about Memphis

would not fit1&at
ally

/That is, up"to the present-
a,?is

true

that anything may yet ha pen, but a long time has passedé there have

been many centuries in whic i4,r11 haiJned in the condition that was
I?

described in versl5, and 16. And so that to me is'very, very striking15 1
instance of preddction of something that took place long after the

prophet's lifetime and took place as a result of the forces and movements







that he could not as a human

bangssibly
have foreseen, bur the condition

it ba-on established or many centuries so that the evidence

is there of its fulfillment. Mr. Gable? How about that daily distresses

-'v- in verse 16? Yes, Memphis shall have distresses daily. That would

show a period of continuing distresses for quite a hile, and that would

fit almost with any time of siege, or of war attacks and that sort of things. And

When you realize that Memphis .w there in the dlta region which is region

nearer to Asia and that there wer s'rjes of warS/carried on between the

P/tolemies
and the Seleuc there must save been number of beriods

A Were
which that would be true, and £-it not at all possible that such a

situation existedt sometime during the reign of Nebuchad. But it is more

general. It wed- is a thing hhat would doubtless occur in relation to

Memph8-e4y-- many cities. For instance, suppose that somebody/predicted

that of Berlin. Berlin shall have distresses daily. Well, in the time of

boming-a- n he war. One woman there told me that three differenL

,
times that she had an apartment with ... was bombed to destruction.

There were three times tzhen the siren blew and she had to go down to the

basement and spend the rest of the night there and then come up in the

morning and find t)ire that her apartment was a complete pile of ruins.

And so she find a new place to live and then that was destroyed, -

-
P and in the course of 1e three

years, I do not know how long, but any way there within those three years

of bombing, she had three times her place destroyed, and,of course, there were
the

many, many other nights when she had to spent night -ktr--am down there

in the cellar, wondering whether the would b

,ft,

and,of oourse,

you take Berlin in present situation
-A

for some time.

This certainly could i. be described as having distresses daily.

There Nas hardly a day when somebody s hot e- from Easte- Berlin who

_b
4

is trying to get over ut also from west Berlin who is trying to
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help someone who is trying to escape/ from slavery .... We need not to take
- -;t41

'

this as specific then ag the execution of LLJ i of the city (145)

daylight during, for instance, in days of, for instance,
AM--A,Cambas1.i.

anything like that. I would think that-eif we did find something




that

very strikingly eorresponds or very little .... you would not say that

that woul,d b th .r ason why this particular city was elected to have

that but I would say that in general it would be a sort of thing

that wed- can be said about almost any city which has been in the mis

of war aevtes-- a_ situations from time to time. I dbout if these
/$so such a

wed- _etay often in -situation because it was far south in
.&mii "I At

1-Egypt, and so the armies rom Asia woulj(not -gett-ig near Thebes, 4-e'-

or if they did, they would probabl7take it, and the same would be

true of the ay- armies from further south, a 1.ong distance from there
4

to th.Q southern end. -w4 Memphis in the area (t5) which

would be in the heart of many4 pon Egypt. And if you find

All I




like that) that would be very interesting, but I
/1 e ye [rr-44.

do not think we necessarily have
toA4i?JJ

hn-1- .7- ware

(




01,
I asked you four or five days ago ifAwould

not feel a perppective problem

here. At that time you told me that you did not think hhere were. Now,

you say you do not think there is a perspective problem? No. I asked you

if you did not think there were. You said, No, you did not feel that there

were. ~ do not feel that there are many chronological statements

here, so I T How 4 u prove that? I do not mean argumentatively, but

IMp




04-14-k~#Lit 4ot
if you would just e" ft to me id the

Pdlfti

point of view rather

than in the exegetical point of view here. 'e&. I was thinking the other

day) in how many states have I hiked? A9d then I tett thought. Well, hiked
/ /t4t4J4

some in Maine some in New Hamshire. I hiked uifli' New York state. I

hiked some up in New Jersey. hi'~ed in Arizona a great deal and in Calf-

California a great deal, a little bit in Oregon, a little bit in Washington.
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M
Now, what is the perspective? That perspective is very obscure. I mean the

'V




'arrangement is a gographicl arrangement. It is a rough geographical arrangement.
, 54-t A c1 4'.'t(\ AJ c J t-

is
I t?w

A If I were to, If so ebody wo id ask me a quest ion like that, What

states have you hiked? I would , I mitstate5±t alphabetically. That would

not be difficult for me to pF because I happen
0

to know the alphabetic order of thestates. Most people would find geographical
"1 *11tb

order easier. I would probably take a geographical, because it gPres less

mental effort, but if I were asked to state what states have you hiked mi

And in chronological order, name em in chronological order I would

,.have to stop and spen d thinking, because I do not remember

whether I hiked in Virginia before I had I'tied hiked in Main, or in Maine

before Virginia, and I do not remember whether I hiked in Oregon before I

did in Virginia or not. 4. ,*'would have a right

if I nea'rrj- the states in which I hiked1 to say that I e giving them

in tchronological order. .T1 i was looking backward. Suppose I ask you

what you plan to do tomorrow.Now, your answer would not necessarily be \

chronological or might Atery easily be chronological. The minute you put t
chro

4- qt.*Wbef
word tomorrow, there enters heonological iflterestr,,\ Stilr Pt would not

necessarily be chronological. No.




But it weed-- would be easy for you to think

&T AX
chronologically, and give chronologically. It is easy to think chronologically.

Yes. The- If you drop the word tomorrow, and say in. future. What are

you e- going to do in the future. Well, I might think of various things I

might like to do, b-- and I do notjiiink that I would necessarily give them

in the order of- in which I would be apt to do thQ44/\ That would

dependtupon other circumstances. But in either case, I might say, I would

very much like to spend some time in Japan. And I would like to visit Southf4,

And I would like to see AustraUa. I get invitation' from any

Atreeof those to go there and givei 'ectures. Any one of'Chree might

come or might not.







TBut I could not predict in what order .se invitations would come to me. Supose

I would say to you,What do you antic ate tq during the following summer vacatthn?
You would axHnxxfx list -'- t'
Y@"-have-eE/a number of

events.4
You think you would go like this? I am going to

write a book on Isaiah. I am geg-e going to write a book on Genesis, and

I am going to go to California. I am going to do such and such. I am also going
my book on logical

to do further £ research/or/Isaiah. Does that sound like a ehr e1eeal sequence?

In other words, -would sound logical at ftv-6~ you would first say, i am

ing to write a book on Isaliah, anda number of other things, and then




Z*40
back again, and-yetr discuss something that you are going to do before ydu w.Ic

AA S.f*k, X2
-the book of Isaiah, something necessary to it. I am not at all sure that it i...

*logical but I think that 16 it would be true to human life as a rul

I think that as a rule we 1to think of the general ies things and then w




)c/
e+yd think AS ecific things. I might say, I hope to get some books written. I like

to do some traveling. I like to visit some areas of the world that I have never

seen. Then I would say, now, Itainly hope I get time to work on the book

ai is4 whatever I 1
t7jJ,

So, I might eMt4 mention the book of
lid

Isaah aftr I ntion the other things. I would be more "apt, I think, to give,1
44t (/L-c(bl ..i,tW

the intensity of my interest u.t th'in chronological

order. Then we would be dealing with general terms, not in specific things.

The specific thing would be to say, I ,1 am in to write a book on Isaiah. I am

going to work on my Isaiah. you would come around somewhat

later! hat would depend on my purposes. I say to many people who wtrrd ask me,
you

What would/like to do ? I have a number of books that I like to write. If the

person I am talking to i'particularly interested in criticism, I might say,

I like to
write

a book on the Penteuchal criticism. I might mention Isaiah later.

whereas the person I was speak in to s one who is particularly interested in
/

exegesis, then I might mentio, Isa ah, but I do not think that my order of J

____ tfrJ(,
mentiong would .b-necessarily conological, I do not think it wd're, unless
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-

Pj

@Y7`11!
I was asked to make out a time table of whater,

'(238) The oth
10

4reason why I ask- introduced that is because here
I the second

we have two predictions on Memphis, two very specific ones/one of which is actually

accomplished before the first one.

One is that will be cut

offMAN='




o..

And the second one is that there will be distresses aily
2 2

6reeess- distresses daily is aedition o4e.e1.y e4 fulfilled

before all the idols were cut refe?to the
~_hammedans'

ending of the city. o, the prophet goes back and forth. It means

that h a man leek- who Is looking to see how it is interpreted.., here

sight is much easier than the foresight, I mean, not from the prophet's point of

view, but the man is looking is looking at 'Fr history as . -.k4e-ery goes along.

It might just look a little difficult to know the fulfillment, But if you look
Christ's

- at Isaiah, in Isaiah 2 you have a wonderful prediction of /he kingdom, and then

again in chapter 11, and you eye-e- go over 53, and there you have a prediction

of Jesus on the cross. That is not a chronological order. That is exactly

opposite. I do not think you have a right to assume chronlogical order

unless there is a statement that You 4e"-
(L [-#t. 1

a newsppper article! today. ( You have two dirent thing t ere di CUS
"

e4

A)~A




i
gjory

and the other is suffering. 4014t-' The two are totall different tMngs.

ogical order is that glory is founded on suffering. But the New Testament

tells us that the suffering is predicted first and then glory. Yes, the New

Testament gives the arrangements in which they'ocur, and there may be

(261) in the Old Testament which give the arrangement/, but I do not think that we
(

n assume that he passage arrangement, unless we have a statement to that effect.

I think that it is very natural often to give things in general, and then to give

the snecifics. It is like when you say. Suppose you would say Berlin, Warsaw
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d?*1- Thoti-i elovakia I was going to at

47Why, you say, Berlin, Warsaw and all estroyecl~duringthewar.Warsawwasdestroyedg-he

two or three years before Berlj.n w s destroyed. It would not necesar.ily

meant
the order in which you to do with k- chronology, but I

could say, Berlin, Warsaw and are going to1be destroyed. Berlin

will be destroy through bombings- dropping from the air. In case of

Warsaw, it be artillery firing them. Actually there again you kRx would tell

the first the general thing. Then you go back and tellte-- them the 1etails

-- of it, and in connection with the details of it, and in connection with

details,
YouA

a e to arrange them hronologically. One may or may not have

a purpose chro ologi ally. But he does nQt ecessaril havehave to haveit.
W K4440 14*

Right now, I Jk'' rk-e-have

hrrkn-irt-.-Pjttr lw and what I am very anxious to get hold of right now

is a book whi h will give a chronological list of the events in the civil

war because I find that anyook I pick up, they will spend

two or three chapters telling you what happened in Missipp44ssippi,

and then spend two or three chapters telling you what happened in Psyh Pennsylvania,

and in Maryland, qnd in Virginia. I

'444 .0

fnd t very to keep the years

straight. I believe I have 4t, As F-*qct. I will chek-E-- check it

and see. light now, it would be very helpful to me, beuaseLif,these books

4 1k ii i hwere to say a a cprtain,day attacked and the

next day Ma fought aginst J son. The next week this happened in Texas,

Ariht7You would be jus cofused. Ye-w-- You woul be uttery co tused. body'

-Ddee-r care




ILI
,7a b k like that. You take on; a - you follow it

through and you take another and follow it through. I find that, I do not

read straight through,:-way. as a matter of fact. I would read about a

man, and then I would look him in the index, and see what happen 4o him later.
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)
I read a passage about him. I read about and then I .weld look ahead

to see what is about that and this, my interest jumps around like that. But it

Brranged strictly chro ologically day by day, it would be most kninteresting.

'T'Yes, nt.abecause it seems to me that l/l

Egypt we come to many things that wernever fulfilled, in the course of

our knowledge, as far as all the prophecie of Egypt are concerned.
tFT

what we do is to open-e- the door
anf emphasizing that all the things a that

are spoken of the 1'prophets, regardless of arrangements or whatever .
i'-t.-1__

be, anything that we cannot see fulfilled in history, we have to assume

that they are yet,to1be fulfilled/ in future. There is at least that pssibility7

Unless we find a careful sy study of the

Th--r±+4 -f1d thtrr
tidy

passage

helieve

M,are

tike wQx4j.4gy,
wig~4w
7




e eve_hk.




P~
ke.A

o mean 24 hours. Yet, if yes take

.' . AM-.kuse of the word day, there is not eTi once out of 30 tir'es when %_

-ttr24 hours. T mean a tim1ihen the sun shies- shinesLa period of

activity. And it is rare that we use the word day in that sense, unless-e-

of course, we are in insurance business or seeMg-ke-k-- 4rt fixing
_1

I

Srailroad time talle. It is very rare that we use the word day in the

senseof 24 hou ndLf you would ask a person, What do you mean by day,

most people would say, Well we mean 24 hour period. I would sa hat the

same thing is true
herey

.-haps the averagerson would assume ater

you have,.A prophecy, it will be ie? thronlogical order. But when you

examine tt you find that there are various other orders which re much

more
4nt

than the chronological order and even h ider Efr4

Itwh n one of us would describe his own plans for his

life, &- orde i much e- more likely

than a strictly chronological order. It seems to me that hurts the apologetic
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value. Now, I personally interpret that way. To me, that hurts thq'apologetic

value, because so much of your force has to be getting the other man

k-----why-ye-4k- think thr you think. And a passage like this

with many different things scattered through severl chapters saw
Aof

which

we cannot see fulfilled. To me that hinders the apologetic

value.'That is one of your basic problems me any kind of apologetics, It is

that people ah- have all sorts of prejudices and all sorts of predetermined
lead to +ea1.

)ade,eX ideas logically L]..reeh-certain/conclusions, which are

false. The prejudices are themselves f false. You come out with your

ideal which contradictt their ideal, and then you have to go back to the

,1k
prejudice and you have a difficult -path and it is ordinarily very much

better if we can find what the prejudices are and what the false ideas are

upon which are bas d te ideas that we want to counteract. Then we can deal

with them first. We deal with them first, ethen we-a- we do not strike

the same emotional resistance. And if we deal with the underlying principles often

ceI;aI4c1
we can do that on q ifie an impersonal

basi4g-7pople
interested enough,

to get then decidon tag and then ,&-conclusionalmost fall a matter

of course. I think that is one way in which the modernists are destroying

our fh faith to a reat extent. They do not at ack our religion errts

4ttC.tVN)tiVJ A- Zip
head L they attack important bases of it

/1
do not realize the bases.

They fill our minds with presuppositions that are contrary to Christianity

without our realizing it, and then after these presuppositions get

firmly established te in their minds, it is lasy to say, Wei1t.eman

wout~ Of course, there cannot be any godtfte. He-ee- comes to that

conclusion without his realizing th t somebody has been depositing in his

mind certain prejudices which logically./t,4 to it, and we have ....

I think that it is not-8- -n-- just a simple natter in h- the apologetic,

but it is a mattter of finding what the principles 'harp are and then
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A making the principles known' realiz,g 4.- You thought that the

expression-wet4--we4 that I will. se reinzoan in verse 14 is general.

Yes, is far as I know. I do not know what further details we
can1on

that

or not, but I would think that here you,)es just name certain cities and

then talk about them, b t n he does nbt seem to be going geographically,

iMenerai idea H- )
2 fter A

t_n-wo4e .Mrtwhe he speaks about Egypt as a whole He4speaks. /'

p o. ( Just look at the difference of having the idols and images

going before the reference to the prince in verse 13. It is a peculiar thing

any way. Is it not?
#ere

is a great, remarkable destruction that takes

place and he ent,ions it. And then when you think of that, you think of the
.J (

fact Ela- eat overturning 4 the nature of the government, and

mentions that. when you think of destruction of Memphis, youLhirik of
enough to say that

'
the deu- total change of the government, ,it is natura1/e there is Re_%e4g

to be a fear in the land., of Egypt Piel.y-- roroogical1y probably fear
let,




tr -1 !JAfAILAt47Jt¬Ll
came upon the land before

Athether
two. Se al chapter this

section, the only
441

the 9haptersn JU
comes_




4. 4.44 j
/442/--eee the-. uier one of the difficult eections and ..iet not,--!' -ibs--

jumps over)nhe a kind o ?ference to nTi&1,7i

of prophecy and general thingsh.=j over it, and cbncentrates a great deal
)

on their be41'i-Me- no more being prince, no sore being idols, and, that sort
-

aE a thing, and th .es lost
/

ae- apologetic value, because he has not taken into acoount the ]evaRee

areas that would perplex me, and if I were an unbeliever, and -

Alf

rled.
gooc7 03~v X_But taI tffe~ inog~ goOt and Him go into t:

*i VrWsee ihtre-e their strength and see alsfurther

tu

o *esome of them are -a~~
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V 'and rul them

ou5)
and

not good,1 /Then tak e the difficulties that he jumps abd-- and

examine )Vcarefully to see what the answers are. I think that it is a real

service.
7I

think that some real fundamenta ¬-ight to revise,4iis
4ItV11'1new Biblical guide' a out of print4 a number of years. It is hard

1
e-we--eek- to rew±ite a whole -like that. Th1books are much

used in Germany fifty years ago70h, c.afl7 Yes. -hey- It was used- translated

**e- into German, and they-were-widely- it was very widely s- used.
-4vetthCi aJiA a/.t

Met a Professor there in one of the uniersities who
YJ /r

, S You see, Iikr in erinan is a word used for a-aianee----

4 -' sA4t /tQ4tJPMtà
the origin

)y.çtnd
iA..Geman for nonsense.

rk-±4, I-r'1 But lie said, -aeRg-e- among the Bible cires in

(u )
Germany, he said, jL




100

boo1S very widely USedeU I heard professor
ft .A'irj ______people say tbh, i4_-wes4. l929./'"t was quite a

t,1then.
-& li. Lb L---

fh 1t '-nilI think the-k-- that

the last edition of it is about 1920. I think that was the New Biblical

Guide.MYes. We have tw or three copies of it in our library. There are

eight or nine v I ea h s t 'In ddn to tIt is-,the- the work

(ce
that.

oPhecY.Mjb(
I do not tj.nk so. I real1yhin that it is a kind of thing that so one,

Ii 0c '-




wen IP ~iAli

0cou
revse L.*_ - tgndnt (1/he volume is given to I

in
tesearch and, t1ok1 N w Testament studies and so forth. For the time/which

it was written,1 it must have been quite good, although some of th stuff is out of

date today. '.
10

But his book on-4.4e Fulfilled Prophecy is probably as g.d--

good as anything available at present. Incidentally there bookf

on c fulfilled prophec,b two Roman Catholics -77_ scholars

Unfortunate y I gannot give you
theV7me

a tkaxaakxtaxa a Roman Canolic bookstore the ot1¬rday.

UL11 nODic S - bL -I r LL *L& C.
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I saw it on the window, and I sent te-e lipt the bookstore and

looked through it. It dea...with Messianic prophecy and

that sort of a thing. to have it ordered for our library. may
so often M

see it again. I go down there every Where is this particular

tnuSt St re ,lI
bookso%4e1It is on1J-j: -tu Ch

'1
1800

blockj
It is right across frome Samuel awd Freeman's *rt Gallery.

uld be very valuable to see what they say. (642)4.

Nesanic things, and they look liked they handlJthose pretty




creditab

V L1'




1--hia




book

in erse 24, "And i will strengthen the arms of the king/f

Babylon, and put my sword in his hand: but I will break Pharaoh's arms, and

he shall groan before him with the groanings of a deadly wounded man. But

I will strengthen the arms of the king of Babylon, and the arms of Pharaoh shall fall

down; and they shall know that I am the Lord," en I shall put my sword into

the hand of the king of Babylon, and he shall stretch it out upon the land of Ecypt
simply

Now, up to that point it could conceivably lL bone/goes up and the other

goes down/ without the the one that de goes do necessarily

through the work of the one that goes up. But then " See above

That sounds as if there is to be a conquest through the hand of the kingef- of

Babylon, does it not? "And I will scatter the t** Egyptiais among the nations,

and disperse them among the countries; and they shall know that I am the Lord."

Do you know of any suggestions about this dispersal? It is not my impression

that the Egyptians have been particularly - dispersed that I am familiar
in with

with. f It ties with-ii 29:12. The same prophe is given there. There are

1q1j likenicia 1fsome nationspf course, that have bee iispe?sed,

They were dispersed very widely. But I
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do not recall any evidence of a wide dispersion of the Egyptians. Of course,

the Egyptians, the actual original Egyptians/crowded back by the Arabs

and reduced tremendously
Z

4em Arabs, and the very word Egyptian, Egyptus2

ee- became the name of Coptic church, 4 church of Egypt today. And

the Copt cs have been minority in Egyptl5OO years, The

I guess that a great number

c of Arabs.(jjtt4M the country, but whether the Cop t/cs
were a actually

driven out, I am not familiar with. There are these two references to

dispersion. It would be interesting to know what would be in

connection with that. Ezekiel has quite a bit to say about Egypt, does he not?

And of oourse, Isaiah has -mbeM-- a lot to say about Egypt. That do

you think the pas possibility would be as- I am just thinking o i4-@ the

top of my head/, reading it. AR-I-- And will scatther the Egyptians--( /
/

the Gentiles. Then it says, He will dipperse them among the countries.
namely

I will disperse them through the lands or in the lands, ieaiR the lands

round about them, Arabs. Yes. You mean then you would go to countries

rather than dis P? I Yes, as they did, for example /the Persians' .j
, 4 t - 4 L.L-4

ç
t2 invasion, when 6, Ft I i, for example,

That would be a dispersal no distance.7That is right. But

is usec ahat could mean other lands round about.
;Z1

he land of Moab, the land of Ammon, the land of Philistines. It is used

for a geographical entity, but it doe ot have to be a tremendpusly large

one. You know the word land in German is regularly used for different1
7-

sections of the Germany. Each of them teycal1,land. }fs use of theA

geographical terms vary5'emendously fre-- from language to language, but

the use of Arabs, as far as I know, L'w.J1 not contradict that usage4 I ask

- you all-hs-wek-,-a wee1ago to look into prophecies on Egypt and Babylon both.
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particular
What/problems do you have in mind or particular helpful points,a.s.._iar a-s

either in Jeremiah or Isaiah or in Ezekiel?,7Particular problems?
44A

Problesm or points of interest. (You mean the nature of the predictions
Yes1

? 1es. thought that a real problem, althoughand fu1filltnents thereof

we are not um-u-- in unfulfilled prophecy, I thought 4 that a real problem

0 yeariesolation of Egypt. Maybe that is o- not the kind of problem

that u have in mind.zekiel 29d1,"No foot of man shall pass through it,

nor foot of beast shall pass through it, brk neither shall it be inhabited forty

years. A verse 13, aE_he_ei_e¬__fe y_yeas;_L!__ "Yet thus saith the Lord

God; At the end of forty years will I gather the Egyptians from the people 1 /

whither they were scattered."And I will bring again the captivity ot iypt,

and will cause them to return into the land of Pathros, into the land of

their habitation;

any historical/ k!

shall be there a b se kingdom." I do not know.

4-that




- -qi4e-a-V- The

quite a point. verse 15, "It shall be the basest of the kingdoms" and

he ties that




re Ae o LL.the re

prince over it' i4 chapter 30, and he pi points out that
all the years A/i

/after the Mohammedans... -- really ... eee-e-eewi-- certainly

the suggestion of verse 14 is that this 40 year period will precede their

eeeii- becothing such a base kingdom. Certainly it seems to suggest that
c:áM I"

-±s-tr9-that-it-hat- It is true that it has been in general ...

time of the




ie-a-- wee quitethe time of MohammedanP~/ E~gypt
3=5-1`~AS quite a remarkable .QDhecy which

18 L-{ts-prophfu1filled."Son of man,important 29: ..

Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon caused his army to serve a great service against

Tyrus: every head was made bald and
evep,sboulder

was peeled: yet had he

no wages, nor his army
'A

served against it:" .Tit is pretty weèlt agreed
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Jan. 6, Side One

that the time when 1ey overcame Tyre the historians suggest was,72. It is
r is

pretty well agreed that they e moved all the valuable things to th Island,
AltajV '414
'd.-.e+r& did not apparently et control over it, and after all that time, ,they

it&ii ut
looked fqtward to all'IL .jTyre and the things they looked forward to

they actually got nothing out of it, except the satisfaction of the

city. I thought that was, Of course, that is close in time here, but is still
"-'- a

20 years. All the recent booksn Tyre say that there never was Tyre except
I

on the island.- 14w.-A, h.!y '' ... ,., (uite a nfiinbere-ttrm,
\

they all agree that there never
wasATyre except on the island, and of course

there is a Greek name (O39. E1d
Tyre)./4,1

9

placeon the main land. It is a very old trdition that there was and in the aee-
from

account here, ( we read about the great d-cubtg aboht the horses wt attack

and all that. And 3/ said that Tyre was only a few miles away
- '. -rr_.wa04.from Ft northern Pilestine. He says that . . island. How

could anybody write such a foolish thing that there was

He said that they would certainly know the situation. But they al say that

the today. But the evidence, as far as I loo) 1nto it,

7óttqe) 4&"
is entirely the statements in the Cuneiform references to

,
tha.Tyr is 'in' the midst of the sea. There are a number of

references 'e4 Tyre the city in the midst ofhe
sea5

and that proves

that it was always on the island, but I cked into that a little

furhher, and found that he city of Sidon which everybody knows ias always

been on the Mainland ver anywhere else,
refeç

'o him exactly

the same ,lA4144... 4c c Sidoh'VL%!n the midst of the
Va -

sea, and that would seem pretty definitelyprove that in the case of Sidon(U

the phrase means the city which is a great commercial center to which they

come from many different areas, and if it means in the case of Sidon, rrd
/"1
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Jan 6 Side one




just as well mean
£&-t+.Qre ud -e-e"- that in the

case of Tyre. But it is, toda




4-f 40".0'r
y




r.~,~~Al




Fhers.Iyre kthlfJ

on the main land. I think that %- in view of that, -s the evidence
the Old Tyre, '____

is that we d have a great tradition, We have the name there/ We have

in Ezekiel the prophet would speak of the C423 /

Am), (76) which is hard to imagine attackon an island. And. what
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is based o s zkig1 qually true of Sido . It seems to me that

7We11, " historical-,dV
r~lst

You do not beflege an island unless you4

Mfj *
ilc~

ake" historical refernncejout of the Bible, to )siegej
- Tyre by

Nebuchad:- Of course, Joseophua is secondary, and Herodotus could be wrong, too.

But it would make them,, it would really make them,- I wondered about that
A

many times. -*rr--41 pretty hard to besiege te -d--wettd-aee p-teii-

-4t island except for IN fleet. ¬-thtt

(_




that th had ! ,nd

sa~/ -

the q6U-1

- Alexander the Cr at. See, that would be late,

historical evidence,6,i ddefinitey/that Alexander the Great.LvI4I9
- ItO}A&t# /

_4r there was a great ruin
oft




he-.w city/ there on the land, that would
A1

give a great deal of material,. fairly easy to use for __but it

would also mean that the..emains of the ancient Tyre on theland are not
because t4.r

available to t- ekev-.1 would be under4ittV7 in the sea.

And looks like 0 Out,\about half a

mile the island which is now a peninsula with , and

then it _____into the area wh4e-s- where the/people are still

w.tkag.peoplen6w.. . It is not a great place, but it was of som importance

all through the Middle 4ff. It is still an occupied place.5 It is on the

island. f-I ib-rr---t-_p-la.a but-it w a-greet p1" . I want to

ask you something about Nêtitiuhad. again. - Verse 20 sounds very specific
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'Wi
that Nebuchad. cappured Egypt or Egypt was given to him. Yes. The verse is

~~Wl

Of tQ1r-.LJ.S just about as specific as

anything. 19 and 20 20 in particular. I Ie have given the lapd
J}Ic-Y2J

of Egypt for his labour. It was given t Nebuchad. Yes, 3-err.-ow

can see how you can take it in different ways. what sounds

very, very pointed. It sounds very pointed that he actually conquered Egypt.
-r __Does it not? I Except that there are thingspoken of Tt1L s given to you,,

Al a0lil-
a- land that is given to braham. I am not sure of,paral1e1s -thm---- 7

Z90.
I have given you the




1A A,
.rivers>/1great and so R.forth,t4M.I

actual possession, as far as Abraham was concerned was never realized,

and the .1 Abraha 's seed technicall
ttlerezed.)

4 he context here 'irerse Verse 19 says, ifeiW4'

A4Y 4t¬&/ .p... for Tyrue,, for the service that he had served against it.1 I'herefore thus

/VI)saith the Lord God; Behold, I will give the land of
BabylonA

and he shall

take her multitude, ard take her spoil, and take her pre1,i; and it shall be the

wages for his army." Well, that means that is going to come some

descendant of Nebuchad thousand years later,,, it would not be very satisfactory.I
0No, no, I would not think so. There is a great, mys er in there, ,f anything

is true t - - in
Jeremiah1

--

alte- (. He says, Nebuchad.

will come and spread his canopy here, you know, this place, in the heart

of the land of Egypt. These all tie together wiTh he-- Nebuchad.'s work

ai Egypt. And it might be that we are-just do not have enough sep-_

2
C, n




historicall There is a great rThm

in thersomewhere. It does not fit well with critics' idea that

__________ Vso mucYi_& -been written late. It is critics' idea that/ this was

ung-it -4.4-a -hi wa& written and rehashed

done over. You wouldthat they would/now Nebuchad.
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nne__
eAAMAhad never conquered Egypt and they would omit the statements

would'nt you? Torrey thinks that where Ezekiel .k.s.-of-things like

this, he- they are clearly wrong. t- He thinks that-11t, was written early.
t MW

He says ±irother written late. If there was much

revision they claim ,'?ou would think that the would l&av out some/

2_? thing that
411,1a" tit. t.

cm~x




look at from that

viewpoint. I wonderif it is possible when Pe4eer/7O/v(11I made

ft
nfl.his .4 i Palestine when Nebuchad. was besieging Tyre abou 75,

(L/
and we are told that he won a victory over in Palestine

4 , Z4-trD in facne of the /4'IØ
'V I wonder If 4¬Zi.s possibly enough spoil. victories eve-.-a--

AM AAA
laid ground work forf.pe demise in Egypt a few years later. I wonder

if enough spoil could have been take something like that to have the

effect, you know,




_d paying e the wages of the army and so forth. That

is an interesting suggestion. That would be a victory, not in Egypt. That is

right. There is a further evidence for that. We have

verse 2l' I have given him the land of Egypt for his labour. If you

Ifs')afttj'take this fazJ.-.ie phrase that uld fit with the conquest of an army.

rather with the qeM- conquest of a land. To give him the 'and of Egypt,%(f/

that e- could mean e-eL give him the-¬t-I-i--u-f--th lcr4..±h

products of the land, .4-g±e--h4m the wealth of theland,. 9ive him
/

a great f victory over its force. Perhaps it could find sufficient
'1 14

fulfillment in that. Well, we have some interesting probleshere.

I guess, our time is up. We can see then tomorrow.
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January 7 31,Uv- Fulfilled Prophecy.

Yesterday, w went ovor two matters we dealt with particularly.
M1 a1c4First, we ben about the matter of the prophetic perspective and we/ioticed

in any area
there one problem in bringing truth/to 'peopZle who are not trained

in tt area, bt most people have certain fixed ideas which doubt" 'T~~

are quite contrary to what they actually understand. For instance, if
ask

you have almost anyone e- what is English present? They would say,['I go)
-A 40

you go ad he goes. 1is present tensei.that is not present tense

at all. You meet somebody, and you say, Where do you go to school?41 go

to Faith Seminary. But actually he is walking to the opposite direction.

If that is a-pese-- present tense, he is telling-? a lie. is note

present tense,--Wt it is frequentative tense. The present tense is
41L&

I am going. I am going to Faith Seminary, A That is what I am doing now.
( I

I go to Faith Seminary means that that is what I do regularly. It does

- not mean t4t that is what I am doing at this present moment. This may

historically have been a present tense. But in English it is not.

Everyha-body that you meet who Reaks English very much uses - --

API' this way. But hardly
jt4#t.aèJhey

thin1JTheY/thinkthatif

is present tense. It is like the word dj3y. If you ask, Wh t is a day?

he says it is 24 hour period,. use, that way-ey once out of 20 timeIx A sj
for 24 hour period. jt-rrr!--9 4---2 4o&w The meanings

owords as they understand and they use,are two different things. And that

is only rarely u used for that. Now, you ask, what_wuul4 be the order of
past or ?4

events in the history/ef-he-evee- in .ie prediction of future, and a person

o#-d say, Well, of course, it goes right along in e chronlogical order,

and yet. while the chronology is important, there are other factors that are
/ accçount

just as important or mor important-- so1 in mos a y/kind-eevents

7 7 [44V4C
~0& 16
Lydin

?aper1
FLLL Hoover, president

of the United States from l928l932 died this morning. Mr. Hoover has beeá in
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poor health for some time. The end has been expected for quite a period.

But when it came it was a shock to all of his relatives. Mr. Hoover was

(Aborn in Iowa in 1860 or whatever it was) and as a boy he got education i such
IW

aid such. Now, your newspaper article would start ai4ti, mentionin him,

about the most important event in his life, which was back in 30's and

tell how he died n-ot this morning Then going back to

terr three months ago, tracing pLesm illness now, and

en go back to his birth, and ttn tracLrsome of events'

talt would be p normal order in jn account ofp.event haj sort in the

DA




'
evci.t4

newspaper.If you read 4--e of the civil war, 1t1i- abphat
)'f

happened in t1 Pen- eninsulaIcampaign, and A~hapterj be dealing

with several month
'

It may tell you what happened(

in 1'e--M p-M4ss4pp Mississippi during either the first part or he
31 Mt4

±attr part of that. back.. John peIope e4d did in Vg Vir i
in ''ff1

and it 4z ,1 1o-t/partly chronological but also partly from otherother

And if you simply deal with presenting the general picture of what is gong to

happen to a certain school-ye-sy.U ,-..you would say, that building is

going to be changed into kitchen. That building is going to continue for
AArJJ

a long time in its present use, but eventual it wd be made in




7øiZiet ')
(051). That building will continue as a library7

library is bui]4t, it will be changed into class room. And you m,,ight go

through the building5ofa place, telling what is going to happex/infuture,

aid your statementmight;be in chronological order, but it would be much
and go to the other, ad l

more likely that you either start at one end/ef-e-ehe;-a4 start

from the other end and go to this, or youstat with the big est one and

then -_yu go to the smallest ejjdZ Or it might be quite
0.0- 6

1

,-+ you happened to..Qw-+ All these great 4¬¬ee- different matters

would enter4i into an ordinary experience of life 14i in dealing with 't ....
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/




whoAfollow
thing. Yet, if you ANOW ask a person,/any one of these methods in dealing

wE- with any one of these eT- subjects, w at order do you expect

4c history?
1
WhVay




o you say,ex~ecVttt~

Chronology enters in. Sometimes it enters in very, very slightly) -4
instance

like the eseee of the buildings that I just gave you. Thatleasily be

the case with a large institution. Somebody tells me about He
doneL in

would describe the ,E, and some of the things
(Mt,J

6me f tn might be done in four years. te p,rson might not even know
'1Awlin what order-" 2goirig to be done. It might be-done- depend on how

became
/

'Jr much funds are-w-.ing Vae avaiiab1ç e----Aitd-a-rers what needsJ.1d4t
4/ of

bul the person would have an idea a priori/what he thinks would be natural.
-r

But it is not what he will do1 btrt-4.LJ.s no-----eh.a- -yo-u . How do
I

you determine in the Scripturewhat criteria do you use to determine when a

chronology wews-4-weH- is followed -c- prophetic utterance5 44'V

not. That is one of the problems that we want to see what evidence we
1-

can get on. I w9uld o'tM think of Diniel 11.1 think that1 anybody's

interpretation, -be very chronological. es,Daniel

11, -eyou have an account of a kingdom which is overcome by another kingdom,

which is overcome by another kingdom. Evidently the second must come after

the first. Then you tell what ppens after the first, and then you-wtd

tell what happens to that one w to

You say that there are a certã.n number of

kings, and then you start ,41-d---a d- in and ou are going to do this,

and that. And it would be very 'PP- - it s not chronological.

That would seem to be a natural interpretation of that particular chapter, the
in

way it is arranged. There are many others n which are different approacheè-
Mf 44JAkttw

would seem to be
A

natural pLciah., and there are some which are more or
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less
h34h4ardr

As far as I can see at present, we have to take

each passage by itself, and see what criterion we could find in it, and

as we look at quite a AIW number, we might some rules of

that would enable us to make judgment on the first approach. But I

do not know of any such as yet. Actually, it seems like thus far in this

matter, and in th matter of the absolute and relative prophecies that

it is either a clear-cut statement in Scripture er- stating it as such

or the fulfillment of it that has determined. You see what I mean? Yes,

there is a clear cut statement, this happens and then that happens. Or

this one will after a certain length be ee overcome like that. Or something

ba-ill th fult-tHhiienL in the logical arrange,

like chpter 11, there is quite evident
Y"P_

not dealing with south

4a-er-- dealing w- with north

-c'Tç Ij.J But you are dealing

with the same area
1
telling them one after the other. The impression is

very strong that it is a chronological presentation. WIeR-he-4ps- Although

when he jumps from Antiochus to'1nti-christ he gives no clear statement

ew- doing we have to reach that conclusion

ˆa 1o approach a pas age which e know4 nothing except the

11h1/ ,%

içjqWeIwould

see what and hunt for but

en when we have passages which deal with events that have already

taken place, then we have evidence to see who- how much has been fulfilled,

_Aa_ deand he- what yet remains to see whether the fulfillment as it,occurf gives

further light on the nature of the preph-- proper interpre- tation of the

passage, and thus get may apply to other passages which

are not yet fuilled, have see fulfilled in wa that we do

not understand. It/k pr tty hard to determine with an absolute certainty in







M
many of these cases would seem,ike on the basis of this. We have to

find what the purpose ist the whole matter of progressive

revelation. There are great doctrines which are explained fairly

ciqarly in the New Testament which are presented in the Old Testament
I..d- OAA

I/in such a form tha yo just a a h zy beginning of apprehension, and
I'

____they re present agal,,. Jrrh and

em---Item- then you get a little more, and thus da1y- gradually

the Lord teaches us these things until finally gives a fulinterpretation.

Now e--- what is the purpose of these prophetic passages? It is usually

-ttIi4r one pr three. It,is usually either to encourage the people

God in the midst o-- t[Ir'-fr'to show God.; rebuke against sin, or to

give an evidence w---w- which when comes to pass will serve
of the fact

onfirmation/that God has -- spoken. It is not simply to satisffy

O~w the future"is-iikc And in ehp
C~Injat

is purpose is to

prepare people for Antiochus Epiphanes isis and also to
10

prepareA for the anti-christt later. And so, those are the two purposes.

And VP .i411 one is Antiochus Epiphanes and therefore

everything$ befotentiochus Epiphanes is not given simply to satisfy

curiosity7 Somebne might say, Here is the king of the south that is
419

to come. He is succeed in this campaign. This is not going to sicceed.

Not so that he can know the history in advance, but so that it would point e

up to this event, and when it comes people we will not be absolutely
Ain 2c44
.-rr-fi& and say, oh, how could there be God when he permits 1te8&- thing

Iwt
like th come? He has pointed toward it, and' knows it is part of

His plan, iS

and we can put trust in Him, and/y in these others like Ezekiel

dealing with Egypt, he is trying to stress the confidence of people God,
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,141' A& trying to encourage them to be true to Him, and he is trying to rebuke those
tend to

greapf

_/,,,Awhh4o,/

fly think that the Egypt-nmr-bL~ a orce than G6d
lke~~

I andAJ

poutout heir trust in Egypt,-dnstead of in God' Word, but I do not think

that s purpose is to satisf4y curiosity about the future. I think that

there is another purpose in all of this that should be able to look back, at least
ti.41dJ, Odain some of the passages, t wonderfulAt U

4LP. /
God actually spokeJhat do you think of the chronology of the last part

of Daniel 11 rrez.2 Now, the first part you have the historical fulfillment.

This is what I have reference to now.

what In the last part efjW what would you say about hronology?- According

to this, we could not know, except perhaps, wa slight implication

which would be very, very weak, if there is any chronology. You might say

that the first part is chronological and therefore the second part

might be chronological. But you could not know for sure, could you? I

think that we can see that the part about Antiochus Epiphanes has a strong

chronlogical argument in4 it. Yes, ... t is not strictly chronological

there. LL/, t41I
(l47),i characteristics. 3t dedeals with

his
the-main activities and it deals with t events,and then it looks forward

his
to the anti-christ, and again it deals with the/character first, and when

he says that he shall exalVhimself and magnify himself against every god,
*"Please see below"

verse 36, And the king shall do according to his will;,/and he shall exalt himself

and magnify himself above every god, and shall sep- speak marvellous things against i

the God of gods, and shall prsper till the indignation be accomplished: for
I' *

that that is determined sahil be done.'! That is to say, these are two

things told about him which could both happen at the same time or either

could happen first. Each of them could happen repeatedly. I do not think that

there is any chronological order there.!
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and he shall prosper till the indignation be accomplished.
A

prospering

-w4. not begin until after he has spoken marvellous things. against the

God of gods. We do not know. IBx±ktxxkx He might be a pronounced

atheist before he ever prosper or he might be already xx prospering/

before he reveals his atheism altogether. And verse 37. "Neither shall

he regard the God of his fathers, nor the desire of women, nor regard any god:"

Does that mean that hj/s- g'&4g..x turn ainst the god of his father

does ,Mxtkt not come after he has spoken against the Cod of gods?
have il

Or ft-may/preceded and he is not regarding the ee- desire of women.

Whatever that means. That may be earlier -h in his career or that may be

late. He saysx is not here giving a thrnologic44ecr.tj,on but here
çtt f

Ie-4s-v4ig it is giving a summary of -t+r particular

aspect given. There is no reason to say there --rë or there ae not

chronological order. I do not mean that there is no reason to say that

they have been put in the chronological order or . I would '

say that the chronology does not enter into it. They are Z(177)
itself

and presenting the ea- character' the character may show/- trrrg in
in

rne chronological order or it may not. There is no purpose here1--o- explaining

heXV that particular feature.

Then what he says in verse 4Otthat at the time of the end shall the king

of the south s.hl-1 push at him and the king of north shall come against him.

sa at the time of the end. Yes. What time is there? M it is a

chronological statement that... f ('(V comeSafter13).4t.J

precedes, but when it says that the king of the south shall push at him,

d1-rffkTng d -4r.i and the king of the north shall come

against him like a whirlwind," does it mean that first he wrM attacked by

the king of eouth d then by the kin of the north? Or sill they attack

of vsimultaneously? Oen the king north-- attack come fir? The one

desir to describe in more detail j ((1 :








less important attack of the king of the south starts later. It T1
ci" -M

mentioned first to get it out of the way before it-4s going 'W (189)

I think that you can say definitely that verse

40 follows the previous verse! but I do not think you can say which of

the two parts of it, that there 1s order

between them. Mr. Buraga, you loo he other

Would it be all right to say that the prophet generally speaks in the

thene- chronological orderA ?R_
-rz

but once in a while he the liberty of going back. I1O. I would not say it

that way. I would say that there are instances in which ye-speak-- he speaks
01 as wAt

irAChronological
order, but there are just/many he

A41-0( a
is dealing i*1Tsa ogical order rather than in chronoloical order.

I am inclined to say that e h ye no right unless we draw up a list

If we draw up a list and that in three fourths of the cases, -ie

i




0101
IQ 1 4-s e1-4i they rranged

in chroçological order, then ,.i can m4kP such a statement, but I would

not I-the a priori statement in advance! that w can expect '# e

piam in chronological order. I would say thtt he may' this subject,subject,

this subject, and this ubject,
andfl7may

be tha happen together,

or in various ordei hat there is no a priori reason-ha to say tF it
(

is chronological unless there is a statement likeb at the time
)

of the end he will do this, after this hae-een .... this will happen.

They will come against him and he will overcome them. Now, there

overcning naturally follow&g their coming aginst him. But
'low A It- if you say that he will c-at all theAs to the north, ,an

to the east, and to the west, 1-de-mat-think trhatr T may be reason
\ \ \ \

for putting them in that order, but it is just as likely or perhaps even
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ore likely that there may be some other re son which we do not happen to

mtice. Or xnabe jt is strictly,'
,1J1 *4

The4e- -The- ure ±' a danger 'L having a priori idea

ollowed,




der.
just as much as

--be-e9we-- would be followed. We should not have a priori

ideas about it. That is why I was jndg the

statement that ordinarily it uld follow a chronolo ical order, but

some w
VAO

ould depart from it. I would say, thAg-m~.~ examine each passage and see

what is the type of order that is followed. We can know that in any

statements dealing with events, chronology-en inqyitably I;: cannot help
Cuff

it. But whether the chronology enters the big parts of it arranged

chronologically and it is not chronological within hem, r whether the big
_rv*JAW

parts are arranged entirely differnetly and within t.k.i. chronological-VV
.AAr-#iXAM AA- (4 fFk1or 1Tre it i&neither

,chronological,
you have to examine pLaLLiC

You cannot approach it with the expcctation that it will or till not$ be

WIN,,
chronological.'tLo both would be possibxcept in case of words

(228) or fulfilled prophecy where you have itsfulfillment in t1T

chronoloical order. If you find the fulfillment in & chronological

drder I do not know of any ch case, do you? Where is the case where

you have the fulfillment in chronologcial order? -1-mean, in the order of the prophec

given? Well, in the first part of Daniel when you have certain things

stated very sDecifically in order. Ther f course the chronological order
this /

is certainly implied. Thou art te hea4 of gold. And after thee shall arise

another kingdom inferior to thee, and another third kingdom of brass,

which shall bear rule over all the earth." There you have a definite

chronological order turns which mac1ear. I will tell, what I was








trying to make reference to is that if the fulfillment in chronological

order, then that would prove that ±di- prophecy was in
114

chronological order. If these things ar redicted, and these were fulfilled

in that very same order, ~ I am unable to give an answer, because I
-1

have to 1-a,e a specific case in mind. (How abou Daniel 11 passage? The first
that t-3-

part of Daniel 11 and ... fli would think that in Daniel 11/the very nature

of the passage ''-*w-fft-tctt rather definitely implies chronologicil

order. Not necessarily with say 1.,p
between two verses. But whp it

says that someone will come and attack an
ç'ill'6driven

1I back
1his

son

will be moved with anger and then he will drivet the other back, and when ..

it says that there 96 shall stand up w4ee-he- in his place th_rz-e- /

there is an implication in the very language rig t straight through/

That in the ine-passage/he-chronologically arranged. There are specific

terms that make - that clear. There are specific terms. It is not as if

somebod) say, I want to tell e-aeMe you something about various

kings of Egypt. There iwli be a great king in Eypt who will be a great

conqueror, and there is e--ge-ge- going to be another ruler who will

be-ea- a reat thinker. There will be another king who will just

waste his time in rio'f somebody says that &kctrec kings of

Egypt 4 these c Lite types gay lie may be telling you t whet order

they are going to come in, but if there is no word tha ays t)Je may
fr r( fck4T

describing the wee- most important And if the fulfillment a

came in that order, then you would know that prediction was given

in that order. Naturally, if they are fulfilled in that order. 1rhat

Al
I, AA4V

is what I meant. That would not prove that you have a righ to assime 1'

that .... No, what I am saying is that if I have a specific fulfillment

9cioYin the order of a passage, then that passage is in the chronological order or if I

see that there are specific time words like these: like these that you
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Cie"- 00

mentioned, ,j No bw it,-e then I can say that that passage is in the

____ y,M1 j
chronological order thnt psig i 'by-ca

only h two things that will- would make me k-ha-ey- pinpoints

as specifically chronological and nothing else. -ehee-Inpother

casit may or may not be. These-ae

e-e-Ee-h4h would rather saya little differently. I w6uld

rather say, Look at the passage. - -eeif4e-i,te- If there are specific

time words, that shows the chronological order, and you know that it is in

chronological order. iwould say, you look at the passage, and it
1

01
describes the events which by their very nature assume th chronological

order;, uk Ifijs man conquers that man. That man's son, the word son is
CA4IM4

not chronological order, but ... Yes, that would be indicating the

(372). t_t~alli would say then, When you find

the fulfillment of something, if the fulfillment is given, here given one,

two, three, here are fulfillment 1, 2, 3, well, yes, there is one, two, three

¬-he-7777- or 2, 3, 1, that is the fulfillment,.- simply shows what it

iefers to. It does not prove that they were intended to be in chronological

order, arid- unless you have quite a number of cases. What I mean is that

the fulfillment does not e,,..,tablish a principle, unless you hae a number of

i
cases. The fulfillment

Ashow
you how it happed, but it des not show

you whether the order of- was intended to be chronological, unless you have

a number ë- of case. °k'rJ..f God gave the prediction that ... that
:.

way,

~e

woul hai~e to be that way.
2d

gave a prediction, and then

wkat e in historr-iso,it is chronological. Don't you

think that He would have intended it to be that way? You would have to have a-i-

few cases/ of it. I would say, first, I would say that it would be &ntirely

possible that here is a prediction in which it is stated, it is talking

I
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about the middle area, and
about the eastern area, ±txixxkaikkExxtaik±iig/about the western area.

It is stated in that way. And yet, what is- it says about the eastern area,

and-what-is- comes first, what it says about the iiddle, comes second,

and what it says about the western area third, but /here is a sasfy4ig
a

satisfactory principle of the arrangement involved, rnk it wo-uld be/geographical
a

arrangtement. The fact that the fulfillment follows in h-e- chronological

line would not prove that they were put that way because of 4- chronology.

It could have been putt bkeF? because of geography. I would not think that

the fact that they weIe in the order in which they were presented

would prove that the order was intended as a chronological order, unless

we had quite a mttb number of cases and there was no evidence of any other

reason for the order in wlie which they Lie' I do not think that we

can say that the fact that these things happened in the order in wle which

they were mentioned prov that a thronological order was intended. Unless
I

you have a lot of casesji+eh weip-Øt*4 produce ten cases y4d
you have six events described, and the six events have no

time words, but the six events have been fulfilled in the order in which

they were predicted. You have ter, cases, a+4 you could it that it is

a pretty good presumption that that would be the reason for the arrangement.

I do not think that we have a right to assume that the' 4e is chronological

even if itulfillt/s chronologicanless there is a definite reason

for its being arranged chronologically or unless you have
45ficient

cases

to establish iprinciple. Now, of cou principles,can be disprovJ

one exception. There there are great many principles

which can be estalibshed as a general rule by a number of cases, even if

there are some cases where they do not apply. But I just do qknows case5to
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Kindicate thast of our predicts1ons are-e-e seem to be more or less

isolated. Daniel 11 is quite unique. Most of our
predictioi3seems

to be

not for the purpose of giving us. an outlin4nological events,
to 47but 4

671
-dal with some logical matters or have some emotional effect upon




I
us wk--rderprepare/t/ for some particular crisis or to give us
I *v-

((526) of the word. I do not know if we have made much advance in finding

a principle to determine whether am-ev tome events are
CA4vi

chronological or not, but I think that, we make the advance of saying,

Let us not assume it without proving it. But it seems to me that it S

equally important that here we ha' a sçtion n EZekie1here we have a
- HA/1Tt( , 4

number of interesting factors. -yer--t4i1 that it is equally important
dirA44 '(

that we'¬ chat one aspect of çlie ful,fiAll,ment is ¬ fulfilled..-ar

smtime years
laterf\

OVM: something in the next clause would be fulfilled

immediately. I think
jhat

is a rathe important assumptio , too, otherwise

I would think that woJid bec ike a think

it is. \ Yet, I am not sure if I agree with you there. Pro or example,

in Isaiah 11, in those passages, I do not think that they are chronologica

eut but I do e- not think that they are in a situion where
IL+i} C

one phrase, you know, those i'.tet us look at the passage. The way to determine

is to examine the cases,*a y. now, Isaiah 11,

"There shall come forth a rod out of the son of Jesse, and the branch

shall grow out of his root. Is there chronological order in that verse?

Is the same thing stated in two different ways? I think that - it is

a parallelism, but verse 2 is involved in chronological order. Verse

2 goes beyond verse 1. I do not
t)3i

the spirit of the Lord shall rest

upon him, ... the verse the\2, there is no chronological order
!the same

between them. But there is seaine/thing. All right, in verse 2, the

spirit of the Lord rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding,

the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear

of the Lord."
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First, he gets the spirit of h- wisdom and understanding, and next the spirit of

counsel and might, the spiriti of knoiwedge and of the fear of the Lord,

and then next, he shall make him of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord.

there. Even t 14

I do not think soI No. We always pointed

igI'!ha.ft__.ˆL3?_te1ie_

ion

spirit of the Lord comes upon him-4-after his coming forth. Yes, kkix these
qualities are a

cta particular qq xxMa1iky--not necessarily shown in IL chronological
OFF <D -




i
order.T! think that it has reference to tike- one . . Terse 3.

And shall make him of quick understanding in the fear of the

Lord: and he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove
at

after the hearing of his ears:' That' is not chronological at all jt may

precde most of k- verse 2 or maybe before or maybe afteç /('neither' :/

reprove after the eharing of his ears;" when is that? Was that when he

was a boy? I think that it certainly follows i coming forth, and his

da~N*
end ment of the spirit. Of course, if itJigh1y designates t'Ne Divine

attributes, it would be true of wkxktwx±ifex hislife tine. es, it would be

ue of all time. There is no chronologcial element there yet.

Spirit upon him,,
eew---¬e---

forth7and
then there is ,4 the s9m.and I think

I mean not
that isJ4.g in the gospel acco t./-ne that Christ is- wa always

)p the Holy Spirit
itfe4 or-.et that Christ e-l-r= e-.-- always ha the spirit, but

(c there is formal entrance i ktt his tOTm ministry in the

gospel account, and there is a formal practice in his ministry. )20 you think

that there is a cFnological progress here? I do not know. e..ak.ip
r

tJi-zgh. Then, she- verse 4 has certnl7 clionological aspects,,
9 /4J ( - cd-?

don't you think? I mean after verse l.,, with righteousness shall he

judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth" Do you
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y
think that is all future? (3 I think so. I am sure

but you think that the last half of verse 3 is past? think that

the lot last half of she-verse might easily describe his life, you knos,

his character in his physical walk and ministry, or it could go along wl with

eSo,4V So, there is no chronological cr there at all.

The spirit is on him, and then he proceeds to his thinistry,
of three

and that is clironoiogicai,11 Well, that is, if the last
halfArefers

to the earthly

ministry, and not to thee second coming. Well, even if it should refer to

£dwtIthe second coming of Christ, then you have the first coming, and

-.ae th eoond coming. I do not insist on that, but it looks se that

way to
meAThen

he judges the poor with righteousness, and revee reprove with

equity for the meek of the

"- Do you think that is after the second coming? 7'i should think

so. Yes. You think that is after the second coming. But "he shall smite

the earth with the hod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lisp- lips shall he

slay the wicked." That is1the beginning of the second coming. Surel

that precedes , s siee the first ee. B---

Both relate to the second coming. But they are in reverse order, as far

as chronology is concerned. -Yes. here your-eke chronology is.

00/
_"Ierl4p

Except that the second coming is here after the first coming. Now the events

in the second coming that are in view. 'ere they are definitely opposite.

Them- "And righteousness shalll be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulenss

the girdle of his reins." I am not sure whether that refers e- only to his

rulejS secondcoming or only to the second corning or to
410 qw~t~~) it refers to his 4 ,

& That is-why Daniel 11 ... the/character




,77--Now- rather than -4

Now, "The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie
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sown with the kind; and the calf and the yon young lion and the fatling together;

and a little child shall lead hem." I do not think that there is any chro1ogca1

order/ in verses 5, 7, and C.Except that they all come after the second




'cv
coming.t I would say definitely. I would say that 9 comes at the same it

w4.th_t1'L.ertt'e.ij.. Then verse 10. There is a day coming when there

will be a reef- root of Jesse, which shall stand for an ensign of

the pee-,e- people; to it shall the Gentiles seek: and his rest shall be glorious."

Now, is t verse 10, after tho second coming? TI personally think

so, I- although the a-millennialists and others think thac refers to today.

What is it that you said? TI think that it refers to the ex- exaltation of

the Holy Land and the ea-- exaltation of Zion like what you have in Micah.

That is during the second coming? about verse 11? Doe, he

during the second coming (732) "And it shall come to pass in that day,

that the Lord shall set his hand again the second time to recover the

reMa remnant f his people, which shall be left, from Assyria, and from Egypt, and

and from Pathros, and from Cush, and from slam, and from Shinar, and from

Hamath, and from the islands of the sea."

I think that in that day, of course, is indefinite. I think that refers

to the recovery of Israel at that time. I think that these things essentially

hapèned on the same day. It says, in that day, in the beginning.
-

\ Therverse 11 precedes verses 5 through 10. 11 would like to say, though,

in that day, whether, what the order is of that day, I am not sure, if I know

it, but I may think of a passageor maybe not1 Then about all that I can
take

see that we have been able to -y-4e- chronologically in chapter 11

is that it makes what is probably a very light reference to the first coming,

and all the rest of it is about the second coming, but beyond that I do not see
t

anything chronological.
(

Except that they are kept in that order. I am not
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-i--aPy----fl7 ttit% bo& th s&con coini$g Ti n hrøolo4 ird". -Ma- Maybe there
hing Mis noç ei-be-be about it. It is g$..pxcb.ahLe. There is nothing

about it maybe. I',4.V4A/AItt64,t1gf&jTfr there is anything about the

first coming (749) .... lBut even so/it is all about the second coming,

the statement of his ee4i't- coming precedçany
of the things that he

does. I am not sure about that. It seems that verse 11 precdes that. It
keference to his first comj,ng.

precedes verse 1? Yes, I think that verse one is a very sligh/7Thut ven

41t
/

verse one is wholly referring he second cojiing1 t uld still precde verse

ll.' Well, if we have six events predicted, are preited in

chronologiéal order, we certainly have in Daniel -t occurs in the

in o..Jfr gJ'
chronological order . (

But in Isaiah 11 here I do not see any six events given in Chronological

order. I see two of them that are definitely given in the opposite of
ii.

the chronological order in.4.verse YJ those




,events are

certainly opoosit the chro o ogical order. Oh well then all need to

argue would b&/thaverse'4 refers to his earthly ministry. -donotman

vlu
'.V
would noç seriously argue that way. I do not know why

fV' (r
-

not. Not serious. You 4l argue-, but not serious
4]!

I think that I CO'rgueJ,,j

tN
uW uis~"asj~ra

~.,
Really? "for the meek of the earth"?

,
stTS sek io

'/for the meek of . Palestine'!? Certainly this word wrf.¬
p

Y0u neap you can interpret that as the first coining of the Lord
/

4 mike the whole cIapter.s...? '-just read Matt. 23, if he does not reprove
/'iequity

i
'47alh

those
whoAoppress

eMT-- the meek and the poor of the

1 and. I think that you are merely taking the words and not his actions. Ya.

I do notthink that that term necessarily means that. Ptc~youat?

MI You do not. "... and he shall not judge after the st his eyes, neither

A44(
reprove after the hearing of his ears:" Let us in chapter 11 there are

things about the first coming, and there are things about the second coming.
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There are two events of which the first is given first and the second

second. Within these events there are man
things

that -are- it is

are-pretty hard to show muchchronological order. His coming is mentioned

before His character is mentioned, but you cannot find

six events in this cha ter which you can say are t definitely in chronological

order'
Jt'I

14Qt'j interested in that.

ng I am not ee- interested in demonstrating the

order, but I am interested in having the-verse interpretation Of-.e. verseA'i

I would iot look at verse 10, and say, Here is a refernce to the cross, 4
j.tt-)f 4

a?L.t.bi4-444 the peopleacros . Then the remnant of Israel will be

r4ees-- gloriousglorious,...L ef.-J1 future sometime. Then verse 11,0V

"L4 the
Lord1recover

them the second time, the remnant of-the PeoPle) from
/

the Babylonian captivity, and in verse 12, the cross, and te verse 13, the

end of the Babylonian captivity, and erse 14, ~'P' 4#-,#istance sometime.
the prophetic Al iiyjk¬r

That is j kind of /interpretation tha eares me. W1 m6st avoid

reading into - it. Yes, I agree, but you see what I mean there. And if

'-ITh1J:k4&_- 7sIthere is no chrono1oica1 I do not tnean that chronology -i- is necessary,

but eeegy- if there is no real pattern that helps develope-- in (/
line at all, then

chronological/ede -have-all-that kind of interpretation would become

41
very reasonable. I would not at all be surprised 4 if there are passages
W itON

VM1ucfI
like that. But I would be inclined to think that that is not

often the case, but I would not at all be surpris sometimes to find some.

The chronological arrangement is one arrangement. And certainly chronology
JOt 11 4tT

is going to enter almost any preiction$, but a general,

c chronological




'is one type of arrangement, -

0
but there arekother types of arrangements. I doubt very much that it would

be just spas c. You, just said, look at the fist- first coming, and

then look at the second eeg- coming. But it would be altogether possible to









deal with a subject which has a relation to this, and then another subject

which has relation to this, and then another subject which has a

relate--relationto this. Yes, Mr. Buraga Well, look here, there is another

situationVi here,-f1e1- another 4i- situation following it. And perhaps

the one situation that is given may not be chronologicallyC... ILL

we have two situations given here. One of which is rather-given rather fully.

One is exee-- extremely brief. If you know nothing about any other

anywhere, excA this Isaiah 11, you ould not find two comings

here. All that it says ctually about the first coming is that he comes

t4v 42ttt i" .ciji
out of t!% stem-of Jesse, jtnd a BrAnh'shàll grow out of his roots:And

he has the spirit of God on him. That is all true of his first coming, It

is equally true of his second coming. He will be out of the stem of Jess,

the seed of David 4 just as much as He was in the second coming as in
one

his first coming. You could introduce the second coming by saying "ht there wil

from the seed of David, all thise without making any reference to the

first coming. The reference is to the characterjLf the spirit of 1t- Cod
th no

resting on him, which applo both comin TLre is eething stated

hq~hich one J can say, Here is unquestionably a statement about theere

first coming followed by a statement about the second coming You have
his his his

here e origin4 and e-background... you have character, and you have

the events of the secog coming. Th- Now the character ef-ke-s-seh.-

am- manifested itself in the first cor. So, we,knowiat there are

two comings... Say, we have something here which relates to the frist

to His second coming. But what is

9




)av
told her elateto the second coming a-w as to the first corning. Yes?

Isaiah 6 , I think You think that there are six events there describing

in the chronological order? No, the two comings of Christ and events







1

relating to the first coming described not necessarily in the chronological

ede- order. 0 , you think again that we have the first coining $ followed

by the second coming?)Yes. ffi I know that it i often said that what Christ

read in the temple He stopped exacthat £ with his first coming, and

did not go on to read what dealt with the second eefig-- coming. But I

am rather skeptical about that. It certainly describes here the Spirit
God

of the Lord/is upon m-aid-I- me; because the Lord ahh anointed me to

preach he-hat sent me n--

hearted-," proem liberty to th c&pie n-th ne

he e- o o-po1a the Lord, ta-t dye--

day-of

-

-.he .b- -LerdT And he was preaching then. To proclaim good i-

tidings then will again refer to the second ce4-- coming. Tie sent me to

bind up the broken hearted, that He would certainly do that at the
at

second coming just a much S/ti first oming. To pro aim liberty t

the captives, the opening of the prison to them that are bound, He

certainly does that at both comings. To proclaim the acceptable year of the

Lord, I do not know just exactly what that meansure+7. Do you? Does

anybody know? What is the acceptable year of the Lord? How does

it differe-from the day of of our God? (866) Well, it

differs after the pattern of... I think that after the pattern of that...

Acts where he says, You know, 4&0~prophecy is interpreted,

and he says, This is the acceptable time, whosoever believes and calls

the name of the Lord, Whosoever calls the name of the Lord will be saved and

so forth. I think that the acceptable year of the Lord is the time

en those who call upon the Lord would be qeee--acceptedl. .(.No, of course,

that true before Christ came, I think that it

refers to thgentile economy>' Gentiles age. And Peter uses that

as an argument for conversion in Acts, he not? This is the proclamation








i2)

of the coming of the Gentiles age. This is the Messianic witness

beyond Israel. That is my own feeling. I do i not argue very dogmatically

for anything, but that is my own feeling,. Where-he-year-e¬-vegeaee. . -i---

-

I think of the year of vengeance in terms of judgment that Christ brings

on earth.., the year of $ vengeance would seem, the day of vengeance ofour God

would seem to look forward to the second coming4, although there was a
Ab

7-7O

day-ct-flh1 p'i- He certainly did a lot of com$forting

in His first coming. "To appoint untth them that mourn.in Zion, to give unto them

beauty for ashes, the oil of
joy

for mourning, the garment of praise for

the spirit of eI heaveiness; that they might be called trees of righteousness, the

planting of the lord, that he mihbe glorifi1d." Surely, that describes
C,t'i1k. rJ,/z4 ./

what he did at both pt-t i orr-Lrrd He certainly

made those who believe on Him that He might be called the trees of righteousness.
CUO

Z'n both There is very litt] in this chapter that you can say, here

is a picture of the first
comifl71Hre

is 4Ee. picture of the second coming./

_s i 'à pi1cture of His work in general. 1Jould you say that verses 4

-JTV in generals -wo.rk_'--SAeal? '1And they shall build th old waEtes, they

shall riase up the former desolations, and they shall repair the waste

cities, the desolations of many generations." I am not sure what that is

,0 J1AJA1JV11JVr 7
describing. That ,could very well-4e describ4 ijEmc exile. Return

Mfrom the exile? That is what they did. REally? Isn't it? They built the
dabbc

old wa As far as I know They . led around a while-a-we and r{n worked
waste

on Jerusalem. I .UJ. do not know much about the former de9e es have- - having
repaired. 7 -

been wt -he-de a -e-e__J1 over a period of
years7 (1vy

I up the former

'V
j desolation,-deselattin-e----

d;eAt
The desolation of met? perishing.. . ?,When they returned from








" cLj$the exile, itld certainly be done the second e coming I am

not sure ie be dogmaticé that it is 5]! only describing one

particular i- ti9. I think that it is rather natural if we describe the
CMA112Ji

events connected with Yifit, second,-aid- comings, to put the first coming

which before the second, but the emphasis seems to be he both here

and'rer on his character in general, and on the great things that he

-tra-s accom
lishe5

and both of them d4 ie-41e empha'o2'the second

coming. on the first. And when he stood up in the temple and

in syn gogues, he certainly was proclaiming to them, the great things

/1 that th-rtsll o- d them, but was going to do

when He returred. He was proclaiming His whole work d His ministr

'An wheth r you can say Ei-e4!-*Tret He necessarily just stopat

this point in His reading from the Scripture, I
thinj

that is reading into

it.------------- Whetiter -Yed-ean- say- that----- Lybe He 1. I do not 4 think

that we can say that fcan be sure that he stopped at that point.

It is l- seem to me that som,Lf the phrases after them would seem to

r&
1_17~ c4

apply e- every bit of- the first coli1ing - some of the

phr ses
1r.

Buraga? Do you think that the latter part of e-verse

e- e--eery 'i .... and
M
But ye shall be named the

Priests of the Lord: men shall call you the Ministers of our God" ye shall

eat the riches of th Gentiles, and in their glow shall/ye boast youselves."
for

Certainly they have done that-d i-the last iy--- centuries. And in
a

their glory shall ye boast yourselvcrs. Dr. Hedegaard felt that was/very
L) 0

significant We went through i4 that in-our

Gospel History. e did not hold, of course, all the eschatological view5that

we hold but we thought that was very significant.Because he said in the

first place, although he . . the fact that stopped in the middle of








cfr
kri paragraph, very irregular, he said. He thinks tha all _ .--ˆYE

stened on The were waiting for him to readie-- more, but he closed

the book arid sathis i fulfilled in your ears. -,Or- that-i6 f-o1.d.d._th

the ee We tought that was v- very significant.It may be.$ad mi--t V

that our knowledge of paragraphs of the synagogue might be dfe different.

But he felt that ... and then noting flhe

paragraph divisions in QX1 from fli.imran w)kre substantially the same as Massorah
ftA

he felt that was very significant. It is very interesting. I am iot sure

if that is right, but it may very well be. But it does not impress me
about the first coming, and

that there is sharp ... here are wonderful things/.. Here the second

T&a&
aming. And of course the first 'coming was proclaimeding everything

as far as that is concerned.
the second coming/ You could/break in almost anywhere. You caild break

n),hcT
-ie-e4-e-vese- You could break in at the end of verse 3. You

could
eei,d say that He proclaime




d. na d" I e apoi?ted everything t at is de ribe
three and sixth )i G444.vJIMt&1'

in the ve e- frst/verse, i th and fifth/verses -4we- lt-Td

go from t e ifst to the 'eco d, a d that would be a natural

dnological order. 4 certainly doss not have Jsix events described

which follow any chronological order in l4-e- this chapter. We certainly

do not have that. Would you .. six in Daniel 11? Oh, yes, we might

have fifteen, now. ga-ll .. tn-tre.

88(-979) Buh ,chapter is unique.




~44X~~




little
-'1/4 i4iw I, 4j1

in
thj

Scripture anywhere... f Daniel 8 is, chronological. ?es. In Daniel

8, Daniel 7. We have of course different tim there1 In Daniel 2_-s

Daniel 9 -eeeeeê would be chronological e-4- to-me- to a degree, but

in one verse, you mean? Well, starting with 24. I mean

starting with to

~ethn rr~atlhnrj ~at

a certain time. Well, now,

::







Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city, to

finish the transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation

for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting r hteousness, and to seal up the vision

and prophecy, and
toJnointe

most Holy." to anoint the $ost Holy the last
Id &44.

of them all?
tJellythere

is difference

Mo finish the transgression, andto make an end of sins,

and to make recnicilation for iniqiiity $ to bring in everlasting righteousness,

and to seal up the vision and ee- prophecy, and to anoint the most Holy."

last I mean between theI am not sure how the anoiting is the very

first and the last phrases 14 1 am

not sure v1at is sealing up the vision and prphecy. Would that pave to

t7hPI do not quite see how

making an end of sins




is certainlyfilfilled

until the end of the aged to finish transgressions. T reconciliation is

established in orthciple at his first co ing, but is going on all the time,

transgressionsas far as ... I cannot quite see how the
would take that to

are finished before you Tat there are going to be no more sis?
would it

9r,fiV7 would you take %I the w' you/take s' here.

1V
' am not sure how to take it. But I do not see it one, sew- two, three,

chronologically.1 But you do not see the sharp dichotomy &ither/ of things

that are way off, and things that ... mean you do not see hodge-podge

kind of an arrangement... You see things grouped together in

some rec'logical kir1d of order. ~f course, there is ddfinitely some..
9

You hav(f seventy-weeks... /here is a period, ad we are
17

given summary of the prgores-f---p-he- of the . We are

given in rses 24 throuh 27. So, we have a summary of a period which is
separately SI

divided int three sections. An each section is described ,¬o some extant.

a although well, no, between 25 and 27.vITIeh are described separately
A-Ult L4

But in 24 you have the whole thing e1Now, 4! 2 wWgo to the end, and







comback to the beginning again, and then you go through. VeEse 2
71
summarizs

-I_
th whole thing. I do not kn w. What

9 :3f/4$4 Eziel'.ã1. chapter 30have been looking at. t41

*fYh& ;J
&A

felt there that_we had a tendency to part of one pattern, but

a very 4 fragment type of a thing.Ø.which some parts of the prophecies,

I am not saying that this is wrong, but I am just trying to c1arify.4J{4d

Some parts are ncfuflfi11e yet; some parts were fulfilled 649 A.D

Some parts were fulfilled 560 B.C. And they kinV... ba k and forth. Now,

if that is the way it is, why, certainly it is quite to be that way.
1i

Bu I like to be sure,that is how i it must be. I am I inclined very strongly

that that is the way it is in that section of Ezekiel. He is looking through ao

J&ch!apte~~&t Egypt -



Side 2 Pülfilled PROPHECY January 27, 1966 (1st half of the tape)

I hope in this semester we can finish the survey off the whole

Old Testament. Of course, some sections are very easy/that way,

and some of them are difficulty, but we have not gone over all the

easy section, but we have done most of it... We were looking at Babylon/

when we were last together. I think we just as well continue on

Babylon right now, bNtxx Then however I would like to give a fair

amount of kiix attention on the Messianic prophecy at this term,

and there doubtless are very important principles in them, that 1xix have
for

not yet been fully evaluated, that would he very helpfu1/i understanding of

tkx all t prophecies. But in conn9ction,_xXix with Babylon I think

that we find as in connection with the prophet is looking

fxxtoocro frm the stand/point of his own day, and he deals with iiix

things of his own day, and he looks forward to the future and hack

tchis own days and then he looks forward to different points in the fNtrç future,

but that there is no attempt to give us a straigbut chronological

picture of a long distance of a x particular future event. Incidentally,

before I go on to that I would like to say a word about Egypt. I looked

into very recent Germany histories of Egypt, and both of them say that

there is a period of 6th century B.C. is one of the ... periods

of the Egyptian history, nd that just about our own good. sour for it is

Perodotus. One of them said, after all, Tierodotus 4 in Egypt about

450 B. C. and so he was fairly soon after the events. Now, 450 P.C.,

supppose Nehuchad. had gone down there at 480 B.C. , 580 B.C. that would

he like saying that one of you in 1966 you night tell me about what

happaned in 1830 in New York City, after all that is only 130 years touT

Just how much evidence Ilerodotus would actually have on the details of
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history 130 years before is questionable, I mean you would pick up easily.

And then I looked up this morning Herodotus in An Encyclopaedia and a

statement is made there that I!erodotus' history while it is often called
such

a general history cannot properly he called that, because that was quite

inevitahle,xxtxxf1xxit that it was not quite so perfect as a general

history. It says that the three of the greatest nations, of the three

among the vital nations, the important regions of his day, three of them,

Phoenicia and Carthage and Troy, tells nothing about it. And

evidently his history is not a general history. dxixxtx

sniicthm Somebody says that it is a history of the life of the

Persian empire. But this Encyclopaedia article said that he does not , there are
very
7any important things for Persian empire that he does not say anything

ahouttt and actually he feels that his purpose is to write a history

'
in Greece,

of the great Persian invasiont but this being one of the earliest course

of the region , he did not have much of pattern.. Now you take

The Encclopedia says like almost any history today and whatever it is

they do not have the brief preface in which they give the general background

of the situation. Well, their contention is that he devotes the first

two thirds of his work to the introduction and in this first two thirds,

he gives a summary of the history and the general situation in most

of those countries which would $/ enter into to some extent, into this

account of this great Persian invasion which occupies the last third of

his history. That isxx± an interesting history, and I have not worked

around it and I do not know enough to know whether that is true or

not, but it was not his purpose to write a history of Egypt, but simply

as leading up to his great }ixx1x history of the great Persian invasion,

it was his purpose to tell some of the main iki things about it, and there
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(2/4 so much to tell about the Egyptian history that if Nebuchad. made

a J sizable attack on Egypt, and possibly held it completely for ten years
a arid thirty

or so, and if he did/hundredˆ/f years before Fierodotus went there,

find out whether such a thing happened or not without necessarily being

part of his objectives in this preparation. Strange though that he would he
there were

specificaly sa ing that/two thousands flourishing during the reign of

'o thousands? That is what he says. .

mtbi t hink that he exaggeratsg, because Jierodotus declared,

but it is strange, that I he did not even make any

not t if it at all/ of the reign of Well, that is

quite a while, but right after the ...what I mean is that if he is contemporary

to the part of the Nebuchad. 's reign, if we date the end of

in the early part of the 560, coc in some area would

overlap Nebuchad. "hat I mean is the contemporary kin% xThmTmaxtxmVmxaxy

1airimx just over the latter part of the Necuahci. 's reign and

had his first xxxmxixx severaZ' years in Egypt, so it strikes me that
the Encyclopaedia

I also think that in/xitxfxtkx... they notice soon that we have all

ITerodotus, do they assume that? that we have all of his writings?

I did not spend a long time on it, but I readz rather read the Hebrew

this morning, but I did look i1 briefly before that one that particular

point, and I did. not gather it exactly, and felt that what we had was simply,

arid there is a nice article on Herodotus in/0 's Ancient

Greek and Roman Historians. There again I am not an expert in the field.

<7 i7 But the point I was considering was how sure we would he i Nx Nebuchad.

invaded Egypt at this time, and succeeded the , it was not in making

and holding it periianently. Now that is holding it ten years, or
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perhaps only a few months. few months would be quite stifficiento fulfill

what Nebuchad. , what Ezekiel says. But if he did that, would itxkxx we

necessarily in what we have today in Ilerodotus's have evidence of it?

And if Herodotus is incomplete, of course, it might he in the hearts f

that is incomplete, but if Jierodotus' purpose was not to give a complete

history evdn a rather important event might not he continuN±±xous enough

in its effect to be vital in its history, as, for instance, the Persian conquered
a

it, and held it far longer time after that, between that and at the time of
V to

ilerodotus. So that that would,/JTeroc1otusxN±, he ... would throw

his conquest so overshadow Nehuchad. that whether it would be necessarily

part of his purpose, I do not know. f We cannot say that we have the

evidence that Nebuchad. did conquer the Egypt But it looks to me that

there is definitely no evidence and if there is not sufficient evidence

to make us able to say that if he had ritdx certainly he would have mentioned
Ct __

it.\ Uero4ettiiwery very sliny. Yes. -The records of this period

are xxxx extremely slim. I talked with a friend of mine who works

in the old Coptic literature, and I am not sure how much he knows about the

Egyptian history, but he works in that field, and in that area, and

took his degree at Westminster, and there he said titx to me that the

total historical iifriotixx information Tis practically
,' LL4

guesses, and very little of facts, and he said that not even much of

guess work in this period, you know,xxi accurate and wot not.'o,
us




I(--
that leads/thc period in the Egyptian history, say a century or a century

and a half, concerning which Ezekiel made some rather definite statements,

/nd
concerning which our knowledge fromother sources is very,very slim.

/ So, we do not have evidence from other sources to say that Ezekiel is right







7Athat. But we certainly do not have evidences enough to say that Ezekiel

made predictions that did not come to pass. To me, of course, I

have mentioned before a very important thing to my mind is that this

happend so very soon after Ezekiel time and Ezekiel was so critical

of the Jews of hi
,.daY that it must have had many... it is just hard to see

how Ezekiel woul'ever have had come to consider his book as an inspired

Word of God and absolutely true, if great predictions that he made stressed

were well-homed that everybody not to have been fulfilled. It would dccc seem

to me that Ezekiel might tell that something might have happened XMIM

some three hundred years from now, and it might not happen and nobody

realizes it. Within those few years after his death, it would seem

that there would have been . Tnomy of Ezekiel to x make a pretty
considered

had slashing remark to his being/a true prophet, if he made predictions
they had not been

about Nebuchad. and Nehuchad. had died and not fulfilled.

iIananiaJl80, 300 jars of oil.c 1llut?M-r that the

( historical knowledge was so dim that no one considered by it
14z Jierodotus

DoesAtxfxt1ixxgive detailed descrption of Cambises and his conquering

of Egt?No, not detail I was wondering if somewhat he had wiped that

out, because if Nehuchad. mad had conquered already, it would( seem that

conurin).EgYPt would not he as important.1. y tt±Lquered

it before ehuchad. Only fifty years before Nehuchad. Ashurbanipal conquered

o7
it and Vell, what I meant is that Et has been

a prey before. I was wondering how much he xmmN stressed it. You would

something that would he very difficult to
conqufr.

I was a sort of

wondering, it is a sort of incidental point, but
teredotus,

if he

was interested in the Persian Empire and its relation to Greece, a conquest

of Egypt by Babylon prior to its conquest by the Persian would not ixx

necessarily interest him greatly. If he was itm interested in the fact
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that it was conquered before the qonquest by Ashurhanipal would have been

a much more difficult one, because it has very lit round. And

if he was interested in the relation of Persia.$1..,o the Babylon or the

relation of Babylon,and particularly if this is the great conquest ]xI

but one which did not uk last very long, I see the United States army
good

go over to a/part of k Czechoslovakia, I believe, a good part of East

Germany, but they go back and they would make continuing impact there...

and they were taken over by the Russia. There is a very handy translation

of Herodotus in the 1''dern Library series, I do not recall w,ho ade it,
(

but it is handy and it is just about a dollar and quarter or something
li/i in this connection, 1

like that.' Iii case of Egypt, fx in fact,/in all ancient history, Herodotus
the of

i very important. Yes, he used to be called by many father ckxlies.

Becase there in his hook 1-Jerodotus made so many wild statements that

there was absolutely no basis foi but these great many statements had

been proven with increase of our knowledge true. He describes, for instance,

Egypt, and he talks about these crazy people in Egypt that instead of




Ii
having3.2"... outdoors, they would hide inside the house somewhere.
/ seem to

/11
kinds of strange

"
things they/hear ixqotx like that about

7 Ft, which of course everybody agrees that -'w, of course,

we have many cases where similar things are done. e have a great deal of
hundred

evidence on Egypt which was not available syears ago, and so many points

of Heodotus has proved true. So, I believe that j4 in most things Tierodotus

tried to give a fair Picture/true picture of what he thought of, and he

travelled very extensively and spent quite a long time in many different areas.

But there are very little definite historical researches in our terms

prior to Herodotus. And this article which I read said that he certainly
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)did

not undertake to make a complete general history, because he, you

find that he very widely has read the previous writers constantly,

often quoting from Homer, but in history he says jii1üx nothing about

which he says certainly he believes in, and so it was not his purpose to

make a complete history, arid this 7S article has the idea that his

purpose of history was his xxxx person observation of Greece and

he was just giving background for it. Nov, I was very much interested

/
to look at 's one volume history of the Civil War. You hay e

three volume, but now I have one volume. In his one volume he tells

about the burning of the in order of ... and then he tells

about the burning of ... - :5f course the other three volumes

mention also .... This one tries to givea survey from all

viewpoints, and I thought that I would be interested in seeing what

he says about the burning of Chamber.__- And I was up

index to look for the referenced to it whatever... And of course,

it would seem to e that there must a purpose on his part in omitting

that, because the burden of Chnmhersworth was an act of, not an act of

conquering, of conquering nations trying to do a section which was in

revolt, but it was an attempt to export money, Was i the other
- i /-s

that they demanded so much money that they gave ,t'l 1they demanded from

chanibersworth... so much money that the people said, this is a great

and they just burned the whole .... they burned everything, everything

that ad lie had riot mentioned that in history. You must he

familiar with all the researches that he had mad, and particularly

his researchØ has been from the northern t.. and I mean the history

of the northern army mostly. It just shows the difficulty of arguing

from the final Xcx but I think that further investigation on tM-s
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matt r would he worthwhile, but having this just recently in mind I was

mentioning.. I saw another interesting thing from the citation in Jeriiah

51: where the seal of Babylon, you remember that reference ? Ya.

That is 3)gypt, but that is ± Babylon.
/
in are going into it now

any way.
'
Do you have any idea what

I think that it is usually for the shachhearing orh. brings them

oooc out. You do not think of ruining me. NO. I think it fits under..

especially when you go $ to a public meeting. I saw this picture of
's Bible

x±=/discoveries in the 19th rtiix century. You know that word. Yes. Tix

xjcwoc lie shows a great weedy sloppy marsh out here in Babylon
on

near the site of Babylon xzKr the border of Eurphrates, and he says, the

literal fulfillment of the prediction of the prophet that a sea will

come upon Babylon Fi1hrick7''a. The wording might not he exactly

that way, but he cites and he shows the picture of this weedy swamp, and

makes a citation from Jeremiah the sea coming up upon Babylon. lie does

1 not have a written commentary on it, but just has a picture of the notes

given along with the

history-_'t

s morning I checked P,J. Wiseman

and he has a picture too evident small with the citation, By the

7
waters of Babylon we sat.1, really? swamp... Is this his father?

P.J. I think the one who deals with Gensis. 'I think t1csxi think this is

his father's name. Does it say , ro ja.er(Does it not say we ccmmandd?
C::.-)

Do you know?
/
No. I did not take notice of it. There is Nxwixwkx

W±xx Wiseman who was a ... commander in the British army in the Air Force.

Evidently he was a very able man. But I o not think that he was\rained

in Bibljçal archaeological studies at all. Tie wrote two or three books,

an he had a hook on the matter of
creation.d4/1e

takes the statement in the
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Deuteronomy that in six days God made the heaven and the earth. He says

that the Hebrew word is twenty times translated 'show.' And so that }4

the word probably should he translated there in six days, he showed the

heaven and the earth. And therefore God gave Moses a vision which took

six days, and that is where the six days coming in. Well, it is a fantastic

theoryrticulart)has no philological ground whatever, because that

word thich is translated do maybe 400 times and maybe 300 or 350 times

and it is translated show 21 times and everyone is in a phrase to ) show

mercy, and it does not mean to give a picture of mercy but " it means to do

merciful things, so that it is 0 the use of a scholarly tool by a man

who had no scholarly training, quite evident, but he is an able man.

/
.... Now, his son went to Oxford and majored in Biblical studies,

and in the Babylonian studies and he became a worker in the British
visited in

Museum in the Babylonian department. I/xiw him it.e&laj Oxford University
still a

ii 1947. And he was xxflrx student there, And I believe that he is

a careful worker, and he has published two or three books on Babylian

materials which are very valuable, arid he also writes rather extensively

in the Bible Leaguepqx publications some devotional materials and

he has written articles in some Biblical Encyclopaedias and works

like that. So that,/I think that whatever statement he makes he is

definitely very care on them. It is my guess. l'is son's name is David?

No. I think I would recognize him if I heard him. I saw him in 1947, and

again in 55 xxixx and then again in 59. xix I have not heard anything
-'-- 0

about him.! since 59. He is xrx a very very fine
chapt,\(J

think

his father is able, too, just not trained/ in this field, and k seeing

the great need, jumping into it, I think, and he used the scholarly matetial

±Itc without sufficierIt/k1owledge to handle then properly. So, this

verse just referred to in Jeremiah 51:42 which has in its previous verse,
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"How is Shechach taken! and how is the praise of the whole earth

surprised! how is Babylon becaome an astonishment among the nations!"

Here is a statement which certainly not fulfilled in Jeremiah's

day, Jeremiah 5l:l. It certainly is not fulfiled in Jeremiah's day.

It certainly has been fulfilled since. The interesting thing is the use

of the word Shishach and also the word Babylon/ in the saying k xfx

it does not quite fit 14 the idea of Shishach and people wxx would not

know what he is talking about. Wouldn't you think that that would

fit with the idea that the people had been with Shishak that way

And they have got to he

so he would just use when everybody understands xi1ktxxvsx that that is

what is meant. But it is of course a statement put into present, but

expressing as something you see have naturally occurred, something that

would happen sometime in the future. It does not give us any idea WkXV when it

is going to happen. Then to me it is followed by a statement that sear
he covered by

is going to come upon Babylon and she is - 11 -K going to/ /the

multitudes f thereof, and I cannot believe that any scholarly person

would sincerely think tha a marsha near Babylon xittxkxx would be a

sea coming up on Babylon .( There are several hundred miles from the sea

there, and of course, there might )xxxjnx.be... just because he does not

imp iave anything like a
Para4vpXf

and wot not, you know. Ye.

It might be that he is just arguing that sea is just synonymous with

water, or with water substance. And not all seas are great, and they might &

argue that way. Their own sea is not certainly a great sea. I mean you ow.

In fact they may very well he a marsh or they may have very well marshxi

like concept. Isn't he coming to the waves? I am just theorizing it

now, because there is nothing written that the aspect of the water... that is -







/
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an hyperbole showing that theˆ places are overrun by water and it is used in a very-11surface
emphatic sense to demonstrate that the/xis no longer rahle

Don't he
and so forth. You look down an anybody of water, / mud-nuddled among the

/
... little ways and go across it on the top of it and

everyt1iin is so obscruecl and then he says and T have been out eight years

and it seems waste... terrify you inthis all... whereas ix out in

the ocean they (10 not mean anything at all, for the waves are purely relative

expression. /W.ut when you say that the sea is come upon Babylon, tix

she is covered with waves of ... you do not get the impression of little

marsh somewhere, not small waves here. Tt gives the impression of a bigger

o or
/
To me it definitely does that, but sometimes you see

things in prophecis you get the impression, but when you see it in the

fulfillment of them, your impression may have to he reevaluated. I think

that we have
seek

tings like that. Yes. And we want to see definitely as

many as we can as a background to see how far we can or cannot go into

that direction. I certainly do not think that the marsh is the

sea refer red to here, but I thought that was interesting, because ITil

was an outstanding man in this field, certainly. Yes. And from $ a historical

point of view, I do not know of any place that gives a graphic discussion

of tixLai. 's work in his earlier years. Because he was virtually

an eyewitness a great deal. 11!e was? )ft. Oh, really? mean he

would he overlapped in time. I do not mean that he was there, Lair

and wot not, but his time overlap was such that he had the first-hand

acquaintance with Lachmann and some of these fellows. )')It certainly might

he 1± stirring some vtx value to look at the concept of the sea as

a metaphor and how it is used in the Scripture with respect to, say, an army

kar is coming up against a multitude, of coming fr against the particular city

or a particular place. That 1he a possibility. P'e is come up.
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~~Of coursves after waves, wave after wave of troops. We use that

concept today, too.)There is definitely some resemblance there
.[h

yes,

the Scripture uses the expression, too. It says an army will come like a

flood, and things like that.at would he an interestgtudy.Touldn't

you like to report on that? It looks very much worthwhile.' Why, m

impression has always been to take this as a figurative statement like

that.. That it could be fulfilled xxx with great tidal waves, but we have

no evidence of such a thing, and it !dN would be very unusual for tidal

waves to go 1hix through the land that,... of course, in the course

of millennium there might he some changes in topography ix±x

sufficient enough/ to come up that far, but it would be very unlikely,

but it would be first a picture of military ...
overwhelm,1would

seem

to me to he a very natural way to take .it as a figurative expression.

"e would hold this in the context as fulfilled/ by and large.ell, now,

(




In
I

Would we not? You mean yerse 41? I would say certainly it is fulfilled.

Verse 41 Babylon was-ver'ome by Cyrus and it wNi was taken by Alexander,

and it eventually, of course, itoNix was replaced by Seleucia,

one hundred miles north ... and gradually disintegrated until there was nothing

theret certainly would seem quite natural to say that wave xmix after wave of

attack xx came upon Babylon and the verse 43 is the ultimate outcome

from, not necessarily the result of the wave after wave, but i o d he, but

Yes. That is why I have always considered this ±1x 1ik it, the marsh

does not quite seo
seer

to me to be ... 1 mean, if - says nothing

about it in the text, I would he inclined to question whether he would hay

put this picture in... I have had a huce hook, you 1-mow, and I read all the

kMF
text of the texts adjcent to it, but sometimes these fellows would nut
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a picture in it and the discussion 0 in it would be pages away and I would

/ i o1LAM, niixmm he following Babylon there, and I would he followoing
just

work t on Nimrod , and so I havet seen the picture of
/

it, you know, the caption... and wot not.' " I heard Astead say, Anistead
said

is from the University of Chicago on Times, that I think that he/fr professor

Roger xocx of Drew, on the history of the Persian !rmire and had it

thoroughly completed and sent it to bim. I am not sure whether Roger died
o

'iv at the time of ... anyway Amtead snojke and he himself exposited.

the thing and edited and selected the pictured and put them in, and then

yet Roger for some reason had said that it was practically Roger's work

entirely. I think that Arnstead published another hook in toox the

x same neriod .... Because Roger' .rk was quite a standard

work, and this picture, Ithink Vi-,it k. It just does not quite fit my
~br

-0
general impression of that he would do a thing like that.

/ (
I can show to you the text that I iii have. Yes. I will bring it up to you.

-Yes. I would like to see it.
(The

text is essentially, That hook is not

essentially a Bible commentary, but rather a, but it relates to it because

of discoveres in these things. I think he will probably interested in

archaeological I do not know, Dr. ITe was in the University

of Pennsylvania for many, many years. think that the editor of the Sunday

School Times gave the money to bring him over from England.lYes,

and he dedicates his hook to Tnnbell. Does e?
(Uhm.

T!e is a good

friend and he comments on Tnmtholl/s work in Sinai and wot not. Yes,

it is my impression that Tnnitholl supported his work and gave him the money

for him to he.hied by the Institute of ... There is a picture in

'
Isaiah S picturing the Assyrinn invasion using cr ___________

L [j ...9- h i red by 11 the similar words
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in verses 7, and 8, "Now therefore, behold, the Lord bringeth up upon them
- even in in italics -

(
the waters of the river, strong and many, even the king of Ass)rria,,nd all his

glory: and he shall come up over all his channels, and go over all his banks."
a

That is/very interesting parallel. aes, w±x Where is this, Mr. Gable?

6 fhat is Isaiah 8:7 and 8. Yes, there it 1 uses a figure and then it

explains the figure, and it explains it as a picture of the millennium.

It peaks of the river. Of course, ti Mesopotamia is often encpassed by

the river Euphrates and also by the river Tigris. And they are so important

to the land that, Ax they are often used as a picture of the land. Well,

it would he a rather natural extension of that figure thinking of them

as the river, thinking of the great x seal upon them. Yes, I think

that is much more reasonable. I just have not seen the picture of them.

The Euphrates could not be considered in that term sea. ____(Yfl1) is

-T-1




.
a funny word. I do not know w1cx where you egin the consictcration

of it/ .... Y"1 may be a better one. It may he better to ... I was

pronouncing the Hebrew word ... Cedars here in the Philadelphia which

you would say (YOM). So, you get confused after a while. Well,

the next verse after that, verse 43 here it seems to contradict 42.

4L. the citiesI says the sea comes, and 43 says it will be a dry land. '711Ke ,

are in desolation and in dry land. That might refer to the local environs

and or the things that she held in possessions, because she held a great

deal beyond herself. The word city is used in plural. So, this is not

necessarily speaking exclusively of Babylon or even primarily of Babylon,

but of the cities that the Babylonian Thipire. These cities ix are in desolation

and in dry land, in the wilderness%. a land 1iere no man dwelleth,xx neither

doeth any kind of man passing by it. I do not recall a statement like that.
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/ a thing
in any other place. That x is rather strong very strong/to say,

as the statement
isn't itZ It is just as strong/I xIxx about the sea that

at 'lemphis rather he would destroy the images, the idols, and cause the
are

images to cease out of 'lemphis. Here he says that her cities desolations

and they are in dry land, a place where no man dwelleth, no one even comes

by. Anyone in Fzekiel's day, if he took the verse before
(as

a figure of a

great military attack, would think it % very strange as a result of the

military attack this very fertile land , the great center of commerce, the place that

has been so important in history for thousands of years, this area would be just

idle and empty, and deserted, it would seem reasonable at all. And he

would say what Babylon has Dqdmtmx been taken, when a great army

has taken, they proceeded to make their capture for the evidence. They do

? not ... the ruin, these cities that kx* have great ixx conquests

and , tremendous destructions, they are usually rebuilt by the people who have

conquered or by some other people and you take cities like this, for instance,

there such good, not just the cities, not just the cities, but also the

holy cities, they are along the great river uphrates,d TtISIXEX±XX with

4
wonderful possihilit for irrigation, which they used extensively, and

tbez with wonderful possibilities for commerce and for transportation.
a

Now, why would these cities become/dry land, and wilderness 1i where no

one dwells, and nobody is going to gp.. and it would sound in zekiels

and Jeremiahˆs day as a very xtx strange thing for anybody to predict

and I read in , I read a statement years ago about the, Here is a tremendous

prediction and you go there and there is, strange that all that is given.

It seems to me that it is rather unrealistic, but then while I was in

Palestine people were telling me about having been over to Mesopotamia, and

oh, my, they said, this is an archaeology of

paradise. Because all these big cities were all deserted and Rxxvitex
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9
desolate and empty and no body is around, and ... and there is no water

/ there. And of course, the reason for that is that up in the mountain somewhere
and the rivers did what
}1/rivers do every now and then in t the mountains.., go its way through

the
from t1c one valley to/adjoining one and the result was that the old channel was

left empty, Md a new channel is there. And today they say you go to

most of the Pahylonia
art-!

it is fiat, absolutely flat and dry and desolate, and you

can go to ... here nd there and anywhere you want to, but you come

to the old channel of the river and here is a big drop down and then

a wide channel and a half a mile or so wide enough... absolutely empty.

And your river has a little channel anywhere from one to twenty miles

from the old channel, and the longer channel there are the cities which
a

have been there now for housand or fifteen hundred years, strearly,

fertile, plenty of water, you have plenty water, and you have water by the
it is now dry.

rivers. 'here there used to be rivers, Now where you

have rivers now you have new channels. 5o, the place whe those
-

fountains had been, and.'L-t41.4 G'ie, two, three d-years. Today

there are a wonderful big room and no body there. And the archaeologists
has
]ixto haul his water in xxxx1xx as to have his men carry it and

transport it and everything, but he is willing to do all that for the
like

convenience of not having lots of people aroundxawhpre he does in
- y14

Palestine where he excavates and always ky has people hre and there coming

irl wanting h to pay them, exalting them for some




1 7 4- In iversity of California excavated what he considered

Iflzpah in )allestine. It was up on the hill by one of the main roads,

and he had excavated there and there he had three hundred people there
too look at it and

comp up there, climbed up the hill trying to get ... see the great
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, ,.
archaeologist who spent his time __--.paying his fortune 1the

men who were doing the work. Rbazk was hallenged

debate on Daniel at the thi/vcrsity of California when Glueck was only a
at the University. his

student.! Tie accepted IM/challenge, and then found out that he had

studied extensively Robert Dick Wilson's writings on Daniel, and could

make it.lookiX rather foolish, but it was written by an extreme liheral%
look

statement about it, could make it/rather foolish..- then he announced

)
that it would not be in ...ial dimity to kkx have a debate with

/ an undergraduate, and so xioix droppdd the whole thing, but Robert
with

Dick Wilson said thatwas so embarrassed }3/the whole thing

that he went over to Paesltine xxd to make a name for himself eventually.

It was an ideal place to make a name for yourself, right up here on the
that you

hill where t1 every visitor/came by/would see you at work ai4mpsl-of

them would come up and -,but for the man who is excavation,

Bahylonia is called the archaology of paradise. It does not have such

distraction, although you may not get quite the ame glory that he may

have. So that the situation today confithis which is described

here, but the thing that produces the situation would seem to he something

that Jeremiah had no reason to ... thought of, or said that that

is going to happen in that particular area or some other particular part

of the world. So that it seems to me that it is a very1 &triking case of

owledge going far beyond what any human writer could have had, but we do

not have a chronological picture which tells us when it would happen. We

do not have an account that tells what the meaning for it ... and how it

came about, and we could infer it from the context that the sea is coming

adthe sea is coming up and then this army... of course this
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'
we do not know if that was the ... conquest which we do not know.

What would say if someone said that Jeremiah uttered his prophecy after

what it happened in Nineveh- - -__ Nineveh ? SAy, from the context that the

Empire was crushed and Titus did not change the course, based on

the concept that the empire was crushed and the capital flight no longer
a

a new empire corning and te new situation.. . the older ._was

simply abandoned, Nii.xt1x Oh, by two or three fourths tx Nineveh was has been

the capital of Assyria for at least 800 years plus or minus, in that it was a

very, very ancient city. Put this dissolution came rather rapidly after

12, and practically no time at all, and no body could even recognize. what

would you say if somebody said Jeremiah was taking data of thi pattern,
£

because if this section of Pabylon was written when Egypt w-..

as it seems to he, Nineveh has already hate to say nothing

it is no longer a powerful city, and practically amounted to nothing
/




by that time. 1?hat time? Py the iiiiddle of the 6th century B.C.

jou mean either 550?
Jeremiah?fAs

late as 561. You know that is within

a. few years. Say, 561. 561 in Eypt. Many hundreds of miles from

Assyria, and fiic in Assyria Exx Nineveh in 612, txxhas been a

tremendous city, one of the greatest cities in the world. Idirinx
It has has

xxmxmxthmxnthfixit j4ad a military conquest and 3 been pretty badly

wrecked, but dozens and dozens of other cities have been wrecked like that,

and they reigned two hundred years, and no body there and they rebuilt. And it

is a rather unique 11 thing in history that Nineveh has been destroyed and

left over ... so many hundred years, this does not speak of one city like

Nineveh. There are cities .... that is a strange thing about it, arid then it

goes into such details on a cl'uj sand, he d.eooC.a.te peace, itdene, fuic!r
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a. ve.Juj ttiutnqe thcinq to say about the city 'J.iaht be,-Lde. the ive't

au')atf, a -and wheie no man teLe-th, and -then -'.s any $4 o men pa-Lnq

by, ftLLneveh qt cowLd pe'thaps ive hrn an idea o the bacbwand cti-te/i tJ:iO

cit. t!vt.ee !twicDted geVT, atvt -Lq yea, I u..tkw woct1d na,theA be

4bept-Lccte, t( fe.a)L4S that <a't. away, wh eth.vt. the even;tuaJ state o Lneveh

wou2c' have. been that c.e1ecvt. a-.s it has been. (1 cow't4e, we we't.e aLt v-Ltc&u

cwnae'rned about N-Lne.veh aLt these UeCVL he.cawe. o its aoc.aLLon ti,th

104-Lcth, I mean , he wa ce%ta,Ln1f vLtaUtj oneeAned with As6yAia at one

-tone. And eetaLnItj he riLnJtvted beoit.e the (,,aft o A&tpt-La{ and when

the 'in question and big Loae with Jadaii,tW in the day's o
Jo4iah

and P'fee.ho... tftt !w had a teitn-Lbte vnLLtaiuj ove,'uthvww, but that t wowed

be. afrot unique in the Wo/itd'4 hLtoiiy that city just was nevvr. iLtx ite.hwiLt

upon t at aLt, $ and by within thit.ee cit. oWt. handit.ed yeaAs they did not

even know whe. w . Rwt you see he point I am atinq this, 1

when .6oieone. £ooh at thLo pitophecq in Je'ierrt-i.ah, he might ue'ty weLt say

that the. p'wphet !w a I oitc.c1 exampte o kneveh II, ... too early to

judge completely, but have some historical example, or someone else

might say, he is merely borrowØing the xx phraseology of Isaiah, 13:20.

JT0 does not talk about the dry land and cities, but with regard to the

desolation, it is very emphatic that way. Yes, Isaiah 13:20 say very

emphatic on desolation, but it does not mention anything about a\ry

land. No, it does not. It is very much like Jeremiah 51. Pight.'nd

of course, the t Lord f-it- have given him the idea to some extent

through Isaiah, and then ... if he led him, but at any rate, what he

had put down has been fulfilled in a way that went beyond what anybody

would naturaly have thought of... of course, every possible ... can be

made easily .... I think that J more than we can think of
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~4w be aware of it and examine the better/ in such a way, but I do not think

that this can he satisfacéory. fat just struck me is the kind of thing

xkx you hear a lot of time . I hope you won't hear from me. But the

odx kind of thing you hear a lot of times is because of the general
I, I1

circumstances involved.1 This sort of a thing you would hear from a man

who would be very hostile and determined to disprove$averything, but whether

the ordinary person would present with this argirnent would think of such

a thing, or whether he would hear of any such... I think that it would

be really a
sufficient...1and

I think that he would slightly...if it were not

for an isolated case. But if it is one of the number of cases, it seems

to me that that would seem like simply ax... refuse to accept. First,

the striking thing is that this brings up your perspective situation again,

and if this situation is actually not Iffad accomplished in

Babylon ixMixx for many hundreds of years, well, a few hundred years ,41,1

I mean, We do not want to carry it too far, I guess. Put it certainly is

a good while. "'as, it is a number of nturies. That is right. It would
\ \ji

he at least four or five hundred
years\rI

think that it ± would fall

into somewhere in the New TEstament era. Definitely . And I do not know

the exact year, but I thought that there in the earlier century, the Christian

era, somewhere. Althoughhis passage... would you think that it sounds
f1-t'

like hei, near the overthrow of Nehuchad.? ç No, it x does not refer

to4 I do not think that he specifically refers to any overthrow of

ehuchadezzar, does he?
7/

But he makes him the basis for his activity

after verse 34! tie says that, For thus saith

the Lord of hosts, ) the Cod of Israel The (laugher of-Babylon is like a

'
threshingfloor, it is time to thresh her: yet a little while, and the

time of her harvest shall come. Mebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon bath
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devoured me, he hath crushed me, bath made me an empty vesselj, he bath

swallowed me up 111-c a dragon, he hath filled his belly with my delicates,

he hath cast me out." The violence done to me and to my flesh he upon

Babylon ...." Tie is not referring to Nehuchadrezzar, No . ... he upon

Babylon, shall the inhabitant of Zion say and my blood upon the inhabitants

of aldea, shall Jerusalem say." And of course, Babylon was conqueredø

very soon after, but it did not become a desolationlklçuntil a long time

afterwards. It has not become a dry land until ... cnniries. No. long

time. -Could the of verse 32 refer to the U_ 1- 1

I would not think so. Would it? See in verse 36, even tkmaxkx the

J:

xxxx

is a historical question.)h, is it? Pat do you mean? !ere you are

speaking of the conquest of Babylon. Cyrus. Cyrus may he.

plat

is what

had in mind. The river... Is that a uniformly accepted class historically? I do

not }mow. In this Reader's Digest story, The Bible World, which interestingly

enough, has a good deal worked on it by or in consultation iidI with

I')... agle. I thought that was rather interesting.,..It says that
A

the river has much trace there whichx is still visible

in the ruins of the inner walls. I do not.. Does that refer to Cyrus'

coming? iJhm. I do not think that is uniformly agreed torically.

Probably not that one. Yes. I am not sure how )1 the river

would be ... inn{er wall2'I do not know either. You think that
.iA

the j.f river would he, would get out of the way of the attackers,

but ... ' ml I know is that the whole purpose of it was to open up the

gate,so that they could get inrt says that that night the seizure was

Euphrates mt9 their 1( trenches and entered to the city
// I

tbrough the 'iver. and then through their gates to the ... and the city
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defenses are going to he worthless. the

diverted J had much more traces which ae stillØ visible in the ramm of

34 the inner walls.'' It does not sound... Isn't that interesting? 1That is the

basis for that I wonder. The basis for the dret diverted river comes

after the ... That the river was diverted to give them a
ITmelalluded to by '

go into the city is certain ancient historians. Now,

whether he knows who it was oc or not, we have tradition

to that effect. But that the river was being diverted and that would do damage

I never heard of such a thing as that. But I do not see where the evidence

comes from . ... He says that ... into their trenches. where would these trenches
these

go? He says, the trenches around the city. How would tkis trenches cut

into the inner wall? sounds like a ridiculous statement to make though t

jus to , if they did not have any basis for it. Yes. It is. Because there

is not much text in this to allow a picture. I mean it is writtenhy
of the edition

Melch Beech and . s. Th jediting of the revision/of this work, the

work of Trimanuel Conrad in consultation with Dr. William

fxc- another Bible autho±ity. How much did they consult it? On Babylon?

i o not ow. do not ow much myself. But I ow that the

kc historians do not uniformly agree on that, although I do not know

if that proves anything. t came across a statement in ti Burton's

Archaeo1ooftheBih1e. I used to attend Burton's lectures at the

University of Pennsylvania. And now he sent lectures from Montgomery there,

arid ... and then Burton retired. He had just retired. I

came across a statement in Burton's 4xchaeology in the Bible in which

he told about some place that was excavated, and they said that the earliest

inhabitants they szr)i$t1 found, and they were douhtless% Semitics. They
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were ancient Semiotics. Thqox Because the peculiar confirmation of the

rites caused by squad... and I said,x Dr. Speiser, what do you think Dr.

Burton meant by this statement? He said, Why, ho.L? Why ho...?

Why bother? . The unfortunate thing is that in this country beautiful

hooks arut out on.l... scholars say, throw them out to people who

ow very little

.JBut
that is how they support ourselves. Don't you think?

criticalVIn Germany Professor Wixux Weismann, Professor Gatesnian...

somebody like that should write a book for a little series, a little common

series of popular hookn the ancient Empire, a great professor like that to
J -' I

write a hook fi3ccti I (10 not know whether that would sell like that
three times
rxktx as much as some ipoor writers who do not know much Ant about it.

A scientist who is not particularly a popular writer. That is what we
as far as

touched upon .. wi... when I was there Dr. /The rivers being diverted to

charinele , are you specifically referring to the river Tigris or Euphrates?

This was not a change produced by j14i. , No, no, you mentioned that to us

before. Changing of the channels of the river by the cities ... long being

old channels become ... and gro4nto new channels. Do you

recall where the information might be secured as to when it happened? I do

not know whether we have the ü evidence like that or not. I do not know.
\.

I do not know of any evidence that it did happen. But t5 no doubt of

that, because we have today ancient channels wki3x which are empty.

And you have today these rooms of the great cities beside the ancient empty channels
today we have

Right. An1 / tremendous, very ]arce cities today beside the

streams.
yven

ti unregenerate men can look at those and call them facts.

Yes. There is a fact. Nobody could deny it. All... to do is ... the

presuppositions. There is a fact. That is the way to look at it. Nobody could

hre done it .... The same thincixrxx is true of Memphis and Thebes today.
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/
It is my impression that both of them have changed, but I may he wrong.

The one you are referring to is rather ".. wher he Babylon is located/

... is that about 10 les from Tigris? I do not know. It is there...

I mean the old
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city. I tinh that the old city is about 20 miles. I thin1 that tl'e

old city is about 20 miles. I thinh that they have to haul their water

at least ten miles. I see.)well, it is good to have information to see

how easy it is to deliver the shin .... Oh, yes, e have in our case it is

a small trench, and we could get water as a matter of an hour...

It is easy or hard.. This all depends on the river. You remenber bow

now ahvlon and Egypt... we are going to start on another section...

"r. r!arding. you might start predictions on Psalms. Predictions, you

mean the essianic predictions are all predictions... where shall we

continue, Dr. ? I think right now we shall continue with study of Babylon.

Pabylon passages...

ker
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Side One Number 439.. January 31, 1966, Fulfilled Prophecy

Now we have a number of passages that we are working on
the

now. I think/last time I was ... at the end of the hour wanting

to make specific assignments and we$ had difficulties, and so I think
has begun

we will do that at the beginning of the hour. Mr. Harding kx1 working

through the Psalms lately Suppose we let him go on with that before

we assign him anyxfwxtkx one else' similar work on that. Mr. Taylor, how

far long are you on Ezekiel?
[Oh, Ezekiel. You are working on Ezekei&l,

I am up to the temple, up to chapter 35. I do not have my notebook here

today. Then, I am about through t3x.with the fulfilled prophecy ttxx

period pretty well. Yes, that is 35 to there is some very interesting

material. It is not so easy to be sure of what it is, but it is mostly

unfulfilled, I guess, and then) of course
)you

have 40/to 48 which is a

problem in itself. But certainly 40 to 48 is not a continuous picture

of historical events arranged in chronological order. You could not say tha,

could you? 40 to 48 is not thatTo. And it might be if you took

that into Efferent topics, for example if you took that in the entire frames,

'Jnder a topic? JYes, in other words you take all the offerings, and you

take all the work of the governor, and all the work of priesthood, tktx then

it might he. Naturally it would not chronologicl when * takeup two

or three things that may be parallel. That is to say Isaiah 40 , EzekA

40 to 48 is arranged according to subjects. Now, whether within the

chronological order or not would he an interesting question, but at least

subjects, the nine vxxxxE chapter,... the nine $ xxt chapters were

arranged according to subjects, not according to chronology, and the same

is true of , for example, Gnesis 49 arranged according to tribes, not

according to chronology. Maybe ... unde) chronology.
ii
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the tribes ar ot arranged chronologically. You mean in what way?

/ I mean he discusses one tribe and then another tribe and then another tribe,
-

Yes, but how about acco/rding to the order in which they were born? JThe
1' 7k

order in which the were h ? That would he h nonlo ical. Ys i one
-1- 41

sense.
(That

was future istory. .
,1%ut

up to a point it is, Tr.

You mean under each tribe there might he certainxdxx chronological

orderrfell,
Reuben's prophecy comes to pass. It is/time sort of

prophecy. Siieon and Levi were fulfilled before
Judak,

and Juda was

fulfilled before what you would understandEc as Shiloh coming,

whether that is a/ the Davidic kingdom or not. Perhaps the others wue
I Ma would4say.fulfilled later, too. I mean it is not really open and shut.! Oh, really?

0 Very intersting. At least the first three are chronological. Because

Reuben does not excel and when that shows up very ii early in the book of

Judges, now why searching of the Øhearts in Reuben and so forth? Simeon and

Levi)of course, Of course Reuben waszi oiim a historic matter.

He has that evidence coming in Judges showing the continued fulfillment

of it. Simeon and Levi havheir fulfillment when they get into the

land, iiimxñwti which is befor ethe fulfillment of the

Before that statement of evidence Reuben is a continuous thing, you will
of the

not excel. And there is no evidence .tka.t/Reubenite ever excelling, that

is, the Reubenites, you kw know what I mean, in general principle, right

,n down, but Simeon and Levi are definitely not divided among the people,

until they get into the land. What would ou think? NO. lAnd of course, as

far as Judah is concerned, that certainly is fulifiled after Simeon and

Levties were fulfilled2' would though hesitate that you have too much chronology

there. Because t Reuben, what did you say about Puben?Reuben was a

time sort of a thing? It could just as well be late as earlier, and it is a

'P continuous thing, and there may he other continuous things in the later

tribes. But the children were treated chronologically, though, after/the
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,"I1L I
order of birth. After the order of birth. / Oh yes. Then what kind of

'F




chronology did you want, Dr.? That is a future chronology.

how much chronology do you want in one passage? If they are arranged chronological

between predictions, arid if somebody says that it is not chronological,

since it is birth arrangement. Suppose somebody xxx were to have a

book giving the life of the presidents of the United States, and he were

to arrange it ccording to the time ) when these men were born in the
their

/ -i order of/$irth,
(they

were not all brothers though. They were all




4
at the same time. If a person were to arrange the presidents of the United

States according to the order of their birth, all the persons who would

be in the first fifty years would be earlier than the presidents
J'who

had been the last fifty years in the book, but within the fifty y ar

period there would be some bad dislocations, and overlaps. Because now,

'F E±dx Eisenhower, he wasrohahly, no, he would not come before Truman.

Fle comes after Truman. 7They would ma come before Kennedy though. Ya.

Ya Johnson would come definitely before Kennedy. lie is one or the other.

But when we are looking at the future prophecy, I do not think that

we would necessarily arrange according to birth of e past in the
I think, &W.?_

chronological rder. It dxx depends onwhat you would expect from

chronology. I±ou mean by chroønology that nothing can be mentioned

before the thing .... hefore and done with, then there is no chronology.

No. I am simply asking cases where, I am simply questioning whether

we have a right to assume that there ±ixxx is chronology, unless we
h r The

find a dfNixx definite evidence. That is my question. /vidence in
found 411

fulfillment. That is definite. I would say that if you
things

have six different/ which are fulfilled in the order in which .they appear.

'F that takes a strong presumption . .cfr 1e rest is chronological.
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',
I do not think two arid three are different TWhy not? Simply there

is no evidence that that is the basis of the Wouldn't you think that

that would depend on how many items were mentioned in the thing? Yes. (In
are

other words, if there wErxfm1x four items mentioned, and the first three
and its

are in chronological order axbociNxtk fulfillmentxwkik you see in ther.

would not be reasonable to think that the fourth might be chronological.

t1x but then if you find that the fourth is not chronologica],,

varr then it is xzxxxxx reasonable to think that the arrangement of the

first three were on some other basis than on chronological. -Fob , yes, I

grant that. I do grant that. But when the fourth has not been fulfilled,

at least you cannot find the determination of the fulfillment, and then I do
ot for

not think that it is right to say that the basis/Ed he first three

is not chronlogical if they are xt in chronological order. %!es, that is

to say, I do RtNx not think you could draw any conclusions from the three.

You could make a rather strong presumption if you

have three, but I do not know of any particular passage that says

about it. What I am trying to do is to get all we can out of the Scripture
are /

c\A) that cdd surely>4' there. I am trying to construct athat

will keep us from reading into it, anything that I am not sure of

You know how that old hymn goes. We sing that in Sunday School. Wonderful

things in the Bible I see, Hidden there by teachers like me. That is

what we are trying to learn to avoid. Mr. Harding has attended to the

Psalms, and Mr. Taylor still some to work on Ezekiel. When you finish that
going through

you might start/the iMumbers. I think that you will find i good many sections

qaestieRs in Numbers in which there is no predicjtion at all. But there

are other sections in which there will be quite a number of them. And

'PP Mr. Dunzweiler, could you start with Genesis 28? Start your chat from Genesis
and go on.

28:1/ From there. O.K. Mr. Gable, could you start Exodus 1? , Fine.



'1~
I won't forget at the end of the hour. Now, let us take a few minutes

and look at what Mr. Harding has already found in the first Ii few of the

Psalms/ in the way of prediction. Oh, excuse me, are we going to drop Babylon?

No, no, no, we are just going to Babylon. But at the moment I like to ....

Right, right, icx O.K. Now we are very definitely

Mr. Harding, what can you give us there? Please try to get on the ruatiei

tape. The first one that I noted was, although still unfñilfilled, I

take five and six in Vsalm Pne4x prediction of the great white throne

judgmentl. That is,.nteresting. Ya. Now, Psalm 1:5,6. Oh, I see,

"Therefore the ungodly shall not Stan in the judgment, nor sinners in the
/

congregation of the righteous." Aha. Of course, verse 6 is the one that

gives the reason for that, but five is the key verse. Yes. You mean the

congregation of the rihteous? No, that is not the great whitç judgment.

7'Just the first half. \es, and f of course, because of this, because the

wicked shall not stand.., is figurative. They shall lit not he able to

maintain themselves. Yes. That is figuratively used. In the judgment

that the sinners will he separated from the congregation of the righteous.
V

They are going to *. f through the years, but -k lull there will

be a permanent separation, of course, this is not dealing with time here.

This is just a general judgment, but I took that in that way, so I noted

that that is the first of the ... of course that is not yet fulfilled.

But .., is a definite evidence of belief in that specific judgment. Yes.

In a very specific way. Not general. The judgment. yes. Miat is your
1L five and

next one? y Excuse me. That would be five then rather than/six. xcuse me.

Well, six is more or less assigned a reason for this, that the way of the

ungodly shall perish, but the five is r your key one. Yes. Mr.

IXinaeiler?/There is no prediction in three, In three? o, I did not take
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17
any predictions there. The statement whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.

Now, you say, All right. This is a situation which will obtain whenever

the condiiion is met in verses 1 and fulfilled. Whenever those predictions
17 ,/r

are fulfiled, this condition will be obtained, this result.

So, it would seem that it could he

called a prediction. I would think so. I would think that we could call

that a ixd prediction, general in nature)/ Well, there are lot of very

general ones like this now. I started to note it and then I changed my

mind, because you would be noting a great m many of them, and I noted

that before we had been more or less discarding them, because they really

did not fit the situation that we were after. But there are so many o these
4

through the book of Psalms. ou want us to note all of these? ttx±x Here is

a matter of judgment. You cannot make a set. You say we won't include

any general predictions. You limit us tremendously. I think tha/there

are some general ones of very great importance and interest, and so

I do not think that we can altogether exclude them, but at the same time

if you say that there will be a great many which are general characterizations
therefore

of the conditions in the world which/it would be ends, but when it says

whatsoever he doeth shall prosper, that is rather specific. Well, Just how

specific is it? How much do we have rii right to draw from it? Here is a

man who is in china in 1946 and he is working hard, distributing the Word of

God there, and he is building up a great school there that is going to

train men who will go all over China and he is working hardj in 1946, and

he hears how the Cmiiunists have taken over Manchuria and the Russians

are supplying them with aims and they are starting to come into the country,

arid somebody says, You had better get out, or you won't mizqcx accomplish

anything. He says, Well, whatsoever he doeth shall prosper. They may
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kill me, but what I am doing is going to prosper. Can he find a definite

assurance from this verse? Can you see that he is going to accomplish

something in the Lordçwor? If you interpret the verse like that though,

'well, I am not so sure.-1"It occurs to me, Dr., that as Ir far as the

comfort and warning for believers or that is for exegesis xf or for the

apologetic purpose, t two basic purposes of the predic/tion, it occurs to

me that a specific prediction which has a particular fulfillment, if it can

he shown that historically the prediction was made before the fulfillment,

that is, we can show, and then its fulfillment wou have a great apologetic

value, at is right. That would th have a great apologetic value. It

occurs to me also that a lot of the criticisms of Scripture that is

made are, although in the past years, it was made on specific things, but

as has been so frequently mentioned, so many things have been turned up

to show that the Bible is historically accurate and so many things to

establish certain historical refernnces of the Scripture that it seems to

me txt that the general principle that is to he fulfilledxi again and

again and again and again and again that criticism of that principle, when it

is not fulfilled, when it is not apparently fulfilled, that the

criticism of that is accumulative and mounts up, mounts up and mounts up,

and that has to be dealt with perhaps in our day even more so than some of

the other predictions. There are many criticisms that have been made of

Christianity on that basis. That, iTere is, this is what the r Scripture

says, Is that the way it is? No, it is not. Lo9k at this. Somebody says,

I have never seen the righteous forsaken or begging bread. 1at does

that mean? Does that mean that the Christians never starve? Well, a lot

of them actually starvet in the Communist Russia in concentration camps, and
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x2jocx
so forth. Apparently they atarve to death. Now, then what do we mean,

how do we understand it? Certain interpretations then of these, if they

are considered predictions of general nature, have to he taken mder.;7.

I heard Dr. xBarnhouse in his sermon hack in the year of depression...

say, Mm Whenever a man comes up to me on the street and asks me for

a handout/i I know two things: I know that he tIwiQtxtkxtx is not a

1krxx Christian and I know that his father was not a Christian. Because,

he says, David said, I have never seen the righteous forsaken nor his

seed begging bread. Isn't that interesting? Well, I do not think that

he is justified on that. Isn't that interesting? I think that is a

statement and this is also a , this lesser.., but I think that it is a

statement of eneral principle that in the world over the years the righteousness

succeeds economically and prosperous as tiim a general rule, but I

think that there are many exceptioins. I think that is in the bulk of

cases when a group of people endeavor to live xxixx Christian life,

in the bulk of cases you will find that the group and the members of their

family ØqQrx prosper ovcr the years. But there are exceptions.

j7That

would occur to me, Dr., in the light of your criticism of fellows

like Bertrand Russell, Ed kix 0 , and you could ask/ri the

(!1tX questions concerning such predictions of this nature, lf/predction%

is to he fully understood in the light of this fulfillment, are we to understand

a prediction such as one that I have mentioned, nor his seed begging bread,
exceptions

etc. e we to understand that by its fulfillment' or by its tjci

or by a combination of both? That is, ... then inductively in history's

sake, we see xdI that generally it is established to be true, but there

are a lot of exceptions to the case. Therefore will we interpret it

the Scripture on the basis of that fulfillment or is there any principle

of interpretatio within the Scripture itself? For instance, do you find in
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the Old Testament places in which or in the New Testament in which believers
today

the saints themselves were in want, were in need! xfr at times?Whatever

that might be?
fin

the case of that, you know..., of West Philadelphia

buzzed me with that years ago, and I am not really exegetically confident

here, but I know of no promise in the Old Testament that the righteous

won't beg bread or they won't go hungry. And I pointed out to him that

I thought that was Daid's observation on his day, and he saw things, you

know, from ... of £t likely for himself, hut not ... _

1nx- for it governed all claases of people, all situations and

fyi I
itix for all men. That is a general statement. There is also a xstoxx,

question, too. 4f I may use the term, Dr. I realize. I realize in

page ... It is a general question of dispensationalixx distinction

here, too. That question at least has) to he raised. 1hether or

not there are the differences in the Old Testament with respect to

certain promises of physical blessings or material blessings, arid the
that

new that is a question! at least needsto he raised. ±mrtx

I think we can definitely take the

New Testament statement that (od works all things together for good to

them that love tim, and we can he sure that whatever He works ou in our
best it 1- --'

lives is for the iocoL,hut itxxis/x1 the best necessarily x, Personally?

For there you have to see the whole trend of the etenrity. He may choose

to have one of us suffer greatly in this life and thereby accomplish something

that brings great good to many other people, and we may eventually, xwaW

eventually we may tremendously rejoice to think that we were able to have

the privilege of being the means of bringing that blessing, whether

physical or spiritual to these other people, so he was working for good//

in our lives.
/f you take the word good in a very narrow sensed It is
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not that which would he physically good for us in this life necessarily.

I think that in the bulk of cases it is ,it how ou1d you establish that?
in history or

That is a uetion. Could we establish thatx on the Scripture?

very interesting in the case of

Joseph, you know, where it says, the Lord continuously caused him to

x prosper, he uses the same word, and yet, Joseph was thrown in jail.
was

And then it says the Lord/continuously blessing him to prosper again, using

the participle in each case. And it is the same situation that you have

right here, and to me that would point up this general principle which

is a lx token of c God's favor upon a person for his godly life, and it

is not one that one borrows in adversityxxxx in any sense of the word.

Of course, Joseph there in Egypt working hard and being faithful and

righteous, and he tried , he tried to do very best to he righteous and

as a reBult he was thrown into prison, and so if that is icodxaxxxwkxt when

tçxx he could say, what good does it to me? I have nothing but

had ... Then when he became the prime minister of Egypt, he

anahdx could say, if I had not been thrown into prison, ilvilx thenX

I '%oul'~eve have become prime minister of Egypt, I might he a petty

overseer of a little estate somewhere in Eygpt. Still I think I would

get along pretty well, but physically he would be far better off as a

result of having been thrown into jail, and so that experience he could Ntx

not possibly see the result of it. It proved in his case to have a result

from a physical viewpoint that would kxRxixxtremendously propsper him.

Then, however, later on he saw from a still broader viewpoint, he said

to his brothers, you did not send me down to Egypt. God sent me

down to prepare a place for you, and so he saw the whole thing not as something

to give him the material advantage of tix being the head over Egypt, but it is
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something to prepare a place to take care of his family and to bring up

the mxmx nation of Israel. ~t is a very easy thing that

in the case of the Lord was cuasing him to prosper continually, and to

my mind that sort of ... up very clearly, but the xxmmx same word

that is used here in Psalm 1:3. Yes. When we talk about the righteous

not forsaken or on the other hand propsering, certainly immediately calls

to our minds the statements about the heroes of faith in Hehrewll in

which it says the mocking scourgings, bonds and imprisonment, and-?.
A ed

stoned,±A, temptij and xiintxiirn slain with the sword,

wandering about in sheep skin and goa skins, the question of clothing

here. 1e do not talk about e .. / clothing and shelter. Here is clothing
Think of tk

being destitute afflicted, tormented, being destitite. /That language,

terminology so forth and so on. And then you certaiihav o take into

consideration iix Christ' statement, Blessed are ye when ten shall
these

persecute you and revile you. When you put that together with t1i/general

principleand either it raises the dispensational question. I do not

think so.I think it is the f same... P
~ou

remember Francis Pacon's

statement, Adversity or Prosperity is the blessing of the Old Testament

and t1oc adversity c is the blessing of the New. It is an interesting

J distinction. It is x either a dispensational question or else people

have missed, or we have mis/interpreted such general pricniples and

extended. them beyond what they=xi should Scrintually he extended. In

the Old Testament Jeremiah stood xfrx for what he thought was right,
And

and a s a result he was thrown into dungeon. Surely. ventually he was

carried off to Egypt against his will. Certainly from the material iewpokz

iüx viewpoint he did not seem prosper. Now,

in behalf of Christ, but also to suffer for His sake./ at is a general
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"principle, then how do you inductively arrive at that statement that

generally believers on the whole prosper, generally believers on the whole

receive blessing, etc. and etc. ;"/I think that the book of Job touches on

that, because those threeØ friends, that was the their premise and God
xixkix in this world

says they were wrong. They said, if you are ri1x righteous you will always

prosper. That was their premise, all three of them. And God said,

they were wrong, and he used Job as a ca to prove it. iActually that

was not just after the time of Christ. So, Yes, but the question, you see,

my question is that it is inductive i even in the Scripture you say...

x not in iistory. We do not establish it. But in scripture, how

do we search in the Scripture, flow do we establish in the Scripture?
that

That is the general rule/f the righteous prosper. 1 What it means

is that it the righteous suffer according to the New Testament, and they

are expected to mcnx suffer for Christ. Buffer for righteousness, Yes,

suffer for iighteousness. Then it raises a few questions as to how

to interpret the predictions of a general nature. There are many who

raise questions about the Holy Scripture on that very basis. Certainly it

has an apologetic import. I do not think that we can prove that Christianity

is true on the basis of its oqo people being prosperous. You
4U

cannot do that . I do think though that a man may make an uxx

argument that is x valid on a certain point. McColley has a very
In

interesting statement. /one ofi his essays written about 130 years ago
in Italy and

he says that in the early 16th century/in Spain the
center

southern Europe in giieral was a great of learning, of culture, of

commerce, of wealth. They were way aheadffxxfxx1ocxx of the creek,

just the northern areas of Europe. He said, the Reformation came and

- the Reformation was accepted in the northern Europe, and was rejected in
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eouthern Europe, and thee counter-reformation shut it out completely, so

that 2x two or three hundred years practically there was no gospel

preaching in those southern European area, and he said in those areas which

have been the most prosperous and most advanced became the least

prosperous and most backward. c I had a Roman oxxx*xxx*xx $tholic

bishop of Wilington one time. How he was a student in Rome. He would

go up to German in summer time/ in his ) vacation. Oh, he says, everything

is so greeen and MiiW prosperous. These people were working so hard.

Everything was going ahead, and so he came back to Italy and they were

sitting around, and they came to a sort of decadence, and he said he wdx felt liJ'e
coming

/back to a desert after having been there. Mid then
the differente to

what he was saying was/ti what the protestantism (lid for us there. He

did not say it in that case. It is not the material advantage, nor is

it t3xsuperiority as the people. The people in the southern area were

way ahead of us than the people in the northern area. But the effect

of Christian character upon the neople as a whole has been to produce
there is any question

prosperity. I do not think that/X about that, am

beginning to see how crucial exegesis is to the whole understanding of

these predictions when we look at this statement "r. ITardin has

mentioned or ± at least pointed out. As he pointed out how thex

righteous should prosper, and your preferred inclination is to think that

he propsers in this life. He does not say that he will jumNzx prosper.

But he does prosper... Well, how do you detach that from him?

We can add I Corinthians 15:58, I suppose. 'Aes, the interesting thing,

of course, is that in Ps. 73 he seems to see the prosperity of the wicked.

And her ds the righteous who is propsering, and here the wicked will
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be prospering in this life, but the Psalmist sees the end of it. That

raises a question;whether or not he is talking about " this life. But

in the last part of this psalm,as Mr. Harding points out, this refers to the

judgment. Presumably at the end time. Now, does it mean that he will
the

prosper for the righteous at end time? / I do ot thin1ç that whatever
shall b,., V ' fri

he will do/wili proysper , refer to that. I think that specifically

refers to the result of his activity rather to his own personal enjoyment.
V

-

The result of his activity. I would say thatxdxxx if he is like a tree

that is planted by the rivers of water, if he is sustenance
( - -

from the word of God, he is l nt ia tn with the Lord/ If he is

doing his best to do what he considers to be the Lord's will, he can be sure that the

Lord is going to make use of his activit$y in such a way that good results

are going to fall, even if he is not personally in a position to accept

Iisxx these results, and to make the judgment upon them, and I believe
- are

that there ix/many a missionary who were driven out of china

in 1948 - 49, and looked as if his work hadxkxx just absolutely failed,

because the communist had taken over, . who is going to eternity

to meet people who had been tremendously blessed in Chinauxx after he

h ad left and they had influence on others and who i-1 were

, (
C people )1 what you did that the Lord had used to have this

They are going to he comforted by seeing the results. They do not see in

this
jlife,

and they can take this verse here, as a definite assurance of i

.!
Isir,

it is interesting that that last Of word ' k~ d~,-k
,
L which means

to make one prosper, referring to the Lord who is the one who does it,

He causes what he does, lie does make
themjsper,

brings prosperity means

o is referring to a ssuccessful issue.
fr.

-
SSALACH.

prosper or to advance. In the Qa, to make them prosper or








Vt
I
kto make them successful.. I think that a man who has

-
fa±thf±zfoz faithfully followed the LORD THROUGH HIS life has a right

to take this verse, Joth of them, as the assurance, as an assurance

that at least he can look hack now and say, Oh, my if I knew, if

I had known 30 years ago what I know now, how differently I would have
foot

kx done thing,, )'o know that the Lord has guided his/steps in a way

he did not realize it, and that the Lord is going to hring% results that

have brought results from his activities at he knows nothing about.

1at he has done the pd has

So, I believe that we have a very important principle here and, a riix

principle which relates to the future in t±winaot1amciun relation to

Egypt. Therefore I am glad that it was raised, but

I do not see any point of Mr. harding's not including that in

Please do not hesitate to raise any further question,as we go on, you

think would he of importance to mention it in this connection. But
judgment

we are interest- in Mr. 1-Tarding's/t on ... as we call on him,

as to what he thinks are predictions. That certainly is not a specific

preriction
not a prediction about an individual. It is a general

prediction referring to a certainocxx type of individual rather than

a specific one individual. Mat is on= your next one, Mr. Uarding. Well,

the next one is in fact a problem to x me. It is Psalm 2:1-3.

Psalm 2 ? Yes. Of course, it is the rebllion against the Lord x and

His Messiah. Yes. This is/spoken of as fulfilled in the Acts. You know.

Uhm. But yet, the context of the psalm'appears to me as referring to

a time in future from that and that is a rkx problem that I note with it.

see that is a very interstingimportant thing. Ienever the New

- Testament says, this is fulfilled, this was done that it might he fulfilled,
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it may mean, here is the specific thing which was predicted, which is

now fulfilled, but it may also mean, heere is a w new comand. Here is

a process which may reach its conclusion, which may reach a climax,
of

which is not yet come, hut/which we see a portion now, and so that

it would impress me that in the context here that this is half way

describing the attitudes of those who are hostile to the Lord through

all the periods, that they are all showing their attitudes. And

consequently it is something that has always been AmAxx±x true as

long as there is ungodliness in the earth, and which found a very definite
but

expression in the situations described in the Acts,/which would

impress me that it probably points to a great climax at the end. of the
of

age, f which we * find a very xjvix specific ff*ix fulfillment

and that parallel with the prediction of the coming of that prophet

which referred to the whole series of prophets, but its climax in
against

the coming of
Christ./1

Would you say that any of the rellion the Lord

as xi anointed then could be cited and stated as " fulfillment of

this? Oh, yes, definitely, as a fulfillment. As a fulfillment? You

would take the Acts passage then as a fulfillment of it? I would

definitely take the Acts passage as an expression of an attitude

which we find in all periods, and of course, there is nothing t safe

and more anxious to do than to describe the ChrisAtianity in its . .

so that certainly it is one of the greatest manifestations of his activity
I think,

was his attempt to destroy christianity, but then in fac/you have to
not have

fx say that ii it would tefinitely succeeded if it had not been for

the Divine intervention which ...

Christianity was... All over China there were ca-!s, hundreds and hundreds of

churches, and then the Mongols completely wiped it out with persecution and
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/far easier to wipe out the Christianity at that point when it was such

a small movement, and certainly these leaders f at that time were determined

to do it, but Cod intervened and prevented inxm±N miraculous way,,._( I think

that you would make a good argument for your ... the Aoris't is

used there in Acts 4:25. (Oh, is it? You mean in the fulfillment?

Yes. I think, the temporal, I mean that historicalxiAorist there,

______ will make a good point there, and I doxTh not think that you could

prove it, but I think that you would make a good point there. 'y interesting.

Yes? Soo So that this is a very interesting üx criticism, then.

This is a very important prediction then. /) one to three, and yet

at the same time, it is a statemnt of Satan's activitiy right trix

straight along. But you reach ie great climax, what is your next one then?

What is your next one then? / The next one would he a i1x question that

is raised here. Verses four a five, six. I have been thinking

about this psalm for a while. Verses four and five. We have the

reaction of the Lord. This rebellion. Now, would w you say that

this Les reaction would follow through everytime you would have

how would manifestation of this attitude that you have I would say

that verse 4 represents the ±ixx Lord's attitude toward all times.

But his his specific actions and speaking in his wrath... insnecting

a sort of pleasure...

that surely refers to one specific tim thing that he will do at the end

of the age. I would think that you might say that our similar things

in different times... I do not think that we can say thati wenever

wuux one to three.., find then the outworking verse 5 at one time...

No, I would not think so. I think that points to a specfic thing but it

is based upon verse 6. That is, it g ties right up to that. And
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verse 7, you have a prediction of k0l, as Paul states it, in

Acts 13. That is very interesting, isn't it? Here is a prediction

that , Here is a prediction that one will ventuailahle to look hack

again at something that is a1 long after the prediction is given. Uhni.

Therefore it is the prediction of the resurrection. Put it does not say

that the resurrection is going to happen. He says, hwill say thatt

it has happened. It is very $interesting, isn't it? IL is that again?

It does not say, He does not say I will beget him. Tie says that I will
- has said untç me =

declare the decree that the Lord has said unto me/\ This is looking

forward to the Lord, to Christ giving his answer to these who were
Is it not?

taking counsel against him.4
It is looking forward to what Christ is

going to say// at the time of the final uprising against the Lord, lie
here

is standing and is going to say,/the Lord has said unto me, Thou

art my son, and tjs day I have begotten thee. Well, now, when did the
to Him (

Lord say this7?
11
I do not think that you could argue ,i Acts J3:33 that

I
it was said after the resurrection,.do you ? , ?though. I would not

'7 looks to me like" these
be dogmatic on that though.

(It/ixxNxtx±±±kDolntinp,ut
t1'iatx

because/34 he gives the ... _roof for resurrection. flSome take

this with the eternity passed. Ya. Some argue though. Some argue this

way that God raised him from the dead, arid then spoke these words, too, You

are my son, this day have I begotten thee, and ask of me and I shall give

thee so on, you p( know. Some did not ask until later time which, s far
would be

as I can see Jxcxxiktxx possible also. itxx Though certainly I would not dogmati

on that though, That is since He is the only begotten son of God, so this

could conceivably he something saying that lie is the eternal Son of Cod.

Well, they take you are my son as the eternality. He is eternal. And

this (lay have I begotten thee, that is, I will raise you this day, today.

Then he says now, there is my promise to you now. Now you ask of me. Of course,
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the Lord is speaking to him. You ask of me and I shall give thee

the heathen as the inheritnace, even to the uttermost part'of the earth

as your possession and so on. And the son does not ask for that until

of course the time of the second coming. Yes. When he canes txrxx for His
reign.

±vxtk millennial 1cixV ?ertainly you have here a prediction of

the resurrection then, but it is given in the form, not of ti prediction

that needs to he raised, but in a prediction that there is to he a time

when he will look back upon Isn't that tnieat

would involve though his resurrection that it would be a predictipn of

his resurrection. Yes. It involves. It definitely involves.' He

would say that he would he raised, but that would he a prediction that he

would he raised before long. Fxactly. Ya. Noi, what is your next one?

Well, ... can I take some time on a question in verse 4? Yes.

As far as I know this is the only time that any kind of humor is

-
spokenP as far as style is concerned, and the humor here is rather

4
xixx sarcastic deyisive nature.' I do not think you would call this a

in contempt
humor, would you? 1ore or less it seems like his holding.../ rather

than laughing. I think that he is laughinin the sense of contempt

rather than in the sense of humors. 37:13 is the same thing. There

xax are some people that say, Well, we know that the Lord has a good

sense of humor, or he would not have made people like us and so on, arid yet

the Bible does not spenkwr picture God as being humorous but as God of

love certainly I would understand± and also God is xxx serious enough

$ to prepare a heaven and a hell %
,so

that,, Are we wrong in relegating

humor to God, because he is has made creatures like us? I think that the

Lord has made us in His image and that humor is such a real part of our

temperament in nature that I cannot but feel that it corresponds to
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something in the character of Cod, but I do feel that it is very, very

easy for a humor to he misunderstood, and it is often misunderstood.

meant the Bible to present A h6se ti things that He wants us to read

and stand upon, and I think that he avoids the danger. There is enough
and

danger for misunderstanding any way. But he avoids additional danger

could come from anything in )1 the line of/i humor. I had people get very

angry because I said tings that I meant for a joke and they took it

seriously. And it is very difficult humor differs from culture
I LI

to culture, from area to area, from group to group, but is,*a good

fellowship in one area, of fighting ... It is very hard to translate

humors. It differs so in different areas. But it is found everywhere.

Every g group of people have f. but they express this very often in a

very, very different way. I believe that in this very serious matter of

conquest between sin and righteousness and Cod's ,1etermination to bring
a

into existence Miz people for His . name .w1-Mvoidthe danger of

misunderstanding that could have come from any iix manifestation of

humor, but I do believe that on that ground that it is such a vital part

of bur nature and such a universal part that I do helive that it corresponds

something of 1 Divine nature. There is a book called The haughter of

God. It takes up the sober side. I not think of the author now.

This laugh, I would not relate this word laught with humor
here.Je

ought
probably/ to get another word than laugh. qt is a figure of speech,

don't you think? It is ajigure of speech, but ftcxpxmxntmQthxrl
\That is the

It is expressing the conten. Mm/way Mr.. Dunzweril acts when I say to

him I am going to defeat him at the .-next week. (At is parallel

to having.'
'
It does not exprjss humors. It expresses the

derision. --
obsebmid how the laugh mechanism works so early

in children. Isn't that interesting?
I

Fourth or fifth week. Very interesting.
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" A smile is a universal thing. Ye. Regardless of language or background

or situation of anything. y child can smile. Any child you get smiles.
so much

I used to hear/about the Indians, how the Indians did not have emotion and

dead expression of emotion, and then I was out in New Mexico, and there

the Indian children were laughing, smiling and having such good time,

and thex expression was i just like ours

People get inhibited and changed by their upbringing but there is something

that even oNiwithniBxn the smallest child smiles

começrom.

Would

you havo wait txx as long as five or six weeks before they start

smiling? All depends upon the children. But anything under five weeks

I am always suspicious of gas pain. Exactly. ( It looks like a smile before

a loud yell. here are those who feel that hor does not come

true religion. Bob Jones UNiversity never
I

iles. Iie/i used

to he interested in the evangelism, lie said, Jesus did not smile, flow
I mean

can you argue in one way or the other?/ Then there is another fellow

who might say,Ie did not eat ice-cream either. And Mr. Siehold thinks

that humor is definitely out of place in the pulpit. Defintely. So,

when I assigned him a humorous talk for the first semester, 1hpmorous

story, he took zero, for he did not give the talk. with the
A

NX seriousness of the
gospel.-I'.

If he had that attitude developed,

He would have trouble in my circle, what is your next prediction? 11

12. This is the sumission to '&ich they were exhorted other than rebellion.

/
Submission to the Lord and His Son the Messiah. that a prediction?

/
Well, imperative in a way. That is a prediction. Your

prediction is in verse 12. Yes. Basically yes. Put he is saying that

he is going to urgthen to sulinit and if they do not submit a love then
-f-rr

this will happen, . Yes. The prediction is the vital part of the
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exhortation, but the actual prediction is in verse 12. And there are

two predictions in verse 12, a very definite prediction that those
an

against whom he is angry may perish from the way and /implied prediction

that those who wholly trust in im has two sides. It is a conditional

prediction, isn't it! Definitely conditional, because 1± it gives

the choice. One side results in perishing and the other r side

results in hlessinThis is very siihlar to Psalm 1, the last part

of it, Blessed are the that trust in Him, and prosper the activity of the

righteous. Except that on that particular aspect Psalm 1 is a hit more

specific. fves. Yes, it bears a same general title, the Old Testament
/1

Beatitudes. Very good. Your next one, Mr. !!arding? /Well, now, the

next one I put a question mark ... but Ido to verses 5,6, and 7.

Psalm Five. Verses 6, and 7. Well, now, you see there

are some things here now which are very general in nature, and I did

not know if you would he a little more specific. Now, even this qne
r1i ;--'" c_L_

I am not % too sure about whether it is just an expression of t1rtor
a

if it is intended for/prediction. Is this chapter 5: verse? 1nisxiYçmxm

Verses 6 and 7. "Thou shalt destroy them that

speak Nüxx leasing: the Lord will abhor the bloody and deceitful man.

But as for me, I will come into thy house in the multitude and so on ...."

Verse 7 would not he a prediction, but 6 would be a prediction. Well,

verse 7 says, "But as for me, I will come into thy house in the multitude

of thy mercy: and in thy fear *ill I worshup toward thy holy temple." I

mean the whole thing could he taken as the confidence that God will do this as
but

far as the wicked,/as far as he is concerned, 4e is confident that
in verse 7, XNXSX

He will do this./Do you see what I meant? Verse 7, theo Lord will

he merciful. That the Lord will he merciful that he would come into his house,
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a4d fear the Lord and ... in the multitude of thy mercy... you take

the multitude of thy mercy as referring to God's dealing with him?

/Well, yes, I will come into thy house in the multitude of thy




this
mercy, but even the fact that he will come into his house in/ way 4-which

he is confident that in God's mercy he will do this and in thy fear will I

worship toward the holy temple. You see a lot of these things strikes

me as can be ated either an expression of the confience that

it will happen or you might take them as a prediciton, do you see what

I meant? Your confidence is much more specific in verse 12 than in verse

7.~ Yes, it brings up a very important question of the distinction between

the revelation and inspiration. 1!hen David said, As for me I will come

into thy house in the multitude of thy mercy: , if he expresses this as

a personal conviction or personal confidence in the Lord, how normative

is it, how does it re%te to the revealed truth? Is this merely a

personal expression of his which has been infallibly recorded for

us or is this a revelation in the sense that it is what he says is

the word of God infallibly recorded through inspiration? So many things

tkx that are merely , that are expressions of his personal feelings

or his personal emotions etc. and etc. throughout the psalms.

There are two aspects in revelation. There is in the first place

revelation as how one receives truths,and from that viewpoint part of

, is ±x given by revelation. Right, Right. Much of it consists

of people's ideas, people's observations, people's thoughts and so on.

Right. So in the sense of Did God specifically reveal His truths

here, on that aspects

there are many things we 1mow are revelations, and many things which we are
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inspiration
sure if they are not, hut/ result of the whole Bible

becomes a revelation to us xtx the whole Bible bo comes

from God to us, though much of it was given to the writer through
through

inspiration rather than/revelation. -So, it could be a revelation though

of falsehood as well as of truth, or revelation of, that is the ix hole

Bible being the rex revelation to us through inspriation, could
own

be a revelation to us of the writer's/personal feelings, but not necessarily

normative as to the authority or ... xxii it must be normative.

must he normative as to the truth, but not normative.to authority

with resnect to , with r respect to faith and practice patterning

our lives. You would not take Satan's wordas normative for faith
.1

and practice; No, I would take David's word as such unless the

Lord says that these words are wrong. All his words, would you take?
1

That is a question. All his words in the Psalms. UI'ui, an why? "I would

say that if heˆ expressed, I would say that the letter that he

to put Joab forefront of the battle was a wicked
certainly

thing,hlot inspired, of the Lord, but God did not have it± included in

the Scripture. tmt ixmxpi±mmm But there were a xpsalm that
)C that

simply started and ocxx said, and says, Oh, Lord, Oh Lord cause/Joab
killed his end

would be/U, cause that he may indeed come to re... / and so on.

I would he tremendously surprised. I would not expect to find such a thing.

That is a proof of ix David's ic±k xx wickedness. I had a

discussion once about some verses in Jer2miab which were hard to

u nderstand. He cuses the day when he was born. He curses the x

man who brought the news that he had been born. The man with whom

I discussed this said, Look here, look at the chapter before these

things. In that chapter you find that God said,
IfAtame

the Vxmmum precious
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from the vile, thou shalt he as my mouth. So, he says, Jeremiah's rebuke

for much of what he says. I wx would not accept that at all. Jeremiah

xk book is a part of the Scripture, f inspired and

kept free from error, arid it shows Jeremiah's attitude, yes. But his

attitudes tk are the attitudes which are wrong, it will be dc
you need or that

specifically labeled as such. I I think/that label identification in some
in

other passages of the Scripture, if not/a local one. Otherwise, arid this

is one of the. .beagles' problems. Otherwise, everything willX he i,f.for
I mean everything is I

grahs,/tixtxix up in the air. And of course in the Book of Job we are

nicely dealt with Job through the last chapter although these men

usually discard that as an authentic text, but in the last io chapter of

Job the Lord says of these three, Eliphas and those other fellows, you

are wrong, you have not spoken truth concerning me, Uhm,
although

Fjockr

.1ixmxm throws that out as being an emendation of the text.

~~Of- course, this does not entirely solve the problem, because eome of at

Job says is wrong, too. It does not entirely solve the problem but
40

it gives you a watchword for it, 1 watch, because the Lord previously rebuked

Job for some of his statements. Yes, right, right. The watchword is

that what a man expresses under ... in my opinion, if in line with

tr1kxxxtrx truth, it ought to be regarded as normative as faith and

truth, unless either wing or some other clear cut writing the

Lord - - himself as beinf/fal1aious opinion, and even so

I would not expect the hook as preserved ixoxfxt3t a proof of an

erroneous scientific statement by iir. No, I would not either, but

I mean those men must he labeled or identified. I think that identification

is necessary, otherwise there is, as far s I can see it, the words of

Christ become partially his statements regarding the Pentateucli is a guess
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or accommodation so forth and so forth. Except that

t191,

he statements of

Christ are on a different basis. ou are they if there is no eard people

say, Well, Paul tried to use the Greek philosophy on Mars' hill, but
and so

coo he made a great mistake,/when he got to Corinth, he said, I an determined

nNt to know nothing among you except Jesus Christ and Him Crucified. Well,
doesnot give

Paul/ Greek philosophy or Greek ideas in his

writings, but he does give a small portion.of it, and 1xt±kx his talk

on the Mars' hill did.'wA there were some who proclaimed to him,
-I

who would ... ___j Dionysus, Yes. I believe that we can Rzft definitely
had

x say that if Paul/made a mistake in giving this message on Mars'

hill, the Lord would\eie/left out of the book of Acts or would have

labeled. Now, of course, flunaaamxx now the winning of the converts as such

does not prove anything. No, of course, not. xcxx Put there is nothing in Acts

-
17 to contradict anything! that the Scripture, but in fact there

is a beautiful philosophy in it, and Paul's citation of the Greek philosophers

are always in a general sense appealing with the common truth of the order

of Romans one, as far as I can see any wx way. It would seem to me

that if you had a situation where a man like David gave a long psalm and

said , Oh Lord, we know that the earth is flat and it is carried by a

turtle and so forth and sot foxtk forth, then I would think that wx

you have a serious trouble. Here, nowhere else in the Scripture there is
(? J-

any other picture presented. 'Øi we do not have.
/
No. We do not have

that, and instead of that we have half a dozen times in the prophets where

they speak of the Lord to stretch out the universe, and he uses ±i

also uses participles, not as one w1m dnxtilAm act which he

did in the beginning, but that the universe he stretched out 4s a

continuous act ,1e stretched out the universe, and it exactly fits with

7
1
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the present scientific idea of/expanding universe. God is stretching out the
they

universe, and now 1lwi may prove that the pesent idea is wrong. Thi1x

This does not 0 teach that the present idea is a correct one, but it fits

with it. And it is very interesting thTat it does. 1 really pZ a lot

of urs on the cursing psalms, mayhd'two hundred hours altogether on the

ursthg psalms, although that is a gudss, but nnyhow I put a lot of time on

them, because they are the ones dx that are held up as exhihite of being
a 40

not normative . Of onurse, I ani/uhjective student, awi all of us are,

td a certain degree and so it is impossible

for me to take away all my predispositions. I do not think anybody will

he able to do that. But in that study of the cursing % psalms I find

without almost, almost I find practically no conflict between them

and between the ministry of Christ that I can identify as conflict. In

fact we find such remarkable parallelof expressions that even in the
when

beatitude that is fairly soimd,1ne day it would hanionize the whole
'of

Scripture. Really? I thought n/giving a lecture out of that which

he took.,. that stimulated me and in which he took the.., he took the

35th psalm and pointed out how uncˆhrist like and how unchristian it was,

and his conclusion was that DAvid obviously not speaking of normative

feelings and so forth, there lie said, perhaps David was not speaking

normatively on Psalm 23 either. And then lie comes down with something

that is really subjective. Fe is only speaking normative of the faith and

Iof truth,
kI

like it. 1It is just like the infallibility of the pope.

Anything that they said is tx untrue, they were not speaking ex cathedra

txx at that time. When you get down to it, you would claim on Christ...

amounts to nothing, but the M

New Testament set the seal upon the entire Old Testament. It is God's word in
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/

its entirety. And it does not say that there is no Cod, but it says that

a fool says that there is no Cod. There is one case in the Fcclesiastes

where it is pretty definitely labeled as the wisdom of man under the
per se

sun.
IT

even doubt that. I mean that this is wrong/ That his wisdom
argue

is wrong. I/ always strongly against that. Of course, it is personal,

but I think that we have given up on the Ecclesiastes, and because we

have failed to enter into the place arid still it is because it is man's

wisdom, but something is wrong! You do not say that everything in the

Ecclesiastes is wrong Well, Ihink that everything in the Ecclesiastes

is true right down on the line. 95 and I am willing to set up parallel

ohnns for you. I want to see that. at is an interesting study.

If you will look at ... don't do ... that will ruin the interpretation

of the ... because if the Ecciesiastes is not true, then iiezekiah's

prayer where he says almost the same thing xx1kx repeatedly that

healing is not true. You just get into all kinds of things when you rim

necessarily drop something. And I think that the 1 Ecciesiastes is a

hook which is fairly missed in the aniillennial theology. Of course, you

do some textual criticism there, rid yes, there is scin terrific problem,

and of course I have problems in the Psalms where the 'salms repeat, you

know, and I certainly do not learn too many things, 1?ut most of us do

not, but in the Fcclesiastes there are a lot ofA-"{fr'l /Qhecause

the Aramaic conflict and change of words and wot no, hut What is your

problem with -4
.
jobiam with that petition?\ll, it is a question

of why. qome psalms are reapeated practically f word for word. You

just mean that you do not know whatVIt certainly is no problem with itx truth.

No, no.
',

that is right. at is right. I did not mean that, as
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and arrangement (

J
far as the organization/is concerned. It is somewhat like this matter of

1 humor, the matter of literary arrangement. Then from place to place and

from time to time, and there are those, there are situations in the Bible

where a person is given a command very poorly,d then goes ahead and

tells you what he did very poorly. You have the same thing told twi.

And then you have other cases where the whole thing is condensed very

briefly and we do not have necessa±1y to know the reason, but there is

nothing untrue about it. There is no evidence that there is a composite

hook or something of that nature. )Jo.
The Ecciesiastes with the right

of Existentialism seems to be coming into its own, in that many of the

themes of the Existentialism are found in the Book of the Ecclesiastes.

This is life. Now, of course, I have not compared notes of Mr. Taylor,

but this is life in mans finite estrangetd existence in his condition.

This ii is life, and t-true evaluation of life being in that condition.

It's a true evaluation of life in that condition. Oh, I have been able to
( \

It is a true evaluation. You are not saying, you are saying that noth

is untrue but that it is what should not he true, that is a picture .

of man's estranged cx condition. Yes, well, I am convinced that

When you ... down the wisdom, when you run down

wisdom as an object for his own soul.., for his OWfl faith..
distinction of

The Øxixxf the Existentialism makes between man's infinite possibility
e

and yet his finite estranged condition is not adquately (?)

represented in this hook. So many see again and again...

Do you come to realize that .... ? No, what this hook says is

a natural interpretaion of life with all of its futility and its meaninglessness.
An t
/Existentialis has made as it were into a religion, and whereas the hook of

the Ecclesiastes gives a solution to the problem. They posit the problem

Mix
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as a solution, which of course is not a solution. Isn't that true?

Yes. The/ posit the problem as a solution. /I got a cheap fible and

Elatxtxx/ cut out the Took of the Ecclesiastes from it and x separated

them into colunris and put you know the things that deal with ... arranged

also because the chapters x moved hack and forth. I was not calling

the text. readiting but just to see how the pictures go. And when

you get all the sections f/wisdorogether, and all the sections f on
cheap

things together, I think that I would buy another/Bible because I ran

out of it. hen you gather togehher , it really makes a very, very

gripping picture of what life is like when God is not in the heart of it,

and on the other hand what life may he when God is the heart of it.

9And that is a true picture. Good. Yes.
41,
where does it tell wxx may

he when God is the heart of it. When it talks about the soul being

possessed of good and I think of the latter sec iQn in chapter 12 with
an

±txx the r going to God , and so forth.
-
it i amazingly

profound book. I did not realize that. I have been acclimated to the
full

thought that it is a worthless hook. It really is of error.

And in fact one of my older Bibles I have in blue pencil e for error.

Again and again all throughout the hook err9r, error, error. So, it misses,

it is a mistake. But I do not view that that way at all. It is very

profound. I have been able to give three lectures x in se'res on the

Fcclesiastes at a pretty good length, and finally I have got over the

prejudices of the people lhatz there, and they got great blessing out of

it. Ye. I wish I did, too. If a man makes a finite goals% the end of

his existence, he finds meaninglessness. Here it is. If a man makes a finite

goals the end of his existence. Existentialism is rejoicing in that fact.
\J r Le-2c

Isn't that interesting? You can't. But many of tk the
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themes in the Existentialism are found in the Book of The Ecciesiastes.

zzfzzz There is a little of that in human nature, the feeling of enjoyment of

great tragedy. Uhm. You see great tragedy, great calamities, they get pleasure

out of it. But I think. I 1 am not sure if it is xx very sensible to
I saw

go by feelings. /one of the short stories by O.D. uppassant on television,

and Mauppassant's short story illustrated beautifully some of the

Existential . 'si to the core, that is right the idea of time

and chance and happening, x± and there is a

theme from the Ecclesiastes, the thing of futility, of the things
plenty

people do. Wat is all the worth any way. I have the/feeling that time

±xftg has flown and .... End.

'F
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Let us o on a little further with Psa1.msxocx now then,

mdzmm I have given each of you certain sections to move ahead with

your chart on them. There might he some special problems or interesting

things that anyone of you have in that connection that you would. like to

mention now. If not, let us do that tomorrow morning if you have

some special things in the sections that you are working on,

special problems you would like to mention. Otherwise, let us go orto the
I think

Psalms today. Mr. JTarding,x Psalm 5:6/is the last ... II Yes, 5:6.

What would say about that? sell, It is hard to judge whether it should
%%

N4t
tx tions

he taken$ predicL/or sVNKimix expressions of confidence. I noted

more and more as I was looking over them again this afternoon itx

somewhat close to what you might call predictions and yet still can he

taken as the expressions of confidence. nd if they are, they would not

serve for our purpose too much. Rut, there are a number like this, some
and then

of which are a little closer/ whet I have jutted down with question

marks in the TT think that there in the psalms if there are

expressions of confidence, they are justified confidence, are they nöt?

Ii Yes? 'they are not just some... its certainty that God x is going to

do something about ... It is confidence in the sense of certainty of

certain anticipation that something will happen. This is rather general.

This is another thing in connection ti with that as we noted yesterday.

Now, what is your next one after 5:6? Mr. Harding? Well, The next
that

one I noted again/±xx falls into this general pattern, is 7:3. 7:8 is

the same type? Well, it is a little closer. It is rather general in one

sense of the word. The Lord shall judge the people. It says, the Lord
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shall judge the people. !!e is confident that the Lord will do this.

"Judge me, 0 Lord, according to my righteousness, and rin according

to my integrity that is is in me." Of course, the first part is the basic

1t1
part there. It is definitely the assurance of the judgement that is

coming. Yes, he is confident in the absolute sense heres. d

your next one? 'he next is Ps. 9:8lO. Ibre again this is a similar

thing. "And he shall judge the world in righteousness, he shall

minister judgement to the people in uprightness. The Lord alsoØ will he

a refuge for the oppressed, a refuge in times of trouble'.' Again this
his

is/confidence that he is expressing, and that is the reason why I did not

xx know how many of these I put down. I tried to so -t- the most

but there were others which could he listed. I think that it would

he very good for us to he aware of them, to make that a very real part
lives real

of our Hf in these days.It is very easy for people to overlook the/situation

of the world., and yet there was a most interesting article i in the

Saturday Lvenin Post... Stewart Aifrea... page in every fortnight,

and some of his discussions are quite interestine. And this one today

he quotes Nixon there as saying that if we do nothing but what we

have done so far, t1x if there comes a nuclear war, I think he figures

tx excellently that there will he 147 million people killed in the

United States, but that if pend 25 billion dollars in preparation for

it, that with 25 billion we could cut thc down the nixiher of fatality and

there will be only 75 million killed, in the war. So, Alfred says,

according to the 1ac' s figure, even after the 25 billion should

he spent we would still have over a third of our people killed if the

nuclear war would cone, and ii the therno nuclear bomb,

if the Russians wanted to destory Chicago, they would not have to destroy
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anything in the city. ±fx±txx They could drop a thermo-nuclear bomb

several hundred miles away from it on the side from which the wind x

)(X comes, and it would kill everybody in Chicago, and then he ends
he

up with saying that we can have great hope, because. Oh yes,/in addition

points out that these people who are safe through when they come out

of the shelter where they will ... How could they live? So, it may he

that these kix ...may be safe from being killed by x the bombs that

and he ends up with saying that

Ghurchhill said that if it gets so heavy that evetybody xx can k destroy

anybody, why, nobody will want to destroy ... and this is pretty meager

hope/ to rescue your thoughtsxfrizthe futureØ on. Certainly the ones

who ]ow the Lord cn have the confidence that God is going to control,

and direct and going to work things out in accordance with 4is word.

And it could he his will to kill off two thirds of the people in

the world, and still have the world continue for another century before

the rapture. That is not impossible. On the other hand the rapture min could

come before these things could happen, or He could work things in such a way

that it w would not come, but we tend to he so ii familiar with

that we think we overlook them and (10 not pay much attention to them, but
very

ticxx there are/real possibilities. And the next yi verse would he

the confidence in the Lord certainly should be made more real to all of us,

as we seek ... Your next one, Mr. TTarding? )erse 17 of this

same chapter. This is of course) dealing with the destruction of the wicked

here. The wicked shall return to hell, again expressing the confidence

//
that this is going to happen. 'No, the wicked. shall he turned into Sheol,

'
and all the nations that forget God. Now, of course, you speak about the

abode of
wicked. Everyone is going to go to the departed spirit

as far as that is concerned, hut of course, whether Sheol means the, hell in
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the sense of the fate of the lost or whether it NExxxx includes all the

philosophies that X±x% were questioned and much debated. Prof.
was

Shedd of Union Seminary who xs,I believe, a very orthodox man the days

before the Union left, and now in his systematic theologyiaE he has a long

section in which he endeavors to prove that the word Sheol 0 is never

used of the place for the righteous, but that is definitely does mean hell.

Of course, we have Jacob saying that they will bring down the great Id

hell , the great Sheol,which ... Yes, that does not sound, I mean we certainly

would expect Jacob to have any expectation of going down to )1xt the

place of wicked xoc So that to me is a very strong argument against his

view, but the wicked shall be turned into hell, turned into Sheol, whatever

precise meaning of this phrase is

k) the nations that forget God, this certainly means that in this ±i world...

in the human world, he is not thinking of the . . .' all the nations

that will forget God, but he is saying that those nations who forget God

are going to disappear. They are going to lose their identity. They are

not going to continue. And I believe that is true. Is there any nation

that muhummx has endured from the ancient time2xo aside from the Jews?

Arid ntx not all the rest,i- ... they have. You mean as a nation? We say
say

all the nations. Of oourse, you could txkxthat I suppose. All the nations

that forget God as meaning all the inhabitants of the nations that forget God,

all the Gentiles that forget God. But we do not usually

think of the Gentiles as forgetting God, wen. treat them as those who

do not know Film at all at the first place, don't ?hat would you think

of Egypt? 1'I would say that the ancient Egypt1c has fairly disappeared.
by and

It was as a nation conqueredccthe reeksturned into1 Greek

into Greek type of civilization under the Ptolemies of ... there were many

features, but then thi was just a part of the Roman thmire, arid then of

course the Arabs took over, and became thouhly iohaedanized and what
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in
C remained to he the old Egyptian culture was only preserved txigiQ the

Coptic church which was a small down-trodden reiant remaining through the

stages .... It is Arab iitvoi nation today, and it is very, very

different from the ancient Egypt. It would seem to me that as% a ii nation

the ancient Egypt has 1 completely disappeared as completely

ix as the ancient Assyria and Babylonia did. As a nation in tbat area

There is a nation in that area today. I think that there is £thnic connection
these peop1/e T I un1erstand t1-ia.

between them, too. I mean they have different religions. fxx tx1ix1 but

t1r fluctuated in Tgypt, anyway. There is a direct ethnic relationship kij

between the people who lived there, and the people who lived there 2500

years ago or maybe 4,000 years ago. In other words, there never cane a

time when awhole.land was flushed and a new group of people so that Egypt1' Ii t_
I

remained ... 1different in Assyria... and in Babylon. It is pretty hard to
- i

prove. \AncI the Pittites, for exarinle, ... no question at all. The area of

Asia in r, Palestine,y Assyria, 'lesopotamia, there have been great sweeping
has

migration.. which/nade tremendous changes. these migrations have been.
in Egypt, and -y

very considerably less! xxi ... is that what you mean?
(Yes.

In fact, the

only great c maj or

one is the oslim migration,, and the only major one is the Ribc philistine

migration, iitxcx whichjhas made tremendous changes. You mean these

migrations have been very considerably less and is that what you mean? Yes.

In fact the only great major migration is the oslirn migratio; the only

one is the Philistine migration, and it stood off very well by Ramses.

The Moslim migration is a little different, but the Moslim migration is real y

more that of conquering arty rather than an economic move. I would like

to raise just a question. If a nation means an ethnic society, that would be

hard to see, kxnbam how Eyrt could he spoken of as having disappeared.

and if a nation means a political entity,cven the Israel ix would disappear.
A
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Of course, they would say that they forgot ..., too. Well, Israel today

has; very real cultural connection with the ancient Isra±çl, Oh, yes. Wouldn't

you say?- 'Yes. I would say that the Egyptian groups today are like
jthe

Coptic groups today. And some others have real relationship, too, the

ancient Egypt. The Coptic relation is princinally with the Christian

civilization of Egypt. do not think that it has much connection with the

culture of the Egypt/ of the days of t1xNxxfx...
)
the only thing that I

would say is that people.were converted, and substantially they were Christians

rather than worshippers of M _.('(f course, it is a question

how you are going to interpret the nations here who will he turned. into hell.
goes

kthnically the Chinese are an old people, aren't they? It/ pretty
hack.

far/ Yes, The society in the Indus valley. It goes Pretty far

hack. Put the truth of the matter is that Any of these societies go

clear hack to ... as far as that is concerned. Veir tradition
so

.goes way back...
~

maybe the term the nations is/fl/broader and really

it means nothing. 'o, I do not think so. It must mean something. I air not

sure whether we have gotten far enou}' to know it.. I am not sure if

we have grasped what this term means, but I think that, it seems to me
of all..,

that there is a definite meaning./. -i6f course if we look at it in the

eternal sense, it woull certainly he tiue./ in the etnrnal sense, so that

you would not need to say what happened now, even. Tut merely eternality
judgment

or final ixtxx would he true. I do not see any argument at all.

/11
Would you then say that the word nations adds u ... the first half of the

verse? It is merely a parallel and nothing more? t might he synonymous
11

or it might be slightly synthetic. I think that it is synthetthc. I think so.
preferred

Vhether it slightly synthetic or whether it is referred that, that can

he pondred upon a bit." '\The wicked shall he turned into sheol and

ll the nations that forget G. I would he inclined to think taht David
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is expressing his confidence that these great powerful nations that are

so powerful and so ungodly are going to come to an end, and when my brief
met a man with whom

case went to pices in Rome, I/eaB=in Terlin/ I was working on Pahylonian

said to me, Oh, he said, Oh, this little brief case comes to an end. Now

a great Empire ceases. lie says. / It was rather interesting. I used

the brief case ever since, but there has been, there have been
,' complete

changes. They have worn out. I bought a new one. I think that the same

is true of the empires. It hink that thereis more , there is a greater

unity in Israel than in an' other group I imow of. You go back to David's

time. Certainly between the Italians and the ancient Rome, there is a complete
tribes

change. And of course, the modern Iraqian iNxxiKxxtx, the modern
)00000000c

Turjkians (Turks) try to say that they represent the ancient Sumerian culture.

And the modern Egyptian would not let the people see the mummies because

theˆzz they say that the people should not see the great bodies of the

great ancient kings of their land. But actually there have been a pr tty
L

complete change in the area.., of course, the blood follows through.. goes

way hack... But it is mixed, it is pretty thoroughly mixed. I would imagine

that the Egyptians. .. in that case, you would pretty well say that ...
ja1

nations lose their identity whether they forgot God or not. Except

Israel. \It certainly has forgotten God. Individuals have. You do not

think that the nations )dm on the whole have not? I would say that s a

nation the vitality of Israel since the exile tkNx to the belief in one God

and to the exaltation of his law as a nation is something which is hard to

t in history. Yes, I reckon that it is true.

are very severe semaritica±ix problems, when we talk about God indiscriminately,

ix and do not definie 1kx what we mean by the term.'
l

Like when Barth

speaks of Christ) don't you think, Mr. 1inzweilerX'es, I aglee. I feel that

a lot of the emphases ahve been placed upon the many nations holding belief
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God, that the term God has not been sufficiently fi defined to make

clear what kind of a god they really 1.eliefe in, and then we read into it

at they believe in God, then we read into it that they believe in the true
So... as to

Jehovah wezbntñeuen±nzn the one true and living Cod. dQx1xdefine as to

what they mean by God, is not the Cod of the nible, it is some other god.

And then it meaks me really wonder whether we can say if there are

any Christian nations in the true sense of the definition of Cod and. Christ there is

in Scripture. You will begin questioning, What do you mean by Carst? What

do you mean by God? And it really raises some serious questions. If you

take the preaching, you take the preachina that was given in the United

States in Maine i± during the first, during its first ... years

as a xkm nation. You take the preaching in Germany for two or three hundred

years in t1e main.., you take the preaching in Fnglancl in the main, I do
as to what there has been

not think that . there is nny question ,/until comparatively recently a reall

effort to put God ii at the center, although the nations were

afflicted from periods of anostasy, periods of turning away.... very, very

great revivals. >iI agree with that, but when it comes to looking at

the rulers of the nations and the governmental bodies and so forth, and if you

examine either collectively or 0 individual beliefs of those rulers or

governmental bodies lesgislative or whatever you have had, it is questionable
can

whether or not you/call it either in majority way Christian or the majority...

rashington or xkx Abraham Lincoln, and then you start looking4carefully

into some of the other men, and you have to define y what you mean by a

Christian nation, you do not mean the head of it or the governmental bodies,

do we mean the preachers or we mean the religion in Xxxxxix general, or

the religious picutre of the nation. Certainly it is negative.., the history

of revivals
vhThe history of revival/s. 91can .... the history

tremendous influence. If you look at it/that way, and what goes forth from

the pulpits,
the Unitarianism and all thosesqiiestionahle congregational-
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-n
ism and some of the 1rix heresies, and so on.B ti you say the nations,

I guess, we have to identify what is meant by that. Is that the governmental

entity or what is meant by that? 110w would you question? I do not think

it means the governmental entiity. I think that the governmental entity
reflect

affects the nation very greatly, and may x tKxt the attitude of the nation.

It may or may not reflect the attitude of the nation. otm But

it in turn greatly affects the nation, but itx xxffEitx the effects may

take considerable time to he altogether ... The implication seems to be

from the recent history that it certainly reflects the nation in the sense

that the politics reflects the constituency, but they may talk about God

and using God n the political spechss and so forth, becauseit it is an

advantageous thing to do. But the question is what do they mean? But it

shows that they believe that there is a great mass of people to whom that

is a very vital thing. Right, right. There is nothing rather like personal

bix beliefs.., could or could not he the true Cod, but it has to start with

the question.of using the term Cod without finding it in terms of the t other

nations or this question that we are dealing with now. As far as looking

at the Israelite's history, I am not an authority here, but

on down, you really wonder if their honoring is the honoring of their Jehovah

of the Scripture, or it is the honoring of an ethical ideal. I am speaking

of the mass. You find individuals here and there in any cultrue who takç,

more solid.., you really wonder about it.e question is really complicated when
Xin

it comes/to t1 contact with the idea that C will judge nations. Yes.

I am wondering, Is God's going to ... investment to his people or bring them
Th\

in the political entity of the times or just ....'relationhips will be there.

Yes, now there is certainly a very definite promise made to Abraham/ that

him that blesseth k±x thee I will bless him, and Ixx him that curseth

thee that I will curse. i\nd I believe that that ix fulfilled , history.
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I believe that the nations that have been greatly mistreated, the physical

descendants of Abraham suffered. I believe that if you take the

real history you will find that not in every case that has not trediately

come to pass, but you can make a pretty large generation that God has

punished those who had mistreated Israel. )' I think that you
IT

can definitely say that now. I think that/will definitely continue so, too.

Is that more true ic in the case of Israel than in the case of

other peoples, thoae ho are mistreated by, that is, with severity. I

recognize the&e anti-Semitic idea in history, and I realize that

there have been ther nations which mistreated other people ,xk and have

also come to great ruin, great ruin. Now the
q,$tion

is, at is the

evidence mfxxmxx for mal:ing the generalizaton about Israel? I have
any evidence /

never seen it yet, I mean the generalization..You have tirnewise.. Israel,

but it is far longer than any others. Nit that is a matter of degree, but

1dc not kind, andrecognize that there will be more and more to

continue the generalization. y question is then, How much material you

need to form the criteria then,

(y\nd

too, when you generalize and

say that our nations are going t be judged on the basis of their treatmBnt
old

of the Jews, we have just been discussing the fact that/x#. nations except

the ones existing now have disappeared. xMxRmmx Have old nations except

the ones existing now, persecuted the Jews? No, there are others that

should disappear... any nation that forgets God will disappear, but I

think that the nations that have persecuted the Jews have suffered. I think

that they have suffered the hardship and the nations disappeared without
1 19

any great amount of suffering think of 11m Spain, for example. es,

think of Spain and Italy Th' k of Flitle tal)r.

but ,4rmany $ until ITitler treated the Jews better than any other nations

of the qx earth, except the England. Of course, the England. The

way the England treated her is to drive them all out of the country altogether.
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But there was aˆ period of several hundred years when they oo
Jews in start to
f$ England .... and Cromwell allowed them to ... I turn them again...

and they returned to ,4 small numbers and they were very decently treated

as a whole. And they had been driven out itIIj1 of it and there had been
y ai

a brief,/siinp1/exp,sion, A a great exr)sion,

I guess that there was a fair amount of mistreatment of them, a very small

number who were there. But for a number of centuries they wxx just went

into England, but fifty or sixty years ago Miss Crancker(?) 1I
her for

she spoke in Seminary one day, and we had/dinner wt)xkx, and she said

that she believes that most any Jews find very friendly with Germans

before this war. She said they were really for Germans, almost any Jews.

I think that it is a fact that on the whole they were better treated in

Germany than in$ any continental nation, and they , it was a rather new thing,

7 and something that Hitler introduced. Thatxxx It ._ terrible,

terrible punishment, a terrible end to the German nation. Now, of course,

they have been, the present Germans have been trying to goj backwards and

be fair with the Jews, restored the state of the Israel, and until then

very few Jews remained in their country. In this case, probably, oh, evidently.

I think of destruction. Yes. Destruction concent. That is to say, if

this is about the nation, simply it means the individuals, all individuals

who forget God are going to be punished in the end, but if you look at

eternity., that is one thing. But does this also have a statement about

this life? I am inclined to oc think that Paul tells us in Romans one
have tried

about how the nations, how the Gentiles/ to put their God out of their

mrc conscience, consciousness, They try to forget the idea that the
its

other naidnns have, and that I feel that everyone in/heart knows that there

is God. lie knows that there is moral law. Everyone knows in his heart

that far hack they are hardly conscious of this Ix at all. T'eople
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f come to light only during crisis. St±xxx Sometimes it is so hard

come to that, then, but all mankind has... but the nations drive Him out

of their minds to sucH an extent that they forget this altogether. Now,
told about

you often hear people... Now, you often hear... how the Fmperor Chinese...
of

to make sacrifices to godszazdzheaven so often. I do not think that is

a valid thing. It is my impression that there are four altars, the altar

of heaven, t e altar of earth, and two other altars which are impmxtxxtx

in impoi'tant p1 ces in Peking, and rtix certain.., make use of

sacrifices\.. I !mow very Iitix little about it, but that I remember
\ 's testimony

hearing. You remeer Marco and of course, Marco Polo has

1x many NKxsxsxtxE .... and of course he believed in everybody.

JTe }new everything that verybody told him, but be certainly was an eyewitness
\ Kublai Khan

to Mina, xmdmx and talks about and

ioc uhlai ithants gre\t impression of the Christianity and his desire

xxAx that the none send men er to each Christian principals and

± pointed out that he would like to honor the Cod of the Scripture and

the Go1 of mas and. the Cod o even the bishop of a magan religion at

that tiE ti . So, he would lik\to do all those things... hut that Cod

could not do the magic tricks to h\s ocl/ did and probably all these
r \

bodies were 11 fine/deity and so foih, and all these tonderful things bring

it came o the time when the signs done, .... really a miracle

clone... whi h is to do it, the so-called
\Christian

.. the Icing w helniessZt

to do n thing like that. He says send us men who will show us mower

of 0 o that they might honor and profit. That is in Polo's

Adventures It is rather interesting. It is rather accidental1 as .
(1 .!' !1 ... ..

I understand it that we have s to come, and therewgood many other
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'
people through the riiddle ages who went to China and lived there for

years and cane hack, and never happened to write anything about it. But

rather accidentally Polo's memories were gathered together.
(ITe apparently

kept quite a journal as he went, and how the whole thing survived, I do

not mow, but he apparently was something of a diarist, young Marco, but

he has this gullibility. He apparently believed everybody, and
at caravans Turks.taQ
so /the portm/x1 came from Parkistari and they told him that in Moscow

suggest
down there with nine legs. He does not /at all what he doubts,

had seen
and in fact he often writes, and so as if he w ±±xxxwN±xxx with his

own eyes, and that is a little hard to evaluate, but you can put yourself

in his circumstance and -
you can see that4rou saw many strange things ....

( S
/

And yes, it is quite i.nteresting -
.(

Is there any other ancient

instance in the Scripture in which nations are judged as nations? Job 3.
Even if

Gather the nations to the valley of Jehoshaphet. M/I havot looked at

the wording exactly, but what ...? You want to see judging as nations.

that calling all the 1t1 heathen together for a great battle, is it

not? I am talking about a judgment made on nations.
fations

as sheep and

goats put on the right and on the left? I know that hasbeen interpreted
have ' been a shift in

that way for a long tim e, but this seems to/

interpretation now. There are those who take it meaning as nations as

nations, and those who take it as meaning Gentiles, individuals. That is right.
are in a position to make

I am not sure whether we/1 a decision or not. Put I mean apart from

that, one is representing tkxt xxxxx any other cases. Of course, then

it could be taken as individuals, distributed. qliow do you define the word
sheol "V)

here? Pr.? May I just tx say something , Pr.? It may mean

from the study of the word Sheol in Systematics IV, a xx couple of years

ago, and I looked at rather closely in the Old Testament, and it was rather
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difficult to find one instance in which he clearly meant and only meant

a place of punishment for the wicked, only that, clearly and only, it is

very difficulty. It was a most interesting study to look at all these

instances of it.1'. You do not think this would he one? The wicked shall be turned
hell

into xk±? No. There, see, is the idea of destruction again. Well, it

comes to an end. The idea, see, you suggested, and we saw that,,in either

case it could he this idea of pit, the idea of grave, the idea of death,

the idea of destruction, all that is in the context, but to single out

the idea of a place of punishment or the wicked after death, that would

be a very tkixx difficult thing to c&ea lay out clearly. In the New

Testament the word geenna that is a different proposition.

genna is that. Yes. Cenna is definitely. It is always together

x All these are together. Everybody goes there. The ... of the New

Testament is just about identical, is it not? But there has to be more discussed

on that, although, one instancein which it seems to be general like that

and idytxm practically all the others, it seems to have a bad

connotation. That is, the Acts passages. Christ descends into hell.

iere it seems to refer to the grave, but the other all seems to have a had
/
connotation. In your studies, did you make a chart distinction between heol and

N ) fl a
(ezael?) ? No. Wouldn't Ki he hole on the ground?

Sheol is never ... that. TkxV We never make distinction there. There is no

such a thing as digging a sheol. No. There is a definition some of

gave is a grave . It seems to me to be a very false usage. It is not
is the abode for

figurative, it is not a hole on the ground. No. The kx sheol Øc

the departed snirits. Yes, no... I do not think that it is physical.

Well, you have houses, and in the case of ... everything down in Sheol. You
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J have the instruments of the soldiers in Ezekiel with. people in sheol. Put

that is not a grave. !ell, in Nimihers, they were buried alive. They all go down

to sheol. This is the idea of pit. There iidea of sheol. That is a

fair number of times. That is what the Jehovah's Witnesses point out in that

conncciton.//( I think that they have a real point there. In Nihers in

connection with the sheol. Shethl is used. He syas, the houses and all the

good that is ... Then there are the case where they Ezekiel is a soldier

that is available, and all those that are buried with implements ... they

rest their head on the weapons. They are in Sheol. The weapons are in sheol.

There is a comforting... a little better. That is the reason why I felt
like

*xic justified in saying that/in the case of Joseph... brings me down

with grey hair to understand the meaning.. there is anot reference in

Rimiox Pray, there it says that using the rod and you deliver t-soul from

sheol. It is a very interesting reference, arid it certainly seems to

refer to keeping him from wickedness, so th t you won't go into this place,

but it is a question whether that means 1 Well., is the word J- -(ne )

±xxx1xx used? If the word
)-to

(nephsi), it can he taken a
the Te

equivalent to/personal pronoun to mean/from going downy to the grave. Yes,

I really think so.That is why it is not so clear, even though that definitely
won't h Somebody will say, well,

implies, you keep kim from wickedness so you/ not go to sheol./ 7here
there is hell, immediately. may mean ...

Well, his life. :

,That is right. But I do not think that you have . ."t;"sheol.

/
I do not think that phrase is ever used,nor±ccx is there any use like

"filiing that in or . . in the earth or anything like that. That would not he

the ... we had Ezekiel passage... I could recall that. I think that

there is something about digging there. iVhen I checked out the

digging sheol, because I saw that on a ... I shOuld check a reference on that.

It seems to me that a case... as a matter of case. You are not thinking of
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of digging imtkm damn to sheol.? o, in Psalms? No, I am not referring

to that . I tried to check it out, because I heard ... I tried to check it

out because I heard a fellow trying to give a message on that, and I could

not find in any area where you say you dig a sheol. No. To dig down to,

ya, that is right. That is to dig down to sheol, ti-a t is a little bit different.

I/ If I send him to heaven and if I make m y bed in hell, behold, thou art there,

that is sheol. Ya. The'e other passages ... omplicate the idea

/
that it is only the place of departed spirits and not ... The term tie graveic

a little Yd ifficult. A person dies, and we put him in a grave. If you did, why,

by the grave you mean ... all praise him which body is put. It is a

rather difficult concept. So it is figuratively , it is the co rIition of death.

This is the grave. Now, Geany when I was there, they would say, such
'I, (1 '4-

a man has gone to thea.aà Now, aujt- means everything outside

Germany. That is all, the outerland. We say that a person goes xaãx
a'could

abroad, that probably means to across the land, or it wi*mean specific

place or it could mean ... But dasxxxx auslnd is a better illustration of it.
term

The outland, das auslnd, that is a common wc in Germany, when a person

dies? No, no, no. When a person migrates to anywhere. You were , you

began to speak ... I mean anybody who ]txxx leaves Germany. No matter

where you go, he would say, he went through the outland. So, the term

outland includes everywhere outside Germany, and outside th sdxdx shoel

is like that.., being outside this life, outside this life. It is also

used for corrupion in body, too. Job 17:13 and 14, If I wait, the grave is mine

house: xx I have made my bed in the darkness. I have said to corruption,

Thou art my father: to the worm, Thou art my mother, and my sister.
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/Here he is talking about his corruption in the dead in the ,house which is
for sheol

a sheol. That is one place wk the word sheol is used for grave in KJ.V.

That is a large number. This 4 is a case where you have. corruption, and
(sh8chah)

is the word , there would be very interested.., how would you

spell that? Shin, heth, Tau. Ther are two passages where this is

rendered this way. In RSV it is rendered
pit1-yes,

which I remember the

etymoJogic. argument ax over that word with the Aramaic roots and wot

not. There is a Hebrew, (shachah), which is to become

corrupt, and SHUACH, which .Y means to dig down, and from each of them

from both of them, down shach wuld logically be derived. And jI
I forget what it is now, I guess

believe tt there is one case where. . / I think there is a similar case where

(NUACHI and NACHAETH . Yes. (TERATH)

to descend. Nachaeth, yes, in one chapter in RSV it is translated in both

ays. They show that they recognize the possibility of ... having eoF

one word NACHAETH), but in the case of , it always

means pit, and so they say that David t1tx xxx said, God did not leave

him in the pit. Then of course the New Testament says, Thou wilt not leave

my soul in the ptkx corruption. And David in the New Testament refers back
'T) there

to the passage where they render a pit. here in the New Testament4txioes not

seem to refer to the grave, corruption. Very definitely, it is grave. it is

interestin9 that .B..D.B. ...'IntheActs passage, Acts 2, isn't it? Yes,
Both cases...-ii,,

the two pasage Acts 13 and Acts 2. He says that you will not see corruption.

f Yes, that is right. It is the word corruption, corruption of the boc 'That is
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not sheol. Thou wilt not leave ... No, shach, ________. That is the

translation of the word (shacha). Yes, corruption. They

take it as a pit, the RSV translations, That is right. In the Old Testament.

But you see, the same word (shach) appears in Job 2. That is the

word for corruption, and there it is synonymous with worms eating the body.

That parallels that. If you say, I... my spirit goes to outside because

they will . the res ult is that I "ir 'the sense of this body, becomes subject

to decay. don't you think Job would think of his body in the context

though? That is the whole point of it? lTe is thinking about his body

as to what is going to happen to it. If you take that idea away, then

that context means nothing.1 It dominates the whole passage. Yes. IT!ii.

/] !!e said, If I wait, the only thing that I can look fonard to is his death,

'
and then being in the grave where there is darkness and with

how about the companion?
as corruption, etc. Like... / Well, his brothers and sisters, woiris

and corruotion. lie uses that as a figurative picture of them as companions

who are with him at that time. The figure.. the house is a figure. There
- tKk the bed in the house

in the house./The house being the grave and he is laid out there, you see,

resting finally from all his afflictions, and those who are with him, you see.

- the cofruntion, the worms, etc. If you have the sheol as the condition

outside his life, that is what we understand by death, then if the first
'(I

closest idea in which people think of is physical death which means the

body is no longer animated, physical death. It becomes still, and
associated

no more movement in the body, and then/xw±t1xxx. with grave into which the

person is put by association so that the crave could he a figure for the

death. The revelation of the soul and that there is bomething beyond the

cessation of the animation, there is a place where the dpearted spirits go, and that
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~W 9is that all those ideas se to be included in sheol. The question is

xx are they all included at the same time or one tine one and another

or one after someone and then by the extension the idea of death is to

destruction here in the same context. course, here it speaks of the individual's
e- I CA r_-

going to sho That could.., if you took Shedd's interpretation take
A

it definitely as hell, it could certainly fit in that case.f fly, Parris

___
..( 1'

tried to prove that it aiwyas meant the grave. JYa. ... opposite of
- -' -

\It is very peculiar here, because I remember.., took both ideas and then
4 '7 -4(LI

he flung completely to the eother end, and then he deo to prove that

every case it meant grave, and it seems to me that he wen through a whole

lot list of references .... Physical death. Cs, the grave,

grave. 'ell, he would say that the person who is buried went to sheol.

Y'\I!e went to a lot of them, and I listed a lot of them, but in every case

his argirnient was that it was grave, and he had connletely ruled out the

idea of hades being the place for departed spirits at all. So, I have

always toiig1it that either view tried x to be exclusive on that point, and
I hate to say

we have too many Scrintural nassages which have

twist, bb that is what I always thought There are too many scriptures
for A

T?




-

and you could not count/ easily. I heard Carison say that PAPTIZOO

always means inners ion, and he says, Let us my brethren go and search

pools large enough to immerse couches-' and tables and so on, arid I would

have none of these. Je says, the !Toly Spirit uses that word, ThAVFIZOO,

and ATPIZOO means immersion and so I i-Till go and no such a question

we take the word of the !Toly Spirit. e was never aware of finding out

idat the word )I am always amused ti... this is not really

kbF
in nronbecy, hut I an always amused the way the critics react. (hi 1-mow
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inegan who e the work on Archaeolor. The disciples of Christ, and

they are definitely tmmersionists i- in every scope, and when he

shows the pictures of the churches and shows a little

chapel there with the fountain, with a little wash stand to intersect...

he notes that some have audacity to suggest that that was a haptistry

in the ancient church. And a baptistry in the ancient church was practiced

by immerionists and .... That is quite an issue before you began.

That is a rather interestinc note... I always thought that
i-I I.




t 40;;9:
were mutually exclusive on more trouble ix n the but

But in each case iiffm the reference is in Numbers, and

this case in in Pzekiel. Yes, there is a physical connection. I should

think so. Because I just xmugx cannot see how, you could say then that

how houses and all the goods of people are in the place for the departed

spirits. Now, a person's body could suffer corruption there, and how
diers

the sol /are to lay ii down on the sores in sheol. That does not, I

recognize I just cannot think of whether this exists in Fzekiel, but

there is a few more like that also, but.

frx It would he a problem you are searching only for one meaning. But

a couple of meanings should be... there would he no problem. And they are

all realted too. You see some people are trying to rule out the idea of grave

s11 altogether. I think this is w1oooo where ... I do not think

that it means physical grave in the sense of a particular hole on the ground.

No. That x may not mean that. Well, the condition, Maybe in the condition

of being in such a place. Job was looking for a grave and what would

you call that?
'A
_)r. just said it could mean just the conditthon of body,

the state of a body. But that is a place. You never have plural.
_\ 1.f

You never have three shols. No. If it refers to body at all, it refers to
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- the body ooming rto a condition, a situation in which it would he either
"

he or but I do not think that that would mean a

specific grave., Well, what would you do k with the passage in Nnhers?

Where they went/down and and houses and all the goods are in x3ix sheol.

The houses are in sheol. There are very few cases where they use the

word for anything but for people. Well, I mean you have onough tbough.

You have enough to show that others ... can go to the shed. You do not

really need many. You really only need one, and one would not make an

argument. You can produce two or three rxint±nmxu mimiitxrnmm clear-cut

ones at least. ecause I know I would ..I sure.. You can have it in

a figurative sense. Oh yes Not figurative there, because they saw the

houses and the goods go down to sheol. In other words, the earth opened up

and swalowed them. That is, they were buried alive. Sheol was way down

in the earth. It was not just a little grave. I do not know f how far

they went down, but they ... any way they all went down to sheol.

Unless the hades in the center of the earth. Some say that. It is pretty..

eighteen miles down... what is that? where it comes molted. There is

/ crust buried, eighteen miles from winter. Bvident$ly ... winter.

But the crust varies. Quite a J hi;t. f)ependingØ on mountains, sometimes.
-,

that is tight. Out in the
oceans,4..

he gives them the mantle and coats,

and then land in between the two. Well, the question that I raised

was whether this reference to the nations with refernce to tix this life

or to the ultimate state of the individual s. I question whether we have

much evidence of it ultimately. The nations is , the refernce to the nations

seems to me to imply Cod's control of history, and certain things which

'encral Je works out. Now whether that is in this source or not, may be

questioned, but at least the verse rais the question.
4
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1 1at is your next one? Tell, let us see, charter 10 verses 17 and 18.

// It is a matter of expression, expression of confidence again% that the

Lord will judge the fatherless and the oppressed, etc. will

fm of the ir heart. It is rather general. The man of the earth may be

no more. It is a general confidence that in the long run

the righteous will win out. Certainly it is not confidence that in
'1

every case... ) I would like to take a very negative action and call it a

time. iiat do you have sir? I have 22 after ....

'F
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- Fulfilled_Prophecy, Fehrna 7, 1966, Side 1

in the psalms,
r We are now, let us see, Mr. Iarding is till 11 5 and r.

did
flunzwciler, where/i you start? Genesis 28. Cable is on Fxodus

and Mr. Taylor is in Eeekiel?
j
No, I am in Nbers.Let us look at Nuihers

now. I remember I have quite finished one or two of these chapters in

Ezekiel. I will check with you later, and later on I will gibe you the exact

nature of it. I will finish it virtually all of thn.'o you have any

rarticular interesting point that you like to1 make or raise in

Ezek6I? I
No, I just noted that a lot of them deal with general principles

rather than specific predictons. The general area like the ... the soul

sinneth shall die. There is a great deal more of that kind in those

cers, and I have not done 38, I have not done .... at all on

3'iagog, mostly because they are unfulfilled jumV predictions, although

they may be charted out just the same. I (10 not think that there is much

question there as to the unfulfilled predictions todfay. No, I think,

that I staopped after 35 or maybe 34 somewhere along that line. I scanned

the last three chapters. Yes, Mr. mzweiler?I jt ,x want to make

a suggestion. Mezstz We started with Genesis 28 d then we went to

only as far as 14 verses. And you mean that you have sane intersting
was ing

thing? I/wonder/if you would be interested in any particularly interesting

noint?/ put ... on? You have something on? I have nothing greatly

important. You have something in mind? 7 We cannot look at everything.

Right. But do you have something striking? Yes. What is that now?

First of all, I have two points in mind. One is in 37:7 and 37:9. Yes,

about the dream. The figurative concept. YçMmtmtri'cimxmXmxmxm

-i,.v'% Now, Joseph had a dream, and did Joseph interpret his dream? Joseph interpreted
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Pharaoh's dream.
AThe

others interpreted it and apparently corrected it.

And Pharaoh interpreted. They both interpreted They both did, didn't they?

And we are not sure . Are we sure if brothers and fa the father are

inspired? The question is whether or not one might inediately get that
well, the idea of

impression from the words so that anybody could ../the sheaves standing
to

round about and making obeisance to his sheaf, bowing down his sheaf.

Now, you are talking about the posshility of our interpreting his telling the

dream? Anybody's interpreting. Ya. Put the question is not xxxxx one of the

inspired internretation on their part. That was the question that

we are asking. Now, first, Joseph had a dream. !-e tells us the dream.

!','ell, you might say, we are certainly well qualified in interreting the

dreams of his brothers, perhai more so. It least I trust that the more

spiritual.., than e read icb more the Pible than they had.

So, I would say that we would be much more qualified to interpret the

dream than the brothers would ... now, if Joseph himself, we do not have the inter

preting..the dream, do we? We have no inspired interpretation f given.

No. e have merely certain questions on the part of his brothers, and the

brothers might he saying now, you are making the predictions of future,

and now the future is terrible, arid or they might be saying you are conceited.

You are a conceited fellow who was imagining that he was superior to us.

And we want you to iaow that there is nothing to it. Put the little

interesting iircation in verse 11 where his father observed the saying. x !'is

father is saying, and maybe his Father is saying,

'1aybe there is something to this. Or be thought he would kdep that _". in mind.

(lid his father interpret the dreaTn!cr

interestingly when I read concerning the sun, moon and. eleven stars.

even stars seen to me rather apparent, the eleven stars, he wanted
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to point out his eleven brothers ....

Shall I and my mother and my brothers... isn't that interesting? The sun,

moon and stars. And it was literally fmf fulfilled? Not the mother.

That is interesting, isn't it? Not at all. Mother. That is interesting.

JTis own mother who was dead before this time, and you might call Leah

his bother. She certainly was the head if of the family. She was 1i±x when

his mother was gone, 11oca she was the mother of the family. And

I do not think that there is any ntiitnmmm evidence that she cheered...

and of tk course the brothers did bow, even before they knew who ... were

they bowed very definitely there. The first tax one,the first%1f sheaves

xxt were just the brothers, and they said, Well, you mean that you

are going to he over us? Well, he certainly did when they did not know tkExx him

and also when they (lid know wx him. Put and the father hmed doubtless

bowed, when he came down to Egypt. Tie bowed to the great prime minister

of Egypt./ which was his son, but the mother certainly did not.Tso,

Apparently Leah died before they went to Egypt. Apparently, heaause

when Jacob died in Egypt, he said, I wanted to he buried i Machevah, because
there 741

I wxMx want to he buried with Leah./ Yes, that is a pretty good proof.

Is it not? Does he have about Joseph...? That is interesting. It is

interesting. iTere is a case of a prediction which you might say has

13 elements, the father is going to how and the mother is going to bow

and the eleven brothers are going to how. There is 13 now. Everybody

was to how except . . t2x well, 12 of these elements were fulfilled. what
A

would say about the thirt?
_f

You know, there is a chronologieal problem

here in the text, too. I mear where the chapters progress chronologically

after the death of Isaac in 35:29. en you check out

'V
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the whole chronology of Genesis, it seems very likely that Joseph was sent

to Egypt before Isaac died, and you have to check all the events that

have taken place after they haven t to E
. JD

gypt, and how old Jacob is,

how old Joseph is. Before Isaac? Yes, before Isaac. Well, that woulóa

seem strange, would it not? Fxcent that the death of Isaac is recorded in

Genesis 35 :29. All I an saying is that it does not seem that these

chapters fall in chronological pattern. There was no, No there is no,

Right. Jr also tried to demonstrate, although the evidence of it may not
for

he totally accurate. You have to take things f=/what they they are

worth. I felt myself that this was mxsy even given before he was horn.

efore enjamin was horn. 1mt evidence do you have for that?

I do not have a real evidence. Of course, the Chronology of de things

that we play with, and then Joseph remembered when the brethren came town

to him years later, his apparent unawareness of it, and

he actually suspected his brethren. He said, Is there any others you

have left at home? And since Pjamin died in the first of , when Rachel
I

died, mbxmnamx in the birth of Penjanin, and since the events correlates

very closely together. I do not think that it could be proven, hut

I rather speculate that this may well have gone before the birth f of,

you know, he was sold, before the birth of xx Penjanin, and before

the actual death of his mother. That is
"

an interesting suggestion.
(It

is very complicated, and this is neither the time to go over ... I always

figured the other way. I always fured that he wanted to get Penjarnin down.

That was what he was working for. Ye, I thini; so. He asked them, Isn't

there anyone else at hone? I ha never 1own whether he was asking in

Vie sense of Yes, there is, I know it, or in the sense of I wonder

what happened the things up there, and then they told him that there was another...
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there was another, and then he told them to bring him down. Put here in

this passage he still called the soxx Joseph... because this was the son
at

of Joseph's old age. I mean Jacob's old age, but Penjamin is ti leastx

several years younger than Jacob. I

mean Jacob as an old man when Joseph was horn.., much older man than when
-11 / Jacob Joseph

Benjamin. was born. /d was an old man when/xk was born
?11




ie was not

young, because he is sixty when he gets married. And Joseph is...

he is forty when he flees, and he is well on his forty, Joseph is the
territory.

last of his children over the laymen's/d So, he is not young.

There he is not old enough. He is not young. Iell, he says that, but

I do not ow though. Put when he died, even the evil ... So, the same

thing is true, when Isaac was born, he was old and well-stricken in age.
a

when he was only/hundred years. The truth is that they lived eighty-six more

years... Vie old age is .Joseph... ic when Joseph was in mid/way..

old, too. You know what I mean, I mean the overall. I do not mean to

get on that subject .... Put under that I often thought that ... but under

that I often thought that the mention of the eleven stars was rather

striking, too. Of course, it could not move on. Yes, that is w what I

was trying to ... It might include the whole family just as it stands, and

they would rrriAiIuvc1Txmutix serve in a representative sense for

those who will come later.., that seems to ... instead of ... stars would

not even be
stars:9Fhese

other two cases, Dr., is in chapter 41 in which

you have the very tricky problem. Pharaoh dreams a 'eam. These

two of them. And the question is whether Pharaoh apparently under

apparently so, whether he actually dreams a prediction, whether
A prediction

'
can he called a prediction or w1heçber Joseph's interpretation of Pharaoh's

1. *
dream can alone be called

V




You say from cod's side, Pharaoh's
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dream is certainly a prediction, because in verse 25 Joseph

says the dream of Pharaoh was tkxtx the one in which Cod showed

Pharaoh what he is about to do. But without the interpretation it means

nothing. Athx If everybody in Egypt tries to do, to interpret the

thing and it does not mean anything. So was Nehuchad. 's dream. TThm.

Yes, so Joseph comes along, and he interprets it and that is a question

of a larger question. A question of interpretation. It is entirely

hidden, entirely hidden/ to the one who dreamed a

drear!. Is it in any sense a revelation? Jesus said, We speak to them

in parables so that seeinq them, they see not, and hearing them, they

hear not. They do not realize,YTt is certainly a revelation

to those kho are at least able to rec&ive it. 'tt is also a question if

there is a great waterfall, and no human being has ever been near,

noughz and there was ... no biuian being has ever heen4&' there.

Tas there any sound fall?! without a hum-an being getting near it? Of

course, t1o , if there were, they were waves. It would depend

on the definition of a sound. Yes. it,/Cod reveals Timse1f in xxtNx

nature, even though people do not have xd1Nx eyes to see it. flight.

Yxcent that you have to ask the iqmxxxx question, do they have at least...

in some sense the ability to see it? And tkc do they in any sense see

it so that they have more responsibility for it? rut k=

in this particular case, here is an unregenerate man apparently to whom

Cod gives predictions Well, do you think that Ahimelech was an unregenerate

man? Didn't Cod sneak to him and tell him about the fact... that he

should give Isaac's wife back to him and Cod s spoke to Pharaoh about

Ahram/c 's voice? \ There is a prediction.
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Well, it was predicted.to Abielech that if you do not give x1ckx her back,

you will t have plagues and troubles. Conditional. One time it happened
that would he a

to kxxx be a ... You could see the thrust of that, because " condition

upon xiixk what had been left him to do, and would he intended, of course,

to get him to do. It was a proper thing in that situation. Of course, in

this case, here it says, this is peculiar, in that it is a pure revelation

of what is to come in the sense of the actual history, for repeating the

actual history. Now, of course, the pre&ictions that we said are not

g enerally predictions of actual history. That is not in the snnse of

predicting ahead of time series of events which are going to come to pass,

so that we may know tkxt what this is going to he. It is not to satisfy

the curiosity, but in the case of ththxxmx Daniel 9 it would lead up to Pntiochus

Epiphanes and prepare the people for the great crisis that was coming,

and there is an approach of blessings, or purposes of rebuke, not just

to satisfy curiosity and so ordiniarily there is not involved a great

of detail of the events, but it may occasionally. That is interesting.

In this case, of course, the purpose of it was to get tkxx Joseph, to give

Joseph a chance to get out of the prison and sit on the throne, I mean

w sit next to the throne. That was the purpose. Of course, this would

save his brethren, keep them alive. With that purpose God revealed through
yr

an just as -!xr.xxxxx you can take up a microphone and

speak to him, and the microphone does not have to be snactified to use it.

Yes, you remember, Mr. IXmzweiler's section, I think I missed your
there

message, but wkx I suggest you to speak yi in chapel on the last half of

John 11 1r where Caiaphas gives a true prophpcy, and yet apparently

1x±txix he is not a , the xtk± same thing. lIe gives a true prophecy,

but 4 he does not understands. He did not understand it, No, no. He meant one
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thing, and the words could be taken in anotherxw which was the truth.

So, then we have the evidence that God, that .. were taking side with

Calvin against the Donatists here. We have the evidence that we , that

God can use such instruments as he chooses, and the fact that God uses

the instruments does not necessarily prove that that is true. He is

personally sanctified. And some may he very greatly used of God,
they get

and kxKxx.. no credit from Aim Others may be far less used of God,

1t-- on account of the situation. And yet, it may he far morexrNt

consecrated as we see far more credit from him. But he certainly may

he an .. Pharaoh was an instrument of revelation as WAS he did the

Nebuchad. a little later, and revealed Himself to him. There is another

one thirty eight-29. There is a very intresting case, perhaps you

could put me in, 38:29? You mean the name of something? Well, of course,

it is making a prediction. And is there any record that this came to

pass and there is, for instance, a breach was made upon !Jzzah,

You remember? the holy place... and Uzzah? I, the matter of proper
did

/F I names is a very interesting problem. 1'icre ü the proper names come from?

Bow did they get started? Prof. Rhod1:ey... who is

the professor of Babylon... Cuneiform studies arid then switched to
a

Egyptology. He is 1] professor of the University of Heidelberg.
he

An then tame to arqxx , Pennsylvania and stayed there for

a few years, just at the beginning of the war. Professor Rk 1ockey

made quite a study of proper names, and he advanced the suggestion that

proper names were very often given, as whatever x xtxsxsax. the mother

xxkx said, a time very close to thirtl)of a child, time of a child's birth, and

we have Babylonians name, How long? Oh, God? And by words, praisin'çod

-t
could Q

for s help, and that sort of a thing, and that waW fit in moror less with
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some of the names of Jacob's children. It is entirely possible that
mother

some of them are either what the tier1 actually said or the play on ti a

word., a mmxx name that would he similar/ to a word that would remind

- / one of And certainly this would fit in that category that here are

twins, one which seems to be , which should be reversed to,well, even in
supplanted was

the case of Jacob, same situation, was it not? Jacob

was ... a brother started to be horn, and then Jacob supplanted... Jacob

got out ahead of him, and so they called him supplanted, and I do not

think that the name is necessarily predicted, but later on when the Lord

wanted to kix give him this name, this name did fit his character. And

the Lord wanted to hive him a name which fits in with the character which

God wanted him to have, and so he changed his name. But Joseph was a

,h
predicted xrncmamx name, you remember? Because she said, Call him

xxx Joseph, because God will add him to get him another son. Joseph's

name was predicted with the birth of Benjamin rather than Joseph hijnslf.

And then Benjamin's name was by Rachel was taken and it was referred to

further changes, and she said, Call him Benomi. Yes, she wanted him to he

called him ]3enomi, lhe son of axiiiiix1xm my sorrow, but that would fit

with the name. She was down there, and she said he is the son of my

sorrow. Oh yes. Do you mean that the name was , the name anywhere

has the word that is anywhere spoken around the birth, x or either side

of birth or ... I/not remember ... details fifteen years

I would imagine that there would he some flexibility to it, Because if he

says this is the last word, or something like that, probably people are

sometimes not coherent as that .... But . bore or less around the birth

somtimes, but more or less around the birth is was a theory
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P Thxxwxx This was a theory of Professor ./. and names and praises his

gods or supplicating gods or something like that often

fit very welllˆith that idea.
J4j. .

x1t]1kkxk1di And somer txx it is hard to figure

where they came from, where they got such a thing, arid his suggestion, I

think, has ... the one ... my guess would he that a great many people

in the ancient time... in modern times were named after ... the flabylonian

and the whole dxx Cuneiform... seems to he pretty careful... not to give

the child the same name as his father. I think that it was

a good idea, but they often named their grand sons as he grandfather. I
iiad

guess that they dx developed that idea probably i junior as so

c many countries & today. Tut they often might name after their grand

father, and so I would guess that very frequently a name was taken from

his x±x relative, but perhaps a great many would use the names originated
in some such ways with

and that would fit in well in/this case here. . The emphasis is that

I dO not mean to interrunt here... M- W

scthtmcmnrim I was just wxx going to say that you can see a few

like that in the Scripture. Yes. There are quite a number of cases

where it seems rather possible that might be the way in which some

names started, although once xm a name is used,

it comes through a representative individual, and then we forget coumletely

what the name means. The meaning of the name is completely forgotten...

There is something that is ... even some things that you would he very
are

familiar with most of our names d/taken from some

other languages. $0, the meanings of them are pretty much forgotten,

and even when tkxxaxmxmiir<nx they are forgotten, wi
Opk

tidocfxitxx







d even when we are familiar, we Nswxtx usually do not ... Thank you,

these points were very goode in connection with our whole subject of prophecy.

There are some very pointed problems in the Psalms. I wonder if you would like to

.'Let us look into some of them. What do you have? at I have in mind

are these psalms where we have predictions stated in the New Testament,

andJ,the psalm speaks of the person having sinned, arid x±xx received

forgf'eness iin irom the Lord. For example, Ps. 41
,,. oj'~

~al;

- b, -
verse 9.. f tL 5ituLe Ps. 40 where you have these

verses qouted in the New Testament, but the 41:9. This is quoted in the

New Testament/ referring to Christ, and yet in the context, you see that

a person here has sinned and the Lord has been merciful to him x

verse 4... where it says, I have sinned against thee .... This has

always been a problem. .. satisfactory rx to it. Of course, I think

that we must sometimes look into the ways these things are quoted, axxx

in the New Testament. There are many times for all.., this is simply
specific

a/fulfillment of a prediction, but it seems to me that there are other
exam

cases where this is an.Øˆplification of the principle which has been

derived . In this case Ikxx he uses the word fulfilled. IASX Does the

word, fulfilled, necessarily mean a specific prediction? ? finds..

pointing to it, This is it. CMsmthti±mecm $ometimes means

a situation has been described which fits here. xx Probably looking

over ... the problem.. to make sure on that.. in the case of the

lasts, you have a very unusual situation. You have a description, Lo,

I come in the volume of the hook, it is written of the dream... Now,

1io would say a thing like that? Is that suggesting that certainly is not

an ordinary person .... Is he here quoting something predicting, predicting

certain portions of the psalm, predicting what God is going to do?
S

and describing t$ what tk one/the Lord sends will smx say? Put this one in
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41 is something which would be I i experience of many

people, and so in 41 there I would be less sure whether this is a specific

prediction or whether it was a description of a situation which fits. You

7

see the word fulfilled... It is over John 13:9, I believe. It might he good

to
look

into that. John 13... the idea of the principle given certain

conditions, certain things would occur informally. Certainly it would

be snoken of as if to he fulfilled and if such a condtion xmx should be

obtained, and the result occurs, \/erse 18, I speak not of you all: I
/but,

know whom I have chosen:that the Scripture may he fulfilled, cctk± IT0

that eateth bread with me bath lifted up his heel against me." That S40ul(I

be altered by punctuation. In other words, like I speak not lf you all:

I know whom I have chosen: hut ,that the Scripture ... and above that

Scripture must be fulfilled, mean I am just suggesting the nuncation
CA Cj;.4

makes a terrific amount of .... Oh, yes. very critical passage

in Acts l is the punctuation saves you from the great difficulty. You
don't you,

have the sane situation there. 'I I thinl: it is in Acts 1:2/where he quotes

Ps. lOOjNo, I do not remember, nih. You mean your whole general probli?

Acts 1. I think that "r. Taylor brings ip the idea of punctuation...

understood what he meant. `Jell, let us answer both of these ietions/ for a

second. The one in Acts 13 is not regarding the prediction, hut it is

_______ the 450 years iwitil the time of Sru9l the prophett is not

really a prophecy, hut
Ait ft L1 grettj altered yo r meanings.

It is a matter of history. 4Thc one in Acts 1 is not so pointed as the one in

John l3.ow do you suggest those inteiretaions

of the punctuatin? 'You either put a period after fulfilled or a semicolon
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after the word fulfilled, and c make a break in thought. That is the whole

thing that Christ spojke and all these were done ... t1x and the cthef aim
has
kxYR been that the Scripture might he fulfilled. Now, one evidence for this that thc

whole program of the Scripture being fulfilled is .. those who ate with

him afterwards lifted up heels against him, in other words, familiar
, -f

friend.... A rYbut that not being the whole point of verse l,

that merelyi being a tying thought and unites the general c -

being hurt by your friend I do not know tii whether that is what

means, but I just think of that as a possibility. I do not know it is intelligent

or not. But when you go back to the Uncials, you find no punctuations at all,

and 'Jr. Harding ahd I ha d a happy time reading in the Septuagint one

time and we were trying to find a word, a lot of times we could not find a

word. 11Ya, it was very diffiilt. I do not think there is evidenc e

that ebrew was written that way. No, that fascinates me, but all the hooks

on the Hebrew tell you that it was. 'Then all say it. But there is no basis

for it,. They say that the Bible was written with no punctuation and if you

give a string of English letters along, for example, arid
from

frm the Old Testament/x the New. And our oldtest example of Hebrew

zzzzzhoszwrz shows word divisid NX and one another thing

that tAMx they found in Qumran the seventh century Hebrew palimpsis
anything

which does not tell you/ but which gives a lot of names. But 1ixEx they

were divided. I mean the names and dates were divided/ on that thing.

And that, they show you a picuture of the inscription, they have a big

picture of them on Cesenius' grammar. They have a dot between words

breaking and dividing the words. I have always ndered what the evidence
for saying

was /that the Hebrew was written in that... ifWell, how old is the

manuscript? 7th century B.C.? That is a suggested date. 7th century
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B.C. They say it is pre-captivity. You say that they have punctuation
r-r -i--

marks on it? No, they just have word divisions. What division? But this

is not, that is not the word I want. A monument. 4esha stone? Yes,
(Y

{ Moabites. Yes, that is the atatement that you find in

all these books. It is not true as far as JTehrew is concerned. All the

evidences from the very earliest time is the division arid I believe that in

all tkxancient languages they made divisions. And in fact I believe

that in all ancient languages I mean really ancient, except in the

Cuneiform. And in Cuneiform you have usually not over txxx three or four

words on a line, and the end of the line tkxxx is always 2L\-a- the end
within the line they

of a word. So that to that extent words are divided
But

are not divided. IT t just wondered in view of that about Greek whether

this was the habit or nrinting,writin at that time when the uncials
L

were made or Greek has been always that way. I The Dead Sea Minor Prophets

Scroll which is, which they say is not the seFtuagint. \u hioi not

in the Septuagint far'ily. And the dates from the 1st century B1C. is

written that way. They all run together with no punctuation, and. that

is indicatcdly understood that some neopl.e would treat it that way. It would

not prove that the Mew Testirnent manuscripts were written that way, but

you have no ancient Greek mnniiscripts x that show either the word

division or punctuation... although some ancient manuscripts like inaitius

shows minor punctuation marks, superinposed, Ifxymoa if I remember rightly.
seems

Put only a copple, '3ferse 15 of John l /i.very difficult t aside From

seems to be difficult to take this ... 1 speak not of you all.

I ow that I have chosen.but that the Scripture mic'ht he fulfilled. I have

chosen you, but inolu you , I have included one. I have fulfilled the




LQI
Scripture. If the Scripture predicts that he is going to,deliverover, crncifç
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in order to fulfill that he has chosen one who fill perform it. And then
should

the last verse/ be not a specific prediction of this one-but-the

situation which is represented by this one, I w.. . it is very definitely

a possibility and in which there are many other things do taken from

the Old Testament Psalms and attributed to any of them, 2cept that evidently

that is hanging there, completely. .. hanging before and after.

Well, not after these things are ... now tkHMIell I am telling

you the forthcoming events so that t1x then they come to pass you may

believe. Now, it is a prediction that is to he fulfilled. It does fit

with what follows. In other words, when you see the chap you express...

you know that the things that I am speaking here are in t1vcoocdoooKx

the state of fulfillment. That is, he is ... rather than ... ITe is

quoting a situation... I have not really thought through this passage, but
am 0 heading...

I just had that suggestion. My thinking is a ... because I cannot see..wberc I

There are some points in connec tion with the Messianic x prophecies,

to which we eed to get some of these thoughts. I just have
1

en _

.3
explanation t1wr' i .. yt

that is involved, in writing under the inspiration of the Poly
" 7'K " .

S/pint speaks then I have sinned. There is no difficultyxxx

like the second psalm. No, no. like the 22nd psalm. The 22nd psalm is

complately predicted. There is NXX m question about it. But in the

case of some of the psalms it is not possible that a portion of the psalm

is distinct from the rest? Well, it could be. But that would be a

have to he. Now, take the 16th psalm! where you have quoted your psalm.

where Peter quoted your psalm, and after quoted this, he said,

let me speak to you. He is speaking here of Christ, and there is no question stdJu
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of that. lie says David is getting married. This is not fulfilled yet.

Here he was speaking of Christ. Now does that mean that he was speaking

of x±xx Christ in the whole o psalm? Well, up to verse 11 he was. In

i±x these 'verses he was predicting that. So, there may then be a portion

of the psalms which are looking forward to Christ Some people take the

whole Psalm as Messianic. I would take the whole thing as such, but

that is a general concept that is held among those who studied them

extensively. Well, the first pert could fit with almost x any

It makes no confession of sin. '\No, there is no concession of sin

then, but in others you k do have t3x it.

Yes. Put that was the specific question that you had? Yes. Do you have

another one? Or another example? in mind? Well, 10 and 41 of the two

mains/ ones that I have in mind. Those are the two main thincs. There

are a few more that , It seems 0 to me that there are a few more that

Now, do you have real problems with 40? Well, 40 says mine iniquities

have taken hold of me, later on. Verse 5. Ya. What is the word

for iniquities. It is probably (AWONO, I imagine. I do not

remember, but ... Let us look it up and see what it is. Surely.

Is is verse 12 or verse 13? It is verse 13. (awon). Thici.

word is it? It is xxxpx A'!ON With an AYIN? Yes, my iniquities,

with a pronominal suffix on the end in plural. Yes. Accordin~, to
\r or y

Driver and Briggs, it makes ... iniquits.., punishment of

iniquit..,
t'.' i_I

So, you will "L u1d ma sin for usgs Well, my punishment, in vie of
that r-

the personal pronoun, it would make another.,-,------ awkward, it would seem to

me. P isnment. They were laid upon him. es, but there would he iniquities

1' . "1 "1of others. They used this personal pronoun with this, whic makes it







his iniquities or his nunisment. it he took them upon hnsel?Yes.

They were certainly, truly ipted to him.- so% that his

between his.. and imputation. There is no real confession of sins

inis chapter at all. There is a statement that tk these things have

taken bold of me, and how many there are, and how much txxixxx evil

surrounding him..., why would he use it in owplural? iniquities?

He certainly bore the inqiuties of the whole world. Yes, there are all sorts

of inqiuities. Sin is sin, as far as sin is concerned. In the Greek

text, in I Peter 2:...
(

in his body he bore our sin on the tree. Is that

singular or not? I suggest that we look it thp. I Peter 2:24.

Not 24, probably from 23 to 25. 11-IAMARTIAP. That is a

difficult problem in this psalm about mine ears hast thou opened. Yes,

the New Testament translates it d A body hast
Pt prepared fm me,

and one author pf course . . th same thing. He says the same thing

in other words. It seems to me that that kind of tkRx things would

brush aside without attention. xoc Some Septuagint say at is ...?

I cannot think of a word. Some septuagints use the word years. And more

arid more doubtful... chaps would say that they always quote the Septuagint.

Now all Septuagin9say Somar.tbere in the translation of Psalm 40. Years.

A good textual argient can be made. I was trying to relate it to slaves...

but not the word used in that sense. Ears thou bast opened... it does

not mean. A body hast thou prepared me, certainly seems to he very difficulty.
not 1/

But I do t see so much problem with 40. '40 seems to he rather unnatural.

It could he taken in terns of physical evil rather than moral evil, and

the ex second one should be taken parallel to the first one, so that

the reason is not able to took up his head to look up. Becls? these evils

that have
~Me

upon them. These calamities. The firstJ ... exactV,
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The f . but 0 looking at Brown, Driver and Briggs it dp not
I

seem so. He interprets, the iniquities of

number one,iniquit And Nber 2, the guilt of the iniauites-, not always

easy to distinguish from ±XxnxNNri1rnxn iniquitiesçxk as such and

three, the conseuqence, punishments for iniquities, that is his conclusion
under that, and

is that it all fits I.. Now,of course, that does not necessarily prove

that he is right, but there are great ma'y cases, and he does not give any

suggestion of an exception. Now, of course, one could look at cases, but

now, my punishment is graater than ... there ... Genesis 4. Ny punishment

is greater than I can bear. Genesis 4. Certainly the punishment is related

to it. There is no question of that. Isaiah 42, punishment is
tacccT)teC,..

That is certainly to be raised as iniquities .... IT Kings 7:

punishment will take us. I do not see what it means, that tHat is. Isaiah
ell




53:11, the consequences of their initiiieRs he shall hear. If he bears them.

If e bears them.., that would seem to fit here well . ... the nroblen to

me tould he that mine iniquities would take hold upon me, and it sounds like

his hearing the speaker, tr the punishment here? !It sounds that qx way,

but when there is no q confession of sin in the chapter at all, there

are many statements about his personal xx±x
relationship

to the Lord, and

his delight to do his will, and w xocx so on, and 'ell unless you

take it as bringing that out from a f horrible pit, out of miry clay, set

my feet upon t e water... that could whether the change would be involved,

yes, the change of external circumstances.., there is no statement as to

there is no confession of sins in this chanter. There is ... there is a statement

of misery upon him, the nuniblinent of iniquity upon hint belongs to me...
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have taken hold of me, and now (10 they belong to him because they are irinutec1

to him? Or do they belong to him because he deserves it? I do not find

40 particularly a problem. 41 seems to be much more a nrobleri. Yes, of course,

41 simply says I have sinned, but I mean it is pretty difficulty. Verse 13

of 40 following, and verse 14 as well. In fac verse 15, following verse 12,

would seem that cc he is asking the Lord for deliverance from the

situation into which he has come, but not that he is confessing his sins.

There is co not the lightest idea. No, there is not the slightest

idea of that. There is not the slightest idea of that. Tie is in a very

difficult situation. Tie has not even looked up his head because of all these
cm

things that have come upon him. Verses 10 and 11 I am not. )id thy righteousness

within my heart; I have declared thy faithfulness and thy salvation: I have

not concealed thy lovj3ng-kindness and not o eaIn1nthyx thy truth from the

great congregation. Wtihhold not to= thou thy tender mercies from me,

0 Lord: let thy lovingky(indness and thy truth continually preserve me.

There is much affinity between this and the &cx 22nd Psalm. Don't you

think?
IThere

is a good hit, yet, but ... A considdrable similarity.

How about the tone... have you come to the one yet, that his hishop

would write another ... That is what I was referring to in Acts 1. Oh,

es, it is written in the book of psalm and in AEx Acts, I think. And

when I look at it, that is ... that did not have the word fulfilled/ like
I think

this one did. That of course is PS 109,/isn't it? wher ou have that

exac Acts 1:20, somewhere around there. Yes. xRx± Psalm 101 ....

Acts 1 there would not necessarily suggest... We are in a situation nredicted

and it might be that we are just in a situation similar in which the result

should he that which is described there. Actually two different

psalms are quoted ere. That is habitation, Ps. 59. Yes. No man dwelleth
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therein, and it is very specific, too, ... which verse is ... that is

not fifteen hundred ... which verse, do you remeriher? Oh, which should

he eiht. 1'è would not hardly argue the point .... T do not think that

x you have to take Acts 1. This is a situation on which ... similar

situation. Yes. A man has sinned. It is nroer that his responsibility

hecomes ... someone else. I do think that you need to count that

'To, I mix often thought Amax that some commentators overworked ) themselves

in finding essianic psalns, and ... Vie kind of Principles that you

use only you've got to use the New Testament ties on

V

toj,

Or the other principle was that nless the context will not fit ossibly

anything, then they would take it as the Messianic psalms.I know of a man

who takes Psalm one as the Tessianic on that basis
.2a.

Instead of running ....

P ... I will say, yuurs truly . we find Christ everywhere in the Old

Testament, and some who 'find anything, But of course, the argument

involves i more 1x in the perfect than ... that is the way the

perfect iIi3xxccx is taken in verse one. That is the reason for

which they take this as essianic. fYes, I heard that several times.

4 See, the perfect tense is used in a lo through. Of course, any description

of perfect humanity. No question of t1at.

Rut that this is the prediction of Christ, that would not seem to he as
nertinent




I would take Psalm 24 as a prediction of Christ, and T have

a very difficult time for seeing that as a prediction. I do not see

how you can force it to v)0." bey take the last part of it as the scnsion

and they can fit it lust ... wit' David

and wik with his whole situation. Yes, I would be inclined to think that

Psalm 24 was a psalm written by David, 4 the situation of entering into

Jerusalem, and but that the Lord, I would he inclined to think that the Lord
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led,! any arrangement of those three psalms, 2, 22, 23, and 24. And

that in 22 he gave the remedy for sin, and in 23 he i gave the life of

those who njoy the benefits of 22 and that in 24 he gave the eventual

complete victory over ... when the king of glory returns. I have never

thought of the ase of ascension, but I always have thought of the case

of his return.! (A lot of them take this as the ascension of Cirst The
if

ascension? Oh, yes, 1hich verse is the ascension of Christ? '1'el1,

tit the one... ()nen the door, receive him into heaven, when lie 'goes

up, referring to xxtxidocxxxtx Christ, the kW kine of glory,

and lift up your head and ... I have never thought of that. Yes, a lot

of them do that. The fellow whose lecture we heard at Princeton last sm.er
were

thought that thdse two, three verses /x perhans the oldest of

the nsalters. and certainly tilO only ones that could be assi'n d

flavid /avid iTote Psalm 24, Nit perhaps 'lore[

started, The earth is the lord's and thd fullness JftkExrdm t'ereo.

'o, that was not written by Pavid. That was.., just a section...

but from our viewpoint, it seems to me tat that it is describing his

relation to the earth... rather than his realtion

to the eaven.fl, yes, I agree. Put this is tahen to be ... I just do not

see what principle you would use to refer that..., to be a 'essiantic

nsalm. If you can take that to he essianic ,-,you could ... It

seems to me that woubi open the door and a lot can be 'essirniecuasc
yY'

they fit with something .... I do not think that you could/prove txtx

x1i'iri prove anythino about

uessiaif
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yoii can prove a great deal from 22. Knc~ 22 is different. I mean that

is so stated avinc 22 and then having 23 which is such a nerfect nicture

of the life of the one who is related to 23. and then having our

Scrintural teachincT about the return of (lirist, and the earth to he

entirely the Lord's and entirely... To predicted that anyway though.
VI I +hink that it would he the Lord's any way. ... may fit for him,

and the coming of Christ. Pa-vin that which is elsewhere and having this

the Lord's coming in, Who is this king of dory? Lift up. your head.

Don't you think that would follow, though? I would not take that as a proof,

but as an illustration. What you are saying is ,thougl-'., you would not

really make it Messianic, hut you would make it as demonstrative of
that

some of the work Øf/the Messiah does, and the blessing that he brings and

ultimately what his people would have with him.es. Isn't this also

the sane kind of a question? A little louder, please. Don't you think

that this starts with ...? The sane kind of questions that he is asking

portions of the Scripture? A question whether Cod intended that tkerEx

they should he typical/ rather than we seeing in them a picture or an

illustration, that is, it is not so easy to read ±N1x a picture into

something that has certain similarities, Isn't this what Cod intended?

That this should he so? Mow, of course, the question of Cod's having

intended i raises a further question as to how we }ow whether

God intended it or not? And the answer that is frequently given...

I think is rather similar.., we noticed that God intended, and of course,
We you

that does not follow. YkN know that /have a remarkable situation

of and xNxTh before the New Testament was

written at all. And they were blamed in a right sense for not having understood
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how the law the prophets, and the psalms were thrist-centered,

and they did not have the benefit of Acts 1. and these other things.
merely e

7That ... stablishes a presumption ... though it does not sound specific.

It does establish a presumption that 41t,c this portion of the Scripture
O see

that ... t they ought to have seen it, we should kxxxxxmm it.
-(Yes,

of course, you have a situation with not too much information given.

in John 1 in which the situation of which ... Daniel obviously

did see it, and said, we c thought of Iim xxbxx whom "loses

and the law and the prophets- . Look at f

seçe

others

when Christ walked toward the temple and,1.., by the .irit they immediately

recognized hip, as the one who was to come. There are definite predictions

that should have been recognized. They are these: Then you get beyond.

that the ... three passages, and there are some like Psalm 22 you might,

Isaiah 53 is very definitely rredicted. There is no question. If tkx

hPmpaMmxtboqx he is answering the question,ihat is the Lord's...

problem of sin? Uerc it is. It is in the whole context. It points ur

to that, and. that should be understood. hen you take the psalm 22 s

and if you did not have the ow Testament or if you did not have Isajah 5,.
c

just sure would one be, x what psalm 22 rennt.A . t a nrobleri,
in '

'v should one suffer in this way ii heinn delivered, and the whole
should

world rejoicing coming the end of it is perhaps the thing that lxx

cpoint to the fact that it is 1essianic, but you have a few

things like that arc very clear and then you have many statements and
we

sEr situation which may aunly and which/should al-)ply where...

Some do apnlv it snecificallv to the 'Tew Testament as you go along, and

prohabl.y psalm 22 like Isaiah 53 will indicate xxxx that Pjjp very

distinctly said that was tx speaking of Jesus. Isaiah 53 and Psalm 22
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that, and

74'7are very snocifically1 there is no nuestion al-out that. Put is this,

this is not always the case ... is that specifically spealin or is

that giving a treatment of a situation an' they recognized that the

situation is similar to that, and the reason for the thought
hand

and similarly perhapsGhrist... lifted un his ... against me...

Tie has chosen them and had deliberately chosen one would betray bin..

who would he for the situation .... I can see the principle i }

he has chosen them and deliberately chosen ... you take the situation,

and I see the principle more easily in Acts one than I could in

the other passage, hut,,,, 71 E F'D
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Yesterday we were looking at Babylon at the end of the hour.

And it is interesting that Ezekiel,to have, I have noticed any denunciation

of Babylon in Fzekiel, have you? T'as anyone of you? I do not think there

is any. The main thing is that he is over in the land., in the land of

Babylon. Like you said, like you said, the people who lived there were very
says

careful. J'e ILici a great deal about Babylon, but about everything that

he syas about how Isaiah going to overcome othets. I have not noticed
\4L

any statement of any denunciation of themA Jeremiah has a very

considerable amount and ,of coursed Isaiah has a fair amount, too.

In the denunciation of Babylon, Jeremiah and both/those of Isaiah ....

They are dealing with your imniecliate situation. And they are
"A peole ....

encouraging them, assuring them.., that Cod will trliriph in the end.

We fnd in Jeremiah 51, isn't it? hhere he sends the man who is going

to Babylon, and Jeremiah 51:59 .... This is the word of Jeremiah the

prophet... The wrd which Jeremiah the prophet comnaMed SEaiah the

Sop of Teriah, the son of aaseiah, when he went with Zcdekiah the king

of Judab into BAbylon in the Fourth year of his reign. And this Sereiah

was a quiet nrince." y, this particular, I have -not lookec up the !Tebrew,

but this bible has a footnote which says, or in behalf of Zdekiah.
&

At any rate, Sereiah went to Pabylon on some sort oF mission in the fourtH
in

mft year of Zedekiab's reicrn. "o Jeremiah wrote/a book , all the evil that

should come unon Babylon. evcn all these words that are written against

Babylon. And Jereuiah said to eaiaH, "lien thou comest to Babylon, and

shalt see, and shalt read all these words Then shalt thou say, fl Lord,

tbou hast spoken against this nlace, to cut f it off, that none

shall remain in it, neither x man nor beast, but that it shall be desolate for ev'r
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And it shall he, when thou hast made an end of readinz this hook, that thou

shalt hind a stone to it, and cast it into the midst of Euphrates:

And thou shalt say, 'flms shall Babylon sink, and shall not rise for'ixr

the evil that I will brng upon her; and they shall be weary. Thus far are the

words of Jeremiah.'

So, that is very interesting, isn't it? Seven years before

the actual destruction of Jerusalem, four years before the heginninØ/f of

the ksiege. At the time when great many has already been taken into

captivity, and when Jehoiakim who many thought was a true king and

Zedekiah only a regv.c-i until he should come hack from Babylon. Jeremiah

sent this message to be read in Babylon and thrown... he did not face E

to read this to anybody else. And perhaps he could get this in his

room, and risx have all his doors locked and tell ... ixxx when he

read it. But whenever he was out.., he would he in the woods alone (?)
it

But that tx was to thro1 into water there-warnear Bahyly as a sort of

symbolic indication that Babylon $ which has done so much to it, to Juclah,

and was to do so much worse yet they have to do to Judah the next seven

years, was it/self to become o'dtex desolate and without inhabitants.

It is very interesting indeed. Mr. Taylor?
TI

was going to say that

that take s on an added interest in the light of the prediction of 25:12.

All those give to the dates of the prophecies... Now, it might be argiw1ed

that the exact date is not given but it also gives date/ not for the

fulfillment necessarily Sereiah's ministry, but gives a perspective aspect.

It gives... I di dot mmq mean the date for the ±tn fulfillment

of Sic Sereiah's prophecy.r meant was that it gives another piece of

information , that perpective of the ?° prophecy, that perspective concept.
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anathmntbE

/ ecause hmrx it would seem logical I would think that at the first
25:12

reading to assume that would have reference to the same events

that 51 has reference to... Much of 51. Yes, that is right. Actually it

char....s the 51 with regard to S Sereiah's ministry. Aparently,

it is not a refernece to 25:12. Mo. lAx It gives another interesting

step in that perspective aspect. !ell, now, when 25 was given it says

on the fourth x year of Jehoiakin, the heginnina, and then that seers to

he a rather general statement, and I an'. not sure whether this refers to this

latter part of the verse. If it did, eleven years .... Sereiab.... Put

lie says in 25:12 that verse 11 says the whole lancl.of Judah land shall he

i'r' a desolation, arid an astonishment-and these nations

shall serve the 3dx ij o Pahylon seventy years. And it shall come

to pass, when seventy years are accomplished, that I will punish the lcingxii1x

of Pahylon, and tbnt nation, saith tlc Lord. for their iniquity, and tle land of t'e

Chaldeans, and will aakc it perpetual desolations.?! Aj1 ho did not mal:e

perpetual deso1ations after seventy years. JT0 p punished after seventy

years. 1ë punished it after seventy years. ITe destroyed its leadership.

Te made it subject to another nation but the pernetiial desolations come

later. ITe says clearly that there is going to he a gap between this and

the last -)art, and !?And I will bring upon that land all my words which

I have pronounced against it, even all that is written in this ',-)ooh, which Joremia]

bath prophesided against all the nations. Arid then he goes on and talk

about other nations. Put here we have the king of Shishalcxx verse

2('t Dr
.Ado you date the hegiiminc of,,sevenrtv years? 'Yes, very crood.

Tha.t is a question I am interested in. We how then the

seventy years end with certainty. It ends 539. Or 548. 1 think that,539
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The return from exile does not,until 539, does it? Put 539 the Pahylon

was conquered. 70 years before that would be 609, which would he just about

the time when just a little before Jehoiakim c1xkü began to reign,

would it not? It is rractically the same year. "avhe the early part

of the year is supposed to b the latter part of about 60° either

609 ... e usually say 609. Of oucrse, after Josiah's death Pharaoh-necho

cane into Jerusalem, and the oldest son of Jehoiakin had been made king.

Put Pharoh-nech took him away intp Egypt into its capital. 4nd Pharo-nech

took Xkx±±fixfxx Eliakin his hrothe- and changes his name Yehoia1dm.

I can't see how that change oodctxt would have any particular relevance

to Pharo-necli except that it was an Nxk±xNx arbitrary change of the

name to show his authority, and he change the name to Jhoiakin and made

him a puppet king under bin, but a few months later, I believe, the DAbylonians

came in and took him over, and made bin .... So you have a
exertion

Babylonian of the great power over Israel ,/just aboutA7O

years before the end. So that there would he seventy year period between

the dx Babylonian first exerted supreme power over Jud even though

theyllowed to continue-'. independent nationX
for another 19 years.

at the time when they , this power of Rahix Babylon was ended. So that,

that is an actual fact. I do not know how many people &rx in Jeremiah's
think

time would/hit of it that way. But as we look at the Daniel

DAniel thought of it that way, because he began to pray shortly before

cyrus took it, and he seemed to feel that the seventy years would KNMExx

be accomplished. says Daniel took it that way. x Then

of course, we have the period of about 45 years, we have a period of seven

weeks, you might say. seven sevens from ... between the desturction, I guess
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It is just about exactly that .... Retween the Rbntm destruction of

Jerusalem,, and between the coning of Cyrus who delivered. Jerialem, and

thus we have the two interesting neriods.j f)o you date the Jhoiakim 's
11,

"Tehuchac1nezzar before c606? Well, that would he difficult.

Yes, I would think so. It is very difficult, and if you take 606,

you do not have the exact year, then you will have $ the,t year.

6fl, roll(-Thly. That would suggest that seventy years is not

a ix slgiht ximlmmx nir'hcr, is not a precise nu1'er, what do you think?

(, roughtly. That would sugest that the seventy years is not a xi precise

niuiber, what do you think? It also suggests that when naniel nrayed,

in aniel 9, on the basis of the sevnety years he is not exactly telling

the what to do, but from the prophetic viewpoint of 70 years

are accomplished, and the ahvlon has been overt1'roi.m and be would like
-r

to rtx return. 1Tas Pabylon over1itrom when be was in prison? j Paniel fl.

Ezekiel, Panilel. In the first year of T)Arius the Pabylon
-1

has been overthrown. (Just recently. los, just recently, and Paniel

says, it is anpcoinately seventy year% period that Jerusalem has been.

1iat period is now apnroxinately over and certainly there is
':

,--
on the nart of

HHEzuk
~,ieffcctivc

control as far as Pahylon is concerned... another nation...

Can it he tbatHis means that the Lord is going to x]Qt perwit Jerusalne

to 1)0 rebuilt? So he begins to pray. ±i Certainly it is a warning

acainst thinking that thc' % day will cone when ... the nrecise day is the

triinnbant ... and yet he has a fair 1oowlecIge of the approximate time of

fulfillmentYou take the seven sevens of Panjle156 to 59?

There is seven seven period V'cre. There that particular period begins

xtx with the desturction of Jerusaln at which time Cod declares

that Pc is going to have Jerusalem rebuilt, at which it may he that the going
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forth of the decree for its rebuilding of several other tines which

could just as well for that matter, before that, but it could, there is

something that it could he equated. with it then. There is a period of

49 years. At the end of that 49 years one comes who breaks the Babylonian

control over Jerusalem who is called in Isaiah the Messiah the prince.

Now there is a period of seven seven which cannot fit with the beginning,

which definitely fits with the wording of the end., and which may he

that seven week period is described in Danilel. I mean to me it seems to

fit an awful lot better than any other seven week period I have ever

-539, 47 years you could not possibly

make it 48... partly a year, this then would make it approiimately

49 years and would be in accordance with x the I;@
I
nom

estimate that the seventy should he taken xxmuW as a round number. Of course,

a question in my mind is that as%a feature of the prophecy how finely

can you draw a number of prophecies? how finely can you draw numbers?

Yes. ±tmenwthmx mxthk bob
7'i

Yes, it would

seem that Gods purpose is not to xxxxx tell history in advance, 1tx so that

we could say, this is coing to kii ppen this year, and this

is going to happen that year. Thatis not his purpose. But it is Fis

purpose to etwx encourage his people to warn against them and to give

such indications that afterwards we can look back and say tk here is a

wonderful evidence that God really fulfilled the rpophecy. oiild you hold
to the

t hat that would be the sane in regard,for instance, /seven years, seven of

flaniel7 and its relationship to what has often been referred to as the seven

year period of tribulation? f course, there are those who would say

that in the midst of the week he would cause the

oblation to cease, refers to the cru%cifixion, but therefore the

crucifis ion takes place in the middle of the decree, but they have niing to
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suggest for the ... so that is .... unsatisfactory. OF course we

would feel tht,the seventy seven of smaqxx seven years, it would seem

to me t1 extremely 1

3ii that seventieth week does not cone irrtediateiy after 69 but

there is a gap in between them 1xxx whose length we do not know...

and if that is the case, I do not know if we have any right to say that

the seven and the sixty-two rex after a while..., there is also

a gap there. I cia not. . ct1e would take this as having started at 157 P.C.

and take the sixty-nine weeks to the baptism, that is the anointing,

and tHe crucifixion, and the end of it, it says that it is the rejection

of the Jews arid Christ and returning to the flonti].es.... xix±xxx This is

fiat has been offered as a suggestion....&t the end of that week,

ich would come about 32 rx or 34... accordino to the

xmm reckoning whibh they suggest Is that reckoning all

reliable? Tell, I have not thought on that that much, hut this is just

a suggestion, that is, made.dc They take it from 457 ".C. and they

siFpl.y add the years which would keiK bring it to 27 A.P. for the

/ a
anointing of "Jesus. Well, they say this is/Jewish year. The Jewish year

is quite different from our solar year. Put if you take 24 Jewish year,

it is identical, but if you take sixty Jewish year, it is identical with
with them,

64 years, the year varies in length. /ut it is adjusted ao as to

exactly fit the solar year. The 1Tohaumedan is not. The oharuiedan year
in siuiner arid

is different from the solar year, and the result is that the feast comes around!
at

and winter/another time and it goes around and you never know what kind
'1ohanedan

of whether in any particular month of the,year,.unless you)ow what year

it fr gshortly before. But the Jewish year is not that
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The Jewish r put in an extra month every so often in order to keep

their year in touch with the solar year. And so if uu are lx going to

take the Jewish year... it does not seem imamm reasonable to take any
seven s

one of the xx.x/ types of year/they have .... And. then they should figure

out ... they would use this all the time, but they would not. They would

figure the year in such a way as to correspond to the solar year. That

would w±t basically well.. referring basically to the suggestion which

they get at the end of the week .... hat is that? I would say that everyone

of you are going to do the Book of Acts. I do xtmx not know how much

study anyone of you would do on chronology lately. But I would say
whose impression of

this. Is there the hook of Acts? If you would

read that... what might be considered as turning to the Gentiles .... occurred

three and half years after the crucifixion .... uiie óI tne

my impression would he that there wouod he at least twenty
wanted Steven as

years. They have gone u to the ..../ks one of the crucial

times'... -ei-rre of t1 I am not holding this view,

but I am just suggesting iat they suggest. I am simply raising what

seems to me to be an obvious objection. . to the point of the martyrdom of

Steven at the end. of the seventy-week... I do not ... it is extremely

farfetched. 1 (10 not think that the martyrdom of Stephen a vital change

of that type of the seventy weeks would then come to an end. Dr. I

wonder if I might pursue the question with respect to the cuttincT tile
I

fine of the time urobleri... in the hook oF Pevelat ions, and j if there

is an action between Daniel and the Olivet discourse and TI Tiessalonians

2, and Revelation in respect of the beast forth, and
seventh

there is any relationship hetween the seventith year of Pnniel and say,
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tine tines of a half tine or t}iree and half \rears or forty-two months

or 1260 days or ... there the sexrcnty-sevenwould seen to be much more

finely drawn as xffx far as the criod is concerned, rather than a

sort of a general neriod... more or less. You r'enn half of the seventy

seven... that is what I mean. That I means/ is that it would seem to

be cut more finely, sharply than just generalj idea of seventy years...

orØ more or less. it it would seeT:l more natural to cut things much norc

finely, finally. If I would say that apoleon came ten century/

about ten centuries after charlemagne, I nay he a centuryØ or two off.

1out thacentury but F I say, iF I say

tatdxx Lwdon Johnson became President three ccntries after

Tohnson, you go right through the roof-'. If I say Lincoln lived

about two centuries age, you would say how idiotic, hut if I et two
somewhere

centuries of difference in the period of ten or twelve ccnts,/you are

not goinc to mind so nuc1,axx1 that is to say, it is rather nronortional.

If you spea1: of a seventy year period and if that is a general period,

I would say that seventy can easily stand for all ... between sixty-five

and between sixty-i\rc and 7. perhaps that is a little tQo... but

if you gave sventy as a general number, I would not say that seventy stands

for anything between ten and tw&lve.certainly hardly showˆn 1xiüx

hardly shorter than .. ., shorter than five.., how to give you nine...

a rornd number , the degree of Avow general application is more or less

proportional to discover.., even i we use it in the same c tern like

decade, and we say now, fifteen decades... such and such and now in this x

particular decade there you night cut if fine as to the precise limits...

?) You riiaht fx focus... upon one wx day...
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if you say about fifteen decades... you want t two decades off..., that

is what I mean ... .4 1 __

but if you say this decade, you are not going

to he ten years off. You mean by this a ten year period. You are not

going to hcxxxxxffxx mean a fifteen year period. If you do not

necessarily mean exactly ten. It might he a little less than .although

there in tix this ... of course, I am not sure if tiixixx-tb c xrt

It only speaks with certainty of the last half of

it. There is no reference or issue to equate ... Revelations with

the seventy-seventh week, which seems to me that there is very much to he

said for. It says nothing whatever... It this case it seems to cut it

ixDfrNx rather closely. I am not sure it if it does. That is

it. I am not sure it does. It only refers to the x±xlx last half of it,

and there is no reference if you qquate the Pevelation with the seventy()

seventh week which seems to me that there is much that

may he said . It says nothing whatever about the length of the whole nicture.

it says nothing whatever about the first half and it.speaks of t1he second

half and xxi I would rather call this a general ... but there is no

completely.... It speaks of it in terms of our ... actually of course

the precise month is different, but the geeral ... in a general terminology.

Now take that general terminology... I would say that if if it figures

a month as twenty-nine.., that day, that would. he a pretty good evidence

that it was trying to give us an actualZ precise figure. And if it says

this is going to last for thre* hunclrdd an seventeen days I would

say now, there is no reason to think that that is a round niriher... Put f

if it gives you a round niuiiber which is made by 30 }y 12... if it gives aell
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number like that, why, it is quite, it would give definitely quite an

impression of a round number making no effort to bring in the precise

i7it
i reminds of the sarcasm of the folk singer P01) + who was t

interviewed and he was asked to come and the other folkssingers were protesting

singers as he was, and that he stopped a moment and said, about 136, and

Vie newsman said, about 136, either that or 142 or the other. And of course,

quite sarcastically. In fury they have a big joke and say, and they repeat it

out there in Grand Canyon about a boy who came there,
akthe

Grand Canyon, c s

saicthe said toy his friends who were there for the first time, he said, This

grand Canyon is a million and two years old, and they said, ow lid you

get that? Iell, I was out here two years ago, and then a million years

a o. Those people who say that the fact that in Pevelations it coimts a
as as

month/thirty days and ii a ear/twelve months and they say that these arc thirty
that

day months. The fact that it gives a f'Øcneral nr'iher indicates/no attenrt

is being made x to five us the precise length so that

we can precisely. Dr. MacTaai wrote a booklet on Daniel's

Seventseezzieth week... it does give to the idea that the forty-two

months equls 1260 days so that the pronhetic years of which rniel is

speaking, and thus goes Vie zhole stnicture on that. !c takes that over

from Bobert Ajir1crson, I think. And this idea ofqhnrophetic year is

so'e '-,in,.' of Pai)vlonian years. If you have a mrecise n'rher which

tmñin differs From our nor-al one, it would he an evidence for that.

Nit when you have a general number, it sop. to me that it is very often...

when you have a general nipiTher...

it seems to me that it is very often the case . . . Da question that enters

in v mind frequently is the , in regard to the same problem of time.

For instance, what kind of a caldndar ould flaniel use, what i:irtd of

time reckoning would he use? in being in his situation. Fe would use the
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abylonian calendar and they had very precise measurements as to the

length of the year. Do we irnow a good deal a1out that? oh, yes. Puite

a hit. They had very nrccise... If we bad no street lights, so that

everybody would be very conscious of the stars, then it would he very easy

to tell exactly what the length of the year would be like, because a

certain stare comes above the horizon, lust before the ic sunrise.

That would only happen once a year. ktx !very other day 4 there would

he either that star would be already up there ... or two or not come up
closely

yet. So that after people get to observe the stars/... it is very

simple to know exactly how lone the year is, that is,not exactly, you know,

within a day. There might be a day or two off. Over a period of ten

years you would get .Z4 it within a day... once you low the the

otherhand '1 the word ... is merely c±x a twelfth of the

year. To us it is an arbitrary thing. People when the moon was a very

important feature of life because they did not have

street lights then. There were a lot of things you could do in the full

moon if you could not do in the time when the moon was not visible.

To them the moon was a very iiportant thing. And so, in a very early
in

stage Babylon we have a record where they had a single man on

the hill. V.o would say that the new moon has appeared. The new moon has

begun. They uld signal that from one bill to another so that people several

hundred miles away would know to marl: the calendar which is in their month ....

and they did that when the new moon appeared. But after a while tr they

saw that there was a regularity to the moon, and so they were able to work

out a calendar that had your months correspond to the moon, but once you

do that you find that your months do not correspond the sun to the year.

They do not ... neither does the day... divided equally to the months ....
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or the months divided equally ... the way the Lord has just made ....

An And so they then have.., it is very important to keep the year right.

You do not want to he planning a yeaf><( in Yflvember. If it is listed

under the snow-comes ... if zou are in the area where they have cc snow.

The sun is very important to you, ever more important than the noon.

So, Also the moon is sufficiently important that youø should keep in rlincl

straight. So it would fit ... before long where ... certain extra months

every so often ......t\nd the iNxxxtmuc insertion of an extra one means that

one mxx year may have twelve months.., another year may have thirteen rionths.

Put over a neriod of twenty years you can have twenty revolutions of the xNx stars

going around } the earth. You have exactly twenty revolutions of the stars,

nnd you have your month% cletemined by your noon. and the Year determiner

hy the sun, hut your your, what you call n year varies a little hit, an-'

se you hrwe an even nirher of months .... i\nd so they , that was their

system, not to speak of the Babylonian year between 360 days and

what do they call the extra month? That is what we call... x'kirixtx

-71) I think that they call that the second month of Aga . There is a
unless

month of Aca. flr there will be a second arm.
T

S"e arcue over
that custom

w'ether the Israel.call that/, in Palestine and whether they adopted. the

five day skip kind of concept/ a period of the period. You mean the

ouestion... how far.. .that is right. tat is right. And +

calendar of course shows only , you know, of course, this is one year thing, you

aiow, but it is really a ... rionic device, and it seems to lend its1:E

to five day, a mission practice to the intorterritorial month...

The trouble is that we would be all losing all realtionshins totic-
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between the moon arid the xk nth. I axi not sure. tou 1iow, I air.

rather the whole calendar thing confuses me actually. I have to think a imxP~l T1

long time to get this thing straightened in mind, but if it were done on

a yearly basis, I think the moon cycle should he maintained regularly, too.
s or swe.t on

I have to sit down and really ...Øy/t- calenda, because it works in

a peculiar fashion .... It is just like our months main/tam not a
period, but

regular moon cycle, If we Mtxxitx have approximated by t.

addition of certain days arid certain months. e approximate the

thirty ay a month and we add a day every so often and every four years
we add. a month to a xx whole
wxrccx1ivoI.e year. Of course, in our country it is strictly a

rjtion to the sun and moon. Yes, that is right, but it kepps the moon

phases roughly in the sare xxx proportion. You cand predict

whether there will he ! month by month change, or every calendar does.

I mean every full calendar, and in many -societies, they did ?i with a

real ... you know. xo Astraunomers.can predict the moon,,thcy ai

An(Lso
-

ca...and.




a thousand years...
T

That I mean is that in our econony,

it was% rather important that potatoes be planted at the right tine... for

exarmle. That is the time when the f,-ill moon is sirnoscd to

The full moon is the first... supnose the full moon is .. when is t1e
Would

First full noon.. The full noon/always bits about the first week f in

June. t1Ex FJ1C -First wool- of June nd inour3.. the added

'av in the year .... these added 1avsi.so.

±ocxx it may be that it will he the last ys o 1av tllat it woild

hit me on thit ncriod It is interestir.c to m. 1 get very confused, when
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in the calendar when ... there is a problem in there on the swinging of

" .
it. The main impression that I have in that regard is that ,... 'It is

my impression that it would have been a fuliX moon coming at any time
?-. -

Of course, we 'Mow that we can mredict, because we know that we r- exactly

so rianv days... hut it seer's to me that it is about xthzx 20 and a quarter

or something lilce that. Ya, hut our calen(iar is just itself somewhat because

tile full r'oon to a xx piaer, you know, a month is terrificR±1 diFfercute.
Call

A month ake a difference in success or failure.
TPIIit

the full moon, say,

between the 15th of ay and 15th of June,

it should mean a difference in losing the crops and ... and so forth.

I think that the calendar itself it to be kept not on the exact day...within
_)fr \

a rock, but you know the rough area . The only evidence I 'ave ever

is the ... established a firn imnression on my mind is the matter
or

of Faster. 'ecause Ester is determined by the moon. Our Fast! varies over

a whole month. It moves hack and forth. After '!arc',, 21st, if your ful1 moon

is "arch 22nd., and i that Saturday, then the Faster is "arch 23rd, I believe.

'!arch 21st and the full moon arch 22nd, txx Saturday, then it is the

23rd. Of course, the full moon comes just before the x

you lose a whole month later. I mean you can have two days, jump two
xNwfkxt another year...

days on one side, and then you lose it7 whereas ... like the two days...

another year might be two (lays you see in a rough period, and it io- just

That is what he is questioning... that is what I have been... rs...

The full noon was followed by ... within a ten day. y npression is that

we always find potatoes practically in the same ten day period. And then
them




o, they plant at he il1
of the

moon, don't they? No, you plant them in the dark ± moon keeps th hugs
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The dark of the moon keeps the bugs off the hill moon. I mean of course there

is no full moon in the dark of the moon. The dark of the moon, you mean

one day? or Or you may have a period of two days or ... are equally

acceptable. The moon farmers. There are only about two/ tat are really

acceptable. Of course, the w$eather inhibits you, but my grand father

did not feel that it was matter of superstitution, but lie thought it was

was the rain system in the warnh)x you leow. Potatoes are planted in

the (lark... to keen the hugs off to plant the whole light of the moon, and

there is a very ... there are two theories of what they are trying to

x get out of your crops. You mean sometimes some years you plant darkzz

i n the dark of the moon ioxx and sometimes you plant in the full moon? No.

There are two series. One is to plant it in the dark of the moon, and
that if you plant in the dark of the moon,

these are ancient farmers' theory!.. there is no trouble of insects

but / you wanted a maximum crons, you plant them in the light of the noon.. and
you the
ExxiFii1cts .... These are farmers' theories, and they are probably,

I doubt that.. there is anything to it at all, but I lnow of a man from

county who planted maybe 801) acres of potatoes and they would

Pot plant them at night, but they would plant them during the clay, but

they niant them in the day that would con6ide with the dark of the moon.

'layhe 8(Y) acres and 900 acres oF potatoes .... That makes all the difference

in the world. Mat they did to the crops, I do not know. Any way there
Today, ironically,

is much Vie fellows, it does not make the TL. Agricultural orvice

deals with the nature of the notato starting .... There is something

real behind the time of the year. I annt cia r in be day.., because I

ztii
was just a la" in a Fn". It can vry well he sor'ehina about

the time of the eyar aFfectina the notatoes, hut I would think ti-at the p'rticul'r



-

"7t time of the particular area would he even more important, for that would

vary rom nlace to place. It would not do any good. I would think.

ut I c1ot think that have evidence fror' the gcripture for considerin'

that od gives us a nrccisc tire.Asneaks as a nile in general

periods and tkixxx if they cone out urccisely as to the time bctwcen,

Johnson and Ldon Johhson ... does cone to an. ow1.., exactly I 02 years

once in a while, it does not prove... that our next President is going to

be called Crant, because 102 yea.rsˆ after Johnson cane, nd tbt does
- &

not mean that 100 years later after Crant... tx 0fl years a... rant.

I think that noint is well ta en, esnecailly s the nhers are used

in the Pihie to describe historical things. rvery , is always general.

And since I have labored in that area, I am stuck with a lot of then, because

a lot of times students think that they ought to He exactly like 4x
he days of

450 years t 3cf1xd of Judges to tk aniuel the prophet. You cannot

fit tier-o. You have the udges starting had: into

and I tx think that looking at the historiaalimhers, and the general

areas that they would use... is almost ahas .... It is good to see

that if they use that in the ... in the history past, it will he very much

like and will be used ... particularly? Pecause there might
the past,

he values in giving a precise date hut in the future, if it

is not His will that we know this is the moon, and this is going to happen.

there is no point in that. You think that we ought to consider today the

element of the particular ... this the niber for instance, somebody
sixty-five/to to

says seventy years... it can be fiftoc years seventy-fives years...

and they are so specific as to point out that there is going to he seventy-

three point, two. Then we would narrow down that ... very definitely ....
It-

Ton is the round niwiher. Seven is round number .... Put fifty-eight is

not a round number. Either forty-nine here, seven sevens. If we are going to
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say a round number, wouldn't you % just say... -.--'

Except for the importance of the seven..., they put things in series of

seven. They have this sabbatical years. Six years

they used their land and seventh yearthey l it ... Seven is a

sort of round niniiher./ in the Bible. It is not what is available, but

in the Bible it will definitely.., so seven, seven would be very similar.

Seven in the Bible, might he analogous to the term decade today. That is

a general term of a certain period of time. You can say three decades to

mean 68$years. Those things vry with different countries. Among
't- 'V the

the Eahylonian the fifty is.Ifyou xcx make one, You make thing.
lug at

you ptess a stylis a sort of/the top and flattx and small at the bottom.

That upright line with a little nrol vof the

ton. In -Palylonian rnuihers it means either sixty- or one. You

1ow from the context rhich it is. There is another mark which is not like

a crescence that'ou put.'. followed by one MEMIN that means Lebanon.

Of course, The crescent? is a tent. t\n(1 then you nut one followed

!y crescent. , it means seven, because being before the cresccnce...

i is a large nirTher which is sixty-. They have sEx a sixty- systern...

rtt sixtv-systc!1 is rx come clown as a friend .... ecause in Erenc'.

you come out with sixty and you CIO not ta' e t1em as ... von say xIote

sixty- ten, an'1 sixty afld eleven, sixty 12. sixty 13 in nrencb, until you
teen

'ret t lip to sixty nine and then you say four 2fl,nnd then you say four 20 10.

four twenty eleven, four twenty twlve, until you get un to four 20 nineteen

and then reaches 100. So that French has a coFlbination of sixtsvstem

with a hundred which loo.s 1acL to the ancient Pabylon, hut in the '.ihle ft

seven is quite a svser, that is used/ very considern.lv.
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I 'en von have seven sevens 1i1:e thit,t1iat is the nar excellence, III,' that is

your jubilee year. Thexx .Juhilee year in the

nible is not because it is not because it is specific, hut because it

is one elter the forty-years .... 49 is the flib1e.. and the next year...

41 is the Pible cycle, and the next year is ... 49 is the Tihle cycle ....

and the next year is the .... Those things are very .... Fo you renerbor,..

Pxcusc me.... Pb you know if there is ... we o not know. Te have no day by day

lectures for those series. e have the command to observe it, and then we

have a statement that the land is going to inhabit the sabbath that the

neonle have not observed.., because this one is going to wipe out.

so that evi(entlv it sounds as if the jubilee is intended to he exact. It-

certainly ... you cannot 's any other way. After 49 years of .... worse

throughout the land the next year... but that is the oinnaid.. . e ,h.ave
(ç)

no proof .... /And in regard to the numbers ki flC

1ae-o puliLy... in ird the flhr . r tbi SVS

Israel and Judab .... would the same principle hold? "lion round figures

would be round figures and specific niuiihcrs like the years would be sixteen

years .... It reigned in the sixty-... years. No, that would not hold

true, because there are many times there where they say something ens

thirty years and forty years like that... that is a roiuid number. Put

when it comes to the length of the eign, you have to judge the whole

individuals by the nature of the .. and the whole

so many specific 1iixxxxc ni.imhers. There are very few numbers that

could he considered to he round nimihers. The length of the reign is

given in precise terminology, but when you are adding that together, you

know when eT Israel and Judah started, and you know when they came to an end...

you add them together, and one of them is not longer than the other. So,
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A1
even though they are precise numbers, they do not fit together, and

30 years ago people said this is the most impossible i thing in the Pihie

to fit them together. It is the numbers.., then the seventh day adventists

Pr. wre a hook which he called the rcs of th numbers p f

thjjhrw and Prof. Irwin, a leading higher critic, then Prof.

lielle I of Thicago wrote an Introduction in which 1e said,

fliat formerly seemed most absolutely impossible thing in the Old

Testament has now become now entirely reasonable in view of Dr. + 'S

Dr. 's theory is that in one of the kingdom, building a certain

period, they count the king reigning a year and if he started reigning as

his father died in November, he became of course, that is one year.

November and December, and the next year is the second year, whereas in
the

the other kingdom it ixx if x father died in November, that is still the

year of the father... and his reign starts in January and consequently

in diFferent ... in measure and when you have so many j. numbers, I

would say that wezxxxxx the are intended for this purnose. .. There is

no doubt about that. I have no a jection nrincinle...

except that I wonder on what you would base the nrincinle that

say that e reigned fifty years if von snoke of it 1
At

exact number

I do Tot imow where you have that. You have Azaiah reign fifty- years...
-

I do tx.x not hMOW s x if there
\Jc .

are certain siig'estions... the Judges are aroimd
thcn.*' rarely

for any judges, and we have to ... judges ar ro1.m(1 numbers, and

it would seen quite evident that soue of the judges __ all . Tsrael,
I

and some of them i- 1_9w-- half of ... Some of ler1 want L I

two o..........gone cases two judges nay have been at t1e same time. There
Opk




is no redar arranger'cnt in the Hum1er the Judges, and nossibly

and practically all the numbersp' e clearly
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10
There is no regular arrangement in the numbers in the judges, and

practically all their numbers are clearly round numbers, whereas when

you get to the kings, these seem to have been an annal kept giving

the precise dates, precise length of reign, but the writer of the Kings
was

took fm from those annals whatever the nunberˆ, but he did not bother with

months, he took the number of years. Of course, he says that Solomon

reigned two years. It says that Saul began to xg reign when he was one

year old, and he reigned two years. And, of course, that is quite evidently

the pages re torn, and so evidently it originally said, and old was Saul when
but

he began to reign, and said ht long he reigned , test the pages are torn

there, and the copyist makes it simply that he was a year old

when he began to reign, and he reigned 2 years. And,ofj course, we know

that it cannot be, so the king James Version says that Saul began to reign,

and he reigned a year and then he reigned another year, which is not what

it says. i) Excuse me for presling you, Dr., but then you would not think

tkatx, for instance, that, would you think that the exile looking at the

figure 70 would,hey kept a careful annal in Kings and,,tt4hey would
off

count/every single year when they were in exile, iisxjlthmc before they could

come back, and thez'aaài.1Edz those that believed what God had said.
if because

They would not, unless they were really history scolars, r they would
I




remember that the punishment -the wilderness wandering $ 40 years.

You remember for one year,for.instance, although the punishment actually

they had, iiumxx that is, -&#x after they had refused to go up
40

to the land, they were given 0 years of wildernessxuiRx wandering...

they already served two years. They served two years. So, actually it
C Y ? . -

amounted to 38 years after the transgression, although in the passag e
4IL

where it is fit really sounds like something ... 40 years.

But actually it is only 98 years after±kicx they had fallen into sin.
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V4nd of course a qesion that iiss in my mind is where they were .
I *...

Iinean not th.. when the 3 came, They knew that 40 vas a round

number. I think that is the question. They knew 40 was a t rpni1 round
1

number. How would they know that?
(

I 'think that there is a

difference when you are chronic1in1i and you know I like a

discussing-gEtRXtMhiIiflgS; - eId-ef- eeurse----------
when you are

diary/discussing in general, and,afxxi I suppose that the only
they
Mk would know would be the fact that Moses was there and inspiration

led him and directed him like that from the start. Moses to marshall in the

plain of Moab, says to them- NowJ is the time to go.'Another tix thing,

of course, is that our present system of figuring mx±x years by

numbers did not begin until century A.D. in a wide sense, and

consequently, you would say that is when the earthquake came, uxx and

that is when that happened, etc. The average person in the wilderness

would recall, Let us see how many years ±ixtldm back was this? We had

a man come in the other say, and he said, he had been ten yçars out of i
1,I_ "k

Seminary, .- hrw fnnt yr-u- t have kept

a precise track, but it is ve!yØ easy what year you graduated... we uould
in Assyria

subtract, but they did not have numbers there. But in Babylonjand in in
most
m of these countries they counted a fifth year.... a certain king...

even that was a rather late... In Assyria what they did was to say

this man xaiixkx becomes kinjf, ajd Mm this year he is named

after .. /Next year we are taking ...
fr

remains each year. It is just

like in Iiix England... You do not have tkRx 4rjC Street numbers.

Your house has a namexiix on it, and you name every house and you kidxx

know what the street name is and you know what the name of the house is.
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J-f 11_fl tQ ''

You do not put street numbers. That ia a trouble. In-'r

de'rd1. '
')i

Rcaans

were the first to start the historical, chrono1ogi.al . of

name of ... year by year. No, that began with (j as far as we

know. Seleucus, one of P1!olemy' s generals left Ptolemy and weniX up b

Babylon and then he managed to get himself established in Babylon,

and he started liiix a rule thereu in Babylon fm from which Antiochus

Epiphany came from his line aix of course a coup) of undred years later.

And they figured after that the year year Seleucus came to Babylon(
t'O

and they kept on tk with thenuneration and you can take ian of the

Hebrew Bible whtten in the year 12,00 A.D. and they may say, the year

fiftjh,h.1* 1514, because that figuring after the year Seleuchs

came to Babylon... they Babylonians had completely forgotten, and the

trouble is also that they had saved .... 14. 1514 or 1214.

That ara the Jews kept up ... from that, but the Rcinans named the year
after Constantine

after Constantine, this is the year so and so, /they dicI1 nqt nuiber years.

It was a nnk in a fift century who tried to figure out when Christ

was born, and then he said, this is the year 472 or whatever it was.
uixafxm they used numbers, and before

He figured that out, and then from then on /comparatively few people

used This Seluec$us' figuring, and we do not know how widely it was used,
still

but the Jews/used a long way to the Middle ages, and then you will see

how some books, some places now you will see... the year of the founder

of the world in the Jewish building, and that is of course not used

until comparatiu&ly recently. They never used that oc until comparatively

reeently. And they figured ll differently altogether. And thenl you

will see fth year of e iix
fpundin

o ane
"vf:7,




'T
Romans d they said, cmstantine?flhe Hebrs might have doi it ,too.

.
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/7
during the king period, if we knew it since we have some records of it.

We have all these references written in the books of the Chroncl&s in such

and such ...
1ien they will use it, too. This is the last time

I would bring my .... chair.

They may as well have used it, too.

/' We had better rush back ot Babylon, here in three minutes. Now theØre are

70 year. There are antinb of bher things about Babylon, and I am afraid we would

have to read them. It is a thing that is good to kcknowledge. of An average person

would absolutely have no idea as to what he could do and they should study

Tillich. The average person would say, Why on earth don't they tell% us

whether Zedekiah began to reign in 597 or 59? What is the matter

with them? They didn't. Why, all he has to do is to go back and look at all

tiuxxx.. in .... and when Lincoln became president or anything like

that. My answer to that person is: Tell me the names of the years

when your grat grand parents were born, in what year and month they were born.
But if he does kn/ow their names, E1eitees-are-that-tjoxxt---

/Chances are that he could not even tell
111

ôd -.A'1kw xthwllutzii
gr--------B the year when his great grand parents were born, and we forget-g those
things, and there are few days and years that stick to our minds. In

others
most/cases we would have to look up in sane references, and those few would it=.
stick to our minds,
/if we did not have this very convenient system of numbers 1, 2, and 3, fmmx for

which we are thankful to God .... Or Ptoley. Seleucus would

_yever
have spread throughout the world, and Ptolemy, too ....

It is a troublesome thing,Dr., and it is a stumbling/block to many people.

It is a stuinblingling bicock because people get used to something that fits

in our civilization. It is like a boy that the Sunday School Times told... they

told about the crucifixion of
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/ /,Christ. He would say, well, what on earth would Jesus ....?
the

He is so used to .... there are forces that maintiin/aboluste

usticØ.n
4.r-u the world that he could not see why ifxnknit1*inxx. there

x11bAnIf1xhtnJInsiLa... was injustice then.

S. AM as far as the kings are concerned, it is used twice, I think.
by Saul

\ Once, a couple of tiines/iixk ±x and a couple of times by David, and

I think that kitwx there are only ICings that detennine the ... but

I do not have a fact .... Then there are a few cryptic reference...

Well, the problem ±fx of .determining what the superior would .... determine

what the*. periods are, and whether they cane one right after the other

or it stands in between '. ..' of them. $ Exactly what they refer to is

one which I think that a good many people have been much more dogmatic

than they ü1 havexixxxx any warrant for it. But one thing that

I cannot see is to put the fixiiuutkigxx frist two things together and then make

them as one period, that I cannot see. I cannot imagine that this
/

A±!x language would ever be used for that. Unless there is some striking

things at the end of the seven week period, hith gave some reasons for

those who were watching the fulfillment of the

rlt*X \/When would be the street walls... beginning of it

or the completion of the building. 11IU!4Tj

.J7kt
7.11 41 L the 'rIn rgard to the going forth into-this

7 r! 3gIlew Hi long after the caauandment rt.lJix

a hundred years .... Two or more or seven weeks? H about the beginning

r'f it, so that they actaully saw that the word began to progress, started

progressing.here are tight different 0 intepretaticris and IM only six

of the gu14iaveto dwth what is meant by this going forth of the
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commandments. Some say that the caiinandments of the Lord gave and then
went into exile,

they/tmxXmxxx. the Lord save the commandments. That is, the city was to

be rebuilt. kg if you take that, then from that one, then they went into;;:-

exile, ±X±xx until Xkixfixixumxxxxxxx Cyrus came, and relievehijn

mfxslightly more than 49 years, ad Cyrus is predicted in)( the Scripture,

id that is a possibility that could xxxx. not be brushed aside. It is

not an easy task .tQ-p.efTh1.... I do not think that we ought to

go further on that point. .ou the fulfilled prophecy before we go into this

much,unless we are going to take this original, of course, that is

just one thing that I wanted to call your attention to that it seems to me

that I the same shall be .. aii attempt to

twist the grammar tofjt, an idea. As it stands,, it seems to be two

periods ./1 There shoiAd be some important reasons
.7'

the 4ivisions of the
-t t/

end of the 70 years, and he says, until the Messiah' so it would

seem to me that there should be something about the Messiah in chapter 7..

but we are not told a great deal about it. It is a pasaages that only touches

upon a few things briefly. Is it not clear ttxsiix from the pasaage

that building of the streets and walls must come irit between the
sixty-two

seventy weeks and/fifty weeks. That wdiuld seem to bexm suggested, yes.

that would seem to be suggested, quite definitely suggested, that during
like a gap

these sixty-two weeks... between the sixty-two weeks./. there are sixty-two

weeks.., it seems to me that the problems leading to ...iixxxmsx

seems to me that ih.Ex following the building of the streets and walls

then comes the Messiah. ... That is a very interesting suggestion.

That is after ki seventy weeks they will build xxit±ˆx streets and wall

and then another sixty-two weeks the Messiah will come. That sems to be
( -

9i quite ... Well, this-a time whewt i brot#t-auj and probably

a theological ... into Isaiah 19:39. x±A_And I would look at thea-a---l

/. Lt
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and look at i*xXxxx 36:39, and then at Jeremiah ... we will meet next Monday.



-

-1V
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February 10, 1966, Fulfilled Prophecy Side One

Assignments discussed ....

Two have done Exodus 1 through 8. Now, let us look at that now,

and see what we find would be of real interest to us. Do you find

something of real interest there? txL1i,otur-.-.ic.cicLwc One through eight?'

Mr. Gable, what is your first one? Exodus 3:8. Do you agree, Mr. Dunzwiler?

Yes, I do. All right. What do you have in 3:8, Mr. Gable? That Israel

is to be delivered and brought to Canaan. Now, Nzwx here is the very
the

first one. Now, I have a probelni of/imperfect. Is the ... thing

mentioned to be accomplished in the future. Is this a predctii?Or
of

is it simply a statement 'xxxii intention? lxx Can we distinguish

between them? Is this mentioned as a prediction or is this simply a

statement that I am going to do this. I am going to accomplish this

without n1imaking it,x±WdfixxxfNx defining it by the

title of prediction. I think that a predicion is saying what is going

to k happen in the future, arid if you and I would say what is iix going
the

to say what is going to happen in/future, wxxix we may not succeed

in carrying out our opinion, and so it may be a false pred iction or

intention. But if God says what is going to happen, we know that w

duoc He has the power to do it, and so I would say

that it is a prediction if lie declares that He is going to do something.

Of course, the conditional elements, come then, and if it is not, if it

is z unconditional, tlw, of course, then, if it is the statement of

intentiØon by God,then, it is a simple prediction. Yes. If it is a

'F
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statement of God's intention, that is a simple prediction, but if it is a

statement fxwktx that under certain conditions Tie will do it, then it
And this

is a conditional prediction. Ah4xtNi eighth verse, the Lord declares

that people are going to be delivered from Egypt and that was really fulfilled,

was it not? And your 0 evidence is given. There is no other evidence.

Is there? As a matter of fact people brought from Egypt".5 a fMtfxx

fulfillment, and so we have ... the historical evidence that they

were in the land of Palestine. Of course, some of the liberal Jews

deny that they ever were ever in Egypt. Many of the Jews today say
the

that it was only tribe of Levi/ that was there, but the tendency of the

most unbelieving scholars tbijr used to say that such a tremendous

thing as the Exodus as being the foundation of the whole Israelite
and it would hardly k

thought / uNIiI1unkmrcuunNmxmhnilm manufacture our whole eck7

And therefore they are quite ready to admit it, but it is really an

unscriptural ground. We have the evidence Xkat of the Israelites

being in Palestine but the conclusive evidence of Israelites being in

R±xtivixx Egypt we do not have. We have references to the Ilappareu

but that term would seem to have included more than the Israelites and

so we consider it as ... but it ±sxtx does not really prove, but we

have a Biblical proof that this was literally fulfilled and this was

conditional, this deliverance from Egypt, and the second part was to

bring them out into a good land which flowed with milk and x honey.

And then it tells what land it is. So, it is quite specific, isn't it?

So, it does not outline the s of the land. It does tell

who these people are who were there, and names all these different groups.
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It does tell who these people are who were there, names all these different

groups that are there, and what is your next, Mr. Dunzweiler? The next

is in 10, 3:10, excuse me, that God will deliver the Israelites from

Egypt. He will deliver the Isr$aelites by Moses. By Moses. By Moses.

By Moses, the instrument. Yes. In verse 10 God says,"Ccme now therefore,

and I will send thee unto Pharaoh, that thou mayest bring forth my
to

people the children of Israel out of Egypt." If God sends him Pharaoh

he will get that, won't he? Yes, that is why I counted this as prediction.
change in

Yes. If I say, I am going to send you to, maybe to .... Washington,

and make the moon ... the next or so, %fJkec spreading out

over ten years. That would be merely a statement of intention, but when

God says he is going to send Moses to Pharaoh. We know Moses is not going

to be killedjxxx on the way in the inn7l, no matter how the guess.
'F . .The one in 3:12, Dr. is a very interesting one. What? Because it is

a token, it is a sign that God has sent Moses and the interesting thing

about it is that it is, that thou hast brought forth the people and

ye shall serve God upon this mountain. The interesting thing is that

the token is the token which was fulfilled after Moses' death, rx or

in his life? In his life. This should be a token. This is a tkx token

to him. This mountain means... that would be more likely, would it not?

If it is a source. What does it mean , ye shall serve God . Ye, the plural,

shall serve God. Ye would be the people that are wicked .... In what

way do they serve God? They xxxx have sacrifices. They receive the

law. Oh, I see. I see. Or, the Elohist means the ....? If you find

the Elohist using the word Sinai, you say that it is the statement of

a redactor. I did not get that impression I really did not get that
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impression from the term, Ye shall serve God upon this mountain. I did

not get the idea that they lived there. I did not get that idea from these words.

Bxtke Words,taken by themselves, ye shall serve God upon this inountan.

They would live in that vicinity. Just washing my mind clear of what

happened, x ye shall serve God upon this mountain. Verse 8 would

picture where the mountain would be. Surely. Yes,

fit in the land. It would say, this is on the way to the other mountain.

Those people who are mentioned in verse 8.would not be in lIoreb. That is

good. Ye. I tunic that verse 12 is a sign ticxX is when you see

this happening, you know for sure that ... x±xt it is not a helpful

sign, because sometime back before the ... I really think so. It is

not really a helpful sign, because a long time back before the

It would be a more helpful sign... all would be broken and the ashes

would k fall out. Fortunately, there are plenty of signs in between.

And it might be a very encouraging ix sign, too, when you
off

remember Moses' reaction when he came down £r the mountain the

first time, wirooctix to find the people worshipping the golden calf.

ThNi1]±xacnm That is a very strange view. Now, it is a very strange

view now. Now, there are various occasions for need for a sign! as

encouragements and comforts. That is

good. Very interesting. Your next one, Mr. Gable? After 3:12 I have

3:17. This is a repetition of 3:8! just about. Yes. And the next?

18. "And they shall hearken to thy voice: and thou shalt/ come, thou and

the elders of Israel, unto the king of Egypt, and ye shall say unto him

what to say. x cmxffitm1mxm I thought that was quite a prediction

myself. They shall hearken to thy voice: They will listen to you.
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In view of the fact that Moses was saying...

I am taking over, fellows, and listen, before long you will pd quit...

We had a dean in our college, and he was at least a good Christian,

even though the college was on the way to becoming modernistic. He

used to love to tell lots of tales about the time when he was in a

church and when a man got up and he went to the front and he said, All
on

those who believe in the Lord Jesus Christ come out Ø the lawn and I

have a message for you. He walked out on the lawn,N1x again speaking

but everybody stayed in the church. No body hearkened to him,

and the dean had for some reason something to tell them about...

But it is a fact that a person can think that the Lord would send him
delude itadviiWN

t and be sure that he will /.. When a person can really have a

message from the Lord, but not anybody will him him. I ixNtx have

not reason to judge on that particularl case Ai&luØ which was

±xxxxt11x I surely thought that he wash deluded.. But here Moses

goes down and he says, the elders will hearken to andc him and

would depend on what had happened before. If just before that Phaoh

had been rather pleasant to them, and they had to get along well with

them, and they thought that they would be the ones to get agitations,

and we would get along well better than we used to and we do not want to

get discouraged. On the k other hand Pharaoh was a little worse before

he came, we might as well listen to him. And only the Lord could

'F
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predict whether or not they would hearken to him. Probably the Lord
Certain of

judged ... following the stages .... The Israels said... as we heeded

Moses, we will heed you. They shook him up, you know. Well, they gave

Moses sane rough time, but I think that if we take the whole world in

we would have a t tremendous ... On the whole.be was probably.
to what

verse 18/in the next chapter.... Th±xxini1Rmxriimxnh1xtixmEmififmxmxm

i This will happen beforehand.., the leprous hands, for instance. He

says, this will happen that they might believe. Here is another one
they will surely

where it says, if they do not i believe./..axtxbelieve.... then

he says, xxiithbx mmthRIm if they still do not believe, it

seems to have to XM certain extent there... but tith the final result

that after all this time be given the people would believe. That is

what I wanted to know. That really is a very interesting feature.

We have to recognize the the deep seated sin of the human heart, and

there are great many things in life that we just cannot , we do not

realize that fact. I used to hear people say, tell, I do not believe in

the pre-tribulation rapture. What would be the poXint of it? What

would be the point of it? What would be the point of the pre-tribulation

rapture? The Lord will come and will take His own to Himself and




I said,
introduce to this x age a new .... all happens at once. But/kcxjxç

whether we can prove the point does not prove whether it is or not.

It is a LT1ttJocoa1zttErxx question of what the Bible teaches. But since

the question is raised, it is interesting to see what the point of it

is all about, and the fact of the matter is that God who created.uskx has
but we do n't.

commanded certain moral standards,, and we should obey them,! Then the

Lord sent Jesus Christ to die for us that any of us who would accept
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L Him and know what He had suffered for us, we should certainly obey

Him fully, but don't. And then we find that in Proverbs and in

other places tiooocitikmtxix the eyes of the Lord go through txxxx back and

frxtxxoocfxtx forth to see... He sees the evil and constantly

stresses that God sees everything that we do. He expresses all the time.
we negelect Him and

He knows all that we do, and yet we still ... are still going to .../

and forget Him and I believe that He has added t1xtkixiix a third

of knowing the weaknesses of the human heart that we do not know what ix instant

the Lord may cane, and we

aatz want, when he comes back, him to find us that instant serving Him.

And when we started to x1cxxxx slip away, you cannot say, Well, I 1c

feel lazy now, and let us forget the Lord and have good time two or three

days and then I will make up for it the next month. Well, the Lord may

come tomorrow or today. I do not see any other reason why trwxi it would

stress so much in the New Testament, in such an hour as ye think not

the Son of man cometh. At least a dozen times it is stressed, unless

it is intended tkxtxi1xxkid to be a definite motive for righteous

living, and of course the people ...living... but we should not

but they are not .... The human haart is so desperately wicked that

the Lord gives us ... piles up on these things... here is Moses

while here to hear wu. 'I M

Then he says, in order

to be sure that you will... I will give you a sign. If they do not hear,

I will give you another. If they do not hear you, I will ixxc give you

another. Moses still is not sure. Moses does not feel like even

undertaking the job. What is your next one in chapter 18? 19.
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he says, And I am sure that the king of Egypt will not let you go, x

no, not by a mighty hand. Now, that is interesting in the English.

NOw low is it in Hebrew? I do not know. - too many persons at talk.

I know that he will not give unto you, that is the king of Egypt, to

go , ix infinitive f construct. I know. I know. As for me,

I notice. It could just as well he translated, I am certain instead

of I am sure, and will make no difference to us. xrnfmxmxthxnitimx

I am sure means that, I am certain that he will ... 1 know that he will...

there is no quejstion. And the Hebrew does not inakemtnaflicmc distinguish

between them. Well, now say... why not % just say anything would be

different... any king of Egypt will just let you go. If he ti includes

that I know, it is almost introducing an element of certainty or
although of course

possibility or certainty, ANfx xAxkcfmx we know that tkxdxx

God is not uncertain about it. Now, he is here introducing an element

of that definitely. lVhat is the element? And as for me I know

this. Now, you might say, what has he told in verse 18? He says, you

go to the elders, and they will hearken to your voice, and you and the

elders come to the king and you say, Our God wants us to make three

day trip in the journey in the wilderness to sacrifice to the Lord. And

if Pharaoh happen to be in a pleasant mood in that day, he might say,

now, that is a good idea. I, some of my Egyptian gods are helping me
xx a g!uthc I am sure to have some of your gods to help me, too.

and Now, you go there
your

for three xxxI days and make sacrifices and remember me in/prayers.
we will give wom you for it.

But be sure that you get back. Well,
'"

biuaaEU eight days./. Be sure

that you get back here, or my Egypt will comexx1o to naught. lie says,

it was, God was not going to give the Israelites...
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1/4 There is the whole $ idea of my Egypt coming to naught, would it not?
take

It was, God was not going to give the Israelites the chance to/a little

vacation in the wilderness to sacrifice and go back to Egypt. He

was really interested... lat they would have done,ixx±katxtkx

if they got three days out.

kar

kor
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Fulfilled Prophecy February 17, 1966, Side One

...I would like to continue with this and have completed to some

extent the survey of the Old Testament before we are through this

eemester. And I think right now, though, it might be profitable

if you would spend, everyone spend a little time on Zechar4iah.

Particularly thèfirst of the , Excuse me. In the course of the

Fulfilled Prophecy, the fulfilled prophecies in Zechariah and then

taking in the interests in the others, I think that this

class only to such an extent as to throw light on the fulfilled ±ax

prophecies either the perspective of them or their interpretation.

That would, I would then suggest for next time if you could run

through the book of Zechariah getting, seeing what impresses you

rapidly as fulfilled propheiRcies and then start in the beginning

and go carefully as far as you can, looking into XN fulfilled prophecies.

I think that we will find some interesting zpr problems in

Zechariah and ome of these thing might throw liiQ light on the

interpretations elsewhere. Let us look a flux little
furthe1

now today

at the Messianic psalms. What is your next, Mr. Harding? he next

Messianic one is 16 after 2. Yes, now that differs f much from 2,

does it not? '}n that in the 2 we have little doubt as to the fact

that the entire psalm is the Messianic psalm. It is specifically a

prediction of matters related to the Messiah, but you do not KXi recall

any verse between there and 16 which is suggestive of the Messiani.NNo.
\J\A 4' -

(
May I ask a question please? Yes\I do not particularly think that

is particularly Messianic,I mean there are some that do. They take that as
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( like Psalm e , you ow, bzbq belonging to that category. Of course,

you i have a citation in Hebrews. Yes, Jesus being crowned in glory and
,

honor. I wonder actually Psalm one and Psàm 8, if tr that Christ

being the perfect man, being the one who riiieA represented as

he should be, a perfect humanity apart from sin, and therefore everything
which as
tkxtxis said about the man/God's creation apart from sin would find

its full examplification in Him. Do you think that would be a

fair way of speaking of the relation of Ps. 1 and Ps. 8 to Christ?

I think that would be very true. They both set forth certain principles

which we should strive for .... 100 in this light and of course

which was 100% true of Christ. c'es, he represented the ideal one in

regard to it. But I mderstand±i, Mr. Harding, that you do not feel

that 1 and 8 have an/ more specificX relationship to Him than that.
/

fl
I.

1Well. Next, you suggest 16. Yes. In 16, of course, we have the question,
a

Is the I xfxtJx whole thing t1 Messianic psalm ±c or is it

part of it? What is your judgment on that? I"Well of course, verses 8 through

11 I feel very dogmatically that they are Messianic, but the other may

or may not be. I have two principles that I have ix developed from

which I would like to work, and yet it is specifically stated in the

New Testament itself that it must he or c I would have said that ikf

the Psalms wxxx cannot possibly fit with any human being, then it if

must go beyond that. And those are two guide lines which I have followed

in this. And so I would say that verses 8 t1rough 11 are very specifically

tfrMessianic t1x and that the other may be..., a lot of people would list

this as one of the Messianic psalms in its entirety. This is one of the







are
seven or about eight that ±x1x listed that way. Seven or eight?

About that. Yes. I could count just about that round number. Yes,

I could count on that number. Now, verse one, verse one could refer

to any human being and you will find i1t the fullest expression in

Him, of course. It is like 1 and 8 in that regard. Verse ix 4 is

certainly a general thing any believer ought to be able to say. And

verse S is like one in t eight. That is, it certainly can apply

specifically to Him, but it could apply to an ideal human being, but

its fullest realization to Him. Now, when it comes to 1k six, I do

not know how t1 Well, this could just

be taken as pleasant things that the Lord has given along with the

pleasant and rejoicing in the Lord, in the safety, in the security
\ In relation to the Lord.

which He provided for them. It could be taken in that sense. Then

it could apply to anybody in that regard. Yes. I have often myself quoted

verse 6 here when I felt that mndxm*in*ti thvamuit the goodness
that

of the Lord in xx some special way, something/I had no reason to hope
that I have

for particularly, and I have felt, Isn't this wonderful 1kx1x This
g have no thing

particular joy which I/particulari to ask for,I said, the lions

are falling over me in places... and I meant I felt as if some

are statements every believer has right to express. I kXR have not felt
first

that way t all about the/half of t six. $ Do you think I an wrong

in that? 'How do you feel about the first half of
very

six? I have

roughly interpreted .... I have never closely studied, but I have
I

roughly interpreted it as the psalmist expressing particular gratitude

in his specific case that has come to him which is pleasant in life,

'
which someone else might have thrivilege of gtmxy glorifying the Lord

through /
through suffering

and4nissing.
Is that absolutely wrong? No.
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But I mean the general principle I think, a good hit of the first

part could be applicable to either one. I mean that if you take it

as Messianic, still L-,to Christ certain tkigx these things would

have specific application to us in that j4 the same thing could happen to us!

which is taught. Like if you get down to verses 8 and 9 in particular,

there are certain senses in which these things could be applicallle

to us as well as to Christ. Verse 6 seems to have that riinNitifiix thing

of the law, the accidental, you might say, that is to say, I am glad

that I x canX live here where we have nice and cool w14eather,

a good part of the year, and I am not in ...

the Lord has not called me to a work in equatorial Africa or

somewhere. It is wonderful who have that particular 4'..'. that

comes from the external circumstances. Personally I am happy that

He has called me to a place where I do not have that particular

I mean I thought that bcm this is in that category. Maybe that
Of course, it is true that

is a wrong interpretation. /Palestine is a very beautiful section.

Vthile the Lord' a life had much f sorrow and much of suffering...

yet certainly he had the ability to savor good things the Lord has

put in life, the beauty of nature and the beauty of the world that God

has made... an ordinary human being would have, and we certainly
any

find that in ... I have known of people who did not fiave/particular

special interest from the religious point of view who say that it is

certainly the grandest place in the world from that viewpoint. I do

not know whether you would say that who was j the British governor

of Palestine, after the war of Judah had much irreligious thinkers.
I>ht Thc*.

,PSJ<ie is a good man. He is a very good man. He has fine ideas. And he

juabc
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had religious background, but I do otEx not get much impression of

his being .... much to him, but his section, his chater

on his experience in Jerusalem, and how he loved from the purely

cultural human y3 viewpoint I find rather interesting. Then verse

7 would be what the chrsitiari ought to be, and which will find its

fullest expression in Christ, would it not? Verse 8 and 9 would

be same with seve' would they not? We should all put the Lord before

us and at His right hand we should he able to say e won't be moved.

We will stand on the fortress, but of c ourse, no one is going to fulfill

that in tixx this life anywhere rx near as much as Christ.

I have taken this a little differently. The first part I have taken

as always being conscious of the Lord's presence, in other words,
setting

get the picture of ØØØ/4 an objQct before someone arid then

the last part, the right hand asm-iigthe protection as it is in
121st to denote
*2± psalm. You know the right hand is used as/protection.

stands .. your right hand will defend you. So, I have taken that

as denoting protectinn which the Lord gave him, and as a $ result of
faith and from his secure

which he would not be moved from his xroo11xmMm*!umim
of course

ai±x position. This '*ould be applicable to the life of Christ, kwtx

all tkx through. No body could touch Him, until he was

And you have got all these nd I like to make that comparison
he

all these attempts to touch him, yet, we/would be conscious through it

all that nobody could do anything to it until His hour should come,

because the Lord was just protected. And the Lord had the right to in a

lesser si sense This is a particular fulfillment in that no
come

injury,, could ../ to x Christ. Like trying to push the
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A
I
jthey

could not do it and so on. Ybu know. And we truly belong to the

Lord iix no injury nxnmEn.toxnBxHxn can come to us, except that 1k1x
be

it ix the will of the Lord for us to teach us the lesson that we should be

more careful to teach us a lesson during the time of rwrwx recovery or

to give us opportunity of a particular witness or some purposes in it
Of course,

\,\
which ordinarily would not happen to us. terse 9 is the se, isn't it?

But the last part now, the last part is the same, isn't it? Yes, it is

hard to know , the last part is actually inJbrew ... the body

will dwell securely, and this begins to tie tiSt up, and this is where

a tent switches now, and up to that point you cannot use the present tense

to know what happened, but here because of the relationship to verse 10

I take it as expressing his confidence in what God is going to do for him when

his body wi±lxkx in the grave, and ...
'IT

flesh, my body will dwell

securely in the grave, because there will not be evenings there and

I will not suffer corruption there, instead, you will bring me from death

to life, you will resurrect me, and then after that the last part of

verse 11 is to denote the ascension. Ascension? Yes, because after

he ias transferred from death to life, he is in the presence of the Father,

in that presence is fullness or safety and real joy , and actually literally

in
thy

right hand fx are the pleasures of full return. The idea of

God's hand is always full of pleasant things dispensing those things

in His presence, and thus being in the presence of the Father after that,

which of course ixxi*ikimxit±mx fits with the idea that after he was

resurrected he did ascend within the presence of his Father. So, you

iuld say that tbabwhole psalm could refer to Ghrist. But the largest

part that you have a very specific evidence. Now, I would not be very dogmatic
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on that. I would say that the rest of it is clear. So, I do not feel

that there is sufficient evidence to be dogmatic/ on it. Yes, there is

nothing in it that could ... Nothing that we could not ....But there is

nothing that we could not.., there is nothing that we could not ....

Or it could refer, much of it could refer t in conjunction with psalms

about good men.




xRaw]

i




fctxx

Our gentle thoughts in Him far more than in any/one else, but we can

take it to ourselves, but you would say that the last half of ti verse 9

and verse 10 and the first half of it you would say exclusively. Exactly.

We would say then the whole thing is primarily exclusively...

Because nobody was yet resurrected from the dead, their bod/ies not being

in corruption.IEOf course, some very godly conservative #1 came ators

explain it entirely... but I do not see how they can, though. you know

any cmnentators who take this specifically of Christ xi1xxxxx and

bypassø David Nxx entirely? I cannot recall one that is just part

of it directly to Christ on the basis of the arguments.

I think that it is, but I am not talking about the New Testaninnt,

but I mean those who have written commentaries. I do not know of
without something

any who takes it directly of Christ/saying that it has/to do with David.

I an not talking about the New Testament... I finally I came to
off hand.

I was thinking about it the other night. I could not think of

Of course, the question is rather that the psalm has anything to do

with David. It is an interesting question. We have two matters

of Revelations... God ri revealing to His people in which sense
observation, human

part of the Bible is revelation, and part of which is the huma/1±x

t1x1boUM=mx1nm1tiE knowledge, and then we have it all inspired, and so
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( it is always re1velation to us. N, people take the 22nd psalm

and they try to show how this could xfmzxxxxfxixx come r from David's

experience, and this could come and this could come, but they have to

get quite a conglomeration, and some parts are pretty difficult. Well,

it would seem to me that .. it would he reasonable to say that

in ll the x psalms that David wrote, there may be a psalm of

autobiographic elements in the original riiix inception to give

that idea apatt from the psalms. If God gave him the experiences,

preparations yet, and preparing and experiences given and observations

of things given, and J4 give him the idea of the meaning of words and give him a

very vivid sense of certain experiences and situations, and many of

the psalms are simply those expressions of David's experience of

relationship to God which WJQ±x is normative for us also, but that in

the course of it there was a time when the Lord perhaps revealed
s to

the whole psalm/sf David specifically from heaven that I would think that

there might be many cases where the Lord led David to begin a psalm

on a certain line related to events and experiences and emotions in

his life and then the Lord him to move on to different lines xt1x
had

than he $nticipated so that his background experience could enter into the

Wouldn't you? It does not matter how the Lord revealed

and how the Lord responded. certainly that would be possible

like in this psalm because the first part could fit wi either, but the

emphasis of both these men like Delitzsch and Perowne and all these

other fellows is that its primary application is to David and its

secondary applicatioi is to the Messiah. ''do not think that is necessary

to go in that way. IBut what I mean is that you see ....

absolutely in no sense can refer to David. My body saw no corruption.
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way
That is the whole argument. Noij, it may impresses us that wx, but

Peter definitely said it was.rlYes, that is also the interpretation of

1fx Paul. lnd they said it, and then how can we acceptx1a the New

Testament as God's ward aflx
when they sai4 ic,, why don't we say

Peter and Paul 0. mistakes. But if they made mistakes, I do x not

think that the xkixx holy Spirit would have included them in the

New Tom *ithout informing it.

See, 11td1MMKrrdhi3BXqI would like to tie that with this...

like what I have mentioned to you yesterday. Jesus told His disciples

of wham Peter was one that tlxparts of the Old Testament and which

predicted tlxtxx his death and his resurrection in particular as

specified in Luke 24. So, you see when Peter said this, he said,

tis coçepIs Chr,st... heold havp been guided by the Holy Spirit.(

It would be very xzmm reasonable 6'think that in the first great

sermon that Peter gave just ten (lays, was it? After the Lord had

sent the Spikit, in that sermon this particular thing that he

was xnx laying stress on, the interpretation of the Old Testament

would be the very thing that the Lord had given him.
f'As

it says, the

Lord opened their understanding, that to me is i very important, too,

because it is not just a matter which Peter interpreted, but ±tx

he had the understanding of it beingø opened by the Lord Himself in the

Upper room. So he understood those things and when he gave them, he

was giving it wtxwith the understaRding that Jesus Himself had given.

lizziat oe Spurgeon say? Does he take that view, too?
4-1

I forget now. But checked into a number of them, but I did not check

Spurgeon again. But as I was going over a number of exegetical commentaries,
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you know,
TA

lot of these fellows on prophecies and predictions take

two-fold aspects, they would not call it a double fulfillment, but they

take it a kind of two-fold aspects in which they say that the New

Testament gives you the spiritual meaning of it, gives you the heart

of it, whereas the Old Testament gives a physical expression of tkM

what the individual is to look for. And I am not too satisfied with it,

but quite a few of them, quite a number of them take that. And I am quite

surprised that a number of them would take that, for example, in Isaiah 7

and in other passages where they take the same kind of 1kig a thing.

The question of how to understand the last part of this particular

psalm, the question of how to understand the last part of this particular

psalm is most interesting in the light of the possible ways of interpretxing

verses 9 through 11 so that the Interpreter in the New Bible Commentary

states that these are preservation from death, verse 9, the Revised

Version, the path of life may be known to him, lla, and joy of being

in god's presence, lib. David is thinking of the future prospectixs

Nxtikxtpck1atxix in this world, but his words in the light of the

New Testament shine with deeper meaning. Yet, the Paalmist quoted by

Peter as Paul referring to Christ it was princiapplly fulfilldd in

Jim who is the leader of the life but it is true f also

of us who are also his followers. Then he says, thou wilt not leave

my soul in hell. Verse 10 literally abandoned my soul to sheol. Neither

wilt thou suffer thy beloved one to see the pit, in which case it 1Mt could

be interpreted as of David, Then secondarily apply to Christ., but in

which case Peter'i1 s interpretation xxk would be completely off.

eoeo7He

would be mistaking in the way he applied it.' '11f it says,
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/
Is word does not mean corruption, but means a pit. That destroys the

whole prediction of the psalm. Peter specifically took it as (.ok k
take it

All of us hold that as the preservation of life, preservation as such.

That is the key . ... Adefinitely wrong. A number of

those, Delitzsch has some weaknesses, but virtually 3 Perowne... weaknesses

in my observations. Oh yes. They are more or less on liberal side

any way. They would make a lot of concessions. ) You would not say

Yes, Perown does. He is more in that camp. now, you spoke about

Spurgeon. Have you used Spurgeon much on the psalms? JWefl, the problem

with me with Spurgeon, is that he is , I find him verbose. That is

my probelm, too. So, I am very good in recognizing in others and if

I enjoy reading literature for literaturJ(sake I would soon read

James Gray (?) I find him verbose. He is more

devotional, too. He does not , Yes, but he often, sometimes he doesd.

he quotes a lot of others. He has sections you know which he quotes

fm from other commentaries, commentators in his day... and then

he has a section on that,, and then he has a section of his own interpretation

of it. But generally, I have found that he is more on the devotional
of some

aspects so that the crux/of these matters lie like in Greek and Hebrew

you do not get into. On inu while he is able to touch upon them, but
A / him

that is my impression, so I fhave to say that I have read/in tk±x

connection with the psalms that I have XVmmrx gone, but I have forgotten
17 for

what I have read... o, from the viewpoint of helpft preaching and

devotional lifeyou-would think that Spurgeon is very excellent,

but from that difficult exegetical question of getting into what certain

words really mean, you would not think that he had put that particular stress

on that. No. And that what there is of it in his you have to hunt -to
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/find a lot of things to find there
f

I feel this basically refers to

Matthew Henry. Oh, is that so? Yes. What conseve commentators

have written, of course, Delitzsch, I suppose, is...,.1itI-conservative.

What commentators in modem tines have written on the studies of
(k

psalms to take x these things up? ,,eopolmann
has one on the Psalms,

but it is . Now, we do not have that in the library. We ought to have

that. But he of course is not exhaustive in dealing with 4 every

part. It is something like Ellicott that will hit here and there.

He gives a good discussion on parts that deal with the

law. Kirkpatrick is very good, but he makes concessions. Big concessions.

Içx Yes, he makes concessions, and you have to watch, but a lot of

what he says is very good and ix he is not verbose and he comes out

right to the point. 9And excuse me, is Leopolmann ? o.

Thi
jhas

not been out too long. About five years or so.' Do we have

it? JYes, we should have it. I have been negligent of getting up there

in the library. I have a personal copy of it, I wanted to get it myself

first, and of course, I did that a few years ago. He does ... a lot of

,matera]. and he gives a good discussion on some of the textual proble%ms,. h
ttt.
tita,& like this. You do not recall what he says about the corruption.

I forget off hand now. I read on this, but . is somewhat amillennial,

but he is a believing commentator, I believe. Yes. Wouldn't you say?

Yes, I think so very definitely. Yes, very definitely. Yes, there is no

question about 1x his amillerinial leaning,which
comet

out very clearly.

/ But he is definitely a believer. He is not, he may be affected by the liberals,

but he is not intentionally liberal any way, I do not think. iTi mean

in'\class
Ain'I

think he is a believer, but affected, affected
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Tmore

vitally maybe than his desire. in the commentary setM

you know, of the Cambridge Bible School and Colleges. I have not done

a great deal of work in the Psims, but what I kxz have done I have
Kirkpatrick

found /x ki.cdt)cxhelpful.''Oh yes. lie,i gopd. I like him very
'-c

much because. You have to watch, because of so* things that he says,
s

because he makes these concessions. IMe take/the same viewpoint.

You know, David refers to David, and most of the exegetical commentators
I -




,
11 pf 0 Westminster

that I have gone through flave take is view. I think Or.Young/s

qtite-interested has got out another or has he inot yet... Ps. 1(39.

I believe. yes? I do not know. '1 Wish he had worked on Ps. 16

instead. I like to see what he will do with this particular problem.

I think it is out. On 139? Yes. (lie has written a lot of books

lately. (Ya. He started writing ± Kxx±xNxaxx when he was

a x seminary student. lie i started writing a commentary on (genesis

when he was a seminary student. REally? Know your Bible Se±ies, Vol. I

Genesis by Edward J. Young who was then a student at the x seminary,

and a lot of them were taken from Dr. Allis' lectures, but of course,

he written them up in a better style than Allis could. I do not know.

TProbaKy
much less complicated. Young is sufficiently complicated

himself. But they, it is strange, though, that the l3erdmans would

do that with a man who was still in Seminary and also strange that the
the series and only

way they started,/t published one volume, jHe never went on
-7

writing. I never heard of anything. They call it "mow Your Bible

Series." I have never heard of any other series except that one.

Maybe Isaiah commentary. // Yes, the Isaiah commentary in the International
particular

Critical Commentaries.' l'ell, now,xtkxrxxxs±x is there any other/matter

that you would like to mention particulary about sixteen or so?
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4011
Awe go on to the next? What xt would you say next then, Mr. harding?

Well, twenty-two is the next one. NOthing iii else in between. No.
/

Reasonably suggested to be Messianic. 22 is now one of the six or seven

you said. Now if you are going to make it less than six or seven, no

matter how small you make it, wouldn't 22 he all xxx2xx surely one of

i them? Oh yes. Here is one. This 2:16, 22, 45, 69, 72, 110. Not

40? No, not in its entirety. Oh, these are in the entirety. Some say

1:18. That is debated on, but those others are the ones that are usually

i1j considered entirely Messianic. Flow about 118? 118 is debatable.

Then of course isolated verses elsewhere. Yes. Oh, yes, yes. But

these are entirety. You feel these are entirety? You feel these are

entirety? 45 and 69? I think that, I am not, like 16 there is a possibility,

but I am not ready to say that they all are. Because fx some of these

psalms are just as well referred to somebody else in parts.Like for

instance 45 for example. Part of that could refer to somebody else.

But certain would go over 6 and 7 and so the Hebrews says it is specifically

Messianic, and cannot be referred to anybody else. Now, of course, the

idea that it may be there.., since it became as open as

it has $ to be Iessianic which would seem to be fairly a good idemy argument.

And so isolated verses that if you take them apart, in other parts, anybody

110, of course, the whole thing follows through, xx and 69 and

72 are more or less dealing with the universal reign of Christ, and

69 is where you have a prediction about the thirsting and so on. But

those psalms with these two principles I got as guide. I felt that

these were two simple principles but other things, aside from that,

they may orrthey may not. This is where I tried to work on.
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a
Certainly too unless you take it definitely modernistic view, a

definitely liberal viewpoint, very definitely Messianic, and 22

there are many who t±xhxtxnxninnn try to get around, but I cannot
the psalm

see how you can ˆxxi consider/as a unit without considering it

Messianic. It seems to me that one of the strongest arguments for

22 being Messianic is the unfitimss of the last half of the verse

combined with the first half to represent any human being who ever lived.

Why would the &ole world rejoice because of deliverance of any other

&xixx human being except Christ? You can say that some are

hyperbolic, but if it is hyperbole, it goes extremely too far, very
say

very strong, very widespread, and of course, many/W-- that these are

two dsitinct psalms. But if you put them together into one ps1in,

there does not seem to be any reason for it, except that it is entirely Messianic.
14 suffering of Christ and His

(J A beautiful description of glory that is fo follow.

flYes. It is. Of course, it is tied down, you know, in some of the

New Testament references. Quite a few. To point that it is Messianic.

1t1 think that Spurgeon suggested that, when Christ on the cross cried,

My God, my god, why hast thou forsaken me? And when He said, It is finished,

he was / quoting the first verse and the last verse, and the whole
except fr

thing was I meditation on the cross, and he spoke it all quietly,

these things he pulled out now. I think that ia a good imagination,

don't you? Well, yes, it might be profitable, but think that tx

Yis use of the first verse certainly shows that it is Messianic.

It is finished is that He has done. Yes, yes. But t think that it is

Nxiitttxkitxstretching a little bit. But to me the bigger question

than that is the fact that the last part of the glory there almost$Ø/
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seems to wait till the resurrection. Did he say.11

on the cross. When he 4v_~qed that he had finished, k we certainly

get the impression in the New Testament that e was not just finishing
(1.L1 as

the psalm, but the atonement was finished. Now, if I understood it, maybe

not, since it has been 14 a while since I read it, it seems to he

Spurgeon's idea Xxt that, not the psalmist' idea, but that you have

the fourth saying first, and then the fifth saying - interruptions--

-- /L( (

When you have the cxNXx author of this portion, letting the
in this new

/Bible Commentary seems to say on Psalm 22, to Christians this

psalm is separately associated with the crucifixion not only because
A

the opening words were quoted by the Lord, but also because the first

part of the psalm seems to describe His bodily condition and emotional
first

experience. And yet, the tkir meaning of the poem must be sought in

the asx days of isix its composition... although the Spirit of Gdd

undoubtedly constrained the psalmist so to coin his expression

thaimmediately acquired the significance beyond the range of his

own life. In other words, the christological intention of the poem
Davidic

has a basis of the/*r* experience. Now, when we call this a Messianic

psalm in its entirety, we could not kxxmx apply it to David. It must
to Christ. we

apply/xxt ... Isn't that what xk mean? It could not apply to

David. It must apply to Christ. We do not mean it could not apply to

David but it could also apply to Christ.7e
(10 not mean that itxNix

there could not have been a foundation in David's experience which
4-1 ffA,

caused him to give utterances truths 'except that it is the
41

foundation in his experience expressed in
1,,erms

of this psalm or







tdpsaim merely arise out of the xixx foundation in his

experience which experience is not in the content of the psalm.7ut the
is what

latter,/I would say; Not in the content of the psalm. - -
/

,)That is what I meant/ that we call it Messianic, /t cannot be t spoken

of David. It must be speaking of Christ. Of course, I do not know Ikxx

c what the cause is, but I think that he is trying to avoid the
a

concept that tk prophecy is like when he waks up in the morning

he drinks a couple of juice and then suddenly sitting there in an easy

chair and the Spirit gives him an expression niçi is totally divorced

from the history and the background. 4.as he goes through the

psaimj the thing is, as he goes through the psalm, he does apply it to

David in a certain situation. There is very little said concerning

the Messiah. That is what I meant. The content of the x psalm is

tcotiix interpreted as referring to DavidiiBut,see, that is

they say it primarily refers to David and secondarily to Christ. YThat

is to show... in order to show that this is Messianic and the burden

of proof is upon it is to show that it is Messianic, to show that

it cannot he applied to David but it must apply tq Christ . ... 4 (
H

the same ±, thing in Zecharaiah 12. Ye, I know. See, that is the

x same thing, primarily to one situation, but secondarily to another.

37Because...
a thought occurs to me that if it

ndxniEii1mm could apply equally to David or to Christ, that is,

it could apply both to David and to Christ, unless there is sane statement

somewhere in the Scripture that it applies only to Christ, it seems to

c7
be In fact, you might say it does prove

or does not prove that it is '1essianic. All right. Then, then we must
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either look internally and say can apply to Christ or sanewhere±x in the

New Testament it says it cannot apply to Christ. V Those are the
0,1 would say

two principles that I use. I/ikik that this psalm ... there are

various expressions which are extremely difficult to see how they

could be applidd to David, and now I wx would say, Well,

Tthere
are some expressions thatou could he applied ... yes, there

are some which could be applied both to David and toxt Christ. But

there are many expressions in it which is perfectly hard to see how
is the

they could fit to David, but to me much more than that/ whole

allocation of it. Because David experienced here and David experiçnced

there and there... how did he ever combine these 0
differenaAexperience

4to this irtiiat particular presentation which is ixx so close to

what you would expect of a person being crucified. In fact rtxwx
one

Christ would fit in. It is so utterly different from any/experience.

e have no knowledge of him in connection with David or it seems even

likely ... the other would have heard of .... And it does not seem

txtx that he would be, if he did not have tremendous deliverance,

he would be quite egotistical and he might think that all the en of

the world are going to praise the Lord, because he was delivered.

It just does not seem possible that David could have been himself!

in the psains as a whole, even though many of its occurrences x may

have come from the experiences that he had, and the Lord may use some

these experiences and put them together in giving in this, but it

would seem doubtful that the Lord might have dictated the whole psalms.

That is not impossible in the light of ... that is the dictation.

'p
We are definitely told that Dod dictated ten commanients and the Prophets

at least
say, Thus saith the Lord, there is no reason to say that/some of it might
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2




not have been specifically dictated, but how much it was that was

dictated, it is hard to say. The Lord may have given him a vision

exiloii which they described in their own words, and those words

which they described in the way the Holy Spirit intended them to be

written words and lie kept them from error. I do not think that necessarily

a prophet's description of his visionf for the people
would be error

of his day,/ kept from Ø in minor matters but did not affect

the message he was then giving them, unless God intended them to be

part of His Word. The whole picture is here so utterly different from

D
That

anything that I know of in connection with hi this. 'c31 would be the

first consideration,x hxnm and the second consideration would

he the one that we mentioned as far as the New gtasnenttNt states.

As. far as the New Testament states, it refers 'o Christ. That would

'F /1
be the second. There are a number of quot Sons in the New Testament

tx*lL stating that it would he predicted. was wondering, sir, if

you hold to thx Perowne's view on the psalm titles, as far as this

is concerned?Well, I think that it is possible. I think that it is

possible. But still what I will do would be xiiix simply to take the

first part to kxthxmx chief position upon the Liebrew words iptT1/

p1-.i with the end of 21, then the psalm of David would still

belong o 22, and this hebrew word there, according to Scofield's
the

notes, refers to " .,.4 of the morning... some of these words are thxixhxxxxx
/ '

rather skeptical. See$ a lot of these words, they are/\obscure as to

the meanings. I am not saying...
f
in fact, all our periods obscure

the meaning. Not all of them. Different words seem to fit

The moon in Ps. 22, A suggestion is made that it is the name of the
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tune
tm to which it was to be sung. Oh, I see.

(71 But there could be some other reasons which ie do not know nything

about. Bt-we-de-iet-have-evenee-oR-whieh-te-eeide-yet;1Farrow

seems to think that these things are related to the music, you know.

lIe takes ... about three as a model, and points out that anything to

do with music generally would be the subscript, the musical subscription

of the preceding psalm, and he has four sayings that he puL4 into

the titles of the psalms, and he says it must be a dof
7L &

ix the poraw, it denotes the author, depending on the circumstances
the

zMxxiL1x under which it was written, or the object of/psalm anything

apart from that which has to do with the preceding psalm. That is

his viewpoint on it, and this of course does explain a lot of psalm

titles and 88 adn 56 and which are used and applidd to that principle.

It fits beautifully. And the titles were like 56. There is a mentioning
S

of the principle. It fits beautifully. The title/will fit like

56 that you have mentioned. There is a mention of xxilpr death. 55

speaks of God's eyes ... wings of a dove. They fit beautifully.

Of course, if they would refer to the tune of the psalm, you could see

the ... advantage of the giving of them it the start of it,
giving

but you cannot see many tti in the end of it. dctkIx±xxxkKx

That is what Ilabbakuk says, though.

That is what he says. the musical bsuperscription of

Habbakuk .... comes at the end and you have your ... superscription

at the beginning, and the musical superscription at the end.
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His point there is that Ilabbakuk stands alone. See, it stands alone,

and so you cannot say that these things/along with any other psalm.
on

And he takes tt that as a model, and then he works/from that and

x ours are 38. That is just a little like taking fran Jeremiah.
which he has written

the gophetic hooks/and saying that prophetical hooks

end with historic sections so when it comes to Isaiah 36 txix through 39

there is the end of the hook and when it comes to Zechariah 7:8 there

is the end of that book !7 I think that is a little bit different from

wbuid not say that. If you have a psalm in the back of.

in a cein way. That does not prove that other psalms are in that

way! f you have a mod to check on it, it shows you that it is

but it is not an impossible model. If the model occurs somewhere, an

then you have a right to check on it, and then see if you find cases

where it definitely does not apply, that rules it out. But if you

find cases where it applies much better than the other, that is a
Ihhink

strong arguitent to con/sider it. But a mere,/k the practice of

having such a one is x very important, but certainly in Hebrew.

WEll, yes, this is thejd9a, o '/course, hc has gone through all

the psalms. I havext1 these psalms, bit , I have read a fair number,

and a principle is worked out very beautifully in some of the things
it

that I have read and in setting it up, and he offered/as a suggestion

to solve the matter of the psalm titles. Rven though we do not adopt it as

a rule that the musical superscription is to be at the bottom, if

we have it in Ilabbakuk, and we find it in certain cases where it seems

to make much better senses, we can say that there is at least a possibility

that in many cases it may he, but x if we do not have the proof that it is
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- universal. I surely agree with that, but I am only pointing out

that there is a certain correspondence in other lines, and

occurs to me that there may he a basic error in interpreting,

say, a psalm or any other predictive literature in the psalms or
in that

elsewhere, /if one looks inductively at the material, one can arrive

at a good probability or even a good probability and if one looks at

W the New Testament which says that this refers to Christ, one can
on

arrive/deductivei basis at certainty. Now, the error seems to me

to be on one hand considering the inductive mxx material by itself/

without the statemeris in the New Testament that are definitely

deductive/ irom,1IL you can draw deduction, and those

are cerlainly or on the other hand

',
Vicixxñwix viewing that inductive material has no value so

that one says, Well, what we really xxx±xx need is the statements

in the New Testament likelihood probability id no
2

part of consideration at all. Both of which seems to be in errors

in approaching the question of interpreting the psalms as being

Messianic. I think that good many interpreters proceed on the inductive

basis and they/ore the New Testament as to what it says and they

come up with this idea of being related to David or someone e1sex

primarily and only secondarily to Christ. That is,the wkx whole

tenor of our present thought pattern is that everything has to he

natural, and you cannot call that 14 thought pattern intelligently

until... but there are a few who jump around to the tkr opposite

extreme, and say that everything is supernatural, and that nothing can

be natural or belong to the Bible, and that of course.. some people
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"ract against that Extxxxxxtx extreme, but the truth is that

it is a very natural book that God works through people.t1 God uses

the human nature that He has made, and God is able to make the material

to look through glass darkly much of it, progressive revelation gradually

giving us information, and sin has corrupted our minds and holds hack
us from

our understanding, but yet he has kept x error that God is

active, therefore, in every single verse of the Bible, and if we
at the

do not recognize it/ start, then we are going to get off to some

pretty false lines... but it seems to contradict the whole thought.
.
iRMULJ U11flT)1 HWL1IlHX

that article which was brought to us in Life was very interesting.

That was a very interesting issue any way, and there are many other
feel like subscribing

interesting things.., makes us/'w txtxxxxñkK to it, but it has

so many interesting things... that article about tkx Bishop Pike

where it said that people in e churches, when the Book came out

and said... my, have you ever heard this before? ... a million copies.

and the theologians., we have been saying 11 1x along,

and,of c urse they have taken the concession ur intellectual

_____ fifty '1
world iiiJT Last uifbe years, and then the cbnservatives are beginning

to wake up i1xix last year. They should have henan awaked fifty years

ago. It is unfortunate. kx The mood represented by this God

is Dead movement is very movement itself is very

small, but the mood is rather wide-spread. In the next five or

ten years we are going to see it come out a lot more because

somebody has jumped on gun now. It is not an innovation, but it is an
of something, it is an expression
expression/of the prevailing materialistic trend xixk which is

very, very widespread and which is very strong. Of course,

this term, God is Dead, is an utter false way of presenting it very cleverly
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but I do not think that any of ){ those men believe that Cod was living

and i He is now dead. Do you think so? They mean that the idea that

there is a personal Cod has come to an end, but thcre never was a
in the realm

true one any wayj) It is not/xttr of ontology, but of epistimology.
Mc says,

But Pike says, Cod is not a person,/God is a great force, tk within
to

us that comes out,/ expressx Himself. In fact, there will he VxxxEmubc

personality problem there. Of course, you nnot trust too much what

those reporters say. But it is probably, I guess it is mainly... The end.

'F

'F



/
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Fulfilled Prophecy February i2 21 1966, Side Two

I was listening to a tape of some time ago, and I listened

to the tape recently and I had asked eomeone how far he had gone on

a certain book, and e said, Well, I am just about the point where

everything is unfulfilled. And now, of course, that is true of in
certain

some of these latter part of 11x sections that deal w±tk very,

very likely unfulfilled prophecy, but thinking about that, an ixxx incident

occurred to me.! that I thought was rather interesting. It was in 1929.

4-;J.iere ±xxxt at the Easter season I sat once with a group of other

people on the mount of Olives, and there we were higher than Jerusalem,

and we look ocross, and you could see the ) Kidron valley

right below you and right across you could see Jerusalem spread out

before you with ,1. walls going all around, and as you look *at that
AzkQ

wall, you saw " ( gate, Jierod' s gate, ... gate, and these

different gates, but right thinking.., on the mount of Olives, there was

a great big beautiful gate which was just all walled over, and no

access y in her Lip .... and we sat and looked at that as Bishop McI

who was then the Anglical bishop of Jerusalem gave a talk to the group,

and then he turned to Ezekiel 44 and there in Ezekiel 44 he read the

first few verses and then he brought me back to the way of the gate,

the upward sanctuary which looked toward east an which was shut. Then

said the Lord unto me; This gate shall he shut, it shall not be opened,

and no man shall enter in by it; because the Lord, the God of Israel, km

hath entered in by it, therefore it shall be shut.'! It is for

the prince; the prince, he shall sit in it to eat bread before the Lord;

he shall enter by the way of the po porch of tk that gate, and shall
ed

go out by the way of the same." He read that, and we look/right across,
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arid we saw that gate all locked up, and he said, there you see it, the

gate all locked up, and that prediction was made x that it would be

all locked up, and that it is for the prince, and that it is to be locked

up until he shall enter. Now, I remember , it seems to me that earlier
he

in Ezekiel kxxkizi told how Ezekiel in his vision was taken to Jerusalem

and didn't he see the representation of the Lord of Israel go out from

the city through the mountain on the east which would be right toward
glory

the mount Olive... Leave the city and shall thcoc of the Lord wit

leave the city and depart and go to the mount of East and then go away.
has

Well, this says that the God of Israel/entered in kmxxm bondage 7

and tkxfKx therefore it shall be shut. It shall be shut. x1xx±x

trnxmmñi±ngmxm Does that refer to something in that tine or does that

refer to something, in connection with the Lord Jesus Christ. I dp

not know if know. I do not know.. . . you argue that you actually

think that this statement in Ezekiel 44 is fulfilled on that? I am

just saying that here is the gate of outer sanctuary, is that to be

equated with the gate f and the wall? Yes. 10h, really? Let us

look toward the east. . .
/
the gate of

outer sanctuary, r. The temple court, and that is what is walled
over

up/there now, and the temple court and in Ezekiel' s days. If you have

the temple court. You have to enter into the place. you have to enter
from

the left. Ezekiel 44 id describing the temple whichxkbrk

actually stood in Jerusalem or is he xr describing the lmepix

temple that will be rebuilt somedøay? 'Iit would seem to me that Ezekiel

was describing something quite future from the old time, and therefore,
(1 , ;L

I would say that the tine 1 ----------------------; this he sees, is definitely,
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less you can show that it 4 ha
V~l

be fulfilled up to the present,

it is still unfulfilled. But at that time he says, today it is shut

and not opened, because the Lord God of Israel has entered by it, and

therefore it shall be shut and it is for the prince. Thexx prince
by that

shall enter in IxXxgate and goes off by

the way of same. And now in Jerusalem there today there is Jerusalem,

at least 1929, it was a very crowded city. A little narrow street

going tx down the S1rt hills, and jammed together with people in

the houses on the sides of these .... Of course, there are many
j ammed

churches and many historic places... all N1X tcoieh together.

If you look down on them, you can see how crowded they are, but onl/y

the eastern part of Jerusalem there is this great temple area which is

a large area that is open and flat country higher than most of the

rest of Jerusalem, k1x but a flat country and in it there are two

ore Mohammedan mosks, and in addition to the mosks, there is quite

a hit of open area, and f of course that is a very small wall, it is

ijci against the east wall, part of the east eall. If it is against

the east wall, part of the east wall of the city, and along the other

side there is a small wall around the temple areas, that the bottom of

that , at the bottom of that wi wall there is a place where there ixxx some

tremendous things still go through, which used to he a waiting

wall before the Jews wkxx were no longer, had no longer access to it.

But as you see that, as you see that beautiful gate, it is I walled up,

Now, I do not think that Ezekiel necessarily says that this gate is

the gate that is going to be walled up, but that it is going to continue

to be walled up, until the end, hu1he does say that at that time of this
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when this prince goes in and out, he seems to say that the gate shall .

(closed for some time before, and that would not necessarily reach

back to our x present time, but it would make a posssihility at

least of a prediction which would deal with a period earlier than the

main prediction in the chapter. The thing that struck me was that
is which

here x something that I think we are quite certain fo feel is V

unfulfilled , most of the events of the chapter, but here xix is something

that may
' reach back quite ways and might reach back to the

present day and might reach back a great deal further. I would be

very much interested in when the walls were up and I had not made any

real investigation. I have only casually watched for evidence

on it, but it is my impression that the present wall was built by ------------------------------------------------
the -Maificent

j the Sultans ,x 31 ktxxowx about

400 years ago, and he followed the earlier one and since we rebuilt
in

the gate which was walled in as/the earlier ones xcñiaca.rithiirixthxmx

tradition had to he followed i

xrxxxxxxfrn from something rebuilt,but just how it came to he

in the earlier ones I do not know. But it struck me as possibily an

extremely interesting instance of a fulfilled prophecy. It strikes me,

I strikes me, I was very tired to note it, but strikes me as being

so absolutely utterly incredible fulfilled prophecy to defy my xMMUC

concept of imagination, but what is incredible about it? Vellit certainly

was not closed before the time of Titus. No man was to ehter in by it

because the Lord went through it, and it certainly had all sorts of

people going through. At the first place, I am not even sure if the

establishment of the date is. I ari not sure if the establishment of
bars

the gate of NmxKk in the city was made or whether bWT
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'-Il 7YT

/

it follows the court yard gate of the temple proper. Now there are two

questions... Now, is i1i this the gate of the city7 #s the

bishop i!has given? O is it something else. Now, that

should be looked into. Now that is another question.

7 the inner sanctuary and the x outer sanctuary... here fdisxittnx

Ilerod's temple falls into that plan, too. The gates of Ilerod's temple
Vy

are ggxxk(tio meaisgates of the city.

Some might say that the %outer sanctuary means the city wall. But he

built both the tabernacle and Solomon's ti.mple and in Herod's temple

you have an iruier sanctuary and an outer sanctuary complex, and especially in

Ilerod's temple procimation of the Gentiles coming in, you

know, and wot pt. But this says that there is a gatexfxxxxx that looks
But

toward the eas . In the outer sanctuary or it could he right in the

heart of the town or could be iix outside of the town. e. raised

a question which of course is a ... case. .1 It states the

resurrectionY'It states the resurrection. The other question you raised,

though, I do not think is x serious as this one, because the Lord

. God Israel has entered any... That would hardly fit with the Spirit
b says it entered

of God going out/ at that tije. xxxxxthax This xxxxtxxx
Because the Lord God of Israel has entered
xtrxin. /That would refer to something in connection with Christ.

It is after Christ's time tixtxmx 34 years, and then the destruction

of the city, and it could very well be that the Lord predictedo

as a result of, as a memorial of what Christ has done.there that

hen the city cane to be rebuilt after . that this would he

the situation. Is it even possible that this would the situation.

Is this possible that some Christians in the earlier days would he planning the



-

walls and don' tx they do this way? I do not know. But X1 if that

in the wall here refers to, it is a very interesting t±x thing that

it is so prominent and such a peculiar thing to have a wall like that,

a gate, very evidently, a gate, and yet walled out. I thought of it

xmxtx not so much as a matter of going into, but I think that would be

very much worthwhile doing .... But I thought of it as an interesting

illustration of how unfulfilled prophecy might have an occasional

element which may be very important from the viewpoint of prophecy.

It strikes me as having tendency to fragmentalize the prophecy, and

that is a first-hand... I have to think about that for a while.

Because the whole hearing of Ezekiel 42 to 44 has a unit, at least,

I think, is based on a unit. Some grandest scheme of temple and wot

not. It seems to me that that unit stands together as a picture

of one circumstance to be fulfilled sometime. I xt certainly

would not say that it is all fulfilled..., that it Axpxix depicts

one circumstance of Israel in regard to the templc,.tabernacle,

priesthood and so forth, and it is very difficult for me to think that

something might happen today. Somebody might sacrifice in Jerusalem,

and that would he the fulfillment of sin officerings spoken of here,
of it7

so forth. If one is to look for an ingenius fulfil1ment I suggest that

we try and .... that would be, and this is not a case of fulfillment.

PYnis is a situation, because no enters in, but, because the Lord

is gone, but once you get this IE±X perspective problem INIX that

no man retreats... that no man is true of forty years... after the
14 fifteen

Lord's entrance. ;'If it continues 4,OOO years or a fm hundred years,

'
why, it has to start immediately. I would he 1If you go, t the Oxford

University and you find a room there which has a .& .L1 .L1
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fl in it, but by the Methodists. This is where John Wesley

a number of years. But I (10 not think that you found it .... when

Wesley was there. In fact, went to Oxford, I think, it was about
U expelled xx two

1880, 1660, somewhere along there. They . .% students from Oxford

for being Methodists. Iˆarn quite sure that they had no literal

then, but now because Wesley ixxx studied there, here
erected

a xNtx memorial/at this place and L1i continued. This

can very easily start sometime after, but ' this says that it runs

/ 33
up to the time when the prince .... it does not say

-

No, but it does point out the reason of no man entering into is the

Lord has entered by it, and therefore it shall be shut, and no man

enters in, and the Lord is going through that way and it will he

'V shut and it is for the prince and for him to come in. ft is like saying

that we are in Oxford, we are not going to let them to any , /
-14 i çt'- 1)t1)(

body and this is the room that John Wesley used and this is going to $e L
they did it

That does not mean that ±txixx immediately after he is ...

When the gate is to he shut, the gate is to he shut after the prince

enters in, or before? would say, before?
[Is

this to he shut before?

'thoc Before it is to he shut? I uld think so. it would be my

impression. It shall he shut, arid it shall not be opened, and no man

shall enter in it, because the Lord God of Israel hath entered in

by it, and itun1thDcmx therefore it shall be shut. Tie hath entered

in by it. Therefore it shall be shut. That does awr--F~ UP

not necessarily shut as soon as he xtrxxiix hath entered in. No,

He entered into it. Therefore it is shut. But then it is not shut forever.

'
by it.

It is for the prince. The prince is going to enter in/ Then the
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it is not shut foever. It is for the prince. The prince is going to

xxxtx enter in
7

Then the origin of hedges and ... he has many

pages on ±Ixx who the pince is. !ell, that feature is going to be fulfilled.

Jell, that feature will be fulfilled. Put at any rate,when it cIxx

it is unfulfilled) when it comes to pass
,/t

strongly suggests that

before hearing before that a situation has existed, and that does not prove

that that is in the area of fulfilled prophecy, hutj it suggests the possibility

investigate, to see if it is. If it is, it is a further Divine evidence

" of the fact that the other things are going to be fulfilled ....
that is very.

-- Yes, xxx IN my judgment this case is not even humble. In my

judgement that is very, very, very, uhm. .. There is a possibility

of anything, and so we cannot say that there is no possibility. Tijere

are very few things that there is no possibility In that sense,

it would tkxx be taJen as the gate of the city, and in that sense,

the Lord, -,entered in by it, it would be Christ, and. in that sense,

we would havto say that that gate which is now rolled up is the gate
)

through which he entered.
'

. . " 'approximately... would not

he the same material or necessarily ix=. the same point.

would not he the same location. 't would he possible. Maybe the same.

/ou
arrange the gate around the

city--These... gates.... ,also was torn down from... but also torn down in

the gate . the alls of t city but
t,

walls
/f

thyt $ where e law of th city pretty hadl/

el A,

pret/y badly

ed
/

(
ioio And th n of cours t]z±xx n 134 /

has l' I
rebel ion and the built a thijd wall round

I
o it. Thi would sam gate. These gates But wer the

walls orn down c
. =- - - ii seventy or 870?



(7i ) Not the walls of the city but the tails of the temple where... The roads

of the city were pretty kxiix badly damaged, and then,of course,

in 134 xffiimknithtrnm had a rebellion and they

hastily built Ikmx a third wall around tkmx a certain section of it.

And there is a little group within which resisted --"
.--

- i "~a ~f '-,
1

~againsttheRomans,andwcallitBartk,thesonofthestars.

Here is one predicted in Numbers, and when the Romans overcame

came into the city and then these men rushed out to a hill miles

away and they made the last stand , and they were killed ... from there.

That is in 133, and, thei Hadrian made the laws that no Jews there
a new city

that come within Jerusta1em pay the debt and go to/d which

he calls and intentionally go to pagan
-

, places to ehrist. This is the place that has been considered
in

a sacred part of the Jews. And it remains/tit that pagan condition

_____
although I do not thij that there is great I




CJ'tlt on the Jews from the Christian point of view/ until the L4i (ítC4
then

became Christians, ven kmmo the general location falls, the gate

would still be ascertainable. Nn yes, generally, so, until that area

becomes Christian. Even then the location of that gate would still

he wmwrtin ascertainable. 0, yes, generally, of course, yes. yes.
he just wanted

His purpose was not to rebuild Jerusalem, but/ to build a new city

for himself , then ix asked himself...
~You

mean that is what
what most dispensationalists take±t it.

most people say? / Of course, it fits in line with... it refers to it

and it could mean... the first name. Yes. It is my impression that

txrx Yes, it is the first name. It is my ipression that

/ I
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the gate will not be open until the prince comes to go through? I did get

that impression, too .... Yes, that is right. That perplexes me in

your interpretation. It says that no one entered in, because he has

entered by it, and therefore it x shall be shut. You are saying

that it is neither open nor closed, until he has gone through it, and

-7/
do notthink he says

then everybody follows into it. N, I 1jj/ that. fxidxxx I did

not say that. I said that it points to a period ... he is going through

this gate, and he is showing this ... this gate is going to be shut.
man

It will not be open, and no will enter in. The Lord God has entered

here, and therefore it will be shut, and now here is great i emphasis.

On that gate being shut, and no man comes through, and you might think

that no body ever wants to come through. x Then you read. It is 0 for

the prince the prince, he shall enter by the gate, and showsx a

lot by the way it ... and then it comes xiix alone or whether

he w±±x got a whole amy with him. I do not know if we can jumpt

to any conclusion, but I think that it is quite clear that in the periodf

previous to ... the prince ... it is shut, it is not shut, because it is
prince, but

kept in preparation for the ... / it is shut because the gate the Lord
has

God of Israel has entered in. frx It is 14 shut because something x1ix happened

in the past... and it is shut.aud on account of that until the time

when wøeerzepenedz±t this prince, whoever he is, opens it, but it would

point to a period, not an instantaneous act, a period of time in which

the condition exists of its being shut, and that is really 1rxtxx
a

interesting ... only ten points and/hundredxxf years. If you have
'1' will

several centres, t~,~ is very interesting. When/the gate
be

open so that the Lord would go through?
'
My guess is that it was

/ 1

01
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oing to be $ the New Testament time, as long as... Was it? Pm

Sunday? "Psalm Sunday would be a very appropriate time. ! That was not

called immediately thereafter, and perhaps they may not even close for

hundreds of years, or after. No,

I do not know when it is going to he closed. It would be..f somebody

comes by fifteen years / after that, they would never occur to
1/i

the prophecies about to be fulfilled.' And somebody fifteen years after

would look at the prophecy on Babylon and he says, this certainly will never

be fulfilled, nnd the sane thing is true of Memphis. A great many of

ktmexx them... eventually you will find them. Yes, if someone

/ should ... in ... skirmish happen to blow that wall apart there, and happen

to open up the gate, would that mean anything that

is deteriorating which seems to ... coming of the prince xxd would that
here

disturb the prophecy, and it might even mean that the period/spoken of

here has not yet started. Then the prophecy is notf fulfilled.

There it is going to be rebuilt and the gate there. I mean we cannot tell

what the Lord is going to do. It may be that I am talking too much partly.

It seems to me that when $ the identification of the location and /when

you are not sure of the identification of the location, and you ar e

not sure of what he is talking about, you are not sure dtiaamxm it is

a wall or a sanctuary, and you are not really, it seems to me that they-'

you get to the place where the word prophecy is a wrong word. xüx

Speculation on fulfillment might he a better term. I mean

that just very kindly. Now, we have some real identifications that

we can deal with, and then there is no other work

through this half way , so did you. The key words and the whole thing

in this area. So, we have to figure out what we are talking about.
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Jerusalem
And I am not sure if we are looking at /.. always or the temple

I am not even satisfied in mind whatz whether he is not looking at

the celestial temple, that is, Ezekiel. And o thinking totally

xmtnnl1imtinNiI in terms of something other than -we know of.
.

In -tcase you might say, some typical type of fulfillment. xix I am

not even sure of that, but that to me would be the best, otherwise.

I am thinking of the ... That to me is the best, and otherwise

( i am thinking of a poem that I spoke a couple of weeks ago who would

insist categorically if if ... the interpretation that the gate would

x constantly remain shut until the year/$1895 when as Christ lands
L

on the mount Olives at the East-west which . he would
dii

undertake . .. 1ell I would he inclined to think that there is no
\A "j

t1atto think./. .You are saying t1iat the Lord God of Israel is

going to ... the Messiah. Well, do you know of anything t1x better than

this? Has he entered? I am not sure of anybody who could not get there

t




as far as that is concered.. He has entered.... I am not sure.., you

could not get into it as far as that is concerned... before the time

of Christ as far as that is concerned. You see what you ...? Because the

Lord God of Israel has entered by it. 'Are you identifying the prince of the

Messiah at a later time?
JNo

I do not/ think so. Because the Lord

God of Israel .... Can you identify .... lie has entered? I am not sure

if anybody could get to that before the time of Christ...? You see....

Before the time of Christ .... Do you see what the Jewish commentators have
-L

done? Because the Lord God of Israel ,as enterdd inidentifying the
t.10/

prince of the Messiah at a later tiii. I do not think so.

/
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Are you identifying with the prince of the '&i Iessiah? *1..

I was thinking that as something future as saying that this certainly is

seems to say strongly that i this gate is going to be shutcfr for a
before

onsiderablo timemx ... emphasis ... considerable time kx/the prince

c omes, and I do not 1'aiow why the emphasis is there. Why... is this so

many times/ in the verse? It is to prepare something specially for the

prince, because the Lord Cod of Israel has come in, there is

a period before the prince cones in that situation... and then you see.

right there. There you see a very interesting thing there. The

gates would And one great bigx

There is a most unqiue and unusual situation. It is not the sort *9;~everytiil!Pecçanditisnotlikeamanwhosays1Liereis

a prediction that this place is going to be destroyed, and it is going to

a ... he says ti Xxfla .1 13fl let us see how unlikely it is

to be destroyed. Instead, it might grow large, it might grow %'..

All these different things, and so there is dxfx chance . i fifty

will be reaped as they go. From the area where wheat growing is a common

thin,-,, xx remarkable by the reaping but the remarkable

ti thing is that the wk the city is not an agricultural one.

This is not just a common thing like that. This is a very unusual thing.

I ai not,ure about that, because in the holy of holies in the templç, you

) now, ]Jehovah dwelt there, you imow, I mean,1 the ark is there. It

is unusual all right, but no man entered into the high priest. 1e entered in,

d incidentally he came in through the dast gate.

The east gate of the tavernacle, and the east gatepf the overall court.
even

They/old the Lord entered in i and dwelt in the hol place. Nobody else

entered in. c
/C

ause the Lord entered in. Lut at the appointed season, the

high could enter in. I see there a real parallel situation le~
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- in Ezekiel, when the Lord entered into the twiple, only the man of the

Lord's px appointment comes in the way where the Lord entered, and kim
accord with

he does in/cc the Lord whatever the law requires to happen,

and so when you move into the turns of the Divine economy. It is really

so striking. In fact that the gate is all walled up in Jerusalem today,

that might be stirking or might not be. I have seen manyl many houses

with doors walled up in them for a long period of time, and none probably
does not strike

for twodu thousand years. Put that fact in itself/w tctxi3cExt me.
in

The glory of the Lord is spoken of/rather interesting way. i1ere the ±xx word

(
of the Lord bad: a few chapters ago has already entered.

Chapter 43... a little bit of temple... Could you possibly equate the

glory of the Lord in the temple. the Lord of xx glory-,cm enter-1ç_
.1 would be V

into the temple in which case the door shut, and for the prince

that would set in there. That would be another way sxxxx of saying,

well, Lord, there is no - '

aThis would start with 43:5. The glory of the Lord came in from

the east, and it is after that... ell, the whole thing would he held hack ....

naturally ... would beoxxiii a unit, and this would all he in future.

1 certainly would not be doatic on that. purpose in presenting this

was tc not to say that here we have a very interesting

striking case of a fulfilled prophecy. It has been suggested that in the

passagescc which are largely unfulfilled

which might reach back into our present day.

intmxiti±ng That there is that possibility. That was all I wanted to

There may be that possibility you Imow that I mma 1-mow of at least five







'
) occasions in which there are six clear




trodden
when the Lord says that Jerusalem would be/t= down by the Gentiles

uni1 the time of the Gentiles would be fulfilled. Now, I do not know

whether the time of the Gentiles would be fulfilled,qx that might be

xtomorrow, N xitdaQx as far as I know, and that certainly

was not true from the time when we fwrx it certainly was not true

fron the beginning.of the times of the Gentiles, because that began with

the exile, and it certainly was not true when the time the Lord spoke it,

because after he had spoken it, in order, four years.. . in which the Jews

had a complete control over Jerusalem. Put four years later wkxm than

,- that Jerusalem was destroyed, and the Jews for a sizable period 7

/ had a control= of the temple area, and the Emperor Julian tried
I prove

to make the prophecy intentionally tree-or false by helping the Jews

to the temple. But they found it 4 impossible to do.

Aey
say that the Jews weven injured. There is

NOT INAUDIBLE BUT REOUIRES ULTRA-NERVOUS ATTENTION TO HEAR BFR)RE IT CAN BE

TYPED, AND SO WILL BE DISCONTINUED........
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Fulfilled Prophecy February 23, 1966, Side 1

... 1ixx chapter 2 in the English text. iJe did not spend the

whole hour on that as I recall . ... Zech. chapter 2 in the English

text, where is your first prediction there, Mr. Gable? Verse 4. "...

Jerusalem shall he inhabited as towns without walls for the multitude

of men and cattle therein:' Towns without walls for thnultitude of men

and cattle therein:'! When would you say that it is?Is that future?

Or is that a fulfilled thing? Mr. Taylor? Well, I would o he

tic prone to think that if it stood just by itself, this verse 4 $

by itself, I would be prone to oct say that is already 0 fulfilled,

because it does not imply anything unbelievablxi n±xmy large, and

simply implies that there would be so many people wixxwtxNtN±xx

ixxtkx whom the walls could not contain, and you remember that the

inner wall of Jerusalem enclosed only an area of 13 acres. 13 acres.
not

Why, that is/an enormous city, f and yet,of course, ... enclosed a

little bit more, but still it would not have been an enormous

city. No. I am prone to think that it was fulfilled and returned. From

the first exile? Yes. That would be the Babylonian exile? Yes. Not a

usual one. No, not inriadiately. Probably when Zechariah spoke, they

did not know anywhere near the area, and so it would seem like a big

thing then. So, it would not be like a tremendous thing, and so it would

not have to be a tremendous thing... Now I have been told that..

I remernher reading in the Baker'... that, in 1900 the walls of Jerusalem

were closed and turned down, and NkEa'1x nobody could wait arund. IT

was not considered safe enough to reside under the Tur%ks, but then, at

night. with the building, which came right after the first iTorld War,







4
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while they did build outside the walls very extensively, and there
there were

were great many houses out there. Apparently/d extensive k±i buildings
in the

out there by the walls days of Alexander, too, during that period

of time. So, this would

not be looking very far into the future. I do not think that it would

have to be. Of course, if you say that you have to take the

now, naturally there is question that is so tightly tied with something

else that it cannot be taken alone. The only thing that it would have
would

to be tied with would be verse 5, xmmyl it not? Yes. And. Verse S

is certainly figurative or at least a mixed igx in its language,

but of course we understand what he means that the Lord would be her

protection, and that, too, I think, seems to have been faifthtx fulfilled

in the days of Zecharia}i and alachaiah, and those men in particular.

When we read about the enemies in Neherniah' s time, and so on, I will be

through . . would certainly seem that there was sufficient reason

for the 71 the need of defense, and we have no reason to think that
was

the Sction sawK given to ti. /
The picture of a wall round

about and the glory in the midst would he hard to fit with the precarious

existence 3xcxx that the Jews maintained. Was it precarious

between the days of Nehemiah and the time of iacca$bees? IT was not

precarious during the reign of Alexander, they were certainly battered

around.4-.. they were more critical foot ball game ... the days

right after Alexander the Great, for instance. You certainly would not

say that they were during the Persian period. No, they had their problems.

The longer the problems the Persian period which the Sultan deduced

because they had a good will o Darius, and the good will of Artexences.
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And you know when they trembled in the days of Nehemiah, $e called

himself death without fear, I mean without cause, although they had
in front of

real stand balance .. . these fellows may crawl vr the wall and

made statements.., thoughts,. imocked it down, and yet actually

the Jews were in favor of the Persian period. xxixx And it was a

1-9 period of real expansion of ... for them. But to say the glory in

the midst would be a rather strong statement,! of the limited...

either compared with it formerly or there would be another time.

what would be another time. There is a suggestion on that in regard

to the statement in Ilaggai, in the second chapter of Iiaggai, verse 5

we read.. , verse 4, Yet now be strong, 0 Zerubbabel, saith the Lord; and be

strong, 0 Johhua, son of Josedech, the high priest; and be strong, all ye

people of the land, saith the Lord, and work: for I am with you, saith the Lord

of $ hosts: According to the word that I covenanted with you when

ye came out of Egypt, so my spirit remaineth among you: FEAR YE NOT."

Yes, that is a pretty good parallel, isn't it? Well, yes. Now, there

I would be I would be the glory in the midst of her. That certainly could

be fulfilled in that particular time. My spirit is standing in your

midst. It is remaining an'ng you. Fear ye not. That is a pretty good

parilel, isn't it? Well, now, you see now Of RMCNRY,,,course, we have

this iritx spirit.., what verse have you got this...? Excuse me.

Haggai 2:5. Now, of course, he says in verse 3, Who is left among you

that saw this house in her first glory? and how do ye see it now? is it not

in your eyesin comparison of it as nothing?

±ximmxmipx

Mmupt

But he goes on in the same verse 9 that the glory of this

latter house shall be greater than of the foimer, saith the Lord of hosts:" xiix

/c, 1L(9 p I1L(



Is that referring to this house then or something quite different?

Well, now the interesting thing is that in Zech. the Lord says lie will
of

be the glory in the midst of her, and this in Haggai speaks/the glory

of the tr1x latter houae, taking it with Flaggai 2:5, my Spirit will remain

among you, that the Lord certainly could be the glory and the walls

of fire taken as a figurative of protection. Even from the material viewpoint

you would not compare with some other period. Right. ñiiDchkmx

God's presence is glory sufficient.., it should be. It should
a

be. Take xnm people who have some trouble come ± xll'ct x in life

and the way they sorrow, the/ way they just knock and t they practically
it is




I
are life without /worthless ....

Tha71is
a very good illustration. We

'
tend to forget that the Lord is with us always from time to time. Mere

is the external circumstances of the house, and yet the Lord is there.

You are taking this as denotin a great multitude of people, aren't

you.. shall be inhabited the towns without walls? I t would seem to

be what would ... in comparison with whatXkcx they had in Zech' s day.
it would be a

But I am not sure that /tk great multitude of people necessarily

Kcompared with ±±p Philadelphia today, for
instanceTor maybe

even compared with Nineveh. ,o, hardly. Hardly anything catiixmx

compared with N±xx the ancient Nineveh. But compared with what t1ocx

the situation in which they were in. The little group of returning

from exile who were trying to get estaMished/ in xx comparison with

that it would be something wonderful. I do tx not think that

description wouˆld be t applicable after the return from the exile?

41V %my They would have so many people that the J cities would be without walls?
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I think that that would be applicable to the time of Nehemiah.

wb1 How do you know? Of course, I cannot prove that, but I think

that it is from the overall discussion and from the fact that they had

been content and w dwell without 'c±1x a wall of Jerusalem in Nehemiah's

time. That, too, is indicative of son of the enjoyment that they

had, external persecutions. You know the comparison is made between

verse 2 and verse 4 where the fiiw fellow goes out 0 to major groups

and w see , in Zechariah's day it certainly had not extended very much.

They had been back about twenty years, fifteen or twenty years $ or so.

And certainly that is not much in the idea of Jerusalem is very small

now, but Jerusa1em is going to be a lot bigger tixx before long. Well,

give a year, returning exile, and the multiplification, and I think that

'
could reasonably thought of being fulfilled in Nehemiah. I am not saying

that ... have to be, but I think that it is reasonablef course,

someone mgiht say that that ould always be fulfilled as long as the

Lord faces toward tkx Jerusalem. That could always be fulfilled

as long as he is favorable. What I mean is that it could be fulfilled

at any point in time at which the Lord is favorable,/\the Lordxxit protects

it and ik that is he keeps the glory in the midst of it. Or it could

be also true of future. Yes, but, is there anything that is contrary

to x the suggestion that he is saying that this is all going to be

always the case? Now, Mr. Dunzweiler means that any given time in the

future when the Lord would look at Jerusalem with favor, the same

circumstances would be true. So,(9could have been fulfilled in

Nehemiah's day. But you could have another time when Jerusalem would be

in the similar situation. If God lookq4ith favor on it,xxkii brought the
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people back and wot not. I do not think that he is suggesting a double

fulfillment, rather 11x that.., there may be series of fulfillment

or general situations reaching on. I am not sure whether the context

requires it. Exactly. Riht. If I say, But I do not think that you have

to refer to that either the end time. If I would say to M. Dunzweilerj is

going to be a very famous man, is going to be enter$tained by the

President of the 1Vhitehouse. Well, if I were to make that prediction,

and if President Kennedy would invite him down therej/ to be his guest,

and had been iiI1x with him, you would say that the prediction xkx had been

fulfilled. And you would not require, you would not say, afterwards, well,

now, this is going to happen again ten years from now. It might

happen several times, but the prediction would seem fulfilled after it

had happened once, would it not?
Tive

had better given a mighty strong

sign on that prediction.. On the other hand, if you said, Mr. Dunzweiler

is going to have a halo or halo hair around his head, and there is

going to be glory in the midst tJereof, tjt could be
ta

a general picture wow which could be true'Ic Aarate in

future, unless I might go all the wqcx way'. That certainly would not

be a i± prediction to have one day and be gone. But

if you would pretend fifteen years, x and then you begin elderly,

why, we would not say. to you to come back to teach next year.

prediction... would be description of the present condition. What is

your next one? Mt.xx Harding? The next one that I noted , let us see,

we had two , four, five, and verse 9. Verse 9. I will ciax

mine hand upon them, and they shall be a poil to their servants...

that is interesting, isn't it? What do you think that means, Mr. harding?
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I was debating about this. I was thinking of it immediately concerning

the time when they would be released fran exile, but I am not sure

about that. They were already.... That is what puzzled me. You see.

It seems like they were already ... xt release° and yet, This verse

9 is the punishment of those who took them into exile. Well, it could be.

They shall be, it does not say, Why right after the part of the verse?

How do you explain that in light of it? "and ye shall know that the Lord of hosts

hath sent me. " Is he a prophet to them? Or is he a prophet to them

or is he a prophet to ... Not from a problematic phrase in the whole

hook, I think, Dr. It is a recurring x phrase over and over again,

and this is why I wondered about it, and at 'I first I thought well, now,
Or

is he still there in 1cx Babylon? q With them? /ell, Israel. It

seems that i1cman he would be back to the lion. Yes. But then

Idly this? 'Deliver thyself, 0 Zion, that dwellest with the daugher of

Babylon." PEOPLE... thus saith the Lord of hosts. That would sound

as if it were previous to the deliverance, would it not? tffim- That

would be in the mont of ... Dariu in the beginning of the first
(Ito

atx chapter. Could it not also be/those remaining in Babylon?
right

Oh, yes, pretty good, because you have verse six way/before us.

icnmx6±Inx

cE

He says, flee from the land of the north, come forth, and flee from

the landf the north,.., for I ix have spread you abroad as the four winds of the
/

heaven, " I have spreadjØ abroad, that means the exile. I sent you

into exile, and He says, come and flee form the land of the north, saith

the Lord: Deliver yourself, 0 Zion, that dwells with the daugher of Babylon.
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(241 hosts;
/ / This calling nn the exiles who had not returned. "For thus saith the Lord of hots;

After the glory hath he sent me unto the nations which spoiled youxox

Thus saith the Lord of hosts:; After the glory hath he sent me.
ing

./ that
/

is nne of the perplexxthings that comes in Isaiah. David Barron makes

a great point on that. Bx Byron thinks that the prophet is speaking

for the angel Jehovah, speaking for the mind of God here. I do not know
-4

the exact wording. But he couples with this and then like into

verse 11, and many others, and he thinks that the prophet speaks for

the giix angel of Jehovah. In this connection, and not for himself,

in which case he even argues toward the Messianic character of the

XMXX Jehovah in the Old Testament. You know how some argue that

the angel of Jehovah is a antminNm representation of Christ in

the Old Testament. Theˆ argue for the Messianic character of the angel

of Jehovah. He says, how could anyone say that Zechariah had been sent to

the nations, you know. He was strictly a Palestinian Jew. He had been

aent to Assyria, to Babylon and to these other places and so forth.

It is a very deep question, I believe. It is a very deep question.
in Midah

Of course,
,,here,

we read that he is the one whose g±rx going forth

is of old. That certainly is the "1essiah. Of course, in that case,

that is the one that is born in Bethlehem. His goings forth have been

of old. That x=x nitiril certainly fit in with infornation,

1i

is something that people without knowing anything about

Christ, it seems very strange that how they wr'c would ever

write such a thing. It is interesting, isn't it? The thing that puzzles

me is thought, that it sounds like in this context, I just jotted down

here/ that it was Babylon that was going to be conquered, but e last part



of it, ye shall know that the Lord of hosts hath sent me. ' Was this

given to Babylon? You woudi think that if this were given to Babylon,

like in the case of Isaiah's prophecies and then it happened, and then

it $ looked back upon it, you would understand it, but just it affected

me as to how that fits in. You take the me... You just refer to Zecharaiah.

Now, that is the question I personally I do not think I do.

I think that, although I am not fully intelligent on it, but I think that

the me goes deeper 14 than Zecharaiah, and that he hears for Jehovah,

that is the Messianic deliverance standing behind him. Do you think

then that the nations would recognize the Messianic deliver? I think

that it is Israel that should be m.g recognized. I think that, Oh,

)
f

then you are taking the ye as rfKx±xx referring to Isarel? Yes.

In other words the judgement comes upon Babylon and when this happenes
in -r

the people f Israel would know that I am the true prophet. I will

shake mine hand upon the nations that spoil you, and the nations that

spoil you shall xi±xix be a spoil to 1kxKx the ones that serve

them, that is, you. I kind fft I kind foll7ow the antecedent

7l/I
through that way. [t does not necessarily say to you. Oh, no.

Their servants would be someone who is serving you...2it is not a

promise necessarily that Israel is going to spoil Babylon, but it

occurs to Babylon that is going to be spoiled. Right. And it does leave

it open who lxx the spoilers would be. But this is long after Cyrus

has come to pass. Ya. The interesting about this is that it is the

man of verse 1 is the angel in verse 3 and appears to be. The

ngel spoJe with me, and another angel went out to meet him, that

is the angel who spoke with me, and the angel said to him, and then
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if you take it a quote, q quote, quote, quote, quote, quote, tx quote

and quote all the way down through there. Then it makes a good sense/

with respect to , After the glory hath he sent me unto the angels which

spoiled you:. These are the angels. He that toucheth

you toucheth the apple of his eye. and so forth. And so th- angel%

delivers the Message to Zecharaiah, and that really makes a real sense,

1t±xquoiooc if you take the quote right through! all the way. uIere

is , This word here then, though, that would refer back to the nations,

not just to one. YaTThat would refer to the BAbylon, or to Assyria, to

'7/i
Persia, to Edom. All the nations that spoiled you, that they themselves

are gong to suffer loss, and of course, andxiif but are the Persians going

to spoil them? I do not think that ta at this time they would do that.

I do not think that at this time that they ww*x had, I think that

Persia would be rather good to them. What does it mean when you say
a spoil

that they shall be/ii to their servants? The people whom they are

holding in subjection. Oh, I see. The peopleø whom they are holding

in subjection. I see. i I ±kilocx think of cpurse, Byron makes quite

a point ±nx on this matter which Mr. Dmzweiler raise,1 angel

is the eye concept, and tx then he says, who is that angel? He thinks

that it is the angel of Jehovah. ~ But you have this whole thing in1k

prose foim, no verse Aixx division, and then you came up with. the equation
in

and you just put/a quotation there and it makes a very good sense, and

it does make a good sense, and it is really
.f.

all the in between things...

makes you think that Zecharaiah. V U Actually Zecharaiah

is quoting the angel talking. You mean the discussion of this verse?

fxxsx of course, we ahve a k±3x big .... on whether we have one angel
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and two angels with one man and one angel with two men.Yes. One is

speaking to this young man. Is thit Zechariah? I always thought that

the young man was the same man who went out with a measuring line,

but not everybody agrees. But then that means that when you get to

verse 11, and then the same fellow% say,I will dwell in the midst of
thee your
it and then thou shalt know it. And then tk problem is solved. And

it is the angel the Jehovah talking, iqxg1 and it has the

Messianic character. Shat do you think is meant by the glory? in

verse eight? After the glory they had sent me. I think that it is
God's

Israel, thx chosen people, the apple of his eye, the glory of his

name. But after the glory he sent me to the nation. I mean after thee

on account of theØ glory? for the sake of the glory? Well, let me

'
get to the Hebrew text. 1)hy did the Jews change the enumeration

f at this point? Do you have any idea? I think that they will make

a good division between chapter one and two making the horns and

carpenters as part of chapter two. After verse 18. I see. This is,

(C[-IAR), after the glory. Behind the gicrx glory, following

the glory. That might be now far fetched. (AIPR), that means

7f
after. followoing the glory. Waht verses are they? ollowing the nations.

Iys
verse 12. Following the glory he hath sent me/ unto the nations,

the fx ones fttznxthxrn4nn1 spoiling you. Following the glory?

That might be far fetched, but I cooc rather after the ±c glory

in that sense. Hoe' does the Xxp glory ...? 'What was that? Yes.

That was Israel in 1 captivity, the apple of his eye. That might be

far fetched, but that is the point I thought along quite a while, and

kor
I feel I have a definitive grip on it. Any way this is punishment for
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certainly
those who have spoiled Israel, Cod's promise

is still true. He that blesseth thee I will bless,and he that curseth

thee I will curse. And anti-semitism is a mighty ]rsaiisx dangerous

thing to get mixed up with. Any way .... I guess Hitler found

that out. I do not Imow whether he had realized that or not. It certainly

worked out in his life.o you have any idea here that could connect

the glory of verse 8 with the gb of verse 5? I will be the glory in txmi

the midst of her. If you connect -in the midst of her with

the verse 4, Jerusalem being inhabited, He is there talking to the people

who were at Jerusal, is he not?' Yes. Then in verse 6 he is% speaking

to a people who are a distance from Jerusalem, is he not? He tx

tells them to flee from the land of the north. They cannot be in Jersuaelm

the north. He
,first1 says, Jerusalem

which is now small, is now going to become great, large and be protected

of the Lord and then he says, you people ho are back there in the land

of captivity, flee from there. Come, you have an opprotunity now to

return, so that it is jut hard to see how the two glories would he

related in that case. One refers to Jerusalem, and J4 the other refers to
those who$. are in those lands.

something connected with tim So that, it would hardly mean after

the deliverance. That would hardly be a natural interpretation, would it?

No. No. It is a strange thing. that is your next prediction,,

Mr. flinzweiler, after that? 2:10:"... I come, and

I will dwell in the midst of thee, saith the Lord." Yes, that of course

is a statent of intention which is identical with verse I will be the

glory in the midst of her." I do not know. Well, it is a question of

whether you took it as long or whether verse 11?
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If ythu wou combine it with 11, that might enter into the end time.

ry'\ )ferse ii. 11 the nations joined. xt1e-. that at the end time.

I ... verse 12 at the end time. I guess that is why through 1TtYLQ

of course, Ext1x tRxtxfx /the time INoIeci perspective question

we would see the ... again and again that á1Xx without any warning
a A )dm the

whatsoever you can jump fr/near to distant context/ without/slightest
warning
tiooiffxialthough not necessarily without any preparation.

This is as if you had ... ahead of you, and here you see a big cliff.

bd=. I can get it almost twisted ... admost touching it. You see...

they ... small. W irthni Donn1xDchJxxthsmLmKb hen

you get over to the cliff, you see that the snow is much further bix

behind you. There the cliff is going to first ... when you look at this

this snow is almost ... You do not see the space in between.

Of course, we do not have so much of that in Pennsylvania/ here/ many

parts of the cotry2Cornin that Canyon, some of the walls of

the various pial-awlsxx plateaus, not into the wall, the top portion

of the south range and you keep it and you cannot very well dllstingiiiish

tix the wall, the top portion of the sou h realm, and you cannot

very well distingiiiish to serve, and c you get up on one of the

±N1x plateaus and then you see such a fantastically long way yet to

go. Way up high here, and you see a little tra1 wining up the size

of the ... and you say, Oh, my it is such a tremendous thing up there,

is it not? And then right in the passage you see something that looks as if

$ that might be three 4 feet higher than it is... and when you get up there,

and you find other things tha are as high as four feet high... xi is from

you. This is a very good illustration. It is like trout fishing and



ii~"oads of little Lehigh xilk river... It is the opening day of the season.
p 1)

April 16th.You know that works in both ways. It is a funny thing. It

really stuck me as peculiar going down the _ trail. When I

got above the view, it did not look like a whole lot

from distance, but when I got next to it, it was enormous. But wk then

when I got down farther and turned back to hkx look for it, I could hardly

find it. That is so intersting. It was enormous when I stood beside

it, but from above itc xxtxNxx at distance, and from the lower distance,

it did not seem like anything to it. It is an amazing perspective. This

in regard to the vastness of the rest, but when I stood right next to it,

that was all I could see. What is the other way too, on the way going

away from the events. That is right. Looking it hack. It is like

'

in history jumping over, and the use in their x±xxwx reference to±x

the Talmud and so on seem to have lix telescoped the whole period of

the Persian period about 40 years, and they even made up ( stories that

a man was wakzz taken into exile and then saw the downfall of the Persain
which was

empire by tkx Alexander's (xzpiix conquest//a couple of hundred years

later. Because they forgot and they would go on year after year. Which
did not too

is a good sign that they nave ,doc/terribly much troubled during the

period. That is right, too. Very good. Ya. Because if they had, it would

have been much lon pr... Do you remember those last few feet from the
all

suspension bridge down to the Fan ranch with ft my feet/blistered.

That seemed as if I had walked ten miles in that little short stretches...

three quarters of a mile .... Among these K cqpix Kenyon people

these are known as the sore foot-hall. Among the mountain people, what did

cooc you say? The nelt one after ten? Put it with eleven with it?

I guess. Yes. 10 to 11? And ten ... would be just Ni repetition...



'of what went before, but you would he Inclined to think that l to 11

is in the ti end time. Yes. That it goes beyond anything that is
(2

extremely... yes. yes. Paid there is no condition on it. This ixNxx is

nithx unconclitonal, and literal. (. Cwould xik establish

the fact that there is nothing here that would insist that the verses

previous to tixtixx this, verse 10, are nothing that would make

them being in the end time. Is there anything that would prevent

them from fitting into the math m2othinthiamxini millennial

or post-millennial category? xxiixwmxinx Verses 10 to 12?

No, up to the context of verses 11 and 12. Sing and rejoice, () daughter
x for

of Zion... /wonderful things are coming. He does not say when ±t they are

coming.. Verse 10. I think that it is iffxtcf different from verse

6. Verse 6 says, come and flee from the land of the north, for I have spread

you abroad ... in Eechariah' s day that would point to something that

God had already done, calling them to come back. We could say that
he is

from the lots of indications where/wax speaking of future events

looking back on xtEx something that is still 0 future, though.
referring to

For instance, he could be IEX r6exxedXt what God would say to the

Jews at the time of dispersion just before the regathering. In other

words wc what we are yng now ... I thought of that as a possibility

also. f you take verses 10 through 12 as fN1 future, what woul you

do with verse 17 ichapter one? Where you have a similar phrase to

use and the Lord shall it comfort the Zion and xtxshall yet

choose Jerusalem. Like then you havein 2:12 and shall choose Jeruaaler again.

-
\
It really is a difference, though, in context made by the verse 11 of

anything said in chapter 1, don't you think?
1)
Well, what would prevent
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the latter f part of verse 17, ... the Lord shall yet comfort Zio,and shall yet

iix choose Jerusalem. What would prevent that7 from being sinilar to

this? Nothing. It could be, but there is no proof for this. I wic noticed

that phrase occurs a fair number of times in Zechariah,... I shall yet

choose Jerusalem or choose Jerusalem again, and I was a sort of impressed

perhaps that there ought to be a consistency and taigoooctN±'octaix taking

that through. There could certainly be a time gap between my cit shall

be spread abroad, and yet spsxxkx spread krx abroad and then you

have a time gap and then you come to that, and the Lord shall yet comfort

Ziona. Certain could be. Well, I guess that would finishes the
já is

two, and xx there ything further that we ought to look at? Our

perspective there is , some of it seems to be mediate and some of

'

it seems to he may be at a distance. These verses 10 to t2, it would

seem to be required to be distant, because it is going to be I.e,00ckNiR

going beyond anything that we know of... that it had happened/ at that

time. That is right. It is I rlizx hard to fit 1l-it is hard to

fit ixtxll. into past history. And the rest of the chapter could

fit the future interpretation 12 could fit either one, would it not?
) "4

Yes, 12 fits well, surely./Andhen it jumps back again. No, he means

that you do not have to put this 12 in the distant future. That is what

I mean. You/ can jump back again to 12 to the near future. Is that

likely? am just s restating what you just said. If you did not have

11, 12 could be rather strong, but if you have 11, and the 11 has not
you

yet been fulfilled, do you have any evidence to make/±txt@ think that

12 does not refer to the same time as 11? You could have 11 near

and 12 distant. But to have 11 distant and 12 in this case m near would

see4\strange,
unless you have some of the parallels.-nd especially there is iV
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(1
110 time reference in x1citx 12. I You've got one in Ezekiel where you have

one line referring to the images destroyed, and that

no native ruler going ahead and ihx then jumping back to the very

next line. Our different subjects. Yes, but I mean the principle
7;i

there is jumping ahead and then coming back. But these here are,

those are specific things that you use. You deal with images. You

deal with ruler. Here you are dealing with the whole relationship,

ar ou not? Many that God will give tremendous blessing to Jerusalem

"s the head of many nations. Then the Lord will inherit you

a portion of the holy Land and choose Jerusalem again to be jumping
too

back. Both seem /comprehensive to me to he dealing with 1w different

periods, unless it was
onward progressing now. Maybe that is just

'
appealing nn my part. 'Maybe that is not a Mile the others are

closely related, I think that I agree with the general idea, but

I mean Ezekielight be closely elated, too. you have

idols in the land. I mean that it is all pertaining to Egypt.

'7-27 It is a different section of the degradation of Egypt, one which

comes quite a hi1e before it comes, one comes early. These are

rather general statements about the exaltation of Judah, and I do not

see much place to make divisions, though there may be. I do not say
eleven

that there is notl but I am inclined to think that kmkmm is quite

distant , and 12 would probably also. Unless you... I am inclined to that.

Now, what is your next prediction, Mr. Taylor.
i
Well, it is the

j
±x declaration of the intention in 3:4 which I do not }mow if

you want to count that as a prediction or not. I think that the

first real prediction of that which I have noticed in 3 which is a
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a
symbolic chapter, isn't it? Ghapter 3:7. It is/conditional

prediction. 7 is a conditional prediction to Joshua as a representative

of the nation, I suppose, or the place of prominente among those
he /

who stand by God's house, If
walksfn

my ways, if he keeps my

cliar, i Cge, and so forth, if lie judges :.od's house, which I thought

was a prediction of the projected blessing to Israel, if they are

faithful to Jehovah, a conditional preddttion of blessing. It is

conditional. I would not say fulfilled or unfulfilled. i1e Z:4

it is an unconditional declaration of intents. j2 May I ask kxxn the basis

thn which you would interpret the word Joshua in the representative

in a
fashionf

think that I would say, although I do not know i1 that

can be proved, but it is in the argument of Zechariah that the people

not wanting to build the temple after Haggai, not wanting to

accomplish the Lord's work, and this adversary standing in presence

of Jehovah rebuking the high priest who is a leading man in the

country. And the adversaries charge that the kg high priest is not

worthy of the privileges God has bestowed upon him, and that is exactly

what they are arguing in Haggai/ about the temple thatitxsx it was

not glorious enough. So, the Lord says, Well, I have chosen for
and fit

the burning I have chosen for myself, and it is perfectlyj clean/for

me. I think that in the whole frame work of the argument of Zecharaiah

chapter 3 has that relationship of the prophet showing through the

use of the high priest, the man whom they thought of in the highest

sense wx in himself really was not worthy of great honor, but God

has chosen and so he is. And they looked on the temple and tNgx

'
it was not

they thought of it beggerly, because/like Solomon's, but he says God has
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kaw
(

chosen us to build it and it is glorious And in that sense I

think that he is representative of their acceptance in the presence

of Jehovah. o you think, though, that verse 7 is speaking to him

personally or representatively? I think that you would have to say

both maybe, but I think that representative to me is more important

than personal aspect. Certainly he was included. Yes,

I would say soX. Certainly he was included there as a representátiv

of the people. You gk thought pretty much personally in between 4,

did you not? No, well, I mean, Ya, I think that there is.* personal
3 and 4

and public application throughout in which in/x4 he shows the
the nation

cleansing that God has bestowed upon to speak, typified through
-r

the priests for the day of atonement. Do you think that he is

'
represented there also?

(There,
too, I think that, of course, that is

an argument that could b disputed, or a pointed that could be disøputed.

I do not know anything about it. I am just mentioning tkxüxw that

that is the view that I have followed, but it is not a view that

but you do find in the Scriptures where a man is seen in a representative

sense. Quite a part in Adam and Christ/ who have representations of

all their own. That is a xt1x rather beautiful picture there

in verse 7, a beautiful piomise,I will give thee places to walk among

these that stand by." Tha gould have a number of spiritual application

in the battles which we fight today. Flow do you interpret that Mr.

Gable, among these that stand by? Those who stand by are certainly

adversa type. They did not seem to have a very pleasant vew.

I would take that as generally those wh oppose,

just in a general xx sort of tqxfx truth type of intepretation
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'
to walk

/
by God ii giving him a place /among these who stand by. Non-Israelites?

/
or Israelites? 5-enerally who would. oppose. And with a gun

would establish his going? Or provide a path r or provide a way

see a certain amount of prosperity in what he does. You could interpret

that. He stands in a great path because of his enemy? The enemy

would stop him from going. kxx±sx That is not necessarily a

straight path, just in the sense of psalms, establishing his going.

provide the fulfillment of what he sets out to do. So, amnng them

that stand by means that they cannot stop it? Isn't that what you mean
not be

by that? I+would seem that way. It would/like a place of honor which

is similar to what a lot of people have, but it means that you can make

x progress in spite of these people. That would be interesting.

'

I do not think that that would at all he justified, koocx±x if

he did not mention the word adversaries ex earlier in the chapter,

but in view of that, Yes, that would point that out. Yes. In the context.

%at would do, Thou shalt also judge my house and keep my courts?

fnat i significance would you attach to that?"7` That would be personal

rather than represnetative, would it not?e1l, that is one of the

reasons why I have to ask es, of course, the house of the Lord is

ultimately, I
guess1

it would depend on how far you want to take the

spiritual view, but those who suffer with him, those who reign with

him and those who will hold his will will eventually have a rule in

the wrx whole world, arid that is f as far as Israel is concerned,

ibre will be plainly rulers. The conditions here are that ...one:

you walk in my ways, and 2. you keep my charge, and then you will

be given the rule of judgment or the rule of determination and the
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rule of ministry, and that certainly can apply to the nations

as well as to Israel. The reason why I asked the question is that

I have 1Nt noticed that you know later on he is pictured as a priest

and king, Yes, over in kax chapter 7, xiwc and my house and my courts,

now, does my 1i& refer to the house of the Lord, my court referring

to the palace, similar situations. Is there that kind of a court?

Well, I am not sure. My courts, you think of the court of a king.

Oh, I see, you judge my house, you.mean Israel/ or the people of God.

not Joshua being the ruler of the temple and all its activities,

my house. That is why I say... some of the Hebrews 3. flighpriest

and the house of God. In that ... the temple would also he iiicluded...
-c-)
/ The High priest has control over everything in the temple, right?
/ JL

As the chief. Chief poly.... But he was not a civil authority of

the people. No, not at a1l7 Except that he is here spoken of as

a king leader. In chapter 6 you have another step in that thing.

Of course, in that capacity, well, we can wait till later, I guess.

He builds the temple and he sits on the throne. low, let us read verse

8 here. uPear-now; -9-Josliua- the - 1;4gh-priest3 -tlioti-, - aftcl-why- fellows -that -

t-'efee-thee-for- they- are-me-- - - -

Pflear now, 0 Hoshua the high piest, and thy fellows that are with thee: these

are the men of signs: This word wondered at , I do not think, is a

good translation. It sounds like itch. Pennsylvania Dutch. It wonders

me. This word is opaque is it not? These are men of -iepaqti

The word is sometimes translated mirror. It is often translated signs.

They represent something/ to the people. And they are men who have

representation. For, behold, I will bring forth my servant the Branch.

And,of course, that would connect that. They are men who have representations
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For, behold, I will bring forth thy servant the BRANd!. And that

would connect that with the earlier prophets. Who do you think the

branch is? Isn't it Christ? No, it is Joshua in chapter 6.

Well, there you get into a complication, too. I suppose. Presently

the ... in Isaiah and Jeremiah, and not Joshua. No, I am just saying.

Chanter 6, I guess. It seems pretty clear there. You mean that

lIe is the branch? Or does he represent the branch? These words

represents, are very close words. But the meaning can be very different.

He is metaphorically represents, of course. So, they are very close

words. You think that the stone and the branch refer to the same thing?

You mean six or eighty or nine? Verses eight. Of
thre&.)

I always
NOTED

thought that they did. I J'i that many people would do. Specially

since the stone is the ar of the seven eyes. Which the seven
revelation

eyes are marked as ... remember the/picture)ocof Christ
has seven eyes?
iztzzz.? In the midst of the churches.and wot not? If the seven

zmxisimm omniscience
eyes mark intelligence. 0 so to speak. Then I think that

fits well here with fits with
this the stone and also J cj jae the so-called

seven fold- spirit of Isaiah 11. If there is one, is it not? Ya,

I mean the so-called. I mean the terns are used to describe the spirit

and wot not. They do not use the txx phrase seven-fold spirit

in Isaiah, do they? No, you Imow in Isaiah 11 Scofield has ... No,

I do not 1k like that phrase, and that is why I say the so-called.

If this were the spirit of .../t that

and that, and several things mentioned, find the seven-fold spirit...;

The spirit of God will, shall rest on ... The spirit of this and the

spirit of that and this and that. Now thexx±ix spirit of God would seem
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to be equated with all the six. It does not seem like the seven-fxx

spirits. It shows the perfect omniscience, though. Or whatever the

person may ... the seven eeyes may very well represent the same thing.
well

The seven eyes might/represent the same thing. It may be the same

idea, but it would x±±x not represent the same thing ....not the same

symbol. Good, that is good. It is good to know

ixxkxx whether the symbolism is gxrxx1x the same or it is not.

I think that the passage in the Revelation in chapter 5. Chapter 5?

/( II think so. where the lamb comes out. 5:6. The lamb has seven 1r,ciix

horns and seven eyes. Which are seven spirits ±c God has sent forth

all over the earth. I think that seven there would represent the

0 totality of the work of the spirit! in the lainli and so forth.

The Divine omniscience, the Divine omnipotente. The Divine omnipresnnce/.

/)t7 So, that would suggest strongly that this is the same, the x stone
/.

and the branch. '.IT IS LAID BEFO1E Joshua. It is striking, too.

Now the fact that Joshua ends and falls with him are the man of the sign,
would

which Certainly indicate that they were representing the branch rather

than he was a branch. When you get over the chapter 6. x3&tx Chapter

3? ... represent both. They were both .... yes.. They are the men

of the sign. Who 'S they? Joshua? Thou and. thy son? What were the

some of the names of the other ones? A good number of them are

listed here. That was truly Joshua, was it not? Uhm. ie was the

one who was listed. It is rather strange that they say you rather than

he. Well, thy and thy troubles. For they are ... along with you. And

they have not been mentioned previously. ayhe this is to make it

p lain. Joshua does have a representative sense.
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And that it is not that he has been .... just him being dealt with.

rtainly it would suggest that. It is saying that.t certainly

makes it a lot stronger than just taking it out of the vacuum that

-his is representative because of the similarity of certain words -s zt-f

and so forth and phrases. Certainly it strengthens greatly. noes

that seem to you that there is enough for tomorrow morning,

too? Yes, but not quite. Yes, but not quite.

'V

'V
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Fulfilled Prophecy Li February 24, 1966, Thursday.

1'3:9, For behold the stone that I have laid before Joshua; upon

one stone shall be seven eyes: behold, I will e grave the graving thereof,

saith the Lord of hosts, and I will remove the iniq ty of that land

in one day.
" hat do you think about that? Mr. Taylor?

7
thought

it was future. I think that it is unconditional, far in perspective.

Un4oniditiona]. and literal. Unfulfilled. Very far in perspective, and

I think that it is related to the second coming and I think that
in

it ties/ˆith Daniel 9 , making an end to transgression. I will remove

the iniquity of that land in one day," and now some Bible commentators

thought that by iniquity they understand the reproach of Jerusalem

for the ... Babylonian period which is.

/141 Ho ould that one day fit with that? TIt would be figurative. At

this time, one day may not mean one literal day, but just an expression

ikaix to say, at this time. "ft is not usually used. fNo. That would

certainly seem to be a possible use of one day, but it would be a. /

rather common idea when we think that meant that ... ,W'e would

find in one day that ... in that sense,rwouldn tt you think? That

seems to me to be a real objection.,:. What would you do with the

next
on7Mr.

Harding7?\ For the next one, I would, it is referring to a

very distant future, and it seems that the terinology would be very

much like what you would have in Micah. . and in another place. "...

shall ye call every man his neighbour under the vine and under the fig tree."

\ How would you interpret the phrase shall ye call...? el1, I am

not sure just what t1xix1 these words call . Ye shall

call very man its neighbor. You could simply take it as looking upon every
man,4
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as your neighbor under the vine and under the fig tree, when there will

be safety. ... RR peace... calling on people in the Xi%eilco neighborhood,

in that sense, that would be a jaxx*ioIiit possibility. I guess the

word (KARAH) I have not looked up yet. "KARftJIoften

means to communicate, to give a falsehood. I guess that it does mean

to designate, but I am not sure if this neighbor designates as neighbor.

Well, the word neighbor is often translated... Is it not?

Well, the word neighbor is translated as for i tance.

IS used of a I am not sure em

next to him, the man who is with him. In our English sense, in our English

idea we have this neighbor, to be neighborly, or well we would n to
Christ's statement about our bciixxx neighbors.

go back to

T




the ten comiiandments. Alhat about
c7

the ten cominndments?,,The second table of the law deals with the

neighbors, and the last two of them specifically mention the

neighbors. You shall not bear false it,ecc witness gainst your neighbors.

You shall not dovet anything that is your neighbor's. '3"When you say

bear false witness xgi against your neighbor you do not 0imply that

cxx your neighbor is somebody that lxx you are awfully fond of. No.

Just somebody that is near Right. what I mean is that

if this man ... it means that somebody that is near youthat is

one thing/ f it means somebody that is so azc//tftd/j youunderaicing,
Whop,

thtn it is one thing, but if it means a man with km 4 you are

friendly relationships. I 'AN IN OUR English word neighbor has come

often to mean one with whom you are on friendly relationship,but I

think that that is due to christ's speaking about the neighbor. I
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doubt if that is necessarily in the Hebrew word. Well, that you would recall.

'V . 1the parable of the good Samaritan. Yes, that is where .. .T The question is

who is the neighbor? The Lord says, thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.

Yes. The implication is that you would not naturally... this is a command

which is, I mean if the neighbor is someone in your neighborhood )dth
)on

whom you c are peaceful terms, such a command would not be necessary.

It simply means a man who is near you. And when the Lord says you ought to

ove the man who is near you as yourself, why, the implication is that the

attitude of love toward x other human beings, not simply treating 1iixx±xatx

xxxxixtk them simply as rivals, but enemies, but the word neighbor

consequently has come in modern usage to some extent/ to mean the one with
deal 4 , 114- SkA-'

whom you xxe friendly, the one with whom . you arc ... something like

that, but I am not at all sure if that would be in this Hebrew word.
7ell

the Hebrew word is used very I am looking

at the pxcx passage now and Proverbs 17:24, 18:24. e word is resh and

ayin. Proverbs 13:24, suppos we render this 1rodjirnmxix fellows here,

but it is man and then is i. sed. A man or friends or neighbors,
t'5

whatever you want to call it. Men,' idiomatic. Men, his friends, and

then the ayiin ayin form of the verb, to show himself, the kix infinitive

construction, to show himself, whatever it is. That would seem to be more,

it would not seem to be saying that a man is to have people just simplyi near

h in, to show himself tØ/ must kx show himself near to them, do you think?

The word there suggests kx maybe a friendly attitude, a man is to show himself

friendly to them. There is a friend that is closer than brothers. There you

use the word, there is fl (oheve), that is from (ahaeve).

one who loves. We do not use' resh arid ayin in the second phrase interestingly

enough now, the second one t




30
here a man who is friendly to the
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Now, the second thne,.. there is a man that is really r1mrminxiirnix

has a friendly realtionship to you, the one

who loves you= more then your f brothers? There is a friend who

is closer to you than your own brothers. It is possible for someone to

have better love to you than you would expect from your own brother, but

it does not use the same word%. The third part, a man who h that friend

shows himself friendly, could mean% a man who is going to have other

people tx ... to them, but it does not have to,

but it could simply mean a man who is going to expect other people to
with kxmx them.

work with him, to show himself to cooperate! This word fellow means

one who is associated with one another! taking, why, it hascx got to

be two sided affair, and mm not one sided one. Now, if the same word

were used in the last part of the verb, I would think that it would be
for

a very strong argunent tki the kFithc wording having this idea in it!

but it is some extent our present idea ueighhor, but a different word

is used. But, I am not sure of all the usages... but the same word is

used in II Sam. 12 where, 12:11 whereunishment was mumuumbc pronounced,

and of course, this would be more in line with ... I know the word has

that usage! where the wives would he given to thy N.iix neighbor and the

4-Ij V141
word neighbor there is -same word, f I recall correctly. It is the word

(Leiach), isn't it? iVhat is the reference? 12:11.

Is this the wame word with reish and ayin...? Ls. "ey are going to be

given those who are nearly associated with him, but not one of a strong.

I did not mean friendly there. No? I had the meaning supported there...

I know the meaning there supported this idea. I get the impression, Br. , that

from Ite question of interpretation of this second table of the law and the
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Lord is question, that Y.NIL'EIl. There is a sense in which one is a neighbor.

There is another sense in which one is to be a neighbor. And that the
\ ) where
V first sense, for instance, in Leviticus 19: there I can see /the

lawyer would get the impression in the distinction, Leviticus 19:17.

"ThOU shalt not hate thy brother in thine heart: thou shalt in any wise

rebuke thy neighbour, and not suffer sin upon him/" Thou shalt not

avenge, nor hear any grudge against the children o thy people, but thou shalt love
ff4 ... - -

thy mdk neighbour as thyself:... (later in the chapter verses 33, "And if

a stranger sojourn with thee in your land,ye shall not vex him. But the

stranger that dwelleth with you shall be unto you as one born among you,

and thou shalt love him as thyself; for ye were strangers in the land of

Egypt: I am the Lord your God." Here he is making distinction there,
5 :L

a neighbor contrasted against , loving a Näk neighbor against hating

xxgxx the children of the people. So, you could t see what a

lawyer would get the impression or at least throws upon it. But the

neighbor 11xxix who was the Israelites, the neighbor who was the

Israelite, ya, the problem is , as it quite points out, I do not think

that Christ in Xix this.., is saying, this amounts to saying that
ought

you kom to love the one who does good to you. I do not think that is
misses

the case at all. I think this ' the whole point of parable. The point

is that who is the neighbor? It says that the one who shall show mercy to

him, that is the neighbor. So, you could take from that anybody who loves

me I love him. Entirely erroneous. That is not Christ's teaching at all.

Publicans love those who love them. That would not he teaching anything.
qi -

No./ So, we would-a! press a little farther and say that the question

is Who was tk a neighbor? And therefore you ought to go and. do likekise.

That is to be your neighbor. You are to be a i1eihbor. See, in other

words, here is a thing. Go and do likewise. Love the ones who love you.
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No, that is not the teaching at all. Tut you ought to love the one who
this

is a neighbor, that ix in a sense there is closeness involved, that would

involve a contact with the person, no matter he is a Samaritan or he is

a Jew... you ought to be a neighbor to him. I think that you would have

to say that the resh and ayin form probably involves all these three itxx of

these ixx ideas! f your neighbor to discuss it. The fellow who stands

beside the warfare and swings a sword may be just being an acquaintance

or I just, Prov. 17:17 uses it in a very warm sense, when it sys a j .
&-&4

friend loveth at all times, " and it uses (oheve). No.

oheve is for loving. It is resh ayin. Prov.

17:17. a friend loveth at all times, a friend (ohaeve) at all

times. That would xii seem to
bet1ix sense. This x discusses an

**x ideal person, but it certainly at all times ixxx the word is

used just ix to indicate a fellow who builds the wall,and so if you say

41 to call your neighbor that x could mean, Hello, there, how are you?

It could mean that. MUMaxOt Or it could mean that or it could

mean to iäoctk±x designate a man who is over there as one wham. you would

consider as your real friend. But I am not sure if that is the most natural

interpretation! to call his neighbor. How are you taking this kim hew?

I am trying to find out. I am simply tring to find out, to be sure ai I am

not reading anything into it. That is what I am trying to do. I am

trying to see what we must take out of it, to find out what we must take

and then you can see what is permissible to take into consideratin, but I

am trying to see xx what is absolutely required by it. I do not know.

I am just searching.9Excuse me. I did not get your point clearly on that.

That thought just occurs to me that love your heighbor as yourself could
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4~bbe also said to he a neighbor to your neighbor. To your neighbor, that

is to the one who does k kindness to you,, no, the one who is going to

be here."I other words, you are usingx1x this in two different senses.

To be a neighbor to your nieghbor.VYes. You are using in a different sense,

but the Lord says, Who is my neighbor? In other words, naturally I

WOULD BE INCLINED TO those who would help me, and ... but how far does

this kindness supposed to extend? Love your neighbor as yourself. !Tow

far does that extend? Do I love the people who live i he same t n?

d stop there? Or does it have to include the whole L It is

interesting in the light of the question, We wonder what we mean by the

question, but it is iNIKIxtix interesting that thxxx the priests,

the Levi and the Samaritan, and the question of the motivation for Chirst's

giving to those this particular illustration, to bring anybody
4W Z7--(




And the attitude was seldom to show

that the three of them who ... the neighbor, the question was,

was the neighbor? Precisely. That is a most strangely twisted around.

~~Ilsnlt that a twJ That stops me short, every/tLne I look at that.

It stops me short. The expression/vine and fig tree is connected in the

4th chapter of Micah You remember in regard to their sitting under the

vine and fig trees, with regard to that state. bat is what I had in mind.

(J41 The similarity to that is very close. That phrase would suggest that

it might refer to the same thing, but the action described is so iff

different tki from that that I just cannot ... you. This word, Pr, comem
verbs '1

from two werds. I remember this word how to look at it. It can be either

from (rouach) or another word that is very closely related to

it. I just forget what it is. This word, Dr., comes fran two words.
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IT is isn't it? No, it is not that.one. lbll~ had the

idea of a camp ion or a friend, two words. They are ye closely related together.

/ This construction Ihas the proniminal suffix on the end of it, and it is my

impression that thishas two C11i fert
P;sle

can be.' 't Du1d pfrom resh ayin NX ayin or

it might be xft from resh waw ayin. Even it might be from resh ayin. .J

possibly from any one of these. And of course their meaning is v different.

Pesh x ayin he of course is to he shepherded, rash, vies. x±x I

do not think that the form is derived from that. o.

If I recall correctly, because the same expression is x used in_4

And I am trying to think where. Is it in the first chapter? I cannot

remember to B . P. P. here Resh ayin he is for the shepherd, but

the second resh ayin he is probably associated with , he says. And he

quqtes Hithpael in Prov.22:24, Do not resh ayin and he with

This is a noun. Prov. 22:... arises frem that rule, this is derived
&

from thatt noun, 1,4oun resh ayin and the, companion... he puts under that

niriber one... nunber two ... there the word is .. third person masculine

singular pronominal suffix of the .... that does not have the same vowel

point that you have here, for the same letters? The two thirds?

Yes, of course. 'Or it could be to his fTiends. es. According to ni.D.B.

here, that is . ne of intimate friend one in a weaker
r

sense, simply..t reference to this...Athat is given in connection

with the word that is taken on that. Or am I mistaken on that? There

are references to that. But I thought that there is one clar tought on

that... earlier, as far as that is concerned. Luke 4:7. Jihat he gives

here under ... Luke 4:7. That is what he does on that.
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there of course there is now evil, distress and misery.

that he takes from resh ayin and ayin. This he takes from resh ayin and he.

And there is resh ayin and ----------------- So in this case there is a

large similarity ±wxMithax to Micah... any man ... in this Divine victory

it refers to. But tKx the rest of it is f very different. I just do

not mow. All those men sitting under the yin e and fig trees, does

that mean that he is going to ...?

Or does it mean that two men are going to be under the vine and. fig trees?

Does it mean that those two men are under the vine trees? Under the fig

trees? Who do not have to be worried? each other that they can call one

another? xx Or does it meant that you designate him as your
cal

neighbor? A friend who is under a vine tree? It is a littl ellipt
-

for that AOf course, if you take the word friend which has A meaning there
1±ccw you shoul
Ø call a man to his friends, and that would fit very well. There is

nothing $ to rule out. Yes exçpt that it is used at least ... mzx vary in

acquaintance. It is...;,You have a fair amount of cases where each one

is ... up If you want to stress here the fact that the first UCRO...

vine and under vine and fig trees.., then, Oh, man you say ... It would
a

seem desirable to use tkm word that was left briefly.., that would seem
stresses.

to he II.. what word would you use? Then someone takes you Isaiah 13, or

Zechari4iah 13:6 and he says, what are these wounds? These are the wounds

which I received from the hands of thex you wonder how lovers they

were. Exactly, if you took it , every man shall call to his neighbor, you

will expect some kind of preposition. wouldn't you? (KARAT)??

There is no preposition. You would expect some kind of preposition, wouldn't

you? Or is (karah) used without any preposition? to mean to call t
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I am inclined to thin] the other way around. But if you call the
Lt

man, if $ you call somebody mething, to he used then? Where

did I get that impression? Did. you designate something? Or are you

designating him something? If you are calling to him, here is a neighbor. 7A a-
- Xkv
neighbor and he is calling to him

and saying. Hi, George. He a picture of prosperity and so

on. If it is something that is called. ..before... What wouldAhe called

him for? If you take it to mean to call him his neighbor. You see this. W,e

two rather ambicruous thing here, something that a man would use, which isC,

a very , which has various possibilities, KARAIT,4ecause kARAJ-I is very

often used in the sense of call -claim or read and then it is used to

give a name to it, and it says, it usually has the .~ throucTh the man.
j4J f- "

Youndo need a mali.. Is that right? That would he Mhat we would naturally

JdaL.4. )Would
you expect thatIsaiah xx7:l4? You shall

call his name Innanuel. Would you expect L there or would you not

expect that? No, we have the name. If you say you would call..., we would usual:

have the lo. If you would call the boy, probably in realtion to the

you have lo there. It does .x not mean that you call to the man and it

does not mean that you say that , boy, I want to ... you have the word

Ininanuel. That is what is ... if you call the boy Iuunanuel, we would

say that is the ... but in the Hebrew, you call to the lumianuel and it

nans that it designates the boy by the name of it. It is the opposite of

what you would ' to be natural Fnglish usage. Your name c to is

usually the name in the accusative and the lo with the first ... to whom

the name is given with KARAH. If it is used with shin, to call his name,

that is more commonly has the (be) with the shin. The shame 34 plus le.
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To call in relation to this man by the ax name of so and so. That is what

you have here. You have a man and you have the prepositional larnedh

You have that preposition? Lamedh. Call to everyman, but to in Hebrew 1"

means in regard to rather than speaking to. So, that would fit with the idea

- of giving a name to .... That is in favor of th suggested

interpretation. Now, you see that there are two meanings 1T kARAH.

This common one which is'
,.?all

which may mean to try to or to read or

may even desigT1atebecause it is ... but then thyre s

the other meaning which occurs quite frequently nly faL

And that is used from . . I do not think that is going to be

Is that the same letter there or is that not confused with c

See, you have Lamedh ... or lamedh he verbs.., those two are very often

confused... B.D.B. both of these under to use
that

them both ..q~-)o you have any note/indicates difference? He givesxcc these

two different rules, x txxJçxt4x root one called.., proclaim, weep,

and under that I would have a subhead that would be designatedf and then ' '

will meet 19 0-1 ,
the second that he gives encounter or this/unexpectedly x now, -7'

see if he gives anythingØ under that. I believe he does.
(I

remember

that there is one in Gnesis where AkxmkxmX definite it is-
(I

forn. Now, he says lIE, PT-S1 HE and coter- or
ñf"LLf17 7 j

all he gives the as encounter4''. Of course, the
eAyL 'i ---- U- -'--' '- -

two are so similar and it is very easily

so PSH Aleph ..is ar more mod complicated.
TITTlat

would you think of

the suggestion made, Everyman shall meet, he shall meet his neighbor

under the vine, under the fig tree. He meets his neighbor. lIe shall

'
meet every man his neighbor in ±tkrxx other words you a t±x living

A
in such prosperity and peace that your natural7. the expression
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if the KXXIXX±Nx expression from icah 4, vine and fig trees where
v74 L-

it seems to really denote great freedom and so forth. There is possibility

then that there will be such freed$ora from external xix violence that

1''ma= we are under tic vine and fig trees wiere there is no

are under the vine and fig trees and while you designate..
significant

you designate everyman... yes, there will be a little bit of).!. latter

way there. You just said that you are going to meet your neighbor under
IZA

your fig tree, assuming a special relationship there Abraham close there

in a special. it is a neighbor, it is close.., this is a special sense ....

It would. be too significant. If you know how to say how you are going to

meet. If you could meet them under the fig tree. Put by the time there

when you meet him there, you meet him during the time 5 ofxxoprosperity,

you are going to call him a neighbor, there would be a strong indication

of this being Nxmxmctmk a time of tremendous peace.'iere seems to be
way of

a very fairly natural/reinterpreting it that it is going to be a period

of ... x peace and security and yet the evidence for that is
ui1encertain.-

But I do daec not know of any otha1e ive/ to put it over..

I do not see any reasonable alternativ¬..

Following the phrase in verse 9 I would remove

the iniquity. Thati--like would relate to a phrase
\ '

that would. not he ... the other ocairrences. ' for instance1 Micah 4:4.

Well, is there any other? I would not think so. But that/ s the/i

picture of the time when ... peace with the J the

in Micah there it is very definite. They sit under the vine and fig r trees.

114 It means that they are free from external danger. There is no question of
A. tjyi

that. And c if this is the same tern -. U. they would sayhat there

is no question to this, but to call the neighbor is a very uncertain thing...
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because the word calling is very ambiguous. There are three possible iieanings

at least three where the word neighbor has a wide range of meaning from a

alizarlEx mere association and so that it suggests that to us t'oc because

of our thought on but does that word ... a few other times which may

possibly be rather significant. Or si is that the only time? We must check

wi1kiit with our sii. Of course, the tens*iJfthemselves

occur "w' )ines and under many circumstances and I think that I we_..-"
(_4

checthat on ski in connection with prophets, and already

I have made a risk of making an error... I do not think that I found

in that relationship/ in any other passages in the Scripture where you had...

two ... together with the concept of being under, Under? In fact, I

do not think that the vine and fig trees but with am

sure that there is no other place except that of ... unless I made a

mistake. That is the southeast... that is always possible. Hahbakuk 3:17

is the next one the other... c
1onsecutive

phrases.

The fig trees, ace not blossom*, either,. There are a few ... the Lord

set it quite differently... So that this would he one that would offer it.

I do not Irnow if there is any rcalxx realtionship. Then xkkakQ3cx Habakkuk

shows the time of misery and

x1t1rxbNJtx and this is awkward. This is i.tsi± certainly
rather

a parallel but/awkward. Because they won't cross it and it will cause
not

it underlined, and so that the suggestion is strong, but whether there

is a suggestion or not in the hook of s5k Habakkuk

ow, I just have noticed that I have a marginal note here which refers to

the I ixx Kings 4:25.tifromx And it is my impression that

that is the reference to peace, wide-spread peace in the age of Solomon.

That would fit with the idea. 25.
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what is
You notice that, see you should notice/in the marginal notes. Verse 25.

not as inspired. 4:25? "And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man

under his vine and under his fig tree, from Dan even to peer-sheha, all the days of

Solomon. Well, that is right with the words .... Exactly the same wording

too. That suggests, then, an express for prosperity and

What is the reference there? I Kings 4 :5 . Hebrew .. I Kings 5:5. There
I t/

is another sneaky chapter there. Well, there is a tMrd suggestion that

this is definitely a millenniual passage. We have a number, n number

of small suggestions that this is a miellennial passage and I do not Imow

of any suggestion of anything else. I (10 not know of anything else, too.

What would you do with AL here? In this Zechariah pasaage? Unto, under.

th You should call the man to his, probably you would interpret the %ôc PAACH

unto, under. Under under? Unto, AL, unto, into all byx second? Yes, AL

4W .
JYa,

that is very singular. Unto, under, and into.

Ya, I just wonder... Y~ just noticed that, and this ... proounciation
ANYTHING under

(lit4 Let me look it up in E.D.B. and see if he

Unto, under. Would you look under ? I think that
a

is .corwion, isn't it? So, it would he/more likely place. You might

clear the case under the king first T7 says tacha, now, under part, as a

preposition parts underneath. One under beneath would he E.

One is under and one is underneath. He has a lot of discussion here.

And great many instances and the conjunction... TACHA, ASHAER. Or, here now,

compoimd. One PATRAH. After a verb ... That is

a. in or under. after KALIth, Zech. 3:10, so, L0DU in Ezekiel

10:2. Remember that? No. Fzekiel 1.0:2. What is Ezekiel 10:2?




I
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d "And. he spake ñnito the manclothed with linen, and said, Go in between tñ

the wheels, even under the cherub, and fill thine hand with coals of fire frdt

from between the cherubims, and scatter them over the city. And he went in

in my sight.!

Yes, you go unto 4 the place that is ... that is a motion, to go unto

the place t1at is under. AL passages. That would not seem to be here

This is calling, unto, under meaning might he a motion. It might 1k he that.

Yes, that is interesting. It gives the context... then he says... so

it is ordered one more aL passages. Into the place of Lev. 14:42

Those are e only instances that give the AL PASSAGES where he has a lot

of them t them. And they shall take other stones and put them in

the place of those stones and ye shall take other moderns shall plaster the

kxx house. Is that Lev. 14?/:42? And where is the place where it

occurs in that? In the smack of the middle of it. They shall take other
in

stones and put them unto x place of unto t1xx x under the stone. Yes,

you may use both. 'often means in place of instead of just underneath.

So, it does not apply to the place of vine trees here. There seems to be a

problem in this verse. The pronouns which I might just mention. Now,

grammars are trickey things, but here is the , ye shall call , now you have

two choices with every man. You can put that in apposition with the ye,

ye, the whole group, and then every man distributively or every man just

ishi, a manto his neighbor, one to another. Ye shall call every man...

that is, that he shall ca is neighbor. Now it is difficult to designate there.

Every man o youth is to Iesignate his neighbor. But if you took it every man

as a plual,ye shall call every man, the object, there is no sign of object, too,

o f course. I do not low if this could be an object that way. Yes. Well, then



the other possibility would he, ye shall call,

tcthi3tx ye plural, every man, every one of you, his neighbor to come

under the vine and fig tree. It would he to ixxxxx under idea. Tito,under.

And that would mean to call, that would mean to call in the sense of God calls

the man to come from such and such place to such and such a place. Ye shall,

come . Some shall share what I have got. The pronoun seems to rule out

certain possib)lities. It would seem to rule out tkNx them than designate.

Do you think so? That is why I an suggesting this. Ye, every man of you, shall

call, shall designate his neighbor. Ye, that is,everyone of you shall designate

his neighbor. What does that mean? ... Everyone of u

could designate somebody his neighbor but where is the indirect object//?

Ye, that is, every one of you, shall designate his neighbor. What does that

mean? Back in C.everyone of you could 0 designate somebody his

neighbor, but where is the indirect object/? There is not any. That is

youIoc problem. So, there is your problem. It is easily supplied, thought,

there. n' t you think that you often afe to supply them and

exactly so. Everybody should be... except that there seems to be nnother

terpretation that could be .. usual thing is to designate the le

with the one that designates and the accusative of the designation is given.

Here is the le with the neighbor, and xi so it would be more in line with

fr'\
Hebrew usage to say they shall designate his neighbor as

-given---

with- the-Rehbrs;- and they shall designate somebody his neighbor, and

with le xi would be with his neighbor. Unless you want to parjticularize

now, and now if you want to keep that noun in singular... we would alive to

use Dwhich is frequently done in Hebrew/ in order to keep him from

being definite and that would fit the usage here also. Ye shall call a an

'V
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his neighbor, and le simply being used to keep the word before from being

made definite. Then that would mean that the man shall designate a neighbor.

To designate his neighbor, but whatxx does he designate a man? So,

- - - not a man? Yes. 15111 is

the subject. Exactly. May does it have to he the subject? Vhat is this?

oc Each of you shall designate a man as a neighbor, underlined. I see.

You will designate according to the ... Of course, you men is a plural and

ISHI is singular. Ye men shall call a man his neighhor.Yes, that is so.

Yes, where that is so... to whom does he refer? dcotc

i at is the problem of semantics. To

whom does he refer? Ye shall call. Ye , ya. Ya, referring to the whole group.

Ye shall call a man your neighbor. You might say you SA shall call, all

of you shall call one your neighbor.. yes, not his neighbor.

certainly I appreciate your telling me... I do not want to lose any...

much more from this now... I think that that expression... there is a

common use of IS as distributive. shall ye call every man his neighbor

to so and so, your rulers .... everyone to so and so. Arid that usage

is so common that you have 15111 after the plural would suggest that it is

It would not necessarily prove that it could not be something

else. But I would think that it is something else, how then could the

pronoun would he, would go with the you. Then that would he ISITI. If you

call each one to 1--tie neighb,or ifxnNmithx you will ca/11 a man

,-our neiahborm U wiylel be ubckubed ti tcU1hjm kytzzazz but at any event7

we have not anyone of us that I ow of thought of any good suggestion particularly

utterly in this mielinnium, and we have a ikx number of very interesting

evidence to point to that direction.
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1P-But there is no xEmmxbxc conclusive proof that ... it certainly

seens to point toward that direction. And it may be that the language is

so unusual that maybe there is some xxix reason in it that some of us

might come across or think of yet or there may he x something that en

tine comes we will see that how well it fits... It won't be obvious i1

until that time comes. Wouldn't you say? What is your next one?
/

apter 4:7,

and that is the next .... to report. 7. aapter 4:7 "Who art thou, 0 great

mountain? before Zerubbabel thou shalt become a plain: and he shall bring

forth the headstone thereof with shoutings, crying, Grace, grace unto it."

Is this literal or figurative? Mr. Diuizweiler, is it literal or figurative?

Oh, here is a personification, a direct address. I took it to mean

that Zerubbabel is going to cut a rock and so building a new temple, and

that it is addressing tkx any mountain, any particular mountain before

Zerubbabel would become... and you would cut you down, and he will bring

the he&. stone or a particular corner stone or the head of the corner.
crying,

The head of the stone. But he will bring forth it... shouting Grace, grace unto it.

-YAI~*j interesting. In other words, this i literal. It is a literl land.

This is a literal stone. It is a literal mateiral that he will take for

the temple, and the figurative element xmuUxke would be a sort of a

hyperbole. He takes it so much that you have a little .... Very interesting.
KTh
\/Fseciall in regard to the context ±±xt with the business of verse 9.

right up to
and so forth. Verse 9 would seem to tie/xd the temp1e xxxxo in

any event. And it does tie right up to the immediate one ... so it is a general
to any mountain or

address .... a specific mountain that he had in mind.

Observable, and cut t.down. And t3ixNx thus it ties right up with

'F verse 9. "The word of the Lord came unto me, saying, The hands of Zenihbabel
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'Aave _laid the ounclation of this house; his hands skit shall also finish it; Nxtx

and thou shalt iaiow that the Lord of hosts hath sent me unto you."

It seems to tie right up with their life time. This seems to tie right up to their

life time. And thou shalt know that the Lord of hots hath sent me unto

you, that is life time tooThcsve me. Does anyone ow whether the

verse 7 is generally referring to the millenni? Or is it Tot generally,

but most commentators interpret it in a more figurative capacity, the great

mountain being the xkx probli and in their thinking about being 1kxxxxxxxx

unable to build the bemple and so forth. Oh. If we had just the first

half of the verse, that would certainly be a natural interpretation. Who

has this great problem? In front of them.., the great obstacle is going

to be removed, is going to be much ... it goes on and he will bring in a

head stone. What is the head stone? Doesn't that suggest a corner

stone or sorneting like that? When were the corner stones of the temple

weighed? Oh, you mean that we are going to ... first the first ...? Now,

"/ this head stnne and headstone in the sense of the first thing? Or is it

a climactic stone? Jn the sense of the final thing? Ya, of course, a corner

stone is what this is ... this is the first stone.., in the sense of the

final stone? Of course, the corner stone is ... the first stone. It

uses POST. But that is what ... means. Oh, yes. That could be the

most important one which will tx1x come last or 0 it could be introdiicing

whether this comes first... Where are the buildings of this kind?

You 1oow that the corner stone is used to the building. lVe know

that pretty well. It seems to refer to that. .

fThe
only problem is that

it would be the foundation of the temple .... were laid... right after

they came back to Plestine. They were laid quickly. And then they were

interrupted// after the pattern of Ezra.
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TThey

were interrupted. after the foundatiDns were A laid. Put actually whenI

you come to x Zecharial\4 the foundations were laid there unbuilt on for

fifteen and sixteen years r something about that time. So, it could mean

that Zerubbahel is going to lay the foundations..imless you are looking

at it from a poetic sense. You know, ing an address... x he has done

it already and ... to lay the first stone... and yet the Phoenician temple

would be very inevitable... capstone and the head stone.., like what you

have in Palestine and so forth. I m(-,nn in the east and so forth. Te do

not know. I mean in Fgypt and so forth. You do not know...

21 B.C. on the side of dating it...
'j architecutre?

yIs
there any distinctive ...,( 380 and something like that .... 450 I forget.

II

am not an authority but they all say that there is distinctive Phoenician

'
architecutre. I an not an authority on that, but I have ˆ been writing

and meant the fact that ... there x are not more Phoenician temple x5±txNtx

pointer there. They xc say that the Phoenician architecutre. They

say that there are very distinctive Phoenician architecture, different

from Persian and of course, certainly there is a distinctive Egyptian

architecutre.f course, the desire of the Israelites would be

the followoing the Israelites..TYes. But that is right, some of them

would tmz try to get to see the temple ... Some of them are that old, and

±kocetctxxx some of them are trying to see the temple before.

Apparently .some of them are old. and someØ of them are .. .and apparently have

seen the temple before the fall of Jerusalem. That would not have to be too

old. Y. the question x ml ht be, That would look like them... There is

a problem, I guess. You know, have a feeling that probably then it would

like a Phoenician temple. Does somebody know that these were head xi stones?
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Ya, it is POSTT. The vital one, the chief one... It is the4

)
Dible has refeence Ps 1:1.8, 22 "That is, e stone iich

'
the NHIders

refused is hecone the head stone of the co. flow, that in the nsalm,

'the stone that the builders refused is bedoie the head tne of the

corner." Does that ]j mean ihit the first one 'that was laid? Isaiah that you

Isaiah in the stone of Joshua.3. then u would have to

say ... in the spiritual ense'bf the verse, .. .. the builders

rejected, Cat would suggest that the builders have not, done anything there.

Yes, the builders would have said... It has its place. They have not

done x.gxxx anything tFeen is this stone herexx it cannot refer

to the literal use of the ? (berombo), but must be in some way

figurative sense, and therefore does not .... this mountain is literal,

but if the stone. here can refer to the vital things that are yet needed,

then the things that a-j~q. gm going to be 'most nkimg neaded, the ones that

are going to '6v'most conspicuous, tFe things that are going to show that
whether the first

the things are really done, I think that on that would hang/x

tx±x± part is literal or figurative That is a very good suggestion

Mr. llunzweiler' s c. being x actually;` the rnotint of stone they get
of course

It is a very interesting ugestion, although/a mountain is used-O. elsewhere

in the Scriptures, tht refe to an obj'oct lcould there be any parallel

also ...? in this in Zchri 14:10? Zeriah 14:10..: "All the land shall

be turned s a plain from Geba to Reimmon south. of-Jerusalem: and:-At shall be lifted

up, and iii inhabite in her lace roii enjam1n's gate wqt unto the corner

gate, and from the wx tower of Hananeel unto ±he,:kingswinepresses.




"

Geba, of course,
)~
is right near %earwithin a few miles from

Jerusalem And, Piiion is about three miles fran Capernaiin half way between
" .

the Sea of Galilee and the Mediterranean nation. That cannot be this

61 This is south of Jerusalem. 'tMs one is south of Jerusalem. Reinmon







:.




"d4

1 So, there might be another Reiirnnon. If there is, the word south of

Jerusal, Reiion, 011a rust be a different ne I 14 think, that

the word can be a descriptive word. It does not have the .... of Penjamin' S

gate. ". I think that it must describe the environment of Jerusalem.

I would hardly think that it would say a town a'few miles north of Jerusalem

to a place that is named north of Jerusalem. That would rule out Jerusalem.

So, it must be either a caton name for a designation of Reinanon, out there

or another place perhaps whose location is not known.rlWhere is Hadad Reinmton?

Where is that? Hadad Reiimncii? You remember, ll? o, I do not.1'On the
c. ,

other, hand I might have made that ... up.y\I do not think that you

*de that one. MHereit says, Here B..D.B. says here Reijmnon, a name of

a place in Mellach Had.... Reiinman, a clift of Reinanon, Judges, and then

that is from Bethel. And then number 2. South in southern Judah, Josh. 15:

32 and 19:7, I Chron. '4:32 equals Zech.1:iO. I thron. 4:32 then, here 2f

says,("And their villages were', Ram', and Am, Pinunon, and Tochen, and

Ashan, five cities:,)
/
This x is a list of towns. in the south and among

them umm it mentions 'Rininoil. So that there. is aplace definitely,. even

though we may not know the exact location, but this this is describing

an area around Jerusalem, T '.pI.mid shall be turned, as a plain ;fim

Geba to Reiimnon south of Jerusalem:, thou shalt bedome 1a plain. I 'think

that the designation of the word i same but I doubt there is an actual

identity between the two. With shouting1 saying, Grace ,',grace unto it.

That is an interesting one, sin' t it? Ya. And why Would he say,

thou shalt bring forth the head stone, you mean , Mr. Taylor, that most

commentators think that is purely figurative?
..

i..'.. MM HEADstone means

that he solved the problem? fThey take the first part as figurative and

then usually take the second part as being as i1' synecdoche,
the




A

the completion of the temple,/head stone standing for the whole work.
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The cciupletion rather than foundation? Well, if it could be taken that

r that would be literal, would it not? If it is taken as a complete

stone, why, it could refer to a mountain, and that would suggesttugc taking
rather than

the first part literalxA rntmami.yu ztcu figurative. Now, the

next is verse 9, of course. And verse 9 is certainly a very literal,
s have

but , Look, it says, the hand/of Zerubbabel/laid the foundation of this

house. You mean that here it is laid before-- the earth.., before?

Yea, he apparently is the man who laid them when he came back from the

exile. Yes, the first one? And now he is going to be peimitted to

finishØ it. That is a wonderful, specific, definitey$ pranise,which was

literally fulfilled. it not?








I
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MMIMMX
FULFILLED PROPHECY, Im FEBRUARY 28, 1966

All right, now, what you have been working on, Mr. Dunzweiler?

7 I have been working on Exodus and that has a couple of interesting

possibilities. Fine, now. Would you like to r±±xtxx bring to our

attention? call our attention to those particularly interesting things

that you have noticed? which ØØ/ m wfm we might

discuss together? Let us lay aside Zecharaiah, a little moment. We can

return to it later. Right. Let us see, we have gotten up to a certain

place in Exodus before we went to 4:8. A particular question thatyou had.

All right. Yes, O.K. One Xkzxxt'iuigxx thing that I wanted to think about

was the question of the magicians along ~i'chapter seven, d they

ever ik make any predictions? No. An interesting thing is that
certain

they were able to do iuix*.Ii/things. Moses and Aaron would predict

jhat such mom and such Iidxgxxxxxiüx a thing would happen, for instance,

(123) with regard to the rod, and then with regard to the and

You are reading verse 22 of chapter 7. " And the magicians of Egppt did

so with their enchantments: ... " Yes, that is it. Now, the previous

verse says, And the fish thatwas in the river died; and the river stank,

mid the Egyptians could xtx not drink of the water of the river; and there

was blood t1tirx throughout all the land of Egypt." Well, there was blood

throughout all the land, and they couldxRl not drink from the river. Then

how could the magicians do the same thing when it was already done? Yes,

certainly that is a problem. -Btx But apparently, we read about the rod

being cast down, xiIx in verse 12. They did in like manner , verse 11,
But

with their enchantments. The imp1icationJ is not that they tried to do it,

- but could not, but they tried to do it and they did. Verse 12 says,
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/"For they ast doen every man his rod, and they became u serpents:

but Aaron's rod swallowed up their rods." Yes. Yes That was not

predicted, though, was it?-4o. No, this was not, but there is a

Conclusion that there were a lot of føikˆtkz lktales. No.That the

rod stretching out upon the streams, verse 19 becoming blood and

taking that with the statement in verse 22, the magicians of Egypt did so with their

kx enchantments .... " <iou mean how could they do it when their rods had

been swalèowed up by Mrczs7 rod? No, the impression is that they also

had a part or at least did something in respect to turning the water

into blood, and fish dying, that they did so also as Moses and Aaron

did. For you see when you come up to verse 16 of chapter 8, 15 tkziighx through

18 you find that the magicians of Egypt did so with their enchantments,

but they 4 could not. Here is that distinction made. OF,xtkat up

to that point, the implication is that they did so and they could. Yes.

Now, here the implication is that they did but they could not. And

then they said that they were ... things that were of God. Yes. So,

you mean that your question is how could the magicians turn the water into

blood? Yes. That certainly is part o f it, and of course it is

a part of the predicted aspect that is as far as fishing dying and so forth

is concerned. The same wili/ be true of the f frogs. Yes, the same

thing would be true of the frogs in chapter 8 in the beginning. Chapter 8

zwrridx*Rx verses 8 six and seven. Yes, the magicians could not

get rid of Moses' frogs. 'No, that is an important thing. That i3 jU3t

We could make a problem there .... as to

what this attributes, too. And what is your answer to the problem?

I do not Ii see that there is any answer to this problem in their own, say,

psychic ability to understand what is going to happen. I b not under/stand



that there is any question here 1Ixtxf their own ijd.rxitc inherent

human power as to produce lixtidi.! such a thing, and I am really forced

to the conclusion that the only possible kind of efficiency that could

produce this would be Lkiii something that would in fact counterfeit

would tend to counterfeit the word of God and therefore that the Lord

at least leads it to counterfeit it in a sense, and therefore that the

efficiency must come from one who has $ sufficient power, because Iuixiixx

these ikijuc wonderful things happen. The only one that reveals in the

Scripture that has that kind of counterfeiting power is SatanxWim himself.

(! Now, there are three instances of it. The '

xirtiirod

4~-&

d certainly turning the water into blood, and bringing up the

frogs. Right. These three. And all these three of these, the $agicians

did so. Right. But they miatidxx could not iigkix bring light2No,

for some reason, they .hrhx could not bring light. No. And they

and your conclusion is that at this point we have Satanic activities.

Well, I do not see from the Scripture any other indication of this kind

of power as to where it comes from and someone might suggest that it is

just psychác ability, to predict what is in the natural realm going to

happen. But that would not do with throwing the rod down having the

(7 That would not. That is right, but the other thing is clear, as

far as the frogs coming up, as far as the ... the water into i blood. 2

Is that figurative? Is tat literal? That is another problem.

What do you think it is? Is it literal or figurative? It certainly was

not colored, be use it says the river was stained, and they t1xiitmx could not

drink. ight. '1 do not see any basis here for taking it as figurative,

do you? Well, simply the question, !0mz when you say that the water

becomes blood, do you mean that the water becaneskuxx human blood,

taw animal blood, fly blood, certain blood, some particular kind of blood?
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/A, a
Or do you mean that the water becomes *k/substance that gives the

impression like these various kinds of blood7 that would kive us

the impression of its being red? That would be mad red and that would

smell X±2xxnx bad? That was ihy impression. Do you think that that
it in a

would satisfy? Now, that is not using/tin symbolic or spiritualizing
word

sense or anything like that. No, but it is makin the x1 blood meaning

not specificlly the actual blood, but sethigg that would give similar

impression. ~ Is there any case where it is used that way? Isn't there

a regular word DM? Yes, but I think that we have other words that

are used. Is the word blood used that way? I have known of no

case. In the terrible day of the Lord the moon wil1txjix turn into

blood. 'Yes. The moon is going to turn into blood. w, what does that

mean? You cairn' t take it . You cannot take it as the abustance of blood.

That means that it becomes like the $ color of the blood. Yes. Yes.

I would think so. I would be inx inclined to think that this would

be uix1iitx similar to that, but it wasuxitxx as it described the

color and making distinction between the unbreakablenes .... but that

it does not mean necessarily the other features which would be in one

particular kind of blood. I think that he uses the term blood as features

of the blood would differ according to those features that are applied

to that particular situation. For instance, the moon turned into blood.

There are certain features on which it would apply to Jam that, and

certainly it would apply here. But they usually tend to differ. They

generally differ. Of course, the xki1i.J,cgmun word he turned into

blood of type X with RH positive or whatever he those, he could easily

do that. He could easily do that, if he those. But the word being

used occasional'y means other ways like the moon turning into blood, and

the other miracles being largely consisting of things which do happen in
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Egypt, and amounting to great increase as zmailgi-Mi MR intensification
enabling them

reaches causing them to come one after the other and/XxwIxxtkEI to

be predicted, but not being something like a polar bear caning down

walking in Egypt or like that. Other things, of course, the Lord could

have done easily if he had chosen to do so. I would be inclined to think

that this was a description of something similar to that. This was

an actual blood which could be trnjzdiIiiJii,XJfl transmuted into

persons' beings and enable them to ... It does not say what kind of

bloodimxx it is, but that I mean .1 is... it says the x moon is

becoming blood. There is no reason to rule ... like the literal blood.

Then it could be. And this is something that has not happened yet.

All these other things are very, very literal and it is just a color

of blood. It would seem to me that would not fit with the idea of what

happened here, any one element. It does not say what kind of blood it is.

Is there any distinction made Xiuxxtxtx in the asageof the word of

the blood between animal blood and human blood blood? I Ia have Nix not

noted any distinction. Well, that is a question. Is this word blood

here used in the sense in which we would use the bord blood today or

is the word blood used here in the sense of that which is supplied

subsequently, that is, it shows the color change, does it show the

making it bad-smelling and undrinkable? And that would be described as

turning into blood, or does it necessarily have other qualities which

we would today find connected with what they would call blood. Of course,
what

you know/the Hebrew word DAM means. We have no evidence except what

the Bible says about its usage. We cannot ask anybody there who ould

know this... We cannot ask Zipporah when she said to her husband,Bloody
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husband art 1'x thou to me. We cannot ask her just what were the

chemical elnents altogether she meant. Don't you think
9pt

that meant

though , idi How would you take that in that context? If was red, disagreeable,

unpleasant. There was some ... some actual blood. There is no question

an that. But did the word blood to them under those circumstances necessarily

mean these chemical diements, these different elements or did it mean

a situation in which it was very unpleasantl which was connected with

death rather than with life? I think that, As life is in the blood we

are told, that, blood is the sacrifice, and the life is in the blood.
had

Of course, in the course of your sacrifice, the blood/already waxrun out.

before it could be eaten, I guess, before it was sacrificed. t You see here

the word blood, the word DAM, now,is also used in connection with animal

blood, like one in Genesis 9:4, thef blood of the naimal is the same

word. Genesis 9:4, what does it say there? No. 11t is dealing ith the

fact that the flesh of the naimal you can eat, but the blood, which is

ix life , according to ... eating of blood is forbidden, because it

represents in the life. But to me I could not have any reason for

taking this other than literal in the light of all the literal ways in

which you have ... you could not specify the type of blood~ from it,

whether it is from aniinaˆls or wl)hther it is from human, I would doubt

that it was human blood, But Of course, you have to say here it is organic,

iiwx whether it (si the blood that comes from animals or from a person.

Whether the word would not _ that which is similar to that,

which comes from an organic matter rather than from an mo anic. I doubt

ilul if we could be dogmatic on that in one or the other. ere is a historical

br1/T(tJ ________ I
nove prince of Egypt which deals with( Moses and his delivering
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the people from plagues, which puts the miralces down as either t o

/
some kind of upheaval, some kind of natural catastrophe or phenomenon,

way j in the Nile # somewhere which caused XXtr the water uuix

to take }i this chemical ... and it became red, saneX kind of

9.LLk.... 'J.%rIcx deposited in it. It might be the color of the blood.

And then. of cours the unclean water precipitated all the rest of the

plagues upon them, so that these forms came to light ... Is that mentioned

Tho±cx Thatis purely imaginary. Yes. We have to take that of course

as... qt is also interesting to note that the serpents, the rod becomin/g

serpents, that is a iriil1EX miracle. It cIxta1u±xx certainly was a miradle.

It was a sign. Pardon? It is not a miracle, but it , the word means

a sign. Mm. There are two words, MORPHE and what is the other mm one?

Both are used of things that are not supernatural. They are both used

in the sense of things that are supernatural and thingts that are not

supernatural.. 1"But this was supernatural, that is,the turning of the rod

into I would say that Aaron's rod turned into snakes, that is

certanly supernatural, but I am not sure whether the sign of the Egyptian

magicians was so. They may have done it, but there are those who say

that the magicians nu.uuitht knew a way to
press

certain nerves

and the snakes would become stiff, and they w1 would tüixxlook like

a rod. I m certainly do not think that was the case in the case of

Aaron. But I heard the possibility but I do not know. Whether the

magicians did a trick like that in which case it would be a trick or whether

they actually performed a supernatural work. I would be inclinced to think

that the Satan performed a supernatural ihiwork of f a supernatural

work that he performed, or it would have been that the serpents became

stick like the rods and then he then let them change into snakes. He could have
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Airing the king period, if we knew it bince we have some records of it.

We have all these references iwritten in the books of the ...Chronicles

in such and .... Then they will use it, too. This is the last time

I would bring nt)\.... chair.........

They may as well used it, too.

/ V We had better rush bçk to Babylon, here, in three,/ Now there are

\ /
70 years .... There are a number of h things about

Babylon, and I am afriad\e we would xxx have . it is a thing that is

good to acknwolwedge.
ii

(aol'utelan avere rsirould i have 7-'-'

any idea as to what he could\do and. . .
;Øie rage person would say,

why on earth don't they tell d whether Z4ek ah began to reign in 597
\- Y T'

or 596? What is the matter with\them?/ Why, all he has to do is gx to

go and look at all the .... an 1dini fi when he be'àme

My answer to that person is: /Te1= me
fhe

names of the year

What year they wer born... They cannOç eyen tell their names ....

But if he does not know the name, he es not even know the year of

his grand parents when they wer born. forget those things, and

there are few days and yars that stick 1z our minds. In most cases

we would have to look,, in sane references, 'and those few would not

if we did not have thi very convenient system

sf numbers 1, 2, nd 3, from which we are thankf4l to God two=.

Seleucus would have never spread throughout the wrld, and Ptolemy, too.......

It is a atroublesane thing, and tixiixx it is smwiliogmthad a stunbliiig

block to many people. It is a stumbling/block because

people get used to something that fits in our civilization. It is like a

boy that the Sunday School Times told... they told about the crucifixion of
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made the snakes look like a rod, which the ma*icians could not. The magicians

I would question very much if they could have made the rod look like snakes.

It would very well have been a mastery of illusions. They could have

possibl deceived, Pharaoh that ray. I would think that way very much

myself <Now
of course, the qestion is whether or not you would take

Xkixx this in that phenomenal sense of verse 12, "For they cast dci every

man his rod, and they became serpents:" But there is no indication given that

this is just a phenomenal language or an illusion or-sing.like that.
'
Well, no, I would flot think that you can get away from the fact that they

cast it down to the serpents, but the word 14 rod is cast down the

serpents which had been paralyzed to be/ like a rod. Well, if you say that,

then we do not know whether Aaron's rod was just... we know that definitely,

because God X Xiu trnjckü told Aaron tk&tx about the rod

that he had and God is not a God of deception. God would not perform$

a deception. The magicians might do jor.f perform, but God would not.

Is this the rod thatMoses used in the wilderness? Yes, it is. This

is also the rod that Moses had told Aaron and ... this is Aaron's rod.

Thoses
would have done the same thing1 the mount,

~e
used the same

rod... perhaps a long time. And this was given as a sign that he should

use as a credential on the mount. Yes, that is it. Yes, in that case

certainly it was .... This is the rod that he had been using. That

would seem right along correct. That would seem very definitely the case.

He had been using. That would seem very definite. I think that... There is

an 1 evidence that the rod is the rod that he had been using. I do not

know how kg had had been using, because those rods wear out quickly. You

do not necesssarily use for years. A man might have a rod which he had used
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'' for twenty years, zicxx whereas another might have a rod he had used

x± since last week and it had already worn out. We do not know. We

know, however, that it was a rod. I thik so very definiteèy.I would

think that Aaron would have cut the
rodq

off the trees and probably made

the rod. But I doubt that... what these magicians did we do not know.

I certainly would believe that Satan was able to twix turn an actual stick

into an actual rod, and I certainly do not believe Iutwtjc that Satan

was able to turn p rod4te-e into blood. God certanly could have

done, if he had
cho4\

But it says that the magicians did so with their

own enchatments, and I \ould be inclined to\Itnk that a question in the

case w like that it wi±1 could be

cited as a prediction, but pscychic.... without realizing what would

happen, and going to anot1r place uc±gx saying...
14

~
, I/

taw
when they were not at all.WhyIk&t would you 4e-.*.,..,.* certain ability

to do that?
'
To make organic life, I would questio1. It goes beyond

my impression of Satan's power, it is getting too cloe to the degree of

power of God. Well, that is true. Satan has done se other very, very

powerful things, which is usually attributed oiièy to God, it is more

destructive rather than constructive. It is true. Actually to take a

piece of wood and make it i into a stick, I would ixtiux seriously

question to be the work of Satan. I would not question his ability to

take a stick and make it paralyzed and .... I am not sure if the magicians

could but I am not
read1

to make an assertion that the maigicians could

not & that particular thing. bet, hem= could control ,wit_- He could

then fire it now and the1 ... the Lord gave him the power to do

so. Well,whaever he wanted to, he did not give the power over his life,

Don't touch his life. Yes. He limited his power. He said, there is no evidence
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NNW \such as that the Lord gave him power to .I. t, There are so many ways

in which that could be done, ... the power of Satan. I mean, even men

could do that sort of a thing today. They can make great wind. They

can make great fire. Very easily. Satan, I would think, would have pxx
what

power surpassing/any man can do. But he would do it with .... Yes, I see.

I see with atural elements. Yes. They are already there. They are

already there. I do not think that would be particular, difficult for

one with his power, but I think that his power is definitely limited. Oh,

yes. I certainly believe that $e has creative power that God has. Oh yes.

He can do things that would appear very wonderful to us, but they still are

very much it-sick- limited kithx compared with what God can do.

Now, how would you account for his? HK How would you account for bhis?

Do you believe that it specifically says that the rod became serpents?
taw Would you think that God then moved in the providence of ?

The magicians doing, you mean? Ya. I would be inclined to think t*ktx

that either the magicians or Satan made the serpents into rods. This

would not impress me as extremey diffidilt. Re made them look like rods.

Well, rods are something that you can ... What would you do, oh, oh,

then they cast down to rods, they become. (11, I see. I see. I to would

become .... PFunny, this is a same generalization. ~rhis is the same

terminology. You can actually mean Aaron's rod. If these rods ki

being 4 cast down, became serpents. IT WLL become a serpent. It certainly

became flexible or looked like a serpent, but it became a serpent. I think that

Aaron's rod actually became a serpent. I think that the serpent actually

became a rod again. But I do not think that 01 the magicians 'did. That
now the evidence that

would be attributing to Satan and magicians the power that I find/God has

given to iitkixix either one of them. This could be an evidence itself.
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What I mean is. Only... There is little about

wht Satan says throughout the Scriptures what his powers actually are.

And that, it could be ai insight, a little insight that we get in

A true picture of ... /7 Certainly in Job ]ie is working through things that
or four

are already exitent. Now, Dr. (2, twmxir three/years ago,

he saidt to me, two or three, four years agoX he said to me,Dp puu think

that man will ever create life? He says, no. Wtihin our life time

we mirxiiixii are going to see man make life and attest to it ....

Well, he says, it is not goring to kother me, he said. Well, I should

not say that I believe that these men cannot create $ life, but I do
of

not believe that in another ten thousands of years/experimentationxki

man would be in a position where man could take an inorganie matter

and make a human being. I do not believe that, but it is possible that

it is not impossible that , it may be likely that within the next ten

years, we may attest to something, to a very, very slow form that would

have the ability to'create a cell by dividing up each part of

like ( a very, very primitive thing'
T but I think it 1ib unlikely

am not going
that , I/w ixist/be terribly perturbed that they did that part.

But the complexity of the human life compared to that is tremendous/

beyond description. And whatever man willl be able to do'- .J

Satan would be able to do. Certainly, but to make it an actual living

serpent out of a piece of wood that-wed-be beyond , that I would think

goes beyond I would suspect that Satan would be able to do something _

like that. Now, of course, Satan perhaps could do this. He could

whereby the rod would disappear into ass and a snake would come out of

a whole. It may be that Satan could do a thing like that, tx They threw
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downdown the serpents, and they threw down the rods and

__________ F4(
ixwfm1u.Iiun they would disappear in the grass and the xixiw ageks would

start xrxxx wiggling along coming out of a holq. Satan could do something

like that. 9Verse 12 then would have to bex.tii.krprc interpreted in the

1 ight of tlwx an ignorant observer/ who looked and saw and was fooled.

No, they became, they came to be. 1They cast down the rods and they became

serpents.' God said, Let there be light, and there was light. They cast down
were

the rods and they/irir serpents. It does not say that the rods became

serpents. Does it use the term turning into serpents?
-
It uses the

same terminology as is used about Xliix Aaron's rod. Yes, it is the same

terminology, but I think that it is my impression that that t-' terminology

could mean simply that there cane to be serpents. I see. Certainly that

is wkat it means when it says, there came to be light. It does not mean

that God =ohm changed it into light. Isn't it simply HAYAH?

Yes, I am just looking. What is your reference, Mr. Harding? 7:12.

Actually 7:12. I remember the terminology, but that is my impresøsion.
/11

It is simply HAYAJ-1. Yes. Ha!ah. There were serpents. The rods were
a man

cast down, and there simply were serpents. There threw/a rod and, that is

a very interesting phrase, a man and his rod. And then it came to be a serpent.

And there were serpents. Tht is all. And the serpents were. It says,

it is entirely possible to interpret the terminology that the rod went

down and the serpents were there.! I The same thing. In verse 10 the same

Iuklgr thing is said, .... and it was, HAYAH. Yes, to be or to become. It

was. If God chose, God could have Aaron produce serpents out of his rod,

but he could have caused the rod to disappear and cause siriiiX a serpent to jump

Thxiir/ in its place. I do not say that He did, but God could have caused

the rod to become a serpent actually. But the only ground on which you

could say that is not-s an exegetical ground, it is on aie other uidY'C ground.
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I would say that the exegetical ground is to see what areR the possibilities

of interpretations of the verse. If somebody ... I would always run into

this and so constantly. Somebody t ,LIx tells me that such a nd such

a thing JiqDx happened, and it does not sound mmm reasonable to me.

And it does not sound reasonable to me. I say then that $ Where did you

hear that? So and so told me. What did he say? Well, I find the words

of what he said, and actually wordˆ ) includes the

person tho took it... I am constantly running into that. I mean we have

it all the time$. We have ut all the time. One person I think

somebody told me aim/ost anyting. I think that wet remember that possibility.

Now, you say that I am going directly to the person. You go through five

x hands with everyone that makes a little change, not that he is dishonoest

but that words are very obscure i jkw,m instruments of expression.

A word has a great possiblity of meaning, and if I want to writemm something

that would be clear so that people would not have to fight and misunderstand

14x it, I spend a lot of time working on it, and even then ... Look at

our Constitution, the Bill of Rights. They proposed that ... They r

proposed that Congress shall ktx not make taw the law. The congress shall not

make the law, establish, maybe respecting establishment of religion.

reigie1- - giving free exercise... James Maddison said, Neither the Congress

na the state make the law of establishing religion. The Congress said

no. We do not want to put the word statethere in there. They 1iric delirerately

otvd that down. Now, the Surpemne rmt Court says that what was passed

includes what they deliberately omitted. Well, it is certainly a case o f

the Congress shall not, I Of 'ffiwnxiwuMftfthw*K Massachusetts

'-established religion Ilinost fifty years after the Congress hat. \

passed that bill. But the Supreme Court now rules that it means that

the state is coming pi~ Those are difficult
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to express ideas.exatly. We take the Scripture and God is giving various

meanings and we get those meanings from it. We get it by comparing Scripture

with Scripture, and we say that these words x"ntean this and these

words mean this, and then you put them together and you get this idea.

But if you say that any sentence by itself you can find 4broad enough

an idea to include in it , to include something that is contradicted in

itself/ in the Scriptiure. I do not mean to say that UMM idea is xi taught

there, but I mean that those words could mean something that would contradict

some other words. BECCME is rather strySong. It is a strong English

word. It is just like your ... your argument about Genesis 1:1.

There are those who say that the earth became without form and void, and

therefore the earth existed for a long time before it became without form

and void. God created a perfect world and it became without form and void.

There are a lot of people who say that No, it cannot mean that, because

there is the word BE(ThIE and there is lethere . ... The word

HAYAH means the earth becomes instead of meaning either one. I personally

believe that it $ means to become. It may just as well be just come to be.

It does not mean that the earth has already changed into that. It means

the situation change from the situation of no earth in it came to be a

situation where the earth without form and void. Now, what happened in

between, whethere there was a long process between that earth into existence

whether there was an earth that was complete and it fell into chaos.

Also this is a possibility. It neither includes nor excludes it. But

our English word become has acquired u very specific meaning. I dp no t

know how recently it has acquired, but there are those , a man said

to me once, that IuixUiimm* hat becomes you. It is just amazing,

isn't it? Ye. Yes, that is quite difereent. When we say we stand fast,

it is different from run fast. {es, actually HAYAH has most of these
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Leanings like to be, does it not? I do not think HAYfiJ-I ever means to be.

I think that tt means to come trx into existence a situation, not o be

cotinuing in the ma situation. It represents a change.
14

I found that, It seems to me that 40 times, I do not get it exactly.

/ Let us say 41 times in the English you have the word to be like it was

evening and it was morning. God saw that what he had madBit was good.

Let us say 4 times. I forget how many times there, the approximate

percentage. Let us say that 41 times. Let us say one of those was in

Genesis 1:2 and the earth was without form and void. That is the one

that we have discussed, and so we leave that out. It $ is my impression
the

that just about half of their others represented HAYH in/Hebrew and

the other half of the others were

inserted in English ihere there is no verb in Hebrew. And when there is

no verb used when it says God saw what he has made and that it was good.
the

There is no verb used there. And you go through $ chapter and there are

cases where no verb is used are cases where it means here in the sense

that this was a continuing situation which had continue to be. And the

cases where HAYAH is im used, it represents a change. It was evening and

it was morning. That does not mean that that was the condition while

they stajed in the morning or in the evening, but it represented a change.

xTilwa It became. It became morning and it became evening. The Pmerann

Standard Version says, It was morning and it was evening. I think that

it means it became morning and it became evening. But it does not mean to

BEC(NE in the sense of this change after that. It means become in the sense

that it came to be that way. That came to be the situation. It is a change

from one to the other. It s a change fran tone situation to another.
- '

The man caw to There came to be a sitting man. It does not necessarily

say that the man xxrx is leaving outside the room instead of sitting here.
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A man is leaving well. Thers a change of/situation, but it does not

necessarily mean a change of (a particular ... a common changing to be

a queen. It does not mean that. That we .-a-wonderful thin done in

this portion, except for the slaying of the ihi'&- born, but here all of

them are to be marvellous occasions of natural circumstances which God

brings about, and are predicted, but ... at least they were intensified,

ye, yes. which do not necessarily involve something which could not have

happened naturally, but the point being that it happened at this time.

And they happened after the prediction. is an idea which has been very wide

spread in our last tkxrxrx1Iix two or three 1. hundred years that

there is a natural world, and there is a supernatural world, and a world

must be something which involved... üxij,tirzx interfered with the law5,b'f

nature. Now, that is not a biblical idea. The Biblical idea is that

there is a usual situation and 'God does uthix something, and it is an

indication to us that He is active there, and if that is sometkin that you

or I cannot do, it is a sufficient indication of God's power, but if
ing a

it is sanething that .a man,knowˆ/hundred times as I know I could do,

that would be .... from its miraculous nature. The line that there

are these things that man can do and beyond that there is supernatural,

anything that is 'ii x.IltX a miracle is in that supemiatural ix realm

is not a Biblical idea. It is an idea developed philthsophicaUy. Now,
(; -

God can do anything which is ... beyond or rules, -nature He can

if He chooses, but that necessarily He chooses to do that we are not told
have

in the Scripture and we often used this same expression in the Scripture

MORPHE for matters which are God's use of forces which He has created and

which He predicted what would happen, rather than something ih*uiihii4cx
particular

inew that He was going to bring into existence at that/time.

( How would reconcile that with Jesus' claim* the testimony of th works.
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He said, If I do the works which only God can do, then believe them and if

I ddo not, then do not believe. Is that what He said? kes. He said over

and over again and it is not just an isolating case. All over John 5.

Thxuisx He bases His Deity on His works, on the fact that He did only
has a proof of

the things that God can do, and w±t1xx which 1iw11 His Deity rather

than DeitV with proof of . it *jixtlthx And this was His 1argument.
/

He said now, Ji±mtkmxninmn1. You should take my word
,4

if you don't,

the works that I do should prove to you. That was His argument.

He did only the works that God can do. These works are not something

which any man can do. Let us say it this way. Do we have to go up to

the ceiling in order fix to gic ctxt1ii get away from the flor?

That is to say, if He does works thich is far beyond what any can

do, or what any man that they have ever seen with his opportunity with

no greater opporl]unity of education, of experiments, of special knowledge,
a

thali the evidence that He had could do. These words are/sufficient sign

for that. Now, my guess would be that a very great part of what he did

was something which involves Divine interference with normal course

of the world as He has made, but that He always chooe to do that sort of

a thing I do not think that we have any evidence to say that He choee to

things Which are beyond what a normal man would be able to perform.

With such opportun/ities as he had now, and now if a man should discover

xkx a .... to do something, it looks exactly like -xd as far as

we can see is just as good as something that is described in the Scripture.

That does not prove to $ us that he was not supernatural. Jesus said,

Jesus labeled the individual.., were said that He did. He argued that He

did certain things which no man could ever do, which only God could do.

Well, let us say that no man, there is u abundant knowledge which no man

has yet, and this knowledge that already acquired not available to
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4/4-1
anybody in Jesus' day, and for anyone to have such knowledge would require

the Divine activity. There is no other way he could get it. The know]Ige

which men have acquired by series fyears of
experimentationf

with a D-- 7

and with a great amount of xxix ton and all sorts of things today,

lxxix knowledge 1ixixxuiix that we can apply to cri1 ourselves today..'.-

that4" type... there would be no -way to acquire t6ã, and the fact

that He had it is the evidence xkaxxx to prove His being Supernatural,

a particular case involved the knowledge which we will never get

±ixxxxrx±ifixt±xx or not. I think that lix it is rather important in

respedt to,apologetics today, because there are so many things which

scientists have been able to kuex do that t.cre made a religion a rather

irrelavant to a large part of the population which- the people think it s,'..
have been

Exactly, that ix is right. To them it is. or instance, therexzrxˆ those

who have been made to see again, and those who were really dead and they

were brought back to life again. And they were dead for a few minutes

or in other words, til heart stopped, and they started it quickly and

they got it going. "I would think that if you went iitkriLx1i.igx

jxfwxixxtixx even for a few minutes without the heart beaing, the

brain would be irreparably in ruined. Well, they atarted the canon...(/

seconds after a certain number of minutes, they counted off the seconds,

because tJwill show the brain damage. uix But the persons that are

actually dead in all medical sense and in every sense of the word...

Historically, even a phenomenial view even in the New Testament times...

they would view the death of Christ in the same way, and who wpuld be able

to tell us so far as the death is concerned. "Jesus
saidjJairus

daugher

was not dead, but sleepeth. That was a figure, though. Was it not?
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What right have you got to say that? it was a fiurative expression?

Well, John 11, where JESUS said,tx I am going to tell you plainly now

what I mean. I mean that she is dead. And he said Lazares sleepeth. They

did not understand. I take it plainly that he is dead. That is what I
/

mean by it. I see. Did he say the same about the daugher of Jairus?

I mean that sleep is a if figure all the way through. You have a lot of

references. David sleepeth with his fathers. He was dead and his body

was there..., the same thing is true of a number of thers. There are an

abundant case of that.
/
There is a question in chapter 9., I want to raise

I want to look into. 'Exd.9:l9? We have to go back to verse 6. That is

the other question. Verse 6. What is verse 6? "And the Lord did that thing

on the morrow, and all the cattle of Eppt died: but of the cattle of the
r)

children of Israel died not one." What is the other one? iterse 19.

He said, "Send therefore now, and gather thy cattle, and all that xtItr

thou hast in the field; for upon every man andbeast which shall be found in

the field, and shall not be brought home, the hail a*ll come down upon them, and

heytshall dieØ'.' Yes, I think that that is a pretty good proof that that
to be

word all is not to be taken in the complete sense. If Aix it is not/taken

in the complete sense here, then there ... interpretation

of the plagues ... just about(2l1)
not only

wrcIk where the angels x passing over the land, / five or ten kids
Pharaohˆ's

died, perhaps sane of his boys and some others died, uxfixxux and that was

" but the Scripture there gives us xk considerablexNxAixx more details,

and it says that if they put the blood on the door, they did not die, and

if the blood was not on the door, they died. There it gives

considerable more details on this one word. Dr. is there any evidence

as to hew long a period this was in which these things occurred? I do not

think so. Could it be something like a year? between plagues? I would not
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think so. I would suspect very much that were the case. I would doubt

very much that it was a year between the plagues, but I would think that

the whole thing might have run over a couple of years. I see. So, it would

have been possible for them to take sane of their cattle away from the

Israelites and zttxx there recuperated their losses and that is a
f,r-fetched

pulling out of nowhere, but it could be a possibility. No. No. Who is

this addressed to, and What is that? Verse 19.

Verse 13. "... Rise up early in the morning, and stand before Pharaoh, and

say unto him, Thus saith the Lord God of the Hebrews, Let my people go, that they

may serve me." Then in verse 20, here he says, 'lie that feared the word of

the LORD among the servants of Pharaoh made his servants and his cattle

to flee into the houses : And he that regarded not the word of the Lord left

his servants andhis cattle in the field." There was a very grievous

plague upon cattle and the cattle that had this plague had died, but I do

not think that all the cattle that had this murrain '1frk on died. I do

not tink that it means that flhev all idiw had them on. Verse 6? Yes.
the children of

all the cattle of Egypt died: but all the cattle of/Israel died not

e." R5 that to be taken, the second statement also, x in a general sense?

died not one. No, I would think that there was not any Israelite whose
()

cattle died. I would say that. tlhat does not mean that they were eternal

cattle, but that they wIxxx.just did not die then.

Gehaziel, when he was recovered, he.wat id.ztxkixxux
'I.
meant when he was recovered, this ±x illness is not an illness that would

kill him, that is what he meant. Gehaziel went and killed the other one.

He would not die of this illness. He said, He will not die. He will

never die. He may die tomorrow, but he won't die of iis illness. It is like
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'1 t
1 ".. a man had a heavy .... A doctor says to him, Oh, that ix is i,igx going

to heal up very nicely. He says, after I am healed, will I be able to play

piano? Oh, surely, you will be able to play piano perfectly all right. He says,

That is x iuRthix wonderful. I could mm never play piano before.

You see here when the doctor says that you will be able to play piano, what

he means is that there is nothing in this make it impossible for

you tp play piano, he definitely means that it does not go beyond that stage.
a

He is interpreting Xiii situation. A prediction really would be really
(i

not always a capital. .. his servants and his cattle in the field....

There was a man.... "And the hail smote thoughout *11 the land of

Egypt all that was in the field, both man and beast; and the hail smote

every herb of the field, and brake every tree of the field..',' Only in the land

of Goshen, wehre the children of Israel were, was there no hail." I do

not think that -"x means that every single tree was broken and every

but perhaps it may very well be that it was bad enough that every animal

in that area wilgx where the hail came they were all injured pretty badly.

Or if you take it simply to emphasize the great amount that was 4 done, you

would have to apply in connection with the first-born, too. Would you not?

To be consistent all the way through?
/
Of course, in connection with the first

born it is specifically stated that if you put the blood on the door, the

first-born will not die, but that if the blood is not on the door,

first-born will surely die xiixaxmx sez)to suggest that it is

pretty wide//spread Mte the twelfe... men... had not just the first-

/ born of the Pharaoh but also the first- born for the captives in the

dungeon... The firstborn of the cattle... 'there agan.

It does not.., you can do .... In the order of the plagues .... I do not think

that we are told.. I would think that it is very unlikely that

I would be inclined to think that a year and a year and half or two years
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/
That would be just a guess. We are not told. It would have taken quite

a while. That would certainly allow scine time, because tkix if the tattle

are so important, they could have mi± get easily mere cows and they

would not have had the difficulty there, would they? Of course, now, where

is the word cattle? mean? See, in English the word cattle means. It is

I n Hebrew. Isn't it? the beast. Cattle means cow today.

In the Bible it speaks of ill 'hkmxm3vdx large cattle and small cattle.

In your large cattle you have horses and cows, I think. In your small cattle

you iamx include sheep and goats. (ii yes. The srxuX1tix word cattle

in the Old English when the King James translation was made, it seems to be

a word that means domestic animals of almost any kind. I/Isn't it almost
/

taken uxuit±xikiipxx small cattle such as sheep? And BEHEMAJ-1 ? It is

very interesting... /Isn't behemah used in that sense? is very interesting

in chapter 9 in verse 3 we read, "Behold, the hand of the Lord is upon they

cattle which is in the field,upon the horses, upon the asses, upon the

camels, upon the oxen, and upon the sheep: there siall be a very grievous

murrain." Isn't that interesting? Well, yes. s that Exodus 9? 9:3.

7"There is, in our Modern English we would not use the word cattle to include

gm horses or asses or camels, oxen. According to Mr. Taylor, it would

mean .... No, BEHEMAH is not used there. It is
/_Vt

it is

men, q4oph, nun. Behold, the hand of the _Lord ... I am not sure what that

means. Your possessions, Is that it? Yes, it is. which are in the field and

then he spells them out. I believe that in Latin the word
uxx pecunia
rz.i.cii.i.ffffr means cattle, but cattle being one of the commonest

types of property, pecun/ia means money.

The possession$ of Psrael, singular there. There they change the meaning like

this. The words of or and that is a problem of interpretation.

And now my boy was at a conference last week where they had representatives
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of the council for religion from independent schools. So they had representatives

of maybe forty or fifty private schools there, and he went there from

the Philadelphia Montgomery School and they put them in discussion groups /
a dozen people in a group. There was not one from any one school.'

And in this discussion group, he spoke uxuix up and m said, I believe

in the verbal insptiration of the Bible, and those youngers just laughed
He said

with their heads off./they laughed as if they had heard the biggest joke

they had ever heard. He said that they were ... this and that and that.

It is very easy for people to ridicule our belief by making it look as if

we thought... you just take any word out of context and that ... of course,

we do not believe that. We believe that the Bible is God'sWNz Word

and that it is freef from errors, but we believe that this has to be

correctly interpreted. And you have to do a good bit of interpreting.

And fox of course, they do what we call twisting, they go way beyond, but

we consider a x sound interpretation. They would believe in a sound interpretation

of any other book, but tki we have to do a lot of interpreting. Th We

have to do that in anything in human life. And a person who thinks that

The world is just full of ... anywhere. I hear an awful lot of people

they are a sort of people ... they are the sort of people who put their

Bibles on the shelf and say... and they would never look t them. Then

the Bible would not do them any good. (An interesting thing about that

is that éen in your translation or interpretation you have a little

you cannot help it. I feel more and more impressed with that. We cannot

help it. A great deal of interpretation enters in and we cannot help it.

It is absolute'y unavoidable. I got a letter last week. Saneboy said,

I am studying Christian education, Would you please send me a definition

of what you mean by Christian education. I find that people, what they

call the ideas of means
11
and objectives of Christian education depend/$
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to a great extent on their definition. I an .... -

definition. I have made up a definition, but I have not sent it to him

yet. But Miss (lung saw it and she thought that it was a very comprehensive

definition. I do not know whether or not I should say this, but/Jour

school believes that it is simply what], have written, but it represents

my impression of what So, I ilu4glx thought that that

is a rather clear statement. I certainly like to .. When I was at Westminster

they raised a question like that. The fac 1 discussing every

Saturday for five weeks. There we dealt with a man. We could not deal

with too many questions. In chapter 9. Well, time is up. Maybe

we can continue... Let us look at the Messianic Psalms tomorrow. What

do you think? Or do you have something else which you would think more

impressive? o. I just wanted to mention that the problem in chapter 10

1 15 where ±Xxxxx Moses says, "Thou hast spoken well, I will

see thy face again no more." And then in chapter 11 he goes out t from

Pharaoh his enemy.... 11:8, and the quejstion of whether Moses was making

a prediction or simply stating an jntention, his personal intention/ in

10:29, because in 11:8
he1does...

then he goes out to Pharaoh. The

quettion is Is this a predition? In other words, if it were, the prediction

was false. Unless he interpreted it in anotehr way. Although it is hard

to say i verse 8 in chapter 11, )And he went out from Pharaoh

in a great anger." In other words, It is very interesting. Moses madeˆ

a statement.! that he did not carry out. It is made perfectly clear from

what follows/ that it was not a Divine prediction. It was a statement

of MDses. ((here is another verse that I hater to misread. What is that?

4:10? I think that we misread that. 4:10? In the last phrase it reads
vow

something like this. "... I an slow of speech, and of a slow tongue."
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Judging from Deuteronomy we wee that Moses was --------? one of the

greatest e-in the history of the world. I think that we find that

ma he was not a staggerer or i9r staninerer or stuggerer, but simply

a man of inferiority complex ...........

6:20. "And 4mram, took him Jochebed his father's sister to wife;" In other

words, his aunt, then both were Levites, Oh, his father's sister? Yes.

i'nramj took him Jochebed his father's sister to wife... In other words

he martied aunt Jochebed, so to speak. Yes. So, probably from the

inbreeding there, there might have been congenital depravity., congenital
cause

It might have two effects. Either or congenial.

I think that in Moses' case it is congenial.
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Mr irnrxipcent where are tapes or March 2 March 3 and March 7
/

MARCH 9 P6 FULFILLED PI)PHCY DR ALLAN A MACPAE

" what verse have we been looking in, Zechari.ah? Chapter 8.

>
Chapter 8, 4, 5, 6 7 and 8. Chapter 8:4-8. I have read something very

very similar to that just in Macc. (Ii) 14. Are we supposed to do

that for the day?' 'Well, it is very, 1± very similar to that. And

something else I found to ... there that that phrase , each man sitting

under his vine and fig trees is likewise used in that section. And

Verse 9 through 14? Um. And it is also describing the times of

Maccabees.\That
is a work of redactors. Yes. Well, of course, they

had the Scriptures before them. The idea is that there was peace and

propserity with no threat of war or And that phrase that we find

here about their calling to the bondage that is a very peculiar

when, and what that means...

That is a very peculiar phrase. Now in chapter 8 then we have been

looking at 4 bkrough 8, the old man and the children. It just gives

a couple of ideas without developing it. It pictures them) 'nut it does

not develop( there their relationship, and it simply means that there

is going to he a great increase in population. Then the stress should

not be on being ld men and children, but on their being many pore people.

1ould it not?
/
This is one of the critcial reasons for finding these

chapters in Ceciaraiah to a pre-exilic date? What? They say that the

writer is looking at the desolation by NebuchadJin Jeremiah's day, and

he says, Don't worry about the people caning back sane day and there will
here

be resettlement/ I see. That is the idea of simply of resettlement.

Yes. That is what means to them rather than a great increase in population.

Uhm. Yes, it is true that the resettlement will bring mmxx old people and
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children, whereas a place of rt4n might be temporarily ... can't anybody

from war... and that sort of a thing. If you would not have much of

a settled population, but after the return, it would seem just as though there would
be
xtii old men and children there. It seems that you need more stress on the number

of them, and also cx if you are going to stress on the number, and then

the number of people of matures age, the active people, it would seem

equally important. Sane suggest that it is just a picture of peace

and prosperity, but it is hard to know. Of course, it is taht, but

to say just that, it would seem rather too specific to be just that, unless

there is something more in thought, and the Lord says, it would be

marvellous in the eyes of the remnant of these people in these days.
A IiII,LJUtXfmtm

Why should this be marvellous in ii their eyes.

As far as they know, they had old people and they had children, unless

there is a great Stress on number, which iertanly it does not seem to be

that the big stress mm in these two verses., it may have touched

upon it, but it is not the thing that is emphasized! here. If Lf is
does it mean that /

marvellous,/it is still difficult for me? He says, I am going to bring

people and am going to dwell in Jerusalem. I would certainly seem to fit

better with the time when there were hardly anybody there in the time of

resettlement. What is your next after that? Verse 11? Verses
and 8

7 and 8. Do you see anything additional in 7 and 8? 7 and are

similar to the problem that was mentioned about these two verses. Behold,

I will save my people from the east country, and from the west country.

And I will bring them, " It is suggesting that they have not yet cane,

does it not? It sounds very much more like something that has not yet

ux occurred d sanethin to= after there has been something

of return. !Lfr/f itis given after the return, then it must mean to
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__ bring more people. But thereim is no specific statement in that direction.

Well, we could presuppose a dispersion first. Another one? That would

be then bringing more people, that there would be a new dispersion and

then regartherin g And of course that does not fit particularly with

verse 9, does it? We have verse 9 which right gets back to the verse 10,

does it not? of the building of the present temple, But it would fit

with the idea that we have been suggesting all along iiIxx or have found

suggested here, Look to the future and be encouraged in the present. Uhm.

It would fit with that idea. Look to what God is going to do and now

therefore, be strong now and do this and do this. The trouble with

that now is that the people have now begun to return, and there are

few that are hoping a lot more. Now, he says, encourage younrmxself.
again

After the next time you are going to go away and then/cane back. You know,

The matter of going away wwx would be more emphatic in their minds

than there had been of knowing that there was going to be another

return. Tht would ... myself to the temple. There is going to be a

marvellous temple built. There is going to be built a temple. The

branch itself is going to build it. So, now, you build your peinple.

I say to myself now. What encouragement, does the branch is going to

build its ñgxf future temple have for my building this temple now.

What encouragement is there now? In verse 9, that is what is going to

happen in future. Of course, we are not 0 told whether it is going to be

i the distant future. IT IS NOT even told if that will go that far. True.

But they do seem to be as we have suggested representative f men in this

and representative fx1kxi actions and so on. The Hebrew text might

suggest a continuing action since this uses the participle for the description
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uses ANIand the participle from YASHACICfor the

tkdwx Behold, ye, saving or delivering the people. Verse 7, verse 7.

"Thus saith the Lord of hosts; Behold, I will save my people from the

land of the east, and from the land of the west, f and from the land $f

going towards the sun. Some suggest later on that the idea of that

ontinuing, the thought of continuing. Yes, the people came back with Ezra.
in Nehemiah and so forth.

People came back with me u1x... He says. Is the same thing true of

bringing that still I will bring them in verse 8? Well, it is

!fx perfect with waw consecutive. Well, that looks like it. Well, that

should not be present. Yes. That is used a number of times as present

according to Gesenius. I am bringing them, and they shall dwell in the
It is a

midst of Xkix Jerusalem... Do you say that I am bringing them? //Waw
the

consecutive with /peffect and that does not always mean future. No.

That is a present action withzz.uow under process. And I have brought them.

I would not say that I have, but I am bringing. .. You mean that the

perfect is like a participle? A perfect iti with a waw consecutive.

It is like a participle. )tt Not exactly. I bring them would be better.

No, I4i Maybe I bring them, but.tMi* actually, the action is not

completed. It is referring to the same period ... specified by the

preceding verb and denoting the incomplete action which can be pictured

as being done over and over mem It is lull! like frequentative.

It is what we call frequentative use. Well, then in that case, it would be

a better translation in verse 7, to say, I an saving my people. Fun.

I am bringing them. I will keep on bringing them. Yes, wome would

translate it that way very nicsely, and it also fits with the verse 8

bearing, and That would nicely witlix fit much better tith verse 9/ than the

way it is translated here in King James. Mach better. This is what I am
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gü doing. I am continuing now to do it. This is waki what I am

doing and there would be a predictive element, in that he says what

I am doing he is going to keep on doing. But then it would be *ithin

their life time then. Well, at least it would have scinp ppplication in

±tx their life time. I do not think that they would say that he would

finish the bringing them in their life time. He says that I am doing it

and he does not say when he ˆ is w going to stop doing it. It would

have that application within their life time. In other words, he is

going to keep on tkm doing that. At least it is dealing, if you would

take it that wayj withmw one movement, whatever length this present

movement is going to go, $ it would not be during £''rfiitrax some

future movement. Not in that present movement, which might have an

intermission, but which would continue to a certain point, which certainly

would not be thoughtø of continuing after the destruction of Azzmaft Jerusalem.

No. It would not go near that far. This particular movement. They shall

be my people and I will be their od,*dx in truth and in righteousness."

And this, And that would give a reaeon why 7 and 8 are a basis for

exhortation to build a temple, while to say that there is oging to be

a return two thousand years from now would not be too much of a reason

of building a temple tight then. There is a statement about the branch

building the temple. The branch is iw going to build a great temple of

God, and whether that is going to be right away or distant is caused...

insertion? ?? But a new return from a new exile xis not yet broadcast.

That would not be an encouragement to build this temple. Although if you

find something of that nature later in Eechariah, then you may also wonder

perhaps if this could not refer to the same thing. Yes. Thatwiix we would
Taw
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atmwIk have to check, and let us remember to check on that.

Surely. Now, if you take 7 and 8 that way, what about trIf 4 and 5 then?
or

4 and 5 fit with it or is it separate? us it a separate prediction?

If this is marvellous in your eyes, should be marvellous in mine eyes...

it sounds as if what he just said is something really marvellous. It is
as it is stated low

pretty hard to see/uxt it is a marvellous thing. I mean how it is

different from.. . I mean it is marvellous, but it is a marvellous thing

that he has already done rather than a marvellous thing that he is going

to do, unless there is to be simply going to be a great increase in

population. In that case, it would seem to be no particular reason

to mention the old people and the children and atxIix leave out the

active people. There is a problem there we should still keep in mind.

Now, let us go on then after verse... Do you want to push ahead or do

you want to receive another question in there? Do you have a question

there? What is that? I was going to wonder the phrase, the question
I -n.




into
phrase is taken out of key, taken out of r and it throws/the whole

question in a sense. This is verse 6? Ibm. The whole expression is
1 tJ

axkiy. It does not tfx always mean IF1 by any chance? Not that I know

of. Then, pALLAX. . I wondered, I am not sure, but I wonder if there

is a possibility of saying, Behold, Thus saith the Lord of hosts;

that it will be wonderful or maybe it is wonderful in the perfect. It will

be thus wonderful in tá the eyes of the rest of this people in these

days. It is that now, but the fact that I tell you this is because it

is a wonderwf±ful thing now, or PALLAI thing. Because it is a wonderufi

thing to these people now, also in your% eyes a greater wonder. In yours eyes?

and also in mine eyes, I am sorry. Also in mine eyes it will be wonderful

saith the Lord of hosts. And then he goes ahead to ... I do not know. What does
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it mean to be wonderful? It means that something is PALLAI, PPLLAI.

VaW I understand that PALLIA is something that you wonder at, something that

is astonishing to you. Ya, not astounding, necessarily, but that

astonishing or that something that you would look at twice at or look

at it with certain amount of amazement. Well, this is amazing to you.
if

It is also amazing to me? There is no question. No. Then/this is amzing
be

to you, it will also/Amazing to me. You mean that there is no question.

I have not just thought of ... I was just looking at the passage, looking

at the word KI clause. If it is xx amazing to you. The KI

is certainly apt to mean when or since rather than if. It is not typical

of ... to say if, but if the next part is a question, then I think that
practically

the meaning of it is pzi.uiix-xly what we say it is, even if it is not literally

that way. If this is amazing to you, should also be amazing to me? If

you say that if this is q question, when you get the idea here perfectly

well, but if you get the same idea out fx a little better.. . let the

literal.., exactly the idea of it, if the last past is the question.

Well, ±hwc but if there is no iAil7x indication in Hebrew that the

last part is a question, the whole idea of the question of the last part

would have to be drawn from the tone of a voice, and so you could

say that the last part is a declaration rather than a question. &itxw.zx

what sense does it iiX make? Is it going to be amazing to God's eras?

Mom If it is amazing to you, &oes it mean±k that it is also amazing to me?

It just does not quite seem to make any sense. The sense seems

require that it be a question, because otherwise it seems to be a...

if God is surprised at what He did. What do you think of the remØnant

of the people that it refers to? All those who have returned? I just

wondered. Do you think of any other possibility? No, I do not, but I x must

JIR.ti't-Iin.tUXX say that that is one of about three verses in Zechar$iah

that have always been perplexing me to understand it in context or -contexi3
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Yes, a couple of others later on... If these two verses have been,

__ If he said that this ix city is going to be so full of people that there

won't be hardly any room for houses and they have to spread out throughout

the country round about and they will have strong men performing great

students' activities here, old people will be living on medicare and

young children playing on streets and he said, if you think this is

marvellous, when you think this is marvellous to you, you mean to say

that it could be marvellous to me7, That I cannot do 0 it? That would
is so much

be very reasonable. I do not think that our problem% in this verse ix as

xmxriixx in the two verses before. What is so wonderful about them?

What is so wonderful about them in that situation? Well, if you think

about how quickly , well not quickly, but the fact that they would all

be brought back to the land and when you picture the land, the land would

be productive and would be tremendous in a very near future, and it would
a

be/very astonishing thing to us. Well, you may have sich prosperity,

ux with the number, yes, with the number. When they are away in

captivity in east and in west, and yet they would all come back and,

You say a little .... Vietnam today, where it has been raised about

both sidesxxxxxx both tines two or three times, and the refugees have
American troops,

left. You have there now a garrison of South Vietnamese troops and i.il....

and these garrisons will are borth together. They are holding and they

are watching for little attacks. And once every month or so they together

furlough a couple of days and ... South Vietnamese villages and

go and visit their families. And uu say to them that is

a communist and in this village there is an old man walking around with

a staff and children playing in the streets. That would be amazing.

Because in that war situation, the only people there are the active military,
VAW




the active men in military age. There is no body else xli there. If you say
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condition
there are going to be old people and children here, the iimixof

S
war/is going to be replaced by the condition of peace. That is a

perfect illustration, but if you have a whole family that have kzck

cane back and have been living here twenty years and have old pealed

houses, and ... building of the temple !t as yet, it would be

strange indeed if there were not already old men and children also. The

stress is going to be gery great... We would stress on tkflkx that,

in= in the verse that we find, but in the verse we find practically,

the verse does not give us the impression that there is going to be a

tremdhous increase in number, but gives the impression that there is going

to be 11th people of ... . and just a few words have

stress on number than also... also if it is a number, it is strange not

to have also an increase in the number of k mature men as well as

children. Of oourse, sane of the prophets delight in its extremity, as

we have noticedin Isaiah lately. They delight in extremities to make

this point, the head and tail, the first and the last, the foremost

and the latter most..., old and young could be an extremity to describe

the whole population range. The expression should also be marvellous in

mine eyes, it is my impression, my impression wold be that that kind

of a statement is used more with an emphasis on God's power than on God's

knowledge. Is that so? on God's power? And therefore this is something

that he is going to do and ao in another case he says he is going to do

something, and he says, Is this marvellous in your eyes? At least it is

related to His power as to what He is going to accomplish. But it does net

seem to be that tlmijxizxi verses 4 and S are siniplyxmx that God knows

that it is simply going to happen, but that He is going to do something.

You are right. Stress is on God's power, unquestionably. Is this marvellous to
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VMW YOU? Now, of course, the stress would be on God's wonderful knowledge

of knowing scinething that is going to happen, but in the context, that

does not particularly fit here. The stress here is that God is powerful

enough to bring this pass. You do not see how it can happen. Does that

mean that it is too difficult for me to do? Right. That is the steess.

But it is pretty hard to imagine that most of what is in thexx verse

could txXiiktx perfectly fit wk with what is already there. B.D.B.

there handY? Right here. Dr. would it be possible to connect verse 6

with verse 3? I recognize the difficulty with verses 4 and 5. Jhm.

But probably verse 3 is an appealing as to what God sixxx is going to do.

And verses 4 and S are a kind of ... illustration to illustration

sanething related to verse 3. Then verse 6 thinking of the whole thing
come

including verse 3. Verse 6 would certainly/very naturally right after

verse 3, and there is a riuziixit vineyard in between you would

expect that it is a vineyard that emphasizes more that which is outstanding

or remarkable about verse 3. This does not seem to be particulary to do

that. Yes, that is a problem. There are going to be old men and children.

They x are already there, as far as we know. That is a problem,

and I realize that. You know, certainlyNis more, does

more customarily mean too difficblt or too hard. Thattould exactly fit.

That fits exactly. And it would also take the marvellous

idea. As points outj( marvels and wonders in Mixijtxxx hiphil.

iwE)xuLIrfdtX more useful, more normal for.... It is too hard for me.

It seems to you beyond imagination. It should not be too hard for me.

Should it be too hard for me? You say, we are going to move to Conclin

Hall this morning where the other one is. Well, how can we do that7?
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__ God says, this is marvellous in yours eyes. Do you mean that I cannot

do it? It fits perfectly with that. Yes, i it definitely means
the

verses 4 and 5 are nothing beyond/normal force or expectation of the

group. Itwould seem to be. Unless there should be sane otheay

in which they could be subsumed under.., as Mr. Ilmzweiler has suggested.

They do not seem to be strange enough to subsume ... unless you have

sane garrisons here, and not families.but there have been houses over

twenty years and there must have been sane families. Zech. stands

in the middle of the desolate Jerusalem, saying, in verses 4 and 5. It

fits perfectly, of course. Yes. You are seeking a pre-exilic portion?

A pre-exilic view of iix this portion. Well, what about the dating

of it? Is there any...? We do not hold that it is impossible that there

could be an occasional small dislocation in the Scripture. We do not

-
deny absolutely the possibility of such a thing. But the trouble

is that once you begin, the minute you find people poving the whole

C IBpters and have estimationsj about that around, then so, it is very,

we might keep in touch, we might keep away from it as far as we possibly

can. And after we get out of this chapter, we do not have him standing

in the middle of the desolate Jerusalem, Jerusalem flourishes, so to

speak, and has an army... I mean the possibility of these two verses being

an early insertion at this point. That is not so much a dislocation.
could be

Itctxx±i that these two verses just did not belong there, because

six comes right after three and six is very xrpxiti appropriate,

would it not? "... I am returned unto Zion xit1xx, and will dwell in the

midst of Jerusalem: and Jerusalem shall be called a city of truth; and the

mountain of the Lord of hosts the holy mountain." They were struggling for
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VAW twenty years, not having been able to do much, when thought they were

would be able to do much,iitiix but they did not even build the temple

as yet. That would seem like a pretty wonderful thing. He said, this

may be beyond your imagination, but that does not mean that I

cannot do it. Yix It were not for verses 4 and 5, there would not be

any problem. But I do not th like to drop the theory of interopolation,
driven for it,

in the midst, unless abo1ae1utely/mux but I do not rule out utterly

the possibility of tktx an occasional interpolation of a word or two

out of a verse or two, as long as it is kept very, very minor. And

usually you thinking of something later, an interpolation of a later

matter rather than an interpolation going backward, interpplating fran

something that is older. Well, it depends on how it came to pass.

Suppose for instance that ±1 it describes the knowing of a great prediction

made before, made at the time of the desolation when iki it just did

not seem to be the end. Suppose somebody then had predicted itxaiix this and
it

mi&ixuhx1ug.tmiiuiui.ur.-.I.n a scribe writes/in the margin, What

a wonderful prediction that would make.., it was not half fulfilled.
it

He writes/in the margin and then gets into ... Now, Professor of

Hebrew, , H. L. Ges , he has a theory like

that on a section in Daniel. He has given a whole paper on the number.

I do not know of the details. This was thirty years ago. He gave this

paper, and I remember Dr. Montgomery was fascinated by it in which

he had a s ection in Daniel wxx where a scribe had made notations
them

he made a section with an explanation, but made ±1 in the margin in such

a way that actually in the margin, though he referred to certain vereses...

they came written on the pages. You can easily do. You can write anything
then a later

on the margin. And kitcribe copies it uit2c right in the verses...
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__ this way wrong verses are introduced. And yet, which, I rineinember Dr.

Montgomery was greatly interested. But I am not at all sure whether he

accepted that or not. Dr. Speiser was very much against it, against any

conjectural emendations of any kind, he is very much againtt them, but

he said,, If you are going to make one., H. L. Ges was very

clever, he said, very clever, and, but I am afraid to think that he cannot

give any other explanation. I cannot, I do not feel right to deny

kbx the occasional, very rare possibilities. I was very much amazed

thirty-tree years ago, and of course, tzxLcwiixtry*iix1tx

in which I was assigned a reading from Jeremiah 39:3 and I assigned

two or three articles by recent critical scholars to the class to look

up, I was really dealing *ith use of proper names there that has been

so verified by recently discovered paleontological
tar I had these numbers in this class and one of when since became quite a

famous Old Testament scholar whose name I will not mention, but he was

in the class, and he brought in the paper and to my amazement he had
radical

adopted the whole view of one of these Attxi1/scholars which considered

three fourths of the chapter of the later interpolation which just did

not beloing there at all, and of course I was assigned to the paper

to see what they did about this one article I was quite shocked the way

he took it, and I showed him how I felt pretty iikx strongly, and to
ed

my amazement, it help to keep him in the straight path since, why,

what the man became, I do not know. But to me a man with his intelligence, that

he was at that stage , he would be so easily taken in by those radical

scholars. To me that was appauling... It shows just how easy it is

to go very far once you start. That does not mean that there cannot be
tar




an oacasional minor error in copying of the texts, ux And these two verses
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_____ just in
VMW represented an earlier .iz prediction made At/the time of destruction

which someway go t in here. That would solve the problem. It would

perfectly fit with verse 3, but it is hard for us to see how it fits with

Zech.'s time. Unless this is a picturextktxwixxxxzx of place that

they would be able to go ( ahead with their work, but that may not be

either. xx Some of the commentaries suggest the similarity with the

Maccabean account, not to say that they are related, but to show the

similarity of the picture, where you have the same type of terminology

used , exept that old men are on 4 industry instead of children lying

and things like that to describe peace there at that time. Now, of course,
enemies

Nehemiah tells about the difficulties from the/ii, the problems that

he faced in that sort of a thing. Yes, translators... In Zecharai.ah

we have not had that I had noticed much suggestion of saying that now

Now
you are in the dondition with wars around you, the condition of danger.

o, there seems to be. You are not getting ahead... yet, the things

are not giixxx growing full of weed, because you are selfish in

advancing your own personal welfare and ignoring the temple of the Lord.

That is true, that their idea was that like in the time of Solomon there

was peace, but there was no danger then either. There was peace, and they

drove the .... here and there. You do not think that this is the
w hen

prediction of the tiine/f the Phtarasees wk would say perhaps to their

parents, to whom they should be quite ... it is a gift .... whatever

thou ask... profieteth by me .... throw their parents out to the streets,

-'nd so you have old ikyic people living in the streets. It does not

say in living in the house, but living in the streets .... Since they

dwell in the streets. They promote to vary with their age

in case their juniors did not realize It was surely the houses along the street
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- Yes, surely. You surely mean that? Well, verse 11? Verse 11 is closer

to verse 9 than to 10, isn't it? It does not say anything kji1 about
The

9 and 10. 9 and 10 describe a situation. situation is that you knew

that who were here when the foundation was laid, you hear these words now.

I have another suggestion. Would it be possible to take some of the statements

made ,say, inverses land5or 4and5andôandeven 7and8as

predictions made previously by other prophets, that is, when Jerusalem

was not inhabited according of those predictions to show how God is

going to bring those things to pass so that ye that hear in these days

these words by the mouth of the prophets, which were in the day that the

foundation of the house of the Lord of hosts was laid, that the temple

might be built." fosix Could it refer to the previous prophets?

These words just previous to that. Thus saith the Lord hf hosts. Verse 2, Thiu.i

- Thus saith the Lord of hosts; I was jealous for Zion with great jealousy,

and I was jealous forher with great fury. Thus saith the Lord; I art reutnred

unto Zion, and will dwell in the midst of Jerusalem; and Jerusalem shall

be called a city of truth; ... Thus saith the Lord of hosts; There shall yet

old men and aid-women-dwell-in-the-streets-ef-Jerusa1em; -and-every

man-with-his - taff-in-his -hand- fer-rz- -very-age;;;; -And-there-shiall-be children.

When it is marvellous in your eyes, these things, it would perfectly fit,

and it would not be so bad. It is pretty hard to put it all on

isn't it? Yes, especially when it is not ... unless you are quoting.

If it be marvellous in your eyes, should it not also be marfellous in mine?

Thus saith the Lord of hosts; 2x Behold, I will aave my people

from the east country, and from the west country; And I will bring them, and

they shall dwell in the midst of Jerusalem: and they shall be( my people,

and I will be their God, in truth and in righteousness."
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It would mean then that verses 4 and 5 could-x!-1x have been quoted

from an older source? Yes. Mm. Which would relieve quite a problem.

But, it would raise a couple, too. Well, thus saith the Lord; verses 2 and 5

Th±xixx This is talking about what the Lord has done in the past. Was

this difficult for you to believe? Does it mean that I could not do it?

I am going to do it right now. Well, ± I am doing it right now. If you

had perfects in 6, it would not seem to be .... Is this marvellous?

It is not marvellous to me. It is ttrange that God could have brought

His people back, because He has already brought them back. If this was

not marvellous, does that mean that I could not do it? I have done

this and I have done things greater than this. Your tense there is

a big problem. I would think. Now, in verse 10, verse 10 is a sort

of a gloss, not a glosss, it is not an insertion, but it is a description

of a situation. Verse 10 is certainly an insertion. The Lord speaks

in verse 9. The Lord speaks in verse 11, but verse 10 is a parenthentical

note to show that the condition was. Well, it is still the Lord that

speaks, txx that is speaking, though, isn't it? but He is kere reminding

them of $ it. 'For before these days there was no hire for man, nor any hire

of beast;" Wouldn't that give a better idea of what it really means?

What was that again, please? Verse 10 here is a part of what the Lord is

saying. The Lord is saying, is describing what they xixg±x have been

g oing through. Yes, yes. tJhm. He is reminding them of it. He says, Thus

saith the Lord hosts; let your hands be strong, ye that hear in these days these

words by the mouth of the prophets, which were in the day that the foundation

of the house of the lOrd of hosts was laid, ... " Which was in these days?

Prophets? or You yourselves. You hear in these days these words by the mouth
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of the prophets, which were in the day that the foundation of the house of

the Lord of hosts was laid..." Now, they are urging you to build on it?

Because before the present days mm since the days when the foundation was

laid, you did not get any profits for the work of man frx or for beast.

There was such an affliction that you did not have well-being in the city

or outside of it. For I set all men every one against his neighbour.

You had all kinds of confusion and zx had this squabbling. Now, he

says, I am not going to continue to preach to you like that as I have

previously done lately. The vine will be prosperous. You will have prosperity

You witix are going to haveprosperity hence, but this is all conditioned

on your building the temple, isn't it? So, verses 11 and 12 are conditional,

I think. There is no dondition expressed, but there is a condition

certainly implied in their relation to verse 9. And then verse 13,

'And it shall come to pass, that as )one= we were a curse among the

heathen, 0 house of Judah, and house of Israel; so will I save you,

and ye shall be a blessing: fear not, but let your hands be strong." Is

that conditional or unconditional? Verse 13? Are you taking verse

10 as being descriptive of the time after they have reurned? Yes. Well,
hinges on the

verses 11 and 12 are conditional, if verse 13 is dx.iJjfi.Ififl..1'u,cum1m

i fulfillment of verses 11 and 12 and these also would be conditional.

Maybe i1wx they are not conditional. God saith, Hurry up and build the

temple, because I am ±1tx going to give you prosperity, or did He say,

Hurry up and build the temple and wi I will be propsperous .... It is

Ltlonditional, If that is 'onditional, then I would think that verse 13 was

also wx unconditional ...that is 11 and 13 would seem to be the same,

whichever 1k way they are. But it makes it,... but at least they are close(y
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related to 9, aren't they? Yes. He says, Go ahead and build this. God

is going to bflng you blessings now, and you had better get at it, or

he says, Go ahead and build it, because I want to bring you blessings

they are two quote different ideas. It does not make it clear which of

these two he means. I do not think so. Is it conditional or undonditional?

It may purposely left unclear. Uhm. And there is definite lack of

clarity. We do not import 13 on the point f on which the Scriptures

does not speak, but it is definitely clear.±lia.t We want to translate in

such a way as to bring out the meaning that is there. I keep on wondering

why he is saying about the remnant of the people. That is a sort of a thing

that stands out to me, because you notice then that in other sections

I have to make a study of it, I meant to examine it but did not get iround

to do it. It seems to me that that expression shows up in this chapter,

although this is really tzar in a deductive section now, but it

shows up in this chapter rather singularly. And you keep on wondering just

by looking at the group iifx which is back, if that is the grIx group that

he has in mind, I keep on saying in my mind, Why does'nt he just say this

people? There are here. These people. But these people, those people

who have survived, those who have returned. Yes, I can see that, but

I wonder why the language is used that way. And you can never answer

questions like that, but I wonder why this doesn't just say, these people

are here now, not the remnant of this people, because then he is making

this people a historicl Jewixx and Israel. I keep on wondering why

this does not say, ±ki&x these people that are here now, if the prophecy

is directed to them. Saw if the prophecy is directed to their seed or

Now
to those who followed them, and they are told to work now for the benefit

of what Jehovah will do, then I can see the expression of the remnant of this
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people. He is saying to them. This is your land. You are going to
your

continue here and ikii/progeny is going to be here, progidy is going to

he here after you, and here are certain things that are going to be done

for them. Then you were the member of the, if you had the conditional

elmments in a fer verses or a few chapters back, then verse 15 of chapter 6,
although I did not

for example, then you might say that all of tl&iii these things,/b4

want to think aboutt before saying definitely, are conditional Mma to that

remnant depending on their 1..zi'x hearkening to the voice of the Lord.

You mean and building the temple? Yes, continuing on with the things kaUx that

are given. That phrase strikes me as just a little unusual, and I am

not going to do any research on it, but want to see if this is used

of the , you know, the paral'el situations in which it would be used...

I did not get around to do that. Is it ? Yes. SHARI

Of course, you need the whole context phraseology, because SHARI is
but

certainly used thany times, t is used a great many times before the

captivity when they talkil about their caning back. The same one is

used in verse 6. So that if it is used before the captivity,

tell about those who will cane back, it would be unusual to use it after

the captivity about those who have ... How long would you think

the meaning of it 2xAx1 x..c1c%y do you think would be? If he just

says, Here is BFIARI+ come back, I am not saying that it is

unusual, but I am 'ust wondering if it raises a question in my mind.

The word SHARI+here üx seems to ocuur only in Zech. in these

three verses, verses 11 and 12. Is that Zech. occurrences of it? Yes.

Right. It is also in Haggai 1:12 , 14 and 2:2. Of course, ihix which

is the same time period. Yes. Uhm. M4 j.4 type ipLI..tln1S
41

and roughly the same type of predictions as these. They fit together.
/'
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In Haggai it is surely talking about this people right here, isn't it?

He calls them all the remnant of the people, the residue of the people.

He is dealing with the need of their getting out and building the temple.

You notice in Haggai 1:2, this people is saying, that is the people

who dwelt right there. This people says, I mean that is the people who

dwelt right there on the spot, and then 12 and 14, 1:12, "Then Zerubbabel the

son of ShealtieJ,,X and Joshua the son of Josedech, the high preist., with

all the remnant of the people, obeyed the voice of the Lord their God,

That would seem to be the ones there, too. Yes, the same is true of verse

14. "And the Lord stirred up the spirit of Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel,,.aud the
spirit of Joshua...

/and the spirit of all the remnant of the people ...." Wouldn't that just

mean the rest of the people, not after he mentioned, It might mean the

remnant of the people beyond them over in verses 12 and 14. Yes. Then
Although

the same occurrence is coning to three. You know. /I an not sure

the residue of the people. There might be another word. No, that is the

same word. The riiax residue. 2:2? 2:2. Speak now to Zerubbabel...

and to Joshua... and to the residue of the people ...." Now, the remnant

of the people, the rest of the people. Now, when Haggai is addresses the

multitude, he uses a term, the people, for ixxux example, in describing

the masses, for example in 2:14, So is this people, and so is this nation...."

md that is Hagai speaking to Jehovah, and also over in 2:2. xWa Hgai

in verse 2 , he says, he spoke to Zerubbabel and to Joshua and to the rest

of the people. Who is left among you that saw this house in he first

glory? This remnant is the remnant that is righ here. It ma e the

remnant after taking out... Haggal and Zerubbabel. That does X not

help in Zech. No. It does not enlighten it at all. No. Because in Zech.

He does not mean that here I am ... the rest of you, it does not mean that.
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It would be that, This blessing will cane to him as well as to the rest

of the rI-x people. But, so, it makes you think that it means those

that are left over. Ya, I do not know. IN chapter 7 when Zech.

speaks of the people, some ... people. It just makes me wonders if

the remanant of them means a group gx beyond this immediate quantity.

ldi*xthix What did you say? It ix makes me wonder if the remnant

just means a group beyond this iimtediate quantity. I think that something

has to be questioned at least study them. Here in verse 11 he says,

there is affliction, and I set all men every one against his neighbor.

But n I will not be unto the residue of this people as in the former days,

Does that help? Meaning namely, if the conditional aspect is here...

naning namely, Go ahead and build the temple and do the things that

I have prescribed in chapter 7 like honoring truth and judgment and mercy

and so forth, and do these things, and to the rest, that is, the residue

of the people , those that follow you, the ground will cane, will bring

forth and so forth and so forth. Followoing them. But +

to me it is not a technical term for zp a specific land. No, I did not mean

that. It is not that in Haggai,nor is it in Zech. No, I would not think

so. So, this is not a warning..., way forward into the future.
there are

Certainly, not in itself. No. I am not sure, Dr. if/1ithxixnconditicmal

elements here. I am not sure whether this is conditional or not. But it

riafx says in verse 9, He says, Let your hands be strong, ye that

hear... And the purpose is that the temple might be built, and then he goes

on and i states very sepcifically the things that he is going to do. Well,

he says, before this you have not had prosperity, you have had adversity.

vow
Couldtt that just as well be taken before this you did not have that,

but now, it is going to be different. Yes, N it is going to be different.
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The quesj tion is this: Is he saying, before you had adversity, now you

are going to have propperity. Therefore, get busy and build. Or is

he saying, Before this you had adversity. Get busy and build the temple,

for I want to give you prosperity. There is a further complication that

comes in later and I do not know. maybe the immediate presence of these

verses those things could nit really be settled. The latter part

of the chapter adds in the total context rather strongly, too. You

know the chapter. Yes, of course, in the beginning ifx of Haggai,

you have just the same argument. He says in Haggai. You k±x build tklx

yourselves houses. You take care of yourselves. You believe that

the temple is built. You are working and putting it into a bag with holes.

You work hard and you do not produce anything. Well, the implication is
that you should

that You get busy in getting things done for the Lord,/and you will ittix not

have this condition any more. Very emphatic in Haggai. In Haggai it

is conditional, It is very emphatic. And that ic !msinixiu would

suggest that it is conditional. It does not prove, but it certainly

prejmises such a suggestion. Yes. Well, In regard to the statement

of the restof the ppople, interestingly enough, the way it goes verses 11

through 13, But now I will not be unto the residue of tlii thsi people as ipnit1i-wu"x

in the former days,... I will bless the rest of this people, and as you

were cursed, oh 0 house of Judah, and house of Israel; so will I save you,

and ye shall be a blessing: ...." Yes. Yest, a lot of them walked out

in this time of misery, worked hard and did not get much for results. Many

of them failed, but those who survived really got busy and built the

temple, and you would find tkixtca different situation. If, Yes, if you are

speaking directly to the people then present in verse 13, but $ to the rest of

them in the future *n verses 11 and 12. No, I would, Oh, how do you mean?
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ftx Well, in other words, kwxx do he house of Judah and the hosue of

Israel, do they refer to the same group as in verses 11 and 12 , and is

that the group which is yet to cane in futre? , Yet remaining? That is

to be considered, I think, rather seriously. Remember the z-wzw remnant

in 12 is in the third person among other things, and thatiisxthatxx

does not prove it, but it makes it plain that a consideration should be

borne in mind. There he says, I am going to do wonderful things two

thousand years from now. Sometime I am going to do wonderful things. Now
if you do your part...

you get busy and build the temple. Does he say.... Well, now, I am not

saying ikatx how soon that time is caning. Ye,that is right, that is why

the Lord is saying, I am going away and I ancc caning again. And
a

tii modern fellow who does not betieyez think that He is coning again

xth±ithxtlixt would say, It is reasonable that the Lord should be saying

I am going away and I am not coming back again for two thousand years,

and you fellows be faithful and work right now for me, because the history

allows to throw that two thousand years in, but 1950 years ago, we could

not have thrown that in, nor 1920 years... we could not have thrown that

in. Because he only says, the Lord says, He is coming again. And with the

passage of the time, we arecz-titiw4x able to fill in the great gap of

time in that situation, which is not really ludicruous when you survey

the whole purpose of what the Lord said. In such an hour and time

as you think not he is coming, be faithful and be ready. And yet, xxtxx

he cannot come when Peter died. When St. Peter died. How would people

know that He cannot can e yet, because Peter had not died? It is just

a different time or you just cannot tell. And once Peter was gone,

there was nothing to hinder his caning immediately. I mean there is no

reason why tkx we cannot say thatit l t he might not

has
come tomorrow. Yes, the passage out of t ii/not really watered down His promises
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re
No, Peter/makes in his own epistle once,there he says, Isn't 1u1.±=

slack in his promises, but it is men who become slack ... . so that if

a situation might go far off to the future, just because we know that

that time element is in there now, and not weaken its original utterances

to the hearers. You can have tough times. Youxlá have been neglecting

what yci )i should have been doing, and you have left the temple lie ruined.

Ge busy and build it. God is going to continue to bless this nation.

He is going to do wonderful things in the future, tx± not necessarily

immediately after the building of the temple. Many things might be

added there, and there might be a time when the Gentiles would ix think so

zxxil well of you that they would love to have you around, And

the question is has that happened or not. I was reading statements

that Howard brown made. He tells about the grand soldiers .... about the

Jews. Of course, the statements go to the...

such a thing as to order that no Jew be allowed in his Department, because

these men were trying to get avenge for themselves out of lix the situation.

And you can make a lot $out of it, but it just shows the impreession that

there was what they call... some of them ... they have not certainly reached

this time, and they would have x... the great ... No, not at all.

Not in Philadelphia. So), it might that the whole context of chapter 8
se back

would a sort of ikwx throw light on the/immediate problems/earlieriK in

it. It can be very helpful. Yes, now, it is about 25 after, END. (MARCH 9)
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and there was a ladder and they climbed up the ladder, and
one of

there above/the entrances there wage Greek letters, Thy Kingdom,

Oh Christ, is an everlasting kingdom. And Thy throne endures akk through

all generations. There it was written in Greek. It has been that

Way* We do nbt know bow many centuries that way. But the twelve

centuries it has been kn unknown, and the place has been...

It is very interesting, but it does not seen that Damascus is going
a

to be/particular1xzxceatuer of either Judaism or Christianity long
to be

enough for it ww/singled out to s predict that in the earlier
remember being compared with

Crjsjt*a history, I do not/k4 that Damascus is/*upma±*gmtaaixmxii
sane

offering, which was not far away. I mean the/general area.
ana greater tk-

but there were far more important/Christian centers than the last

several, and if this refers to the millenium, what would this refer

t..? You notice that the countries that are discussed in verse 2,

though, lemas and Tyrus, and Sidon, and then hn eventually in verse
really

5 Ashlon, Gaza and Ekron. And these are/nn-entities as far as
in

we are concernedj today. ut they were quite inpprtant Z* the time

of .
)TbeY

were quite important in his time. Really if

if he had talked about Iran and Irq and hernia and things like that

it would have been a wonderful prediction though it would have

relatively little meaning for his day. "Yóu mean that those are

figure&?1 just was wondering about that.

He names the prominent enemies to a large extent. Uhn. Of course,

one of these verses dant you think *tx specifically refer to the

downfall of one of these enemies? JOb yes. Verse 14. Verse 1 is a Philistine

Verse 6, is it not? I think as. He is going to cut off the "

picture of .1.. He is going to have a degenerate ruler.

Not a great and glorious ruler that everybody would e proud of.

I ramenber there are in this chapter that talk about cutting off
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them*xchariots ofkzumxxxx Ephrame later

" s a n d s o f o r t h " Which of course £phraem one thinks

in terms of northern kingdom was a long god. It should be understood
themselves

me a figure mfor the arm power in which men tended to prot.dt *1tax

better than trusting the Lord. I often wondered if these different

tepresentations, if he was speaking of someof the enemies of Israel,
in

speaking of them showingthat/Gods will and in G"g'8 omnipotend.,

he brings the enemies low and sometimes it establishes himself in
various places the enemies thought that tt
xrjxñUR/... for/it had a strong fortress ... You mean in these

first verses? Yes. That is interesting. Very interesting. The

last half of one seems to clearly imply,aore than that, looking

of the Lord. the)( eyes of men as of the ... tix tribes

of Israel, so that man here is used in connection with Damascus and

these succeeding ones, would look toward a time when the word of God

is falling upo Israel, too. Re meant also ... the entire Sidon,

Tyrus thought that she could become a great power by her strength,

but the Lord is going to smite her power. Here is a curse on Tyrus

and Sida*. In verses 3 and k there is blessing on Tyre and Sidon.

What do you think of these doors being very wide? Verse 2? Why,

some think that might b., I do not know whether I should say right or

wrong, but some tlink that it is the idea which she felt she was in
fortresses

vulnerable to the I8land/iTwwx and no beach had that kind of

composition out there, and most of the invulaznerable

for a considerable period of time. I wonder if that is relly

what is in view or not, but others push... when you start asking

vaw some mom how to interpret the verse, you get all kinds of things.

I could see how that could possibly be true. Tyrue and Sidon would be
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princes
very wise, and if one of the members being merchant nation f the

ancient Near East, great commerce canters priding themselves in

more comaerical power than in military might. Certainly true of Sjg0.

More than of Tyre. There seems to be some kind of systematic

arrangement of cities... by .... Damascus is even farther than

north, twice farther than this than Amom... Damascus is pretty farthan

than RKZft Edom.

i an not sure whether Hrnath is farther than the West of Damascus or

not. Damascus is very ... east. Damascus is ... as you say...

which is a great ancient citadel. Then over... Damascus really

comes to Tyre... It is not strictly ... It is not strictly a cir%cle.

Sidon and $yre km usually fall just like that. *kat Why, should not

the ... begin where the ... right after tie Sidon?

Would you not say that 1k here is a promise of ...? The word of God

centered on refreshing ... is to be in Damascus, when the eyes of ha

as.of all the tribes of Israel, shall be toward the Lord. And

Hanath also shall border thereby; a d Zidon, .... At present

Tyre and Sidon have thought that they are very wise, oxen though+Tyre

and 5idon V ought that they were very wise and they are not doing

zsts IAcx-1 physimil might...

Here would this mean that here by mmmx itself? Well, it is a conditional

sentence*** Gesenjus ". about the tranalsation is used. Is that a.?

Ye. As a conditional. If I recall correctly, it does not fix very

many passages. Every time you would read Geseniua/grrar, I wonders.

a form like that is made up by ... or not/ or it has a real linguistic

backgroind. Why exceedingly, or the key before

hia they zxm are really wide, they want to .... It is when it fits
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well with verses 1 and 2. ut with though it does not make muck

sense. There it seems to be an introduction to verse 3, rather than

a conclusion of the two. But here is the specific prediction of the

destruction in verse which came to pass. It came to pass under

Alexander the Great. Verse Ii. When he smote t. Tyre power and the

00 devoured the city with fire. ure1y that was fulfilled

then. Then verse 5, would have to be then ... when the king perished

from Gaza, I do not know, but that surely is a prophecy of something

that happened/ many centuries before this time. And Aehkelon shall

not be inhabited. I believe Aehkelon was left/ with the ruin for many

long time. I do not know hwko Dasmaswho lived with AebCot..

I do not know hether we have any specific history in reference to that

or not. Or it may be a mere figure that is pointing out that 4k.4

when the pride of the Philistines was cut off, anybody can rule.

It could be that, but we do not ordinarily expect a prophecy to be

quite so specific and so measly a general idea like that. No.

I would feel that we would not expect that the Lord would say that

he might say that there is going to be , many of the cities are going

to be fallen into unworthy hands, but to spy specifically about one

I would expect that there would be specific fulfillment. O course,
detailed of these cities

I do not know how much we have k...-m44k. history/ duñng that time.

If you want to get tkax a detailed history of various Samaritan

cities a little back, you do not have to do quite a bit of research

in the library. You have a job of setting out precise ddtails.

I was trying to figure out when the Vatican Council ... in. I wanted to

look it up for discussion at the end of the ....

I could not remember when it was. I thought that was during the last

few months. I remember . " like that and when you look back
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to a year when ... the 'Wilson, the mayor of Philadelphia named the

airport after himself. He called the air port **$tzx Wilson after the

when he was j mayor.of Philadelphia. I would probably be able to

remember some day..., if I thought to remember the day when I was
Boston and I saw

going down to/the signs ... but I remember someday... I was going to

something entirely different .... it was not long before you lose that

1dnd of tie unless you go to a library for research, ... you forget them.

But this may have been very little fulfilled. Verse 6. It may have
give a

been a striking fulfillment mix which would/=z good reason for

increase in space and accuracy tzxkkz of the Scriptural prediction.

I do not know anything about it. It can be that way .... lee, Mr.

Gable? Would there be a strong dead line in Philiatia? In other words,

where tkmx the kings ... like the lion s in the dave where David was

thrown in. I fear that I know very little about it. They probably

feared. They are not fery far from Egypt. So, they probably had

plenty of papyrus to write it ... jkey go there to write on Papyrus

*1.1 kinds of things which would disappear. Somewhat more primate.it woui aLL øisapp.ar.

1-21
* too They would think that all their writings

would be ... what is written on their stone. It is the writing ever/

done.b.fère it was ever doze on the stone. How much would you learn

about Philadelphia from a stone inscription? We have a very few,

not many. If all of our tapes would disappear, it would ... a lot

faster than the papyrus. hat would you know about Philadelphia?

Now, of course, first, there was a mmz wealthy ** who is

interested in local history and life and time of Ahe

and ... there for a while and then be

investigation with a book of ... if the book written then would have besa
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I have practically nothing before the 16th century A.D.. the actual

written material. Very little. Very little that is found is in / try

places ul buried there, and I do not like. I do not like small f.at*r...

Why should some of them be in that condition? details of history ...

worth bothering copying? It might be different now. It might be different

now. How was that written there ? If you rather find history sometime ....

In Pennsylvania, you might have a hot ... you might find somebody who

spent many years working on it. Very few people of God would be

than they would be migrating through At= Asia .... It is tremendous...

So that, this is one of those things that I would be inclined to think

that it must be a specific prediction whether fulfilled or not . ......

THE END.
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RJLFILLED PROPHECY March 10 1966, Dr l1an A MacRae

important in this work of Fulfilled Prophecy that we turn

from ixtime to time to they listorical sections, to the sections where

the predictions are clearer than those that are continuous prophetic message.

you keep your feet more on the ground there. We can easily get the idea

that it is lii very hard to be sure of what it means, but we have a

great many of those that are very clear and very direct and we are told

bow they were fulfilled. We want to keep aware of that fact, evenkx

though we do not have many problems and then we are more apt to if run

over hastily, but I think that we ought to refer to them fran time to

Im time in order to keep that in mind. And I xz±x would like to

go through Zecharaiah, and I do not know how much time we should

spend on thw Zech. in this particular course, but I want to have at

least a survey of the Igx who'e book and ju.xki...lzjiIyxx particulary

where it is clearer, but I I think that ±± maybe there are wzr,IX several

here who have studied quite a bit on Psalm 22 and then we did not get to

it yet. Maybe between now and the next week, either on Monday or Wednesday

we could review on what i was done on Ps. 22, perhaps a little further

than that, and we could take an hour on Ps. 22 which I NM think would be

very important. I would like to have certain questions in mind about

Ps. 22. This psâ.im is rather unique. There are a good many statements

that are easily 1x1Ix parallelled from, other psalms or not. Now, the general

nature of the psalm, of course, is easily paralleled, that s to say,

you have many psalms which show man in suffering, a man in misery, and

then God answers his prayer, and then he praises x his God/ for having

heard him. That is not found in an oveiwhe]ming mass of pdalms, but

there are a very considerable number of psalms under that general pattern.
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And of course this is generally of that pattern, but now in that pattern
a

how many are there psalms in which sufferings are desdribed in tki way

itxtx that would be more parallel to this. Are there great many or

are there very few? Is this quite unique? There are a good many statements

in it which are almost unparalleled in other psalms. That is of the
of

suffering, and now Its relationship to his father, there are many psalms
does

that .... trust and confidence in t'tix God the Father, but ii this
in those early verses
one /go definitely beyond most others? Then, the suddenness of the

transition, in fact, right in the middle of the verse, and I think that

the King James version obscures it, because it changes the woc order

of the words in the verse, and so the average reader of the King James

version has no idea as to how that sudden transition occurs in the verse.

Few are transitions in another psalm..., it is not my impression
-

that there are. I do not recall any other cases quite paralle to it.

Of course, there is no4 question as to what it is here. Deliver me

from ... What is the first part? fxx Save me from the lion's mouth: for

thou hastheard me from the horns of the unicorns. That does not na make

sense. Oh, thou hast saved me. This is tremendous. Then there is

not much sense to the verse. And it must be a very, very sharp transition.

I do not recall anthing else quite so sharp as this in the psalms, and

then Of oucrse the last part of it, we have many psalms in which they

declare the wonderful works of God and they raise Him for His goodness.

How many psalms are there in which something that God has done for an

indiridual is considered to be as important as this one? Words are

going to go out all through out the world that He has done this, that

he will declare to the generations that are to be born, rich and poor

mid high and low, all will praise God fax on account of this. We have many
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statements of adoration of God, but just how unique is this last part?

If you can have some suggestions on these points, and also any further

ideas on the genuineness of its fitting with Christ, and even more to

unfitness to anything else, why, I Icn't want to spend too much time on it,
could

but I think that we/ open up some ideas that we have not opened up yet on it.
let us go back to

along this line. Now,/this Zech, We have not gotten fery far yesterday,

but we had some interesting ideas and we had, toward the end of the hour

we were talking over here j on verses 10, 11 and 12, and 13. I think

we were through with 13,&A-we not? Would you call 15 a prediction or

not? What do you think of 15? Mr. Dinzweiler, do you think 15 is a

prediction or not? 3O, I did not. As I thought to punish you, when

your fathers provoked me to wrath, ... and I repented t not: So again have

I thought in these days to do well unto Jerusalem and to iouse of JxIah:

fear ye
" Isn't that a prediction? I thought that referred to the

present time then. Yes, but he says, Fear ye not. If already they,

If everything is going fine, naturally

they do not fear. Isn't it thought of as .... I am intending to do well?

So, you do not need to fear. \Isn't that just as well kt taken as wh*t

God is doing .... will continue to do? I an not sure. If ... is
then it is

going to continue to do it, i d,tmix ur a prediction, isn't it?

If Se is going to continue. Yes, it fits with the overall principle/
in it

that he is doing well now and continuesj and 14 he will continue to do it.

You might say that there is a certain element in the prediction there.

But ".. But I am inclined to think that is the main element, that is,
to

you say to the people, you say ikaL somebody ii'g.'i tmAfl xaX Look just

how the stock market has been going up and up, and you ought to be very

happy about that. He says. Yes, I should be, but how do I know whether
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tomorrow it may start going down and down. Then if you say, Look how

the stock market has been going up and up and he is going to keep on a while.

You certainly ought to ... be happy1. Well, he says, ht thinks he has

gotten that much ... Fear ye$/ not does not refer to what it is but

what will be , don't you think? You do not sae--it, because the enemies

are across the river. You fear because the enemy across the river may

attack. Or could this be an expression of God's intention? Yes, that

is what I mean. It is an intention. And if what we said before concerning

verses , the previous verses as to whether or not , as to whether or not

the previous verses idiately in the context are conditional or undonditicmal.

If this could be a conditional prediction? And an intention which he has not

yet fully determined to carry out. Possibly so. At any rate, it seems to

me that he is saying that in the past I was determined to do certain things

to punish you. And I repented not, that is to say, I went ahead and I

did it. I! did not change my mind. So, again, I have intended to do

something. So, don't fear. Don't fear means that this is my intention.

If snnebody keeps on, so there is no reason that you should say that

well, what do you mean ? The temple is burned down, and when the person...

change his üx mind or the Øenemy attack, or we lose our property.
\" )
>"In any case, verse 14 would seem to ix imply that it was conditional

previously, and so the suggestion might be that again it is conditional,

upon their obedience/ in which case JdI±ExX

it could be a general principle. But in that case when it says

Fear ye not, he ought to say, Go ahead and build. Maybe he is saying that.

Fear ye not, and go ahead and do it. That is, Don't stop, because of fear

but go ahead' cause I am going to protect you. Because I am gthing to give you

propserity, because things are going to be well in the future. No, because I
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brought you back and that is the proof of the fact that I am with you.

It is the proof of the fact that I am with you, right now. There is no

need of your being afraid right now. Of course, tomorrow either,
if you make it a

but if you make that a specific predictions w kixXki general aspect that
S

f God alwaysiii intendi,ixto do well and xx He always executs well,

and certainly it is predictive, mtoqtxx and yet, on the whole, I think
to them

that the general intention is not usually counted.I. Do you think that

this ia a iixXix general intention that God is g±ix±ii ordinarily

going to do well? No, I think that it is a statement of the return

from captivity myself. I thought well to do. I thought well to do

well to Jerusalem. And here you are and I have xiitixix done well.

Now, don't be afraid. YOu see what I mean. Youj have seen what I have

done. And you know my general character, and you know how I dealt with

your fathers. I have actually brought you back from quite circumstances.

And of course, there is future zpI.ix.i app1ication,xtx to it.

But you feel that this is ... the background. 'es, I feel that Vay.

Then, what is your next one? Mr. Gable?
/1

have not until 20. YOu did

not think 19 was one? When it says, the fst ... shall be to this and so on,

I hard think that he is ginging a command,, a r prediction as much as

a statement of purpose or caiinanchnent. Be sure that... a lot of truth.

But 20 is certainly a prediction. Yes. 20 is definitely a prediction.

What is the prediction of it? There shall come , many people, the inhabitants

of many cities. Is this a prediction of an increase in population of

Jerusalem? Or is it a prediction of more exiles? Or is it a prediction

of something different? Inhabitants of many cities would ... Are the

Jews ever called the inhabitants of other countries as they um are

dispersed? It would appear that the inhabitants of many cities ... It does not
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almost
exactly say the natives of the cities but you x get that impression,

would you not? Not just Jews who sat there, Xxx dispersed there,

returned to their nativesI, of many cities would be caning? Do you

think then there is an implication in the word inhabitant..-;,

do not refer to the Jews. What are they going to do? Are they

going to come and live widtl.xlthmxiix Jerusalem? /Following the context,

Let us go speedily to pray before- the Lord, and to seek the Lord of hosts:

I will go also.'///3// Yea, many people and strong nations shall cane to

seek the Lord of hostsin Jersauelm and to pray before. the Lord.
to come to pray

2luui Then our attention is iix ,xjrrxrather than x to cane to live.

Yes. Unless it says that all is going to .... the suggestion is that

people may make temporary visits/ rather than m an increase in population.

So, that fits with your suggestion that the word inhitants here

means the people who bellng there rather than people who are temporarily

sojourning there. So, dwellers. Yes. So, actually I think that

you can call somebody a dweller if he stayed here only two days.
the whole

Does not imply necessarily, but in/context Ii think it is. This is a
of

prediction, not of an increase -.--j'J.iuapopulation. Back verses 4 and 5

seem to be a prediction of increase of population. This is something

very different, isn't it? The same is true of 22. 21 and 22 here

do we find any pod parallel anywhere9x11 11xiiu..t.i. in Micah for instance?

Yes, Micah 4. It is very similar. And was that fulfilled in the ancient

time? No, I do not recall. Do you recall? Do you think of the Pentecost?

Well, no, I do not mean Pentecost, but I do not think that Pentecost was the

fulfillment, but at the Pentecost we found a situation which ix represented

this. hdixuiI That he ul said, Here we are Parthians, and Medes, and

Elamites, and the dwellers in Mesopotamia, and in Judaea, and Cappacodia, in

Pontus, and Asia, Phrygia, and Pamphylia, in Egypt, and in the parts of

Libya about Cyrene, and strangers of Rome, Jews and proselytes ....
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Here we are from all these places. Here these people, everyone of us,

there was only eleven of them talking but fifty countries or so, they all

heard in their own languages. Practically...

they had to go to Jerusalem to attend... so it would occur that to s

extent whenever there was pilgrims for the feasts, if you would have

a real group of Jews who would come back, who were settled right around

Jerusalem, it would not have amounted so much. If we had 2±x Palestine...

through which to go go Jerusalem, that might fulfill these two 1i verses.

But if you had in addition to that Jews who are living permanent in all

these different parts of the world, to go to Jerusalem, why, today the Jews

who would go over there ixxxmfx for Easter, I should not call that Easter,

but for the Pentesost, from Philadelphia here, go over there and spend
lxwpl$XX

three days and come back. Of course, the Gentiles... If it/refers to the

JewsxXkix simply, it could find a fulfillment in the day of Christ.

Would it not? "Dr.) do you attach any significance to the word t people

when it is used in the plural? Many peoples? That would be a matter of

comparison. That is actually the word that is used here in the word

peoples. It is in Plural. It is R$tI . You have your word

here for a people, not just a word people. As a general rule AM

people means ISRAEL. As a rule, (301 means Gentiles. As a general

rule, but occasionally Israel is called (GOl). And others are callec

.zit them AM So, it is not an iron class. But

when you say peoples, certainly the tendency is to think of Israel as
.t suggest

one people. So, the peoples would seem to/iI something that is t

not Israel. Of course, when you get to the last verseu.ftrLka.t4 of the

hapter, that would seem to imply very definitely i1.xw that there were

at least some more peoples who were involved in this pilgrimage to Jerusalem.
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I would be inclined to think that if you take simply the verses 21 and 22

that, I do not know about the strong nations, no, perhaps not 22.
might

Certainly 21 by itself/== simply mean the Jews who were going up to

Jerusalem fO1fr-i4vuiLk the feast which tihi1fiH was fulfilled.'
The throughout the land
/More people were scattered,/the more pI!ItlxxxR was fulfilled, and then

as the Jews of the iiikuc dispersion found out to come back to the feast

to fulfill it more largely, but 22 seems to suggest that there were actually

nations involved, and seems to suggest that this reaches on to the Gentiles.

Do you think that there is anything peculiar in the phraseology of 21, the i.Lt

inhabitants of one city shall go to juihx another , saying, Let us go speedily t

to prya before the Lord, and to sek the Lord of hosts .... What doest

say? It says the dwellers of one to one, to another. Ofcourse, just

before that, it says, the inhabitants of many cities: And the inhabitants

f of one city shall go to another.., would pretty well imply. You would

not hardly expect that Lka.txii an ordinary activity in view of the .

you would not expect pthx Joseph and Mary ±mxntmxx up in Nazareth

to go to their people in the next village and they go down, unless there are

so few going from each village that they want to

go as one group. ~ome suggest that. I do not suggest this in this connection,

but what I mean( is that sane do. u'¬"it would seem morelikely that that

is not quite a normal thing to think of the people themselves going

there for a regular feast, it would sound like more spreading out and

certainly it fits well with Micah. Now, does this last verse fit with

Micah? Or is this a new idea that is not in Micah? Or just what do you

think of the last
verse?iIt

is very similar to that which you have in Isaiah

except that the nunbers are

different(7rhe
sequence is different, too.
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/ You think of Isaiah 4? Or
the whole thing,

Sequence there is different,/I think. And in that day seven women shall

take hold of one man? Yes. The sequence is different from this and that

passage of Isaiah. That is 4:1.
7It

demonstrates the fact that there

are few men around and if you want! one, you have to grab Wtmf him

in a hurry. ... They have t to share a man. It iz seems to be

f4uiw1ucitiiL.w* a different idea. That is three or four. I guess

that is the beginning of 4, but it is really a part of chapter 3.

I was glancing through this in sane of the comnentaries, and I tried to

make a comparison. Idid not go through.' I do not think that that

really is a parallel. That would seem to be a different kind of a situation.

4:1 really should be at the end of /ˆchapter 3. At the i end of chapter

3 nobody will question iti"Xtx but it is a picture of the result of

a new population through the war, and it occurs in u every nation after

war in which a great number of men are killed, but the way our chapters
putting in was

are divided,/itxxi1/fit in with what precedes, and it gives a different

impression together. But I doubt that it is a parallel there is. Well,
millennium

noy, would you expect in the,.i.I1Iiuui/when the Lord reigns and all

nations know His ways, andxWina -.xt.'tx His judgment and justice

throughout the world. Well, they come up to Jerusalem to worship.

Well, now, then would you expect then that ten men out of all ju.tiuwt&XX languages

and .tx.X nations take hold of the skirts of the Jews and say, we would

go with thee, because we heard that God is with you. He certainly would

know that they would be ruled by the saints. They would know that they

wouldx, they were supposed to come tp to Jerusalem. It does not seem to

fit with the i1.dicmillennium. It does not seem to fit with millennium at

all. It fits with people, though.If not with millennium, it seems to fit with pRi
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people. The knowledge that something really wonderful i -@4"g-.e happens

to you, and you will find even zjwtkix others who Pave,strao- ..

yourself, and may want to be around, and there may be people who ){ may
years

have not been nice to you/will suddenly join the throng and say, How are

you doing? x**xxxñxfxt1 and all sorts of things.
-

i
f'es,

it fits with the character of

the people and since there is no w re son to think that all those

in the millennium are.. ix .... fits with the character of the

people . . . ." the quotation also fits today.' Which quotation?

We will go with you. We will go with you and we heard that Jehovah God

is with you, and X]t xxtix... ten men ta1dnc hold of the Jews...

e1l, what is your next one? As a matter of fact, you think of the United

States the land of promise and all of the people who come here claiming

that these streets are paved with gold, etc. God has blessed America w
they are coming to partake of

so wonderfully now, and 1here come partakers of the blessings. Not that
has

they are interested in the God who/blessed America, but they are interested

in the blessing. "Are the chapter 9... do you then say that the end of

this refers to the millennium the last three four verses.? 1 was going
in

to ask you, Dr. /verses 20 and 22, could it not be considered rather

than a deveopment, that is, that fi from the time of Zechariah, there

will come people and inhabitants of many cities, and then you come to the

Pentecost and you come to this age, and then come to the and time. Would

it not be considered that verses 20 to 22, the whole thing deals with the

same situation, and then that4 this is merely one of the features of the

styles of the Old Testament to state it and then to specif and then

in verse 22 and ye and then it generalize it and in other words, idiffurx.rtu

styles, a and that sort oi a thing.
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The whole thing refers to the same period in which this will happen.

The whole thing refers to the Millennium. Yes. It would seem to me that Ps.

20-23 is a rather unified situation, arid it seems to me that tk 23

could conceivably describe the many proselytes who joined with the

Jews at the time of Christ., or surely shortly before. Or it could

describe those who join with them, with the Israel Ex's God . ... Various

since.., but verse22 seems to me rather hard to apply to anything to shut

I do not see how it would fit in at any other time. And then 22 is

specifically the millennium. I would be inclined to think that 21)

ad 22 is millennium, although 23 is so iimnediatley visibly millennium// as

the earlier. It does not seem to me that you have a process that starts

and goes on.and on, not with 21 22. I would he inclined to think that

this is strictly a millennial picture. How would you

Mr. Taylor? '10h yes, I emphatically agree therm. But the only thing is

that I think that the whole chapter is characterized by- that age.

I think that the ... YOu wiq± are incilined to think that the whole

chanter.", I am inclined to feel that way, because they question other

sections,' but &e only reason why I feel that way is because of the way

that ends. Yes. Yes. That is the nly %4 reason I feel that way. That is

hhe point. I think that if you did not have the end of it, if you had a

verse one through seventeen, specially with verse 9 with

a strong emphasis on the temple, that you would reel compelled to try to

explain all the liberations in Zechariah's day, but when you have from

2 such a specific picture of the millennium, it would suggest that at least

the possibility that there are similar questions earlier/ in the chapter.

fx It would seem to give a warrant, a strong
'

for that. Then chapter 9.

at is your first one Mr. Harding? ~erse 1 that I specifically noted was
'

verse 4, but it might ... I would noft
' .'.. about that. How about verse 1?
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v. 2
That could he in the same category t very easily. -AI. What

would say about 3? Well, many people feel that this is related to 2.

and verse 4. Of course, it must he r,rIlx related to it. IT MUST' ... Damascus

the capital of Syria. But what would xxocc you say about Syria? It says
/

that it would be his rest. His rest? Ya. Ya, his rest. The word
which

of the Lord, and the land of his rest, iw I think is t hapax legomena,

whi.thI th-perfectly clear enough. ',This is not clear enough, but

I remember that. Damascus is his rest. fhis word is used to denote a

resting place. Ya. That is used in Ps. 23. It has been sometimes a

comfort area, a resting place, not like the remnant that we have, from

Well, all the way frfom (ROUACH). / The in th modern hi

English is very confusing. !We usually think of resting places, or a place

where you get rest. Nwxtiix Not necessarily I do not think. Not always,

no. This same word means refreshment. That is interesting. Which I

mean is distinguising there between the place of refreshment and the

There is a similar usage in Isaihh, I think. His rest shall he ... Is that

a different word? The Roman Catnolics state that that is a holy sepulchere.

Now, you know (rouach) has two different forms for hiphil, one

of which means to give refreshment, to cause to get real rest and uphuilding,

and the other of which means to cause to stand in a position, but you

would wish to have it on the table. You cause it to rest or you cause

it to stand there. And it is used in both x senses and I think that

there is no question that it is used in both senses. That is, the two

different hiphils. But that would certainly mean that in the other forms

both are possibilities, and now of course, here is now ... does this mean

the place? the place of rest? Is it a place of refreshment? Or does it simply

mean the place of which he t takes the stand? If

refers to the Lord, it would amount to y a
redict4n/

in either way.
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Would it not? Yes. It refers to the Lord, and it would he a prediction

in either way. Where he taks stand in that country or where his rest

or his refreshment is known? Is known xx you say? Well, administered,
say

maybe. I have not thought of that. You mean to x that

refreshment..,.. a place where everyone gets refreshment? Yes.

I do not know whether that word is ever used in that sense or not. It certaily

is a reasonable possibility, but it is a little different from what we

usually think. Well, I thought that in the light of the way ±1x ncx the

end of this verse goes, when the eyes of m and all the tribes of Israel

shall be toward the Lord, that ties in, in spite of the 12 (MATSE), that

ties in very nice at the end of chapter 8. And , what is wrong with

(MATSE)? Nothing, except that it is logical in the harmony of these last

few chapters that make a logical division of what three chanters of three

divisions would ... I mean that all these hooks are going to look like

you know in your thought pattern, Now, (lid they arrange the book the way

they did in Kittel Bible? '
1rhey have (MATSE) separately.separately.

I
This is exactly the way it is arranged/ in the LENINGRAD codex. And does

whoever arrange this
that mean that they, does that probably mean that/the way they arranged

it that way, because this is the case for a number of chapters? It seems

to be that someone must have been audacious enough, or somebody in that

area, and they do the same thing back in Isaiah, you know it says

the burden, Mr. ]ikinzweiler? Ya, ya. Of course, that is pure,y an

arbitrary arrangment. Isaiah did they do the same thing? 7i think
.1 in mind, but

that this is one of those things that stand ... 1 I am not sure if lkzx

No, somewhere in chapter 19: verse 1 and so fort.'hiey have min not been

arranged. No, no. Of course, there is the burden of the beasts of 7

in which is a different kind of a burden altogether. But if you

should take the word (MATSE), it would he ismply be a heading, and
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and Damascus
then you woaflid say, the word of the Lord in tksx a land, - . /

are his rest. They will be his rest. They aey will he his rest. No.

It is in the land of (FIADRAIK). Well, the xbbumfxx land of

HAEDRAIK means the same thing. Even the word of the Lord comes in the

land of I-IAIDRAK, and Damascus will hexhis rest. Then it would seem to me

that there is a parallel to see 4 to have the end... It is a parallel.

You would slq have to say. Damascus will be his rest. The word of the Lord

would be in th land ofYes, that is right. Do you think that the

land of HADRAT1s used as a figure for Assyria, as a representation

of Assyria *hith Damascus is the iiu1z capital, implying that the word

of the Lord falls upon that whole land, and the very alien seat would
for a rThrief period.

be the place of his rest. That certainly took place/xtor.eukIcim
in the history of Israel. s, and
Axcr±x But then it was ovenm.by/tixn has been ever since. Today,

it is a great x.tr center.

It certainly is not a center of Judaism or Christianityxhtxx today, but

once that great old lion Marx there, therefore, five centuries, x I do

mt know whether it was that long or not. It was a great Christian Church.

I do not know just how long. took over earl* in the century.

I believe. They took it over, they got away from the Christian symbols and

they made it ... a place that you can see something, something of

an arrangement, it--suggested xft (588) that it was originally a Christian

Church, sad there early in the century axcbv1i4wr4.nmiriIir was

found a Christian indication that had not been

throughó*t-in the sevea%jØth century* and removing the Christian

symbols, and so today instead of fanatically arranding it
as possible, they

so I went, but there were not many people that w.r./ going to see it,
and so I asked then about it, and t57z they took me around beside the
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